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ABSTRACT: The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) proposes, via a contract awarded at the direction of
Congress (Public Law 107-206), to design, construct, and operate two conversion facilities for converting
depleted uranium hexafluoride (commonly referred to as DUF6 ): one at Portsmouth, Ohio, and one at
Paducah, Kentucky. DOE intends to use the proposed facilities to convert its inventory of DUF6 to a more
stable chemical form suitable for beneficial use or disposal. This site-specific EIS considers the
construction, operation, maintenance, and decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) of the proposed
DUF 6 conversion facility at three locations within the Paducah site; transportation of depleted uranium
conversion products and waste materials to a disposal facility; transportation and sale of the hydrogen
fluoride (HF) produced as a conversion co-product; and neutralization of HF to calcium fluoride (CaF 2 )
and its sale or disposal in the event that the HF product is not sold. This EIS also considers a no action
alternative that assumes continued storage of DUF6 at the Paducah site. A separate EIS has been prepared
for the proposed facility at Portsmouth (DOE/EIS-0360). DOE's preferred alternative is to construct and
operate the conversion facility at Location A within the Paducah site. DOE plans to decide where to
dispose of depleted U30 8 conversion product after additional appropriate NEPA review.

*

Vertical lines in the right margin of this cover sheet and in the remainder of this EIS document indicate changes
that have been added after the public comment period.
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NOTATION

The following is a list of acronyms and abbreviations, chemical names, and units of
measure used in this document. Some acronyms used only in tables may be defined only in those
tables.

GENERAL ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AEA
AEC
AlHA
ALARA
ANL
ANP
ANSI
AQCR

Atomic Energy Act of 1954
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
American Industrial Hygiene Association
as low as reasonably achievable
Argonne National Laboratory
Advanced Nuclear Power (Framatone ANP, Inc.)
American National Standards Institute
Air Quality Control Region

BLS

Bureau of Labor Statistics

CAA
CEQ
CERCLA
CFR
CRMP
CWA

Clean Air Act
Council on Environmental Quality
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act of 1980
Code of FederalRegulations
cultural resource management plan
Clean Water Act

D&D
DCG
DNFSB
DNL
DOE
DOT
DU
DUF 6

decontamination and decommissioning
derived concentration guide
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
day-night average sound level
U.S. Department of Energy
U.S. Department of Transportation
depleted uranium
depleted uranium hexafluoride

EA
EBE
EIS
EM
EPA
ERDA
ERPG
ETTP

environmental assessment
evaluation basis earthquake
environmental impact statement
Office of Environmental Management (DOE)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Energy Research and Development Administration
Emergency Response Planning Guideline
East Tennessee Technology Park (formerly K-25 site)

xxv

ut
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FONSI
FR
FTE
FY

Finding of No Significant Impact
FederalRegister
full-time equivalent
fiscal year

GDP
GIS

gaseous diffusion plant
geographic information system

HEPA
HMMII
HMR
HMTA

high-efficiency particulate air
Harris Miller Miller & Hanson, Inc.
hazardous materials regulation
Hazardous Materials Transportation Act

ICRP
IHE
ISC

International Commission on Radiological Protection
irreversible health effect
Industrial Source Complex

KPDES
KOW

Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Kentucky Ordnance Works

LCF
Leq
LLMW
LLW
LMES

latent cancer fatality
equivalent steady sound level
low-level radioactive mixed waste
low-level radioactive waste
Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Inc.

MCL
MEI
MMES
MOA

maximum concentration limit
maximally exposed individual
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
memorandum of agreement

NAAQS
NCRP
NEPA
NESHAPs
NOI
non-DUF 6
NOV
NPDES
NPL
NRC
NRHP
NTS

National Ambient Air Quality Standard(s)
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
Notice of Intent
non-depleted uranium hexafluoride
Notice of Violation
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
National Priorities List
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
National Register of Historic Places
Nevada Test Site

OEPA
OIG

Ohio Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Inspector General (DOE)
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ORNL
ORR
OSHA

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge Reservation
Occupational Safety and Health Administration

PA
PEA
PEIS
PEL
P.L.
PM
PM 1o
PM 2 .5
PSD

preliminary assessment
programmatic environmental assessment
programmatic environmental impact statement
permissible exposure limit
Public Law
particulate matter
particulate matter with a mean aerodynamic diameter of 10 Atm or less
particulate matter with a mean aerodynamic diameter of 2.5 jim or less
prevention of significant deterioration

R&D
RCRA
RFP
ROD
ROI

research and development
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Request for Proposal(s)
Record of Decision
region of influence

SAAQS
SAR
SHPO
SWMU

State Ambient Air Quality Standard(s)
safety analysis report
State Historic Preservation Officer
solid waste management unit

TDEC
TEDE
TLD
TRU
TSCA
TVA

Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation
total effective dose equivalent
thermoluminescence dosimeter
transuranic(s)
Toxic Substances Control Act
Tennessee Valley Authority

UDS
USACE
USC
USDA
USEC
USFWS
USGS

Uranium Disposition Services, LLC
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
United States Code
U.S. Department of Agriculture
United States Enrichment Corporation
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Geological Survey

VOC

volatile organic compound

WM PEIS

Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement

muvii
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CHEMICALS
Am

americium

CaF2
Co
CO

calcium fluoride
cobalt
carbon monoxide

H2
HF
H2 0
H 2S

hydrogen
hydrogen fluoride (slag); hydrofluoric acid
water
hydrogen sulfide

KF
KOH
kPa

potassium fluoride
potassium hydroxide
kilopascal(s)

NH3
NO
NO2
NOx
Np

ammonia
nitrogen oxide
nitrogen dioxide
nitrogen oxides
neptunium

03

ozone

PAH
Pb
PCB
Pu

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
lead
polychlorinated biphenyl
plutonium

SO 2
So,

sulfur dioxide
sulfur oxides

Tc
TCE

technetium
trichloroethylene

U
UF4
UF 6
U02
U0 3
U0 2 F2
U 3 08

uranium
uranium tetrafluoride
uranium hexafluoride
uranium dioxide
uranium trioxide
uranyl fluoride
triuranium octaoxide
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UNITS OF MEASURE
°C
Ci
cm

degree(s) Celsius
curie(s)
centimeter(s)

d
dB
dB(A)

day(s)
decibel(s)
A-weighted decibel(s)

OF
ft 3

degree(s) Fahrenheit
foot (feet)
square foot (feet)
cubic foot (feet)

g
gal

gram(s)
gallon(s)

ft
ft 2

h
ha

hour(s)
hectare(s)

in.
in.2

inch(es)
square inch(es)

kg
km
kPa

kilogram(s)
kilometer(s)
square kilometer(s)
kilopascal(s)

L
lb

liter(s)
pound(s)

m

meter(s)
square meter(s)
cubic meter(s)
million electron volts
milligram(s)
mile(s)

km

2

m2

m13

MeV
mg
mi

xxix

2

min
mL
mph
mR
mrem
mSv
MVA
MW
MWh

square mile(s)
minute(s)
milliliter(s)
mile(s) per hour
milliroentgen(s)
millirem(s)
millisievert(s)
megavolt-ampere(s)
megawatt(s)
megawatt-hour(s)

nCi

nanocurie(s)

oz

ounce(s)

pCi
ppb
ppm
psia
psig

picocurie(s)
part(s) per billion
part(s) per million
pound(s) per square inch absolute
pound(s) per square inch gauge

rem

roentgen equivalent man

s

Sv

second(s)
slevert(s)

t
ton(s)

metric ton(s)
short ton(s)

wt%

percent by weight

yd3
yr

cubic yard(s)
year(s)

g
[m

microgram(s)
micrometer(s)

mi

AI1
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ENGLISH/METRIC AND METRIC/ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS

Multiply

By

To Obtain

English/MetricEquivalents

acres
cubic feet (ft 3 )
cubic yards (yd 3 )
degrees Fahrenheit ( 0F) -32
feet (ft)
gallons (gal)
gallons (gal)
inches (in.)
miles (mi)
pounds (lb)
short tons (tons)
short tons (tons)
square feet

(ft2)

square yards (yd 2 )
square miles (mi2 )
yards (yd)

0.4047
0.02832
0.7646
0.5555

hectares (ha)
cubic meters (m3 )
cubic meters (m3 )
degrees Celsius (°C)

0.3048

meters (m)

3.785
0.003785
2.540
1.609
0.4536
907.2
0.9072
0.09290
0.8361
2.590
0.9144

liters (L)
cubic meters (m 3 )
centimeters (cm)
kilometers (km)
kilograms (kg)
kilograms (kg)
metric tons (t)
square meters (m 2 )
square meters (m 2 )
square kilometers (km 2 )
meters (m)

0.3937
35.31
1.308
264.2
1.8
2.471
2.205
0.001102
0.6214
0.2642
3.281
1.094
1.102
0.3861
10.76
1.196

inches (in.)
cubic feet (ft 3)
cubic yards (yd3 )
gallons (gal)
degrees Fahrenheit ( 0F)
acres
pounds (lb)
short tons (tons)
miles (mi)
gallons (gal)
feet (fit)
yards (yd)
short tons (tons)
square miles (mi2)
square feet (ft 2)
square yards (yd2 )

Metric/English Equivalents

centimeters (cm)
cubic meters
cubic meters
cubic meters

(m3 )
(m3 )
(m3 )

degrees Celsius (°C) + 17.78
hectares (ha)
kilograms (kg)
kilograms (kg)
kilometers (km)
liters (L)
meters (m)
meters (m)

metric tons (t)
square kilometers (km 2)
square meters
square meters

(m 2 )
(m 2 )
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SUMMARYt
S.1 INTRODUCTION
This document is a site-specific environmental impact statement (EIS) for construction
and operation of a proposed depleted uranium hexafluoride (DUF6 ) conversion facility at the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Paducah site in northwestern Kentucky (Figure S-1). The
proposed facility would convert the DUF 6 stored at Paducah to a more stable chemical form
suitable for use or disposal.
In a Notice of Intent (NOI) published in the Federal Register (FR) on September 18,
2001 (FederalRegister, Volume 66, page 48123 [66 FR 48123]), DOE announced its intention
to prepare a single EIS for a proposal to construct, operate, maintain, and decontaminate and
decommission two DUF6 conversion facilities at Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah, Kentucky, in
accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) (United States Code,
Title 42, Section 4321 et seq. [42 USC 4321 et seq.]) and DOE's NEPA implementing
procedures (Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 1021 [10 CFR Part 1021]). Subsequent
to award of a contract on August 29, 2002, to Uranium Disposition Services, LLC (hereafter
referred to as UDS), Oak Ridge, Tennessee, for design, construction, and operation of DUF6
conversion facilities at Portsmouth and Paducah, DOE reevaluated its approach to the NEPA
process and decided to prepare separate site-specific EISs. This change was announced in a
Federal Register Notice of Change in NEPA Compliance Approach published on April 28, 2003
(68 FR 22368); the Notice is included as Attachment B to Appendix C of this EIS.
This EIS addresses the potential environmental impacts from the construction, operation,
maintenance, and decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) of the proposed conversion
facility at three alternative locations within the Paducah site; from the transportation of depleted
uranium conversion products to a disposal facility; and from the transportation, sale, use, or
disposal of the fluoride-containing conversion products (hydrogen fluoride [HF] or calcium
fluoride [CaF 2 ]). Although not part of the proposed action, an option of shipping all cylinders
(DUF6 , normal and enriched UF6 , and empty) stored at the East Tennessee Technology Park
(ETTP) near Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to Paducah rather than to Portsmouth is also considered, as
is an option of expanding operations. In addition, this EIS evaluates a no action alternative,
which assumes continued storage of DUF6 in cylinders at the Paducah site. A separate EIS
(DOE/EIS-0360) evaluates the potential environmental impacts for the proposed Portsmouth
conversion facility.
S.1.1 Background Information
The current DUF 6 conversion facility project is the culmination of a long history of
DUF6 management activities and events. To put the current project into context and provide

Vertical lines in the right margin of this summary and the remainder of this EIS document indicate changes that
have been added after the public comment period.
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FIGURE S-1 Regional Map of the Paducah, Kentucky, Site Vicinity
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perspective, this section briefly discusses the
origin and size of the DOE cylinder inventory
considered in this EIS and then summarizes the
management history.
Uranium enrichment in the United
States began as part of the atomic bomb
development by the Manhattan Project during
World War II. Enrichment for both civilian and
military uses continued after the war under the
auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission and its successor agencies,
including DOE. Three large gaseous diffusion
plants (GDPs) were constructed to produce
enriched uranium, first at the K-25 site (now
called ETTP) and subsequently at Paducah and
Portsmouth. The K-25 plant ceased operations
in 1985, and the Portsmouth plant ceased
operations in 2001. The Paducah GDP
continues to operate.
The DUF6 produced during enrichment
has been stored in large steel cylinders at all
three gaseous diffusion plant sites since the
1950s. The cylinders are typically stacked two
high and are stored outdoors on concrete or
gravel yards. Figure S-2 shows typical
arrangements for storing cylinders.
DOE is currently responsible for the
management of approximately 700,000 metric
tons (t) (770,000 short tons [tons]) 2 of DUF 6
stored in about 60,000 cylinders at three storage
sites. The cylinder inventory considered in this
EIS is provided in Table S-1. This EIS
considers the conversion of the approximately
440,000 t (484,000 tons) of DUF 6 stored in
about 36,200 cylinders at Paducah. Also in
storage
at Paducah are approximately
1,940 cylinders of various sizes that contain
enriched UF 6 or normal UF6 (collectively called
"non-DUF 6 " cylinders in this EIS) or are
2
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DUF 6 Management Time Line
19501993

DOE generates DUF6 stored in cylinders at the
ETTP, Portsmouth, and Paducah sites.

1985

K-25 (ETTP) GDP ceases operations.

1992

Ohio EPA issues Notice of Violation (NOV) to
Portsmouth.

1993

USEC is created by P.L. 102-186.

1994

DOE initiates DUF 6 PEIS.

1995

DNFSB issues Recommendation 95-1, Safety of
Cylinders Containing Depleted Uranium.
DOE initiates UF 6 Cylinder Project Management
Plan.

1996

USEC Privatization Act (PL. 104-134) is enacted.

1997

DOE issues Draft DUF 6 PEIS.

1998

DOE and Ohio EPA reach agreement on NOV.
Two DOE-USEC MOAs transfer 11,400 DUF6
cylinders to DOE.
P.L. 105-204 is enacted.

1999

DOE and TDEC enter consent order.
DOE issues Final DUF 6 PEIS and Record of
Decision.
DOE issues conversion plan in response to
P.L. 105-204.
DNFSB closes Recommendation 95-1.
DOE issues Draft RFP for conversion services.

2000

DOE issues Final RFP for conversion services.

2001

DOE receives five proposals in response to RFP.
DOE identifies three proposals in competitive range.
DOE publishes NOI for site-specific DUF6
Conversion EIS.
DOE prepares environmental critique to support
conversion services procurement process.
Portsmouth GDP ceases operations.
DOE holds public scoping meetings for the sitespecific DUF 6 Conversion EIS.

2002

DOE-USEC agreement transfers 23,000 t
(25,684 tons) of DUF6 to DOE.
P.L. 107-206 is enacted.
DOE awards conversion services contract to UDS.
DOE prepares environmental synopsis to support
conversion
services procurement process.
_~.
_.._.. .
_
.. .

2003

DOE announces Notice of Change in NEPA
Compliance Approach and issues the draft EIS.
DOE issues draft site-specific conversion facility
EISs.

2004

Final site-specific conversion facility ElSs issued.

....

In general, in this ELS, values in English units are presented first, followed by metric units in parentheses. I
However, when values are routinely reported in metric units, the metric units are presented first, followed by
English units in parentheses.
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b

a

FIGURE S-2 Storage of DUF 6 Cylinders: (a) New cylinder storage yard at the Paducah
site. (b) Overview of cylinder yards at the Paducah site.

TABLE S-1 Inventory of DOE UF 6 Cylinders
Considered in This EISa
No. of
Location

__ _Cylinders

Paducah- DUF 6

Weight of
UF6 (t_

36,191

436,400

Enriched UF6
Normal UF 6
Empty

182
1,485
275

1,600
16,000
0

ETFPb - DUF 6
Non-DUF6
Enriched UF 6

4,822

54,300

Non-DUF 6

Normal UF6
Empty

881

7

221
20

19
0

Total
DUF 6

Non-DUF 6
Empty

41,013

490,700

2,769
295

17,625
0

a As of January 26, 2004.
b

The proposed action calls for shipment of the ETTP
cylinders to Portsmouth.

empty. The management of the DOE non-DUF 6 cylinders at Paducah is considered in the EIS;
however, the non-DUF 6 cylinders would not be processed in the conversion facility. In addition,
in storage at ETTP are approximately 4,800 DUF6 cylinders and approximately 1,100 non-DUF6
cylinders. Although not part of the proposed action, this EIS considers as an option the shipment
of all ETTP cylinders to Paducah and conversion of the DUF 6 cylinders.
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S.1.1.1 Creation of USEC
In 1993, the U.S. government began the
process of privatizing uranium enrichment
services by creating the United States
Enrichment Corporation (USEC), a wholly
owned government corporation, pursuant to
the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (Public Law
[P.L.] 102-186). The Paducah and Portsmouth
GDPs were leased to USEC, but DOE retained
responsibility for storage, maintenance, and
disposition of 46,422 DUF 6 cylinders
produced before 1993 and located at the three
gaseous diffusion plant sites (28,351 at
Paducah, 13,388 at Portsmouth, and 4,683 at
K-25). In 1996, the USEC Privatization Act
(P.L. 104-134) transferred ownership of USEC
from the government to private investors. This
act provided for the allocation of USEC's
liabilities between the U.S. government
(including DOE) and the new private
corporation, including liabilities for DUF6
cylinders
generated by USEC before
privatization.

Cylinder-Related Terms Used in This EIS
Types of UF6
UF 6

A chemical composed of one atom of
uranium combined with six atoms of
fluorine. UF 6 is a volatile white
crystalline solid at ambient conditions.

Normal UF 6

UF 6 made with uranium that contains
the isotope uranium-235 at a
concentration equal to that found in
nature, that is, 0.7% uranium-235.

DUF6

UF6 made with uranium that contains
the isotope uranium-235 in
concentrations less than the 0.7% found
in nature. In general, the DOE DUF6
contains between 0.2% and 0.4%
uranium-235.

Enriched
UF6

UF6 made with uranium containing more
than 0.7% uranium-235. In general,
DOE enriched UF 6 considered in this
EIS contains less than 5% uranium-235.

Reprocessed
UF 6

UF 6 made with uranium that was
previously irradiated in a nuclear reactor
and chemically separated during
reprocessing.

Types of Cylinders
Full DUF6

In May and June of 1998, USEC and
DOE signed two memoranda of agreement
(MOAs)
regarding
the
allocation
of
responsibilities for depleted uranium generated
by USEC after 1993. The two MOAs
transferred ownership of a total of 11,400
DUF6 cylinders from USEC to DOE.
On June 17, 2002, DOE and USEC
signed a third agreement to transfer up to
23,300 t (25,684 tons) of DUE6 from USEC to
DOE between 2002 and 2006. The exact
number of cylinders was not specified.
Transfer of ownership of all the material will
take place at Paducah. While title to the DUF6
is transferred to DOE under this agreement,
custody
and
cylinder
management
responsibility remains with USEC until DOE
requests the USEC deliver the cylinders for
processing in the conversion facility.

Cylinders filled to 62% of their volume
with DUF 6 (some cylinders are slightly
overfilled).

Partially Full Cylinders that contain more than 50 lb
(23 kg) of DUF 6 but less than 62% of
their volume.
Heel

Cylinders that contain less than 50 lb
(23 kg) of residual nonvolatile material
left after the DUF6 has been removed.

Empty

Cylinders that have had the DUF6 and
heel material removed and contain
essentially no residual material.

Feed

Cylinders used to supply U1 6 into the
enrichment process. Most feed cylinders
contain natural UF 6, although some
historically contained reprocessed UF 6.

Non-DUF6

A term used in this EIS to refer to
cylinders that contain enriched UF 6 or
normal UF 6 .

Ii
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S.1.1.2 Growing Concern over the DUF 6 Inventory
In May 1995, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB), an independent
DOE oversight organization within the Executive Branch, issued Recommendation 95-1
regarding storage of the DUF 6 cylinders. This document advised that DOE should take three
actions: (1) start an early program to renew the protective coating on cylinders containing DUF6
from the historical production of enriched uranium, (2) explore the possibility of additional
measures to protect the cylinders from the damaging effects of exposure to the elements as well
as any additional handling that might be called for, and (3) institute a study to determine whether
a more suitable chemical form should be selected for long-term storage of depleted uranium.
In response to Recommendation 95-1, DOE began an aggressive effort to better manage
its DUF6 cylinders, known as the UF6 Cylinder Project Management Plan. This plan
incorporated more rigorous and more frequent inspections, a multiyear schedule for painting and
refurbishing cylinders, and construction of concrete-pad cylinder yards. In December 1999, the
DNFSB determined that DOE's implementation of the UF6 Cylinder Project Management Plan
was successful, and, as a result, on December 16, 1999, it closed Recommendation 95-1.
Several affected states also expressed concern over the DOE DUF6 inventory. In
October 1992, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (OEPA) issued a Notice of Violation
(NOV) alleging that DUF 6 stored at the Portsmouth facility is subject to regulation under state
hazardous waste laws. The NOV stated that the OEPA had determined DUF6 to be a solid waste
and that DOE had violated Ohio laws and regulations by not evaluating whether such waste was
hazardous. DOE disagreed with this assessment and entered into discussions with the OEPA that
continued through February 1998, when an agreement was reached. Ultimately, in February
1998, DOE and the OEPA agreed to set aside the issue of whether the DUF6 is subject to state
hazardous waste regulation and instituted a negotiated management plan governing the storage of
the Portsmouth DUF 6 . The agreement also requires DOE to continue its efforts to evaluate the
potential use or reuse of the material. The agreement expires in 2008.
Similarly, in February 1999, DOE and the Tennessee Department of Environment and
Conservation (TDEC) entered into a consent order that included a requirement for the
performance of two environmentally beneficial projects: the implementation of a negotiated
management plan governing the storage of the small inventory (relative to other sites) of all UF 6
(depleted, enriched, and natural) cylinders stored at the ETTP site and the removal of the DUF6
from the ETTP site or the conversion of the material by December 31, 2009. The consent order
further requires DOE to submit a plan, within 60 days of completing NEPA review of its longterm DUF6 management strategy, that contains schedules for activities related to removal of
cylinders from the ETTP site.
In Kentucky, a final Agreed Order between DOE and the Kentucky Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection Cabinet concerning DUF6 cylinder management was entered in
October 2003. This Agreed Order requires that DOE provide the Kentucky Department of
Environmental Protection with an inventory of all DUF6 cylinders for which DOE has
management responsibility at the Paducah site and, with regard to that inventory, that DOE
implement the DUF 6 Cylinder Management Plan, which is Attachment I to the Agreed Order.
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S.1.1.3 Programmatic NEPA Review and Congressional Interest
In 1994, DOE began work on a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for
Alternative Strategies for the Long-Term Management and Use of Depleted Uranium
Hexafluoride (DUF 6 PEIS) (DOE/EIS-0269) to evaluate potential broad management options for
DOE's DUF 6 inventory. Alternatives considered included continued storage of DUF 6 in
cylinders at the gaseous diffusion plant sites or at a consolidated site, and the use of technologies
for converting the DUF6 to a more stable chemical form for long-term storage, use, or disposal.
DOE issued the draft DUF6 PEIS for public review and comment in December 1997 and held
hearings near each of the three sites where DUF 6 is currently stored (Paducah, Kentucky; Oak
Ridge, Tennessee; and Portsmouth, Ohio) and in Washington, D.C. In response to its efforts,
DOE received some 600 comments.
In July 1998, while the PEIS was being prepared, the President signed into law
P.L. 105-204. The text of P.L. 105-204 pertinent to the management of DUF6 is as follows:
(a) PLAN. - The Secretary of Energy shall prepare, and the President shall
include in the budget request for fiscal year 2000, a Plan and proposed
legislation to ensure that all amounts accrued on the books of the United
States Enrichment Corporation for the disposition of depleted uranium
hexafluoride will be used to commence construction of, not later than January
31, 2004, and to operate, an onsite facility at each of the gaseous diffusion
plants at Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth, Ohio, to treat and recycle
depleted uranium hexafluoride consistent with the National Environmental
Policy Act.
DOE began, therefore, to prepare a responsive plan while it proceeded with the PEIS.
On March 12, 1999, DOE submitted the plan to Congress; no legislation was proposed.
In April 1999, DOE issued the final DUF6 PEIS. The PEIS identified conversion of DUF6 to
another chemical form for use or long-term storage as part of the preferred management
alternative. In the Record of Decision (ROD) (64 FR 43358, August 10, 1999), DOE decided to
promptly convert the DUF6 inventory to a more stable uranium oxide form. DOE also stated that
it would use the depleted uranium oxide as much as possible and store the remaining depleted
uranium oxide for potential future uses or disposal, as necessary. In addition, DUF 6 would be
converted to depleted uranium metal only if uses for metal were available. DOE did not select a
specific site or sites for the conversion facilities but reserved that decision for subsequent NEPA
review. (This EIS is that site-specific review.)
Then, in July 1999, DOE issued the Final Planfor the Conversion of Depleted Uranium
Hexafluoride as Required by Public Law 105-204. The Conversion Plan describes the steps that
would allow DOE to convert the DUF6 inventory to a more stable chemical form. It incorporates
information received from the private sector in response to a DOE request for expressions of
interest; ideas from members of the affected communities, Congress, and other interested
stakeholders; and the results of the analyses for the final DUF 6 PEIS. The Conversion Plan
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describes DOE's intent to chemically process the DUF 6 to create products that would present a
lower long-term storage hazard and provide a material suitable for use or disposal.

S.1.1.4 DOE Request for Contractor Proposals and Site-Specific NEPA Review
DOE initiated the final Conversion Plan on July 30, 1999, and announced the availability
of a draft Request for Proposals (RFP) for a contractor to design, construct, and operate DUF6
conversion facilities at the Paducah and Portsmouth sites.
In early 2000, the REP was modified to allow for a wider range of potential conversion
product forms and process technologies than had been previously reviewed in the DUF6 PEIS
(the PEIS considered conversion to triuranium octaoxide [U 3 0 8 ] and uranium dioxide [UO2 ] for
disposal and conversion to uranium metal for use). DOE stated that if the selected conversion
technology would generate a previously unconsidered product (e.g., depleted uranium
tetrafluoride [UF 4 ]), DOE would review the potential environmental impacts as part of the sitespecific NEPA review.
On October 31, 2000, DOE issued a final RFP to procure a contractor to design,
construct, and operate DUF 6 conversion facilities at the Paducah and Portsmouth sites. The RFP
stated that any conversion facilities that would be built would have to convert the DUF6 within a
25-year period to a more stable chemical form that would be suitable for either beneficial use or
disposal. The selected contractor would use its proposed technology to design, construct, and
operate the conversion facilities for an initial 5-year period. Operation would include
(1) maintaining the DUF6 inventories and conversion product inventories; (2) transporting all
UF6 storage cylinders currently located at ETTP to a conversion facility at the Portsmouth site,
as appropriate; and (3) transporting to an appropriate disposal site any conversion product for
which no use was found. The selected contractor would also be responsible for preparing such
excess material for disposal.
In March 2001, DOE announced the receipt of five proposals in response to the REP,
three of which proposed conversion to U3 0g and two of which proposed conversion to UF 4 . In
August 2001, DOE deemed three of these proposals to be within the competitive range; two
conversion to U3 0 8 proposals and one conversion to UF4 proposal.
On September 18, 2001, DOE published the NOI in the FederalRegister (66 FR 48123),
announcing its intention to prepare an EIS for the proposed action to construct, operate,
maintain, and decontaminate and decommission two DUF6 conversion facilities at Portsmouth,
Ohio, and Paducah, Kentucky. DOE held three scoping meetings to provide the public with an
opportunity to present comments on the scope of the EIS and to ask questions and discuss
concerns with DOE officials regarding the EIS. The scoping meetings were held in Piketon,
Ohio, on November 28, 2001; in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, on December 4, 2001; and in Paducah,
Kentucky, on December 6, 2001.
The alternatives identified in the NOI included a two-plant alternative (one at the
Paducah site and another at the Portsmouth site), a one-plant alternative (only one plant would be
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built, at either the Paducah or the Portsmouth site), an alternative using existing UF 6 conversion
capacity at commercial nuclear fuel fabrication facilities, and a no action alternative. For
alternatives that involved constructing one or two new plants, DOE planned to consider
alternative conversion technologies, local siting alternatives within the Paducah and Portsmouth
site boundaries, and the shipment of DUF6 cylinders stored at ETTP to either the Portsmouth site
or to the Paducah site. The technologies to be considered in the EIS were those submitted in
response to the October 2000 RFP, plus any other technologies that DOE believed must
be considered.

S.1.1.5 Public Law 107-206 Passed by Congress
During the site-specific NEPA review process, Congress acted again regarding DUF6
management, and on August 2, 2002, the President signed the 2002 Supplemental
AppropriationsAct for FurtherRecovery from and Response to Terrorist Attacks on the United
States (P.L. 107-206). The pertinent part of P.L. 107-206 had several requirements: that no later
than 30 days after enactment, DOE must select for award of a contract for the scope of work
described in the October 2000 RFP, including design, construction, and operation of a DUF6
conversion facility at each of the Department's Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth, Ohio,
gasous diffusion sites; that the contract require groundbreaking for construction to occur no later
than July 31, 2004; that the contract require construction to proceed expeditiously thereafter; that
the contract include as an item of performance the transportation, conversion, and disposition of
DU contained in cylinders located at ETTP, consistent with environmental agreements between
the State of Tennessee and the Secretary of Energy; and that no later than 5 days after the date of
groundbreaking for each facility, the Secretary of Energy shall submit to Congress a certification
that groundbreaking has occurred. The relevant portions of the Appropriations Act are set forth
in Appendix A of this EIS.
In response to P.L. 107-206, on August 29, 2002, DOE awarded a contract to UDS for
construction and operation of two conversion facilities. DOE also reevaluated the appropriate
scope of its site-specific NEPA review and decided to prepare two separate EISs, one for the
plant proposed for the Paducah site and a second for the Portsmouth site. This change in
approach was announced in the FederalRegister on April 28, 2003 (68 FR 22368).
The two draft site-specific conversion facility EISs were mailed to stakeholders in late
November 2003, and a notice of availability was published by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) in the FederalRegister on November 28, 2003 (68 FR 66824). Comments on the
draft EISs were accepted during a 67-day review period, from November 28, 2003, until
February 2, 2004. Public hearings on the draft EISs were held near Portsmouth, Ohio, on
January 7, 2004; Paducah, Kentucky, on January 13, 2004; and Oak Ridge, Tennessee, on
January 15, 2004.
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S.1.1.6 Characteristics of DUF 6
The gaseous diffusion process uses uranium in the form of UF6 , primarily because UF 6
can conveniently be used in gaseous form for processing, in liquid form for filling or emptying
containers, and in solid form for storage. Solid UF6 is a white, dense, crystalline material that
resembles rock salt. Depleted uranium is uranium that, through the enrichment process, has been
stripped of a portion of the uranium-235 that it once contained so that its proportion is lower than
the 0.7 percent by weight (wt%) found in nature. The uranium in most of DOE's DUF6 has
between 0.2 wt% and 0.4 wt% uranium-235.
The chemical and physical characteristics of DUF6 pose potential health risks, and the
material is handled accordingly. Uranium and its decay products in DUF6 emit low levels of
alpha, beta, gamma, and neutron radiation. If DUF6 is released to the atmosphere, it reacts with
water vapor in the air to form HF and a uranium oxyfluoride compound called uranyl fluoride
(U0 2 F2 ), which can be harmful to human health if inhaled or ingested in sufficient quantities.
Uranium is a heavy metal that, in addition to being radioactive, can have toxic chemical effects
(primarily on the kidneys) if it enters the bloodstream by means of ingestion or inhalation. HF is
an extremely corrosive gas that can damage the lungs and cause death if inhaled at high enough
concentrations. In light of such characteristics, DOE stores DUF 6 in a manner designed to
minimize the risk to workers, the public, and the environment.
As the inventory of DUF6 cylinders ages, some cylinders have begun to show evidence of
external corrosion. At Paducah, a total of three cylinder breaches have occurred (see text box on
next page). However, since DUF 6 is solid at ambient temperatures and pressures, it is not readily
released after a cylinder leak or breach due to corrosion. When a hole develops in a cylinder,
moist air reacts with the exposed solid DUF6 and iron, forming a dense plug of solid uranium
and iron compounds and a small amount of HF gas. The plug limits the amount of material
released from a breached cylinder. When a hole in a cylinder is identified, the cylinder is
typically repaired or its contents are transferred to a new cylinder. Following a large release of
solid UF 6 (generally possible only if a cylinder is involved in a fire), the UF 6 would slowly react
with moisture in the air, forming U0 2F 2 and HF, which would be dispersed downwind. The
presence of a fire can result in a more rapid reaction and a larger release of U0 2 F2 and HF.
Because reprocessed uranium was enriched in the early years of gaseous diffusion, some
of the DUF6 inventory is contaminated with small amounts of technetium (Tc) and the
transuranic (TRU) elements plutonium (Pu), neptunium (Np), and americium (Am). The final
RFP for conversion services concluded that any DUF6 contaminated with TRU elements and Tc
at the concentrations expected could be safely handled in a conversion facility. As discussed in
this EIS, the risk associated with potential contamination would be relatively small, and those
cylinders would be processed in the same manner as cylinders not containing TRU and Tc
contamination.
Some of the cylinders manufactured before 1978 were painted with coatings containing
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). (Although PCBs are no longer in production in the
United States, from the 1950s to the late 1970s, PCBs were added to some paints as fungicides
and to increase durability and flexibility.) The long persistence of PCBs in the environment and
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the tendency for bioaccumulation in the
foodchain has resulted in regulations to prevent
their release and distribution in the environment. Potential issues associated with PCBcontaining cylinder coatings are addressed in
more detail in Appendix B of the EIS. As
discussed in Appendix B, the presence of
PCBs in the coatings of some cylinders is not
expected to result in health and safety risks to
workers or the public.

S.1.2 Purpose and Need
DOE needs to convert its inventory of
DUF 6 to a more stable chemical form for use
or disposal. This need follows directly from
(1) the decision presented in the August 1999
ROD for the PEIS, namely, to begin
conversion of the DUF6 inventory as soon as
possible, and (2) P.L. 107-206, which directs
DOE to award a contract for construction and
operation of conversion facilities at both the
Paducah site and the Portsmouth site.

S.1.3 Proposed Action

PaducahDUE6 Conversion FinalEIS

Summary Data for Breached Cylinders at
the Storage Sites through 2003
Paducah Site, three breached cylinders: One

identified in 1992 was initiated by mechanical
damage during stacking. The breached area
was about 0.06 in. x 2 in. (0.16 cm x 5.1 cm).
Estimated material loss was 0. The other two
cylinder breaches were identified as breached
because of missing cylinder plugs; they were
identified between 1998 and 2002. Material
loss from these cylinders was not estimated.
ETTP Site, five breached cylinders: Four

were identified in 1991 and 1992. Two of
these were initiated by mechanical damage
during stacking, and two were caused by
external corrosion due to prolonged ground
contact. The breach areas for these four
cylinders were about 2 in. (5.1 cm), 6 in.
(15 cm), and 10 in. (25 cm) in diameter for
three circular breaches, and 17 in. x 12 in. for
a rectangular-shaped breach. The mass of
material loss from the cylinders could not be
estimated because equipment to weigh the
cylinders was not available at the ETTP site.
The fifth breach occurred in 1998 and was
caused by steel grit blasting, which resulted in
a breach at the location of an as-fabricated
weld defect (immediately repaired without
loss of DUF 6 ).

Portsmouth Site, three breached cylinders:
The proposed action evaluated in this
Two identified in 1990 were initiated by
EIS is to construct and operate a conversion
mechanical damage during stacking; the
facility at the Paducah site for converting the
damage was not noticed immediately, and
Paducah DUF6 inventory into depleted
subsequent corrosion occurred at the point of
uranium oxide (primarily U3 0 8 ) and other
damage. The largest breach size was about
conversion products. The action includes
9 in. x 18 in. (23 cm x 46 cm); the estimated
mass of DUF 6 lost was between 17 and 109 lb
construction, operation, maintenance, and
(7.7 and 49 kg). The next largest cylinder
D&D of the proposed DUF 6 conversion
breach had an area of about 2 in. (5.1 cm) in
facility at the Paducah site; transportation of
diameter; the estimated DUF6 lost was less
depleted uranium conversion products and
than 4 lb (1.8 kg). The third breached cylinder
waste materials to a disposal facility;
occurred in 1996 and was the result of
transportation and sale of the HF produced as a
handling equipment knocking off a cylinder
plug.
conversion co-product; and neutralization of
HF to CaF2 and its sale or disposal in the event
that the HF product is not sold. Although not part of the proposed action, this EIS considers an
option of shipping the cylinders stored at ETTP to Paducah rather than to Portsmouth (under this
option, DUF 6 cylinders would be converted and non-DUF 6 cylinders would be stored for
ultimate use) and an option of expanding facility operations.

~IN
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S.1.4 Scope
The scope of an EIS refers to the range of actions, alternatives, and impacts it considers.
As noted in Section S.1.1.4, on September 18, 2001, DOE published a NOI in the Federal
Register (66 FR 48123) announcing its intention to prepare an EIS for a proposal to construct,
operate, maintain, and decontaminate and decommission two DUF6 conversion facilities at
Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah, Kentucky. The NOI announced that the scoping period for the
EIS would be open until November 26, 2001. The scoping period was later extended to
January 11, 2002. During the scoping process, the public was given six ways to submit
comments on the DUF6 proposal to DOE, including public meetings, mail, facsimile
transmission, voice messages, electronic mail, and through a dedicated Web site. DOE held
public scoping meetings near Paducah, Kentucky, Portsmouth, Ohio, and Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
to give the public an opportunity to present comments on the scope of the EIS and to ask
questions and discuss concerns regarding the EIS with DOE officials. The scoping meeting in
Paducah, Kentucky, was held on December 6, 2001. Approximately 140 comments were
received from about 30 individuals and organizations during the scoping period via all media.
These comments were examined to determine the proposed scope of this EIS. Comments were
related primarily to five major issues: (1) DOE policy; (2) alternatives; (3) cylinder inventory,
maintenance, and surveillance; (4) transportation; and (5) general environmental concerns.
Comments received in response to the April 28, 2003, Notice of Change in NEPA Compliance
Approach were similar to those made during the public scoping period and were also considered.
The alternatives that are evaluated and compared in this EIS represent reasonable
alternatives for converting DUF6 . Three alternative locations within the Paducah site are
evaluated in detail in this EIS for the proposed action as well as a no action alternative. In
addition, this EIS considers an option of shipping the cylinders at ETTP to Paducah, although
current proposals call for these cylinders to be shipped to Portsmouth, and an option of
expanding the conversion facility operations. These alternatives and options, as well as
alternatives considered but not evaluated in detail, are described in more detail in Chapter 2.

S.1.5 Public Review of the Draft EIS
The two draft site-specific conversion facility EISs were mailed to stakeholders in late
November 2003, and a notice of availability was published by the EPA in the Federal Register
on November 28, 2003 (68 FR 66824). In addition, each EIS was also made available in its
entirety on the Internet at the same time, and e-mail notification was sent to those on the project
Web site mailing list. Stakeholders were encouraged to provide comments on the draft EISs
during a 67-day review period, from November 28, 2003, until February 2, 2004. Comments
could be submitted by calling a toll-free number, by fax, by letter, by e-mail, or through the
project Web site. Comments could also be submitted at public hearings held near Portsmouth,
Ohio, on January 7, 2004; Paducah, Kentucky, on January 13, 2004; and Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
on January 15, 2004. The public hearings were announced on the project Web site and in local
newspapers prior to the meetings.
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A total of about 210 comments was received during the comment period. The comments
received and DOE's responses to those comments are presented in Volume 2 of this EIS.
Because of the similarities in the proposed actions and the general applicability of many of the
comments to both the Portsmouth and the Paducah site-specific conversion facility EISs, all
comments received on both EISs are included in Volume 2. In addition, all comments received
were considered in the preparation of both final EISs.
The most common issues raised by reviewers were related to support for the proposed
action and preferred alternative, transportation of cylinders, removal of cylinders from the ETTP
site, the potential for DOE to accept additional DUF 6 cylinders from other sources, the recently
announced USEC American Centrifuge Facility, and general health and safety concerns. Several
revisions were made to the two site-specific conversion facility draft EISs on the basis of the
comments received (changes are indicated by vertical lines in the right margin of the document).
The vast majority of the changes were made to provide clarification and additional detail.
Specific responses to each comment received on the draft EISs are presented in Volume 2 of this
EIS.

S.1.6 Relationship to Other NEPA Reviews
This DUF 6 Conversion EIS, along with the Portsmouth conversion facility EIS
(DOE/EIS-0360), represent the second level of a tiered environmental review process being used
to evaluate and implement DOE's DUF6 Management Program. The project-level review in
these conversion facility EISs incorporates, by reference, the programmatic analysis, as
appropriate, from the DUF6 PEIS published by DOE in 1999.
In addition to the Portsmouth conversion facility EIS, which is directly related to this
EIS, DOE has prepared (or is preparing) other NEPA reviews that are related to the management
of DUF6 or to the current DUF6 storage sites. These reviews were evaluated and their results
taken into consideration in the preparation of this EIS. The related reviews included continued
waste management activities at Paducah, demonstration of a mixed waste vitrification process at
Paducah, and long-term management for DOE's inventory of potentially reusable uranium.
In addition, DOE prepared a Supplement Analysis for the shipment of up to 1,700 DUF6
cylinders that meet transportation requirements from ETTP to Portsmouth in fiscal years (FYs)
2003 through 2005. Based on the Supplement Analysis, DOE issued an amended ROD to the
PEIS concluding that the estimated impacts for the proposed transport of up to 1,700 cylinders
were less than or equal to those considered in the PEIS and that no further NEPA documentation
was required (68 FR 53603). Nonetheless, this EIS considers shipment of all DUF6 and
non-DUF 6 at ETTP to Paducah by truck and rail.

S.1.7 Organization of This Environmental Impact Statement
This DUF 6 Conversion EIS consists of two volumes. Volume I contains 10 chapters and
8 appendixes. Chapter 1 describes background information, the purpose and need for the DOE

It
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action, the scope of the assessment, and related NEPA reviews and other studies. Chapter 2
defines the alternatives and options considered in this EIS. Chapter 3 discusses the
environmental setting at the Paducah and ETTP sites. Chapter 4 addresses the assumptions,
approach, and methods used in the impact analyses. Chapter 5 discusses the potential
environmental impacts of the alternatives, and Chapter 6 identifies the major laws, regulations,
and other requirements applicable to implementing the alternatives. Chapter 7 lists the cited
references used in preparing this EIS, and Chapter 8 lists the names of those who prepared this
EIS. Chapter 9 is a glossary of technical terms used in this EIS, and Chapter 10 is a subject
matter index.
The eight appendixes in Volume I include a summary of the pertinent text from
P.L. 107-206 (Appendix A), a discussion of issues associated with potential TRU and Tc
contamination (Appendix B), comments received during public scoping and from the Notice of
Change in NEPA Compliance Approach (Appendix C), the environmental synopsis prepared to
support the DUF6 conversion procurement process (Appendix D), the potential sale of HF and
CaF 2 and estimated health and socioeconomic impacts associated with their use (Appendix E), a
description of discipline-specific assessment methodologies (Appendix F), letters of consultation
(Appendix G), and the contractor disclosure statement (Appendix H).
Volume 2 of the EIS is the comment response document prepared after the public review
of the draft EIS. Volume 2 contains an overview of the public review process, copies of the
letters or other documents that contained comments to DOE, and the responses to all comments
received.
S.2 ALTERNATIVES
The alternatives considered in this EIS are summarized in Table S-2 and described below.
S.2.1 No Action Alternative
Under the no action alternative, it is assumed that DUF6 cylinder storage would continue
indefinitely at the Paducah site. The no action alternative assumes that DOE would continue
surveillance and maintenance activities to ensure the continued safe storage of cylinders.
Potential environmental impacts are estimated through the year 2039. The year 2039 was
selected to be consistent with the PEIS, which evaluated a 40-year cylinder storage period
(1999-2039). In addition, long-term impacts (i.e., occurring after 2039) from potential cylinder
breaches are assessed.
Specifically, the activities assumed to occur under no action include routine cylinder
inspections, ultrasonic testing of the wall thicknesses of selected cylinders, painting of cylinders
to prevent corrosion, cylinder yard surveillance and maintenance, reconstruction of several
storage yards, and relocation of some cylinders to the new or improved yards. It was assumed
that cylinders would be painted every 10 years. On the basis of these activities, an assessment of
the potential impacts on workers, members of the general public, and the environment was
conducted.
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TABLE S-2 Summary of Alternatives Considered for the Paducah Conversion Facility EIS

Alternative

Description

Options Considered

No Action

Continued storage of the DUF6 cylinders indefinitely at None.
the Paducah site, with continued cylinder surveillance
and maintenance.

Proposed Action

Construction and operation of a conversion facility at
the Paducah site for conversion of the Paducah DUF6
inventory into depleted uranium oxide (primarily
U 3 0 8 ) and other conversion products. This EIS
assesses the potential environmental impacts from the
following proposed activities:
*

Construction, operation, maintenance, and D&D of
the proposed DIJF6 conversion facility at the
Paducah site;

•

Conversion to depleted U 3 0 8 based on the
proposed UDS technology;

*

Transportation of uranium conversion products and
waste materials to a disposal facility;

*

Transportation and sale of the HF conversion
product; and

*

Neutralization of HF to CaF2 and its sale or
disposal in the event that the HF product is not
sold.

Alternative
Location A
(Preferred)

Construction of the conversion facility at Location A,
an area that encompasses 35 acres (14 ha) located
south of the administration building and its parking lot,
immediately west of and next to the primary location
of the DOE cylinder yards and east of the main plant
access road.

Alternative
Location B

Construction of the conversion facility at Location B,
an area that encompasses 59 acres (23 ha) directly
south of the Paducah maintenance building and west of
the main plant access road.

Alternative
Location C

Construction of the conversion facility at Location C,
an area that encompasses 53 acres (21 ha) east of the
Paducah pump house and cooling towers.

E7TP Cylinders: This EIS considers
an option of shipping DUF 6 and
non-DUF6 cylinders at ETTP to
Paducah.
Transportation:This EIS evaluates
the shipment of cylinders and
conversion products by both truck
and rail.
Expanded Operations:This EIS
discusses the impacts associated with
potential expansion of plant
operations by extending the
operational period and by increasing
throughput through efficiency
improvements.

Lit
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For assessment purposes in this EIS,
two cylinder breach cases were evaluated. In
the first case, it was assumed that the planned
cylinder maintenance and painting program
would maintain the cylinders in a protected
condition and control further corrosion. For
this case, it was assumed that after initial
painting, some breaches would occur from
handling damage; a total of 36 future breaches
were estimated to occur through 2039. In the
second case, it was assumed that external
corrosion would not be halted by improved
storage conditions, cylinder maintenance, and
painting. This case was considered in order to
account for uncertainties with regard to how
effective painting would be in controlling
cylinder corrosion and uncertainties in the
future painting schedule. In this case, the
number of future breaches estimated through
2039 was 444 for the Paducah site (i.e., 11 per
year).
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Action: NEPA regulations require
evaluation of a no action alternative as a basis
for comparing alternatives. In this EIS, the
no action alternative is storage of DUF6 and
non-DUF 6 cylinders indefinitely in yards at
the Paducah site, with continued cylinder
surveillance and maintenance activities.
Proposed Action: Construction and operation
of a conversion facility at the Paducah site for
conversion of the Paducah DUF 6 inventory
into depleted uranium oxide (primarily U3 0 8)
and other conversion products.
Action Alternatives: Three action alternatives
focus on where to construct the conversion
facility within the Paducah site (Alternative
Locations A, B, and C). The preferred
alternative is Location A.
No

The estimated number of future breaches at the Paducah site was used to estimate
potential impacts that might occur during the repair of breached cylinders and impacts from
releases that might occur during continued cylinder storage.

S.2.2 Proposed Action Alternatives

Proposed Action

The proposed action in this EIS is
The proposed action evaluated in this
EIS is to construct and operate a conversion
construction and operation of a conversion
facility at the Paducah site for conversion of
facility at the Paducah site for converting the
the Paducah DUF 6 inventory into depleted
DUF 6 inventory stored at Paducah into
and other
uranium
(primarily Three
U308 ) alternative
depleted uranium oxide (primarilyduU3 ) and
conversionoxideproducts.
locations within the Paducah site are
other conversion products. Three alternative
evaluated (Locations A, B, and C).
locations within the Paducah site are evaluated
(Table S-2). The conversion facility would
convert DUF6 into a stable chemical form for
beneficial use/reuse and/or disposal. The off-gas from the conversion process would yield
aqueous HF, which would be processed and marketed or converted to a solid for sale or disposal.
To support the conversion operations, the emptied DUF 6 cylinders would be stored, handled, and
processed for reuse as uranium oxide disposal containers to the extent practicable. The time
period considered is a construction period of approximately 2 years, an operational period of 25
years, and a 3-year period for the D&D of the facility. Current plans call for construction to
begin in the summer of 2004. The assessment is based on the conceptual conversion facility
design proposed by UDS, the selected contractor (see text box).
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The action alternatives focus on where
to site the conversion facility within the
Paducah site. The Paducah site was evaluated
to identify alternative locations for a
conversion facility. The three alternative
locations identified at the Paducah site,
denoted Locations A, B, and C, are shown in
Figure S-3.

S.2.2.1 Alternative Location A
(Preferred Alternative)
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Conversion Facility Design
This EIS is based on the conversion facility
design being developed by UDS, the selected
conversion contractor. At the time the draft
EIS was prepared, the UDS design was in the
30% conceptual stage, with several facility
design options being considered.
Following the public comment period, the
draft EIS was revised on the basis of
comments received and on the basis of UDS
100% conceptual facility design. This final
EIS identifies and evaluates design options
where possible.

Location A is the preferred location for
the conversion facility. It is located south of
the administration building and its parking lot,
immediately west of and next to the primary location of the DOE cylinder yards and east of the
main plant access road. This location is an L-shaped tract consisting mostly of grassy field.
However, the southeastern section is a wooded area. A drainage ditch crosses the northern part of
the site, giving the cylinder yard storm water access to the Kentucky Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (KPDES) Outfall 017. This location is about 35 acres (14 ha) in size. This
location was identified in the RFP for conversion services as the site for which bidders were to
design their proposed facilities.
S.2.2.2 Alternative Location B
Location B is directly south of the Paducah maintenance building and west of the main
plant access road. The northern part of this location is mowed grass and has a slightly rolling
topography. The southern part has a dense covering of trees and brush, and some high-voltage
power lines cross it, limiting its use. This location has an area of about 59 acres (23 ha).
S.2.2.3 Alternative Location C
Location C is east of the Paducah pump house and cooling towers. It has an area of about
53 acres (21 ha). Dykes Road runs through the center of this location from north to south. Use of
the eastern half of this location could be somewhat limited because several high-voltage power
lines run through this area.
S.2.2.4 Conversion Process Description
The proposed conversion system is based on a proven commercial process in operation at
the Framatome Advanced Nuclear Power fuel fabrication facility in Richland, Washington. The
UDS dry conversion is a continuous process in which DUF6 is vaporized and converted to
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f

FIGURE S-3 Three Alternative Conversion Facility Locations within the Paducah Site,
with Location A Being the Preferred Alternative (A representative conversion facility
footprint is shown within each location.)
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a mixture of uranium oxides (primarily U3 0 8 ) by reaction with steam and hydrogen in a
fluidized-bed conversion unit. The hydrogen is generated using anhydrous ammonia (NH 3 ).
Nitrogen is also used as an inert purging gas and is released to the atmosphere through the
building stack as part of the clean off-gas stream. The depleted U3 0 8 powder is collected and
packaged for disposition. The process equipment would be arranged in parallel lines. Each line
would consist of two autoclaves, two conversion units, a HF recovery system, and process
off-gas scrubbers. The Paducah facility would have four parallel conversion lines. Equipment
would also be installed to collect the HF co-product and process it into any combination of
several marketable products. A backup HF acid neutralization system would be provided to
convert up to 100% of the HF acid to CaF 2 for storage, sale, or disposal in the future, if
necessary. Figure S-4 is an overall material flow diagram for the conversion facility; Figure S-5
is a conceptual facility site plan. A summary of key facility characteristics is presented in
Table S-3.
The conversion facility will be designed to convert 18,000 t (20,000 tons) of DUF 6 per
year, requiring 25 years to convert the Paducah inventory. The Paducah processing facility
would be approximately 148 ft x 271 ft (45 m x 83 in). The conversion facility would occupy a
total of approximately 10 acres (4 ha), with up to 45 acres (18 ha) of land disturbed during
construction (including temporary construction lay-down areas and utility access). Some of the
disturbed areas would be areas cleared for railroad or utility access, not adjacent to the
construction area.
The conversion process would generate four conversion products that have a potential use
or reuse: depleted U3 0 8 , HF, CaF 2 , and steel from emptied DUF6 cylinders (if not used as
disposal containers). DOE has been working with industrial and academic researchers for several
years to identify potential uses for these products. Some potential uses for depleted uranium exist
or are being developed, and DOE believes that a viable market exists for the HF generated
during conversion. To take advantage of these to the extent possible, DOE requested in the RFP
that the bidders for conversion services investigate and propose viable uses. Table S-4
summarizes the probable disposition paths identified by UDS for each of the conversion
products.

S.2.2.5 Option of Shipping ETTP Cylinders to Paducah
DOE proposes to ship the DUF6 and non-DUF6 cylinders at ETTP to Portsmouth.
However, this EIS considers an option of sending the ETTP cylinders to Paducah. All shipments
of ETTP cylinders would have to be made consistent with U.S. Department of Transportation
(DOT) regulations for the shipment of radioactive materials as specified in Title 49 of the CFR
(see text box on page S-24). A large number of the ETTP DUF6 cylinders do not meet the DOT
requirements intended to maintain the safety of shipments during both routine and accident
conditions. Some cylinders have physically deteriorated such that they no longer meet the DOT
requirements. Currently, it is estimated that 1,700 cylinders are DOT compliant.
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TABLE S-3 Summary of Paducah Conversion Facility Parameters
Parameter/Characteristic

Value

Construction start
Construction period
Start of operations
Operational period
Facility footprint
Facility throughput

2004
2 years
2006
25 years
10 acres (4 ha)
18,000 t/yr (20,000 tons/yr) DUF6
(= 1,400 cylinders/yr)

Conversion products
Depleted U30g
CaF 2
70% HF acid
49% HF acid
Steel (emptied cylinders, if not used
as disposal containers) __
_

14,300 t/yr (15,800 tons/yr)
24 t/yr (26 tons/yr)
3,300 t/yr (3,600 tons/yr)
7,700 t/yr (8,500 tons/yr)
1,980 t/yr (2,200 tons/yr)

TABLE S-4 Summary of Proposed Conversion Product Treatment and Disposition
Conversion
Product

Packagin/Stormge

Proposed Disposition

Optional Dislposition

Depleted U3 08

Packaged in emptied cylinders for
disposal (bulk bags are an option).

Disposal at Envirocare of
Utah, Inc.a

Disposal at Nevada Test Site
(NTS).a

CaF2

Packaged for sale or disposal.

Commercial sale pending

Disposal at Envirocare of
Utah, Inc.a

DOE approval of authorized
release limits, as appropriate.
HF acid
(70% and 49%)

HF would be commercial grade

Steel (emptied
cylinders)

If bulk bags were used for U 3 0 8
disposal, emptied cylinders would
be processed for disposal;
otherwise used for disposal of
U3 0g-

a

and stored on site until loaded into
rail tank cars.

Sale to commercial HF acid
supplier pending DOE
approval of authorized
release limits, as appropriate.

Neutralization of HF to CaF2
for use or disposal.

Disposal at Envirocare of
Utah, Inc.a

Disposal at NTS.a

DOE plans to decide the specific disposal location(s) for the depleted U 3 0 8 conversion product after additional
appropriate NEPA review. Accordingly, DOE will continue to evaluate its disposal options and will consider
any further information or comments relevant to that decision. DOE will give a minimum 45-day notice before
making the specific disposal decision and will provide any supplemental NEPA analysis for public review and
comment.
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Before shipment, each cylinder would be inspected to determine if it met DOT
requirements. This inspection would include a record review to determine if the cylinder was
overfilled; a visual inspection for damage or defects; a pressure check to determine if the
cylinder was overpressurized; and an ultrasonic wall thickness measurement (based on a visual
inspection, if necessary). If a cylinder passed the inspection, the appropriate documentation
would be prepared, and the cylinder would be loaded directly for shipment.
This EIS considers three options for shipping noncompliant cylinders from ETTP:
obtaining an exemption from the DOT to ship the cylinders "as-is" or following repairs, use of
cylinder overpacks, and use of a cylinder transfer facility. For an exemption to be granted, DOE
would have to demonstrate that the proposed shipments would achieve a level of safety that
would be at least equal to the level required by the regulations, likely requiring some type of
compensatory measures. An overpack (the second option) is a container into which a cylinder is
placed for shipment. The overpack would be designed, tested, and certified to meet all DOT
shipping requirements. It would be suitable for containing, transporting, and storing the cylinder
contents regardless of cylinder condition. The third option considers the transfer of the DUF6
from substandard cylinders to new or used cylinders that would meet all DOT requirements. This
option could require the construction of a new cylinder transfer facility at ETTP, for which there
are no current plans. If a decision were made to construct such a facility, additional NEPA
review would be conducted. Transportation impacts are estimated for shipment by both truck and
rail after cylinder preparation.

S.2.2.6 Option of Expanding Conversion Facility Operations
The conversion facility at Paducah is currently being designed to process the DOE DUF6
cylinder inventory at the site over 25 years by using four process lines (see Sections S.2.2.4 and
2.2.2). There are no current plans to operate the conversion facility beyond this time period or to
increase the throughput of the facility by adding an additional process line. However, a future
decision to extend conversion facility operations or increase throughput at the site could be made
for several reasons. Consequently, this EIS includes an evaluation of the environmental impacts
associated with expanding conversion facility operations at the site in order to provide future
planning flexibility. (Impacts are discussed in Section S.5.22 and presented in detail in Section
5.2.6.) The possible reasons for expanding operations in the future are discussed below.
The DOE Office of Inspector General (OIG) issued a final audit report in March 2004
reviewing the proposed depleted uranium hexafluoride conversion project. The OIG report
recommends that the Office of Environmental Management (EM) conduct a cost benefit analysis
to determine the optimum size of the Portsmouth conversion facility and, on the basis of the
results of that review, implement the most cost-effective approach. The report states that by
adding an additional process line to the Portsmouth facility, the time to process the Portsmouth
and ETTP inventories of DUF6 could be shortened by 5 years at a substantial cost savings of
55 million dollars.
In contrast to the findings at Portsmouth, the OIG report notes that it would not be
feasible to add an additional conversion line to the Paducah facility. Consequently, this EIS
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evaluates the potential environmental impacts associated with increasing the Paducah plant
throughput by implementing process improvements (see Section S.5.22). On the basis of
experience with other projects, DOE believes that higher throughput rates can be achieved by
improving the efficiency of the planned equipment.
A future decision to extend operations or expand throughput might also result from the
fact that DOE could assume management responsibility for DUF 6 in addition to the current
inventory. Possible reasons include future DOE management responsibility for DUF6 due to
regulatory changes or possible MOAs between USEC and DOE; development of an advanced
enrichment technology by USEC (currently proposed for the Portsmouth site); and new
commercial uranium enrichment facilities that may be built and operated in the United States by
commercial companies other than USEC. In addition, because the Portsmouth facility would
conclude operations approximately 7 years before the current Paducah inventory would be
converted at the Paducah site, it is possible that some DUF 6 cylinders could be transferred from
Paducah to Portsmouth, particularly if DOE assumes responsibility for additional DUF 6 at
Paducah. These possibilities are discussed and evaluated in this EIS in order to provide future
planning flexibility.

Transportation Requirements
for DUF 6 Cylinders
All shipments of UF6 cylinders have to be made in accordance with applicable DOT regulations for
the shipment of radioactive materials; specifically, the provisions of 49 CFR Part 173, Subpart I. The
DOT regulations require that each UF6 cylinder be designed, fabricated, inspected, tested, and
marked in accordance with the various engineering standards that were in effect at the time the
cylinder was manufactured. The DOT requirements are intended to maintain the safety of shipments
during both routine and accident conditions. The following provisions are particularly important
relative to DUF 6 cylinder shipments:
1. A cylinder must be filled to less than 62% of the certified volumetric capacity (the fill limit was
reduced from 64% to 62% in about 1987).
2. The pressure within a cylinder must be less than 14.8 psia (subatmospheric pressure).
3. A cylinder must be free of cracks, excessive distortion, bent or broken valves or plugs, and
broken or tom stiffening rings or skirts, and it must not have a shell thickness that has decreased
below a specified minimum value. (Shell thicknesses are assessed visually by a code vessel
inspector, and ultrasonic testing may be specified at the discretion of the inspector to verify wall
thickness, when and in areas the inspector deems necessary.)
4. A cylinder must be designed so that it will withstand (1) a hydraulic test at an internal pressure of
at least 1.4 megapascals (200 psi) without leakage; (2) a free drop test onto a flat, horizontal
surface from a height of I ft (0.3 m) to 4 ft (1.2 in), depending on the cylinder's mass, without
loss or dispersal; and (3) a 30-minute thermal test equivalent to being engulfed in a hydrocarbon
fuel/air fire having an average temperature of at least 800'C (1,4750 F) without rupture of the
containment system.
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S.2.3 Alternatives Considered but Not Analyzed in Detail

S.2.3.1 Use of Commercial Conversion Capacity
An alternative examined was using existing UF 6 conversion capacity at commercial
nuclear fuel fabrication facilities that convert natural or enriched UF6 to U0 2 in lieu of
constructing new conversion capacity for DUF 6 . This alternative was not analyzed in detail
because the small capacity possibly available to DOE, coupled with the low interest level
expressed by facility owners, indicates that the feasibility of this suggested alternative is low, and
the duration of the conversion period is long (more than 125 years).

S.2.3.2 Sites Other Than Paducah
The consideration of alternative sites was limited to alternative locations within the
Paducah site in response to Congressional direction. As discussed in detail in Section 1.1,
Congress has acted twice regarding the construction and operation of DUF 6 conversion facilities
at Portsmouth and Paducah. Both P.L. 105-204 and P.L. 107-206 directed DOE to construct and
operate conversion facilities at these two sites.

S.2.3.3 Alternative Conversion Processes
Potential environmental impacts associated with alternative conversion processes were
considered during the procurement process, including the preparation of an environmental
critique and environmental synopsis (Appendix D of this EIS), which were prepared in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 1021.216. The environmental synopsis concluded
that, on the basis of assessment of potential environmental impacts presented in the critique, no
proposal received by DOE was clearly environmentally preferable. The potential environmental
impacts associated with the proposals were found to be similar to, and generally less than, those
presented in the DUF6 PEIS for representative conversion technologies.

S.2.3.4 Long-Term Storage and Disposal Alternatives
There are no current plans for long-term storage of conversion products; long-term
storage alternatives were analyzed in the PEIS, including storage as DUF 6 and storage as an
oxide (either U3 0 8 or U0 2 ). The potential environmental impacts from long-term storage were
evaluated in the PEIS for representative and generic sites. Therefore, long-term storage
alternatives were not evaluated in this EIS.
With respect to disposal, this EIS evaluates the impacts from packaging, handling, and
transporting depleted uranium conversion products from the conversion facility to a LLW
disposal facility that would be (1) selected in a manner consistent with DOE policies and orders,
and (2) authorized or licensed to receive the conversion products by DOE (in conformance with

:J.
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DOE orders), the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) (in conformance with NRC
regulations), or an NRC Agreement State agency (in conformance with state laws and
regulations determined to be equivalent to NRC regulations). Assessment of the impacts and
risks from on-site handling and disposal at the LLW disposal facility is deferred to the disposal
site's site-specific NEPA or licensing documents. However, this EIS covers the impacts from
transporting the DUF6 conversion products to both the Envirocare of Utah, Inc., facility and the
NTS. DOE plans to decide the specific disposal location(s) for the depleted U3O8 conversion
product after additional appropriate NEPA review. Accordingly, DOE will continue to evaluate
its disposal options and will consider any further information or comments relevant to that
decision. DOE will give a minimum 45-day notice before making the specific disposal decision
and will provide any supplemental NEPA analysis for public review and comment.

S.2.3.5 Other Transportation Modes
Transportation by air and barge were considered but not analyzed in detail.
Transportation by air was deemed to not be reasonable for the types and quantities of materials
that would be transported to and from the conversion site. Transportation by barge was also
considered and deemed to be unreasonable. ETTP is the only site with a nearby barge facility.
Paducah would either have to build new facilities at a distance of at least 6 mi (10 km) or use
existing facilities located 20 to 30 mi (32 to 48 km) from the site, and an additional
loading/unloading step and on-land transport by truck or rail over this distance would be
required. If barge shipment was proposed in the future and considered to be reasonable, an
additional NEPA review would be conducted.

S.2.3.6 One Conversion Plant for Two Sites
In the NOI published in the Federal Register on September 18, 2001, construction and
operation of one conversion plant was identified as a preliminary alternative that would be
considered in the conversion EIS. However, with the passage of P.L. 107-206, which mandates
the award of a contract for the construction and operation of conversion facilities at both
Paducah and Portsmouth, the one conversion plant alternative was considered but not analyzed in
this EIS.

S.3 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
This EIS considers the proposed action at the Paducah site for conversion of the Paducah
DUF6 inventory, including the option of shipping cylinders from the ETTP site to the Paducah
site. Chapter 3 presents a detailed description of the affected environment at and around the
Paducah and ETTP sites. Environmental resources and values that could potentially be affected
include the following:
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Cylinder yards,
Site infrastructure,
Air quality,
Noise,
Soils,
Surface and groundwater,
Vegetation,
Wildlife,
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*
*
*
a

Wetlands,
Threatened and endangered species,
Public and occupational safety and health,
Socioeconomics,
* Waste management,
* Land use,
* Cultural resources, and
* Environmental justice.

S.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT APPROACH, ASSUMPTIONS,
AND METHODOLOGY
Potential environmental impacts were assessed by examining all of the activities required
to implement each alternative, including construction of the required facility, operation of the
facility, and transportation of materials between sites (Figure S-6). For continued cylinder
storage under the no action alternative, potential long-term impacts were also estimated. For each
alternative, potential impacts to workers, members of the general public, and the environment
were estimated for both normal operations and for potential accidents.
The analysis for this EIS considered all potential areas of impact and emphasized those
that might have a significant impact on human health or the environment, would be different
under different alternatives, or would be of special interest to the public (such as potential
radiation effects). The estimates of potential environmental impacts for the action alternatives
were based on characteristics of the proposed UDS conversion facility.
The process of estimating environmental impacts from the conversion of DUF 6 is subject
to some uncertainty because final facility designs are not yet available. In addition, the methods
used to estimate impacts have uncertainties associated with their results. This EIS impact
assessment was designed to ensure - through selection of assumptions, models, and input
parameters - that impacts would not be underestimated and that relative comparisons among
the alternatives would be valid and meaningful. Although uncertainty may characterize estimates
of the absolute magnitude of impacts, a uniform approach to impact assessment enhances the
ability to make valid comparisons among alternatives. This uniform approach was implemented
in the analyses conducted for this EIS to the extent practicable.
Table S-5 summarizes the major assumptions and parameters that formed the basis of the
analyses in this EIS.

Human Health
Potential impacts to workers
arid the public from exposure
to radiation and chemicals
during routine and accident
conditions and impacts to
workers and the public from
industrial and transportation
accidents

Air Quality

Water and Soil

Potential impacts to air
quality from emissions and
from noise during facility
construction and operations

Potential impacts to surface
water, groundwater, and soil
during construction activities
and frorr emissions and
water use during facility
operations and accidental
releases

Environmental
Justice

socioeconomics|
r UtU

Potential impacts from facility
construction on historically
significant properties, if
present, or from access
to traditional use areas

ilUI IIIIpaI

t

kn
V

loadl

employment, income.
population, housing, and
public services from facility
construction and operations

Potential impacts - high
and adverse - that might
disproportionately affect
low-income or minority
populations

Cultural
Resources

Ecology
Potential impacts to
vegetation wildlife, and
wetlands from facility
construction and operations

Land Use

Cumulative
Impacts

Potential impacts from land
requirements, potential
incompatibilities, and
disturbances
I

Potential impacts from
construction and operations
added to other past, present,
and future impacts

Resource
Requirements
Potential impacts on local,
regional, or national
resources from materials
and utilities required for
construction and operations

Waste
Management
Potential impacts on existing
waste management
capabilities from wastes
generated during facility
construction and operations
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FIGURE S-6 Areas of Potential Impact Evaluated for Each Alternative
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TABLE S-5 Summary of Major EIS Data and Assumptions

Parameter/Characteristic

Data/Assumption _

_

_

General

Paducah DUF6 inventory
Paducah non-DUF 6 inventory
ETIP DUF 6 inventory
ETTP non-DUF 6 cylinder inventory

36,191 cylinders; 436,400 t (484,000 tons)
1,667 cylinders; 17,600 t (19,400 tons)
4,822 cylinders; 54,300 t (60,000 tons)
1,102 cylinders; 26 t (27 tons)

No Action Alternative

No conversion facility constructed; continued longterm storage of DUF 6 and non-DUF6 in cylinders at
Paducah.
Through 2039, plus long-term impacts
3 storage yards reconstructed
Continued surveillance and maintenance activities
consistent with current plans and procedures.

Assessment period
Construction
Cylinder management
Assumed total number of future cylinder
breaches:
Controlled-corrosion case
Uncontrolled-corrosion case

Build and operate a conversion facility at the Paducah
site for conversion of the Paducah DUF6 inventory.
2004
-2 years
2006
25 years
(28 years if ETTP cylinders are converted at Paducah)
10 acres (4 ha)
18,000 t/yr (20,000 tons/yr) DUF6

Action Alternatives

Construction start
Construction period
Start of operations
Operational period
Facility footprint
Facility throughput
Conversion products
Depleted U3 0 8
CaF2

70% HF acid
49% IF acid
Steel (empty cylinders, if not used
as disposal containers

36
444

__

14,300 t/yr (15,800 tons/yr)
24 t/yr (26 tons/yr)
3,300 t/yr (3,600 tons/yr)
7,700 t/yr (8,500 tons/yr)
1,980 t/yr (2,200 tons/yr)
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S.5 CONSEQUENCES AND COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES
This EIS analyzes potential impacts at the Paducah site under the no action alternative
and the proposed action alternatives. Under the no action alternative, potential impacts associated
with the continued storage of DUF 6 cylinders in yards are evaluated through 2039; in addition,
the long-term impacts that could result from releases of DUF6 and HF from future cylinder
breaches are evaluated. For the proposed action, potential impacts are evaluated at three
alternative locations for a construction period of 2 years and an operational period of 25 years.
The potential environmental impacts at Paducah under the proposed action alternatives
and the no action alternative are presented in Table S-6 (placed at the end of this summary). To
supplement the information in Table S-6, each area of impact evaluated in this ELIS is discussed
below. Major similarities and differences among the alternatives are highlighted. Additional
details and discussion are provided in Chapter 5 for each alternative.

S.5.1 Human Health and Safety

-

Construction and Normal Facility Operations

Under the no action alternative and the
action alternatives, it is estimated that potential
exposures of workers and members of the
general public to radiation and chemicals
would be well within applicable public health
standards and regulations during normal
facility operations (including 10 CFR 835,
40 CFR
61
Subpart H,
and
DOE
Order 5400.5). The estimated doses and risks
from radiation and/or chemical exposures of
the general public and noninvolved workers
would be very low, with zero latent cancer
.e
e
c
fatalities (LCFs) expected among these groups
over the time periods considered, and with
minimal adverse health impacts from chemical
exposures expected. (Dose and risk estimates
are shown in Table S-6.) In general, the
location of a conversion facility within the
Paducah site would not significantly affect
potential impacts
(i.e.,
no significant
differences in impacts from Location A, B, or

Key Concepts in Estimating Risks
from Radiation
The health effect of concern from exposure to
radiation at levels typical of environmental
and occupational exposures is the inducement
of cancer. Radiation-induced cancers may
take years to develop following exposure and
are generally indistinguishable from cancers
caused by other sources. Current radiation
protection standards and practices are based
on the premise that any radiation dose, no
matter how small, can result in detrimental
health effects (cancer) and that the number of
effects produced is in direct proportion to the
radiation dose. Therefore, doubling the
radiation dose is assumed to result in
doubling the number of induced cancers. This
approach is called the "linear-no-threshold
hypothesis" and is generally considered to
result in conservative estimates (i.e., overestimates) of the health effects from low

C were identified) to workers or the general

dosesofradiation.

public during normal facility operations.
Construction workers at Locations A and C and cylinder yard reconstruction workers under the
no action alternative would receive low doses (i.e., up to 40 mrem/yr for the action alternatives
and up to 230 mrem/yr for the no action alternative) because of the proximity of the construction
sites to the cylinder yards.
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Involved workers (persons directly involved in the handling of radioactive or hazardous
materials) could be exposed to low-level radiation emitted by uranium during the normal course
of their work activities, and this exposure could result in a slight increase in the risk for
radiation-induced LCFs to individual involved workers. (The possible presence of TRU and Tc
contamination in the cylinder inventory would not contribute to exposures during normal
operations.) The annual number of workers exposed could range from about 40 (under the
no action alternative) to 172 under the action alternatives. Under the no action alternative, it is
estimated that radiation exposure of involved workers would result in a 1-in-2 chance of one
additional LCF among the entire involved worker population over the life of the project. Under
the action alternatives, a 1-in-7 chance of one additional LCF among involved workers over the
life of the project was estimated.
Possible radiological exposures from using groundwater potentially contaminated as a
result of releases from breached cylinders or facility releases were also evaluated. In general,
these exposures would be at very low levels and within applicable public health standards and
regulations. However, the uranium concentration in groundwater could exceed 20 j.g/L (the
drinking water guideline used for comparison in this EIS) at some time in the future under the no
action alternative if cylinder corrosion was not controlled. This scenario is highly unlikely
because ongoing cylinder inspections and maintenance would prevent significant releases from
occurring.

S.5.2 Human Health and Safety

-

Facility Accidents

S.5.2.1 Physical Hazards
Under all alternatives, workers could be injured or killed as a result of on-the-job
accidents unrelated to radiation or chemical exposure. On the basis of accident statistics for
similar industries, it is estimated that under the no action alternative, zero fatalities and about
84 injuries might occur through 2039 at the Paducah site (about 2 injuries per year). Under the
action alternatives, the risk of physical hazards would not depend on the location of the
conversion facility. No fatalities are predicted, but about 11 injuries during construction and
about 200 injuries during operations could occur at the conversion facility (about 6 injuries per
year during a 2-year construction period and 8 injuries per year during operations). Accidental
injuries and deaths are not unusual in industries that use heavy equipment to manipulate heavy
objects and bulk materials.

S.5.2.2 Facility Accidents Involving Radiation or Chemical Releases
Under all alternatives, it is possible that accidents could release radiation or chemicals to
the environment, potentially affecting workers and members of the general public. Of all the
accidents considered, those involving DUF6 cylinders and those involving chemicals at the
conversion facility would have the largest potential effects.

~It
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The
cylinder
management
plan
(Commonwealth of Kentucky and DOE 2003)
outlines
required cylinder
maintenance
activities and procedures to be undertaken in
the event of a cylinder breach and/or release of
DUF6 from one or more cylinders. Under all
alternatives, there is a low probability that
accidents involving DUF6 cylinders could
occur at the current storage locations. If an
accident occurred, DUF6 could be released to
the environment. If a release occurred, the
DUF6 would combine with moisture in the air,
forming gaseous HF and U0 2 F2 , a soluble
solid in the form of small particles. The
depleted uranium and HF could be dispersed
downwind, potentially exposing workers and
members of the general public to radiation and
chemical effects. The amount released would
depend on the severity of the accident and the
number of cylinders involved. The probability
of cylinder accidents would decrease under the
action alternatives as the DUF6 was converted
and the number of cylinders in storage
decreased as a result.

PaducahDUF6 Conversion FinalEIS

Health Effects from Accidental
Chemical Releases
The impacts from accidental chemical
releases were estimated by determining the
numbers of people downwind who might
experience adverse effects and irreversible
adverse effects:
Adverse Effects: Any adverse health effects

from exposure to a chemical release, ranging
from mild and transient effects, such as
respiratory irritation or skin rash (associated
with lower chemical concentrations), to
irreversible (permanent) effects, including
death or impaired organ function (associated
with higher chemical concentrations).
Irreversible Adverse Effects: A subset of

adverse effects, irreversible adverse effects
are those that generally occur at higher
concentrations and are permanent in nature.
Irreversible effects may include death,
impaired organ function (such as central
nervous system or lung damage), and other
effects that may impair everyday functions.

For releases involving DUF 6 and other
uranium compounds, both chemical and radiological effects could occur if the material was
ingested or inhaled. The chemical effect of most concern associated with internal uranium
exposure is kidney damage, and the radiological effect of concern is an increase in the
probability of developing cancer. With regard to uranium, chemical effects occur at lower
exposure levels than do radiological effects. Exposure to HF from accidental releases could
result in a range of health effects, from eye and respiratory irritation to death, depending on the
exposure level. Large anhydrous NH3 releases could also cause severe respiratory irritation and
death (NH 3 is used to generate hydrogen, which is required for the conversion process).
Chemical and radiological exposures to involved workers under accident conditions
would depend on how rapidly the accident developed, the exact location and response of the
workers, the direction and amount of the release, the physical forces causing or caused by the
accident, meteorological conditions, and the characteristics of the room or building if the
accident occurred indoors. Impacts to involved workers under accident conditions would likely
be dominated by physical forces from the accident itself; thus, quantitative dose/effect estimates
would not be meaningful. For these reasons, the impacts to involved workers during accidents
are not quantified in this EIS. However, it is recognized that injuries and fatalities among
involved workers would be possible if an accident did occur.
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Under the no action alternative, for accidents involving cylinders that might happen at
least once in 100 years (i.e., likely accidents [see text box]), it is estimated that the off-site
concentrations of HF and uranium would be considerably below levels that would cause adverse
chemical effects among members of the general public from exposure to these chemicals.
However, up to 10 noninvolved workers might experience potential adverse effects from
exposure to HF and uranium (mild and temporary effects, such as respiratory irritation or
temporary decrease in kidney function). It is estimated that one noninvolved worker might
experience potential irreversible adverse effects that are permanent in nature (such as lung
damage or kidney damage), with no fatalities expected. Radiation exposures would be unlikely
to result in additional LCFs among noninvolved workers or members of the general public for
these types of accidents.
Cylinder accidents that are less likely to occur could be more severe, having greater
consequences that could potentially affect off-site members of the general public. These types of
accidents are considered extremely unlikely, expected to occur with a frequency of between once
in 10,000 years and once in I million years of operations. Based on the expected frequency,
through 2039, the probability of this type of accident was estimated to be about 1 chance in
2,500. Among all the cylinder accidents analyzed, the postulated accident that would result in the
largest number of people with adverse effects (including mild and temporary as well as
permanent effects) would be an accident that involves rupture of cylinders in a fire. If this type of
accident occurred at the Paducah site, it is estimated that up to 2,000 members of the general
public and 910 noninvolved workers might experience adverse chemical effects from HF and
uranium exposure (mild and temporary effects, such as respiratory irritation or temporary
decrease in kidney function). It is estimated that more adverse effects would occur among the
general public than among noninvolved workers because of the buoyancy effects from the fire on
contaminant plume spread (i.e., the concentrations that would occur would be higher at points
farther from the release than at closer locations).
The postulated cylinder accident that
would result in the largest number of persons
with irreversible adverse health effects is a
corroded cylinder spill under wet conditions,
with an estimated frequency of between once
in 10,000 years and once in 1 million years of
operations. If this accident occurred, it is
estimated that 1 member of the general public
migh
wokr
noive
and 30
a10,000
experience irreversible adverse effects (such as
lung damage or kidney damage). No fatalities
are expected among the members of the
general public; there would be a potential for
3 fatalities among noninvolved workers from
chemical effects. Radiation exposures would
be unlikely to result in additional LCFs among
noninvolved workers (1 chance in 170) or the
general public (I chance in 70).

Accident Categories and
Frequency Ranges
Likely: Accidents estimated to occur one or

more times in 100 years of facility operations
(frequency > I x 10-2/yr).
Unlikely:

estimated to occur
operations
of facility
1 x 1f 2 /yr to 1 x 104 /yr).

Accidents

between once in 100 years and once in
(frequency
,from

years

Extremely Unlikely: Accidents estimated to

occur between once in 10,000 years and once
in 1 million years of facility operations
(frequency =from 1 x 10 4 /yr to 1 x 106 /yr).
Incredible: Accidents estimated to occur less

than one time in 1 million years of facility
operations (frequency < 1 x 10-(Y/yr).
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In addition to the cylinder accidents discussed above is a certain class of accidents that
the DOE investigated; however, because of security concerns, information about such accidents
is not available for public review but is presented in a classified appendix to the EIS. All
classified information will be presented to state and local officials, as appropriate.
The number of persons actually experiencing adverse or irreversible adverse effects from
cylinder accidents would likely be considerably fewer than those estimated for this analysis and
would depend on the actual circumstances of the accident and the individual chemical
sensitivities of the affected persons. For example, although exposures to releases from cylinder
accidents could be life-threatening (especially with respect to immediate effects from inhalation
of HF at high concentrations), the guideline exposure level of 20 parts per million (ppm) of HF
used to estimate the potential for irreversible adverse effects from HF exposure is likely to result
in overestimates. This is because no animal or human deaths have been known to occur as a
result of acute exposures (i.e., 1 hour or less) at concentrations of less than 50 ppm; generally, if
death does not occur quickly after HF exposure, recovery is complete.
Similarly, the guideline intake level of 30 mg used to estimate the potential for
irreversible adverse effects from the intake of uranium in this EIS is the level suggested in NRC
guidance. This level is somewhat conservative; that is, it is intended to overestimate rather than
underestimate the potential number of irreversible adverse effects in the exposed population
following uranium exposure. In more than 40 years of cylinder handling activities, no accidents
involving releases from cylinders containing solid UF6 have occurred that have caused
diagnosable irreversible adverse effects among workers. In previous accidental exposure
incidents involving liquid UF6 in gaseous diffusion plants, some worker fatalities occurred
immediately after the accident as a result of inhalation of HF generated from the UF6 . However,
no fatalities occurred as a result of the toxicity of the uranium exposure. A few workers were
exposed to amounts of uranium estimated to be about three times the guideline level (30 mg)
used for assessing irreversible adverse effects; none of these workers, however, actually
experienced such effects.
Under the action alternatives, low-probability accidents involving chemicals at the
conversion facility could have large potential consequences for noninvolved workers and
members of the general public. At a conversion site, accidents involving chemical releases, such
as NH 3 and HF, could occur. NH 3 is used to generate hydrogen for conversion, and HF can be
produced as a co-product of converting DUF 6 . Although the UDS proposal uses NH 3 to generate
hydrogen, hydrogen can be produced using natural gas. In that case, the accident impacts would
be less than those discussed in this section for NH 3 accidents. (Further details are provided about
potential NH 3 and other accidents in Section 5.2.2.2 for the conversion facility and in
Section 5.2.3 for transportation.)
The conversion accident estimated to have the largest potential consequences is an
accident involving the rupture of an anhydrous NH3 tank. Such an accident could be caused by a
large earthquake and is expected to occur with a frequency of less than once in I million years
per year of operations. The probability of this type of accident occurring during the operation of
a conversion facility is a function of the period of operation; over 25 years of operations, the
accident probability would be less than I chance in 40,000.
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If an NH 3 tank ruptured at the conversion facility, a maximum of up to about
6,700 members of the general public might experience adverse effects (mild and temporary
effects, such as respiratory irritation or temporary decrease in kidney function) as a result of
chemical exposure. A maximum of about 370 people might experience irreversible adverse
effects (such as lung damage or kidney damage), with the potential for about 7 fatalities. With
regard to noninvolved workers, up to about 1,600 workers might experience adverse effects
(mild and temporary) as a result of chemical exposures. A maximum of about 1,600 noninvolved
workers might experience irreversible adverse effects, with the potential for about 30 fatalities.
The location of the conversion facility within the Paducah site would affect the number of
noninvolved workers who might experience adverse or irreversible adverse effects from an HF
or NH3 tank rupture accident. However, the accident analyses indicate that the impacts would
not be consistently higher or lower at any of the alternative locations.
Although such high-consequence accidents at a conversion facility are possible, they are
expected to be extremely rare. The risk (defined as consequence x probability) for these
accidents would be less than 1 fatality and less than I irreversible adverse health effect for
noninvolved workers and members of the public combined. NH3 and HF are commonly used for
industrial applications in the United States, and there are well-established accident prevention
and mitigative measures for HF and NH3 storage tanks. These include storage tank siting
principles, design recommendations, spill detection measures, and containment measures. These
measures would be implemented, as appropriate.
Under the action alternatives, the highest consequence radiological accident is estimated
to be an earthquake damaging the depleted U3 08 product storage building. If this accident
occurred, it is estimated that about 180 lb (82 kg) of depleted U30 8 would be released to the
atmosphere outside of the building. The maximum collective dose received by the general public
and the noninvolved workers would be about 70 person-rem and 1,300 person-rem, respectively.
There would be about a I -in-40 chance of an LCF among the general public and a 1-in-5 chance
of an LCF among the noninvolved workers. Because the accident has a probability of occurrence
that is about 1 chance in 4,000, the risk posed by the accident would be essentially zero LCFs
among both the public and the workers.
S.5.3 Human Health and Safety

-

Transportation

Under the no action alternative, only small amounts of the LLW and low-level
radioactive mixed waste (LLMW) that would be generated during routine cylinder maintenance
activities would require transportation (about one shipment per year). Only negligible impacts
are expected from such shipments. No DUF 6 or non-DUF 6 cylinders would be transported
between sites.
Under the action alternatives, the number of shipments would include the following:
1. If U3 0 8 was disposed of in emptied cylinders, there would be approximately
7,240 railcar shipments of depleted U3 0 8 from the conversion facility to
Envirocare (proposed) or NTS (option), or up to 36,200 truck shipments

:=
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(alternative) to either Envirocare or NTS. The numbers of shipments would be
about 165400 for trucks or 4,100 for railcars if bulk bags were used as disposal
containers.
2. About 15,300 truck or 3,060 railcar shipments of aqueous (70% and 49%) HF
could occur; alternatively, the aqueous HF could be neutralized to CaF2 ,
requiring a total of about 25,000 truck or 6,300 railcar shipments. Currently,
the destination for these shipments is not known.
3. About 1,300 truck or 650 railcar shipments of anhydrous NH3 from a supplier
to the site. Currently, the origin of these shipments is not known.
4. Emptied heel cylinders to Envirocare or NTS, if bulk bags were used to
dispose of the depleted U3 0 8 .
5. For the option of shipping ETTP cylinders to Paducah, approximately
5,400 truck or 1,400 railcar shipments of cylinders from ETTP.
During normal transportation operations, radioactive material and chemicals would be
contained within their transport packages. Health impacts to crew members (i.e., workers) and
members of the general public along the routes could occur if they were exposed to low-level
external radiation in the vicinity of uranium material shipments. In addition, exposure to vehicle
emissions (engine exhaust and fugitive dust) could potentially cause latent fatalities from
inhalation.
The risk estimates for emissions are based on epidemiological data that associate
mortality rates with particulate concentrations in ambient air. (Increased latent mortality rates
resulting from cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases have been linked to incremental increases
in particulate concentrations.) Thus, the increase in ambient air particulate concentrations caused
by a transport vehicle, with its associated fugitive dust and diesel exhaust emissions, is related to
such premature latent fatalities in the form of risk factors. Because of the conservatism of the
assumptions made to reconcile results among independent epidemiological studies and
associated uncertainties, the latent fatality risks estimated for normal vehicle emissions should be
considered to be an upper bound. 3 For the transport of conversion products and co-products
(depleted U3 0g, aqueous HF, and emptied cylinders, if not used as disposal containers), it is
conservatively estimated that a total of up to 20 fatalities from vehicle emissions could occur if
shipments were only by truck and if aqueous HF product was sold and transported 620 mi
(1,000 kin) from the site (about 30 fatalities are estimated if HF was neutralized to CaF 2 and
transported 620 mi [1,000 km]). The number of fatalities occurring from exhaust emissions if
shipments were only by rail would be less than I if HF was sold and about I if the HF was
neutralized to CaF 2 .
3 For perspective, in a recently published EIS for a geologic repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, the same risk
factors were used for vehicle emissions; however, they were adjusted to reduce the amount of conservatism in
the estimated health impacts. As reported in the Yucca Mountain EIS, the adjustments resulted in a reduction in
the emission risks by a factor of about 30.
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Exposure to external radiation during normal transportation operations is estimated to
cause less than 1 LCF under both truck and rail options. Members of the general public living
along truck and rail transportation routes would receive extremely small doses of radiation from
shipments, about 0.1 mrem or less over the duration of the program. This would be true even if a
single person was exposed to every shipment of radioactive material during the program.
Traffic accidents could occur during the transportation of radioactive materials and
chemicals. These accidents could potentially affect the health of workers (i.e., crew members)
and members of the general public, either from the accident itself or from accidental releases of
radioactive materials or chemicals.
The total number of traffic fatalities (unrelated to the type of cargo) was estimated on the
basis of national traffic statistics for shipments by both truck and rail. If the aqueous HF was sold
to users about 620 mi (1,000 km) from the site, about 2 traffic fatalities under the truck option
would be estimated and 1 traffic fatality would be estimated under the rail option. If HF was
neutralized to CaF2 , about 4 fatalities would be estimated for the truck option, and 2 fatalities for
the rail option.
Severe transportation accidents could also result in a release of radioactive material or
chemicals from a shipment. The consequences of such a release would depend on the material
released, location of the accident, and atmospheric conditions at the time. Potential consequences
would be greatest in urban areas because more people could be exposed. Accidents that occurred
when atmospheric conditions were very stable (typical of nighttime) would have higher potential
consequences than accidents that occurred when conditions were unstable (i.e., turbulent, typical
of daytime) because the stability would determine how quickly the released material dispersed
and diluted to lower concentrations as it moved downwind.
For the action alternatives, the highest potential accident consequences during
transportation activities would be caused by a rail accident involving anhydrous NH3 . Although
anhydrous Nil 3 is a hazardous gas, it has many industrial applications and is commonly safely
transported by industry as a pressurized liquid in trucks and rail tank cars.
The occurrence of a severe anhydrous NH3 railcar accident in a highly populated urban
area under stable atmospheric conditions is extremely rare. The probability of such an accident
occurring if all the anhydrous NH3 needed was transported 620 mi (1,000 km) is estimated to be
less than 1 chance in 200,000. Nonetheless, if such an accident (i.e., release of anhydrous NH3
from a railcar in a densely populated urban area under stable atmospheric conditions) occurred,
up to 5,000 persons might experience irreversible adverse effects (such as lung damage), with the
potential for about 100 fatalities. If the same type of NH 3 rail accident occurred in a typical rural
area, which would have a smaller population density than an urban area, potential impacts would
be considerably less. It is estimated that in a rural area, approximately 20 persons might
experience irreversible adverse effects, with no expected fatalities. The atmospheric conditions at
the time of an accident would also significantly affect the consequences of a severe NH 3
accident. The consequences of an NH 3 accident would be less severe under unstable conditions,
the most likely conditions in the daytime. Unstable conditions would result in more rapid
dispersion of the airborne NH3 plume and lower downwind concentrations. Under unstable
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conditions in an urban area, approximately 400 persons could experience irreversible adverse
effects, with the potential for about 8 fatalities. If the accident occurred in a rural area under
unstable conditions, one person would be expected to experience an irreversible adverse effect,
with zero fatalities expected. When the probability of an NH 3 accident occurring is taken into
account, it is expected that no irreversible adverse effects and no fatalities would occur over the
shipment period.
For perspective, anhydrous NH3 is routinely shipped commercially in the United States
for industrial and agricultural applications. On the basis of information provided in the DOT
Hazardous Material Incident System (HMIS) Database, for 1990 through 2002, 2 fatalities and
19 major injuries to the public or to transportation or emergency response personnel have
occurred as a result of anhydrous NH3 releases during nationwide commercial truck and rail
operations. These fatalities and injuries occurred during transportation or loading and unloading
operations. Over that period, truck and rail NH 3 spills resulted in more than 1,000 and 6,000
evacuations, respectively. Five very large spills, more than 10,000 gal (38,000 L), have occurred;
however, these spills were all en route derailments from large rail tank cars. The two largest
spills, both around 20,000 gal (76,000 L), occurred in rural or lightly populated areas and
resulted in I major injury. Over the past 30 years, the safety record for transporting anhydrous
NH 3 has significantly improved. Safety measures contributing to this improved safety record
include the installation of protective devices on railcars, fewer derailments, closer manufacturer
supervision of container inspections, and participation of shippers in the Chemical
Transportation Emergency Center.
After anhydrous NH3 , the types of accidents that are estimated to result in the second
highest consequences are those involving shipment of 70% aqueous HF produced during the
conversion process. The estimated numbers of irreversible adverse effects for 70% HF rail
accidents are about one-third of those from the anhydrous NH3 accidents. However, the number
of estimated fatalities is about one-sixth of those from NH 3 accidents, because the percent of
fatalities among the individuals experiencing irreversible adverse effects is 1% as opposed to 2%
for NH3 exposures. For perspective, since 1971, the period covered by DOT records, no fatal or
serious injuries to the public or to transportation or emergency response personnel have occurred
as a result of anhydrous HF releases during transportation. (Most of the HF transported in the
United States is anhydrous HF, which is more hazardous than aqueous HF.) Over that period,
11 releases from railcars were reported to have no evacuations or injuries associated with them.
The only major release (estimated at 6,400 lb [29,000 kg] of HF) occurred in 1985 and resulted
in approximately 100 minor injuries. Another minor HF release during transportation occurred in
1990. The safety record for transporting HF has improved in the past 10 years for the same
reasons as those discussed above for NH3 . Transportation accidents involving the shipment of
DUF6 cylinders were also evaluated, with the estimated consequences being less than those
discussed above for NH 3 and HF (see Section 5.2.5.3).

S.5.4 Air Quality and Noise
Under the no action alternative, air quality from construction and operations would be
within national and state ambient air quality standards. However, estimated concentrations of
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particulate matter (PM) that could be generated during yard reconstruction activities at Paducah
would be close to air quality standards; these temporary emissions could be controlled by good
construction practices. Continued cylinder maintenance and painting are expected to be effective
in controlling corrosion, and concentrations of HF would be kept within regulatory standards at
the Paducah site.
Under the action alternatives, air quality impacts during construction were found to be
similar for all three alternative locations. The total (modeled plus the measured background value
representative of the site) concentrations due to emissions of most criteria pollutants - such as
sulfur dioxide (SO2 ), nitrogen oxides (NOx), and carbon monoxide (CO) - would be well
within applicable air quality standards. As is often the case for construction, the primary concern
would be PM released from near-ground-level sources. Total concentrations of PMIo and PM 2 .5
(PM with an aerodynamic diameter of 10 gm or less and 2.5 [im or less, respectively) at the
construction site boundary would be close to or above the standards because of the high
background concentrations and the proposed facility's proximity to potentially publicly
accessible areas. Accordingly, construction activities should be conducted so as to minimize
further impacts on ambient air quality. To mitigate impacts, water could be sprayed on disturbed
areas more often, and dust suppressant or pavement could be applied to roads with frequent
traffic.
During operations, it is estimated that total concentrations for all criteria pollutants
(except for PM 2 .5 ) would be well within standards. The background level of annual average
PM 2 .5 in the area of the Paducah site approaches the standard. Again, impacts during operations
were found to be similar for all three alternative locations.
Noise impacts are expected to be negligible under the no action alternative. Under the
action alternatives, estimated noise levels at the nearest residence (located 1.3 km [0.8 mi] from
the construction location) would be below the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
guideline of 55 dB(A) 4 as day-night average sound level (DNL) 5 for residential zones during
construction and operations.

S.5.5 Water and Soil
Under the no action alternative, uranium concentrations in surface water, groundwater,
and soil would remain below guidelines throughout the project duration. However, if cylinder
maintenance and painting were not effective in reducing cylinder corrosion rates, the uranium
concentration in groundwater could be greater than the guideline at some time in the future
(no earlier than about 2100). If continued cylinder maintenance and painting were effective in

4 dB(A) is a unit of weighted sound-pressure level, measured by the use of the metering characteristics and the

A-weighting specified in the American National Standard Specification for Sound Level Meters,
ANSI S1.4-1983, and in Amendment SI.4A-1985.
5 DNL is the 24-hour average sound level, expressed in dB(A), with a 10-dB penalty artificially added to the
nighttime (10 p.m.-7 a.m.) sound level to account for noise-sensitive activities (e.g., sleep) during these hours.
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controlling corrosion, as expected, groundwater uranium concentrations would remain less than
the guideline.
During construction of the conversion facility, construction material spills could
contaminate surface water, groundwater, or soil. However, by implementing storm water
management, sediment and erosion control (e.g., temporary and permanent seeding; mulching
and matting; sediment barriers, traps, and basins; silt fences; runoff and earth diversion dikes),
and good construction practices (e.g., covering chemicals with tarps to prevent interaction with
rain, promptly cleaning up any spills), concentrations in soil and wastewater (and therefore
surface water and groundwater) could be kept well within applicable standards or guidelines.
During operations, no appreciable impacts on surface water or groundwater would result
from the conversion facility because no contaminated liquid effluents are anticipated, and
because airborne emissions would be at very low levels (e.g., <0.25 g/yr of uranium). Impacts
among the three alternative locations would be similar.
Contaminated soil associated with solid waste management unit (SWMU) 194 could be
excavated during construction at Locations A and C; these soils would be managed as described
in Section S.5.8.

S.5.6 Socioeconomics
The socioeconomic analysis evaluates the effects of construction and operation on
population, employment, income, regional growth, housing, and community resources in the
region of influence (ROI) around the site. In general, socioeconomic impacts tend to be positive,
creating jobs and income, with only minor impacts on housing, public finances, and employment
in local public services.
The no action alternative would result in a small socioeconomic impact, creating 110 jobs
during cylinder yard reconstruction (over 2 construction years) and 130 jobs during operations
(direct and indirect jobs) and generating $3.2 million in personal income during construction and
$3.8 million in personal income per operational year. No significant impacts on regional growth
and housing, local finances, and public service employment in the ROI are expected.
Under the action alternatives, jobs and direct income would be generated during both
construction and operation. Construction of the conversion facility would create 290 jobs and
generate almost $10 million in personal income in the peak construction year (construction
occurs over a 2-year period). Operation of the conversion facility would create 330 jobs and
generate $13 million in personal income each year. Only minor impacts on regional growth and
housing, local finances, and public service employment in the ROI are expected. The
socioeconomic impacts are not dependent on the location of the conversion facility; therefore,
the impacts would be the same for alternative Locations A, B, and C.
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S.5.7 Ecology
Under the no action alternative, continued cylinder maintenance and surveillance
activities would have negligible impacts on ecological resources (i.e., vegetation, wildlife,
threatened and endangered species). Only a small amount of yard reconstruction, in a previously
disturbed area, would occur at the Paducah site. It is estimated that potential concentrations of
contaminants in the environment from future cylinder breaches would be below levels harmful to
biota. However, there is a potential for impacts to aquatic biota from cylinder yard runoff during
painting activities.
For the action alternatives, the total area disturbed during conversion facility construction
would be 45 acres (18 ha). Vegetation communities would be impacted in this area with a loss of
habitat. However, for all three alternative locations, impacts could be minimized depending on
exactly where the facility was placed within each location. These habitat losses would constitute
less than 1% of available land at the site. It was found that concentrations of contaminants in the
environment during operations would be below harmful levels. Negligible impacts to vegetation
and wildlife are expected at all locations.
Wetlands at or near Locations A, B, and C could be adversely affected at the Paducah
site. Impacts to wetlands could be minimized depending on where exactly the facility was placed
within each location. Mitigation for unavoidable impacts may be developed in coordination with
the appropriate regulatory agencies. Unavoidable impacts to wetlands that are within the
jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers may require a Clean Water Act (CWA)
Section 404 Permit, which would trigger the requirement for a CWA Section 401 water quality
certification from the Commonwealth of Kentucky. A mitigation plan might be required prior to
the initiation of construction.
Construction of the conversion facility in the eastern portion of Location C could impact
potential habitat for cream wild indigo (state-listed as a species of special concern) and compass
plant (state-listed as threatened). For construction at all three locations, impacts on deciduous
forest might occur. Impacts to forested areas could be avoided if temporary construction areas
were placed in previously disturbed locations. Trees with exfoliating bark, such as shagbark
hickory or dead trees with loose bark, can be used by the Indiana bat (federal- and state-listed as
endangered) as roosting trees during the summer. If either live or dead trees with exfoliating bark
are encountered on construction areas, they should be saved if possible. If necessary, the trees
should be cut before March 3 1 or after October 15.

S.5.8 Waste Management
Under the no action alternative, LLW, LLMW, and PCB-containing waste could be
generated from cylinder scraping and painting activities. The amount of LLMW generated could
represent an increase of less than 1% in the site's LLMW load, representing a negligible impact
on site waste management operations.
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Under the action alternatives, waste management impacts would not depend on the
location of the conversion facility within the site and would be the same for alternative
Locations A, B, and C. Waste generated during construction and operations would have
negligible impacts on the Paducah site waste management operations, with the exception of
possible impacts from disposal of CaF 2 . Industrial experience indicates that HF, if produced,
would contain only trace amounts of depleted uranium (less than 1 ppm). It is expected that HF
would be sold for use. If sold for use, the sale would be subject to review and approval by DOE
in coordination with the NRC, depending on the specific use (as discussed in Appendix E of this
EIS).
The U3 0 8 produced during conversion would generate about 7,850 yd 3 (6,000 m3 ) per
year of LLW. This is 83% of Paducah's annual projected LLW volume and could have
potentially large impacts on site LLW management. However, plans for off-site disposal of this
LLW are included in the proposed action.
If the HF was not sold but instead neutralized to CaF2, it is currently unknown whether
(1) the CaF 2 could be sold, (2) the low uranium content would allow the CaF2 to be disposed of
as nonhazardous solid waste, or (3) disposal as LLW would be required. The low level of
uranium contamination expected (i.e., less than 1 ppm) suggests that sale or disposal as
nonhazardous solid waste would be most likely. If sold for use, the sale would be subject to
review and approval by DOE in coordination with the NRC, depending on the specific use.
Waste management for disposal as nonhazardous waste could be handled through appropriate
planning and design of the facilities. If the CaF2 had to be disposed of as LLW, it could represent
a potentially large impact on waste management operations.
A small quantity of TRU could be entrained in the gaseous DUF6 during the cylinder
emptying operations. These contaminants would be captured in the filters between the cylinders
and the conversion equipment. The filters would be monitored and replaced routinely to maintain
concentrations below regulatory limits for TRU waste. The spent filters would be disposed of as
LLW, generating up to 25 drums of LLW waste over the life of the project.
Current UDS plans are to leave the heels in the emptied cylinders, add a stabilizer, and
use the cylinders as disposal containers for the U3 0 8 product, to the extent practicable. An
alternative is to process the emptied cylinders and dispose of them directly as LLW. Either one
of these approaches is expected to meet the waste acceptance criteria of the disposal facilities
and minimize the potential for generating TRU waste through washing of the cylinders to
remove the heels. Although cylinder washing is not considered a foreseeable option at this time,
for completeness, an analysis of the maximum potential quantities of TRU waste that could be
generated from cylinder washing is included in Appendix B of this EIS, as is a discussion of
PCBs contained in some cylinder coatings.
In addition, potentially contaminated soil associated with SWMU 194 could be excavated
during construction at Locations A and B. The excavated soil would be managed consistent with
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulations and coordinated between the
Commonwealth of Kentucky (Division of Waste Management) and DOE.
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S.5.9 Resource Requirements
Resource requirements include construction materials, fuel, electricity, process
chemicals, and containers. In general, all alternatives would have a negligible effect on the local
or national availability of these resources.

S.5.10 Land Use
Under the no action alternative, all activities would occur in areas previously used for
conducting similar activities; therefore, no land use impacts are expected. Under the action
alternatives, a total of 45 acres (18 ha) could be disturbed, with some areas cleared for railroad or
utility access and not adjacent to the site. All three alternative locations are within an
already-industrialized facility, and impacts to land use would be similar for the three alternative
locations. The permanently altered areas represent less than 1% of available land already
developed for industrial purposes. Negligible impacts on land use are thus expected.

S.5.11 Cultural Resources
Under the no action alternative, impacts on cultural resources at the current storage
locations would be unlikely because all activities would occur in areas already dedicated to
cylinder storage. Under the action alternatives, impacts on cultural resources could be possible.
Archaeological and architectural surveys have not been completed for the candidate locations
and must be undertaken prior to initiation of the action alternatives. However, if archaeological
resources were encountered, or historical or traditional cultural properties were identified, a
mitigation plan would be required.

S.5.12 Environmental Justice
No disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental impacts are
expected to minority or low-income populations during normal facility operations under the
action alternatives. Although the consequences of facility accidents could be high if severe
accidents occurred, the risk of irreversible adverse effects (including fatalities) among members
of the general public from these accidents (taking into account the consequences and probability
of the accidents) would be less than 1. Furthermore, transportation accidents with high and
adverse impacts are unlikely; their locations cannot be projected, and the types of persons who
would be involved cannot be reliably predicted. Thus, there is no reason to expect that minority
and low-income populations would be affected disproportionately by high and adverse impacts.

S.5.13 Option of Shipping ETTP Cylinders to Paducah
If cylinders from ETTP were transported to Paducah, the cylinders would have to be
prepared to be shipped by either truck or rail. Approximately 4,800 DUF 6 cylinders for
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conversion and about 1,100 non-DUF 6 cylinders would require preparation for shipment at
ETTP. Three cylinder preparation options are considered for the shipment of noncompliant
cylinders.
In general, the use of cylinder overpacks would result in small potential impacts.
Overpacking operations would be similar to current cylinder handling operations, and impacts
would be limited to involved workers. No LCFs among involved workers from radiation
exposure are expected. Impacts would be similar if noncompliant cylinders were shipped "as-is"
or following repairs under a DOT exemption, assuming appropriate compensatory measures.
The use of a cylinder transfer facility would likely require the construction of a new
facility at ETTP; there are no current plans to build such a facility. Operational impacts would
generally be small and limited primarily to external radiation exposure of involved workers, with
no LCFs expected. Transfer facility operations would generate a large number of emptied
cylinders requiring disposition. If a decision were made to construct and operate a transfer
facility at ETTP, additional NEPA review would be conducted.
Impacts from extended operations of the conversion plant from 25 to 28 years would not
be expected to significantly increase overall impacts.

S.5.14 Impacts Associated with Conversion Product Sale and Use
The conversion of the DUF6 inventory produces products having some potential for reuse
(no large-scale market exists for depleted U3 0 8 ). These products include HF and CaF2 , which
are commonly used as commercial materials. An investigation of the potential reuse of HF and
CaF2 has been included as part of this EIS. Areas examined include the characteristics of these
materials as produced within the conversion process, the current markets for these products, and
the potential socioeconomic impacts should these products be provided to the commercial sector.
Because there would be some residual radioactivity associated with these materials, the DOE
process for authorizing release of materials for unrestricted use (referred to as "free release") and
an estimate of the potential human health effects of such free release have also been included in
this investigation. The results of the analysis of HF and CaF2 use are included in Table S-6.
If the products were to be released for restricted use (e.g., in the nuclear industry for the
manufacture of nuclear fuel), the impacts would be less than those for unrestricted release.
Conservative estimates of the amount of uranium and technetium that might transfer into
the HF and CaF2 were used to evaluate the maximum expected dose to workers using the
material if it was released for commercial use. On the basis of very conservative assumptions
concerning use, the maximum dose to workers was estimated to be less than I mremlyr, much
less than the regulatory limit of 100 mrem/yr specified for members of the general public. Doses
to the general public would be even lower.
Socioeconomic impact analyses were conducted to evaluate the impacts of the
introduction of the conversion-produced HF or CaF2 into the commercial marketplace. A
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potential market for the aqueous HF has been identified as the current aqueous HF acid
producers. The impact of HF sales on the local economy in which the existing producers are
located and on the U.S. economy as a whole is likely to be minimal. No market for the CaF 2 that
might be produced in the conversion facility has been identified. Should such a market be found,
the impact of CaF2 sales on the U.S. economy is also predicted to be minimal.

S.5.15 Impacts from D&D Activities
D&D would involve the disassembly and removal of all radioactive and hazardous
components, equipment, and structures. For the purposes of analysis in this EIS, it was also
assumed that the various buildings would be dismantled and "greenfield" (unrestricted use)
conditions would be achieved. The "clean" waste will be sent to a landfill that accepts
construction debris. LLW will be sent to a licensed or DOE disposal facility, where it will likely
be buried in accordance with the waste acceptance criteria and other requirements in effect at
that time. Hazardous and mixed waste will be disposed of in a licensed facility in accordance
with regulatory requirements. D&D impacts to involved workers would be primarily from
external radiation; expected exposures would be a small fraction of operational doses; no LCFs
would be expected. It is estimated that no fatalities and up to five injuries would result from
occupational accidents. Impacts from waste management would include a total generation of
about 275 yd3 (210 m3 ) of LLW, 157 yd3 (120 M3 ) of LLMW, and 157 yd 3 (120 M3 ) of
hazardous waste; these volumes would result in low impacts compared with projected site annual
generation volumes.

S.5.16 Cumulative Impacts
The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidelines for implementing NEPA define
cumulative effects as the impacts on the environment resulting from the incremental impact of an
action under consideration when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future
actions (40 CFR 1508.7) Activities considered for cumulative analysis include those in the
vicinity of the site.
Actions planned at the Paducah site include the continuation of uranium enrichment
operations (by USEC), waste management activities, waste disposal activities, environmental
restoration activities, and DUF6 management activities considered in this EIS. Although
Portsmouth was identified by USEC in January 2004 as the site of the American Centrifuge
Facility, construction and operation of such a facility at Paducah has been included in the
cumulative impacts analysis.
Actions occurring near the Paducah site that, because of their diffuse nature, could
contribute to existing or future impacts on the site include continued operation of the Tennessee
Valley Authority's Shawnee power plant; the Joppa, Illinois, power plant; and the Honeywell
International uranium conversion plant in Metropolis, Illinois. Cumulative impacts of these
actions at Paducah would be as follows for the no action alternative and the proposed action
alternatives:
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*

The cumulative collective radiological exposure to the off-site population
would be well below the maximum DOE dose limit of 100 mrem per year to
the off-site maximally exposed individual (MEI) and below the limit of
25 mrem/yr specified in 40 CFR 190 for uranium fuel cycle facilities. Annual
individual doses to involved workers would be monitored to maintain
exposure below the regulatory limit of 5 rem per year.

*

Under the no action alternative cumulative impacts assessment, although less
than 1 shipment per year of radioactive wastes is expected from cylinder
management activities, up to 14,400 truck shipments could be associated with
existing and planned actions (no rail shipments are expected). Under the
action alternatives, up to 6,000 rail shipments and 18,600 truck shipments of
radioactive material could occur. The cumulative maximum dose to the MEI
along the transportation route near the site entrance would be less than
1 mrem per year under all alternatives and for all transportation modes.

*

The Paducah site is located in an attainment region. However, the background
annual-average PM 2 .5 concentration is near the regulatory standard.
Cumulative impacts would not affect attainment status.

*

Data from the 2000 annual groundwater monitoring showed that four
pollutants exceeded primary drinking water regulation levels in groundwater
at the Paducah site. Good engineering and construction practices should
ensure that indirect cumulative impacts on groundwater associated with the
conversion facility would be minimal.

*

Cumulative ecological impacts on habitats and biotic communities, including
wetlands, would be negligible to minor for all alternatives. Construction of a
conversion facility might remove a type of tree preferred by the Indiana bat;
however, this federal- and state-listed endangered species is not known to
utilize these areas.

* No cumulative land use impacts are anticipated for any of the alternatives.
*

It is unlikely that any noteworthy cumulative impacts on cultural resources
would occur under any alternative, and any such impacts would be adequately
mitigated before activities for the chosen action would begin.

*

Given the absence of high and adverse cumulative impacts for any impact area
considered in this EIS, no environmental justice cumulative impacts are
anticipated for the Paducah site, despite the presence of disproportionately
high percentages of low-income populations in the vicinity.

*

Socioeconomic impacts under all alternatives considered are anticipated to be
generally positive, often temporary, and relatively small.
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S.5.17 Mitigation
On the basis of the analyses conducted for this EIS, the following recommendations can
be made to reduce the impacts of the proposed action:
*

Current cylinder management activities, including inspecting cylinders,
carrying out cylinder maintenance activities (such as painting), and promptly
cleaning up releases from any breached DUF6 cylinders, should be continued
to avoid potential future impacts on site air and groundwater. In addition,
runoff from cylinder yards should be collected and sampled so that
contaminants can be detected and their release to surface water or
groundwater can be avoided. If future cylinder painting results in KPDES
Permit violations, treating cylinder yard runoff prior to release may be
required.

*

Temporary impacts on air quality from fugitive dust emissions during
reconstruction of cylinder yards or construction of any new facility should be
controlled by the best available practices to avoid temporary exceedances of
the PM 1o and PM2 .5 standard. Technologies that will be used to mitigate air
quality impacts during construction include using water sprays on dirt
roadways and on bare soils in work areas for dust control; covering openbodied trucks transporting materials likely to become airborne when full and
at all times when in motion; water spraying and covering bunkered or staged
excavated and replacement soils; maintaining paved roadways in good repair
and in a clean condition; using barriers and windbreaks around construction
areas such as soil banks, temporary screening, and/or vegetative cover;
mulching or covering exposed bare soil areas until vegetation has time to
recover or paving has been installed; and prohibiting any open burning.

*

During construction, impacts to water quality and soil can be minimized
through implementing storm water management, sediment and erosion
controls (e.g., temporary and permanent seeding; mulching and matting;
sediment barriers, traps, and basins; silt fences; runoff and earth diversion
dikes), and good construction practices (e.g., covering chemicals with tarps to
prevent interaction with rain, promptly cleaning up any spills).

*

Potential impacts to wetlands at the Paducah site could be minimized or
eliminated by maintaining a buffer near adjacent wetlands during
construction. Mitigation for unavoidable impacts may be developed in
coordination with the appropriate regulatory agencies.

*

If trees (either live or dead) with exfoliating bark are encountered on
construction areas, they should be saved if possible to avoid destroying
potential habitat for the Indiana bat. If necessary, the trees should be cut
before March 31 or after October 15.
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*

The quantity of radioactive and hazardous materials stored on site, including
the products of the conversion process, should be minimized.

*

The construction of a DUF6 conversion facility at Paducah would have the
potential to impact cultural resources. Neither an archaeological nor an
architectural survey has been completed for the Paducah site as a whole or for
any of the alternative locations, although an archaeological sensitivity study
has been conducted. In accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act, the adverse effects of this undertaking must be evaluated
once a location is chosen.

* Testing should be conducted either prior to or during the conversion facility
startup operations to determine if the air vented from the autoclaves should be
monitored or if any alternative measures would need to be taken to ensure that
worker exposures to PCBs above allowable Occupational Safety and Health
Administration limits do not occur.
* The nuclear properties of DUF 6 are such that the occurrence of a nuclear
criticality is not a concern, regardless of the amount of DUF 6 present.
However, criticality is a concern for the handling, packaging, and shipping of
enriched UF 6 . For enriched UF 6 , criticality control is accomplished by
employing, individually or collectively, specific limits on uranium-235
enrichment, mass, volume, geometry, moderation, and spacing for each type
of cylinder. The amount of enriched UF6 that may be contained in an
individual cylinder and the total number of cylinders that may be transported
together are determined by the nuclear properties of enriched UF6 . Spacing of
enriched UF 6 cylinders in transit during routine and accident conditions is
ensured by use of regulatory approval packages that provide protection against
impact and fire.
*

Because of the relatively high consequences estimated for some accidents,
special attention will be given to the design and operational procedures for
components that may be involved in such accidents. For example, the tanks
holding hazardous chemicals, such as anhydrous NH3 and aqueous HF; on site
would be designed to meet all applicable codes and standards, and special
procedures would be in place for gaining access to the tanks and for filling the
tanks. In addition, although the probabilities of occurrence for a
high-consequence accident are extremely low, emergency response plans and
procedures would be in place to respond to any emergencies should an
accident occur.
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S.5.18 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
*Unavoidable adverse impacts are those impacts that cannot be mitigated by choices
associated with siting and facility design options. Such impacts would be unavoidable, no matter
which options were selected, and would include the following:
*

Exposure of workers to radiation in the storage yards and the conversion
facility that would be below applicable standards;

*

Generation of vehicle exhaust and particulate air emissions during
construction (emissions that would exceed air quality standards would be
mitigated);

*

Disturbance of up to 45 acres (18 ha) of land during construction, with
approximately 10 acres (4 ha) required for the facility footprint;

*

Loss of terrestrial and aquatic habitats from construction and disturbance of
wildlife during operations; and
Generation of vehicle exhaust and particulate air emissions during
transportation.

*

S.5.19 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources
A commitment of a resource is considered irreversible when the primary or secondary
impacts from its use limit the future options for its use. An irretrievablecommitment refers to
the use or consumption of a resource that is neither renewable nor recoverable for later use by
future generations. The major irreversible and irretrievable commitments of natural and
man-made resources related to the alternatives analyzed in this EIS include the land used to
dispose of any conversion products, energy usage, and materials used for construction of the
facility that could not be recovered or recycled.

S.5.20 Relationship between Short-Term Use of the Environment and Long-Term
Productivity
Disposal of solid nonhazardous waste resulting from new facility construction,
operations, and D&D would require additional land at a sanitary landfill site, which would be
unavailable for other uses in the long term. Any radioactive or hazardous waste generated by the
various alternatives would involve the commitment of associated land, transportation, and
disposal resources, and resources associated with the processing facilities for waste management.
For the construction and operation of the conversion facility, the associated construction
activities would result in both short-term and long-term losses of terrestrial and aquatic habitats
from natural productivity. After closure of the new facility, it would be decommissioned and
could be reused, recycled, or remediated.

Summary
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S.5.21 Pollution Prevention and Waste Minimization
Implementation of the EIS alternatives would be conducted in accordance with all
applicable pollution prevention and waste minimization guidelines. A consideration of
opportunities for reducing waste generation at the source, as well as for recycling and reusing
material, will be incorporated to the extent possible into the engineering and design process for
the conversion facility. Pollution prevention and waste minimization will be major factors in
determining the final design of any facility to be constructed. Specific pollution prevention and
waste minimization measures will be considered in designing and operating the final conversion
facility.

S.5.22 Potential Impacts Associated with the Option of Expanding
Conversion Facility Operations
As discussed in Sections S.2.2.6 and 2.2.5, several reasonably foreseeable activities could
result in a future decision to increase the conversion facility throughput or extend the operational
period at one or both of the conversion facility sites. Although there are no current plans to do so,
to account for these future possibilities and provide future planning flexibility, Section 5.2.6
includes an evaluation of the environmental impacts associated with expanding conversion
facility operations at Paducah, either by increasing throughput (by process improvements) or by
extending operations.
As described in Section 5.2.6, a throughput increase through process improvements
would not be expected to significantly change the overall environmental impacts when compared
with those of the current plant design. Efficiency improvements are generally on the order of
10%, which is within the uncertainty that is inherent in the impact estimate calculations. Slight
variations in plant throughput are not unusual from year to year because of operational factors
(e.g., equipment maintenance or replacement) and are generally accounted for by the
conservative nature of the impact calculations.
The conversion facility operations could also be expanded by operating the facility longer
than the currently anticipated 25 years. There are no current plans to operate the conversion
facility beyond this period. However, with routine facility and equipment maintenance and
periodic equipment replacements or upgrades, it is believed that the conversion facility could be
operated safely beyond this time period to process any additional DUF 6 for which DOE might
assume responsibility. As discussed in Section 5.2.6, if operations were extended beyond
25 years and if the operational characteristics (e.g., estimated releases of contaminants to air and
water) of the facility remained unchanged, it is expected that the annual impacts would be
essentially the same as those presented above and summarized in Table S-6. The overall
cumulative impacts from the operation of the facility would increase proportionately with the
increased life of the facility.

Summary
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S.6 ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
PERMITS AND COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
DUF6 cylinder management as well as construction and operation of the proposed DUF6
conversion facility would be subject to many federal, state, local, and other legal requirements.
In accordance with such legal requirements, a variety of permits, licenses, and other consents
must be obtained. Chapter 6 of this EIS contains a detailed listing of applicable requirements.

S.7 PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
The preferred alternative is to construct and operate the proposed DUF6 conversion
facility at alternative Location A, which is south of the administration building and its parking lot
and east of the main Paducah GDP access road.

C.,

TABLE S-6 Summary Comparison of Potential Environmental Consequences of the Alternativesa

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Human Health and Safety -Normal Facility Operations
Radiation exposure
Construction
Involved workers

Potential external
radiation exposures
(above background)
because of proximity to
cylinder storage yards.
Estimated maximum
annual individual worker
dose of 35 mrem/yr over
a 2-year construction
period.

Background

Conversion facility:
75 mremiyr
Cylinder yards:
430-690 mremlyr

Same as Location A

Potential external
Potential external
radiation exposures
radiation exposures
(above background)
(above background) to
because of proximity to construction workers for
yard reconstruction
cylinder storage yards.
because of proximity to
Estimated maximum
annual individual worker cylinder storage yards.
dose of 40 mrem/yr over Estimated maximum total
a 2-year construction
individual worker dose is
230 mrem/yr.
period.

t~.j

Operations
Involved workers
Average dose to individual involved
workers

Same as Location A

740 mrem/yr
Can
I

Collective dose to involved workers

Conversion facility:
10.7 person-rem/yr
Cylinder yards:
3-6 person-rem/yr

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

33 person-rem/yr
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TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Location B

Location C

No Action

Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Total health effects among involved
workers for the life of the project
(through 2039 for no action)

I in 7 chance of I latent
cancer fatality (LCF)

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

I in 2 chance of I LCF

Maximum dose to noninvolved worker
maximally exposed individual (ME!)

I x 10-5 mremiyr

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

0. 15 mrem/yr

Collective dose to noninvolved workers

<1.9 x 10-5 personrem/yr

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

0.003 person-rem/yr

Total health effects among noninvolved
workers for the life of the project
(through 2039 for no action)

<I in I million chance of
I LCF

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

<1 in 100,000 chance of I
LCF

<3.9 x 10-5 mrem/yr

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

<0.1 mrem/yr
(during storage)
<0.5 mrem/yr
(long-term)

z

Noninvolved workers

General public
Maximum dose to the general public
MET

Z_14
C
z

;Z.

Z)

Collective dose to the general
public within 50 mi (80 km)

4.7 x 10-5 person-rem/yr

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

0.008 person-rem/yr

P
z

Total health effects among members
of the public over the life of the project
(through 2039 for no action)

<1 chance in I million of
I LCF

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

I chance in 7,000 of
I LCF
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TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Chemical exposure of concernb
(concern = hazard index >1)
Noninvolved worker MEI

Well below levels
expected to cause health
effects (hazard index
<0.1).

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Well below levels
expected to cause health
effects (hazard index
<0.1).

General public MEI

Well below levels
expected to cause health
effects (hazard index
<0.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Well below levels
expected to cause health
effects (hazard index
<0.1).-

Haiuan Health andSafety

-

Facility Accidentse

Physical hazards (involved and
noninvolved workers)
Construction: on-the-job fatalities
and injuries

0 fatalities; 11 injuries

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

0 fatalities; 2 injuries

Operations: on-the-job fatalities
and injuries

0 fatalities/yr;
8 injuries/yr

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

0 fatalities/yr;
2 injuries/yr

ce,
z

TABLE S-6 (Cont.)
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Accidents involving chemical or radiation
releases, low frequency-high consequence
accidents
Anhydrous ammonia
(NH3 ) tank rupture

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Cylinder ruptures - fire
(high for adverse effects);
corroded cylinder spill,
wet conditions (high for
irreversible adverse
effects).

Release amount

29,500 lb (13,400 kg) of
NH 3

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

24,000 lb (11,000 kg) of
DUF6 (fire); 96 lb (44 kg)
of HF (spill, wet
conditions)

Estimated frequency

<1 time in
1,000,000 years

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

=I time in 100,000 years
(both accidents)

<1 chance in 40,000

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

=I chance in 2,500

26-4,800 persons
2-370 persons
0-7 persons

14-4,900 persons
0-320 persons
0-6 persons

17-6,700 persons
1-220 persons
0-4 persons

0-2,000 persons
0-1 person
0 persons

Bounding chemical accident

Probability - life of the project
(through 2039 for no action)
Consequences (per accident)d
Chemical exposure - public
Adverse effects
Irreversible adverse effects
Fatalities

C0
C.
0z

TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Chemical exposure - noninvolved
workerse
Adverse effects
Irreversible adverse effects
Fatalities

1,100-1,600 persons
600-1,600 persons
0-30 persons

1,100-1,400 persons
730-1,400 persons
0-30 persons

1,400-1,600 persons
130-1,600 persons
0-30 persons

4-910 persons
1-300 persons
0-3 persons

Accident risk
(consequence x probability)
General public
Noninvolved workersO

0 fatalities
0 fatalities

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

0 fatalities
0 fatalities

Earthquake accident
damages U 3 0 8 storage
building containing
6 months' of product.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Cylinder ruptures - fire

Release amount

180 lb (82 kg) of
depleted U3 0 8

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

24,000 lb (11,000 kg) of
UF6

Estimated frequency

=l time in 100,000 years

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

=1 time in 100,000 years

Probability - life of the project
(through 2039 for no action)

=1 chance in 4000

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

2-40 rem
I chance in 50
13-73 person-rem
I chance in 40 of I LCF

Same as
Same as
Same as
Same as

Same
Same
Same
Same

Bounding radiological accident

Consequences (per accident)
Radiation exposure - public
Dose to MEI
Risk of LCF
Total dose to population
Total LCFs

Location
Location
Location
Location

A
A
A
A

as
as
as
as

Location
Location
Location
Location

A
A
A
A

I chance in 2,500

15 mrem
7 in I million
29 person-rem
I chance in 70 of I LCF

TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Radiation exposure - noninvolved
workerse
Dose to MEI
Risk of LCF
Total dose to workers
Total LCFs

2-40 rem
I chance in 50
0.2-530 person-rem
I chance in 5 of I LCF

Same as Location A
Same as Location A
0.5-1,300 person-rem
I chance in 2 of I LCF

Same as Location A
Same as Location A
0. 1-300 person-rem
I chance in 8 of I LCF

20 mrem
8 in I million
15 person-rem
I chance in 170 of I LCF

Accident risk
(consequence x probability)
General public
Noninvolved workerse

0 LCFs
0 LCFs

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

0 LCFs
0 LCFs

Human Health and Safety

-

Transportation
Negligible impacts due to
small number of
shipments (I shipment/yr)
and low concentration of
expected contamination.

Transportation impacts during normal
operations

Total fatalities from exposure to vehicle
exhaust emissions
Maximum use of truck

20 (30 if hydrogen
fluoride [HF] is
neutralized to calcium
fluoride [CaF2 ] for
disposal)

Same as Location A

<I (I if HF is neutralized
to CaF2 )

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible
0
-i

Z

Maximum use of rail

Same as Location A

Negligible

TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Cons(equence____
- -1-1
Total fatalities from exposure to external
radiation
Maximum use of truck
Maximum use of rail
Maximum radiation exposure to a person
along a route (MEI)
Traffic accident fatalities (life of the project);
(physical hazards, unrelated to cargo)
Maximum use of truck

Maximum use of rail

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

No Action

Location C

<I

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible

<1

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible

Negligible
(<0.045 mrem)

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible

2 (4 if CaF2 shipped for
disposal)

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible

I (including CaF 2 )

Same as Location A

I

C
0o

Same as Location A

Negligible

Traffic accidents involving radiation or
chemical releases

1-0
Z
NAf

Low frequency-high consequence cylinder
accidents

Et-14
r
t

Bounding accident scenario

Release

Urban rail accident involving DUF 6 cylinders
(only if East Tennessee
Technology Park [ETTP]
cylinders are shipped to
Paducah by rail).

Same as Location A

Uranium, HF

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA
Ii
IZIC,
Z
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Same as Location A

NA
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Proposed Action
Location A (Preferred)

Environmental Consequence

Location B

No Action

Location C

=1 chance in 120,000

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

4
0

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

NA
NA

Radiation exposure - all workers and
members of the general public
Total LCFs

60

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Accident risk
(consequence x probability)
Workers and the general public

0 fatalities

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Probability - life of the project
Consequences (per accident)
Chemical exposure - all workers and
members of general public
Irreversible adverse effects
Fatalities

NA

Low frequency-high consequence accidents
with all other materials
Same as Location A

NA

Urban rail accident
involving anhydrous
NH3

Same as Location A

Release

Anhydrous NH 3

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Probability - life of project

-I chance in 200,000

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

5,000

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Bounding accident scenario

Consequences (per accident)
Chemical exposure - all workers and
members of the general public
Irreversible adverse effects
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence
Fatalities
Accident risk
(consequence x probability)
Irreversible adverse effects
Fatalities

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

100

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

0
0

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

NA
NA

Same as Location A

For yard reconstruction,
the maximum 24-hour
PMIO concentration is up
to 90% of the standard;
other criteria pollutants
are well within standards.

Air Quality and Noise
Pollutant emissions during conversion facility
construction

Total (modeled plus
background) concentrations for particulate
matter (PM) with an
aerodynamic diameter of
less than or equal to
10 and 2.5 irn,
respectively (PM 10 and
PM 2 .5 ), would exceed
standards at the construction site boundary
because of the high
background concentrations; constructionrelated concentrations
would be negligible at
the nearest residence.
Other criteria pollutants
are well within
standards.

Same as Location A

TO

TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence
Pollutant emissions during conversion facility
operations

Location A (Preferred)
Average-annual PM 2 ,5

concentrations close to
standards because of
high background
concentrations;
operations-related
concentrations would be
negligible at the nearest
residence. Other criteria
pollutants would be well
within standards.
No concentration
increment would exceed
applicable prevention of
significant deterioration
(PSD) increments at the
site boundary (for
Class II area), and all
increments would well
below the PSD
increment for the nearest
Class I area.

Location B
Same as Location A

Location C
Same as Location A

No Action
Under the controlled
cylinder corrosion
scenario, the maximum
24-hour HF concentration
would be less than 3% of
the Commonwealth of
Kentucky secondary
standard; criteria
pollutants would be well
within standards.
Under the uncontrolled
cylinder corrosion
scenario, the maximum
24-hour HF concentration
at the site boundary could
be up to 69% of the
Commonwealth of
Kentucky secondary
standard.
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TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence
Estimated noise levels at the nearest
residence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Below the
U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency
(EPA) guideline of
55 dB(A) as day-night
average sound level
(DNL) during
construction and
operation.

Same as Location A

Location C
Same as Location A

No Action
Below the EPA guideline
of 55 dB(A) as DNL
during construction and
operation.

-..
Water and Soil

Surface water
Construction

Operations

Groundwater
Construction

IOn

Negligible impacts from
changes to runoff, from
floodplains, or from
water use and discharge.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible impacts from
changes to runoff, from
floodplains, or from water
use and discharge.

Negligible impacts from
water use and discharge.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible impacts from
water use and discharge.

No direct impacts to
groundwater recharge,
depth, or flow direction;
impacts to groundwater
quality unlikely.

Same as Location A

2-I'-,
rl
z

t
Same as Location A

No direct impacts to
groundwater recharge,
depth, or flow direction;
impacts to groundwater
quality unlikely.
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TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

No direct impacts to
groundwater recharge,
depth, or flow direction;
impacts to groundwater
quality unlikely.

Operations

Location C

No Action

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Under the controlled
corrosion case, maximum
uranium groundwater
concentration (occurring
in around 2070) of
6 ,.g/L, below the
guideline of 20 fig/L.F
Under the uncontrolled
corrosion case, cylinder
breaches occurring before
2020 could result in
groundwater
concentrations exceeding
the guideline sometime
after 2 100.

Soils
Construction

Local and temporary
increase in erosion;
impacts to soil quality
unlikely. Potentially
contaminated soil
associated with solid
waste management unit
(SWMU) 194 could be
excavated.

Operations
-

-- - -

- -- -

Same as Location A

No direct impacts to soil.
- --

-- - -

-- -

- -- -

-- --

-- -

-- - -

-- -

- - --

- -- -

- --

- - --

- - -

- -

Local and temporary
increase in erosion;
impacts to soil quality
unlikely.

Same as Location A
- -

-

--

-

--

-

- -- --

- -

Local and temporary
increase in erosion;
impacts to soil quality
unlikely.

Same as Location A
- -

--

--

--

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Negligible impacts to
soils.
- - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Socioeconomics
Construction

Operations

Direct employment of
190 people in peak year;
290 total jobs in the
region of influence
(ROI); total personal
income of $9.5 million in
peak year; marginal
impacts on public
services. Two-year
duration of impacts.

Same as Location A

Direct employment of
160 people; 330 total
jobs in ROI; total
personal income of
S 13 million per year; no
significant impacts on
public services.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Direct employment of
30 people; 110 total jobs
in ROI; total personal
income of $3.2 million;
no significant impacts on
public services.

In1
z
Same as Location A

Direct employment of
90 people; 130 total jobs
in ROI; total personal
income of 53.8 million
per year through 2039; no
significant impacts on
public services.
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TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Ecology
Ecological resources (habitat loss, vegetation,
wildlife)

Total area disturbed
during construction:
45 acres (18 ha).

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible impact to
ecological resources; all
activities would occur in
previously developed
areas; however, there is a
potential for impacts to
aquatic biota from
cylinder yard runoff
during painting activities.

Vegetation and wildlife
communities impacted
and potential loss of
habitat; impacts could be
minimized by facility
placement.
Concentrations of chemical or
radioactive materials

Well below harmful
levels; negligible
impacts on vegetation
and wildlife.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Potential for adverse
impacts to aquatic biota
associated with cylinder
painting.

Wetlands

Potential direct and
indirect impacts to
wetlands from facility
construction; impacts
could be minimized by
facility placement.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible impacts

C.,
z

TABLE S-6 (Cont.)
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Proposed
Action
- - or Environmental Consequence
Threatened or endangered species

Location A (Preferred)
No direct impacts from
construction or
operations; destruction
of trees with exfoliating
bark could indirectly
impact the Indiana bat by
destroying roosting
habitat.

Location B
Same as Location A

Location C
Same as Location A; in
addition; construction in
the eastern portion of
Location C could impact
potential habitat for wild
indigo and compass
plant.

No Action
Negligible impacts

Waste Management
Construction

Minimal impacts to site
waste management
capabilities from
construction-generated
waste.
Potentially contaminated
soil associated with
SWMU 194 could be
excavated and require
management and
disposal.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A,
Negligible impacts from
except contaminated soil yard reconstruction.
unlikely.
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TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence
Operations

Location A (Preferred)
Negligible impacts to
site management
capabilities from lowlevel radioactive waste
(LLW) and hazardous
waste generation.
The triuranium octaoxide
(U3 0 8 ) produced would
generate about 7,850 yd3
(6,000 m3 )/yr of LLW.
This is 83% of
Paducah's annual
projected volume;
potentially large impact
on site LLW
management.

Location B
Same as Location A

Location C
Same as Location A

No Action
No impacts from LLW
generation; less than 1%
of annual site totals for
each.
Low-level radioactive
mixed waste (LLMW)
generated from cylinder
stripping and painting
operations could generate
less than a 1% increase in
site LLMW, resulting in a
negligible impact to
on-site waste operations.

N1

If HF is neutralized to
CaF2 , generation of
about 4,900 yd3 /yr
(3,800 m3 /yr) of CaF2 .
Generation of
transuranic (TRU) waste
unlikely under current
proposals.

C)
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TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Resource Requirementsh
Construction and operations

-quired--

No effects on local,
regional, or national
availability of materials
are expected.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

No effects on local,
regional, or national
availability of materials
r-quired are expected.

Same as Location A

Reconstruction of one
existing cylinder storage
yard within the
boundaries of existing
yards is planned;
negligible impacts to land
use.

Same as Location A

Impacts would be
unlikely because the
storage yards are located
in previously disturbed
areas already dedicated to
cylinder storage.

Land Use
Construction and operations

Up to 45 acres (18 ha)
would be disturbed, with
10 acres (4 ha)
permanently altered,
representing about 1% of
available land already
developed for industrial
purposes, resulting in
negligible impacts to
land use.

Same as Location A

Cultural Resources
Construction and operations

Impacts to cultural
resources are possible;
archaeological and
architectural surveys
have not been completed
and must be initiated
prior to initiation of the
proposed action-

Same as Location A
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TABLE S-6 (Cont.)
Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

EnvironmentalJustice

Construction and operations

No disproportionately
high and adverse impacts
to minority or lowincome populations in
the general public during
normal operations or
from accidents.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

No disproportionately
high and adverse impacts
to minority or lowincome populations in the
general public during
normal operations or from
accidents.

Same as Location A

NA

Conversion of ETTP Cylinders at Paducah (option)

Cylinder preparation
Location of cylinder preparation activities

Impacts from using cylinder overpacks

ETTP: approximately
5,900 ETTP cylinders
prepared for shipment to
Paducah.

Same as Location A

No facility construction
required; operational
impacts limited to
external radiation
exposure of involved
workers; total collective
dose to the worker
population of 69 to
85 person-rem at ETTP,
with no LCFs expected.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA
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TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence
Impacts from using cylinder transfer facility

Location A (Preferred)
Construction of a
transfer facility would be
required at ETTP.

Location B
Same as Location A

Location C
Same as Location A

No Action
NA

Operational impacts
would generally be small
and limited primarily to
external radiation
exposure of involved
workers; total collective
dose to the worker
population of 440 to
480 person-rem at ETTP,
with no LCFs expected.
Impact of extended conversion operations

--

If ETTP cylinders were
transported to Paducah,
the operational period
would extend to
28 years. Annual impacts
would be the same as
discussed for each
technical discipline. No
significant increase in
overall impacts is
ex-ected-

p0

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Decontaminationand Decommissioning

Activities involved

Disassembly and
removal of all
radioactive and
hazardous components,
equipment, and
structures, with the
objective of completely
dismantling the various
buildings and achieving
greenfield (unrestricted
use) conditions.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Human health and safety impacts

Decontamination and
decommissioning (D&D)
impacts primarily limited
to external radiation
exposure of involved
workers; expected
exposures would be a
small fraction of
operational doses; no
LCFs expected.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

No fatalities from
occupational accidents
expected; up to
5 injuries.
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TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence
Other impacts

Location A (Preferred)
Generation of LLW,
LLMW, and hazardous
waste; approximately
90% of D&D materials
generated are expected to
be clean.

Location B
Same as Location A

Location C

No Action

Same as Location A

NA

Impacts Associated with Conversion Product Sale
Products potentially marketed

HF and/or CaF 2

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Annual Paducah production

55% HF solution:
I 1,000 t/yr
(12,000 tons/yr)
CaF2 :
24 t/yr (26 tons/yr)

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

CaF2 produced if HF is neutralized

11,800 t/yr
(13,000 tons/yr)

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Maximum estimated radiation dose to a
worker from HF or CaF 2 use

<Imrem/yr

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Potential socioeconomic impacts from use

Negligible
socioeconomic impacts

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Footnotes on next page.

0

TABLE S-6 (Cont.)

a

Potential environmental impacts are summarized and compared in this table for the no action alternative and the action alternatives. For the action
alternatives, impacts are presented for the three alternative locations within the site; annual impacts are based on the assumption of a 25-year operational
period. For the no action alternative, annual impacts are based on the assumption of a 40-year operational period. Potential impacts associated with
expanding throughput through process improvements and with extending the operational period would be similar to those presented for the base design.

b

Chemical exposures for involved workers during normal operations were not estimated; the workplace environment would be monitored to ensure that
airborne chemical concentrations were below applicable exposure limits.

c On the basis of calculations performed for this EIS, the accidents that are listed in this table have been found to have the highest consequences of all the
accidents analyzed. In general, accidents that have lower probabilities have higher consequences.
d

The ranges in accident impacts reflect differences in possible atmospheric conditions at the time of the accident.

e

In addition to noninvolved worker impacts, chemical and radiological exposures for involved workers under accident conditions (workers within 100 m
[328 fit] of a release) would depend in part on specific circumstances of the accident. Involved worker fatalities and injuries resulting from the accident
initiator or the accident itself are possible.

f

NA = not applicable.

g

The guideline concentration used for comparison with estimated surface water and groundwater uranium concentrations is the former proposed EPA
maximum concentration limit (MCL) of 20 ig/L; a revised value of 30 1tg/L became effective in December 2003. These values are applicable for water "at
the tap" of the user and are not directly applicable for surface water or groundwater (no such standard exists). The guideline concentration used for
comparison with estimated soil uranium concentrations is a health-based guideline value for residential settings of 230 1tg/g.

h

Resources evaluated include construction materials (e.g., concrete, steel, special coatings), fuel, electricity, process chemicals, and containers (e.g., drums
and cylinders).

a

Summary
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last five decades, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has enriched large
quantities of uranium for nuclear applications by means of gaseous diffusion. This enrichment
has taken place at three DOE sites located at Paducah, Kentucky; Portsmouth, Ohio; and the East
Tennessee Technology Park (ETTP, formerly known as the K-25 site) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee
(Figure 1-1). "Depleted" uranium hexafluoride (commonly referred to as DUF 6 ) is a product of
this process. It is being stored at the three sites. The total DUF 6 inventory at the three sites
weighs approximately 700,000 metric tons (t) (770,000 short tons [tons])l and is stored in about
60,000 steel cylinders.
This document is a site-specific
environmental impact statement (EIS) for
construction and operation of a proposed
DUF 6 conversion facility at the Paducah site.
The proposed facility would convert the DUF6
stored at Paducah to a more stable chemical
form suitable for use or disposal. A separate
EIS (DOE 2004a) evaluates potential impacts
for a proposed conversion facility to be
constructed at the Portsmouth site. The EISs
have been prepared in accordance with the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA) (United States Code, Title 42,
Section 4321 et seq. [42 USC 4321 et seq.]),
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
NEPA
regulations
(Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 40,
Parts 1500-1508
[40 CFR Parts 1500-1508]), and DOE's NEPA
implementing procedures (10 CFR Part 1021).

National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) Regulations
For major federal actions with the potential
for significant environmental impacts, NEPA
regulations require federal agencies to
discuss a proposed action and all reasonable
alternatives in an environmental impact
statement (EIS). The information in the EIS
must be sufficient for reviewers to evaluate
the relative merits of each alternative.
The agency must briefly discuss any
alternatives that were eliminated from further
analysis. The agency should identify its
preferred alternatives, if one or more exist, in
the draft EIS and must identify its preferred
alternative in the final EIS unless another law
prohibits naming a preference. After
completing the final EIS and in order to
implement an alternative, the federal agency

This EIS addresses the potential
must issue a Record of Decision that
announces the decision that was made and
environmental impacts at the Paducah site
identifies the alternatives that were
from the construction, operation, maintenance,
considered.
and decontamination and decommissioning
(D&D) of the proposed conversion facility;
from the transportation of depleted uranium conversion products to a disposal facility; and from
the transportation, sale, use, or disposal of the fluoride-containing conversion products (hydrogen
fluoride [HF] or calcium fluoride [CaF 2 ]). Three alternative locations within the Paducah site are
evaluated for the conversion facility. Although not part of the proposed action, an option of

In general, in this EIS, values in English units are presented first, followed by metric units in parentheses.
However, when values are routinely reported in metric units, the metric units are presented first, followed by
English units in parentheses.
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FIGURE 1-1 DUF 6 Storage Locations

shipping the ETTP cylinders to Paducah rather than to Portsmouth is also considered, as is an
option of expanding conversion facility operations. In addition, this EIS evaluates a no action
alternative, which assumes continued storage of DUF 6 in cylinders at the Paducah site.

1.1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The current DUF6 conversion facility project is the culmination of a long history of
DUF6 management activities and events. To put the current project into context and provide
perspective, this section provides a brief summary of this history. Additional background
information on the storage and characteristics of DUF6 and the DUF6 cylinder inventory is
provided in Section 1.2.
Uranium enrichment in the United States began as part of the atomic bomb development
by the Manhattan Project during World War II. Enrichment for both civilian and military uses
continued after the war under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and its
successor agencies, including DOE. Three large gaseous diffusion plants (GDPs) were
constructed to produce enriched uranium, first at the K-25 site (now called ETTP) and
subsequently at Paducah and Portsmouth. The K-25 plant ceased operations in 1985, and the
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Portsmouth plant ceased operations in 2001.
The Paducah GDP continues to operate
(see Section 1.1.1).
The DUF6 produced during enrichment
has been stored in large steel cylinders at all
three gaseous diffusion plant sites since the
1950s. The cylinders are typically stacked two
high and are stored outdoors on concrete or
gravel yards. Figure 1.1-1 shows typical
arrangements for storing cylinders.
1.1.1 Creation of USEC
In 1993, the U.S. government began the
process of privatizing uranium enrichment
services by creating the United States
Enrichment Corporation (USEC), a wholly
owned government corporation, pursuant to
the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (Public Law
[P.L.] 102-186). The Paducah and Portsmouth
GDPs were leased to USEC, but DOE retained
responsibility for storage, maintenance, and
disposition of about 46,422 DUF6 cylinders
produced before 1993 and located at the three
gaseous diffusion plant sites (28,351 at
Paducah, 13,388 at Portsmouth, and 4,683 at
K-25). In 1996, the USEC Privatization Act
(P.L. 104-134) transferred ownership of USEC
from the government to private investors. This
act provided for the allocation of USEC's
liabilities between the U.S. government
(including DOE) and the new private
corporation, including liabilities for DUF6
cylinders generated by USEC before
privatization.
In May and June of 1998, USEC and
DOE signed two memoranda of agreement
(MOAs) regarding the allocation of responsibilities for depleted uranium generated by
USEC after 1993 (DOE and USEC 1998ab).
The two MOAs transferred ownership of a
total of 11,400 DUF 6 cylinders from USEC to
DOE.

DUF6 Management Time Line
19501993

DOE generates DUF6 stored in cylinders at the
ETTP, Portsmouth, and Paducah sites.

1985

K-25 (ETTP) GDP ceases operations.

1992

Ohio EPA issues Notice of Violation (NOV) to
Portsmouth.

1993

USEC is created by P.L. 102-186.

1994

DOE initiates DUF 6 PEIS.

1995

DNFSB issues Recommendation 95-1, Safety
of Cylinders Containing Depleted Uranium.
DOE initiates UF6 Cylinder Project
Management Plan.

1996

USEC Privatization Act (P.L. 104-134) is
enacted.

1997

DOE issues Draft DUF6 PEIS.

1998

DOE and Ohio EPA reach agreement on NOV.
Two DOE-USEC MOAs transfer 11,400 DUF6
cylinders to DOE.
P.L. 105-204 is enacted.

1999

DOE and TDEC enter consent order.
DOE issues Final DUF6 PEIS.
DOE issues conversion plan in response to
P.L. 105-204.
DNFSB closes Recommendation 95-1.
DOE issues Draft RFP for conversion services.

2000

DOE issues Final RFP for conversion services.

2001

DOE receives five proposals in response to
RFP.
DOE identifies three proposals in competitive
range.
DOE publishes NOI for site-specific DUF6
Conversion EIS.
DOE prepares environmental critique to
support conversion services procurement
process.
Portsmouth GDP ceases operations.
DOE holds public scoping meetings for the
site-specific DUF6 Conversion EIS.

2002

DOE-USEC agreement transfers 23,000 t
(25,684 tons) ofDUF 6 to DOE.
P.L. 107-206 is enacted.
DOE awards conversion services contract to
UDS.
DOE prepares environmental synopsis to
support conversion services procurement
process.

2003

DOE announces Notice of Change in NEPA
Compliance Approach and issues the draft
EIS.
DOE issues draft site-specific conversion
facility ElSs.

2004

Final site-specific conversion facility EISs
issued.
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FIGURE 1.1-1 Storage of DUF6 Cylinders: (a) Typical 14-ton (12-t) skirted cylinder.
(b) New cylinder storage yard at the Paducah site. (c, d, e) Cylinders stacked two high
on concrete chocks. (f) Cylinder yards at the Paducah site.

On June 17, 2002, DOE and USEC signed a third agreement (DOE and USEC 2002) to
transfer up to 23,300 t (25,684 tons) of DUF6 from USEC to DOE between 2002 and 2006. The
exact number of cylinders was not specified. Transfer of ownership of all the material will take
place at Paducah. While title to the DUF6 is transferred to DOE under this agreement, custody
and cylinder management responsibility remains with USEC until DOE requests that USEC
deliver the cylinders for processing in the conversion facility.
1.1.2 Growing Concern over the DUF 6 Inventory

In May 1995, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB), an independent
DOE oversight organization within the Executive Branch, issued Recommendation 95-1
regarding storage of the DUF6 cylinders. This document advised that DOE should take three
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actions: (1) start an early program to renew the protective coating on cylinders containing DUF 6
from the historical production of enriched uranium, (2) explore the possibility of additional
measures to protect the cylinders from the damaging effects of exposure to the elements as well
as any additional handling that might be called for, and (3) institute a study to determine whether
a more suitable chemical form should be selected for long-term storage of depleted uranium.
In response to Recommendation 95-1, DOE began an aggressive effort to better manage
its DUF6 cylinders, known as the UF6 Cylinder Project Management Plan (Lockheed Martin
Energy Systems, Inc. [LMES] 1997d). This plan incorporated more rigorous and more frequent
inspections, a multiyear schedule for painting and refurbishing cylinders, and construction of
concrete-pad cylinder yards. In December 1999, the DNFSB determined that DOE's
implementation of the UF6 Cylinder Project Management Plan was successful, and, as a result,
on December 16, 1999, it closed Recommendation 95-1.
Several affected states also expressed concern over the DOE DUF6 inventory. In
October 1992, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (OEPA) issued a Notice of Violation
(NOV) alleging that DUF 6 stored at the Portsmouth facility is subject to regulation under state
hazardous waste laws. The NOV stated that the OEPA had determined DUF6 to be a solid waste
and that DOE had violated Ohio laws and regulations by not evaluating whether such waste was
hazardous. DOE disagreed with this assessment and entered into discussions with the OEPA that
continued through February 1998, when an agreement was reached. Ultimately, in February
1998, DOE and the OEPA agreed to set aside the issue of whether the DUF6 is subject to state
hazardous waste regulation and instituted a negotiated management plan governing the storage of
the Portsmouth DUF6 . The agreement also requires DOE to continue its efforts to evaluate the
potential use or reuse of the material. The agreement expires in 2008.
Similarly, in February 1999, DOE and the Tennessee Department of Environment and
Conservation (TDEC) entered into a consent order that included a requirement for the
performance of two environmentally beneficial projects: the implementation of a negotiated
management plan governing the storage of the small inventory (relative to other sites) of all UF6
(depleted, enriched, and natural) cylinders stored at the ETTP site and the removal of the DUF 6
from the ETTP site or the conversion of the material by December 31, 2009. The consent order
further requires DOE to submit a plan, within 60 days of completing NEPA review of its longterm DUF 6 management strategy, that contains schedules for activities related to removal of
cylinders from the ETTP site.
In Kentucky, a final Agreed Order between DOE and the Kentucky Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection Cabinet concerning DUF6 cylinder management was entered in
October 2003. This Agreed Order requires that DOE provide the Kentucky Department of
Environmental Protection with an inventory of all DUF6 cylinders for which DOE has
management responsibility at the Paducah site and, with regard to that inventory, that DOE
implement the DUF 6 Cylinder Management Plan, which is Attachment 1 to the Agreed Order.

11_
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1.1.3 Programmatic NEPA Review and Congressional Interest
In 1994, DOE began work on a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for
Alternative Strategies for the Long-Term Management and Use of Depleted Uranium

Hexafluoride (DUF 6 PEIS) (DOE/EIS-0269) (DOE 1999a) to evaluate potential broad
management options for DOE's DUF6 inventory. Alternatives considered included continued
storage of DUF6 in cylinders at the gaseous diffusion plant sites or at a consolidated site, and the
use of technologies for converting the DUF6 to a more stable chemical form for long-term
storage, use, or disposal. DOE issued the draft DUF6 PEIS for public review and comment in
December 1997 and held hearings near each of the three sites where DUF6 is currently stored
(Paducah, Kentucky; Oak Ridge, Tennessee; and Portsmouth, Ohio) and in Washington, D.C. In
response to its efforts, DOE received some 600 comments.
In July 1998, while the PEIS was being prepared, the President signed into law
P.L. 105-204. The text of P.L. 105-204 pertinent to the management of DUF6 is as follows:
(a) PLAN. - The Secretary of Energy shall prepare, and the President shall
include in the budget request for fiscal year 2000, a Plan and proposed
legislation to ensure that all amounts accrued on the books of the United
States Enrichment Corporation for the disposition of depleted uranium
hexafluoride will be used to commence constructionof not later than January
31, 2004, and to operate, an onsite facility at each of the gaseous diffusion
plants at Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth, Ohio, to treat and recycle
depleted uranium hexafluoride consistent with the National Environmental
Policy Act.

DOE began, therefore, to prepare a responsive plan while it proceeded with the PEIS.
On March 12, 1999, DOE submitted the plan to Congress; no legislation was proposed.
In April 1999, DOE issued the final DUF 6 PEIS. The PEIS identified conversion of DUF6 to
another chemical form for use or long-term storage as part of the preferred management
alternative. In the Record of Decision (ROD; Federal Register, Volume 64, page 43358
[64 FR 43358]), DOE decided to promptly convert the DUF6 inventory to a more stable uranium
oxide form (DOE 1999b). DOE also stated that it would use the depleted uranium oxide as much
as possible and store the remaining depleted uranium oxide for potential future uses or disposal,
as necessary. In addition, DUF6 would be converted to depleted uranium metal only if uses for
metal were available. DOE did not select a specific site or sites for the conversion facilities but
reserved that decision for subsequent NEPA review. (This EIS is that site-specific review.)
Then, in July 1999, DOE issued the FinalPlanfor the Conversion of Depleted Uranium
Hexafluoride as Required by Public Law 105-204 (DOE 1999c). The Conversion Plan describes

the steps that would allow DOE to convert the DUF 6 inventory to a more stable chemical form.
It incorporates information received from the private sector in response to a DOE request for
expressions of interest; ideas from members of the affected communities, Congress, and other
interested stakeholders; and the results of the analyses for the final DUF6 PEIS. The Conversion
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Plan describes DOE's intent to chemically process the DUF6 to create products that would
present a lower long-term storage hazard and provide a material suitable for use or disposal.
1.1.4 DOE Request for Contractor Proposals and Site-Specific NEPA Review
DOE initiated the final Conversion Plan on July 30, 1999, and announced the availability
of a draft Request for Proposals (RFP) for a contractor to design, construct, and operate DUF6
conversion facilities at the Paducah and Portsmouth sites.
In early 2000, the RFP was modified to allow for a wider range of potential conversion
product forms and process technologies than had been previously reviewed in the DUF 6 PEIS
(the PEIS considered conversion to triuranium octaoxide [U3 08] and uranium dioxide [UO2 ] for
disposal and conversion to uranium metal for use). DOE stated that, if the selected conversion
technology would generate a previously unconsidered product (e.g., depleted uranium
tetrafluoride [UF 4 ]), DOE would review the potential environmental impacts as part of the
site-specific NEPA review.
On October 31, 2000, DOE issued a final RFP to procure a contractor to design,
construct, and operate DUF 6 conversion facilities at the Paducah and Portsmouth sites. The RFP
stated that any conversion facilities that would be built would have to convert the DUF6 within a
25-year period to a more stable chemical form that would be suitable for either beneficial use or
disposal. The selected contractor would use its proposed technology to design, construct, and
operate the conversion facilities for an initial 5-year period. Operation would include
(1) maintaining the DUF 6 inventories and conversion product inventories; (2) transporting all
UF 6 storage cylinders currently located at ETTP to a conversion facility at the Portsmouth site,
as appropriate; and (3) transporting to an appropriate disposal site any conversion product for
which no use was found. The selected contractor would also be responsible for preparing such
excess material for disposal.
In March 2001, DOE announced the receipt of five proposals in response to the RFP,
three of which proposed conversion to U3 0 8 and two of which proposed conversion to UF 4 . In
August 2001, DOE deemed three of these proposals to be within the competitive range; two
conversion to U3 08 proposals and one conversion to UF4 proposal.
On September 18, 2001, DOE published a Notice of Intent (NOI) in the FederalRegister
(66 FR 48123) announcing its intention to prepare an EIS for the proposed action to construct,
operate, maintain, and decontaminate and decommission two DUF 6 conversion facilities at
Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah, Kentucky. DOE held three scoping meetings to provide the
public with an opportunity to present comments on the scope of the EIS and to ask questions and
discuss concerns with DOE officials regarding the EIS. The scoping meetings were held in
Piketon, Ohio, on November 28, 2001; in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, on December 4, 2001; and in
Paducah, Kentucky, on December 6, 2001.
The alternatives identified in the NOI included a two-plant alternative (one at the
Paducah site and another at the Portsmouth site), a one-plant alternative (only one plant would be

'U-
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built, at either the Paducah or the Portsmouth site), an alternative using existing UF6 conversion
capacity at commercial nuclear fuel fabrication facilities, and a no action alternative. For
alternatives that involved constructing one or two new plants, DOE planned to consider
alternative conversion technologies, local siting alternatives within the Paducah and Portsmouth
site boundaries, and the shipment of DUF6 cylinders stored at ETTP to either the Portsmouth site
or to the Paducah site. The technologies to be considered in the EIS were those submitted in
response to the October 2000 RFP, plus any other technologies that DOE believed must be
considered.
1.1.5 Public Law 107-206 Passed by Congress

During the site-specific NEPA review process, Congress acted again regarding DUF 6
management, and on August 2, 2002, the President signed the 2002 Supplemental
AppropriationsAct for FurtherRecovery from and Response to Terrorist Attacks on the United

States (P.L. 107-206). The pertinent part of P.L. 107-206 had several requirements: that no later
than 30 days after enactment, DOE must select for award of a contract for the scope of work
described in the October 2000 RFP, including design, construction, and operation of a DUF 6
conversion facility at each of the Department's Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth, Ohio,
gaseous diffusion sites; that the contract require groundbreaking for construction to occur no
later than July 31, 2004; that the contract require construction proceed expeditiously thereafter;
that the contract include as an item of performance the transportation, conversion, and
disposition of DU contained in cylinders located at ETTP, consistent with environmental
agreements between the State of Tennessee and the Secretary of Energy; and that no later than
5 days after the date of groundbreaking for each facility, the Secretary of Energy shall submit to
Congress a certification that groundbreaking has occurred. The relevant portions of the
Appropriations Act are set forth in Appendix A of this EIS. The relevant portions of the
Appropriations Act are set forth in Appendix A.
In response to P.L. 107-206, on August 29, 2002, DOE awarded a contract to Uranium
Disposition Services, LLC (hereafter referred to as UDS) for construction and operation of two
conversion facilities. DOE also reevaluated the appropriate scope of its site-specific NEPA
review and decided to prepare two separate EISs, one for the plant proposed for the Paducah site
and a second for the Portsmouth site. This change was announced in the FederalRegister Notice
of Change in NEPA Compliance Approach on April 28, 2003 (68 FR 22368).
The two draft site-specific conversion facility EISs were mailed to stakeholders in late
November 2003, and a notice of availability was published by the EPA in the FederalRegister
on November 28, 2003 (68 FR 66824). Comments on the draft EISs were accepted during a
67-day review period, from November 28, 2003, until February 2, 2004. Public hearings on the
draft EISs were held near Portsmouth, Ohio, on January 7, 2004; Paducah, Kentucky, on
January 13, 2004; and Oak Ridge, Tennessee, on January 15, 2004. (Section 1.6.3 provides
additional information on the public review of the draft EISs).
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1.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF DUF 6
DUF6 results from the process of
making uranium suitable for use as fuel in
nuclear reactors or for military applications.
The use of uranium in these applications
requires that the proportion of the uranium6-235
isotope found in natural uranium, which is
approximately 0.7% by weight (wt%), be
increased through an isotopic separation
process. To achieve this increase, a uranium235 enrichment process called gaseous
diffusion is used in the United States. The
gaseous diffusion process uses uranium in the
form of UF6 , primarily because UF6 can
conveniently be used in gaseous form for
processing, in liquid form for filling or
emptying containers, and in solid form for
storage. Solid UF6 is a white, dense, crystalline
material that resembles rock salt.
Depleted uranium is uranium that,
through the enrichment process, has been
stripped of a portion of the uranium-235 that it
once contained so that its proportion is lower
than the 0.7 wt% found in nature. The uranium
in most of DOE's DUF6 has between 0.2 wt%
and 0.4 wt% uranium-235.

Cylinder-Related Terms Used in This EIS
Types of UF6
UF6

A chemical composed of one atom of
uranium combined with six atoms of
fluorine. UF6 is a volatile white
crystalline solid at ambient conditions.

Normal UF6 UF 6 made with uranium that contains
the isotope uranium-235 at a
concentration equal to that found in
nature, that is, 0.7% uranium-235.
DUF6

UF6 made with uranium that contains
the isotope uranium-235 in
concentrations less than the 0.7% found
in nature. In general, the DOE DUF6
contains between 0.2% and 0.4%
uranium-235.

Enriched
UF 6

UF 6 made with uranium containing more
than 0.7% uranium-235. In general,
DOE enriched UF6 considered in this
EIS contains less than 5% uranium-235.

Reprocessed
UF6

UF 6 made with uranium that was
previously irradiated in a nuclear reactor
and chemically separated during
reprocessing.

Types of Cylinders
Full DUF6

Cylinders filled to 62% of their volume
with DUF6 (some cylinders are slightly
overfilled).

Partially Full Cylinders that contain more than 50 lb
(23 kg) of DUF6 but less than 62% of
their volume.

The
chemical
and
physical
Heel
Cylinders that contain less than 50 lb
(23 kg) of residual nonvolatile material
characteristics of DUF6 pose potential health
left after the DUF 6 has been removed.
risks, and the material is handled accordingly.
Empty
Cylinders that have had the DUF6 and
Uranium and its decay products in -DUF6 emit
heel material removed and contain
low levels of alpha, beta, gamma, and neutron
essentially no residual material.
radiation. The radiation levels measured on the
Feed
Cylinders used to supply UF 6 into the
outside surface of filled DUF6 storage
enrichment process. Most feed cylinders
cylinders are typically about 2 to 3 millirem
contain natural UF6 , although some
historically contained reprocessed UF 6 .
per hour (mrem/h), decreasing to about
Non-DUF
A term used in this EIS to refer to
1 mremnh at a distance of 1 ft (0.3 in). If DUF 6
6
cylinders that contain enriched UF6 or
is released to the atmosphere, it reacts with
normal UF6 .
water vapor in air to form HF and a uranium
oxyfluoride compound called uranyl fluoride
(UO2 F2 ), which can be harmful to human
health if inhaled or ingested in sufficient
quantities. Uranium is a heavy metal that, in addition to being radioactive, can have harmful
chemical effects (primarily on the kidneys) if it enters the bloodstream by means of ingestion or
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inhalation. HF is an extremely corrosive gas that can damage the lungs and cause death if inhaled
at high enough concentrations. In light of such characteristics, DOE stores DUF 6 in a manner
designed to minimize the risk to workers, the public, and the environment.
DUF6 has been stored in large steel cylinders at all three storage sites since the 1950s.
Several different cylinder types are in use, although the vast majority of cylinders have a 14-ton
(12-t) capacity. (Typical cylinders in storage are shown in Figure 1.1-1.) The cylinders with a
14-ton (12-t) capacity are 12 ft (3.7 m) long by 4 ft (1.2 m) in diameter; most have a steel wall
that is 5/16 in. (0.79 cm) thick. The cylinders have external stiffening rings that provide support.
Lifting lugs for handling are attached to the stiffening rings. A small percentage of the cylinders
have skirted ends (extensions of the cylinder walls past the rounded ends of the cylinder), as
shown in Figure 1.1-1. Each cylinder has a single valve for filling and emptying located on one
end at the 12 o'clock position. Similar but slightly smaller cylinders with a capacity of 10 tons
(9 t) are also in use. Most of the cylinders were manufactured in accordance with an American
National Standards Institute standard (ANSI N14.1, American National Standardfor Nuclear
Materials Uranium Hexafluoride Packaging for Transport) as specified in

49 CFR 173.420, the federal regulations governing transport of DUF6 .
1.2.1 Cylinder Inventory
This EIS considers conversion of the DUF6 inventory stored at the Paducah site for
which DOE has responsibility. Statistics on the DUF6 cylinders managed by DOE at the Paducah
site as of January 26, 2004, are summarized in Table 1.1-1. Approximately 36,200 cylinders
containing almost 440,000 t (484,000 tons) of DUF6 are managed at Paducah. In addition to the
DUF 6 cylinders, included in the Paducah inventory are approximately 1,940 DOE cylinders that
contain enriched UF6 or normal UF6 (collectively called "non-DUF6 " cylinders in this EIS) or
are empty. The management of these non-DUF 6 cylinders is included in the EIS; however, they
would not be processed in the conversion facility.
The conversion facility proposed for Paducah is designed to convert 18,000 t
(20,000 tons) of DUF 6 per year (approximately 1,400 cylinders per year). At that rate of
throughput, it will take approximately 25 years to convert the Paducah cylinder inventory.
The cylinder inventory at the ETTP site is also listed in Table 1.1-1. Approximately
4,800 DUF 6 and 1,100 non-DUF 6 cylinders are stored at ETTP. The non-DUF 6 cylinders contain
a total of approximately 26 t (29 tons) of UF 6 (7 t [8 tons] of enriched UF6 plus 19 t [21 tons] of
normal UF6 ) (Hightower 2004). 100% of the Paducah enriched UF6 and over 98% of the ETTP
enriched UF6 contain less than 5% uranium-235.
In addition to the Paducah and ETTP inventories, approximately 16,000 cylinders are
managed at the Portsmouth site. Construction and operation of a conversion facility at the
Portsmouth site for conversion of the Portsmouth and ETTP inventories is the subject of a
separate EIS (DOE 2004a).
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TABLE 1.1-1 Inventory of DOE UF 6 Cylinders
Considered in This EISa
No. of
Cylinders

Weight of
UF6 (t)

36,191

436,400

Enriched UF6
Normal UF6
Empty

182
1,485
275

1,600
16,000
0

ETTPb - DUF6
Non-DUF6
Enriched UF 6
Normal UF6
Empty

4,822

54,300

881
221
20

7
19
0

41,013
2,769
295

490,700
17,625
0

Location
Paducah - DUF6
Non-DUF6

Total
DUF 6
Non-DUF 6
Empty

As of January 26, 2004 (Hightower 2004).
b The proposed action calls for shipment of the ETTP
cylinders to Portsmouth.
a

DOE proposes to ship all EITP cylinders to Portsmouth. However, this EIS does
consider an option of shipping the ETTP cylinders to Paducah. If the ETTP cylinders were
shipped to Paducah, the Paducah conversion facility would operate for approximately 28 rather
than 25 years to convert the DUF6 cylinders. The shipment of the non-DUF 6 cylinders to
Paducah is also included. It is assumed that the normal UF 6 and enriched UF 6 cylinders from
both Paducah and ETTP would be put to beneficial uses; therefore, conversion of the contents of
the non-DUF 6 cylinders is not considered.
The evaluation of the no action alternative in this EIS is based on the assessment
conducted for the PEIS, which was revised to reflect updated information. To account for
uncertainties related to the amount of USEC-generated DUF6 to be managed in the future, the
PEIS analysis used for this EIS assumed that a total of approximately 40,400 DUF 6 cylinders at
the Paducah site would need to be managed.
Several reasonably foreseeable activities could potentially result in a future increase in
the number of DUF 6 cylinders for which DOE has management responsibility. These include
potential transfers of DUF6 to DOE from continued USEC gaseous diffusion plant operations at
Paducah; from a future USEC advanced enrichment technology plant at Portsmouth, Paducah, or
elsewhere; and from some unspecified future commercial uranium enrichment facility licensed
and operated in the United States. Such an inventory increase could result in a future decision to
extend conversion facility operations or expand throughput at one or both of the conversion

la-
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facility sites. An option of expanding operations at the conversion facility is considered in this
EIS, as discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.5 and in the assessment of impacts presented in
Chapter 5.

1.2.2 Cylinder Condition and Potential
Contamination
As the inventory of DUF 6 cylinders
ages, some cylinders have begun to show
evidence of external corrosion. As of August
2002, at all three storage sites combined,
11 cylinders had developed holes (breaches)
(see text box). The majority of these breaches
were the result of handling damage during
stacking or handling damage followed by
corrosion. Only 2 of the 11 breaches are
believed to have resulted from corrosion alone.
At Paducah, a total of 3 cylinder breaches have
occurred. However, since DUF6 is solid at
ambient temperatures and pressures, it is not
readily released after a cylinder leak or breach.
When a cylinder is breached, moist air reacts
with the exposed solid DUF6 and iron, forming
a dense plug of solid uranium and iron
compounds and a small amount of HF gas. The
plug limits the amount of material released
from a breached cylinder. When a cylinder
breach is identified, the cylinder is typically
repaired or its contents are transferred to a new
cylinder.
Because reprocessed uranium was
enriched in the early years of gaseous
diffusion, some of the DUF6 inventory is contaminated with small amounts of technetium
(Tc) and the transuranic (TRU) elements
plutonium (Pu), neptunium (Np), and
americium (Am). In 2000, DOE, on the basis
of existing process knowledge and results from
additional sampling of cylinders, characterized
the TRU and Tc contamination in the DUF 6
cylinders. As indicated in a report by Oak
(ORNL)
Ridge
National
Laboratory
(Hightower et al. 2000), nondetectable or very
low levels of TRU elements were found to be

Summary Data for Breached Cylinders at
the Storage Sites Through 2003
Paducah Site, three breached cylinders: One
identified in 1992 was initiated by mechanical
damage during stacking. The breached area
was about 0.06 in. x 2 in. (0.16 cmx 5.1 cm).
Estimated material loss was 0. The other two
cylinder breaches were identified as breached
because of missing cylinder plugs; they were
identified between 1998 and 2002. Material
loss from these cylinders was not estimated.
ETTP Site, five breached cylinders: Four
were identified in 1991 and 1992. Two of
these were initiated by mechanical damage
during stacking, and two were caused by
external corrosion due to prolonged ground
contact. The breach areas for these four
cylinders were about 2 in. (5.1 cm), 6 in.
(15 cm), and 10 in. (25 cm) in diameter for
three circular breaches, and 17 in. x 12 in. for
a rectangular-shaped breach. The mass of
material loss from the cylinders could not be
estimated because equipment to weigh the
cylinders was not available at the ETTP site.
The fifth breach occurred in 1998 and was
caused by steel grit blasting, which resulted in
a breach at the location of an as-fabricated
weld defect (immediately repaired without
loss of DUF 6 ).
Portsmouth Site, three breached cylinders:
Two identified in 1990 were initiated by
mechanical damage during stacking; the
damage was not noticed immediately, and
subsequent corrosion occurred at the point of
damage. The largest breach size was about
9 in. x 18 in. (23 cm x 46 cm); the estimated
mass of DUF 6 lost was between 17 and 109 lb
(7.7 and 49 kg). The next largest cylinder
breach had an area of about 2 in. (5.1 cm) in
diameter, the estimated DUF 6 lost was less
than 4 lb (1.8 kg). The third breached cylinder
occurred in 1996 and was the result of
handling equipment knocking off a cylinder
plug.
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dispersed in the DUF6 stored in the cylinders. However, higher levels of TRU elements,
associated with the "heels" remaining in a small number of cylinders formerly used to store
reprocessed uranium, are expected to occur. (The term "heel" refers to the residual amount of
nonvolatile material left in a cylinder following removal of the DUF 6 , typically less than 50 lb
[23 kg].) The final RFP for providing conversion services concluded that any DUF6
contaminated with TRU elements and Tc at the concentrations expected to be encountered could
be safely handled in a conversion facility. The data and assumptions used in this EIS to evaluate
potential impacts from the DUF6 contaminated with Tc and TRU elements are described in
Appendix B.
Some of the cylinders manufactured before 1978 were painted with coatings containing
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). (Although PCBs are no longer in production in the
United States, from the 1950s to the late 1970s, PCBs were added to some paints as fungicides
and to increase durability and flexibility.) The long persistence of PCBs in the environment and
the tendency for bioaccumulation in the foodchain has resulted in regulations to prevent their
release and distribution in the environment. As a result, the cylinders with PCB-containing
coatings may require special measures during transport, such as bagging, to ensure that PCBcontaining paint chips are not released. Additionally, environmental monitoring and maintenance
of cylinder storage and process areas may be required to ensure that PCBs are not released
during storage or processing. Potential issues associated with PCB-containing cylinder coatings
are discussed in Appendix B. As discussed in Appendix B, the presence of PCBs in the coatings
of some cylinders is not expected to result in health and safety risks to workers or the public.
1.3 PURPOSE AND NEED

DOE needs to convert its inventory of DUF6 to a more stable chemical form for use or
disposal. This need follows directly from (1) the decision presented in the August 1999 ROD for
the PEIS, namely, to begin conversion of the DUF 6 inventory as soon as possible, and
(2) P.L. 107-206, which directs DOE to award a contract for construction and operation of
conversion facilities at both the Paducah site and the Portsmouth site.
1.4 PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action evaluated in this EIS is to construct and operate a conversion facility
at the Paducah site for converting the Paducah DUF 6 inventory into depleted uranium oxide
(primarily U3 0 8 ) and other conversion products. The time period considered is a construction
period of approximately 2 years, an operational period of 25 years, and a 3-year period for D&D
of the facility.
This EIS assesses the potential environmental impacts from the following proposed
activities:
* Construction, operation, maintenance, and D&D of the proposed DUF6
conversion facility at the Paducah site;

~~in
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* Transportation of uranium conversion products and waste materials to a
disposal facility;
* Transportation and sale of the HF produced as a co-product of conversion; and
* Neutralization of HF to CaF 2 and its sale or disposal in the event that the HF
product is not sold.
Three alternative locations for the conversion facility within the Paducah site are
considered. Although not part of the proposed action, this EIS considers an option of transporting
the ETTP DUF6 and non-DUF 6 cylinders to Paducah. In addition, this EIS includes an
evaluation of the impacts that would result from a no action alternative (i.e., continued DUF6
cylinder storage at the Paducah site).
1.5 DOE DUF 6 MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

In fiscal year (FY) 2001, the responsibility for all uranium program activities was
transferred from DOE's Office of Nuclear Energy, Science, and Technology (NE) to its Office of
Environmental Management (EM). All activities related to this program are managed by the
DOE's Lexington Office. The uranium program supports important government activities
associated with the federal enrichment program that were not transferred to USEC under the
provisions of the National Energy Policy Act of 1992 (P.L. 102-486), including management of
highly enriched uranium; management of the facilities at the Paducah and Portsmouth sites;
responsibility for preexisting liabilities; management of DOE's inventories of DUF6 and other
surplus uranium; and oversight of the construction of DUF6 conversion facilities.
Within the uranium program is DOE's DUF6 management program, whose mission is to
safely and efficiently manage DOE's inventory of DUF 6 in a way that protects the health and
safety of workers and the public and protects the environment until the DUF6 is either used or
disposed of. In addition to the conversion activities that are the subject of this EIS, the DUF 6
management program involves two other primary activities: (1) surveillance and maintenance of
cylinders and (2) development of beneficial uses for depleted uranium.
Since it may take 25 years to convert the DUF 6 in the inventory to a more stable chemical
form, DOE intends to ensure the continued surveillance and maintenance of the DUF6 cylinders
currently in storage. Day-to-day management includes actions designed to cost-effectively
improve cylinder storage conditions, such as:
* Performing regular inspections and general maintenance of cylinders and
storage yards, including:
- Restacking and respacing the cylinders to improve drainage and allow for more
thorough inspections,
- Repainting cylinder bodies and the ends of skirted cylinders as needed to arrest
corrosion, and
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Constructing new concrete cylinder storage yards and reconditioning existing
yards from gravel to concrete to improve storage conditions; and

Performing routine cylinder valve surveys and maintenance.
DOE is committed to exploring the safe, beneficial use of depleted uranium and other
materials that result from the conversion of DUF6 (e.g., HF and empty carbon steel cylinders) in
order to conserve more resources and increase savings over levels achieved through disposal.
Accordingly, a DOE research and development (R&D) program on uses for depleted uranium
has been initiated. This program is exploring the risks and benefits associated with several uses
for depleted uranium, such as a radiation shielding material, a catalyst, and a semiconductor
material in electronic devices. More information about DOE's R&D on depleted uranium uses is
available on the Depleted UF6 Management Information Network Web site (http:l/web.ead.
anl.gov/uranium). In addition, in the RFP for conversion services, DOE requested that the
bidders investigate and propose viable uses for the conversion products.
1.6 SCOPE
The scope of an EIS refers to the range of actions, alternatives, and impacts it considers.
An agency generally determines the scope of an ElS through a two-part process: internal scoping
and public scoping. Internal scoping refers to the agency's efforts to identify potential
alternatives and important issues and to determine which analyses to include in an EIS. Public
scoping refers to the agency's request for public comments on'the proposed action and on the
results from its internal scoping. It involves consultations with federal, state, and local agencies
as well as requests for comments from stakeholder organizations and members of the general
public. The EIS scoping process provides a means for the public to provide input into the
decision-making process. DOE is committed to ensuring that the public has ample opportunity to
participate in the review. This section summarizes the public scoping conducted for this EIS
(Section 1.6.1), discusses the range of issues and alternatives that resulted from the internal and
public scoping process (Section 1.6.2), and summarizes the public review of the draft EIS
(Section 1.6.3).
1.6.1 Public Scoping Process for This Environmental Impact Statement
On September 18, 2001, DOE published a NOI in the FederalRegister (66 FR 48123)
announcing its intention to prepare an EIS for a proposal to construct, operate, maintain, and
decontaminate and decommission DUF6 conversion facilities at Portsmouth, Ohio, and/or
Paducah, Kentucky. The purpose of the NOI was to encourage early public involvement in the
EIS process and to solicit public comments on the proposed scope of the EIS, including the
issues and alternatives it would analyze. To facilitate public comments, the NOI included a
detailed discussion of the project background, a list of the preliminary alternatives and
environmental impacts that DOE proposed to evaluate in the EIS, and a project schedule. The
NOI announced that the scoping period for the EIS would be open until November 26, 2001. The
scoping period was later extended to January 11, 2002.

-
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During the scoping process, the public was given six ways to submit comments on the
DUF6 proposal to DOE:
1. Attendance at public scoping meetings held in Piketon, Ohio; Oak Ridge,
Tennessee; and Paducah, Kentucky;
2. Traditional mail delivery;
3. Toll-free facsimile transmission;
4. Toll-free voice message;
5. Electronic mail; and
6. Directly through the Depleted UF6 Management Information Network Web

site on the Internet (http://web.ead.anl.gov/uranium).
Numerous ways to communicate about issues and submit comments were provided to encourage
maximum participation. All comments, regardless of how they were submitted, received equal
consideration.
A total of approximately 100 individuals attended the three scoping meetings, and 20 of
these individuals provided oral comments. Individuals in attendance included federal officials,
state regulators, local officials, site oversight committee members, representatives of interested
companies, members of local media, and private individuals. In addition, about 20 individuals
and organizations provided comments through the other means available (fax, telephone, mail,
e-mail, and Web site). Some of the comments received through these other means were
duplicates of comments made at the scoping meetings. During the scoping period (September 18,
2001, through January 11, 2002), the Depleted UF6 Management Information Network Web site
was used a great deal; a total of 64,366 pages were viewed (averaging 554 per day) during
9,983 user sessions (averaging 85 per day) by 4,784 unique visitors.
Approximately 140 comments were received from about 30 individuals and organizations
during the scoping period. Appendix C of this EIS provides a summary of these comments.
These comments were examined to finalize the proposed scope of this EIS. Comments were
related primarily to five major issues: (1) DOE policy; (2) alternatives; (3) cylinder inventory,
maintenance, and surveillance; (4) transportation; and (5) general environmental concerns.
Most of the comments made during the public scoping period were related to issues that
DOE was already planning to discuss in this EIS. Such comments helped to clarify the need for
addressing those issues. However, a few issues were raised that DOE was not able to address in
this EIS. These issues and the reasons why they are not addressed are summarized below.
One commentor stated that DOE should not consider any alternatives other
than the two conversion plants alternative because Congress had mandated
that two plants be built: one at Paducah and one at Portsmouth. NEPA
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requires that the no action alternative be one of the alternatives considered.
Therefore, the no action alternative has been included in this EIS.
* A request was made to designate specific routes and perform route-specific
risk analyses for transporting the ETTP cylinders. Specific routes will not be
known until the selected contractor is ready to ship the cylinders from ETTP.
The exact routes will be determined on the basis of the shipment mode
selected (truck or rail), applicable regulations, and other factors, as
appropriate. Before the shipments occur, a transportation plan will be
coordinated with the appropriate regulatory agencies. However, this EIS does
present an evaluation of transportation risks for representative routes that were
identified by using route prediction models for truck and rail modes.
* Requests were made to analyze the impacts associated with the use of
conversion products. As described further below, no large-scale uses of the
depleted uranium conversion product have been identified, and current plans
assume disposal of the material. The DUF 6 PEIS (DOE 1999a) analyzed the
generic impacts associated with the manufacture of waste containers using
depleted uranium and depleted U0 2 . Impacts associated with actual use of any
depleted uranium products will be analyzed if specific uses are identified in
the future and any necessary licenses, permits, or exemptions are obtained.
This EIS does evaluate impacts associated with the potential sale of fluoridecontaining conversion products (i.e., HF and CaF 2 ).
1.6.2 Scope of This Environmental Impact Statement
In response to the congressional mandate to build conversion plants at the Paducah and
Portsmouth sites (P.L. 107-206), DOE reevaluated the appropriate scope of its NEPA review and
decided to prepare two separate site-specific EISs in parallel: one EIS for the facility proposed
for the Paducah site and a second EIS for the Portsmouth site. This change in approach was
announced in a FederalRegister Notice published on April 28, 2003 (DOE 2003b).
This EIS addresses the potential environmental impacts at Paducah from the construction,
operation, maintenance, and D&D of the proposed conversion facility; from the transportation of
depleted uranium conversion products to a disposal facility; and from the transportation, sale, or
disposal of the fluoride-containing conversion products (HF or CaF 2 ). Three alternative locations
within the Paducah site are evaluated for the conversion facility. An option of shipping the ETTP
cylinders to Paducah for conversion is also considered. In addition, this EIS evaluates a no action
alternative, which assumes continued storage of DUF 6 in cylinders at the Paducah site.
Additional details are provided in the sections below.
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1.6.2.1 Alternatives
The alternatives that are evaluated and compared in this EIS include a no action
alternative and three action alternatives that focus on where to site the conversion facility within
the Paducah site:
1. No Action Alternative. Under the no action alternative, conversion would not
occur. Current cylinder management activities (handling, inspection,
monitoring, and maintenance) would continue; thus, the status quo would be
maintained at Paducah indefinitely, consistent with the UF6 Cylinder Project
Management Plan (LMES 1997d) and consent orders, which cover actions
needed to meet safety and environmental requirements.
2. Action Alternatives. The proposed action considers the construction and
operation of a conversion facility at the Paducah site. Three alternative
locations within the site are evaluated (Locations A [preferred], B, and C,
which are defined in Chapter 2). In addition, an option of transporting the
ETTP cylinders to Paducah is considered, as well as an option of expanding
conversion facility operations.
These alternatives and options, as well as the alternatives that were considered but not evaluated |
in detail, are described more fully in Chapter 2.
1.6.2.2 Depleted Uranium Conversion Technologies and Products
As noted in Section 1.1.5, DOE awarded a conversion services contract to UDS on
August 29, 2002. The proposed UDS facility would convert DUF6 to a mixture of depleted
uranium oxides (primarily U3 0 8 ), a form suitable for disposal if uses are not identified. In
addition to depleted U3 0 8 , the UDS conversion facility would produce aqueous HF, which is a
product that has commercial value and could potentially be sold for industrial use. The
evaluation of the proposed action in this EIS is based on the proposed UDS conversion
technology and facility design, which is described in Section 2.2.
The conversion project RFP did not specify the conversion product technology or form.
Three proposals submitted in response to the RFP were deemed to be in the competitive range;
two of these proposals involved conversion of DUF6 to U3 0 8 and the third involved conversion
to depleted UF 4 . Potential environmental impacts associated with these proposals were
considered during the procurement process, which involved the preparation of an environmental
critique and environmental synopsis that were prepared in accordance with the requirements of
10 CFR 1021.216.
The environmental critique, which contains proprietary information, focuses on
environmental issues pertinent to a decision among the proposals within the competitive range
and includes a discussion of the purpose of the procurement and each offer, a discussion of the
salient characteristics of each offer, and a comparative evaluation of the environmental impacts
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of the offers. The environmental synopsis is a summary document based on the environmental
critique; it does not contain proprietary information. The synopsis documents the evaluation of
potential environmental impacts associated with the proposals in the competitive range and does
not contain procurement-sensitive information. The environmental synopsis is presented in
Appendix D.
The environmental synopsis concludes that, on the basis of the assessment of potential
environmental impacts presented in the critique, no proposal was clearly environmentally
preferable. Although differences in a number of impact areas were identified, none of the
differences were considered to result in one proposal being preferable over the others. In
addition, the potential environmental impacts associated with the proposals were found to be
similar to, and generally less than, those presented in the DUF6 PEIS (DOE 1999a) for
representative conversion technologies.
1.6.2.3 Transportation Modes
This EIS considers an option of shipping the cylinders at ETTP to Paducah, although
current plans call for the shipment of these cylinders to Portsmouth. For this option, this EIS
considers several transportation methods for preparing the DUF 6 and non-DUF 6 cylinders and
shipping them to the conversion facility. Many of the cylinders currently stored at ETTP do not
meet U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) requirements for shipment without some type of
preparation first. The DUF 6 PEIS (DOE 1999a) and a separate transportation impact assessment
(Biwer et al. 2001) contain detailed information on cylinder conditions, regulations, and
preparation methods. As described in detail in Section 2.2.4, three options for preparing
noncompliant cylinders are considered in this EIS: (1) use of overpacks, which are large
containers, certified to meet DOT shipping requirements, into which cylinders could be placed;
(2) use of a cylinder transfer facility, in which the UF 6 contents could be transferred from
noncompliant cylinders to compliant ones; and (3) obtaining an exemption from DOT allowing
the cylinders to be shipped "as-is" or following repairs. This EIS also considers the
transportation of conversion products to a user or disposal facility. Transportation of DUF6
cylinders and conversion products by two modes, truck and train, are analyzed in this EIS.
1.6.2.4 Conversion Product Disposition
As noted, the products of the DUF 6 conversion process would consist of depleted U3 0 8
and HF. DOE has been working with industrial and academic researchers for several years to
identify potential uses for both products. Some potential uses for depleted uranium exist or are
being developed, and DOE believes that a viable market exists for the HF generated during
conversion. To take advantage of these to the extent possible, DOE requested in the RFP that the
bidders for conversion services investigate and propose viable uses.
Currently, there are several uses for depleted uranium, including (1) reactor fuel in
breeder reactors; (2) conventional military applications, such as tank armor and armor-piercing
projectiles; (3) biological shielding, which provides protection from x-rays or gamma rays; and
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(4) counterweights for use in aircraft applications. One characteristic of all these applications is
that the amount of depleted uranium that they require is small, and existing demand can be met
by depleted uranium stocks separate from the DUF 6 considered in this EIS; thus, these
applications do not and are not expected to have a significant effect on the inventory of depleted
uranium contained in the DOE DUF6 inventory.
In the RFP, DOE acknowledges that uses for much of the depleted uranium may not be
found, thus requiring that it be dispositioned as low-level radioactive waste (LLW). In its
proposal, UDS confirmed that widescale applications of the depleted U3 0 8 conversion product
are not currently available and that the material will likely require disposal. Studies conducted by
ORNL for DOE indicate that both the Nevada Test Site (NTS) (a DOE facility) and Envirocare
of Utah, Inc. (a commercial facility) are potential disposal facilities for depleted uranium (Croff
et al. 2000a,b). These studies included reviews of the LLW acceptance programs and disposal
capacities of both NTS and Envirocare of Utah, Inc. It was concluded that either facility would
have the capacity needed to dispose of the U3 0 8 product from the proposed DOE DUF6
conversion program, and that the U308 material to be sent to these facilities would be likely to
meet each site's waste acceptance criteria. In its proposal to design, construct, and operate the
DUF 6 conversion facilities, UDS provided evidence that both sites can presently accept the U3 0 8
and identified the Envirocare facility as the primary disposal site and NTS as the secondary
disposal site.
Shipments of depleted U308 to a disposal facility are expected to begin shortly after
conversion facility operations commence, currently planned for late 2006. The conversion
facilities are being designed with a short-term storage capacity for 6 months' worth of depleted
uranium conversion products. This storage capacity is being provided in order to accommodate
potential delays in disposal activities without affecting conversion operations. If a delay was to
extend beyond 6 months, DOE would evaluate possible options and conduct appropriate NEPA
review for those options.
This EIS evaluates the impacts from packaging, handling, and transporting depleted
U308 from the conversion facility to disposal sites that would be (1) selected in a manner
consistent with DOE policies and orders and (2) authorized or licensed to receive the conversion
products by DOE (in conformance with DOE orders), the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC; in conformance with NRC regulations), or an NRC Agreement State agency
(in conformance with state laws and regulations determined to be equivalent to NRC
regulations). Assessment of the impacts and risks from on-site handling and disposal at the LLW
disposal facility are deferred to the disposal site's site-specific NEPA or licensing documents.
DOE plans to decide the specific disposal location(s) for the depleted U308 conversion product
after additional appropriate NEPA review. Accordingly, DOE will continue to evaluate its
disposal options and will consider any further information or comments relevant to that decision.
DOE will give a minimum 45-day notice before making the specific disposal decision and will
provide any supplemental NEPA analysis for public review and comment.
In addition, UDS believes that aqueous HF generated during conversion is a valuable
commercial commodity that could be readily sold for industrial use. Thus, this EIS evaluates
impacts associated with HF sale and use. To account for the possibility that uses for HF will not
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be identified, this EIS also evaluates a contingency for the neutralization of HF to the unreactive
solid CaF2 for sale or disposal.
1.6.2.5 Human Health and Environmental Issues
This EIS evaluates and compares the potential impacts on human health and the
environment at the Paducah site under the alternatives and options described above. In general,
this EIS emphasizes those impacts that might differ under the various alternatives and those
impacts that would be of special interest to the general public (such as potential radiation
effects).
This EIS includes assessments of impacts on human health and safety, air, water, soil,
biota, socioeconomics, cultural resources, site waste management capabilities, resource
requirements, and environmental justice. Impacts judged by DOE to be of the greatest concern or
public interest and to receive more detailed analysis include impacts on human health and safety,
air and water, waste management capabilities, and socioeconomics. These issues are
consequently treated in greater detail in this EIS.
The process of estimating environmental impacts from the conversion of DUF 6 is subject
to some uncertainty because final facility designs are not yet available. In addition, the methods
used to estimate impacts have uncertainties associated with their results. This EIS impact
assessment was designed to ensure - through the selection of assumptions, models, and input
parameters - that impacts would not be underestimated and that relative comparisons among
the alternatives would be valid and meaningful. This approach was developed by uniformly
applying common assumptions to each alternative and by choosing assumptions intended to
produce conservative estimates of impacts - that is, assumptions that would lead to
overestimates of the expected impacts. Although uncertainty may characterize estimates of the
absolute magnitude of impacts, a uniform approach to impact assessment enhances the ability to
make valid comparisons among alternatives. This uniform approach was implemented in the
analyses conducted for this EIS to the extent practicable.
1.6.3 Public Review of the Draft EIS
The two draft site-specific conversion facility EISs were mailed to stakeholders in late
November 2003, and a notice of availability was published by the EPA in the FederalRegister
on November 28, 2003 (68 FR 66824). In addition, each EIS was also made available in its
entirety on the Internet at the same time, and e-mail notification was sent to those on the project
Web site mailing list. Stakeholders were encouraged to provide comments on the draft EISs
during a 67-day review period, from November 28, 2003, until February 2, 2004. Comments
could be submitted by calling a toll-free number, by fax, by letter, by e-mail, or through the
project Web site. Comments could also be submitted at public hearings held near Portsmouth,
Ohio, on January 7, 2004; Paducah, Kentucky, on January 13, 2004; and Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
on January 15, 2004. The public hearings were announced on the project Web site and in local
newspapers prior to the meetings.
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A total of about 210 comments were received during the comment period. The comments
received and DOE's responses to those comments are presented in Volume 2 of this EIS.
Because of the similarities in the proposed actions and the general applicability of many of the
comments to both site-specific conversion facility EISs, all comments received on the
Portsmouth and Paducah ELSs are included in Volume 2. In addition, all comments received
were considered in the preparation of both final EISs.
Several revisions were made to the two site-specific conversion facility draft EISs on the
basis of the comments received (changes are indicated by vertical lines in the right margin of the
document). The vast majority of the changes were made to provide clarification and additional
detail. Specific responses to each comment received on the draft EISs are presented in Volume 2
of this EIS; a summary of the most common issues raised by the reviewers and the general DOE
responses to these issues are listed below.
*

Comments relatedto the proposedaction and preferredalternative.

Numerous reviewers expressed support for the DOE conversion project in
general and agreement with the preferred alternatives identified in the draft
ElSs. Reviewers stressed the importance of meeting the requirements of
P.L. 107-206, as well as the consent orders that DOE has signed with each of
the affected states.
DOE appreciates support for the conversion project and is committed to
complying with all applicable regulations, agreements, and orders.
*

Comments relatedto transportationof cylinders.

Several reviewers raised concerns over the safe transportation of cylinders
from the ETTP site. Common themes included a preference for the use of
overpacks, opposition to transporting noncompliant cylinders "as-is" under a
DOT exemption, a general desire that shipments be made in a manner
protective of health and safety, and questions concerning the potential use of
barge transportation.
DOE is committed to conducting all transportation activities in a manner
protective of human health and safety and in compliance with all applicable
regulations. A Transportation Plan will be developed for each shipping
program related to the DUF6 conversion facility project. Each Plan will be
developed to address specific issues associated with the commodity being
shipped, the origin and destination points, and concerns of jurisdictions
transited by the shipments. In all cases, DOE-sponsored shipments will
comply with all applicable State and Federal regulations and will be reflected
in many of the operational decisions that will be made and presented in the
Plan. The transportation regulations are designed to be protective of public
health and safety during both accident and routine transportation conditions.
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To allow flexibility in planning and future operations, the transportation
analysis in each EIS evaluates a range of options for cylinder preparation and
transport modes. For example, all three options for shipping noncompliant
cylinders, including obtaining a DOT exemption, using overpacks, and
transferring the contents from noncompliant to compliant cylinders, are
evaluated in the EISs, as are both truck and rail modes. Because barge
transport has not been proposed as part of the current conversion facility
project and for the reasons discussed in Section 2.3.5, a detailed evaluation
has not been included in the final EISs. If barge transportation was proposed
in the future and considered to be a reasonable option, additional NEPA
review would be conducted.
*

Comments relatedto removal of cylindersfrom the ETTP site.

Several reviewers stressed the importance of DOE compliance with the 1999
consent order with the TDEC that requires the removal of the DUF 6 cylinders
from the ETTP site or the conversion of the material by December 31, 2009.
DOE is committed to complying with the 1999 consent order. Toward that
end, the DOE contract for accelerated cleanup of the ETTP site, including
removal of the DUF6 cylinders, calls for completion of this activity by the end
of FY 2008.
*

Comments related to the potential for DOE to receive additional DUF6
cylindersfrom other sources.

Several reviewers noted that DOE may receive additional DUF 6 cylinders
from other sources, including continued USEC operations, the proposed
American Centrifuge Facility at the Portsmouth site, and other potential
commercial enrichment facilities. Some reviewers requested that DOE design
the conversion facilities to accommodate such an increase.
At the present time, there are no plans or proposals for DOE to accept DUF6
cylinders for conversion beyond the current inventory for which it has
responsibility. However, Section 2.2.7 of the Portsmouth site-specific
conversion facility EIS and Section 2.2.5 of the Paducah EIS discuss a number
of possible future sources of additional DUF 6 that could require conversion.
The potential environmental impacts associated with expanding plant
operations (either by extending operations or by increasing the throughput) to
accommodate processing of additional cylinders are discussed in Section 5.2.8
of the Portsmouth EIS and Section 5.2.6 of the Paducah EIS. Because of the
uncertainty associated with possible future sources of DUF6 for which DOE
could assume responsibility, there is no current proposal to increase the
throughputs of the conversion facilities or extend the operational period.
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Comments relatedto USEC's American Centrifuge Facility.

Several reviewers noted the January 2004 announcement by USEC that the
American Centrifuge Facility would be sited at Portsmouth, and stated that the
EISs should be revised accordingly, including consideration of the facility
under Portsmouth cumulative impacts.
The two site-specific conversion facility EISs have been revised to reflect that
Portsmouth has been selected as the site for the USEC American Centrifuge
Facility. Although Location B is the likely site for construction of the
centrifuge facility, it has been retained in the final Portsmouth conversion EIS
as a siting alternative. The cumulative impacts analysis included in both the
draft and final Portsmouth conversion facility EIS assumed that a new USEC
centrifuge enrichment facility would be constructed and operated at the
Portsmouth site (see Sections S.5.16 and 5.3.2). As stated in Sections S.5.16
and 5.3.2, the analysis assumed that such a plant would be sited at
Portsmouth, that the existing DOE gas centrifuge technology would be used,
and that the environmental impacts of such a facility would be similar to those
outlined in a 1977 EIS for Expansion of the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion
Plant that considered a similar action that was never completed. It should be
noted that the NRC licensing activities for the proposed centrifuge enrichment
plant will include preparation of an EIS that must also evaluate cumulative
impacts at the Portsmouth site. The centrifuge enrichment facility cumulative
impacts analysis will be based on the anticipated USEC enrichment facility
design, which does not currently exist, and will benefit from the detailed
evaluation of conversion facility impacts presented in this EIS.
*

Comments related to current cylinder management. Several reviewers raised

questions and concerns about the current management of the cylinders at the
three DOE storage sites.
In response to these concerns, it has been emphasized that DOE's current
cylinder management program provides for safe storage of the depleted UF6
cylinders. DOE is committed to the safe storage of the cylinders at each site
through the implementation of the decision made in the ROD. DOE has an
active cylinder management program designed to ensure the continued safety
of cylinders until conversion is accomplished.
1.7 RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER NEPA REVIEWS
This site-specific DUF6 Conversion EIS, along with the EIS prepared for the Portsmouth

conversion facility (DOE/EIS-0360), represents the second level of a tiered environmental
review process being used to evaluate and implement DOE's DUF 6 Management Program. A
"tiered" process refers to a process of first addressing higher-order decisions in a PEIS and then
conducting a more narrowly focused (project-level) environmental review. The project-level
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review incorporates, by reference, the programmatic analysis, as appropriate, as well as
additional site-specific analyses. The DUF 6 PEIS (DOE 1999a), issued in April 1999, represents
the first level of this tiered process.
DOE prepared, or is in the process of preparing, other NEPA reviews that are related to
the management of DUF6 or to the current DUF 6 storage sites. The DUF6 PEIS includes an
extensive list of reviews that were prepared before 1999; that list is not repeated here. The
following related NEPA reviews were conducted after publication of the DUF6 PEIS; these
reviews are related to this EIS primarily because they evaluate activities occurring at Paducah.
* Supplement Analysis for Transportationof DOT Compliant Depleted Uranium
Hexafluoride Cylinders from the East Tennessee Technology Park to the
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant in Fiscal Years 2003 through 2005

(DOE 2003d): The purpose of this supplement analysis is to provide a basis
for determining whether the existing PEIS NEPA analysis and documentation
would be sufficient to allow DOE to transport up to 1,700 full cylinders
containing DUF6 from its ETTP location to the Portsmouth site in FYs 2003
through 2005. All of these cylinders would be compliant with DOT regulatory
requirements. Details of the proposed shipment campaign are presented in a
transportation plan prepared by Bechtel Jacobs Company LLC (2003). Based
on the Supplement Analysis, DOE issued an amended ROD to the PEIS
concluding that the estimated impacts for the proposed transport of up to
1,700 cylinders were less than or equal to those considered in the PEIS and
that no further NEPA documentation was required (68 FR 53603). However,
this EIS considers shipment of all DUF6 and non-DUF 6 at ETTP to
Portsmouth (proposed) and Paducah (option). No shipments were made in
FY 2003, and it is expected that the planned shipments would occur in
FYs 2004 and 2005.
* Final Environmental Assessment for Waste Disposition Activities at the
Paducah Site, Paducah, Kentucky (DOE 2002a): DOE proposes disposition

activities for polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) waste, LLW, low-level
radioactive mixed waste (LLMW), and TRU waste from the Paducah site. All
of the wastes would be transported for disposal at various locations in the
United States. This environmental assessment (EA) for the disposition of
various DOE wastes stored and/or generated at nonleased portions of the
Paducah site was prepared in accordance with CEQ and DOE regulations and
DOE orders and guidance regarding these waste types. This EA (1) provides
an evaluation of the potential effects from the disposition of accumulated
legacy and ongoing operational wastes at the Paducah site; (2) presents the
most current volumes of Environmental Management Program wastes at the
Paducah site; (3) is tiered under other currently existing NEPA documents;
(4) is intended to supplement and update the previous NEPA evaluation of
waste disposition activities; and (5) does not include a detailed consideration
of impacts from treatment and disposal operations at commercial facilities.

IN-
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Final Environmental Assessment, Proposed Demonstration of the Vortec
Vitrification System for Treatment of Mixed Wastes at the Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant (DOE 1999d): DOE prepared this document to evaluate the

proposed construction and operation of a demonstration facility at the Paducah
site in McCracken County, Kentucky. The objective of the demonstration is to
evaluate the Vortec Cyclone Melting System™m, a glass-making vitrification
process for treating various wastes that resulted from previous operations at
the Paducah site. Wastes to be treated include LLW, LLMW, Toxic
Substances Control Act (TSCA)-regulated, TSCA-regulated mixed, and
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)/TSCA-regulated mixed
wastes. On the basis of the analysis in the EA, DOE determined that the
demonstration would not constitute a major federal action significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment within the meaning of NEPA.
DOE concluded that the preparation of an EIS was not required.
*

Final ProgrammaticEnvironmental Assessment for the U.S. Department of
Energy, Oak Ridge Operations Implementation of a Comprehensive
Management Programfor the Storage, Transportation, and Disposition of
Potentially Re-Usable Uranium Materials (DOE 2003c): DOE proposes to

implement a comprehensive management program to safely, efficiently, and
effectively manage its potentially reusable low-enriched uranium, normal
uranium, and depleted uranium. Uranium materials presently located at
multiple sites are to be consolidated by transporting the materials to one or
several locations to facilitate disposition. Management would include the
storage, transport, and ultimate disposition of these materials. This
programmatic EA (PEA) addresses the proposed action to implement a
long-term (more than 20 years) management plan for DOE's inventory of
potentially reusable low-enriched, normal, and depleted uranium. A Finding
of No Significant Inpact (FONSI) was approved on October 16, 2002.
* Final Waste Management ProgrammaticEnvironmental Impact Statementfor
Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous
Waste (DOE 1997): This EIS (referred to herein as the WM PEIS) evaluates

the impacts of different approaches to the treatment, storage, and disposal of
the existing and projected DOE inventory of certain types of waste
management program wastes over the next 20 years. The WM PEIS considers
radioactive low-level, high-level, TRU, and mixed wastes, as well as toxic and
hazardous wastes. The amounts of wastes analyzed for treatment, storage, or
disposal range from thousands to millions of cubic meters and include wastes
generated at the DOE sites in Paducah, Kentucky; Portsmouth, Ohio; and
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The WM PEIS does not evaluate management of
DUF6 because that material is considered a source material, not a waste. The
draft WM PEIS was issued in September 1995, and the final was issued in
May 1997.
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The WM PEIS considers the impacts of waste management at Paducah,
Portsmouth, and the Oak Ridge Reservation (ORR) on the basis of existing
and projected inventories of waste generated during site operations. The three
sites are also considered as candidate sites for regionalized waste management
sites, and waste management impacts are evaluated for these scenarios as
well. Cumulative impacts of current operations, waste management, and
proposed future operations are also assessed for the three sites in the
WM PEIS.
1.8 OTHER DOCUMENTS AND STUDIES RELATED TO DUF 6
MANAGEMENT AND CONVERSION ACTIVITIES
In addition to the related NEPA reviews described in Section 1.7, other reports that relate
to managing the DUF6 inventory (covering conversion, transportation, characterization, and
disposal activities) that were completed after the DUF6 PEIS was published were also reviewed
in preparing this EIS. A list of the reports reviewed and used as a part of the preparation for this
EIS is provided here.
* FinalPlanfor the Conversion of Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride as Required
by Public Law 105-204 (DOE 1999b): This report is the final plan for

converting DOE's DUF 6 inventory, as required by P.L. 105-204. This
Conversion Plan describes the steps that would allow DOE to convert the
DUF6 inventory to a more stable chemical form. It incorporates information
received from the private sector in response to DOE's request for expressions
of interest; ideas from members of the affected communities, Congress, and
other interested stakeholders; and the results of the analyses for the final
DUF6 PEIS. The Conversion Plan describes DOE's intent to chemically
process the DUF 6 to create products that would present a lower long-term
storage hazard and provide a material suitable for use or disposal.
*

U.S. Department of Energy DUF6 Materials Use Roadmap (DOE 2000a):
This report meets the commitment presented in the Conversion Plan by
providing a comprehensive roadmap that DOE will use to guide any future
R&D activities for the materials associated with its DUF6 inventory. It
supports the decision presented in the ROD, namely, to begin conversion of
the DUF6 inventory to uranium oxide, uranium metal, or a combination of
both as soon as possible, while allowing for future uses for as much of this
inventory as possible. This roadmap is intended to explore potential uses for
the DUF6 conversion products and identify areas where further development
is needed. Although it focuses on potential governmental uses of DUF 6
conversion products, it also incorporates a limited analysis of private sector
uses. This roadmap also addresses other surplus depleted uranium, primarily
in the form of depleted uranium trioxide (UO3 ) and depleted UF4 .
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Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride Management Program: Data Compilation
for the Paducah Site in Support of Site-Specific NEPA Requirements for
Continued Cylinder Storage, Cylinder Preparation, Conversion, and

Long-Term Storage Activities (Hartmann 1999): This report is a compilation
of site-specific data and analyses for the Paducah site that were obtained and
conducted to prepare the DUF6 PEIS. The report describes the affected
environment at the Paducah site and summarizes potential environmental
impacts that could result from conducting the following DUF6 activities at the
site: continued cylinder storage, preparation of cylinders for shipment,
conversion, and long-term storage.
* Evaluation of UF6 -to-U02 Conversion Capability at Commercial Nuclear

Fuel FabricationFacilities(Ranek and Monette 2001): This report examines
the capabilities of existing commercial nuclear fuel fabrication facilities to
convert DUF6 to depleted U0 2 . For domestic facilities, the information
summarized includes currently operating capacity to convert DUF 6 to U0 2 ;
transportation distances from DUF6 storage locations near Oak Ridge,
Portsmouth, and Paducah to the commercial conversion facilities; and
regulatory requirements for nuclear fuel fabrication and transportation of
DUF6 . The report concludes that current U.S. commercial nuclear fuel
fabricators could convert 5,200 t (5,700 tons) of DUF6 per year to U0 2
(which includes 666 t [734 tons] of DUF6 per year of capacity that was
scheduled for shutdown by the end of 2001). However, only about 300 t
(330 tons) of DUF6 per year of this capacity could be confirmed as being
possibly available to DOE. The report also provides some limited descriptions
of the capabilities of foreign fuel fabrication plants to convert DUF 6 to U0 2 .
*

Assessment of Preferred Depleted Uranium Disposal Forms (Croff et al.

2000a): This study assesses the acceptability of various potential depleted
uranium conversion products for disposal at likely LLW disposal sites. The
objective is to help DOE decide the preferred form for the depleted uranium
conversion product and determine a path that will ensure reliable and efficient
disposal. The study was conducted under the expectation that if worthwhile
beneficial uses could not be found for the converted depleted uranium
product, it would be sent to an appropriate site for disposal. The depleted
uranium products are considered to be LLW under both DOE orders and
NRC regulations. A wide range of issues associated with disposal are
discussed in the report. The report concludes that, on balance, the four
potential forms of depleted uranium (uranium metal, UF4 , U0 2 , and U3 0 8 )
considered in the study should be acceptable, with proper controls, for
near-surface disposal at sites such as NTS and Envirocare.
* Evaluation of the Acceptability of PotentialDepleted Uranium Hexafluoride
Conversion Products at the Envirocare Disposal Site (Croff et al. 2000b):

With regard to the Envirocare site, the earlier report (Croff et al. 2000a),
concluded that "current waste acceptance criteria suggest that the acceptability
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of depleted uranium hexafluoride conversion material for disposal at
Envirocare of Utah is questionable. Further investigation is required before a
definitive determination can be made." The purpose of this report is to
document the more thorough investigation suggested in the earlier report. It
concludes that an amendment to the Envirocare license issued on
October 5, 2000, has reduced the uncertainties associated with disposal of the
depleted uranium product at Envirocare to the point that they are now
comparable with uncertainties associated with the disposal of the depleted
uranium product at NTS that were discussed in the earlier report.
*

Transportation Impact Assessment for Shipment of Uranium Hexafluoride
(UF6 ) Cylindersfrom the East Tennessee Technology Park to the Portsmouth
and Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plants (Biwer et al. 2001): This report

presents a transportation impact assessment for shipping the 4,683 full
cylinders of DUF6 (containing a total of approximately 56,000 t [62,000 tons])
stored at ETTP to the Portsmouth and Paducah sites for conversion. It also
considers the transport of 2,394 cylinders stored at ETTP that contain a total
of 25 t (28 tons) of enriched and normal uranium or that are empty. Shipments
by both truck and rail are considered, with and without cylinder overpacks. In
addition, the report contains an analysis of the current and pending regulatory
requirements applicable to packaging UF6 for transport by truck or rail, and it
evaluates regulatory options for meeting the packaging requirements.
* Strategy for CharacterizingTransuranics and Technetium Contamination in
Depleted UF6 Cylinders (Hightower et al. 2000): This report summarizes the

results of a study performed to develop a strategy for characterizing low levels
of radioactive contaminants (Pu, Np, Am, and Tc) in DUF 6 cylinders at the
ETTP, Portsmouth, and Paducah sites. The principal conclusion from this
review and analysis is that even without additional sampling, the current body
of knowledge is sufficient to give potential conversion vendors an adequate
basis for designing facilities that can operate safely. The report also provides
upper-bound estimates of Pu, Np, and Tc concentrations in DUF 6 cylinders.
* A Peer Review of the Strategy for Characterizing Transuranics and
Technetium Contamination in Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride Tails
Cylinders (Brumburgh et al. 2000): This document provides the findings from

a peer review of the ORNL study (Hightower et al. 2000) that set forth a
strategy for characterizing low levels of radioactive contaminants in DUF6
cylinders at the ETTP, Portsmouth, and Paducah sites. This peer review
evaluates the ORNL study in three main areas: TRU chemistry/radioactivity,
statistical approach, and the uranium enrichment process. It provides both
general and specific observations about the general characterization strategy
and its recommendations.
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1.9 ORGANIZATION OF THIS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
This DUF 6 Conversion EIS consists of two volumes. Volume I contains 10 chapters and
8 appendixes. Volume 2 contains the comment response document based on the review of the
draft EIS. Brief summaries of the main components of the EIS follow:
Volume I-

Main Text and Appendixes:

* Chapter 1 introduces the EIS, discussing pertinent background information,
the purpose of and need for the DOE action, the scope of the assessment,
related NEPA reviews, other related reports and studies, and EIS organization.
* Chapter 2 defines the alternatives and implementation options considered in
the EIS, defines alternatives considered but not analyzed in detail, and
presents a summary comparison of the estimated environmental impacts.
*

Chapter 3 discusses the environmental setting at the Paducah and ETTP sites.

* Chapter 4 addresses the assumptions on which this EIS and its analyses are
based, defines the approaches to and methods for environmental impact
assessment used in developing this EIS, and presents background information
on the human health assessment.
* Chapter 5 discusses the potential environmental impacts of the alternatives.
This chapter also discusses potential cumulative impacts at the Paducah site;
possible mitigation of adverse impacts that are unavoidable; irreversible
commitment of resources; the relationship between short-term use of the
environment and long-term productivity; pollution prevention and waste
minimization; and impacts from D&D activities.
* Chapter 6 identifies the major laws, regulations, and other requirements
applicable to implementing the alternatives.
* Chapter 7 is an alphabetical listing of all the references cited in the EIS. All
cited references are available to the public.
* Chapter 8 lists the names, education, and experience of persons who helped
prepare the EIS. Also included are the subject areas for which each preparer
was responsible.
* Chapter 9 presents brief definitions of the technical terminology used in the
EIS.
* Chapter 10 is a subject matter index that provides the numbers of pages where
important terms and concepts are discussed.
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* Appendix A presents the pertinent text of P.L. 107-206, which mandates the
construction of conversion facilities at the Portsmouth and Paducah sites.
* Appendix B discusses issues associated with potential TRU and Tc
contamination of a portion of the DUF6 inventory as well as PCBs contained
in some cylinder coatings and describes how such contamination was
addressed in this EIS.
* Appendix C summarizes the comments received during public scoping.
* Appendix D contains the environmental synopsis prepared to support the
DUF 6 conversion procurement process.
* Appendix E discusses potential uses of HF and CaF 2 , the DOE-authorized
release process, and impacts associated with sale and use.
* Appendix F describes the assessment methodologies used to evaluate the
potential environmental impacts.
* Appendix G contains copies of consultation letters regarding the preparation
of this EIS that were sent to state agencies and recognized Native American
groups.
* Appendix H contains the contractor disclosure statement.
Volume 2- Responses to Public Comments:
* Chapter 1 provides an overview of the public participation and comment
process.
* Chapter 2 provides copies of the actual letters or other documents that contain
comments on the draft EIS to DOE.
* Chapter 3 lists DOE responses to all comments received.

---
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2 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives for building and operating a
DUF 6 conversion facility at the Paducah site
were evaluated for their potential impacts on the
human and natural environment. This EIS
considers the proposed action of building and
operating a conversion facility and a no action
alternative. Under the proposed action, three
action alternatives are considered that focus on
where to construct the conversion facility within
the Paducah site. An option of shipping
cylinders currently stored at ETTP to the
Paducah facility is also considered. The
no action alternative assumes that a conversion
facility is not built at Paducah and that the DUF6
cylinders at Paducah would continue to be
stored indefinitely in a manner consistent with
current management practices. This chapter
defines these alternatives and options in detail
and discusses the types of activities that would
be required under each. A summary of the
alternatives considered in this EIS is presented
in Table 2. 1-1.

Alternatives Considered in Thi EIS
No Action: NEPA regulations require
evaluation of a no action alternative. In this
EIS, the no action alternative is storage of
DUF 6 cylinders indefinitely in yards at the
Paducah site, with continued cylinder
surveillance and maintenance activities.
ProposedAction: Construction and operation
of a DUF 6 conversion facility at the Paducah
site for conversion of the Paducah DUF6
inventory into depleted uranium oxide
(primarily U3 0 8 ) and other conversion
products.
Action Alternatives: Three action alternatives
focus on where to construct the conversion
facility within the Paducah site (Alternative
Locations A, B, and C). The preferred
alternative is Location A.

A separate EIS prepared for construction and operation of a conversion facility at the
Portsmouth site (DOE 2004a) also includes a no action alternative. The no action alternative
defined in the Portsmouth EIS includes an evaluation of the potential impacts of indefinite
long-term storage of cylinders at the Portsmouth site as well as the continued long-term storage
of cylinders at the ETTP site.
In addition to describing the alternatives evaluated in this EIS, this chapter includes a
discussion of alternatives considered but not analyzed in detail (Section 2.3) and a summary
comparison of the potential environmental impacts from the alternatives (Section 2.4). The
comparison of alternatives is based on
No Action Alternative
information about the environmental setting
provided in Chapter 3, descriptions of the
assessment
methodologies
provided
in
It is assumed that the DUF 6 cylinders would
continue to be stored indefinitely at the
Chapter 4, and the detailed assessment results
Paducah site and that cylinder surveillance
presented in Chapter 5.
and maintenance would also continue.
Impacts are evaluated through the year 2039;
2.1 NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE
in addition, potential long-term (after 2039)
impacts are evaluated.
Under the no action alternative, it is
assumed that DUF6 cylinder storage would
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TABLE 2.1-1 Summary of Alternatives Considered
Alternative

Description

Options Considered

-

No Action
(Section 2.1)

Continued storage of the DUF6 cylinders indefinitely
at the Paducah site, with continued cylinder
surveillance and maintenance.

None.

Proposed Action
(Section 2.2)

Construction and operation of a conversion facility at
the Paducah site for conversion of the Paducah DUF6
inventory into depleted uranium oxide (primarily
U3 0g) and other conversion products. This EIS
assesses the potential environmental impacts from the
following proposed activities:

E77TP Cylinders: This EIS considers

*

Construction, operation, maintenance, and D&D
of the proposed DUF 6 conversion facility at the
Paducah site;

*

Conversion to depleted U 3 0 8 based on the
proposed UDS technology;

*

Transportation of uranium conversion products
and waste materials to a disposal facility;

*

Transportation and sale of the HF conversion
product; and

an option of shipping DUF6 and
non-DUF 6 cylinders at ETTP to
Paducah.
Transportation:This EIS evaluates
the shipment of cylinders and
conversion products by both truck
and rail.

Expanded Operations:This EIS

Neutralization of HF to CaF 2 and its sale or
disposal in the event that the HF product is not
sold.
Alternative
Location A
(Preferred)
(Section 2.2.1. 1)

Construction of the conversion facility at Location A,
an area that encompasses 3 5 acres (t4 ha) located
south of the administration building and its parking lot,
immediately west of and next to the primary location
of the DOE cylinder yards and east of the main plant
access road.

Alternative
Location B
(Section 2.2.1.2)

Construction of the conversion facility at Location B,
an area that encompasses 59 acres (23 ha) directly
south of the Paducah maintenance building and west of
the main plant access road.

Alternative
Location C
(Section 2.2.1.3)

Construction of the conversion facility at Location C,
an area that encompasses 53 acres (21 ha) east of the
Paducah pump house and cooling towers.

discusses the impacts associated with
potential expansion of plant
operations by extending the
operational period and by increasing
throughput through efficiency
improvements.
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continue indefinitely at the Paducah site. The no action alternative assumes that DOE would
continue surveillance and maintenance activities to ensure the continued safe storage of
cylinders. Potential environmental impacts are estimated through the year 2039. The year 2039
was selected to be consistent with the DUF6 PEIS (DOE 1999a), which evaluated a 40-year
storage period (1999 through 2039). In addition, long-term impacts (i.e., occurring after 2039)
from potential cylinder breaches are assessed. A similarly defined no action alternative was also
evaluated in the DUF6 PEIS. The assessment of the no action alternative in this EIS has been
updated to reflect changes that have occurred since publication of the DUE 6 PEIS in 1999.
Details are provided below.
Specifically, the activities assumed to occur include routine cylinder inspections,
ultrasonic testing of the wall thicknesses of selected cylinders, painting of cylinders to prevent
corrosion, cylinder yard surveillance and maintenance, reconstruction of several storage yards,
and relocation of some cylinders to the new or improved yards. It is assumed that cylinders
would be painted every 10 years. On the basis of these activities, an assessment of the potential
impacts on workers, members of the public, and the environment was conducted.
Breached cylinders are cylinders that have a hole of any size at some location on the wall.
The occurrence of cylinder breaches, caused by either corrosion or handling damage, is an
important concern when the potential impacts of continued cylinder storage are evaluated. There
is a general concern that the number of cylinder breaches at the site could increase in the future
as the cylinder inventory ages.
At the time the PEIS was published (1999), 8 breached cylinders had been identified at
the three storage sites; I of those breaches was at the Paducah site. 1 Investigation of these
breaches indicated that 6 of the 8 were initiated by mechanical damage during stacking; the
damage was not noticed immediately, and subsequent corrosion occurred at the damaged point.
It was concluded that the other 2 cylinder breaches, both at ETTP, had been caused by external
corrosion due to prolonged ground contact.
For assessment purposes in this EIS, two cylinder breach cases are evaluated. In the first
case, it is assumed that the planned cylinder maintenance and painting program would maintain
the cylinders in a protected condition and control further corrosion. In this case, it is assumed
that after initial painting, some cylinder breaches would occur from handling damage; a total of
36 future breaches are estimated to occur through 2039. In the second case, it is assumed that
external corrosion would not be halted by improved storage conditions, cylinder maintenance,
and painting. This case is considered in order to account for uncertainties with regard to how
effective painting would be in controlling cylinder corrosion and uncertainties in the future
painting schedule. In this case, the number of future breaches estimated through 2039 is 444 for
the Paducah site (i.e., 11 per year). These breach estimates were determined on the basis of
historical corrosion rates when cylinders were stored under poor conditions (i.e., cylinders were
An additional breach that occurred at the ETTP site in 1998 was discussed in Section B.2 of the PEIS (DOE
1999a). In the period 1998 through 2002, two additional breaches were discovered at the Paducah site, the result
of missing cylinder plugs (Hightower 2002). A total of II breaches have been identified at the Portsmouth,
ETTP, and Paducah sites.
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stacked too close together, were stacked on wooden chocks, or came in contact with the ground).
Because storage conditions have improved dramatically over the last several years as a result of
cylinder yard upgrades and restacking activities, it is expected that these breach estimates based
on the historical corrosion rate provide a worst case for estimating the potential impacts from
continued cylinder storage. The results of this assessment were used to provide an estimate of the
earliest time when continued cylinder storage could begin to raise regulatory concerns under
these worst-case conditions.
The impacts to human health and safety, surface water, groundwater, soil, air quality, and
ecology from uranium and HF releases from breached cylinders are assessed in this EIS. For all
hypothetical cylinder breaches, it is assumed that the breach would be undetected for 4 years,
which is the period between planned inspections for most of the cylinders. In practice, cylinders
that show evidence of damage or heavy external corrosion are inspected annually, so it is very
unlikely that a breach would be undetected for a 4-year period. For each hypothetical cylinder
breach, it is further assumed that I lb (0.45 kg) of uranium (as U0 2 F2 ) and 4.4 lb (2 kg) of HF
would be released from the cylinder annually for a period of 4 years.
The estimated number of future breaches at the Paducah site was used to estimate
potential impacts that might occur during the repair of breached cylinders and impacts from
releases that might occur during continued cylinder storage. Potential radiological exposures of
involved workers could result from patching breached cylinders or emptying the cylinder
contents into new cylinders. The impacts on groundwater and human health and safety from
uranium releases were assessed by estimating the amount of uranium that could be transported
from the yards in surface runoff and the amount that could migrate through the soil to the
groundwater.
For this EIS, a reassessment of the no action alternative assumptions used in the PEIS
was conducted. Recent cylinder surveillance and maintenance plans - including inspections,
painting, and reconstruction of cylinder storage areas - were used to update the PEIS no action
alternative assessments. The results of this reevaluation, together with a consideration of the
changes in the on-site worker and off-site public populations at Paducah, were used to determine
the impacts from the no action alternative. Additional discussion and the estimated impacts from
the no action alternative are presented in Section 5.1.

2.2 PROPOSED ACTION

Proposed Action
The proposed action evaluated in this
EIS is to construct and operate a conversion
facility at the Paducah site for converting the
DUF6 inventory stored at Paducah into
depleted uranium oxide (primarily U308) and
other conversion products. Three locations
within the Paducah site are evaluated as
alternatives (Section 2.2.1). The conversion
facility would convert DUF6 into a stable

The proposed action in this EIS is
construction and operation of a conversion
facility at the Paducah site for conversion of
the Paducah DUF 6 inventory into depleted
uranium oxide (primarily U308) and other
conversion products. Three alternative
locations within the Paducah site are
evaluated (Locations A, B, and C).
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chemical form for beneficial use/reuse and/or
disposal. The off-gas from the conversion
process would yield aqueous HF, which would
be processed and marketed or converted to a
solid for sale or disposal. To support the
conversion operations, the emptied DUF 6
cylinders would be stored, handled, and
processed for reuse as disposal containers to
the extent practicable. The time period
considered is a construction period of
approximately 2 years, an operational period of
25 years, and a 3-year period for the D&D of
the facility. Current plans call for construction
to begin in the summer of 2004. The
assessment is based on the conceptual
conversion facility design proposed by UDS,
the selected contractor (see text box).

PaducahDUF6 Conversion FinalEIS
Conversion Facility Design
The EIS is based on the conversion facility
design being developed by UDS, the selected
conversion contractor. At the time the draft
EIS was prepared, the UDS design was in the
30% conceptual stage, with several facility
design options being considered.
Following the public comment period, the
draft EIS was revised on the basis of
comments received and on the basis of the
100% conceptual facility design. This final
EIS identifies and evaluates design options to
the extent possible.

This EIS assesses the potential environmental impacts from the following proposed
activities:
*

Construction, operation, maintenance, and D&D of the proposed DUF 6
conversion facility at the Paducah site;

*

Transportation of uranium conversion products and waste materials to a
disposal facility;

*

Transportation and sale of the HF conversion product; and

*

Neutralization of HF to CaF2 and its sale or disposal in the event that the HF
product is not sold.

In addition, an option of expanding operations by extending conversion facility
operations or increasing throughput is discussed in this section.
2.2.1 Action Alternatives
The action alternatives focus on where to site the conversion facility within the Paducah
site. The Paducah site was evaluated to identify alternative facility locations for a conversion
facility (Shaw 2001). Potential locations were evaluated on the basis of the following criteria:
*

Current condition of the land and site preparation required. This criterion
looked at the condition of the land from a constructability viewpoint,
considering factors that would increase the construction cost over that needed
for a relatively level grassy topography.

-
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Legacy environmental concerns. This criterion looked at environmental

factors that would affect construction at the site.
* Availability of utilities. This criterion looked at the relative difficulty of
bringing services from existing plant utilities to the site.
* Location. This criterion looked at the advantages and disadvantages of
location in relation to cylinder transport between the yards and the new
facility.
*

Effect on current plant operations. This criterion looked at how the

conversion facility's location could affect existing plant operations.
* Size. This criterion looked at size to ensure that the required minimum amount
of land would be available for construction of the conversion facility
(assumed to be about 30 acres [12 ha]).
The three alternative locations identified at the Paducah site, denoted Locations A, B, and C, are
shown in Figure 2.2-1.
2.2.1.1 Alternative Location A (Preferred Alternative)

Location A is the preferred location for the conversion facility. It is located south of the
administration building and its parking lot, immediately west of and next to the primary location
of the DOE cylinder yards and east of the main plant access road. This location is an L-shaped
tract consisting mostly of grassy field. However, the southeastern section is a wooded area. A
drainage ditch crosses the northern part of the site, giving the cylinder yard storm water access to
Kentucky Pollution Discharge Elimination System (KPDES) Outfall 017. This location is about
35 acres (14 ha) in size and was identified in the RFP for conversion services as the site for
which bidders were to design their proposed facilities.
2.2.1.2 Alternative Location B
Location B is directly south of the Paducah maintenance building and west of the main
plant access road. The northern part of this location is mowed grass and has a slightly rolling
topography. The southern part has a dense covering of trees and brush, and some high-voltage
power lines cross it, which limits its use. This location has an area of about 59 acres (23 ha).
2.2.1.3 Alternative Location C

Location C is east of the Paducah pump house and cooling towers. It has an area of about
53 acres (21 ha). Dykes Road runs through the center of this location from north to south. Use of
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FIGURE 2.2-1 Three Alternative Conversion Facility Locations within the Paducah Site,
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the eastern half of this location could be somewhat limited because several high-voltage power
lines run through this area.
2.2.2 Conversion Process Description
This section provides a summary description of the proposed UDS conversion process
and facility. The proposed UDS conversion system is based on a proven commercial process in
operation at the Framatome Advanced Nuclear Power (ANP), Inc., fuel fabrication facility in
Richland, Washington. The two primary sources for the information in this section are excerpts
from the UDS conversion facility conceptual design report (UDS 2003a) and the UDS NEPA
data package prepared for the 100% conceptual facility design (UDS 2003b).
The UDS dry conversion is a continuous process in which DUF 6 is vaporized and
converted to a mixture of uranium oxides (primarily U3 0 8 ) by reaction with steam and hydrogen
in a fluidized-bed conversion unit. The resulting depleted U3 0 8 powder is collected and
packaged for disposition. The process equipment would be arranged in parallel lines. Each line
would consist of two autoclaves, two conversion units, an HF recovery system, and process
off-gas scrubbers. The Paducah facility would have four parallel conversion lines. Equipment
would also be installed to collect the HF co-product and process it into any combination of
several marketable products. A backup HF acid neutralization system would be provided to
convert up to 100% of the HF acid to CaF2 for storage, sale, or disposal in the future, if
necessary. Figure 2.2-2 is an overall material flow diagram for the conversion facility; Figure
2.2-3 is a conceptual facility site plan. A summary of key facility characteristics is presented in
Table 2.2-1.
The conversion facility will be designed to convert 18,000 t (20,000 tons) of DUF6 per
year, requiring 25 years to convert the Paducah inventory. The Paducah processing facility
would be approximately 148 ft x 271 ft (45 m x 83 m). The conversion facility would occupy a
total of approximately 10 acres (4 ha), with up to 45 acres (18 ha) of land disturbed during
construction (including temporary construction lay-down areas and utility access). Some of the
disturbed areas would be areas cleared for railroad or utility access, not adjacent to the
construction area.
DUF6 cylinders would be delivered from long-term storage to the cylinder staging yard at
the conversion facility by means of cylinder handling equipment already available at the site.
The staging yard would accommodate short-term storage of cylinders. Cylinders in the
conversion staging yard would be transferred into the conversion building airlock by using an
overhead bridge crane. The cylinders would then be moved into the vaporization room to the
autoclaves by an overhead monorail crane and/or rail cart. The cylinders would be loaded into
autoclaves for heating and transfer of the DUF6 to the conversion units.
Cylinders that could not be processed through the normal process feed system would be
processed through the cylinder transfer facility. If the cylinder was overfilled, the excess DUF 6
would be transferred to another cylinder. This same system would be used to transfer all of the
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TABLE 2.2-1 Summary of Paducah Conversion Facility Parameters
Parameter/Characteristic
Construction start
Construction period
Start of operations
Operational period
Facility footprint
Facility throughput
Conversion products
Depleted U3 0 8
CaF2
70% HF acid
49% HF acid
Steel (emptied cylinders, if not used
as disposal containers)
Proposed conversion product disposition
(see Table 2.2-2 for details)
Depleted U3 0 8
CaF2
70% HF acid
49% HF acid
Steel (emptied cylinders, if not used
as disposal containers)

Value
2004
2 years
2006
25 years
10 acres (4 ha)
18,000 t/yr (20,000 tons/yr) DUF6
(=1,400 cylinders/yr)
14,300 t/yr (15,800 tons/yr)
24 t/yr (26 tons/yr)
3,300 t/yr (3,600 tons/yr)
7,700 tlyr (8,500 tons/yr)
1,980 tlyr (2,200 tons/yr)

Disposal; Envirocare (primary), NTS (secondary)a
Disposal; Envirocare (primary), NTS (secondary)
Sale pending DOE approval
Sale pending DOE approval
Disposal; Envirocare (primary), NTS (secondary)

DOE plans to decide the specific disposal location(s) for the depleted U3 08 conversion
product after additional appropriate NEPA review. Accordingly, DOE will continue to
evaluate its disposal options and will consider any further information or comments relevant
to that decision. DOE will give a minimum 45-day notice before making the specific
disposal decision and will provide any supplemental NEPA analysis for public review and
comment.
Sources: UDS (2003ab).
a

contents from unacceptable cylinders to cylinders suitable for feeding into the conversion
process.
After the emptied cylinder was removed from the autoclave, a stabilizing agent would be
introduced into the cylinder to neutralize residual fluoride in the heel. The cylinders would then
be moved out to the staging yard for an approximate 4-month aging period so that short-lived
uranium decay products in the nonvolatile heel would decay, thereby reducing potential radiation
exposure during the processing of emptied cylinders. Emptied cylinders would then be reused as
disposal containers or processed and disposed of as LLW.
Major conversion system components are described further in the following subsections.
The plant design includes several other supporting facilities and services, including an electrical
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system with backup, a communications system, a deionized water system, a control system, an
air supply system, a fire protection system, and a heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning
system.
2.2.2.1 Cylinder Transfer System
Some cylinders might be unacceptable for processing in the vaporization system
autoclaves because of corrosion, damage, overfilling, or excessive size. A cylinder transfer
system would be used to transfer the contents of up to four unacceptable cylinders per week to
acceptable cylinders. Cylinder transfer system equipment would include two low-temperature
autoclaves, four fill positions, a "hot box" containing controls and vacuum pumps, and an
oversize cylinder heating room. Fill positions would include a water spray cooling system
necessary for low-temperature DUF 6 transfer. The oversize cylinder heating room would contain
radiant heating enclosure controls and connections.
2.2.2.2 Vaporization System

Cylinders that met the vaporization criteria would be brought to the vaporization room
and loaded into electrically heated autoclaves. Autoclaves for each process line would be used to
provide continuous feed to the DUF6 conversion units. The cylinders would be heated to feed
DUF 6 vapor to the process. The design will incorporate in-line filters to provide additional
assurances that TRU isotopes would not enter the conversion system. The need for in-line filters
would be evaluated during operations; they would be removed if they were not needed.
The DUF6 vapor would flow through a heated enclosure called a "hot box," which would
contain the equipment that would control flow to the conversion units, including vacuum pumps.
The hot box would have the necessary controls to achieve stable DUF 6 flow to the conversion
units.
The autoclaves would be used to heat DUF6 cylinder by using internal electrical heating
and to provide secondary DUF6 containment. The selected autoclaves would be American
Society of Mechanical Engineers standard pressure vessels, sufficiently designed to provide
containment of DUF 6 and HF from a full, DUF6 cylinder that had ruptured. Each autoclave
system would include equipment and controls to connect to the cylinder, control DUF6 flow,
monitor DUF6 weight, and control vaporization conditions.
Electrically heated autoclaves would provide a safety advantage over steam-heated units.
If DUF6 leaks in a steam autoclave, it reacts with the steam and generates HF gas, which
pressurizes the autoclave and is extremely corrosive. If DUF 6 leaks in an electrically heated
autoclave, however, the only moisture available is the humidity in the air, which limits HF
generation and subsequent pressurization and corrosion. This also makes cleanup of the
autoclave much easier since the autoclave is evacuated directly to the conversion unit and does
not produce wet uranium recycle and liquid wastes.
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2.2.2.3 Conversion System
DUF 6 vapor would be reacted with steam and hydrogen in fluidized-bed conversion
units. The hydrogen would be generated by using anhydrous ammonia (NH 3 ). Nitrogen is also
used as an inert purging gas and is released to the atmosphere through the building stack as part
of the clean off-gas stream. The oxide powder would be retained in the conversion unit by
passing the process off-gas through sintered metal filters. Uranium oxide powder would be
continuously withdrawn from the conversion unit to match the feed rate of DUF6 . Each
conversion unit would be electrically heated and integrated with a heating/insulation jacket.
All equipment components (vessels, filters, etc.) in the conversion system would be
fabricated of corrosion-resistant alloys suited to process conditions. In the event of a system
failure or an unscheduled shutdown, the DUF 6 shutoff valve in the autoclave would
automatically close. The DUF6 piping would then be purged with nitrogen. In the event of
power, instrument, air, or other failure, a fail-safe design would be used for valves and for the
control system.
2.2.2.4 Depleted Uranium Conversion Product Handling System
Depleted U3 0 8 powder would be cooled as it was discharged from the conversion unit.
An in-line water-cooled heat exchanger would cool the powder before it dropped into a vacuum
transfer station enclosure. The vacuum transfer station would include connections, a vacuum
transfer pickup device, a support vessel, a hopper, and a secondary enclosure to facilitate
packaging the depleted U3 0 8 . A package fill station would be located below each hopper.
Powder fill would be controlled by weight in the fill container, and a secondary containment
enclosure would be provided at the fill station. The filled packages would be lifted and conveyed
by using an overhead monorail crane through an airlock and loaded into railcars for shipment to
the disposal site. Each packaging station would operate on a semicontinuous basis with
intermittent package removal and installation. Continuous level control would maintain the oxide
hopper at 20% to 25% of capacity. Prior to package change out, the oxide discharge would be
stopped.
UDS proposes to use the emptied cylinders as disposal containers to the extent
practicable. An option of using bulk bags (large capacity, strong, flexible bags) as disposal
containers is also being considered. After being processed (see Section 2.2.2.6), the emptied
cylinders would be moved to the conversion product transfer station and refilled with depleted
U3 0 8 powder. The refilled cylinders would be sealed and loaded to railcars for shipment to the
disposal site. Bulk bags would be processed similarly.
The conversion facilities are being designed with a short-term storage capacity for 6
months' worth of depleted uranium conversion products. This storage capacity is being provided
in order to accommodate potential delays in disposal activities without affecting conversion
operations. If a delay was to extend beyond 6 months, DOE would evaluate possible options and
conduct appropriate NEPA review for those options.
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2.2.2.5 HF Recovery System
The fluorine component of the DUF6 would leave the conversion unit as HF gas through
sintered metal filters that would retain nearly all (greater than 99.9%) of the uranium in the
conversion unit. The HF would be condensed, along with the unreacted excess steam, and the
resulting HF acid would flow by gravity to receiver tanks. In addition, the off-gas would be
passed through a series of two scrubbers to recover most of the uncondensed HF. In each
scrubber, process off-gas would come into contact with 20% potassium hydroxide (KOH)
solution. HF vapor would combine with KOH in the solution to form potassium fluoride (KF)
and water (H20); thus HF would be removed from the process off-gas stream.
The HF acid would be automatically transferred from the receivers to interim bulk
storage tanks located outside the building. An in-line uranium analyzer in each transfer line
would be used as a final verification that containment of the uranium is intact. High-integrity
piping and equipment made with corrosion-resistant materials would result in zero leakage of
HF, either gaseous or liquid, to the environment. The HF would be stored on site at each
conversion facility for approximately 2 weeks or less under normal conditions and then shipped
to a vendor. The storage capacity for HF at each site would be limited, and if the material could
not be moved, it would be converted to CaF2 or processing would stop.
2.2.2.6 Emptied Cylinder Processing
UDS proposes to use the emptied cylinders as disposal containers to the extent
practicable. After removal of the cylinders from the autoclaves, a stabilizing agent would be
introduced to the cylinders to neutralize residual fluoride in the heels. After an approximate
4-month aging period, emptied cylinders (with heel) would be transferred to the conversion
product transfer stations, as described above. Alternatively, if bulk bags were used for depleted
U3 0 8 disposal containers, after an approximate 4-month aging period, emptied cylinders (with
heel) would be transported into the cylinder disposition facility. A forklift would be used to
move the cylinders to the feed queue outside the facility airlock. Cylinders would then be
brought into the disposition facility via an overhead monorail crane and placed into a compactor
feed station. The plugs would be removed from the cylinder to vent the cylinder during crushing.
The cylinder would then be pushed by a ram into the compactor itself, where it would be
compacted radially to a maximum thickness of 8 in. (20 cm). The compacted cylinder would
then be pushed to the cutting station, where it would be cut in half to reduce the length. The two
pieces of metal would be picked up with an overhead crane and placed into an intermodal
shipping container. Debris from these operations would then be collected in a container by a
vacuum system and loaded into the intermodal container.
Secondary containment would be provided for the intermodal container loadout. In
addition, small cylinders that had not been compacted, as well as valves, plugs, and facility
secondary waste, might also be loaded into the intermodal containers. Cylinders that were
destined for disposal at NTS would not be introduced into the facility but would instead be
loaded directly onto trucks or railcars for transport.
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2.2.2.7 Management of Potential Transuranic and PCB Contamination
As discussed in Section 1.2.2, as a'result of enrichment of reprocessed uranium in the
early years of gaseous diffusion, some of the DUF 6 inventory is contaminated with small
amounts of Tc and the TRU elements Pu, Np, and Am. In addition, a portion of the cylinder
inventory was originally painted with coatings containing PCBs.
TRU contamination in the cylinders would exist as fluoride compounds that would be
both insoluble in liquid DUF6 and nonvolatile but capable of being entrained from the cylinders
during the vaporization and feeding of DUF6 into the conversion process. The TRU
contamination would exist primarily as (1) small particulates dispersed throughout the DUF6
contents and (2) small quantities in the residual heels from the original feed cylinders in a
relatively small but unknown number of cylinders (see Appendix B for more details). Tc
contamination would exist as fluoride and oxyfluoride compounds that would be stable and
partially volatile, and the contamination would be present both uniformly dispersed throughout
the DUF 6 and in the heel material referred to previously.
The TRU contaminants that are dispersed throughout the DUF6 might be entrained in the
gaseous DUF 6 during the cylinder emptying operations and carried out of the cylinders. These
contaminants could be captured in filters between the cylinders and the conversion units. These
filters would be monitored and changed out periodically to prevent buildup of TRU. They would
be disposed of as LLW.
It is also expected that the nonvolatile forms of Tc that exist in the cylinders would
remain in the heels or be captured in the filters. However, because of the existence of some
volatile technetium fluoride compounds, and for the purposes of analyses in this EIS, it is
assumed that all of the Tc dispersed in the DUF6 would volatilize with DUF6 and be carried into
the conversion process equipment. Any Tc compounds transferred into the conversion units
would be oxidized along with the DUF6 . For this EIS, it is also assumed that the Tc in the form
of oxides would partition into the U3 08 and HF products in the same ratio as the uranium. It is
assumed that Tc left in the heels from the original feedstock would remain behind after the DUF 6
was vaporized.
If bulk bags were used for depleted U3 0 8 disposal, the emptied cylinders would be
processed as described in Section 2.2.2.6. The emptied cylinders would be surveyed by using
nondestructive assay techniques to determine the presence of a significant quantity of TRU
isotopes. If TRU isotopes were detected, samples would be taken and analyzed. Cylinders that
exceeded the disposal site limits at the Envirocare of Utah, Inc., facility would be treated to
immobilize the heel (e.g., with grout) within the cylinder, compacted, and sectioned; then the
cylinder/heel waste stream would be sent to NTS and disposed of as LLW.
As noted in Section 1.2.2, the paints applied to some cylinders prior to 1978 included
PCBs, which were typically added as a fungicide and to increase durability and flexibility.
Records of the PCB concentrations in the paints used were not kept, so it is currently unknown
how many cylinders are coated with paint containing PCBs. However, paint chips from a
representative sample of cylinders at the ETTP site have been analyzed for PCBs. The results
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indicate that up to 50% of the cylinders at ETTP may have coatings containing PCBs. Because
the Portsmouth and Paducah inventories contain a large number of cylinders produced before
1978, it is reasonable to assume that a significant number of cylinders at those sites also are
coated with paint containing PCBs.
For each of the three storage sites, the PCBs in cylinder paints constitute an extremely
small proportion of the PCBs that were previously and are currently at the sites. For example,
although the Paducah site has been working for several years to dispose of PCB-containing
equipment, the site still had about 870 liquid PCB-containing items (mostly capacitors) in service
at the end of 2001. The Portsmouth and ETTP sites also still have a large number of liquid PCBcontaining items in service. The three sites are suspected to have had spills of PCB liquids during
past operations, prior to the identification of the health and environmental hazards of PCBs.
Each of the three current DUF 6 cylinder storage sites has an existing program for
managing PCB-contaminated waste under the TSCA. In addition, the environmental monitoring
program at each site includes monitoring of PCB concentrations in soil, sediment, groundwater,
surface water, and biota on and in the vicinity of the sites (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2). These
programs would be expected to continue throughout cylinder management activities.
Under the proposed action, storage, conversion, transportation, and disposal operations
will comply with applicable TSCA regulations. Additional details are provided in Appendix B.
2.2.3 Conversion Product Disposition
The conversion process would generate four conversion products that have a potential use
or reuse: depleted U3 08 , HF, CaF2 , and steel from emptied DUF6 cylinders (if not used as
disposal containers). DOE has been working with industrial and academic researchers for several
years to identify potential uses for these products. Some potential uses for depleted uranium exist
or are being developed, and DOE believes that a viable market exists for the HF generated
during conversion. To take advantage of these to the extent possible, DOE requested in the RFP
that the bidders for conversion services investigate and propose viable uses. The probable
disposition paths identified by UDS for each of the conversion products are summarized in
Table 2.2-2 (UDS 2003b).
According to UDS, of the four conversion products, only HF has a viable commercial
market currently interested in the product. Therefore, UDS expects that the HF would be sold to
a commercial vendor pending DOE approval of the residual contamination limits and the sale.
Commercial-grade HF produced at the Framatome ANP, Inc. (a UDS partner), facility in
Richland, Washington, is currently sold commercially under an NRC-approved license. UDS is
currently working with DOE through a formal process to evaluate and establish authorized
release limits for the HF. Details on this process and on HF sale and use are provided in
Appendix E. Should the release of the HF not be allowed, it would be neutralized to CaF 2 for
sale or disposal, creating about 2 t (2.2 tons) per 1 t (1.1 ton) of HF. UDS will seek to obtain
DOE approval to sell this material as well. However, the market is not as strong as that for the
HF; thus, the CaF2 produced during normal operations might become waste.
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TABLE 2.2-2 Summary of Proposed Conversion Product Treatment and Disposition
Conversion
Product

Packaging/Storage

Proposed Disposition

Optional Disposition

Depleted U30 8 U30 8 would be loaded into
emptied cylinders, which would
be loaded onto railcars. An option
of using bulk bags as disposal
containers is also considered.

Disposal at Envirocare of
Utah, Inc.a

CaF 2

Commercial sale pending
Disposal at Envirocare of
DOE approval of authorized Utah, Inc.a
release limits, as appropriate.

Packaged for sale or disposal.

HF acid
HF produced by the dry
(49% and 70%) conversion facility would be
commercial grade. HF would be
stored on site until loaded into rail
tank cars.
Steel (empty
cylinders)

Disposal at NTS.a

Sale to commercial HF acid Neutralization of HF to CaF2
supplier pending DOE
for use or disposal.
approval of authorized
release limits, as appropriate.

Emptied cylinders would be
Disposal at Envirocare of
reused as disposal containers to
Utah, Inc.a
the extent practicable. If bulk bags
were used, emptied cylinders
would have a stabilizing agent
added to neutralize residual
fluorine, be stored for 4 months,
crushed to reduce the size,
sectioned, and packaged in
intermodal containers.

Disposal at NTS.a

a DOE plans to decide the specific disposal location(s) for the depleted U3 0 8 conversion product after additional

appropriate NEPA review. Accordingly, DOE will continue to evaluate its disposal options and will consider
any further information or comments relevant to that decision. DOE will give a minimum 45-day notice before
making the specific disposal decision and will provide any supplemental NEPA analysis for public review and
comment.

Although the depleted U3 08 and emptied cylinders have the potential for use or reuse,
currently none of the uses have been shown to be viable because of cost, perception, feasibility,
or the need for additional study. Thus, UDS expects that most, if not all, of the uranium oxide
and emptied cylinders would require disposal. These materials would be processed and maybe
shipped to Envirocare for disposal, as summarized in Table 2.2-2.
The EIS evaluation of conversion product disposition considers:
Transportation of the uranium oxide conversion product and emptied
cylinders by truck and rail to both Envirocare (proposed) and NTS (option) for
disposal. DOE plans to decide the specific disposal location(s) for the depleted
U3 08 conversion product after additional appropriate NEPA review.
Accordingly, DOE will continue to evaluate its disposal options and will
consider any further information or comments relevant to that decision. DOE
will give a minimum 45-day notice before making the specific disposal
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decision and will provide any
supplemental NEPA analysis for
public review and comment.
*

Transportation and sale of the HF
conversion product, and

*

Neutralization of HF to CaF2 and its
sale or disposal in the event that the
HF product is not sold.

Because specific destinations are
unknown at this time, impacts from the
shipment of HF and CaF2 for use are based on
a range of representative route distances.
Additional details concerning the transportation
assessment are provided in Appendix F,
Section F.3.

2.2.4 Option of Shipping ETTP Cylinders to
Paducah
DOE proposes to ship the DUF6 and
non-DUF6 cylinders at ETTP to Portsmouth.
However, this EIS considers an option of
sending the ETTP cylinders to Paducah. If the
ETTP DUF 6 cylinders were converted at
Paducah, the Paducah facility would have to
operate an additional 3 years, resulting in a
total operational period of 28 years. For this
option, this EIS evaluates the preparation of
DUF 6 and non-DUF 6 cylinders at ETTP and
the transportation of those cylinders to Paducah
by several different methods, as described
below.
All shipments of ETTP cylinders would
have to be made consistent with DOT
regulations for the shipment of radioactive
materials as specified in Title 49 of the CFR
(see text box and Chapter 6). The cylinders
could be shipped by truck or rail.
The majority of DUF6 cylinders were
designed, built, tested, and certified to meet the
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Transportation Requirements
for DUF6 Cylinders
All shipments of UF6 cylinders have to be
made in accordance with applicable DOT
regulations for the shipment of radioactive
materials; specifically, the provisions of
49 CFR Part 173, Subpart I. The DOT
regulations require that each UF6 cylinder be
designed, fabricated, inspected, tested, and
marked in accordance with the various
engineering standards that were in effect at
the time the cylinder was manufactured. The
DOT requirements are intended to maintain
the safety of shipments during both routine
and accident conditions. The following
provisions are particularly important relative
to DUF6 cylinder shipments:
1. A cylinder must be filled to less than
62% of the certified volumetric capacity
(the fill limit was reduced from 64% to
62% in about 1987).
2. The pressure within a cylinder must be
less than 14.8 psia (subatmospheric
pressure).
3. A cylinder must be free of cracks,
excessive distortion, bent or broken
valves or plugs, and broken or torn
stiffening rings or skirts, and it must not
have a shell thickness that has
decreased below a specified minimum
value. (Shell thicknesses are assessed
visually by a code vessel inspector, and
ultrasonic testing may be specified at
the discretion of the inspector to verify
wall thickness, when and in areas the
inspector deems necessary.)
4. A cylinder must be designed so that it
will withstand (1) a hydraulic test at an
internal
pressure
of at
least
1.4 megapascals
(200 psi) without
leakage; (2) a free drop test onto a flat,
horizontal surface from a height of 1 ft
(0.3 m) to 4 ft (1.2 in), depending on the
cylinder's mass, without loss or
dispersal; and (3) a 30-minute thermal
test equivalent to being engulfed in a
hydrocarbon fuel/air fire having an
average temperature of at least 800'C
(1,4750 F) without rupture of the
containment system.
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DOT requirements. The DOT requirements are intended to maintain the safety of shipments
during both routine and accident conditions. A summary of the applicable transportation
regulations for shipment of UF 6 is provided in Chapter 6 of this EIS; a detailed discussion of
pertinent transportation regulations is presented in Biwer et al. (2001). Cylinders meeting the
DOT requirements could be loaded directly onto specially designed truck trailers or railcars for
shipment. However, after several decades in storage, some cylinders have physically deteriorated
such that they no longer meet the DOT requirements.
It is unknown exactly how many DUF6 cylinders do not meet DOT transportation
requirements. As discussed in Section 1.7, it is estimated that up to 1,700 cylinders are DOT
compliant, with the remainder not meeting the DOT requirements. Problems are related to the
following DOT requirements that must be satisfied before shipment: (1) documentation must be
available showing that each cylinder was properly designed, fabricated, inspected, and tested
prior to being filled; (2) cylinders must be filled to less than 62% of the maximum capacity;
(3) the pressure within cylinders must be less than atmospheric pressure; (4) cylinders must not
leak or be damaged so they are unsafe; and (5) cylinders must have a specified minimum wall
thickness. Cylinders not meeting these requirements are referred to as "noncompliant." Some
cylinders might fail to meet more than one requirement.
Three options exist for shipping noncompliant cylinders (Biwer et al. 2001):
1. The DUF6 contents could be transferred from noncompliant cylinders into
new or compliant cylinders.
2. An exemption could be obtained from DOT that would allow the DUF 6
cylinder to be transported either "as is" or following repairs. The primary
finding that DOT would have to make to justify granting an exemption is this:
the proposed alternative would have to achieve a safety level that would be at
least equal to the level required by the otherwise applicable regulation or, if
the otherwise applicable regulation did not establish a required safety level,
would be consistent with the public interest and adequately protect against the
risks to life and property that are, inherent when transporting hazardous
materials in commerce.
3. Noncompliant cylinders could be shipped in a protective overpack. In this
case, the shipper would have to obtain an exemption from DOT that would
allow the existing cylinder, regardless of its condition, to be transported if it
was placed in an overpack. The overpack would have to be specially designed.
Furthermore, DOT would have to determine that, if the overpack was
fabricated, inspected, and marked according to its design, the resulting
packaging (including the cylinder and the overpack) would have a safety level
at least equal to the level required for a new UF 6 cylinder.
Before shipment, each cylinder would be inspected to determine if it met DOT
requirements. This inspection would include a record review to determine if the cylinder was
overfilled; a visual inspection for damage or defects; a pressure check to determine if the
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cylinder was overpressurized; and an ultrasonic wall thickness measurement (based on a visual
inspection, if necessary). If a cylinder passed the inspection, the appropriate documentation
would be prepared, and the cylinder would be loaded directly for shipment. The preparation of
compliant cylinders (cylinders that meet DOT requirements) would include inspection activities,
unstacking, on-site transfer, and loading onto a truck trailer or railcar. The cylinders would be
secured by using the appropriate tiedowns, and the shipment would be labeled in accordance
with DOT requirements. Handling and support equipment and the procedures for on-site
movement and for loading the cylinders would be of the same type currently used for cylinder
management activities at the storage sites.
This EIS considers three options for shipping noncompliant cylinders from ETTP. The
information on these activities is based on preconceptual design data provided in the Engineering
Analysis Report (Dubrin et al. 1997) prepared for the PEIS and the analysis of potential
environmental impacts presented in Appendix E of the DUF 6 PEIS (DOE 1999a).
An overpack is a container into which a cylinder is placed for shipment. The overpack
would be designed, tested, and certified to meet all DOT shipping requirements. It would be
suitable for containing, transporting, and storing the cylinder contents regardless of cylinder
condition. For transportation, a noncompliant cylinder would be placed into an overpack that was
already on a truck trailer or railcar. The overpack would be closed and secured, and the shipment
would be labeled in accordance with DOT requirements. The overpacks could be reused
following shipment. If a decision were made to construct a transfer facility at ETTP, additional
NEPA review would be conducted.
The second cylinder preparation option for transporting noncompliant cylinders
considered in this EIS is the transfer of the DUF 6 from substandard cylinders to new or used
cylinders that would meet all DOT requirements. This option could require the construction of a
new cylinder transfer facility, for which there are no current plans. Following transfer of the
DUF6 , the compliant cylinders could be shipped by placing them directly onto appropriate trucks
or railcars.
The third option is to ship the cylinders "as-is" under a DOT exemption. As discussed
above, for this to occur, it must be demonstrated that the cylinders would be shipped in a manner
achieving a level of safety that would be at least equal to the level required by the regulations,
which would likely require some compensatory measures.
In this EIS, transportation impacts are estimated for shipment by either truck or rail after
cylinder preparation. The impacts are assessed by determining truck and rail routes between
ETTP and the Paducah site.
2.2.5 Option of Expanding Conversion Facility Operations
The conversion facility at Paducah is currently being designed to process the DOE DUF6
cylinder inventory at the site over 25 years by using four process lines. There are no current
plans to operate the conversion facility beyond this time period or to increase the throughput of
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the facility by adding an additional process line. However, a future decision to extend conversion
facility operations or increase throughput at the site could be made for several reasons.
Consequently, this EIS includes an evaluation of the environmental impacts associated with
expanding conversion facility operations at the site (either by process improvements or by
extending operations beyond 25 years) in order to provide future planning flexibility. (Impacts
are presented in Section 5.2.6.) The possible reasons for expanding operations in the future are
discussed below.
The DOE Office of Inspector General (OIG) issued a final audit report in March 2004
reviewing the proposed DUF6 conversion project (DOE 2004c). The OIG report recommends
that EM conduct a cost benefit analysis to determine the optimum size of the Portsmouth
conversion facility and, on the basis of the results of that review, implement the most costeffective approach. The report states that by adding an additional process line to the Portsmouth
facility, the time to process the Portsmouth and ETTP inventories of DUF 6 could be shortened by
5 years at a substantial cost savings of 55 million dollars.
In contrast to the findings at Portsmouth, the OIG report notes that it would not be
feasible to add an additional conversion line to the Paducah facility (DOE 2004c). Consequently,
this EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts associated with increasing the Paducah
plant throughput by implementing process improvements (see Section 5.2.6). The conversion
contract provides significant incentives to the conversion contractor to improve efficiency. For
example, the current facility designs are based on an assumption that the conversion plant would
have an 84% on-line availability (percent of time system is on line and operational). However,
Framatome's experience at the Richland plant indicates that the on-line availability is expected
to be at least 90%. Therefore, there is additional capacity expected to be realized in the current
design.
A future decision to extend operations or expand throughput might also result from the
fact that DOE could assume management responsibility for DUF 6 in addition to the current
inventory. Two statutory provisions make this possible. First, Sections 161v. [42 USC 2201(v)]
and 1311 [42 USC 2297b-10] of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) of 1954 [P.L. 83-703], as
amended, provide that DOE may supply services in support of USEC. In the past, these
provisions were used once to transfer DUF6 cylinders from USEC to DOE for disposition in
accordance with DOE orders, regulations, and policies. Second, Section 3113(a) of the USEC
Privatization Act [42 USC 2297h-l1(a)] requires DOE to accept LLW, including depleted
uranium that has been determined to be LLW, for disposal upon request and reimbursement of
costs by USEC or any other person licensed by the NRC to operate a uranium enrichment
facility. This provision has not been invoked, and the form in which depleted uranium would be
transferred to DOE by a uranium enrichment facility invoking this provision is not specified.
However, DOE believes depleted uranium transferred under this provision in the future would
most likely be in the form of DUF6 , thus adding to the inventory of material needing conversion
at the DUF6 conversion facilities and disposition.
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Several possible sources of additional DUF6 generated from uranium enrichment
activities include the following:
1. USEC continues to operate the gaseous diffusion plant at the Paducah site,
generating approximately 1,000 cylinders per year of DUF6 . In the past, DOE
signed MOAs with USEC transferring DUF6 cylinders to DOE (DOE and
USEC 1998ab); the latest was signed in June 2002 for DUF 6 generated from
2002 through 2005. Future MOAs are possible. Consequently, DOE may
assume responsibility for additional DUF6 cylinders at the Paducah site.
2. USEC is currently in the process of developing and demonstrating an
advanced enrichment technology based on gas centrifuges. A license for a
lead test facility to be operated at the Portsmouth site was issued by the NRC
in February 2004. In January 2004, USEC announced that its future
enrichment facility using the advanced technology would be sited at the
Portsmouth site. Consequently, additional DUF6 could be generated at that
site that ultimately could be transferred to DOE.
3. New commercial uranium enrichment facilities may be built and operated in
the United States by commercial companies other than USEC. Although there
are no agreements for DOE to accept DUF6 from such commercial sources, it
is possible in the future.
If DOE took responsibility for additional DUF 6 in the future, it is reasonable to assume
that the conversion facilities at Portsmouth and/or Paducah could be operated longer than
specified in the current plans in order to convert this material or that the throughput of the
facilities could be increased. The duration of extended operations or the size of a throughput
increase would depend on the quantity of material transferred and the location of the transfer.
In addition, because, under the current plans, the Portsmouth facility could conclude
operations approximately 7 years before the current Paducah inventory would be converted at the
Paducah site, it is possible that DUF6 cylinders could be transferred from Paducah to Portsmouth
to facilitate conversion of the entire inventory, particularly if DOE assumed responsibility for
additional DUF 6 at Paducah.
The potential environmental impacts associated with extended plant operations, increased
facility throughput through process improvements, and Paducah-to-Portsmouth cylinder
shipments are discussed in Section 5.2.6.
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2.3 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT NOT ANALYZED IN DETAIL
2.3.1 Utilization of Commercial Conversion Capacity
During the scoping process for the PEIS, it was suggested that DOE consider using
existing UF6 conversion capacity at commercial nuclear fuel fabrication facilities that convert
natural or enriched UF 6 to U0 2 in lieu of constructing new conversion capacity for DUF 6 . |
Accordingly, in May 2001, DOE investigated the capabilities of existing commercial nuclear fuel
fabrication facilities in the United States to determine whether this suggested approach would be
a reasonable alternative. Publicly available information was reviewed, and an informal telephone
survey of U.S. commercial fuel cycle facilities was conducted. The investigation report
concluded that if 100% of the UF 6 conversion capacity of domestic commercial nuclear fuel
fabrication facilities operating in May 2001 could be devoted to converting DOE's DUF 6
inventory, approximately 5,500 t (6,000 tons) of DUF 6 could be converted per year. On the basis
of this conclusion, the investigation report estimated that it would take more than 125 years to
convert DOE's DUF 6 inventory by using only existing conversion capacity. Furthermore, during
the informal telephone survey, U.S. commercial fuel fabrication facilities were willing to
confirm a capacity of only about 300 t (331 tons) of UF6 per year as being possibly available to
DOE. The investigation report indicated that there seems to be a general lack of interest on the
part of the facility owners in committing existing operating or mothballed capacity to conversion
of the DOE DUF6 inventory (Ranek and Monette 2001).
Even though UF6 conversion capacity at commercial nuclear fuel fabrication facilities
might become available in the future, the small capacity identified in 2001 as being possibly
available to DOE, coupled with the low interest level expressed at that time by facility owners,
indicates that the feasibility of this suggested alternative is low. Therefore, this EIS does not
analyze in detail the alternative of using existing capacity at commercial nuclear fuel fabrication
facilities.
2.3.2 Other Sites
The consideration of alternative sites was limited to alternative locations within the
Paducah site in response to Congressional direction. As discussed in detail in Section 1.1,
Congress has acted twice regarding the construction and operation of DUF6 conversion plants at
Portsmouth and Paducah.
First, in July 1998, P.L. 105-204 directed DOE to make a plan consistent with NEPA for
the construction and operation of conversion facilities at Portsmouth and Paducah. Consequently,
DOE prepared a plan (DOE 1999b) and published an NOI in the Federal Register on
September 18, 2001 (68 FR 48123) that identified the range of alternatives to be considered in a
conversion facility EIS, including the alternative of constructing only one conversion plant.
Second, while the preparation of the conversion facility EIS was underway, Congress
acted again regarding DUF 6 management by passing P.L. 107-206 in August 2002. The pertinent
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part of P.L. 107-206 directed DOE to award a contract for construction and operation of
conversion facilities at the Portsmouth and Paducah sites and to commence construction no later
than July 31, 2004. Subsequently, DOE reevaluated the appropriate approach of the NEPA
review and decided to prepare two separate site-specific EISs. This change was announced in the
Federal Register on April 28, 2003 (68 FR 22368). Consistent with the direction of
P.L. 107-206, the alternatives for placing the conversion facilities were limited in each sitespecific EIS to locations within the Portsmouth and Paducah sites, respectively.
2.3.3 Other Conversion Technologies
This EIS provides a detailed analysis of impacts associated with the proposed UDS
conversion of DUF6 to depleted U3 0 8 . As discussed in Section 1.6.2.2, the conversion project
RFP did not specify the conversion product technology or form. Three proposals submitted in
response to the RFP were deemed to be in the competitive range; two of these proposals involved
conversion of DUF6 to U3 0 8 and the third involved conversion to depleted UF4 . Potential
environmental impacts associated with these proposals were considered during the procurement
process, including the preparation of an environmental critique and environmental synopsis,
which were prepared in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 1021.216.
The environmental synopsis is presented in Appendix D. The environmental synopsis
concluded that, on the basis of assessment of potential environmental impacts presented in the
critique, no proposal was clearly environmentally preferable. Although differences in a number
of impact areas were identified, none of the differences were considered to result in one proposal
being preferable over the others. In addition, the potential environmental impacts associated with
the proposals were found to be similar to, and generally less than, those presented in the DUF6
PEIS (DOE 1999a) for representative conversion technologies.
2.3.4 Long-Term Storage and Disposal Alternatives
This EIS considers the site-specific impacts from conversion operations at the Paducah
site, impacts from the transportation of depleted uranium conversion products to NTS and
Envirocare for disposal, and impacts from the potential sale of HF and CaF2 produced from
conversion. Environmental impacts are not explicitly evaluated for the long-term storage of
conversion products or for disposal.
At this time, there are no specific proposals for the long-term storage of conversion
products that would warrant more detailed analysis. Long-term storage alternatives were
analyzed in the PEIS, including storage as DUF6 and storage as an oxide (either U3 0 8 or U0 2 ).
For long-term storage of DUF 6 , the options considered were storage in outdoor yards, buildings,
and an underground mine. For long-term storage as an oxide, storage in buildings, underground
vaults, and an underground mine were considered. The potential environmental impacts from
long-term storage were evaluated for representative and generic sites. Preconceptual designs
presented in the Engineering Analysis Report (Dubrin et al. 1997) were used as the basis for the
analysis, and the evaluation of environmental impacts considered a 40-year period.
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This EIS evaluates the impacts from packaging, handling, and transporting conversion
products from the conversion facility to a LLW disposal facility. The disposal facility would be
(1) selected in a manner consistent with DOE policies and orders and (2) authorized or licensed
to receive the conversion products by either DOE (in conformance with DOE orders), the NRC
(in conformance with NRC regulations), or an NRC Agreement State agency (in conformance
with state laws and regulations determined to be equivalent to NRC regulations). Assessment of
the impacts and risks from on-site handling and disposal at the LLW disposal facility is deferred
to the disposal site's site-specific NEPA or licensing documents. However, this EIS covers the
impacts from transporting the DUF 6 conversion products to both Envirocare and NTS.
2.3.5 Other Transportation Modes
Transportation by air and barge were considered but not analyzed in detail.
Transportation by air was deemed to not be reasonable for the types and quantities of materials
that would be transported to and from the conversion site. Any transportation by air would
involve only small quantities of specialty materials or items generally carried through mail
delivery services.
Transportation by barge was also considered, but deemed to be unreasonable and was not
analyzed in detail. As explained more fully in Section 4.1 of the Engineering Analysis Report
(Dubrin et al. 1997), ETTP is the only site with a nearby barge facility. Paducah would either
have to build new facilities or use existing facilities that are located 20 to 30 mi (32 to 48 km)
from the Paducah site. Use of existing facilities would require on-land transport by truck or rail
over the 20- to 30-mi (32- to 48-km) distance, and the cylinders would have to go through one
extra unloading/loading step at the end of the barge transport. Currently, there are no initiatives
to build new barge facilities closer to the Paducah site. The closest distance to the Ohio River
from the Paducah site is 6 mi (10 km). Therefore, even if a new barge facility was built, on-land
transport of cylinders and an extra unloading/loading step would still be required at this site. If
barge shipment was proposed in the future and considered to be a reasonable option, additional
NEPA review would be conducted.
2.3.6 One Conversion Plant Alternative
In the NOI published in the FederalRegister on September 18, 2001, construction and
operation of one conversion plant was identified as a preliminary alternative that would be
considered in the conversion EIS. However, with the passage of P.L. 107-206, which mandates
the award of a contract for the construction and operation of conversion facilities at both
Paducah and Portsmouth, the one conversion plant alternative was considered but not analyzed in
this EIS.
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2.4 COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES
2.4.1 General
This EIS includes analyses of a no action alternative and the proposed action of building
and operating a conversion facility at three alternative locations within the Paducah site. Listed
below is a general comparison of the activities required for each alternative and the types of
environmental impacts that could be expected from each. A detailed comparison of the estimated
environmental impacts associated with the alternatives is provided in Section 2.4.2.
v

The no action alternative would consist of the continued surveillance and
maintenance of the DUF 6 inventory at the Paducah site. No conversion
facility would be constructed or operated. Only minor yard reconstruction
would be required, and no cylinders would be shipped off site. Cylinder
breaches could occur as a result of damage during handling or external
corrosion.

Potential environmental impacts associated with the no action alternative
would be primarily limited to (1) the exposure of involved workers to external
radiation in the cylinder yards during surveillance and maintenance activities,
(2) impacts from reconstruction of three cylinder yards, (3) impacts associated
with the possible release of depleted uranium and HF from breached cylinders
and their dispersal in the environment (before the breaches were identified and
repaired), and (4) potential accidents that could damage cylinders and result in
a release of DUF6 .
* The proposed action would involve the construction and operation of a
conversion facility at Paducah. Three alternative locations are considered. It
would take the conversion facility approximately 25 years to convert the
entire DUF6 inventory to U3 0 8 at a rate of approximately 1,400 cylinders
(18,000 t [20,000 tons]) per year. Aqueous HF could also be produced for sale
during the conversion process, or the HF could be neutralized to CaF 2 for sale
or disposal.
The option of shipping approximately 5,900 cylinders (approximately
4,800 DUF 6 cylinders for conversion and about 1,100 non-DUF 6 cylinders)
from ETTP to Paducah is also evaluated. This option would extend the period
of operation from 25 to 28 years.
After conversion, the conversion products (U3 O8, aqueous HF or CaF2 , and
emptied cylinders, if not used as disposal containers for U3 0 8 ) would be
shipped by truck or rail to a user or disposal facility (NTS or Envirocare).
Potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed action
alternatives would include (1) impacts to local air, water, soil, ecological, and
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cultural resources during conversion facility construction; (2) impacts to
workers from facility construction and operations; (3) impacts from small
amounts of depleted uranium and other hazardous compounds released to the
environment through normal conversion plant air effluents; (4) impacts from
the shipment of cylinders, conversion products, and waste products; and
(5) impacts from potential accidents involving the release of radioactive
material or hazardous chemicals.
2.4.2 Summary and Comparison of Potential Environmental Impacts
This EIS includes analyses of potential impacts at the Paducah site under the no action
alternative and the proposed action alternatives. Under the no action alternative, potential
impacts associated with the continued storage of DUF 6 cylinders in yards are evaluated through
2039; in addition, the long-term impacts that could result from releases of DUF6 and HF from
future cylinder breaches are evaluated. For the proposed action, potential impacts are evaluated
at three alternative locations for the following:
* The conversion facility construction period of approximately 2 years;
* The operational period required to convert the Paducah DUF 6 inventory,
which would equal 25 years (28 years if the ETTP inventory was shipped to
Paducah instead); and
* A facility D&D period of 3 years.
Under each alternative, potential consequences are evaluated in many areas: human
health and safety (during normal operations, accidents, and transportation), air quality, noise,
water, soil, socioeconomics, ecology, waste management, resource requirements, land use,
cultural resources, and environmental justice. (Methodologies are discussed in Chapter 4 and
Appendix F.) The assessment considers impacts that could result from the construction of
necessary facilities, normal operations of facilities, accidents, preparation of cylinders for
shipment, transportation of materials, and the D&D of facilities after conversion is complete. In
addition, the production and sale of aqueous HF is evaluated, as is the possibility of neutralizing
HF to CaF 2 for sale or disposal.
The potential environmental impacts at Paducah under the action alternatives and the
no action alternative are presented in Table 2.4-1 (placed at the end of this chapter). To
supplement the information in Table 2.4-1, each area of impact evaluated in the EIS is discussed
below. Major similarities and differences among the alternatives are highlighted. This section
provides a summary comparison; additional details and discussion are provided in Chapter 5 for
each alternative and area of impact.
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Construction and Normal Facility Operations

Under the no action alternative and the action alternatives, it is estimated that potential
exposures of workers and members of the public to radiation and chemicals would be well within
applicable public health standards and regulations during normal facility operations (including
10 CFR 835, 40 CFR 61 Subpart H, and DOE Order 5400.5). The estimated doses and risks from
radiation and/or chemical exposures of the general public and noninvolved workers would be
very low, with zero latent cancer fatalities (LCFs) expected among these groups over the time
periods considered, and with no adverse health impacts from chemical exposures expected.
(Dose and risk estimates are shown in Table 2.4-1.) In general, the location of a conversion
facility within the Paducah site would not significantly affect potential impacts to workers or the
public during normal facility operations (i.e., no significant differences in impacts were
identified at alternative Locations A, B, or C). Construction workers at Locations A and C and
cylinder yard reconstruction workers under the no action alternative would receive low doses
(i.e., up to 40 mrem/yr for the action alternatives and up to 230 mrem/yr for the no action
alternative) because of the proximity of the construction sites to the cylinder yards.
Involved workers (persons directly involved in the handling of radioactive or hazardous
materials) could be exposed to low-level radiation emitted by uranium during the normal course
of their work activities, and this exposure could result in a slight increase in the risk for
radiation-induced LCFs to individual involved workers. (The possible presence of TRU and Tc
contamination in the cylinder inventory would not contribute to exposures during normal
operations.) The annual number of workers exposed could range from about 40 (under the
no action alternative) to 172 under the action alternatives. Under the no action alternative, it is
estimated that radiation exposure of involved workers would result in a 1-in-2 chance of one
additional LCF among the entire involved worker population over the life of the project. Under
the action alternatives, a 1-in-7 chance of one additional LCF among involved workers over the
life of the project was estimated.
Possible radiological exposures from using groundwater potentially contaminated as a
result of releases from breached cylinders or facility releases were also evaluated. In general,
these exposures would be at very low levels and within applicable public health standards and
regulations. However, the uranium concentration in groundwater could exceed 20 gg/L (the
drinking water guideline used for comparison in this EIS) at some time in the future under the no
action alternative if cylinder corrosion was not controlled. This scenario is highly unlikely
because ongoing cylinder inspections and maintenance would prevent significant releases from
occurring.
2.4.2.2 Human Health and Safety -

Facility Accidents

2.4.2.2.1 Physical Hazards. Under all alternatives, workers could be injured or killed as
a result of on-the-job accidents unrelated to radiation or chemical exposure. On the basis of
accident statistics for similar industries, it is estimated that under the no action alternative, zero
fatalities and about 84 injuries might occur through 2039 at the Paducah site (about 2 injuries per
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year). Under the action alternatives, the risk of physical hazards would not depend on the
location of the conversion facility. No fatalities are predicted, but about 11 injuries during
construction and about 200 injuries during operations could occur at the conversion facility
(about 6 injuries per year during a 2-year construction period and 8 injuries per year during
operations). Accidental injuries and deaths are not unusual in industries that use heavy
equipment to manipulate weighty objects and bulk materials.

2.4.2.2.2 Facility Accidents Involving Radiation or Chemical Releases. Under all
alternatives, it is possible that accidents could release radiation or chemicals to the environment,
potentially affecting workers and members of the public. Of all the accidents considered, those
involving DUF6 cylinders and those involving chemicals at the conversion facility would have
the largest potential effects.
The cylinder management plan (Commonwealth of Kentucky and DOE 2003) outlines
required cylinder maintenance activities and procedures to be undertaken in the event of a
cylinder breach and/or release of DUF 6 from one or more cylinders. Under all alternatives, there
is a low probability that accidents involving DUF6 cylinders could occur at the current storage
locations. If an accident occurred, DUF6 could be released to the environment. The DUF 6 would
combine with moisture in the air, forming gaseous HF and U0 2 F2 , a soluble solid in the form of
small particles. The depleted uranium and HF could be dispersed downwind, potentially
exposing workers and members of the general public to radiation and chemical effects. The
amount released would depend on the severity of the accident and the number of cylinders
involved. The probability of cylinder accidents would decrease under the action alternatives as
the DUF6 was converted and the number of cylinders in storage decreased as a result.
For releases involving DUF6 and other uranium compounds, both chemical and
radiological effects could occur if the material was ingested or inhaled. The chemical effect of
most concern associated with internal uranium exposure is kidney damage, and the radiological
effect of concern is an increase in the probability of developing cancer. With regard to uranium,
chemical effects occur at lower exposure levels than do radiological effects. Exposure to HF
from accidental releases could result in a range of health effects, from eye and respiratory
irritation to death, depending on the exposure level. Large anhydrous NH3 releases could also
cause severe respiratory irritation and death. (NH 3 is used to generate hydrogen, which is
required for the conversion process.)
Chemical and radiological exposures to involved workers (those within 100 m [329 ft] of
the release) under accident conditions would depend on how rapidly the accident developed, the
exact location and response of the workers, the direction and amount of the release, the physical
forces causing or caused by the accident, meteorological conditions, and the characteristics of the
room or building if the accident occurred indoors. Impacts to involved workers under accident
conditions would likely be dominated by physical forces from the accident itself; thus
quantitative dose/effect estimates would not be meaningful. For these reasons, the impacts to
involved workers during accidents are not quantified in this EIS. However, it is recognized that
injuries and fatalities among involved workers would be possible if an accident did occur.
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Under the no action alternative, for accidents involving cylinders that might happen at
least once in 100 years (i.e., likely accidents [see Section 5.1.2.1.2]), it is estimated that the
off-site concentrations of HF and uranium would be considerably below levels that would cause
adverse chemical effects among members of the general public from exposure to these
chemicals. However, up to 10 noninvolved workers might experience potential adverse effects
from exposure to HF and uranium (mild and temporary effects, such as respiratory irritation or
temporary decrease in kidney function). It is estimated that one noninvolved worker might
experience potential irreversible adverse effects that are permanent in nature (such as lung
damage or kidney damage), with no fatalities expected. Radiation exposures would be unlikely
to result in additional LCFs among noninvolved workers or members of the general public for
these types of accidents.
Cylinder accidents that are less likely to occur could be more severe, having greater
consequences that could potentially affect off-site members of the general public. These types of
accidents are considered extremely unlikely, expected to occur with a frequency of between once
in 10,000 years and once in 1 million years of operations. Based on the expected frequency,
through 2039, the probability of this type of accident was estimated to be about 1 chance in
2,500. Among all the cylinder accidents analyzed, the postulated accident that would result in the
largest number of people with adverse effects (including mild and temporary as well as
permanent effects) would be an accident that involves rupture of cylinders in a fire. If this type of
accident occurred at the Paducah site, it is estimated that up to 2,000 members of the general
public and 910 noninvolved workers might experience adverse chemical effects from HF and
uranium exposure (mild and temporary effects, such as respiratory irritation or temporary
decrease in kidney function). It is estimated that more adverse effects would occur among the
general public than among noninvolved workers because of the buoyancy effects from the fire on
contaminant plume spread (i.e., the concentrations that would occur would be higher at points
farther from the release than at closer locations).
The postulated cylinder accident that would result in the largest number of persons with
irreversible adverse health effects is a corroded cylinder spill under wet conditions, with an
estimated frequency of between once in 10,000 years and once in I million years of operations.
If this accident occurred, it is estimated that 1 member of the general public and 300 noninvolved
workers might experience irreversible adverse effects (such as lung damage or kidney damage).
No fatalities are expected among the members of the general public; there would be a potential
for three fatalities among noninvolved workers from chemical effects. Radiation exposures
would be unlikely to result in additional LCFs among noninvolved workers (1 chance in 170) or
the general public (1 chance in 70).
In addition to the cylinder accidents discussed above is a certain class of accidents that
the DOE investigated; however, because of security concerns, information about such accidents
is not available for public review but is presented in a classified appendix to the EIS. All
classified information will be presented to state and local officials, as appropriate.
The number of persons actually experiencing adverse or irreversible adverse effects from
cylinder accidents would likely be considerably fewer than those estimated for this analysis and
would depend on the actual circumstances of the accident and the individual chemical
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sensitivities of the affected persons. For example, although exposures to releases from cylinder
accidents could be life-threatening (especially with respect to immediate effects from inhalation
of HF at high concentrations), the guideline exposure level of 20 parts per million (ppm) of HF
used to estimate the potential for irreversible adverse effects from HF exposure is likely to result
in overestimates. This is because no animal or human deaths have been known to occur as a
result of acute exposures (i.e., 1 hour or less) at concentrations of less than 50 ppm; generally, if
death does not occur quickly after HF exposure, recovery is complete.
Similarly, the guideline intake level of 30 mg used to estimate the potential for
irreversible adverse effects from the intake of uranium in this EIS is the level suggested in NRC
guidance. This level is somewhat conservative; it is intended to overestimate (not underestimate)
the potential number of irreversible adverse effects in the exposed population after uranium
exposure. In more than 40 years of cylinder handling, no accidents involving releases from
cylinders containing solid UF6 have occurred that have caused diagnosable irreversible adverse
effects among workers. In previous accidental exposure incidents involving liquid UF 6 in
gaseous diffusion plants, some worker fatalities occurred immediately after the accident as a
result of inhalation of HF generated from the UF6 . However, no fatalities occurred as a result of
the toxicity of the uranium exposure. A few workers were exposed to amounts of uranium
estimated to be about three times the guideline level (30 mg) used for assessing irreversible
adverse effects; none of these workers, however, actually experienced such effects.
Under the action alternatives, low-probability accidents involving chemicals at the
conversion facility could have large potential consequences for noninvolved workers and
members of the public. At a conversion site, accidents involving chemical releases, such as NH 3
and HF, could occur. NH 3 is used to generate hydrogen for conversion, and HF can be produced
as a co-product of converting DUF 6 . Although the UDS proposal uses NH 3 to produce hydrogen,
hydrogen can also be produced using natural gas. In that case, the accident impacts would be
much less than those discussed here for NH3 accidents. (Details on potential NH3 and other
accidents are in Section 5.2.2.2 [conversion facility] and Section 5.2.3 [transportation].)
The conversion accident estimated to have the largest potential consequences is an
accident involving the rupture of an anhydrous NH3 tank. Such an accident could be caused by a
large earthquake and is expected to occur with a frequency of less than once in I million years
per year of operations. The probability of this type of accident occurring during the operation of
a conversion facility is a function of the period of operation; over 25 years of operations, the
accident probability would be less than 1 chance in 40,000.
If an NH3 tank ruptured at the conversion facility, a maximum of up to about
6,700 members of the general public might experience adverse effects (mild and temporary
effects, such as respiratory irritation or temporary decrease in kidney function) as a result of
chemical exposure. A maximum of about 370 people might experience irreversible adverse
effects (such as lung damage or kidney damage), with the potential for about 7 fatalities. With
regard to noninvolved workers, up to about 1,600 workers might experience adverse effects
(mild and temporary) as a result of chemical exposures. A maximum of about 1,600 noninvolved
workers might experience irreversible adverse effects, with the potential for about 30 fatalities.
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The location of the conversion facility within the Paducah site would affect the number of
noninvolved workers who might experience adverse or irreversible adverse effects from an NH3
tank rupture accident. However, the accident analyses indicate that the impacts would not be
consistently higher or lower at any of the alternative locations.
Although such high-consequence accidents at a conversion facility are possible, they are
expected to be extremely rare. The risk (defined as consequence x probability) for these
accidents would be less than 1 fatality and less than 1 irreversible adverse health effect for
noninvolved workers and members of the public combined. NH 3 and HF are commonly used for
industrial applications in the United States, and there are well-established accident prevention
and mitigative measures for HF and NH3 storage tanks. These include storage tank siting
principles, design recommendations, spill detection measures, and containment measures. These
measures would be implemented, as appropriate.
Under the action alternatives, the highest consequence radiological accident is estimated
to be an earthquake damaging the depleted U3 0 8 product storage building. If this accident
occurred, it is estimated that about 180 lb (82 kg) of depleted U3 0 8 would be released to the
atmosphere outside of the building. The maximum collective dose received by the general public
and noninvolved workers would be about 70 person-rem and 1,300 person-rem, respectively.
There would be about a 1-in-40 chance of an LCF among the public and a 1-in-5 chance of an
LCF among the noninvolved workers. Because the accident has a probability of occurrence that
is about 1 chance in 4,000, the risk posed by the accident would be essentially zero LCFs among
both the public and the workers.
2.4.2.3 Human Health and Safety

-

Transportation

Under the no action alternative, only small amounts of the LLW and LLMW that would
be generated during routine cylinder maintenance activities would require transportation (about
one shipment per year). Only negligible impacts are expected from such shipments. No DUF6 or
non-DUF 6 cylinders would be transported between sites.
Under the action alternatives, the number of shipments would include the following:
1. If U3 08 was disposed of in emptied cylinders, there would be approximately
7,240 railcar shipments of depleted U3 0 8 from the conversion facility to
Envirocare (proposed) or NTS (option) or up to 36,200 truck shipments
(alternative) to either Envirocare or NTS. The numbers of shipments would
be about 16,400 for trucks or 4,100 for railcars if bulk bags were used as
disposal containers.
2. About 15,300 truck or 3,060 railcar shipments of aqueous (70% and 49%)
HF could occur; alternatively, the aqueous HF could be neutralized to CaF2 ,
requiring a total of about 25,000 truck or 6,300 railcar shipments. Currently,
the destination for these shipments is not known.
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3. About 1,300 truck or 650 railcar shipments of anhydrous NH3 from a
supplier to the site. Currently, the origin of these shipments is not known.
4. Emptied heel cylinders to Envirocare or NTS, if bulk bags were used to
dispose of the depleted U3 0 8.
5. For the option of shipping ETTP cylinders to Paducah, approximately
5,400 truck or 1,400 railcar shipments of cylinders from ETTP.
During normal transportation operations, radioactive material and chemicals would be
contained within their transport packages. Health impacts to crew members (i.e., workers) and
members of the general public along the routes could occur if they were exposed to low-level
external radiation in the vicinity of uranium material shipments. In addition, exposure to vehicle
emissions (engine exhaust and fugitive dust) could potentially cause latent fatalities from
inhalation.
The risk estimates for emissions are based on epidemiological data that associate
mortality rates with particulate concentrations in ambient air. (Increased latent mortality rates
resulting from cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases have been linked to incremental increases
in particulate concentrations.) Thus, the increase in ambient air particulate concentrations caused
by a transport vehicle, with its associated fugitive dust and diesel exhaust emissions, is related to
such premature latent fatalities in the form of risk factors. Because of the conservatism of the
assumptions made to reconcile results among independent epidemiological studies and
associated uncertainties, the latent fatality risks estimated for normal vehicle emissions should be
considered to be an upper bound (Biwer and Butler 1999).2 For the transport of conversion
products and co-products (depleted U3 0 8 , aqueous HF, and emptied cylinders, if not used as
disposal containers), it is conservatively estimated that a total of up to 20 fatalities from vehicle
emissions could occur if shipments were only by truck and if aqueous HF product was sold and
transported 620 mi (1,000 km) from the site (about 30 fatalities are estimated if HF was
neutralized to CaF2 and transported 620 mi [1,000 km]) from the site. The number of fatalities
occurring from exhaust emissions if shipments were only by rail would be less than 1 if HF was
sold and about I if the HF was neutralized to CaF2 .
Exposure to external radiation during normal transportation operations is estimated to
cause less than 1 LCF under both truck and rail options. Members of the general public living
along truck and rail transportation routes would receive extremely small doses of radiation from
shipments, about 0.1 mrem or less over the duration of the program. This would be true even if a
single person was exposed to every shipment of radioactive material during the program.
Traffic accidents could occur during the transportation of radioactive materials and
chemicals. These accidents could potentially affect the health of workers (i.e., crew members)
2 For perspective, in a recently published EIS for a geologic repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada (DOE 2002h),
the same risk factors were used for vehicle emissions; however, they were adjusted to reduce the amount of
conservatism in the estimated health impacts. As reported in the Yucca Mountain EIS, the adjustments resulted
in a reduction in the emission risks by a factor of about 30.
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and members of the general public, either from the accident itself or from accidental releases of
radioactive materials or chemicals.
The total number of traffic fatalities (unrelated to the type of cargo) was estimated on the
basis of national traffic statistics for shipments by both truck and rail. If the aqueous HF was sold
to users about 620 mi (1,000 km) from the site, about 2 traffic fatalities under the truck option
would be estimated and I traffic fatality would be estimated under the rail option. If HF was
neutralized to CaF 2 , about 4 fatalities would be estimated for the truck option, and 2 fatalities for
the rail option.
Severe transportation accidents could also result in a release of radioactive material or
chemicals from a shipment. The consequences of such a release would depend on the material
released, location of the accident, and atmospheric conditions at the time. Potential consequences
would be greatest in urban areas because more people could be exposed. Accidents that occurred
when atmospheric conditions were very stable (typical of nighttime) would have higher potential
consequences than accidents that occurred when conditions were unstable (i.e., turbulent, typical
of daytime) because the stability would determine how quickly the released material dispersed
and diluted to lower concentrations as it moved downwind.
A detailed discussion of the accident scenarios modeled for the action alternatives is
provided in Section 5.2.3.3. For the action alternatives, the highest potential accident
consequences during transportation activities would be caused by a rail accident involving
anhydrous NH 3 . Although anhydrous NIl 3 is a hazardous gas, it has many industrial applications
and is commonly safely transported by industry as a pressurized liquid in trucks and rail tank
cars.
The probability of a severe anhydrous NH3 railcar accident occurring in a highly
populated urban area under stable atmospheric conditions is extremely rare. The probability of
such an accident occurring if all the anhydrous NH 3 needed was transported 620 mi (1,000 km)
is estimated to be less than 1 chance in 200,000. Nonetheless, if such an accident (i.e., release of
anhydrous NH 3 from a railcar in a densely populated urban area under stable atmospheric
conditions) occurred, up to 5,000 persons might experience irreversible adverse effects (such as
lung damage), with the potential for about 100 fatalities. If the same type of NH3 rail accident
occurred in a typical rural area, which would have a smaller population density than an urban
area, potential impacts would be considerably less. It is estimated that in a rural area,
approximately 20 persons might experience irreversible adverse effects, with no expected
fatalities. The atmospheric conditions at the time of an accident would also significantly affect
the consequences of a severe NH3 accident. The consequences of an NH3 accident would be less
severe under unstable conditions, the most likely conditions in the daytime. Unstable conditions
would result in more rapid dispersion of the airborne NH 3 plume and lower downwind
concentrations. Under unstable conditions in an urban area, approximately 400 persons could
experience irreversible adverse effects, with the potential for about 8 fatalities. If the accident
occurred in a rural area under unstable conditions, 1 person would be expected to experience an
irreversible adverse effect, with zero fatalities expected. When the probability of an NH3
accident occurring is taken into account, it is expected that no irreversible adverse effects and no
fatalities would occur over the shipment period.
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For perspective, anhydrous NH3 is routinely shipped commercially in the United States
for industrial and agricultural applications. On the basis of information provided in the DOT
Hazardous Material Incident System (HMIS) Database (DOT 2003b), for 1990 through 2002,
2 fatalities and 19 major injuries to the public or to transportation or emergency response
personnel have occurred as a result of anhydrous NH 3 releases during nationwide commercial
truck and rail operations. These fatalities and injuries occurred during transportation or loading
and unloading operations. Over that period, truck and rail NH 3 spills resulted in more than 1,000
and 6,000 evacuations, respectively. Five very large spills, more than 10,000 gal (38,000 L),
have occurred; however, these spills were all en-route derailments from large rail tank cars. The
two largest spills, both around 20,000 gal (76,000 L), occurred in rural or lightly populated areas
and resulted in one major injury. Over the past 30 years, the safety record for transporting
anhydrous NH 3 has significantly improved. Safety measures contributing to this improved safety
record include the installation of protective devices on railcars, fewer derailments, closer
manufacturer supervision of container inspections, and participation of shippers in the Chemical
Transportation Emergency Center.
After anhydrous NH3 , the types of accidents that are estimated to result in the second
highest consequences are those involving shipment of 70% aqueous HF produced during the
conversion process. The estimated numbers of irreversible adverse effects for 70% HF rail
accidents are about one-third of those from the anhydrous NH 3 accidents. However, the number
of estimated fatalities is about one-sixth of those from NH3 accidents, because the percent of
fatalities among the individuals experiencing irreversible adverse effects is 1% as opposed to 2%
for NH3 exposures (Policastro et al. 1997). For perspective, since 1971, the period covered by
DOT records, no fatal or serious injuries to the public or to transportation or emergency response
personnel have occurred as a result of anhydrous HF releases during transportation. (Most of the
HF transported in the United States is anhydrous HF, which is more hazardous than aqueous
HF.) Over that period, 11 releases from railcars were reported to have no evacuations or injuries
associated with them. The only major release (estimated at 6,400 lb [29,000 kg] of HF) occurred
in 1985 and resulted in approximately 100 minor injuries. Another minor HF release during
transportation occurred in 1990. The safety record for transporting HF has improved in the past
10 years for the same reasons as those discussed above for NH3 . Transportation accidents
involving the shipment of DUF6 cylinders were also evaluated, with the estimated consequences
being less than those discussed above for NH 3 and HF (see Section 5.2.5.3).
2.4.2.4 Air Quality and Noise
Under the no action alternative, air quality from construction and operations would be
within national and state ambient air quality standards. However, estimated concentrations of
particulate matter (PM) that could be generated during yard reconstruction activities at Paducah
would be close to air quality standards; these temporary emissions could be controlled by good
construction practices. Continued cylinder maintenance and painting are expected to be effective
in controlling corrosion, and concentrations of HF would be kept within regulatory standards at
the Paducah site.

Lo
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Under the action alternatives, it was found that air quality impacts during construction
would be similar for all three alternative locations. The total (modeled plus the measured
background value representative of the site) concentrations due to emissions of most criteria
pollutants - such as sulfur dioxide (SO2 ), nitrogen oxides (NOJ, and carbon monoxide (CO) would be well within applicable air quality standards. As is often the case for construction, the
primary concern would be PM released from near-ground-level sources. Total concentrations of
PMIo and PM2 .5 (PM with a mean aerodynamic diameter of 10 lum or less and 2.5 gm or less,
respectively) at the construction site boundary would be close to or above the standards because
of the high background concentrations and the proposed facility's proximity to potentially
publicly accessible areas. Accordingly, construction activities should be conducted so as to
minimize further impacts on ambient air quality. To mitigate impacts, water could be sprayed on
disturbed areas more often, and dust suppressant or pavement could be applied to roads with
frequent traffic.
During operations, it is estimated that total concentrations for all criteria pollutants
(except for PM 2 .5 ) would be well within standards. The background level of annual average
PM 2 .5 in the area of the Paducah site approaches the standard. Again, impacts during operations
were found to be similar for all three alternative locations.
Noise impacts are expected to be negligible under the no action alternative. Under the
action alternatives, estimated noise levels at the nearest residence (located 1.3 km [0.8 mi] from
the construction location) would be below the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
guideline of 55 dB(A) 3 as day-night average sound level (DNL)4 for residential zones during
construction and operations.
2.4.2.5 Water and Soil
Under the no action alternative, uranium concentrations in surface water, groundwater,
and soil would remain below guidelines throughout the project duration. However, if cylinder
maintenance and painting were not effective in reducing cylinder corrosion rates, the uranium
concentration in groundwater could be greater than the guideline at some time in the future
(no earlier than about 2100). If continued cylinder maintenance and painting were effective in
controlling corrosion, as expected, groundwater uranium concentrations would remain less than
the guideline.
During construction of the conversion facility, construction material spills could
contaminate surface, water, groundwater, or soil. However, by implementing storm water
management, sediment and erosion control (e.g., temporary and permanent seeding; mulching
and matting; sediment barriers, traps, and basins; silt fences; runoff and earth diversion dikes),
3 dB(A) is a unit of weighted sound-pressure level, measured by the use of the metering characteristics and the
A-weighting specified in the American National Standard Specification for Sound Level Meters,
ANSI S 1.4-1983, and in Amendment S I.4A-1985 (Acoustical Society of America 1983, 1985).
4

DNL is the 24-hour average sound level, expressed in dB(A), with a 10-dB penalty artificially added to the

nighttime (10 p.m.-7 a.m.) sound level to account for noise-sensitive activities (e.g., sleep) during these hours.
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and good construction practices (e.g., covering chemicals with tarps to prevent interaction with
rain; promptly cleaning up any spills), concentrations in soil and wastewater (and therefore
surface water and groundwater) could be kept well within applicable standards or guidelines.
During operations, no appreciable impacts on surface water or groundwater would result
from the conversion facility because no contaminated liquid effluents are anticipated, and
because airborne emissions would be at very low levels (e.g., <0.25 g/yr of uranium). Impacts
would be similar for all three alternative locations.
Contaminated soil associated with solid waste management unit (SWMU) 194 could be
excavated during construction at Locations A and C. these soils would be managed as described
in Section 2.4.2.8.
2.4.2.6 Socioeconomics
The socioeconomic analysis evaluates the effects of construction and operation on
population, employment, income, regional growth, housing, and community resources in the
region of influence (ROI) around the site. In general, socioeconomic impacts tend to be positive,
creating jobs and income, with only minor impacts on housing, public finances, and employment
in local public services.
The no action alternative would result in a small socioeconomic impact, creating 110 jobs
during cylinder yard reconstruction (over 2 construction years) and 130 jobs during operations
(direct and indirect jobs) and generating $3.2 million in personal income during construction and
$3.8 million in personal income per operational year. No significant impacts on regional growth
and housing, local finances, and public service employment in the ROI are expected.
Under the action alternatives, jobs and direct income would be generated during both
construction and operation. Construction of the conversion facility would create 290 jobs and
generate almost $10 million in personal income in the peak construction year (construction
occurs over a 2-year period). Operation of the conversion facility would create 330 jobs and
generate $13 million in personal income each year. Only minor impacts on regional growth and
housing, local finances, and public service employment in the ROI are expected. The
socioeconomic impacts would not depend on the location of the conversion facility; therefore,
the impacts would be the same for alternative Locations A, B, and C.
2.4.2.7 Ecology
Under the no action alternative, continued cylinder maintenance and surveillance
activities would have negligible impacts on ecological resources (i.e., vegetation, wildlife,
wetlands, and threatened and endangered species). Only a small amount of yard reconstruction,
in a previously disturbed area, would occur at the Paducah site. It is estimated that potential
concentrations of contaminants in the environment from future cylinder breaches would be
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below levels harmful to biota. However, there is a potential for impacts to aquatic biota from
cylinder yard runoff during painting activities.
Under the action alternatives, the total area disturbed during conversion facility
construction would be 45 acres (18 ha). Vegetative communities would be impacted in this area
from a loss of habitat. However, for all three alternative locations, impacts could be minimized
depending on exactly where the facility was placed within each location. These habitat losses
would constitute less than 1% of available land at the site. It was found that concentrations of
contaminants in the environment during operations would be below harmful levels. Impacts to
vegetation and wildlife would be negligible are at all three locations.
Wetlands at or near Locations A, B, and C could be adversely affected at the Paducah
site. Impacts to wetlands could be minimized depending on where exactly the facility was placed
within each location. Mitigation for unavoidable impacts may be developed in coordination with
the appropriate regulatory agencies. Unavoidable impacts to wetlands that are within the
jurisdiction of the USACE might require a Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 Permit, which
would trigger the requirement for a CWA Section 401 water quality certification from the
Commonwealth of Kentucky. A mitigation plan might be required prior to the initiation of
construction.
Construction of the conversion facility in the eastern portion of Location C could impact
potential habitat for cream wild indigo (state-listed as a species of special concern) and compass
plant (state-listed as threatened). For construction at all three locations, impacts on deciduous
forest might occur. Impacts to forested areas could be avoided if temporary construction areas
were placed in previously disturbed locations. Trees with exfoliating bark, such as shagbark
hickory, or dead trees with loose bark can be used by the Indiana bat (federal- and state-listed as
endangered) as roosting trees during the summer. If either live or dead trees with exfoliating or
loose bark are encountered on construction areas, they should be saved if possible. If necessary,
the trees should be cut before March 31 or after October 15.
2.4.2.8 Waste Management
Under the no action alternative, LLW, LLMW, and PCB-containing waste could be
generated from cylinder scraping and painting activities. The amount of LLMW generated could
represent an increase of less than 1% in the site's LLMW load, representing a negligible impact
on site waste management operations.
Under the action alternatives, waste management impacts would not be dependent on the
location of the conversion facility within the site and would be the same for alternative
Locations A, B, and C. Waste generated during construction and operations would have
negligible impacts on the Paducah site waste management operations, with the exception of
possible impacts from disposal of CaF2 . Industrial experience indicates that HF, if produced,
would contain only trace amounts of depleted uranium (less than I ppm). It is expected that HF
would be sold for use. If sold for use, the sale would be subject to review and approval by DOE
in coordination with the NRC, depending on the specific use (as discussed in Appendix E).
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The U3 0 8 produced during conversion would generate about 7,850 yd3 (6,000 M3 ) per
year of LLW. This is 83% of Paducah's annual projected LLW volume and could have
potentially large impacts on site LLW management. However, plans for off-site disposal of this
LLW are included in the proposed action.
If the HF was not sold but instead neutralized to CaF2 , it is currently unknown whether
(1) the CaF2 could be sold, (2) the low uranium content would allow the CaF2 to be disposed of
as nonhazardous solid waste, or (3) disposal as LLW would be required. The low level of
uranium contamination expected (i.e., less than I ppm) suggests that sale or disposal as
nonhazardous solid waste would be most likely. If sold for use, the sale would be subject to
review and approval by DOE in coordination with the NRC, depending on the specific use.
Waste management for disposal as nonhazardous waste could be handled through appropriate
planning and design of the facilities. If the CaF 2 had to be disposed of as LLW, it could represent
a potentially large impact on waste management operations.
A small quantity of TRU could be entrained in the gaseous DUF6 during the cylinder
emptying operations. These contaminants would be captured in the filters between the cylinders
and the conversion equipment. The filters would be monitored and replaced routinely to maintain
concentrations below regulatory limits for TRU waste. The spent filters would be disposed of as
LLW, generating up to 25 drums of LLW over the life of the project.
Current UDS plans are to leave the heels in the emptied cylinders, add a stabilizer, and
use the cylinders as disposal containers for the U3 08 product to the extent practicable. An
alternative is to process the emptied cylinders and dispose of them directly as LLW. Either one
of these approaches is expected to meet the waste acceptance criteria of the disposal facilities
and minimize the potential for generating TRU waste through washing of the cylinders to
remove the heels. Although cylinder washing is not considered a foreseeable option at this time,
for completeness, an analysis of the maximum potential quantities of TRU waste that could be
generated from cylinder washing is included in Appendix B, as is a discussion of PCBs
contained in some cylinder coatings.
In addition, potentially contaminated soil associated with SWMU 194 could be excavated
during construction at Locations A and B. The excavated soil would be managed consistent with
RCRA regulations and coordinated between the Commonwealth of Kentucky (Division of Waste
Management) and DOE.
2.4.2.9 Resource Requirements
Resource requirements include construction materials, fuel, electricity, process
chemicals, and containers. In general, all alternatives would have a negligible effect on the local
or national availability of these resources.
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2.4.2.10 Land Use
Under the no action alternative, all activities would occur in areas previously used for
conducting similar activities; therefore, no land use impacts are expected. Under the action
alternatives, a total of 45 acres (18 ha) could be disturbed, with some areas cleared for railroad or
utility access and not adjacent to the site. All three alternative locations are within an alreadyindustrialized facility, and impacts to land use would be similar for the three alternative
locations. The permanently altered areas would represent less than 1% of available land already
developed for industrial purposes. Negligible impacts on land use are thus expected.
2.4.2.11 Cultural Resources
Under the no action alternative, impacts on cultural resources at the current storage
locations would be unlikely because all activities would occur in areas already dedicated to
cylinder storage. Under the action alternatives, impacts on cultural resources could be possible at
all three alternative locations. Archaeological and architectural surveys have not been completed
for the candidate locations and would have to be undertaken prior to initiation of the action
alternatives. If archaeological resources were encountered, or historical or traditional cultural
properties were identified, a mitigation plan would be required.
2.4.2.12 Environmental Justice
No disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental impacts are
expected to minority or low-income populations during normal facility operations under the
action alternatives. Although the consequences of facility accidents could be high if severe
accidents occurred, the risk of irreversible adverse effects (including fatalities) among members
of the general public from these accidents (taking into account the consequences and probability
of the accidents) would be less than 1. Furthermore, transportation accidents with high and
adverse impacts are unlikely; their locations cannot be projected, and the types of persons who
would be involved cannot be reliably predicted. Thus, there is no reason to expect that minority
and low-income populations would be affected disproportionately by high and adverse impacts.
2.4.2.13 Option of Shipping ETTP Cylinders to Paducah
If cylinders from ETTP were transported to Paducah, the cylinders would have to be
prepared to be shipped by either truck or rail. Approximately 4,800 DUF 6 cylinders for
conversion and about 1,100 non-DUF 6 cylinders would require preparation for shipment at
ETTP. As discussed in Chapter 5 in this EIS, three cylinder preparation options are considered
for the shipment of noncompliant cylinders.
In general, the use of cylinder overpacks would result in small potential impacts.
Overpacking operations would be similar to current cylinder handling operations, and impacts
would be limited to involved workers. No LCFs among involved workers from radiation
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exposure are expected. Impacts would be similar if noncompliant cylinders were shipped "as-is"
or following repairs under a DOT exemption, assuming appropriate compensatory measures.
The use of a cylinder transfer facility would likely require the construction of a new
facility at ETTP; there are no current plans to build such a facility. Operational impacts would
generally be small and limited primarily to external radiation exposure of involved workers, with
no LCFs expected. Transfer facility operations would generate a large number of emptied
cylinders requiring disposition. If a decision were made to construct and operate a transfer
facility at ETTP, additional NEPA review would be conducted.
Impacts from extended operations of the conversion plant from 25 to 28 years would not
be expected to significantly increase overall impacts.
2.4.2.14 Impacts Associated with Conversion Product Sale and Use
The conversion of the DUF6 inventory produces products having some potential for
reuse. These products would include HF and CaF2 , which are commonly used as commercial
materials (no large-scale market exists for depleted U3 0 8 ). An investigation of the potential
reuse of HF and CaF2 is included as part of this EIS (Chapter 5 and Appendix E). Areas
examined include the characteristics of these materials as produced within the conversion
process, the current markets for these products, and the potential socioeconomic impacts should
these products be provided to the commercial sector. Because there would be some residual
radioactivity associated with these materials, the DOE process for authorizing release of
materials for unrestricted use (referred to as "free release") and an estimate of the potential
human health effects of such free release are also considered in this investigation. The results of
the analysis of HF and CaF2 use are included in Table 2.4-1.
If the products were released for restricted use (e.g., in the nuclear industry for the
manufacture of nuclear fuel), the impacts would be less than those for unrestricted release.
Conservative estimates of the amount of uranium and technetium that might transfer into
the HF and CaF2 were used to evaluate the maximum expected dose to workers using the
material if it was released for commercial use. On the basis of very conservative assumptions
concerning use, the maximum dose to workers was estimated to be less than 1 mrernmyr, much
less than the regulatory limit of 100 mrem/yr specified for members of the general public. Doses
to the general public would be even lower.
Socioeconomic impact analyses were conducted to evaluate the impacts of the
introduction of the conversion-produced HF or CaF2 into the commercial marketplace. A
potential market for the aqueous HF has been identified as the current aqueous HF acid
producers. The impact of HF sales on the local economy in which the existing producers are
located and on the U.S. economy as a whole is likely to be minimal. No market for the CaF2 that
might be produced in the conversion facility has been identified. Should such a market be found,
the impact of CaF2 sales on the U.S. economy is also predicted to be minimal.

-
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2.4.2.15 Impacts from D&D Activities

D&D would involve the disassembly and removal of all radioactive and hazardous
components, equipment, and structures. For the purposes of analysis in this EIS, it was also
assumed that the various buildings would be dismantled and "greenfield" (unrestricted use)
conditions would be achieved. The "clean" waste would be sent to a landfill that accepts
construction debris. LLW would be sent to a licensed or DOE disposal facility, where it would
likely be buried in accordance with the waste acceptance criteria and other requirements in effect
at that time. Hazardous and mixed waste would be disposed of in a licensed facility in
accordance with applicable regulatory requirements. D&D impacts to involved workers would be
primarily from external radiation; expected exposures would be a small fraction of operational
doses; no LCFs would be expected. It is estimated that no fatalities and up to 5 injuries would
result from occupational accidents. Impacts from waste management would include a total
generation of about 275 yd3 (210 m3 ) of LLW, 157 yd 3 (120 m3 ) of LLMW, and 157 yd3 (120

M3 ) of hazardous waste; these volumes would result in low impacts compared with projected site
annual generation volumes.
2.4.2.16 Cumulative Impacts

The CEQ guidelines for implementing NEPA define cumulative effects as the impacts on
the environment resulting from the incremental impact of an action under consideration when
added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions (40 CFR 1508.7)
Activities considered for cumulative analysis include those in the vicinity of the site.
Actions planned at the Paducah site include the continuation of uranium enrichment
operations (by USEC), waste management activities, waste disposal activities, environmental
restoration activities, and DUF6 management activities considered in this EIS. Although
Portsmouth was identified by USEC in January 2004 as the site of the American Centrifuge
Facility, construction and operation of such a facility at Paducah has been included in the
cumulative impacts analysis.
Actions occurring near the Paducah site that, because of their diffuse nature, could |
contribute to existing or future impacts on the site include continued operation of the Tennessee
Valley Authority's (TVA's) Shawnee power plant; the Joppa, Illinois, power plant; and the
Honeywell International uranium conversion plant in Metropolis, Illinois. Cumulative impacts of
these actions at Paducah would be as follows for the no action alternative and the proposed
action alternatives:
* The cumulative collective radiological exposure to the off-site population
would be well below the maximum DOE dose limit of 100 mrem per year to
the off-site maximally exposed individual (MEI) and below the limit of
25 mrem/yr specified in 40 CFR 190 for uranium fuel cycle facilities. Annual
individual doses to involved workers would be monitored to maintain
exposure below the regulatory limit of 5 rem per year.
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* Under the no action alternative cumulative impacts assessment, although less
than one shipment per year of radioactive wastes is expected from cylinder
management activities, up to 14,400 truck shipments could be associated with
existing and planned actions (no rail shipments are expected). Under the
action alternatives, up to 6,000 rail shipments and 36,200 truck shipments of
radioactive material could occur. The cumulative maximum dose to the MEI
along the transportation route near the site entrance would be less than
1 mrem per year under all alternatives and for all transportation modes.
* The Paducah site is located in an attainment region. However, the background
annual average PM2 .5 concentration is near the regulatory standard.
Cumulative impacts would not affect attainment status.
* Data from the 2000 annual groundwater monitoring showed that four
pollutants exceeded primary drinking water regulation levels in groundwater
at the Paducah site. Good engineering and construction practices should
ensure that indirect cumulative impacts on groundwater associated with the
conversion facility would be minimal.
*

Cumulative ecological impacts on habitats and biotic communities, including
wetlands, would be negligible to minor for all alternatives. Construction of a
conversion facility might remove a type of tree preferred by the Indiana bat;
however, this federal- and state-listed endangered species is not known to
utilize these areas.

* No cumulative land use impacts are anticipated for any of the alternatives.
* It is unlikely that any noteworthy cumulative impacts on cultural resources
would occur under any alternative, and any such impacts would be adequately
mitigated before activities for the chosen action would start.
* Given the absence of high and adverse cumulative impacts for any impact area
considered in this EIS, no environmental justice cumulative impacts are
anticipated for the Paducah site, despite the presence of disproportionately
high percentages of low-income populations in the vicinity.
* Socioeconomic impacts under all alternatives considered are anticipated to be
generally positive, often temporary, and relatively small.
2.4.2.17 Potential Impacts Associated with the Option of Expanding
Conversion Facility Operations
As discussed in Section 2.2.5, several reasonably foreseeable activities could result in a
future decision to increase the conversion facility throughput or extend the operational period at
one or both of the conversion facility sites. Although there are no current plans to do so, to
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account for these future possibilities and provide future planning flexibility, Section 5.2.6
includes an evaluation of the environmental impacts associated with expanding conversion
facility operations at Paducah, either by increasing throughput (by process improvements) or by
extending operations.
As described in Section 5.2.6, a throughput increase through process improvements
would not be expected to significantly change the overall environmental impacts when compared
with those of the current plant design. Efficiency improvements are generally on the order of
10%, which is within the uncertainty that is inherent in the impact estimate calculations. Slight
variations in plant throughput are not unusual from year to year because of operational factors
(e.g., equipment maintenance or replacement) and are generally accounted for by the
conservative nature of the impact calculations.
The conversion facility operations could also be expanded by operating the facility longer
than the currently anticipated 25 years. There are no current plans to operate the conversion
facility beyond this period. However, with routine facility and equipment maintenance and
periodic equipment replacements or upgrades, it is believed that the conversion facility could be
operated safely beyond this time period to process any additional DUF 6 for which DOE might
assume responsibility. As discussed in Section 5.2.6, if operations were extended beyond
25 years and if the operational characteristics (e.g., estimated releases of contaminants to air and
water) of the facility remained unchanged, it is expected that the annual impacts would be
essentially the same as those presented above and summarized in Table 2.4-1. The overall
cumulative impacts from the operation of the facility would increase proportionately with the
increased life of the facility.
2.5 PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

DOE's preferred alternative is to construct and operate the proposed DUF6 conversion
facility at alternative Location A, which is located south of the administration building and its
parking lot and east of the main Paducah GDP site access road.
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TABLE 2.4-1 Summary Comparison of Potential Environmental Consequences of the Alternativesa
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Potential external
radiation exposures
(above background)
because of proximity to
cylinder storage yards.
Estimated maximum
annual individual worker
dose of 40 mrem/yr over
a 2-year construction
period.

Potential external
radiation exposures
(above background) to
construction workers for
yard reconstruction
because of proximity to
cylinder storage yards.
Estimated maximum total
individual worker dose is
230 mrem/yr.

Human Health and Safety -Normal Facility Operations

Radiation exposure
Construction
Involved workers

Potential external

Background

radiation exposures
(above background)
because of proximity to
cylinder storage yards.
Estimated maximum
annual individual worker
dose of 35 mrem/yr over
a 2-year construction
period.
Operations

a
a

z

Involved workers
Average dose to individual involved

workers

Collective dose to involved workers

Conversion facility:
75 mrem/yr
Cylinder yards:
430-690 mrem/yr

Same as Location A

Conversion facility:
10.7 person-rem/yr
Cylinder yards:
3-6 person-rem/yr

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

740 mrem/yr

t
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P
Z
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Same as Location A

33 person-rem/yr
I
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Z
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TABLE 2.4-1 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Location B

Location C

No Action

Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Total health effects among involved
workers for the life of the project
(through 2039 for no action)

I in 7 chance of I latent
cancer fatality (LCF)

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

I in 2 chance of I LCF

Maximum dose to noninvolved worker
maximally exposed individual (MEI)

I x 10-5 mrem/yr

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

0.15 mrem/yr

Collective dose to noninvolved workers

<1.9 x 10-5 personrem/yr

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

0.003 person-rem/yr

Total health effects among noninvolved
workers for the life of the project
(through 2039 for no action)

<1 in I million chance of
I LCF

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

<1 in 100,000 chance of I
LCF

Maximum dose to the general public
MEI

<3.9 x 10-5 mrem/yr

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

<0.1 mrem/yr
(during storage)
<0.5 mrem/yr
(long-term)

Collective dose to the general
public within 50 mi (80 km)

4.7 x 10-5 person-rem/yr

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

0.008 person-rem/yr

Total health effects among members
of the public over the life of the project
(through 2039 for no action)

<I chance in I million of
I LCF

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

I chance in 7,000 of
I LCF

Noninvolved workers

General public

4;1

TABLE 2.4-1 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Chemical exposure of concernb
(concern = hazard index >1)
Noninvolved worker MEI

Well below levels
expected to cause health
effects (hazard index

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

<0.1).

General public MEI

Well below levels
expected to cause health
effects (hazard index
<0.1).

Well below levels
expected to cause health
effects (hazard index
<0.1).

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

....

Well below levels
expected to cause health
effects (hazard index
<0. 1... ....-------.

Human Health and Safety - Facility Accidentse

Physical hazards (involved and
noninvolved workers)
Construction: on-the-job fatalities
and injuries

0 fatalities; 11 injuries

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

0 fatalities; 2 injuries

Operations: on-the-job fatalities
and injuries

0 fatalities/yr;
8 injuries/yr

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

0 fatalities/yr;
2 injuries/yr

TABLE 2.4-1 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Accidents involving chemical or radiation
releases, low frequency-high consequence
accidents
Anhydrous ammonia
(NH3 ) tank rupture

Same as Location A

Release amount

29,500 lb (13,400 kg) of
NH3

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

24,000 lb (11,000 kg) of
DUF 6 (fire); 96 lb (44 kg)
of HF (spill, wet
conditions)

Estimated frequency

<1 time in
1,000,000 years

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

=I time in 100,000 years
(both accidents)

Probability - life of the project
(through 2039 for no action)

<1 chance in 40,000

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

=I chance in 2,500

26-4,800 persons
2-370 persons
0-7 persons

14-4,900 persons
0-320 persons
0-6 persons

17-6,700 persons
1-220 persons
0-4 persons

0-2,000 persons
0-1 person
0 persons

Bounding chemical accident

Same as Location A

Cylinder ruptures - fire

(high for adverse effects);
corroded cylinder spill,
wet conditions (high for
irreversible adverse
effects).

Consequences (per accident)d
Chemical exposure - public

Adverse effects
Irreversible adverse effects
Fatalities
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Chemical exposure - noninvolved
workerse

Adverse effects
Irreversible adverse effects
Fatalities

1,100-1,600 persons
600-1,600 persons
0-30 persons

1,100-1,400 persons
730-1,400 persons
0-30 persons

1,400-1,600 persons
130-1,600 persons
0-30 persons

4-910 persons
1-300 persons
0-3 persons

0 fatalities
0 fatalities

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

0 fatalities
0 fatalities

Earthquake accident
damages U308 storage
building containing
6 months' of product.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Cylinder ruptures - fire

180 lb (82 kg) of
depleted U3 08

Same as Location A

Estimated frequency

=l time in 100,000 years

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

=1 time in 100,000 years

Probability - life of the project
(through 2039 for no action)

=1 chance in 4000

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

=1 chance in 2,500

Accident risk
(consequence x probability)
General public
Noninvolved workerse
Bounding radiological accident

Release amount

t'

Same as Location A

24,000 lb (11,000 kg) of
UF6

Consequences (per accident)
Radiation exposure - public

Dose to MEI
Risk of LCF
Total dose to population
Total LCFs

2-40 rem
I chance in 50
13-73 person-rem
I chance in 40 of 1 LCF

Same
Same
Same
Same

as Location
as Location
as Location
as Location

A
A
A
A

Same
Same
Same
Same

as Location
as Location
as Location
as Location

A
A
A
A

15 mrem
7 in I million
29 person-rem
I chance in 70 of 1 LCF
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Radiation exposure - noninvolved
workerse

Dose to MEI
Risk of LCF
Total dose to workers
Total LCFs
Accident risk
(consequence x probability)
General public
Noninvolved workerse

2-40 rem
I chance in 50
1 chance in S of I LCF

Same as Location A
Same as Location A
0.5-1,300 person-rem
I chance in 2 of I LCF

Same as Location A
Same as Location A
0. 1-300 person-rem
I chance in 8 of I LCF

20 mrem
8 in I million
15 person-rem
I chance in 170 of I LCF

0 LCFs
0 LCFs

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

0 LCFs
0 LCFs

0.2-530 person-rem

Human Health and Safety -

Transportation

Transportation impacts during normal
operations

Total fatalities from exposure to vehicle
exhaust emissions
Maximum use of truck

Maximum use of rail

Negligible impacts due to
small number of
shipments (1 shipment/yr)
and low concentration of
expected contamination.

20 (30 if hydrogen
fluoride [HF] is
neutralized to calcium
fluoride [CaF2] for
disposal)

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible

<I (I if HF is neutralized
to CaF 2)

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible

I o5
t
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

2

No Action

Location C

-

Total fatalities from exposure to external
radiation
Maximum use of truck
Maximum use of rail
Maximum radiation exposure to a person
along a route (MEI)
Traffic accident fatalities (life of the project);
(physical hazards, unrelated to cargo)
Maximum use of truck
Maximum use of rail

<1

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible

<1

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible

Negligible
(<0.045 mrem)

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible

2 (4 if CaF 2 shipped for
disposal)

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible

1 (including CaF2 )

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible

Traffic accidents involving radiation or
chemical releases
NAf

Low frequency-high consequence cylinder
accidents
Bounding accident scenario

Release

onZ

Urban rail accident involving DUF6 cylinders
(only if East Tennessee
Technology Park [ETTP]
cylinders are shipped to
Paducah by rail).

Same as Location A

Uranium, HF

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA
cs

Same as Location A

NA

TABLE 2.4-1 (Cont.)
Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence
Probability - life of the project
Consequences (per accident)
Chemical exposure - all workers and
members of general public
Irreversible adverse effects
Fatalities
Radiation exposure - all workers and
members of the general public
Total LCFs
Accident risk
(consequence x probability)
Workers and the general public

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

=1 chance in 120,000

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

4
0

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

NA
NA

60

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA
Itj

0 fatalities

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Low frequency-high consequence accidents
with all other materials
Bounding accident scenario

No Action

NA
NA

Urban rail accident
involving anhydrous
NH 3

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Release

Anhydrous NH3

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Probability - life of project

-1 chance in 200,000

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

5,000

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Consequences (per accident)
Chemical exposure - all workers and
members of the general public
Irreversible adverse effects

Il
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence
Fatalities
Accident risk
(consequence x probability)
Irreversible adverse effects
Fatalities

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

100

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

0
0

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

Same as Location A
Same as Location A

NA
NA

Same as Location A

For yard reconstruction,
the maximum 24-hour
PM10 concentration is up
to 90% of the standard;
other criteria pollutants
are well within standards.

Air Quality andNoise
Pollutant emissions during conversion facility
construction

Total (modeled plus
background) concentrations for particulate
matter (PM) with an
aerodynamic diameter of
less than or equal to
10 and 2.5 jim,
respectively (PM 10 and
PM 2 .5), would exceed
standards at the construction site boundary
because of the high
background concentrations; constructionrelated concentrations
would be negligible at
the nearest residence.
Other criteria pollutants
are well within
standards.

Same as Location A

TABLE 2.4-1 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Pollutant emissions during conversion facility
operations

Average-annual PM 2.5
concentrations close to
standards because of
high background
concentrations;
operations-related
concentrations would be
negligible at the nearest
residence. Other criteria
pollutants would be well
within standards.
No concentration
increment would exceed
applicable prevention of
significant deterioration
(PSD) increments at the
site boundary (for
Class II area), and all
increments would well
below the PSD
increment for the nearest
Class I area.

Location B
Same as Location A

Location C
Same as Location A

No Action
Under the controlled
cylinder corrosion
scenario, the maximum
24-hour HF concentration
would be less than 3% of
the Commonwealth of
Kentucky secondary
standard; criteria
pollutants would be well
within standards.
Under the uncontrolled
cylinder corrosion
scenario, the maximum
24-hour HF concentration
at the site boundary could
be up to 69% of the
Commonwealth of
Kentucky secondary
standard.
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence
Estimated noise levels at the nearest
residence

Location A (Preferred)
Below the
U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency
(EPA) guideline of
55 dB(A) as day-night
average sound level
(DNL) during
construction and
op-eration.

Location B
Same as Location A

Location C

No Action

Same as Location A

Below the EPA guideline
of 55 dB(A) as DNL
during construction and
operation.

Water and Soil
Surface water
Construction

Operations

Groundwater
Construction

Negligible impacts from
changes to runoff, from
floodplains, or from
water use and discharge.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible impacts from
changes to runoff, from
floodplains, or from water
use and discharge.

Negligible impacts from
water use and discharge.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible impacts from
water use and discharge.

No direct impacts to
groundwater recharge,
depth, or flow direction;
impacts to groundwater
quality unlikely.

Same as Location A
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Same as Location A

No direct impacts to
groundwater recharge,
depth, or flow direction;
impacts to groundwater
quality unlikely.
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence
Operations

Location A (Preferred)
No direct impacts to
groundwater recharge,
depth, or flow direction;
impacts to groundwater
quality unlikely.

Location B
Same as Location A

Location C
Same as Location A

No Action
Under the controlled
corrosion case, maximum
uranium groundwater
concentration (occurring
in around 2070) of
6 [Lg/L, below the
guideline of 20 pig/L.S
Under the uncontrolled
corrosion case, cylinder
breaches occurring before
2020 could result in
groundwater
concentrations exceeding
the guideline sometime
after 2 100.

Soils
Construction

Operations

Local and temporary
increase in erosion;
impacts to soil quality
unlikely. Potentially
contaminated soil
associated with solid
waste management unit
(SWMvU) 194 could be
excavated.

Same as Location A

No direct impacts to soil.

Same as Location A

Local and temporary
increase in erosion;

impacts to soil quality
unlikely.

Same as Location A

Local and temporary
increase in erosion;
impacts to soil quality
unlikely.

Negligible impacts to
soils.
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Socioeconomics
Construction

Direct employment of
190 people in peak year;
290 total jobs in the
region of influence
(ROI); total personal
income of $9.5 million in
peak year; marginal
impacts on public
services. Two-year
duration of impacts.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Direct employment of
30 people; 110 total jobs
in ROI; total personal
income of $3.2 million;
no significant impacts on
public services.

Operations

Direct employment of
160 people; 330 total
jobs in ROI; total
personal income of
$13 million per year; no
significant impacts on
services.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Direct employment of
90 people; 130 total jobs
in ROI; total personal
income of $3.8 million
per year through 2039; no
significant impacts on
public services.
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Ecology

Ecological resources (habitat loss, vegetation,
wildlife)

Total area disturbed
during construction:
45 acres (18 ha).

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible impact to
ecological resources; all
activities would occur in
previously developed
areas; however, there is a
potential for impacts to
aquatic biota from
cylinder yard runoff
during painting activities.

Vegetation and wildlife
communities impacted
and potential loss of
habitat; impacts could be
minimized by facility
placement.

00

Concentrations of chemical or
radioactive materials

Well below harmful
levels; negligible
impacts on vegetation
and wildlife.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Potential for adverse
impacts to aquatic biota
associated with cylinder
painting.

Wetlands

Potential direct and
indirect impacts to
wetlands from facility
construction; impacts
could be minimized by
facility placement.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Negligible impacts
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TABLE 2.4-1 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence
Threatened or endangered species

Location A (Preferred)
No direct impacts from
construction or
operations; destruction
of trees with exfoliating
bark could indirectly
impact the Indiana bat by
destroying roosting
habitat.

Location B
Same as Location A

Location C

No Action

Same as Location A; in Negligible impacts
addition; construction in
the eastern portion of
Location C could impact
potential habitat for wild
indigo and compass
plant.

Waste Management

Construction

Minimal impacts to site
waste management
capabilities from
construction-generated
waste.
Potentially contaminated
soil associated with
SWMU 194 could be
excavated and require
management and
disposal.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A,
Negligible impacts from
except contaminated soil yard reconstruction.
unlikely.

tsj

TABLE 2.4-1 (Cont.)
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence
Operations

Location A (Preferred)
Negligible impacts to
site management
capabilities from lowlevel radioactive waste
(LLW) and hazardous
waste generation.
The triuranium octaoxide
(U308 ) produced would
generate about 7,850 yd3
(6,000 m3)/yr of LLW.
This is 83% of
Paducah's annual
projected volume;
potentially large impact
on site LLW
management.

Location B
Same as Location A

Location C
Same as Location A

No Action
No impacts from LLW
generation; less than 1%
of annual site totals for
each.
Low-level radioactive
mixed waste (LLMW)
generated from cylinder
stripping and painting
operations could generate
less than a 1% increase in
site LLMW, resulting in a
negligible impact to onsite waste operations.

If HF is neutralized to
CaF 2, generation of
about 4,900 yd3/yr
(3,800 m3/yr) of CaF 2.
Generation of
transuranic (TRU) waste
unlikely under current
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Resource Requirementsh

Construction and operations

No effects on local,
regional, or national
availability of materials
required are expected.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

No effects on local,
regional, or national
availability of materials
required are expected

Same as Location A

Reconstruction of one
existing cylinder storage
yard within the
boundaries of existing
yards is planned;
negligible impacts to land
use.

Same as Location A

Impacts would be
unlikely because the
storage yards are located
in previously disturbed
areas already dedicated to
cylinder storage.

Land Use

Construction and operations

Up to 45 acres (1 8 ha)
would be disturbed, with
10 acres (4 ha)
permanently altered,
representing about 1% of
available land already
developed for industrial
purposes, resulting in
negligible impacts to
land use.

Same as Location A

CulturalResources

Construction and operations

Impacts to cultural
resources are possible;
archaeological and
architectural surveys
have not been completed
and must be initiated
prior to initiation of the
proposed action.

Same as Location A

TABLE 2.4-1 (Cont.)
Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Environmental Justice
Construction and operations

No disproportionately
high and adverse impacts
to minority or lowincome populations in
the general public during
normal operations or
from accidents.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

No disproportionately
high and adverse impacts
to minority or lowincome populations in the
general public during
normal operations or from
accidents.

Conversion of ETTP Cylinders at Paducah(option)
t'J

Cylinder preparation
Location of cylinder preparation activities

Impacts from using cylinder overpacks

ETTP: approximately
5,900 ETTP cylinders
prepared for shipment to
Paducah.

Same as Location A

No facility construction
required; operational
impacts limited to
external radiation
exposure of involved
workers; total collective
dose to the worker
population of 69 to
85 person-rem at ETTP,
with no LCFs expected.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

NA
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Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence
Impacts from using cylinder transfer facility

Location A (Preferred)
Construction of a
transfer facility would be
required at ETTP.

Location B

Location C

No Action

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Operational impacts
would generally be small
and limited primarily to
external radiation
exposure of involved
workers; total collective
dose to the worker
population of 440 to
480 person-rem at ETTP,
with no LCFs expected.
Impact of extended conversion operations

--

If ETTP cylinders were
transported to Paducah,
the operational period
would extend to
28 years. Annual impacts
would be the same as
discussed for each
technical discipline. No
significant increase in
overall impacts is
ex-ected.

TABLE 2.4-1 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence

Location A (Preferred)

Location B

Location C

No Action

Decontaminationand Decommissioning

Activities involved

Disassembly and
removal of all
radioactive and
hazardous components,
equipment, and
structures, with the
objective of completely
dismantling the various
buildings and achieving
greenfield (unrestricted
use) conditions.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Human health and safety impacts

Decontamination and
decommissioning (D&D)
impacts primarily limited
to external radiation
exposure of involved
workers; expected
exposures would be a
small fraction of
operational doses; no
LCFs expected.

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

No fatalities from
occupational accidents
expected; up to
5 injuries.
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TABLE 2.4-1 (Cont.)

Proposed Action
Environmental Consequence
Other impacts

Location A (Preferred)
Generation of LLW,
LLMW, and hazardous
waste; approximately
90% of D&D materials
generated are expected to
be clean.

Location B
Same as Location A

Location C

No Action

Same as Location A

NA

Impacts Associated with Conversion Product Sale

Products potentially marketed

HF and/or CaF2

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Annual Paducah production

55% HF solution:
I 1,000 t/yr
(12,000 tons/yr)
CaF 2:
24 t/yr (26 tons/yr)

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

CaF2 produced if HF is neutralized

11,800 t/yr
(13,000 tons/yr)

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Maximum estimated radiation dose to a
worker from HF or CaF2 use

<1 mrem/yr

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Potential socioeconomic impacts from use

Negligible
socioeconomic impacts

Same as Location A

Same as Location A

NA

Footnotes on next page.

TABLE 2.4-1 (Cont.)

a

Potential environmental impacts are summarized and compared in this table for the no action alternative and the action alternatives. For the action
alternatives, impacts are presented for the three alternative locations within the site; annual impacts are based on the assumption of a 25-year operational
period. For the no action alternative, annual impacts are based on the assumption of a 40-year operational period. Potential impacts associated with
expanding throughput through process improvements and with extending the operational period would be similar to those presented for the base design.

b

Chemical exposures for involved workers during normal operations were not estimated; the workplace environment would be monitored to ensure that
airborne chemical concentrations were below applicable exposure limits.

c On the basis of calculations performed for this EIS, the accidents that are listed in this table have been found to have the highest consequences of all the
accidents analyzed. In general, accidents that have lower probabilities have higher consequences.
d

The ranges in accident impacts reflect differences in possible atmospheric conditions at the time of the accident.

e

In addition to noninvolved worker impacts, chemical and radiological exposures for involved workers under accident conditions (workers within 100 m
[328 ft] of a release) would depend in part on specific circumstances of the accident. Involved worker fatalities and injuries resulting from the accident
initiator or the accident itself are possible.

f

NA = not applicable.

g The guideline concentration used for comparison with estimated surface water and groundwater uranium concentrations is the former proposed EPA

C

maximum concentration limit (MCL) of 20 jug/L; a revised value of 30 Rg/L became effective in December 2003. These values are applicable for water "at
the tap" of the user and are not directly applicable for surface water or groundwater (no such standard exists). The guideline concentration used for
comparison with estimated soil uranium concentrations is a health-based guideline value for residential settings of 230 1Lg/g.
h

Resources evaluated include construction materials (e.g., concrete, steel, special coatings), fuel, electricity, process chemicals, and containers (e.g., drums
and cylinders).
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3 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
This EIS considers the proposed action of building and operating a conversion facility at
the Paducah site for conversion of the Paducah DUF6 cylinder inventory. Section 3.1 presents a
detailed description of the affected environment for the Paducah site. The option of shipping
cylinders from the ETTP site in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to the Paducah site for conversion is also
considered in this EIS. Therefore, information on the affected environment for the ETTP site is
provided in Section 3.2.
3.1 PADUCAH SITE
The Paducah site is located in rural McCracken County, Kentucky, approximately 10 mi
(16 km) west of the City of Paducah and 3.6 mi (6 km) south of the Ohio River (Figure 3.1-1).
The Paducah site consists of 3,556 acres (1,439 ha) currently held by DOE (DOE 2001b). The
site is surrounded by the West Kentucky Wildlife Management Area, an additional 2,781 acres
(1,125 ha) conveyed by DOE to the Commonwealth of Kentucky for use in wildlife conservation
and for recreational purposes. The City of Paducah is the largest urban area in the six counties
surrounding the site. The six-county area is primarily rural, with industrial uses accounting for
less than 5% of land use.
The Paducah GDP occupies a 750-acre (303-ha) complex within the Paducah site and is
surrounded by a security fence (Figure 3.1-1). The Paducah GDP, previously operated by DOE
and now operated by USEC, includes about 115 buildings with a combined floor space of
approximately 8.2 million ft2 (0.76 million m2 ). The Paducah GDP has operated since 1955.
In 1994, the Paducah site was placed on the EPA National Priorities List (NPL), a list of
sites across the nation that the EPA has designated as high priority for site remediation. The NPL
designation was assigned primarily because of groundwater contamination with trichloroethylene
(TCE) and Tc-99, first detected in 1988. Being placed on the NPL meant that the cleanup
requirements of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
(CERCLA) would be met in conducting remediation efforts at the Paducah site. Hazardous waste
and mixed waste management at the Paducah site must comply with RCRA regulations, which
are administered by the Commonwealth of Kentucky (Division of Waste Management). The
RCRA regulations also address implementation of corrective actions for SWMUs. Thus, both
CERCLA and RCRA have requirements for remedial actions for contaminated environmental
media. A Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA) has been developed to coordinate
CERCLA/RCRA requirements into a single remediation procedure for the Paducah site.
The northern part of Location A and the southern part of Location B for the proposed
conversion facility are located in an area that has been designated as SWMU 194 under the
ongoing CERCLA/RCRA investigation. SWMU 194 previously was the site of several support
facilities (e.g., administration building, hospital, boiler house, two leach fields) during the
construction of the gaseous diffusion plant. These facilities are no longer present. In 2000,
preferred Location A was characterized by using surface and subsurface soils samples, surface
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water and sediment samples, and groundwater data (Tetra Tech, Inc. 2000). Although several
metals and radionuclides were detected above background levels in these environmental media,
the study concluded that the site was suitable for constructing industrial facilities.

3.1.1 Cylinder Yards

The Paducah site has a total of 36,191 DOEmanaged DUF6 cylinders (Table 3.1-1). The cylinders are
located in about 15 storage yards (Figure 3.1-2). Most of
the cylinders are in yards managed by DOE, but a small
number of cylinders are still stored in USEC-managed
yards. Over several years, most of the storage yards that
previously had gravel bases have been reconstructed with
concrete bases for control of infiltration and runoff.
Currently, only three DOE-managed yards have not been
reconstructed: C-745-F (which is located on a former
building foundation) and C-745-N and C-745-P (which
both have gravel bases). The C-745-F yard has an area of
about 247,000 ft2 (23,000 m2 ); the C-745-N and C-745-P
yards have a combined area of about 164,000 ft2
(15,000 m 2 ).

TABLE 3.1-1 DOE-Managed
DUF 6 Cylinders at the
Paducah Site

Cylinder Type
Full
Partially full
Heel
Total

No. of
Cylinders
35,908
136
147
36,191

Source: Hightower (2004).

3.1.2 Site Infrastructure
The Paducah site is located in an area with an established transportation network. The
area is served by two interstate highways, several U.S. and state highways, several rail lines, and
a regional airport.
All water used by the site is obtained from the Ohio River through an intake at the steam
plant near the Shawnee Power Plant north of the site. Before use, the water is treated on site.
Water usage is approximately 15 million gal/d (57 million L/d). The maximum site capacity is
30 million gal/d (115 million L/d) (DOE 1996).
Electric Energy, Inc., supplies electric power to the Paducah site. The electrical need is
about 1,600 MW, with a maximum capacity of 3,040 MW. The coal system uses 82 tons (74 t)
per day, with a maximum capacity of 180 to 200 tons (160 to 180 t) (DOE 1996).
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FIGURE 3.1-2 Locations of Cylinder Yards at the Paducah Site That Are Used to Store
DOE-Managed Cylinders (Source: Adapted from DOE 1999a)
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3.1.3 Climate, Air Quality, and Noise
3.1.3.1 Climate
The Paducah site is located in the humid continental zone, characterized by warm
summers and moderately cold winters (DOE2001b). For the period 1961 through 1990, the
annual average temperature was 14.00 C (57.20 F), with the highest monthly average temperature
of 26.00 C (78.80 F) in July and the lowest of 0.3OC (32.60 F) in January (Wood 1996). Annual
precipitation averages about 125 cm (49.3 in.), mostly occurring as rain. Precipitation is
relatively evenly distributed throughout the seasons, but the highest occurs in spring. For the
period 1985 through 1993, average annual relative humidity was about 73%, ranging from 82%
to 86% at midnight and 6 a.m. and from 58% to 64% at noon and 6 p.m.
Wind data collected at Barkley Regional Airport about 8 km (5 mi) to the southeast of the
Paducah site were evaluated. For the period 1990 through 1994, the average wind speed at the
10-m (33-ft) level was about 3.8 m/s (8.6 mph), as shown in Figure 3.1-3 (National Climatic
Data Center undated). The dominant wind direction was from the south, with a secondary peak
from the south-southwest. Directional wind speeds ranged from 3.1 m/s (6.9 mph) from the east
to 4.7 m/s (10.5 mph) from the north-northwest, and the wind speed from the dominant wind
direction was also high, at about 4.6 m/s (10.3 mph).
Tornadoes are rare in the area surrounding the Paducah site, and the ones that do occur
are less frequent and destructive than those occurring in the Midwest. For the period 1950
through 1995, 402 tornadoes were reported in Kentucky, with an average of 9 tornadoes per year
(Storm Prediction Center 2002). For the same period, 6 tornadoes were reported in McCracken
County, but most of those tornadoes were relatively weak - at most, F2 of the Fujita tornado
scale.
3.1.3.2 Existing Air Emissions
Major air pollution sources around the Paducah site in Kentucky include USEC and the
TVA's coal-fired Shawnee Power Plant, about 5 km (3 mi) northeast of the Paducah site
(EPA 2003a). In Illinois, the Joppa Power Plant and Lafarge Corporation, located about 11 km
(7 mi) north-northwest of the Paducah site, are major sources across the Ohio River. Table 3.1-2
lists the annual emissions from the four plants and total criteria pollutant and volatile organic
compound (VOC) emissions for the respective counties. As a result of the transfer of the
production part of the Paducah GDP to USEC, major air emission sources were transferred to
USEC. Accordingly, air emissions from the DOE facilities at Paducah are negligible, and DOE
does not currently hold any air quality permits (Knaus 2002). USEC is qualified as a major
source and in 1998 applied for a Title V permit to the Kentucky Division of Air Quality.
However, its emissions account for less than 1% of areawide emission totals.
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Site : Barkley Regional Airport, KY (10-m level)
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FIGURE 3.1-3 Wind Rose for the Barkley Regional Airport (10-m level), 1990-1994
(Source: National Climatic Data Center undated)

The Commonwealth of Kentucky and the EPA regulate airborne emissions of
radionuclides from DOE facilities under 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart H, the National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs) regulations (DOE 2001b). Potential
radionuclide sources from the Paducah site in 2000 were the Drum Mountain Removal Project,
Northwest Plume Groundwater System, and fugitive emission sources.
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TABLE 3.1-2 Annual Criteria Pollutant and Volatile Organic Compound Emissions
from Selected Major Point Sources around the Paducah Site in 1999
Emission Rate (tons/yr)
Major Emission Source

SO 2

NO,

CO

VOCs

PM 10

PM2 .5

TVA Shawnee Plant
USEC
McCracken County, Ky., total

35,874
427
36,317

23,956
320
24,283

3,699
8
3,713

112
1
352

75
9
126

46
5
74

Electric Energy, Inc., Joppa
Lafarge Corporation
Massac County, Ill., total

23,744
11,466
35,597

8,447
1,516
10,174

1,250
0
1,316

152
0
484

927
204
1,383

680
113
922

Source: EPA (2003a).

3.1.3.3 Air Quality
The Kentucky State Ambient Air Quality Standards (SAAQS) for six criteria
pollutants - SO 2 , nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ), CO, ozone (03), PM (PM 1 o and PM 2 .5), and lead
(Pb) - are the same as the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)' (Kentucky
Division for Air Quality 2002), as shown in Table3.1-3. In addition, the state has adopted
standards for hydrogen sulfide (H2 S), gaseous fluorides (expressed as HF), total fluorides, and
odors, as presented in Table 3.1-4.
The Paducah site is located in the Paducah-Cairo Interstate Air Quality Control Region
(AQCR), which covers the westernmost parts of Kentucky. McCracken County currently is
designated as being in attainment for all criteria pollutants (40 CFR 81.318). Current ambient
monitoring data for criteria pollutants, H2 S, and HF immediately around the site are not available
(Knaus 2002). However, on the basis of 1997 through 2002 monitoring data, the highest
concentration levels for SO 2 , NO 2 , CO, PM 10 , 24-hour PM 2 .5 , and Pb around the Paducah site
are less than or equal to 53% of their respective NAAQS, as given in Table 3.1-3 (EPA 2003a).
The highest 03 and annual PM 2 .5 concentrations, however, are near to or somewhat higher than
the applicable NAAQS. The high ozone concentrations of regional concern are associated with
high precursor emissions from the Ohio Valley region and long-range transport from southern
states.
Ambient air monitoring stations in and around the site mainly collect data on
radionuclides released from the site. These data were used to assess whether air emissions from
the Paducah GDP would affect air quality in the surrounding area. Monitoring results showed
that all airborne radionuclide concentrations in the surrounding area were at or below
background levels (DOE 2001b).
I The EPA promulgated new 03 8-hour and PM 2.5 standards in July 1997.

TABLE 3.1-3 National Ambient Air Quality Standards, Kentucky State Ambient Air Quality Standards, Maximum
Allowable Increments for Prevention of Significant Deterioration, and Highest Background Levels Representative of the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant

NAAOS/SAAOSb
Pollutanta

Averaging
Time

Value

PSD Incrementd
(jig/rm3 )

___

Typec

Class I

Class 11

Highest Background Level
Concentratione

Location (Year)

S02

3 hours
24 hours
Annual

0.50 ppm (1,300 jig/m 3 )
0.14 ppm (365 jg/m3 )
0.03 ppm (80 jg/m3 )

S
P
P

25
5
2

512
91
20

0.065 ppm (13%)
0.033 ppm (24%)
0.005 ppm (17%)

Grahamville (1999)
Grahamville (1997)
Grahamville (1999)

N0.~2

Annual

0.053 ppm (100 jg/m3 )

P, S

2.5

25

0.0 12 ppm (23%)

Paducah (1998)

I hour
8 hours

35 ppm (40 mg/m 3 )
9 ppm (10 mg/m 3 )

P, S

6.1 ppm (17%)

P, S

2.9 ppm (32%)

Paducah (1997)
Paducah (1997)

03

I hour
8 hours

0.12 ppm (235 ig/rM3)
0.08 ppm (157 jig/m3 )

P, S
P, S

0.110 ppm (92%)h
0.093 ppm (I 16%)i

Paducah (1999)
Paducah (1999)

PM 10

24 hours
Annual

150 jig/M3
50 Rg/m3

P, S

79 Rg/M3 (53 %)h
25 Lg/rm3 (50%)

Paducah (2002)

PM2 ,5

24 hours
Annual

65 jtg/M3
15 ig/rm3

P, S
P, S

31.1 jIg/m 3 (48 %)h

14.7 jg/m3 (98%)

Paducah (2002)
Paducah (2000)

Pb

Calendar

1.5 ig/r3

P, S

0.02 jig/m3 (3%)

Louisville (1997)

P, S

8
4

30
17

0N-

Paducah (1999)

quarter

Footnotes on next page.
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TABLE 3.1-3 (Cont.)

a

CO = carbon monoxide; NO2 = nitrogen dioxide; 03 = ozone; Pb = lead; PM 2 .5 = particulate matter <2.5 gm; PMoo = particulate matter

0

<10 glm; and S02 = sulfur dioxide.
b

The SO2 (3-hour and 24-hour) and CO standards are attained when the stated value is not exceeded more than once per year. The SO2
(annual), NO 2 , and Pb standards are attained when the stated value is not exceeded. The 03 (I-hour) standard is attained when the stated
value is not exceeded more than three times in 3 years. The 03 (8-hour) standard is attained when the 3-year average of the annual fourthhighest daily maximum 8-hour average concentration does not exceed the stated value. The PM 10 (annual) and PM 2 .5 (annual) standards are
attained when the 3-year average of the annual arithmetic means does not exceed the stated value. The PMlo (24-hour) standard is attained
when the 3-year average of the 99th percentile values does not exceed the stated value. The PM 2 ,5 (24-hour) standard is attained when the
3-year average of the annual 98th percentile values does not exceed the stated value.
P = primary standard whose limits were set to protect public health; S = secondary standard whose limits were set to protect public welfare.

d

Class I areas are specifically designated areas in which degradation of air quality is severely restricted under the Clean Air Act; Class II
areas have a somewhat less stringent set of allowable emissions.

e

Values in parentheses are monitored concentrations as a percentage of NAAQS or SAAQS.

f

The NAAQS have a primary standard only; the Kentucky SAAQS, however, have a secondary standard as well.

g A dash indicates that no standard exists.
h

Second-highest value.
Fourth-highest value,

Sources: 40 CFR Part 50; Kentucky Division for Air Quality (2002); 40 CFR 52.21; EPA (2003a).
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TABLE 3.1-4 Additional Commonwealth of Kentucky Ambient Air Quality Standardsa

Pollutant
Hydrogen sulfide

Averaging
Time

14 gg/m 3 (0.01 ppm)c

I hour

Gaseous fluorides 12 hours
(expressed as HF) 24 hours
I week
I month
Annual
Total fluoridesd

Secondary Standard

Primary Standard

Highest Background
Concentration
(jig/m3 )

3

800 jig/m (1.0 ppm)

0

3.68
2.86
1.64
0.82

pig/M 3
gg/m 3
gg/m 3
tg//m 3

(4.50
(3.50
(2.00
(1.00

ppb)c
ppb)O
ppb)c
ppb)c

400 pg/M3 (0.5 ppm)

I month
2 months
Growing
seasonf

Odors

0.50
0.17

80 ppm (w/w)e
60 ppm (w/w)
40 ppm (w/w)

At any time when I volume unit of
ambient air is mixed with 7 volume
units of odorless air, the mixture
must have no detectable odor

a

These standards are in addition to the Kentucky SAAQS for criteria pollutants listed in Table 3.1-3.

b

A dash indicates that no standard exists.

c

This average is not to be exceeded more than once per year.

d

Dry weight basis (as fluoride ion) in and on forage for consumption by grazing ruminants. The listed
concentrations are not to be exceeded.

e

w/w = weight of fluoride ion per weight of forage unit.

f

Average concentration of monthly samples over the growing season (not to exceed six consecutive months).

Source: Appendix A of 401 Kentucky Administrative Regulations (KAR) 53:010 and ANL (1991a).

Prevention of significant deterioration (PSD) regulations (40 CFR 52.21) limit the
maximum allowable incremental increases in ambient concentrations of SO 2 , NO2 , and PM10
above established baseline levels, as shown in Table 3.1-3. The PSD regulations, which are
designed to protect ambient air quality in Class I and Class II attainment areas, apply to major
new sources and major modifications to existing sources. The nearest Class I PSD areas are
Mingo National Wildlife Refuge in Missouri, about 113 km (70 mi) west of the Paducah site, and
Mammoth Cave National Park, about 225 km (140 mi) east of the Paducah site. These Class I
areas are not located downwind of prevailing winds at the Paducah GDP (Figure 3.1-3).
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3.1.3.4 Existing Noise Environment
The Noise Control Act of 1972, along with its subsequent amendments (Quiet
Communities Act of 1978; 42 USC 4901-4918), delegates authority to the states to regulate
environmental noise and directs government agencies to comply with local community noise
statutes and regulations. The Commonwealth of Kentucky and McCracken County, where the
Paducah site is located, have no quantitative noise-limit regulations.
The EPA has recommended a maximum noise level of 55 dB(A) as the DNL to protect
against outdoor activity interference and annoyance (EPA 1974). This is not a regulatory goal,
but it is "intentionally conservative to protect the most sensitive portion of the American
population" with "an additional margin of safety." For protection against hearing loss in the
general population from nonimpulsive noise, the EPA guideline recommends an Leq( 2 4 h) of
70 dB(A) or less.2
The noise-producing activities within the Paducah site are associated with processing and
construction activities and local traffic, similar to those at any other industrial site. During site
operations, noise levels near the cooling towers are relatively high, but most noise sources are
enclosed in the buildings. Another noise source is associated with rail traffic in and out of the
Paducah site. In particular, train whistle noise, at a typical noise level of 95 to 115 dB(A), is high
at public grade crossings. Currently, rail traffic noise is not a factor in the local noise
environment because of infrequent traffic (one train per week).
The Paducah site is in a rural setting, and no residences or other sensitive receptor
locations (e.g., schools, hospitals) are located in the immediate vicinity of any noisy on-site
operations. (The nearest sensitive receptor is located about I mi (2 km) from the proposed
conversion facility.) Ambient noise levels around the site are relatively low. Measurements taken
at the nearest residence ranged from 44 to 47 dB(A) when the site was in full operation
(Pennington 2001; Argonne National Laboratory [ANL] 1991a). At nearby residences, noise
emissions from the plant were reported as undetectable from background noise.

3.1.4 Geology and Soil

3.1.4.1 Topography, Structure, and Seismic Risk
The topography of the Paducah site is relatively flat. Western Kentucky has gently rolling
terrain between 330 and 500 ft (101 and 152 m) above mean sea level (DOE 1999h). Within the
boundaries of the Paducah GDP security fence, the maximum variation in elevation is about 10 ft
(3 m) (ERC/EDGe 1989). The site is underlain by bedrock composed of limestone and shale.
Several zones of faulting, including the New Madrid Seismic Zone, occur in the vicinity of the
site (ANL 1991a).
2 Leq is the equivalent steady sound level that, if continuous during a specific time period, would contain the same
total energy as the actual time-varying sound. For example, Leq(2 4 h) is the 24-hour equivalent sound level.
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The Paducah site is located near the northern end of the Mississippian Embayment, which
is characterized by unconsolidated Cretaceous, Tertiary, and Quaternary sediments overlying
indurated Paleozoic bedrock that dip gently to the south. The Mississippian Embayment was a
large sedimentary trough oriented nearly north to south that existed during Cretaceous and
Tertiary time and received sediments from the central portion of the North American continent
(Early et al. 1989).
The sedimentary sequence found in the vicinity of the Paducah site consists mainly of
fine- to medium-grained clastic materials (sedimentary rocks formed from particles that were
mechanically transported), including (from youngest to oldest) a basal gravel (Tuscaloosa
Formation), the McNairy Formation (clay interlaminated with silt and fine-grained sand), the
Porters Creek Clay (clay facies and variable thicknesses of sand and silt), and undifferentiated
Eocene sands (fine sand with variable amounts of interbedded and interlensing silt and clay). The
Eocene sands are thought to be thin and discontinuous beneath the northern portion of the
Paducah site. At depth, the site is underlain by dense bedrock of Mississippian limestone and
shale.
In the vicinity of the site, a unit designated as Continental Deposits lies immediately
beneath variable thicknesses of Pleistocene Loess, which is typically an unstratified, silty
clay-clayey silt (EDGe 1987). The loess originated as windblown material generated by glacial
activity to the north. The Continental Deposits lie directly on an ancient unconformity (erosional
surface) that truncates several formations. The angular nature of the unconformity - coupled
with the fact that the Eocene sands, Porters Creek Clay and McNairy Formation lie
unconformably on each other - creates a complex stratigraphy. The Continental Deposits
resemble a large low-gradient alluvial fan deposited at the confluence of the ancestral Ohio and
Tennessee Rivers.
Erosion and reworking of alluvial fan deposits modified the thickness and distribution of
the Continental Deposits (DOE 1999h). The Continental Deposits can be subdivided into two
components or facies: a lower gravel or sandy gravel unit that varies in thickness from 0 to 106 ft
(0 to 32 m) and an upper clay-sand unit that has a comparable thickness (Early et al. 1989).
Deposition of the gravel probably occurred in a high-energy braided stream environment closely
associated with alluvial fans. Of particular interest is the presence of a prominent channel that
passes in a northerly direction through the site and a second, less-prominent channel that occurs
near the eastern side of the site boundary. The upper clay-sand unit represents sediments
deposited in a fluvial and lacustrine (lake) environment (DOE 1999h).
Several zones of faulting occur in the vicinity of the site. These zones include the
St. Genevieve, Rough Creek, Cottage Grove, Wabash Valley, and Shawneetown fault zones. In
addition, there is a northeast-trending rift zone (ERC/EDGe 1989). A rift zone is a fault through
a divergence zone (i.e., an area in which tectonic plates are moving away from each other) or
other area of tension. These features are overlain by younger Cretaceous, Tertiary, and
Quaternary sediments. The rift zone is inferred from seismic reflection profiling.
The New Madrid Seismic Zone lies within the central Mississippi Valley and extends
from northeast Arkansas, through southeast Missouri, western Tennessee, and western Kentucky
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to southern Illinois (Saint Louis University Earthquake Center 2002). The area near the site has
been the location of some of the largest earthquakes that have occurred in North America. The
largest recorded earthquakes that occurred in the vicinity of the site happened between 1811 and
1812. Four of the earthquakes had Modified Mercalli intensities that ranged from IX to XI
(Nuttli 1973). (The Modified Mercalli intensity scale relates an earthquake's intensity to a series
of key responses of surface structures and people, such as people awakening, movement of
furniture, damage to chimneys, and, finally, total destruction.) In an earthquake with a Modified
Mercalli intensity of XI, few, if any, masonry structures remain standing, bridges are destroyed,
and rails are greatly bent.
The series of 1811 to 1812 earthquakes completely destroyed the town of New Madrid.
The epicenter of the largest 1812 earthquakes was about 60 mi (96 Iom) southwest of what is now
the Paducah site (LMES 1997b). Hundreds of aftershocks occurred over a period of several
years. The largest earthquakes that have occurred since then were on January 4, 1843, and
October 31, 1895, with body wave magnitude estimates of 6.0 and 6.2, respectively. In addition
to these events, seven events of magnitude greater than 5.0 have occurred in the area. Since
1895, more than 4,000 earthquakes have been located in the zone. Most of them were too small
to be felt. On average, one earthquake per year is large enough to be felt in the area (Saint Louis
University Earthquake Center 2002). On June 18, 2002, a moderate earthquake with a
preliminary estimated magnitude of 5.0 occurred in southern Indiana with an epicenter near
Evansville (CNN 2002). This earthquake occurred on the northern arm of the New Madrid
Seismic Zone. There were no immediate reports of damage.
The seismic hazards at the Paducah site have been extensively studied. The safety
analysis report (SAR) completed for this site in March 1997 provided comprehensive analyses
and discussions of seismic hazards at the site (see Sections 1.5 and 3.3 of the SAR; LMES
1997b). The analyses considered the possibility of large-magnitude earthquakes similar to the
New Madrid earthquakes of 1811 to 1812. The analyses performed by DOE were independently
reviewed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). The independent review indicated that the
seismic sources, recurrence rates, maximum magnitudes, and attenuation functions used in the
SAR analyses were representative of a wide range of professional opinion and were suitable for
obtaining probabilistically based seismic hazard estimates. Because of the proximity of the site to
the New Madrid Seismic Zone, special deterministic analyses were also performed to estimate
the ground motions at the site in the case of recurrence of an earthquake of the same magnitude
as the 1811 to 1812 New Madrid earthquakes. The results of the deterministic analyses were
similar to the probabilistic seismic hazard results for the probabilities associated with the
recurrence of the New Madrid earthquakes of 1811 to 1812.
For the Paducah site, the evaluation basis earthquake (EBE) was designated by DOE to
have a return period of 250 years. A detailed analysis indicated that the peak ground motion for
the EBE was 0.15 times the acceleration of gravity (LMES 1997b). An earthquake of this size
would have an equal probability of occurring any time during a 250-year period.
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3.1.4.2 Soils
Soils of the Calloway-Henry Association cover most of the Paducah site; soils of the
Grenada-Calloway Association cover the remainder. Soils of the Calloway-Henry Association,
which are nearly level and somewhat poorly drained soils of medium texture, occur on uplands.
Soils of the Grenada-Calloway Association, which are nearly level to sloping and moderately
well-drained, medium-textured soils, also occur on uplands. Calloway, Henry, and Granada soils
have a slight potential for erosion, a low shrink-swell potential, and permeabilities ranging from
0.51 to 5.1 cm/h (0.20 to 2.0 in./h) (Humphrey 1976).
Undisturbed soils typically contain a low-permeability layer (fragipan) that occurs at a
depth from I to 4 ft (0.30 to 1.22 m). Site development has destroyed much of this layer. In areas
in which the fragipan is present, perched water may occur (ANL 1991a). Substances in soil
possibly associated with past and present cylinder management activities would be uranium and
fluoride compounds, which could be released in cases of breached cylinders or faulty valves. For
the evaluation of ongoing activities at the Paducah site, soil sampling has been conducted to
identify the accumulation of any airborne pollutants deposited on the ground. Annual soil
samples have been collected from 10 off-site locations -4 at the site boundary, 4 at distances of
5 mi (8 km) beyond the boundary, and 2 at more remote locations - to characterize background
levels (LMES 1996a; Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. [MMES] 1994a). In 1994, uranium
concentrations for the 10 sampling locations ranged from 2.0 to 5.8 fig/g; plant boundary
concentrations ranged from 2.3 to 4.9 [tg/g (LMES 1996a).
Since the transfer of responsibility for air point sources from DOE to USEC,
concentrations of nonradiological parameters in soil at these sampling locations are no longer
monitored; however, analytical results for PCBs and metals are available. In 1993, no detectable
concentrations of PCBs were found in any of the samples; however, elevated concentrations of
bismuth, lead, manganese, thallium, and thorium were detected in several samples
(MMES 1994a). Fluoride was not analyzed in soil samples, but it occurs naturally in soils and is
of low toxicity.
As part of ongoing CERCLAiRCRA investigations of Paducah site operable units, soils
in several areas have been identified as contaminated with radionuclides and chemicals, such as
PCBs and metals. This contamination is not associated with the DUF6 cylinder yards.
An investigation of Location A soils was conducted in 2000 (Tetra Tech, Inc. 2000). The
results of several limited soil investigations for SWMU 194, incorporating parts of both
Locations A and B, are also summarized in a subsequent risk assessment (DOE 2001 a). These
reports indicate a limited number of samples in both locations with elevated concentrations of
uranium, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and metals in comparison with
human-health based guidelines. No characterization of soils in Location C has been conducted.
There is no known past or current source of contamination at Location C.
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3.1.5 Water Resources
The affected environment for water resources consists of surface water within and in the
vicinity of the site boundary and groundwater beneath the site. Analyses of surface water, stream
sediment, and groundwater samples have indicated the presence of some contamination resulting
from previous site operations.
3.1.5.1 Surface Water
The Paducah site is located in the western part of the Ohio River drainage basin. Surface
water from the site drains into tributaries of the Ohio River (Rogers et al. 1988). Bayou Creek
(formerly Big Bayou Creek) is located on the western side of the site, and Little Bayou Creek is
located on the eastern side (Figure 3.1-1). These two streams join north of the site and discharge
to the Ohio River at about River Kilometer 1,524, which is about 34 mi (55 km) upstream from
the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. The site is located about 3.5 mi (5.6 km)
south of the Ohio River. The historical mean flow for this section of the river is about
200 million gal/min (757 million L/min) (DOE 200 lb). All water used by the Paducah site is
obtained from the Ohio River through an intake at the steam plant near the Shawnee Power Plant
(ANL 1991 a), which is located adjacent to the Ohio River north of the facility. Current water use
is approximately 15 million gal/d (57 million L/d). Flow in Bayou Creek and Little Bayou Creek
fluctuates greatly as a result of precipitation; however, during most of the year, most of the flow
in both streams is derived from plant effluents. Bayou Creek has a mean flow of about
67,300 gaUimin (254,758 L/min), with a stage (depth) of about 2 ft (0.6 in). The average annual
low flow for this stream is about 22,400 gal/min (84,793 L/min) (Pennington 2001). The mean
flow rate for Little Bayou Creek is approximately 44,900 gal/min (169,965 L/min), with a depth
of about 1 to 2 ft (0.3 to 0.6 in). The average annual low flow for Little Bayou Creek is generally
too low to be monitored or sampled. Annual precipitation in the vicinity of the site is about
49.3 in. (125 cm).
A number of wetlands and drainage ditches occur on the three sites identified as potential
DUF 6 conversion facility locations. The Paducah site is not located in a 100-year floodplain
(elevation of 333 ft [102 m]), nor would it be affected by the historical high-water elevation of
342 ft (104 in).

Most of the liquid effluents from the Paducah site consist of once-through non-contact
cooling water, although a variety of the liquid wastes (contaminated with uranium and
noncontaminated) are produced by activities such as metal finishing, uranium recovery, and
facility cleaning (Rogers et al. 1988). In addition to these discharges, a large variety of
conventional liquid wastes, including treated domestic sewage, steam plant wastewater, and coal
pile runoff, enter the surface water system.
All effluent discharges are regulated under permits from the KPDES. Currently, there are
a total of 15 outfalls - 10 outfalls authorized to USEC (KY0102083) and 5 outfalls authorized
to DOE (KY000409). Three of the DOE outfalls are to Bayou Creek and one is to an unnamed
tributary of Little Bayou Creek. The average discharge of wastewater to Bayou Creek is
approximately 4 million galld (15 million L/d). The average discharge to the Ohio River through
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Bayou and Little Bayou Creeks is about 4.1 million gal/d (16 million L/d). The average flow in
the Ohio River is 1.7 x 1011 gal/d (6.5 x 1011 L/d).
Results of surface water monitoring in 2000 indicated that the maximum concentration of
uranium from 20 surface water sampling locations monitored 3 to 5 times annually was
0.017 mg/L in the downstream portion of Little Bayou Creek (DOE 2001b). The maximum
average concentration of fluoride was less than 0.224 mg/L in the north/south diversion ditch
within the Paducah GDP grounds (MMES 1994b). Comparable data on fluoride were not
reported for 1994, 1995, or 1996 (LMES 1996a, 1997a,c).
The KPDES-permitted outfalls are monitored for inorganic substances and about
45 organic substances, including PCBs. The monitoring frequency for most substances is two to
four times per year; several substances are monitored monthly or quarterly to comply with
KPDES Permit requirements. The maximum average uranium concentration in effluents from the
DOE outfalls from 1994 through 1996 was 0.037 mg/L (LMES 1996a, 1997a,c). In 2000, the
maximum uranium concentration from DOE outfalls was 0.09 mg/L (about 62 pCi/L) (DOE
200 lb). This value is below the derived concentration guide (DCG) of 600 pCi/L.
KPDES Outfall 017 is located at the central-western edge of alternative Location B. This
outfall receives runoff from the cylinder storage yards and from the cylinder painting facility
area. Starting in 1998, and again in 2000 and 2001, acute toxicity tests at this outfall exceeded
specified limits (DOE 2001b, 2002e). Zinc in runoff from painting activities was suspected of
being the leading contributor to the toxicity exceedances (DOE 2001b), but the cause has not
been established (DOE 2002e).
Sediment samples are also collected annually from six locations and analyzed for
uranium, PCBs, and metals. In 1993, concentrations of uranium and PCBs were detected at
levels substantially higher than background levels in Little Bayou Creek (Sampling
Location SS2). The uranium concentration of 200 mg/kg at the measuring location was two
times higher than it was in 1992. However, levels decreased in 1994 (22 mg/kg maximum
uranium concentration, 1.4 mg/kg maximum PCB concentration) (LMIES 1996a) and again in
1995 (13 mg/kg maximum uranium concentration, <0.1 mg/kg maximum PCB concentration)
(LMES 1997a). In 1996, the uranium concentration in sediment at Location SS2 was 44 mg/kg;
the PCB concentration was 1.3 mg/kg. A new sampling location (SS29) was added on Little
Bayou Creek closer to the Paducah GDP. The uranium concentration at this location was
360 mg/kg; no PCB value was reported (LMES 1997c). In 2000, the maximum uranium
concentration measured for all sediment sampling locations was 60 mg/kg (DOE 2001b).
3.1.5.2 Groundwater
Two near-surface aquifers are important at the Paducah site. The upper aquifer is a
shallow, perched-water aquifer composed of upper continental deposits of sand and of sand and
clay mixtures that are discontinuous. Water yields from this aquifer are very low, and the
hydraulic gradient (change in water elevation with distance) is difficult to detect. Water
movement is generally considered to be vertically downward (DOE 2001 a).
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The lower aquifer is a good-yielding gravel aquifer that has an upper surface at a depth of
about 39 ft (12 m) and a thickness that ranges from about 20 to 59 ft (6 to 18 in). This aquifer
appears to be continuous beneath the site. Hydraulic conductivity is estimated to be 0.0001 to
1 cm/s for the regional gravel aquifer and 0.00001 to 0.01 cm/s for the upper Continental
Deposits (sands). Water movement is 2 to 5 ft/yr (0.6 to 1.5 m/yr) and toward the north-northeast
(DOE 2001a).
Groundwater is sampled from about 200 monitoring wells, residential wells, and TVA
wells on and off the Paducah site. Off-site sampling is performed to monitor three separate TCE
and Tc plumes first detected in 1988 (LMES 1996a). Paducah has provided a municipal water
supply to all residents whose wells are within the area of groundwater contamination from the
site; wells that are no longer sampled are locked and capped.
Although the magnitude of groundwater contamination originating from the Paducah site
is greatest for TCE and Tc, the primary drinking water standards or DCGs for several other
inorganic, volatile organic, and radionuclide substances were also exceeded in one or more of the
monitoring wells on or near the Paducah site in sampling conducted from 1993 through 1996
(MMES 1994b; LMES 1996a, 1997ac). The DCG is equivalent to the maximum concentration
limit (MCL); it is the concentration of a radionuclide that under conditions of continuous
exposure for 1 year would result in an effective dose equivalent of 4 mrem (EPA 1996; DOE
1990). The uranium guideline of 20 [tg/L in 1996 was exceeded in four wells, and the fluoride
guideline of 4 mg/L was exceeded in two wells. The wells with uranium and fluoride
exceedances are not located near the cylinder yards. Alternative Location C lies within the area
of the northeastern groundwater plume that is contaminated with TCE.
Data from the 2000 annual groundwater monitoring program (DOE 2001b) showed that
three pollutants exceeded primary drinking water regulation levels in groundwater at the Paducah
site; chromium was present in all wells, nitrogen as nitrate in one well, and TCE in two wells.
Beta activity was found in seven wells.
3.1.6 Biotic Resources
3.1.6.1 Vegetation
The Paducah site includes the highly developed Paducah GDP, which has few natural
vegetation communities. The DOE property between the Paducah GDP and the surrounding
West Kentucky Wildlife Management Area consists primarily of open, frequently mowed grassy
areas. The DOE property also includes several small upland areas of mature forest, old-field, and
transitional habitats. The banks of Bayou Creek and Little Bayou Creek support mature riparian
forest with river birch, black willow, and cottonwood (ANL 1991a). The West Kentucky
Wildlife Management Area contains wooded areas, from early and mid-successional stages to
mature forest communities, as well as restored prairie. Nonforested areas are managed by
controlled burns, mowing, and planting to promote the development of native prairie species.
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Location A, one of the three potential facility locations for DUF6 conversion at the
Paducah site, is approximately 35 acres (14 ha) in size and includes previously disturbed and
undisturbed areas. The northern portion of Location A is relatively level and previously
contained facilities during the initial construction of the Paducah GDP. It now supports an open
vegetation cover of grasses maintained as mowed lawn. The southern portion of Location A is
relatively undisturbed and primarily supports a mature deciduous hardwood forest community of
about 10 acres (4 ha). The dominant species in the forested area are red maple, sweet gum,
cherry bark oak, and pin oak; swamp chestnut oak, swamp white oak, and hickories are also
present (Pennington 2001). Saplings of red maple, American elm, green ash, white ash, and
sweet gum are the primary species of the shrub layer. Vines are primarily Virginia creeper and
poison ivy, while the dominant species of the herbaceous layer are stiff marsh bedstraw, blunt
broom sedge, narrow-leaved cat tail sedge, Japanese chess, swamp rose, and water parsnip. An
open grassland lies immediately south of the forested area within the electric power line
right-of-way. A small area of shrubs is located adjacent to the forest and extends into the
grassland.
Location B covers about 59 acres (24 ha) and consists of a previously disturbed open area
in the northern half and mature deciduous hardwood forest in the southern half of the location.
The northern portion of Location B (north of Curlee Road), as well as the northeastern area of
the southern portion, is flat to gently sloping and is vegetated primarily with grasses maintained
as mowed lawn. Two open woodland groves occur in the northern portion and are also mowed.
A number of drainage channels within this portion are bordered by steep banks supporting a
mosaic of upland herbaceous and immature woodland communities, which include willows,
maples, sycamore, sweet gum, tulip tree, milkweed, dogbane, poison ivy, and fleabane. A large
mature deciduous hardwood forest is located south of Curlee Road and extends south and west of
Location B. Dominant species in the forested area are oaks and hickories, with sassafras and
sweet gum also common. Virginia creeper and honeysuckle are common vines within the
forested area.
Location C is approximately 53 acres (21 ha) in size and is relatively level throughout.
The western half has been previously disturbed and supports a deciduous hardwood forest that
includes many young trees and saplings. The dominant species are oaks and hickories. The
western margin of this area is located under the electric power lines and consists of an open
grassland area that is periodically mowed. A margin of shrubs and saplings borders the western
edge of the forested area. The eastern half of Location C consists primarily of an open old-field
community with scattered groves of mature deciduous trees, primarily oaks. The vegetation of
the open field is predominantly herbaceous and consists primarily of grasses such as fescue and
broom-sedge.
3.1.6.2 Wildlife
The habitats at the Paducah site support a relatively high diversity of wildlife species.
Common species of the surrounding West Kentucky Wildlife Management Area and
undeveloped areas of the Paducah site outside the Paducah GDP fence line include white-tailed
deer, red fox, raccoon, opossum, coyote, turkey, and bobwhite quail. Ground-nesting species
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include the white-footed mouse, bobwhite, and eastern box turtle. Bayou Creek, upstream of the
Paducah site, supports aquatic fauna indicative of oxygen-rich, clean water, including 14 fish
species. Aquatic species just downstream of the Paducah site discharge points include 11 fish
species (LMES 1997c). The abundance and diversity of aquatic organisms are generally lower
near the outfalls than in upstream areas for both Little Bayou and Bayou Creeks (DOE 1994b).
The habitats within Locations A, B, and C support wildlife species typical of similar
habitats in the vicinity. Species common to forested areas include slimy salamander, red-bellied
woodpecker, Kentucky warbler, red-eyed vireo, white-footed mouse, eastern gray squirrel, and
eastern fox squirrel. The forest and woodland communities within the three candidate locations
provide foraging habitat for neotropical migratory songbirds during spring and fall migrations.
Open areas and old-field habitats support bobwhite, indigo bunting, common grackle, and
southeastern shrew. Species found in or near wetlands include American toad, Woodhouse's
toad, green frog, red-eared turtle, snapping turtle, beaver, mink, and muskrat. Southern leopard
frogs occur near the forested area of Location A.
3.1.6.3 Wetlands
Although no wetlands are identified on the Paducah GDP by the National Wetlands
Inventory, approximately 5 acres (2 ha) of jurisdictional wetlands have been identified in
drainage ditches scattered throughout the Paducah GDP (ANL 1991a; CDM Federal Programs
Corporation 1994; Sadri 1995). Outside the Paducah GDP, a large number of wetlands are
scattered throughout the Paducah site. These include forested wetlands, ponds, wet meadows,
vernal pools, and wetlands converted to agriculture (U.S. Department of the Army 1994c).
Palustrine forested wetlands occur extensively along the banks of Bayou and Little Bayou
Creeks. The National Wetlands Inventory identifies many wetlands on the Paducah site,
primarily ponds and forested wetlands. A forested wetland dominated by tupelo trees in the
West Kentucky Wildlife Management Area has been designated by the Kentucky Nature
Preserves Commission and Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife as an area of ecological
concern (DOE 1996).
Several wetland areas occur at Location A (Figure 3.1-4) and total approximately
7.2 acres (2.9 ha) (Tetra Tech, Inc. 2000). The open area in the northern portion of this location
is crossed by several drainage ditches and swales that contain wetlands. The northernmost of
these drainages conveys storm water from the cylinder storage yard to KPDES Outfall 017,
located west of the Paducah GDP entrance road. Two small isolated wetland areas occur about
300 ft (90 m) south of this drainage. Wetlands also occur in drainage ditches that border the
gaseous diffusion plant entrance road and the service road that passes through this area. These
areas support palustrine emergent wetlands, which are characterized by herbaceous vegetation in
saturated or shallowly inundated soils. The dominant vegetation species in these wetlands are
spikerush, green bulrush, needle-pod rush, fowl manna grass, field paspalum, twig-rush, and
blunt broom sedge. These wetlands are seasonally flooded. They receive surface water runoff
from adjacent areas and possibly groundwater discharge, and they generally drain through
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culverts into drainage channels west of the entrance road. The two isolated wetlands lack a
surface outflow. Surface water also remains in the drainages except during periods of high water
levels, when excess water is conveyed through the culvert system.
Two small isolated wetlands, as well as a drainage from the adjacent storage yard, also
occur immediately east of the forested area. The drainage flows to the west and provides surface
water input to a large wetland within the forested area. This area supports palustrine forested
wetland, which is characterized by woody vegetation (over 20 ft [60 m] tall) in saturated or
shallowly inundated soils. This wetland, approximately 6.3 acres (2.6 ha) in size, lacks a surface
outflow and is seasonally flooded. Surface water is present early in the growing season but is
absent by mid-summer. The dominant species are similar to those listed above for the forest
community. The dominant canopy trees are red maple, sweet gum, cherry bark oak, and pin oak,
with swamp chestnut oak, and swamp white oak also present. Saplings of red maple, American
elm, green ash, white ash, and sweet gum are the primary species of the shrub layer. Vines are
primarily Virginia creeper and poison ivy. The dominant species of the herbaceous layer are stiff
marsh bedstraw, blunt broom sedge, narrow-leaved cat tail sedge, swamp rose, and water
parsnip, with sensitive fern and fox sedge also present.
Location B contains a series of drainage channels that support riverine and palustrine
emergent wetland and flow into Bayou Creek (Figure 3.1-4) (DOE 1994b). In the forested areas
of the southern portion of Location B, trees and shrubs overhang these drainages. Two small
palustrine emergent wetlands are also located immediately south of Curlee Road. The forested
areas support a number of palustrine forested wetlands totaling approximately 1.8 acres [0.7 ha]
in area. The dominant canopy species in two of these wetlands are silver maple and cherry bark
oak, with green ash present in the shrub layer. Birch is the dominant species in three small
forested wetlands; two wetlands are dominated by black willow and buttonbush; and one wetland
is dominated by maple. Two wetlands are open water. The predominant forested wetland types
are maple/oak, willow/buttonbush, and maple. The total area of wetlands within Location B is
approximately 2.9 acres (1.2 ha).
The western portion of Location C contains several palustrine forested wetlands. Pin oak
and cherry bark oak are the dominant canopy species in a large wetland area (3.3 acres 111.3 ha]);
black gum and red maple are also present. Other forested wetlands in this area are also
dominated by cherry bark oak. Small palustrine emergent wetlands along an open pathway
support bulrush. Drainage ditches along both sides of Dyke Road contain wetlands with bulrush,
sedge, and willow. The eastern portion of Location C contains four small wetlands. Birch is the
dominant species of one forested wetland. A small palustrine emergent wetland is located in the
southeast corner, and open water wetlands occur to the north. The total area of wetlands within
Location C is approximately 5.6 acres (2.3 ha), with 5.3 acres (2.2 ha) in the western portion and
0.3 acre (0.1 ha) in the eastern portion.
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3.1.6.4 Threatened and Endangered Species
Federal- and state-listed species in the vicinity of the Paducah site are identified in
Table 3.1-5. Although no occurrence of federal-listed plant or animal species on the Paducah site
itself has been documented, the Indiana bat (federal- and state-listed as endangered) has been
found near the confluence of Bayou Creek and the Ohio River 3 mi (5 km) north of the Paducah
GDP. Indiana bats use trees with loose bark (such as shagbark hickory or standing dead trees) in
forested areas as roosting sites during spring or summer. Potential roosting habitat for this
species occurs on the Paducah site outside the gaseous diffusion plant (U.S. Department of the
Army 1994d) and in adjacent wooded areas (Figure 3.1-5). Good-quality habitat contains large
trees, provides a dense canopy cover, and is located within 0.25 mi (0.4 km) of potential foraging
areas (water bodies). Poor-quality habitat contains less mature trees, provides minimal amounts
of canopy cover, and is greater than 0.25 mi (0.4 km) from potential foraging areas. Fair-quality
habitat meets some of the requirements for good-quality habitat. Areas within 1,640 ft (500 m) of
paved roads are not considered potential Indiana bat habitat.

TABLE 3.1-5 Federal- and State-Listed Endangered, Threatened, and
Special Concern Species near the Paducah Site

Statusa

Category and
Scientific Name

Common Name

Mammals
Myotis sodalis

Indiana bat

Birds
Ardea herodias
Vireo bellii

Great blue heron
Bell's vireo

Federal

State

E

E

S

S

Amphibians
Rana areolatacirculosa

Northern crawfish frog

Fish
Erimyzon sucetta

Lake chubsucker

T

Plants
Baptisiabracteataleucophaea
Silphium laciniatum

Cream wild indigo
Compass plant

S
T

a

E = endangered; S = special concern; T = threatened.

Source: U.S. Department of the Anny (1994d).
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The compass plant, listed by the Commonwealth of Kentucky as threatened, and cream
wild indigo, listed by Kentucky as a species of special concern, are prairie species known to
occur in several locations on the Paducah site. State-listed species of special concern that occur
on or near the Paducah site include Bell's vireo, great blue heron, and Northern crawfish frog.
The lake chubsucker, listed by the state as threatened, is known from early, but not recent,
surveys of Bayou Creek and Little Bayou Creek.
No federal- or state-listed species have been found to occur on Location A, B, or C
(U.S. Department of the Army 1994d). Potential habitat for the Indiana bat has not been
identified at any of the candidate locations (see Figure 3.1-5). The mature forest areas of
Location B, near Bayou Creek, may provide good-quality summer roosting sites; however, their
proximity to roads reduces their suitability. Trees in other wooded areas of the locations have the
potential to be used by Indiana bats; however, their proximity to roads, their distance from
foraging areas, and the presence of higher-quality habitat in the vicinity reduce their potential for
being used. The nearest potential Indiana bat habitat is west of Bayou Creek, about 0.15 mi
(0.24 kim) from Location B and 0.35 mi (0.56 km) from Location A. It is rated as having poor
potential habitat quality. Another area slightly farther south is rated as having fair potential
habitat quality. The nearest location at which a state-listed species has been found is about 0.2 mi
(0.3 km) west of Location A and southwest of Location B, where a population of cream wild
indigo occurs.
Foraging habitat for the great blue heron includes ponds and other open water areas.
Open water wetlands occur in the northeast portion of Location C. The Northern crawfish frog
occurs approximately 0.35 mi (0.56 km) northeast of Location C and 0.6 mi (1 km) west of
Location B. Habitat for the Northern crawfish frog is native prairie, particularly near fishless
ponds or similar surface waters. Compass plant occurs about 0.3 mi (0.5 km) north of
Location C. Although Location C supports an herbaceous old-field vegetation community, native
prairie species are generally lacking. Prairie restoration and management activities in the vicinity
of Location C, however, may increase the occurrence of prairie species in that area. These
activities may also increase the potential for occurrence of cream wild indigo in or near
Location C. Foraging habitat for the great blue heron includes ponds and other open water areas.
3.1.7 Public and Occupational Safety and Health

3.1.7.1 Radiation Environment

Operations at the Paducah site result in radiation exposure of both on-site workers and
off-site members of the general public (Table 3.1-6). Exposures of on-site workers generally are
associated with the handling of radioactive materials used in the on-site facilities and with the
inhalation of radionuclides released from processes conducted on site. Off-site members of the
public are exposed to radionuclides discharged from on-site facilities with airborne and/or
waterborne emissions and, in some cases, to radiation emanated from radioactive materials
handled in the on-site facilities.
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TABLE 3.1-6 Estimated Radiation Doses to Members of the General Public and Cylinder
Yard Workers at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant

Receptor
Member of the general public (MEI)a

Radiation Source
Routine site operations
Airborne radionuclides
Waterbome radionuclides
Direct gamma radiation

Dose to
Individual
(mrem/yr)

0 . 0 088 b

0.032c
0.1 7 d

Ingestion of drinking water

0.00055e

Ingestion of wildlife

1.7f

Cylinder yard worker

External radiation

170-4279

Member of the public or worker

Natural background radiation around the Paducah site

9 5h

DOE worker limit

2,000i

a

The MEI is assumed to reside at an off-site location that would yield the largest dose. An average person
would receive a radiation dose much less than the values shown in this table.

b

Radiation doses from airborne releases were estimated by using an air dispersion model and took into
account exposure from external radiation, inhalation, and ingestion of foodstuffs. The MEI was assumed
to be located approximately 4,003 ft (1,220 m) north of the plant site (DOE 2001b).

C Radiation doses would result from incidental ingestion of contaminated sediment in Little Bayou Creek
every other day during the hunting season (DOE 2001b).
d

Radiation exposure would result from frequently traveling along Dykes Road in the vicinity of the
cylinder storage yards (DOE 2001b).

e

The radiation dose was estimated on the basis of the assumption that the MEI consumes water supplied by
the public water system at Cairo, Illinois, the closest water supply system that uses water downstream of
Paducah GDP effluents (DOE 200 lb).

f

Radiation doses could result from ingestion of the edible portion of two average-weight deer containing
the maximum detected concentrations of radionuclides (DOE 2001b).

g Range of annual dose in 2001 (Hicks 2002a).
h

Average dose from natural background radiation is 105 mR/yr (DOE 200 lb), which can be converted to
95 mrem/yr.
DOE administrative procedures limit DOE workers to 2,000 mrem/yr (DOE 1992), whereas the regulatory
dose limit for radiation workers is 5,000 mrem/yr (10 CFR Part 835).
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The total radiation dose to a MEI of the general public is estimated to be 1.9 mrem/yr,
which is much lower than the maximum radiation dose limit set for the general public of
100 mrem/yr (DOE 1990). The MEI dose is also a small fraction of the 95 mrem/yr dose
received by an average individual living close to Paducah from natural background and medical
sources. In 2001, the measured external radiation doses for cylinder yard workers ranged from
170 to 427 mrem, with an average of 254 mrem (Hicks 2002a). The measured doses are well
below the maximum dose limit of 5,000 mrem/yr set for radiation workers (10 CFR Part 835).
3.1.7.2 Chemical Environment
Table 3.1-7 gives the estimated hazard quotients from chemical exposures for members
of the general public under existing environmental conditions near the Paducah site. The hazard
quotient represents a comparison of the estimated human intake level of a contaminant with an
intake level below which adverse effects are very unlikely to occur (see Appendix F for further
details). The estimated hazard quotients indicate that exposures to DUF 6 -related contaminants in
environmental media near the Paducah site are generally only a small fraction of those that might
be associated with adverse health effects. An exception is groundwater, for which the hazard
quotients for uranium and several other substances could exceed the threshold of 1. However,
because this groundwater is not a drinking water source, there is no exposure. The residents near
the Paducah site whose wells have been contaminated have been provided with alternative water
sources.
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has proposed permissible
exposure limits (PELs) for uranium compounds and HF in the workplace (29 CFR Part 1910,
Subpart Z, as of February 2003) as follows: 0.05 mg/m 3 for soluble uranium compounds,
0.25 mg/m 3 for insoluble uranium compounds, and 2.5 mg/m 3 for HF. Paducah worker
exposures are kept below these limits.
3.1.8 Socioeconomics
Socioeconomic data for the Paducah site focus on a ROI surrounding the site consisting
of six counties: Ballard, Carlisle, Graves, Marshall, and McCracken Counties in Kentucky, and
Massac County in Illinois. The ROI is defined on the basis of the current residential locations of
government workers directly connected to Paducah site activities and includes the area in which
these workers spend much of their wages. More than 92% of Paducah workers currently reside in
these counties (Sheppard 2002). Data are presented in the following sections for each of the
counties in the ROI. However, the majority of Paducah site workers live in McCracken County
and in the City of Paducah, and it is expected that the majority of impacts from the Paducah site
would occur in these locations. Therefore, more emphasis is placed on these two areas.
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TABLE 3.1-7 Estimated Hazard Quotients for Members of the General Public near the
Paducah Site under Existing Environmental Conditionsa

Parameter

Assumed
Exposure
Concentration

Estimated Chronic
Intake (mg/kg-d)

Reference Levelb
(mg/kg-d)

Hazard
Quotientc

Airde

Uranium
HF

0.02 jIg/M3
0.096 jig/M3

5.7 x 104
2.7 x 10-5

0.0003
0.02

0.019
0.0014

Soilf

Uranium

5.8 jig/g

7.7 x 10-5

0.003

0.026

Surface water g

Uranium
Fluoride

17 jig/L
< 224 jig/L

9.3 x 10-6
1.2 x 10 4

0.003
0.06

0.003
0.002

Uranium
Aroclorn 1254
Aroclor 12541

360 jig/g
1.4 pgfg
1.4 gg/g

6.2 x 10-6
3.8 x 10-7
5.5 x 10-8

0.003
0.00002
2 (slope factor)

0.033
0.019
1.1 x 10-7
(cancer risk)

Uranium
Fluoride

600 jig/L
520 ttg/L

1.7 x 10-2
1.5 x 10-2

0.003
0.06

5.7
0.25

Environmental
Medium

Sedimente,b

Groundwateri

The receptor is assumed to be a long-term resident near the site boundary or another off-site monitoring
location that would have the highest concentration of the contaminant being addressed; reasonable maximum
exposure conditions were assumed. Only the exposure pathway contributing the most to intake levels was
considered (i.e., inhalation for air and ingestion for soil, sediment, surface water, and groundwater).
Residential exposure scenarios were assumed for air, soil, and groundwater analyses; recreational exposure
scenarios were assumed for surface water and sediment analyses.
b
The reference level is an estimate of the daily human exposure level that is likely to be without an appreciable
risk of deleterious effects. The reference levels used in this assessment are defined in Appendix F. For the
carcinogen Aroclor 1254, the slope factor is also given. Slope factors in units of (mg/kg-d)- I are multiplied by
lifetime average intake to estimate excess cancer risk.
C The hazard quotient is the ratio of the intake of the human receptor to the reference level. A hazard quotient of
less than I indicates that adverse health effects resulting from exposure to that chemical alone are unlikely.
For carcinogens, the cancer risk (intake x slope factor) is also given. Increased cancer risks of between 104
and 10 -4are considered tolerable at hazardous waste sites; risks of less than 104 are considered negligible.
d
For the uranium air concentration, the reported concentration for uranium-238 and thorium-234 combined was
used (DOE 2001b). No new HF air concentration data were available; the concentration reported in MMES
(1994a,b) was used.
Exposure concentrations are the maximum annual averages for all monitoring locations.
f Maximum uranium concentration from 10 facility boundary and off-site soil monitoring locations
(LMES 1996a).
g The uranium value is the maximum average surface water concentration from 20 sampling locations
(DOE 2001b). No new fluoride concentration data were available; the concentration reported in MMES
(1994a,b) was used.
h Uranium sediment concentration is from LMES (1997a); PCB data are from LMES (1996a). Values reported
in the 2000 environmental report are lower.
Parameter analyzed for carcinogenic effects; all other parameters were analyzed for noncarcinogenic effects.
Data are maximum detected values for monitoring and residential wells located on or near DOE property at
the Paducah site (none ofthe wells are currently used for drinking water). The maximum uranium
concentration was observed in the upper continental recharge system; the maximum fluoride concentration
was from the northwest plume, MW 237 (DOE 200 lb). Several additional substances (most notably TCE and
Tc-99) exceeded reference levels between 1993 and 1996; listed here are only substances of particular interest
for this EIS.
a
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3.1.8.1 Population
The population of the ROI in 2000 was 161,465 people (U.S. Bureau of the Census
2002a) and was projected to reach 165,000 by 2003 (Table 3.1-8). In 2000, 65,514 people (41%
of the ROI total) resided in McCracken County, with 26,307 of them residing in the City of
Paducah (U.S. Bureau of the Census 2002a). During the 1990s, each of the counties in the ROI
experienced a small increase in population, with an ROI average of 0.6%. The City of Paducah
experienced a decline of -0.4% in its population during that period. Over the same period, the
population grew at a rate of 0.9% in Kentucky and 0.8% in Illinois.
3.1.8.2 Employment
Total employment in McCracken County in 2000 was 37,426, and it was projected to
reach 40,500 by 2003. The economy of the county is dominated by the trade and service
industries, with employment in these activities currently contributing almost 71% of all
employment in the county (see Table 3.1-9). Excluding mining, which grew from a very small
base, employment growth in the highest growth sector (services) was 6.7% during the 1990s,
compared with 2.7% in the county for all sectors as a whole (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1992,
2002b).
In 2000, total employment in the ROI was 67,866, and it was projected to reach 69,300
by 2003. The economy of the ROI is dominated by the trade and service industries, with
employment in these activities currently contributing 60% of all employment in the ROI
TABLE 3.1-8 Population in the Paducah Region of Influence, Kentucky,
and Illinois in 1990, 2000, and 2003
Growth
Location
City of Paducah
McCracken County
Ballard County
Carlisle County
Graves County
Marshall County
Massac County
ROI total
Kentucky
Illinois

Rate (%),

2003

1990-2000a

(Projected)b

1990

2000

27,256
62,879
7,902
5,238
33,550
27,205
14,752
151,526

26,307
65,514
8,286
5,351
37,028
30,125
15,161
161,465

-0.4
0.4
0.5
0.2
1.0
1.1
0.3
0.6

26,000
66,300
8,400
5,400
38,100
31,100
15,300
164,600

3,685,296
11,430,602

4,041,769
12,419,293

0.9
0.8

4,155,000
12,732,000

Average annual rate.
b ANL projections, as detailed in Appendix F.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (2002a), except as noted.
a
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TABLE 3.1-9 Employment in McCracken County by Industry in 1990 and 2000

Sector
Agriculture

Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation and
public utilities
Trade
Finance, insurance,
and real estate
Services
Total
a
b

c
d

e

No. of People
Employed in
1990a
785c

Percentage
of County
Total
2.7

No. of People
Employed in
2000b

Growth Rate
(%),
1990-2000

1.3

4.62e

10
1,604
3,965
2,316

0.0
5.6
13.8
8.0

175
1,786
4,210
3,400

0.5
4.8
11.2
9.1

33.1
1.1
0.6
3.9

9,951
1,042

34.6
3.6

9,258
914

24.7
2.4

-0.7
-1.3

9,022

31.3

17,174

45.9

6.7

28,791

489d

Percentage
of County
Total

37,426

2.7

U.S. Bureau of the Census (1992).
U.S. Bureau of the Census (2002b).
These agricultural data are for 1992 and are taken from USDA (1994).
These agricultural data are for 1999 and are taken from USDA (1999).
Agricultural data are for 1992 and 1997.

(see Table 3.1-10). Employment growth in the highest growth sector, services, was 6.4% during
the 1990s, compared with 0.7% in the ROI for all sectors as a whole (U.S. Bureau of the Census
1992, 2002b). Employment at the Paducah site currently stands at 1,799 (Sheppard 2002).
Unemployment in McCracken County steadily declined during the late 1990s from a
peak rate of 6.2% in 1990 to the current rate of 5.4% (Table 3.1-11) (Bureau of Labor Statistics
[BLS] 2002). Unemployment in the ROI in December 2002 was 6.0% compared with 5.4% for
the state.

3.1.8.3 Personal Income
Personal income in McCracken County was about $1.9 billion (in 2002 dollars) in 2000,
and it was projected to reach $2.2 billion in 2003, with an annual average rate of growth of 2.1%
over the period 1990 through 2000 (Table 3.1-12). County per capita income also rose in the
1990s, and it was projected to reach $33,200 in 2003, compared with $24,771 at the beginning of
the period. In the ROI, total personal income grew at an annual rate of 2.1% over the period
1990 through 2000, and it was expected to reach $4.8 billion by 2003. ROI per capita income
was expected to grow from $22,054 in 1990 to $29,000 in 2003, an average annual growth rate
of 1.5%.

lU
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TABLE 3.1-10 Employment in the Paducah Region of Influence by Industry in 1990 and 2000

No. of People
Employed
in 1990a

Percentage
of ROT Total

No. of People
Employed
in 200 0 b

Percentage
of ROI Total

Agriculture
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation and
public utilities
Trade
Finance, insurance,
and real estate
Services

5,758c
245
3,730
14,748

9.1
0.4
5.9
23.3

4,65 2 d
175
3,651
11,866

6.9
0.3
5.4
17.5

4,335
17,803

6.8
28.1

4,795
13,639

7.1
20.1

2,356
14,578

3.7
23.0

1,842
27,170

2.7
40.0

Total

63,410

Sector

a

67,866

Growth Rate
(,
1990-2000

2.1e
-3.3
-0.2
-2.2
1.0
-2.6
-2.4
6.4
0.7

U.S. Bureau of the Census (1992).

b U.S. Bureau of the Census (2002b).
c These agricultural data are for 1992 and are taken from U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) (1994).
d These agricultural data are for 1999 and are taken from USDA (1999).
e Agricultural data are for 1992 and 1997.

3.1.8.4 Housing
Housing stock in McCracken County grew at an annual rate of 1.0% over the period
1990 through 2000 (Table 3.1-13) (U.S. Bureau of the Census 2002a), with total housing units
projected to reach 30,900 in 2003, reflecting the relatively slow growth in county population.
Growth in the City of Paducah was slight at 0.1% per year, with total housing units projected to
reach 13,100 in 2003.
Almost 2,800 new units were added to the existing housing stock in the county during the
1990s; fewer than 100 of those units were constructed in Paducah. Vacancy rates in 2000 stood
at 10.6% in the city and 8.6% in the county as a whole for all types of housing. On the basis of
annual population growth rates, 2,700 vacant housing units were expected in the county in 2003.
About 850 of these were expected to be rental units available to incoming construction workers
at the proposed facility.
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In the ROI as a whole, housing grew at a
higher rate than in McCracken County or Paducah
during the 1990s, with an overall growth rate of
1.1% per year. Total housing units were expected
to reach 76,600 by 2003, with more than
7,800housing units added in the 1990s. On the
basis of vacancy rates in 2000, which stood at
10.5%, more than 2,000 rental units were expected
to be available for incoming construction workers at
the proposed facility.

3.1.8.5 Community Resources
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TABLE 3.1-11 Unemployment Rates
in McCracken County, the Paducah
Region of Influence, and Kentucky
Location and Period

Rate (%)

McCracken County
1992-2002 average
Dec. 2002 (current rate)

4.6
5.4

ROI
1992-2002 average
Dec. 2002 (current rate)

5.8
6.0

Kentucky
1992-2002 average
5.4
3.1.8.5.1 Community Fiscal Conditions.
Dec. 2002 (current rate)
5.4
Revenues and expenditures for local govermnent
jurisdictions, including counties, cities, and school
Source: BLS (2002).
districts constitute community fiscal conditions.
Revenues would come primarily from state and
local sales tax revenues associated with employee spending during construction and operation
and would be used to support additional local community services currently provided by each
jurisdiction. Tables 1 and 2 in Allison (2002) present information on revenues and expenditures
by the various local government jurisdictions in the ROI.

TABLE 3.1-12 Personal Income in McCracken County and the Paducah Region of
Influence in 1990, 2000, and 2003
Growth

Rate (%),

2003

Location and Type of Income

1990

2000

1990-1997

(Projected)a

McCracken County
Total personal income (millions of 2002 $)
Personal per capita income (2002$)

1,558
24,771

1,910
29,147

2.1
1.6

2,200
33,200

Total ROI
Total personal income (millions of 2002 $)
Personal per capita income (2002 $)

3,342
22,054

4,125
25,548

2.1
1.5

4,800
29,000

a

ANJL projections, as detailed in Appendix F.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce (2002).
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3.1.8.5.2 Community Public Services.
Construction and operation of the proposed
facility would increase demand for community
services in the counties, cities, and school
districts likely to host relocating construction
workers and operations employees. Additional
demands would also be placed on local medical
facilities and physician services. Tables 3.1-14
and 3.1-15 present data on employment and
levels of service (number of employees per
1,000 population) for public safety, general local
government
services,
and
physicians.
Tables 3.1-16 and 3.1-17 provide staffing data
for school districts and hospitals.

3.1.9 Waste Management
The Paducah site generates wastewater,
solid LLW, solid and liquid LLMW, nonradioactive hazardous waste, and nonradioactive
nonhazardous solid waste. Wastes generated
from site operations
and environmental
restoration are managed by DOE. DOE also
manages the disposal of waste generated from
ongoing management of the DOE-generated
DUE ing
cylindersmcentl
in steDOrge.ated
6

DUF6

cylinders

currently

in storage.

The
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TABLE 3.1-13 Housing Characteristics
in the City of Paducah, McCracken
County, and the Paducah Region of
Influence in 1990 and 2000

No. of Units
Location and
Tvye of Unit

1990

2000

6,501

6,254
5,571

City of Paducah
Owner-occupied
Rental
Total unoccupied
Total

13,150

1,396
13,221

McCracken County
Owner-occupied
Rental

17,470
8,155

19,054
8,682

1,956
27,581

30,361

45,815
15,181
5,935
66,931

50,412
16,441
7,856
74,709

Total unoccunied

Total

ROI Total
Owner-occupied
Rental
Total unoccupied
Total

5,454
1,195

2,625

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (2002a).

cylinder storage yards at Paducah currently
generate only a very small amount of waste compared with the volume of waste generated from
ongoing gaseous diffusion plant operations and environmental restoration. Cylinder yard waste
consists of small amounts of metal, scrapings from cylinder maintenance operations, potentially
contaminated soil, and miscellaneous items.
The site has an active program to minimize the generation of solid LLW, hazardous
waste, and LLMW. Waste minimization efforts for radioactive waste include preventing
packaging material from entering radiological areas and replacing wood pallets used in
radiological areas. Hazardous waste and LLMW minimization actions include using chlorinated
solvents less, recycling paint waste, and compacting PCB wastes. Solid waste minimization
actions include recycling of paper and cardboard and off-site recycling of fluorescent bulbs and
used batteries.
Table 3.1-18 lists the Paducah site waste loads assumed for the analysis of impacts of
projected activities.
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TABLE 3.1-14 Public Service Employment in the City of Paducah,
McCracken County, and Kentucky in 2002
City of Paducah
Employment
Category

McCracken County

Kentuckyb

No. of
Workers

Level of
Servicea

No. of
Workers

Level of
Servicea

Level of
Servicea

74
77
174
325

2.8
2.9
6.6
12.4

41
0
180
221

1.0
0
4.5
5.6

1.5
1.3
34.1
36.9

Police
Firec
General
Total

Level of service represents the number of employees per 1,000 persons in
each jurisdiction.
b 2000 data.
c Does not include volunteers.
Sources: City of Paducah: Moriarty (2002); McCracken County: Brown (2002);
Kentucky: U.S. Bureau of the Census (2002d).
a

TABLE 3.1-15 Number of Physicians in
McCracken County and Kentucky in 1997
McCracken County
Employment
Category
Physicians

Kentuc

No.

Level of
Servicea

Level of
Servicea

205

3.1

2.2

Level of service represents the number of
physicians per 1,000 persons in each jurisdiction.
Source: American Medical Association (1999).
a

TABLE 3.1-16 School District Data for McCracken
County and Kentucky in 2001
McCracken County
Employment
Category
Teachers
a

No.
510

Kentucky

Student-toStudent-toTeacher Ratioa Teacher Ratioa
12.6

12.4

The number of students per teacher in each school
district.

Source: Kentucky Department of Education (2002).
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TABLE 3.1-17 Medical Facility Data for McCracken County
in 1998
No. of
Staffed Beds

Occupancy

Hospital
Carter Behavioral Health System
Lourdes Hospital
Western Baptist Hospital
McCracken County total

56
290
325
671

NAb

a

Rate (o/%)a

55
57
NA

Percentage of staffed beds occupied.

b NA = not available.

Source: Healthcare InfoSource, Inc. (1998).

3.1.9.1 Wastewater
Wastewater at the Paducah site consists
of nonradioactive sanitary and process-related
wastewater streams, cooling water blowdown,
and radioactive process-related liquid effluents.
Wastewater is processed at on-site treatment
facilities and is discharged to Bayou Creek or
Little Bayou Creek through eight permitted
outfalls. The total capacity of the site wastewater
control facilities is approximately 1.75 million
galld (6.6 million L/d).

3.1.9.2 Solid Nonhazardous,
Nonradioactive Waste
Solid waste - including sanitary refuse,
cafeteria waste, industrial waste, and construction and demolition waste is collected
and disposed of at the on-site landfill, which
consists of three cells. The landfill is permitted
for 1 million yd3 (764,600 M3 ) per Permit
KY073-00045.

TABLE 3.1-18 Projected Waste
Generation Volumes for the Paducah
sitea

Waste Category
LLW
LLMW
TRU
Hazardous waste
Nonhazardous wasteb
Solids
Wastewater

Waste Treatment
Volume (m3 /yr)
7,200
7,600
0.6
370
18,900
72

a

Volumes include operational and
environmental restoration wastes
projected from FY 2002 to FY 2025.

b

Volumes include sanitary and industrial
wastes.

Source: Cain (2002c).
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3.1.9.3 Nonradioactive Hazardous and Toxic Waste
Nonradioactive waste that is considered hazardous waste according to RCRA or contains
PCBs as defined under the TSCA requires special handling, storage, and disposal. The Paducah
site generates hazardous waste, including spent solvents, heavy-metal-contaminated waste, and
PCB-contaminated toxic waste. The site has a permit that authorizes it to treat and store
hazardous waste in 10 treatment units, 16 tanks, and 4 container storage areas at the site. Several
additional 90-day storage areas for temporary storage of hazardous waste are located on the site.
Certain hazardous/toxic wastes are sent to permitted off-site contractors for final
treatment and/or disposal. Much of the hazardous/toxic waste load consists of PCB-contaminated
waste. Some liquid hazardous and/or mixed waste streams are shipped to the ETTP site for
incineration in a TSCA incinerator with a capacity of 1,800 yd 3 /yr (1,400 m3 /yr).
3.1.9.4 Low-Level Radioactive Waste
LLW generated at the Paducah site is stored on site pending shipment to a commercial
facility in Tennessee for volume reduction. Solid LLW generated at the Paducah site includes
refuse, sludge, and debris contaminated with radionuclides, primarily uranium and technetium.
Site wastewater treatment facilities can process up to 1,480 yd 3 (1,140 m3 ) per year of aqueous
LLW.
3.1.9.5 Low-Level Radioactive Mixed Waste
LLW that contains PCBs or RCRA hazardous components is considered to be LLMW.
On-site capacity for storing LLMW containers at the Paducah site is 3,600 yd3 (2,800 M3 ). The
site can treat up to 204 ft3 /yr (156 m3 /yr) of aqueous LLMW (DOE 1996).
3.1.10 Land Use
The Paducah site is located in western Kentucky, in the northwestern portion of rural
McCracken County about 10 mi (16 km) west of the City of Paducah. On the basis of an analysis
of Landsat satellite imagery from 1992, dominant land cover categories in McCracken County
include pasture/hay (27.8%), row crops (27.0%), and deciduous forest (17.8%) (Figure 3.1-6).
The most recent agricultural census recorded 457 farms in McCracken County in 1997, covering
more than 66,500 acres (26,900 ha) (U.S. Department of Agriculture [USDA] 1999). Residential
land use occurs throughout much of McCracken County; most of it occurs in the eastern half of
the county in the communities of Concord, Hendron, Lone Oak, Massac, Paducah, Reidland, and
Woodlawn-Oakdale. The western half of the county, where the site lies, consists primarily of
pasture/hay and row crops.
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The Paducah site encompasses 3,556 acres (1,439 ha) currently held by DOE
(DOE 2001b). It is surrounded by the West Kentucky Wildlife Management Area, an additional
2,781 acres (1,125 ha) conveyed by DOE to the Commonwealth of Kentucky for use in wildlife
conservation and for recreational purposes. According to a 1953 agreement granting the land to
the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, DOE can use any or all of this
surrounding land whenever the need arises (MMES 1990). The Paducah GDP occupies a
750-acre (303-ha) complex within the Paducah site and is surrounded by a security fence
(see Figure 3.1-1). The site is heavily developed and includes about 115 buildings with a
combined floor space of about 8.2 million ft2 (0.76 million m2 ). The areas between buildings
consist primarily of mowed grassy areas, while the area immediately surrounding the Paducah
site generally features a combination of pasture, row crops, and deciduous forest.
3.1.11 Cultural Resources
Prehistoric and historic cultural resources are present at the Paducah site and within its
immediate surroundings. Prehistoric archaeological sites at the Paducah site, found chiefly on
floodplains, include
remains from the Archaic
(8000-1000 B.C.),
Woodland
(1000 B.C.-A.D. 1000), and Mississippian (A.D. 1000-1700) periods. The Paducah GDP is
located in what were once traditional Chickasaw hunting grounds, and Chickasaw were reported
in the Paducah area as late as 1827. In addition, the Peoria of Oklahoma have land claims in
McCracken County. Consultation with these groups as well as the Kentucky State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO) has been initiated (see Appendix G for consultation letters). No
religious or sacred sites, burial sites, or resources significant to Native Americans have been
identified at the Paducah site to date.
Historically, what is now the Paducah GDP site was included in the Jackson Purchase land purchased from the Chickasaw in 1818. Uplands included dispersed 19th century
farmsteads, settlements, and three associated cemeteries. The Paducah site was initially acquired
in 1942 for the construction of the Kentucky Ordnance Works (KOW). Some KOW structures
still remain. The AEC acquired KOW for the construction of a gaseous diffusion plant in 1950 as
part of the nation's Cold War nuclear armament program. Construction began in 1951
(U.S. Department of the Army 1994a). The plant was completed in 1954, with enriched uranium
production beginning in 1955. The plant's mission has continued unchanged, and the upgraded
and refurbished original enrichment facilities remain in operation under lease to USEC (DOE
2001b).
Although the Paducah GDP has not undergone a complete archaeological survey,
32 archaeological sites have been recorded. Of these, at least three prehistoric sites and
one historic site are potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)
(U.S. Department of the Army 1994a,b). In 1994, a 20% stratified random sample archaeological
survey was conducted at the Paducah GDP. Results of a sensitivity analysis based on this survey
indicate that, for the most part, the candidate DUF6 construction locations have a "low" to "very
low" sensitivity index (low to very low probability of containing significant archaeological
resources) (U.S. Department of the Army 1994a,b).

ID-
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No archaeological sites are known from Location A, which was not included in the 1994
survey of the site. Several temporary buildings were located at this site during the construction of
the Paducah GDP. These buildings have since been removed, but their foundations may remain.
The southern end of the location includes old growth forest and appears to be relatively
undisturbed. Only this southern portion of Location A appears to have been considered in the
archaeological sensitivity analysis. It has a "low" to "very low" sensitivity index
(U.S. Department of the Army 1994b).
The undeveloped portion of Location B includes rolling fields and the margins of the
Bayou Creek floodplain. The rolling fields appear to have been created by the dumping of spoil
during the construction or operation of the Paducah GDP. The portions of the site directly
overlooking Bayou Creek appear to be undisturbed and have a "high" archaeological sensitivity.
The remaining undeveloped sections vary in archaeological sensitivity from "low" to "very low"
(U.S. Department of the Army 1994b).
Location C is a flat, densely wooded area outside the eastern fences of the Paducah GDP
main compound. About half the location was included in the 1994 survey, but no archaeological
sites were identified. The location has a "low" to "very low" sensitivity index (U.S. Department
of the Army 1994b).
A pending programmatic agreement (PA) among DOE, the Kentucky SHPO, and the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation calls for a complete cultural resource survey of the
Paducah GDP, including an architectural survey of Cold War era scientific facilities. That survey
will be undertaken once the agreement is finalized. The PA also stipulates the development and
implementation of a cultural resource management plan (CRMP).
3.1.12 Environmental Justice
3.1.12.1 Minority Populations
This EIS uses data from the most recent decennial census in 2000 to evaluate
environmental justice implications of the proposed action and the no action alternative with
respect to minority populations. The CEQ guidelines on environmental justice recommend that
"minority" be defined as members of American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian or Pacific
Islander, Black non-Hispanic, and Hispanic populations (CEQ 1997). The earliest release of
2000 census data that included information necessary to identify minority populations identified
individuals both according to race and Hispanic origin (U.S. Bureau of the Census 2001). It also
identified individuals claiming multiple racial identities (up to six races). To remain consistent
with the CEQ guidelines, the phrase "minority populations" in this document refers to persons
who identified themselves as partially or totally Black (including Black or Negro, African
American, Afro-American, Black Puerto Rican, Jamaican, Nigerian, West Indian, or Haitian),
American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, or "Other
Race." The minority category also includes White individuals of Hispanic origin, although the
latter is technically an ethnic category. To avoid double counting, tabulations included only
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White Hispanics; the above racial groups already account for non-White Hispanics. In sum, then,
the minority population considered under environmental justice consisted of all non-White
persons (including those of multiple racial affiliations) plus White persons of Hispanic origin.
To identify census tracts with disproportionately high minority populations, this EIS uses
the percentage of minorities in each state containing a given tract as a reference point. Using the
individual states to identify disproportionality acknowledges that minority distributions in the
state can differ from those found in the nation as a whole. In 2000, of the 173 census tracts
within 50 mi (80 km) of the proposed conversion facility at Paducah, 42 had minority
populations in excess of state-specific thresholds - a total of 47,093 minority persons in all
(Figure 3.1-7). In McCracken County, 13.2% of the population in 2000 was minority
(U.S. Bureau of the Census 2002c).
3.1.12.2 Low-Income Populations
As recommended by the CEQ guidelines, the environmental justice analysis identifies

low-income populations as those falling below the statistical poverty level identified annually by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census in its Series P-60 documents on income and poverty. The Census
Bureau defines poverty levels on the basis of a statistical threshold that considers for each family
both overall family size and the number of related children younger than 18 years old. For

example, in 1999, the poverty threshold annual income for a family of three with one related
child younger than 18 was $13,410, while the poverty threshold for a family of five with one
related child younger than 18 was $21,024 (U.S. Bureau of the Census 2000). The 2000 census
used 1999 thresholds, because 1999 was the most recent year for which annual income data were
available when the census was conducted. If a family fell below the poverty line for its particular
composition, the census considered all individuals in that family to be below the poverty line.

To identify census tracts with disproportionately high low-income populations, this EIS
uses the percentage of low-income persons living in each state containing a given tract as a
reference point. In 1999, of the 204 census tracts within 50 mi (80 km) of the proposed
conversion facility at Paducah, 109 had low-income populations in excess of state-specific
thresholds - a total of 118,029 low-income persons in all (Figure 3.1-8). In McCracken County
in 1999, 15.1% of the individuals for whom poverty status was known were low-income
(U.S. Bureau of the Census 2002c).

3.2 EAST TENNESSEE TECHNOLOGY PARK

ETTP is located in eastern Roane County about 25 mi (40 km) west of Knoxville,
Tennessee (Figure 3.2-1). ETTP is part of the ORR in the City of Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The site
was established in 1940 with initiation of construction of the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion
Plant. Uranium enrichment was the site's mission until the mid-1980s, when gaseous diffusion
operations ceased. In 1990, the site was renamed as the K-25 Site, and it was renamed again in
1997 as the ETTP. Previous missions were waste management and restoration; the current
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FIGURE 3.2-1 Regional Map of the ETTP Vicinity

mission is to "reindustrialize and reuse site assets through leasing of vacated facilities and
incorporation of commercial industrial organizations as partners in the ongoing environmental
restoration (ER), D&D, waste treatment and disposal, and
diffusion technology development activities" (DOE
TABLE 3.2-1 DOE-Managed
2001b).
DUF6 Cylinders at the ETTP
Site
3.2.1 Cylinder Yards
There are 4,822 DUF 6 storage cylinders located in
ETTP site cylinder yards (Table 3.2-1, Figure 3.2-2).
Cylinders are stacked two high to conserve space. About
30% of the cylinders are stored in yard K-1066-E
(constructed with a concrete base), and 30% are stored in
yard K- 1066-K (constructed with a gravel base). The
other cylinders are stored in four smaller yards.

Cylinder Te

No. of
y

Full
Partially full
Heel
Total

4,719
83
20
4,822

Source: Hightower (2004).

M
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FIGURE 3.2-2 Locations of Storage Yards at ETTP That Are Used to Store DOE-Managed
Cylinders

In storage at ETTP, in addition to the cylinders that contain DUF 6 , are a number of

cylinders in various sizes that contain enriched UF6 or normal UF6 or are empty. The non-DUF 6
cylinders total 1,102 and contain a total of about 26 t (29 tons) of UF 6 (7 t [8 tons] of enriched
UF6 plus 19 t [21 tons] of normal UF6 ) (Hightower 2004). About 20 cylinders are empty. Of the
881 non-DUF 6 cylinders that contain enriched uranium, fewer than 30 contain uranium enriched
to greater than 5% uranium-235, and all of these are small, sample cylinders containing less than
3 lb (1.4 kg) of UF 6 each. Over 98% of the enriched uranium in cylinders at ETTP contains less
than 5% uranium-235. It is assumed that the natural and enriched UF6 would be put to beneficial
uses; therefore, conversion of the contents of the non-DUF 6 cylinders is not considered in this
EIS. This EIS does, however, include these cylinders in its evaluation of an alternative that
considers the transportation of cylinders from ETTP to Paducah for conversion.
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It is expected that many of the full DUF6 cylinders at the ETTP site would not meet DOT
transportation requirements because of damage and corrosion from poor historical storage
conditions. It was estimated in the PEIS that a range of one-half to all of the full DUF6 cylinders
would not meet DOT transportation requirements (DOE 1999a). More recent estimates indicate
that 1,700 cylinders are DOT compliant, with the remainder not meeting DOT requirements (see
Section 1.7). No similar estimate of the condition of the non-DUF 6 cylinders at ETTP is
available.

3.2.2 Site Infrastructure
The ETTP site is located in an area with a well-established transportation network. The
site is near two interstate highways, several U.S. and state highways, two major rail lines, and a
regional airport (Figure 3.2-1).
The ETTP water supply is pumped from Clinch River. The water is treated and stored in
two storage tanks. This system, with a capacity of 4 million gal/d (15 million L/d), provides
water to the Transportation Safeguards Facility and the ETTP site.
Electric power is supplied by the TVA. The distribution of power is managed through the
ETTP Power Operations Department. The average demand for electricity by all of the DOE
facilities at Oak Ridge, including the ETTP site, is approximately 100 MVA. The maximum
capacity of the system is 920 MVA (DOE 1995). Natural gas is supplied by the East Tennessee
Natural Gas Company; the daily capacity of 7,600 decatherms can be increased, if necessary.
The average daily usage in 1994 was 3,600 decatherms (DOE 1995).
3.2.3 Climate, Air Quality, and Noise
3.2.3.1 Climate
The climate of the region, including the ETTP site, may be broadly classified as humid
continental. The region is located in a broad valley between the Cumberland Mountains to the
northwest and the Great Smoky Mountains to the southeast, which influence meteorological
patterns over the region (Wood 1996). During the summer, tropical air masses from the south
provide warm and humid conditions that often produce thunderstorms. In winter, the
Cumberland Mountains have a moderating influence on local climate by shielding the region
from cold air masses from the north and west.
For the period 1961 through 1990, the annual average temperature was 13.7 0 C (56.60 F),
with the highest monthly average temperature of 24.30 C (75.80 F) occurring in July and the
lowest of 1.70 C (35.00 F) occurring in January (Wood 1996). Annual precipitation averages about
137 cm (53.8 in.), including about 25 cm (9.8 in.) of snowfall. Precipitation is evenly distributed
throughout the season, with the highest occurring in spring.
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Winds in the region are controlled in large part by the valley-and-ridge topography.
Prevailing wind directions are from the northeast and southwest, reflecting the channeling of
winds parallel to the ridges and valleys in the area. The average wind speed at Oak Ridge is
about 2.0 m/s (4.4 mph); the dominant wind direction is from the southwest (Wood 1996). For
2001, the average wind speed at the 10-m (33-ft) level of the ETTP K1209 meteorological tower
was 1.5 m/s (3.4 mph), as shown in Figure 3.2-3 (ORNL 2002). The lower wind speed in the
region reflects the air stagnation relatively common in eastern Tennessee. The dominant wind
direction is southwest, with secondary peaks from the south-southwest and the east.
Tornadoes rarely occur in the valley surrounding the ETTP site between the Cumberlands
and the Great Smokies, and they historically have been less destructive than those in the
Midwest. For the period 1950 through 1995, 541 tornadoes were reported in Tennessee, with an
average of 12 tornadoes per year (Storm Prediction Center 2002). For the same period,
3 tornadoes were reported in Anderson and Roane Counties each, but these tornadoes were
relatively weak, being F3 of the Fujita tornado scale, at most.
3.2.3.2 Existing Air Emissions

At the end of calendar year 2001, there were 88 active air emission sources under DOE
control at ETTP (DOE 2002c). Of these 88 sources, ETTP operated 30; these were covered
under 8 major air emission sources subject to rules in the Tennessee Title V Major Source
Operating Permit Program under an application shield granted by the TDEC Division of Air
Pollution Control. All remaining active air emission sources are exempt from permitting
requirements.

Major sources for criteria pollutants and VOCs in Anderson and Roane Counties in
Tennessee include TVA steam plants and DOE operations, including the Y-12, ORNL, and
ETTP sites. Annual emissions from major sources and total county emissions are presented in
Table 3.2-2. The SO 2 and NO, emissions from ETTP operations are negligible compared with
those from the two TVA steam plants in Anderson and Roane Counties. However, VOC
emissions account for about 39% of the Roane County emission total, and PM (PMIo and PM2 .5 )
emissions account for about 8% of the Roane County emission total. The amount of actual
emissions from the ETTP site is much less than the amount of allowable emissions presented in
Table 3.2-2 (DOE 2002c).
The State of Tennessee and the EPA regulate airborne emissions of radionuclides from
DOE facilities under 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart H, NESHAPs regulations (DOE 2002c). The
three ETTP major sources that operated during 2000 were the TSCA incinerator and the two
stacks in the K-33 building operated by British Nuclear Fuels, Ltd. Emissions from these exhaust
stacks are controlled by a particulate filtration system, and continuous sampling for radionuclides
emissions is conducted at these stacks to assess the dose to the public.
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Site : ETTP K1209, TN (10-m Level)
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FIGURE 3.2-3 Wind Rose for the ETTP K1209 Meteorological Tower (10-m [33-ft]
level), 2001 (Source: ORNL 2002)
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TABLE 3.2-2 Annual Criteria Pollutant and Volatile Organic Compound Emissions
from Selected Major Point Sources around the ETTP Site in 1999
Emission Rate (tons/yr)
Major Emission Source
TVA Bull Run Steam Plant, Clinton
Y-12 Plant (DOE)
Anderson County, Tenn., total
TVA Kingston Steam Plant, Kingston
ORNL (DOE)
ETTP (formerly K-25) (DOE)
Roane County, Tenn., total

SO 2

NO,

CO

VOC

PM 10

PM 2.5 -

38,179
13,375
51,555

13,528
1,672
15,237

420
38
460

50
19
405

529
61
731

267
21
365

109,194
361
222
(0.20%,
0.14%)a
109,777

26,055
25
60
(0.23%,
0.14%)
26,149

995
53
29
(2.5%,
1.8%)
1,157

122
14
86
(39%,
14%)
222

95
363
41
(8.2%,
3.2%)
498

98
267
34
(8.5%,
4.5%)
399

a First and second values in parentheses are ETTP emissions as percentages of Roane County
emissions total and combined Anderson and Roane Counties emissions total, respectively.
Source: EPA (2003a).

3.2.3.3 Air Quality
The Tennessee SAAQS for six criteria pollutants - SO 2 , NO 2 , CO, 03, PM (PM 1o and
PM2 .5 ), and Pb - are almost the same as the NAAQS (Waynick 2002), as shown in Table 3.2-3.
In addition, the state has adopted standards for gaseous fluorides (expressed as HF), as presented
in Table 3.2-4.
The ETTP site in Roane County is located in the Eastern Tennessee-Southwestern
Virginia Interstate AQCR. Currently, the county is designated as being in attainment for all
criteria pollutants (40 CFR 81.343).
Although uranium enrichment activities at ETTP were discontinued in 1985, ambient air
monitoring for radionuclides, criteria pollutants (PM 1o and Pb),3 and several metals has
continued at on-site and off-site locations (DOE 2002c). Monitoring indicates that no standards
were exceeded, and there was no statistically significant elevation of pollutant concentrations
associated with site operations. On the basis of modeling radionuclide emissions from all major
and minor point sources, the effective dose equivalent to the most exposed member of the public
was 0.8 mrem/yr in 2001, well below the NESHAPs dose limit of 10 mrem/yr (DOE 2002c).

3 At the end of 2001, all PM 10 sampling was discontinued after a review of PMo data over a 10-year period (1991
through 2000) in which all concentrations were below the ambient air quality standards.

TABLE 3.2-3 National Ambient Air Quality Standards, Tennessee State Ambient Air Quality Standards, Maximum
Allowable Increments for Prevention of Significant Deterioration, and Highest Background Levels Representative of the
ETTP Site
0k

PSD Incrementsd
(ig/rm 3)

NAAQS/SAAQSb
Pollutanta

Averaging
Time

Value

Typec

Class I

Class 11

Highest Background Level
Concentratione

Location (Year)

SO 2

3 hours
24 hours
Annual

0,50 ppm (1,300 jig/M3)
0.14 ppm (365 [tg/m 3)
0.03 ppm (80 jig/rn3)

S
P
P

25
5
2

512
91
20

0.109 ppm (22%)
0.031 ppm (22%)
0.003 ppm (10%)

Rockwood (1998)
Rockwood (2001)
Oak Ridge (2000)

NO 2

Annual

0.053 ppm (100 jig/m3 )

P, S

2.5

25

0.008 ppm (15%)

Oak Ridge (2000)

Cof

I hour
8 hours

35 ppm (40 mg/m 3)
9 ppm (10 mg/m3 )

PS
P, S

-_1.

-

-

I ppm (32%)
4.9 ppm (54%)

Knoxville (1999)
Knoxville (1997)

03

1 hour
8 hours

0.12 ppm(235 gjg/m3)
0.08 ppm (157 jg/m3)

P,S
P, S

-

-

0.116ppm(97%)h
0.099 ppm (124%)i

OakRidge (1999)
Anderson County (2002)

PM 10

24 hours
Annual

150 jig/m3
50 jig/m 3

P, S
P, S

8
4

30
17

69.9 jig/m3 (47%)
23.2 jg/m3 (46%)

ETTP (2000)
ETTP (2000)

PM 2 .5

24 hours

65 jg/m3

P, S

-

-

Harriman (2000)

Annual

15 jLg/m 3

50.4 jig/m3 (7 8 %)h

P, S

-

_

18.4 jig/m 3 (123%)

Harriman (2000)

Calendar
quarter

1.5 jig/m3

P, S

-

_

0.0063 jig/m3 (0.4%)

ETTP (2000)

Pb

Footnotes on next page.
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TABLE 3.2-3 (Cont.)

a

CO = carbon monoxide; NO 2 = nitrogen dioxide; 03 = ozone; Pb = lead; PM2 .5 = particulate matter <2.5 grm; PM 10 = particulate matter
<10 glm; and SO 2 = sulfur dioxide.

b

The SO 2 (3-hour and 24-hour) and CO standards are attained when the stated value is not exceeded more than once per year. The SO2
(annual), NO 2 , and Pb standards are attained when the stated value is not exceeded. The 03 (1 -hour) standard is attained when the stated
value is not exceeded more than three times in three years. The 03 (8-hour) standard is attained when the 3-year average of the annual
fourth-highest daily maximum 8-hour average concentration does not exceed the stated value. The PMIo (annual) and PM2 .5 (annual)
standards are attained when the 3-year average of the annual arithmetic means does not exceed the stated value. The PMIo (24-hour)
standard is attained when the 3-year average of the 99th percentile values does not exceed the stated value. The PM2 .5 (24-hour) standard
is attained when the 3-year average of the annual 98th percentile values does not exceed the stated value.

c P = primary standard whose limits were set to protect public health; S = secondary standard whose limits were set to protect public
welfare.
d

Class I areas are specifically designated areas in which the degradation of air quality is severely restricted under the Clean Air Act;
Class II areas have a somewhat less stringent set of allowable emissions.

e

Values in parentheses are monitored concentrations as a percentage of NAAQS or SAAQS.

f

The NAAQS have a primary standard only; the Tennessee SAAQS, however, have a secondary standard as well.

g

A dash indicates that no standard exists.

h

Second-highest value.
Fourth-highest value.

Sources: 40 CFR 50; TDEC (1999); 40 CFR 52.21; DOE (2002c); EPA (2003a).

0o

i
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TABLE 3.24 Additional Tennessee Ambient Air Quality Standardsa

Pollutant

Averaging
Time

Primary
Standard

Secondary Standard

Gaseous fluorides (as HF)

12 hours
24 hours
7 days
30 days

_b
-

3.7 g/m 3 (4.5 ppb)C
2.9 pg/m 3 (3.5 ppb)c
1.6 gg/m3 (2.0 ppb)c
1.2 jg/m3 (1.5 ppb)C

30 days

-

0.5 gg/m 3 (0.6 ppb)c

Gaseous fluorides (as HF)d

a These standards are in addition to the Tennessee SAAQS listed in

Table 3.2-3.
b A dash indicates that no standard exists.

c This average is not to be exceeded more than once per year.
d

Applied in the vicinity of primary aluminum reduction plants in operation
on or before December 31, 1973.

Source: TDEC (1999).

Also, the airborne dose from all ETTP radionuclide emissions was still less than the ORR
maximum. The highest concentration levels for SO2 , NO 2 , CO, PM 1o, 24-hour PM2 .5 , and Pb
around and within the ETTP site are less than or equal to 78% of their respective NAAQS in
Table 3.2-3 (EPA 2003; DOE 2002c). However, the highest 03 and annual PM 2 .5 concentrations
that are of regional concern are approaching or somewhat higher than the applicable NAAQS.
PSD regulations (40 CFR 52.21) limit the maximum allowable incremental increases in
ambient concentrations of SO 2 , NO2 , and PM 1 0 above established baseline levels, as shown in
Table 3.2-3. The PSD regulations, which are designed to protect ambient air quality in Class I
and Class II attainment areas, apply to major new sources and major modifications to existing
sources. The nearest Class I PSD is the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, about 55 km
(34 mi) southeast of ETTP. The Joyce Kilmer-Slickrock Wilderness Area just south of the
western end of Great Smoky Mountains National Park is also a Class I area. These Class I areas
are not located downwind of prevailing winds at the ETTP (see Figure 3.2-3)..

3.2.3.4 Existing Noise Environment
The Noise Control Act of 1972, along with its subsequent amendments (Quiet
Communities Act of 1978, 42 USC Parts 4901-4918), delegates to the states the authority to
regulate environmental noise and directs government agencies to comply with local community
noise statutes and regulations. Anderson County has quantitative noise-limit regulations, as
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shown in Table 3.2-5 (Anderson County 2002), although the State of Tennessee and Roane
County do not.
The EPA has recommended a maximum noise level of 55 dB(A) as DNL to protect
against outdoor activity interference and annoyance (EPA 1974). This level is not a regulatory
goal but is "intentionally conservative to protect the most sensitive portion of the American
population," with "an additional margin of safety." For protection against hearing loss in the
general population from nonimpulsive noise, the EPA guideline recommends an Leq(2 4 h) of
70 dB(A) or less over a 40-year period.
The noise-producing activities within the ETTP site are associated with the DUF 6
cylinder project and local traffic, similar to that at any other industrial site. Major noise sources
within the ETTP site consist of heavy equipment, forklift, and crane operations associated with
cylinder handling, steel grit blasting operations, welding/buming/hotwork activities during
breach repairs, etc. (Cain 2002a).
ETTP is in a rural setting, and no residences and sensitive receptors (e.g., schools,
hospitals) are located in the immediate vicinity. As part of hearing protection for workers,
industrial hygiene measurements of noise associated with the DUF6 cylinder project have been
made since 1998. Ambient noise levels around the site are relatively low. Measurements taken at
the nearby residence along Poplar Creek Road (off Blair Road) to the north of the site on
June 1991 at 8:30 a.m. was about 39 dB(A), typical of a rural environment (ANL 1991b). At
three residences on Blair Road nearest the site, noises from the K-25 activities were not
distinguishable from background noise. To date, there have been no complaints about noise from
neighboring communities.

TABLE 3.2-5 Allowable Noise Level by Zoning District in Anderson
County, Tennessee
Zonin

Allowable Noise Level (dBA

District

Abbreviation

7 a.m.-I0 p.m.

10 p.m.-7 a.m.

Suburban-residential
Rural-residential
Agriculture-forest
General commercial
Light industrial
Heavy industrial
Floodway

R-1
A-2
A-1
C-I
1-1
1-2
F-l

60
65
65
70
70
80
80

55
60
60
65
70
80
80

Source: Anderson County (2002).

_
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3.2.4 Geology and Soil
3.2.4.1 Topography, Structure, and Seismic Risk
The topography of the Oak Ridge site is varied; the maximum change in elevation across
the site is about 420 ft (130 m). The site is underlain by sedimentary rocks composed of
limestone and dolomite. Sinkholes, large springs, and other karst features can occur in the
limestone formations adjacent to the site (DOE 1995).
The ETTP site is situated in the Valley and Ridge Subregion of the Appalachian
Highlands Province near the boundary with the Cumberland Plateau (DOE 1995). This subregion
consists of a series of northeast-southwest trending ridges bounded by the Cumberland
Escarpment on the west and by the Blue Ridge Front on the east.
The major stratigraphic units underlying the site and its confining ridges are the Rome
Formation (silty shale and shale), the Conasauga Group (calcareous shale interbedded with
limestone and siltstone), the Knox Group (silty dolomite), and the Chickamauga Limestone
(interbedded with layers of bentonite). These units range in age from Lower Cambrian (Rome
Formation) to Middle Ordovician (Chickamauga Limestone). Contacts between the members are
gradational and discontinuous. Sinkholes, large springs, and other karst features are common in
the Knox Group, and areas underlain with limestone or dolomites are, for the most part,
classified as karst terrains (DOE 1995).
The most important structural feature near the site is a fault system consisting of the
Whiteoak Mountain Fault, which runs through the southeastern comer of the Oak Ridge facility;
the Kingston Fault, a parallel fault that occurs north of Poplar Creek; and the Copper Creek
Fault, located in Melton Valley. A branch of the Whiteoak Mountain Fault originates just south
of the facility and runs due north through its center. None of these faults appear to have any
topographic expression, and it is assumed that displacement took place prior to the development
of the present surface of erosion (DOE 1979). These faults can probably be considered inactive;
no seismic events have been associated with these faults near the site, and no surface movement
has been reported along the faults.
3.2.4.2 Soils
The typical soil types of the Valley and Ridge Province at ETTP are red-yellow podsols,
reddish-brown laterites, or lithosols (DOE 1979). They are usually strongly leached and acidic
and have a low organic content. The thickness of alluvium beneath the site ranges from nearly 0
to 60 ft (0 to 18 mn). Soils developed on the Chickamauga Formation, which underlies most of the
site, are typically yellow to yellow-brown montmorillonites. The Conasauga Shale, which
underlies the southeastern corner of the site, develops a silty brown, tan, greenish, and maroon
clay that is micaceous and contains fragments of unweathered parent rock. In upland areas
around the site, the Fullerton Soil Series is dominant. This soil has moderate infiltration rates and
is moderately drained to well drained. The Nolichucky and Talbott Series soils are the most
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abundant valley and terrace soils within the site proper. The Nolichucky and Talbott Series soils
are similar to the Fullerton Series soils (Geraghty & Miller, Inc. 1989).
Soil and groundwater data have been collected to determine whether contamination is
associated with the Oak Ridge cylinder yards (DOE 1994a). Substances in soil possibly
associated with cylinder management activities are uranium and fluoride compounds, which
could be released to soil if breached cylinders or faulty valves were present. In 1991,
122 systematic soil samples were collected at the K-yard; these samples had maximum
concentrations of 0.14 mg/kg of uranium-235 and 13 mg/kg of uranium-238. Soil samples
collected in March 1992 at the K-yard had a maximum uranium concentration of 36 ±2 mg/kg.
In 1994, 200 systematic and 28 biased soil samples were collected in areas surrounding
the cylinder yards; the maximum concentrations detected in these samples were 0.83 mg/kg of
uranium-235 at the K-1066-F yard (F-yard) and 75 mg/kg of uranium-238 at the E-yard.
Groundwater concentrations of total uranium (measured as gross alpha and gross beta) for
upgradient and downgradient wells indicate that although some elevated levels of uranium have
been detected in cylinder yard soil, no migration to groundwater has occurred (DOE 1994a).
Soil samples collected as part of general site monitoring in the immediate surrounding
area in 1994 had the following maximum concentrations: uranium, 6.7 mg/kg; AroclorO 1254
(a PCB), 0.16 mg/kg; cadmium, 0.34 mg/kg; mercury, 0.15 mg/kg; and nickel, 33 mg/kg
(LMES 1996c). Fluoride was not analyzed in the soil samples, but it is naturally occurring and of
low toxicity. Concentrations of uranium in 1995 and 1996 soil monitoring were lower than the
previous results (LMES 1996b, 1997b).
As part of ongoing CERCLA/RCRA investigations, several areas of soil at the ETTP site
have been identified as contaminated with radionuclides and/or chemicals. Remediation of this
contamination is being implemented as a part of ongoing CERCLA/RCRA activities at the site.
3.2.5 Water Resources
The affected environment for water resources consists of surface water within and in the
vicinity of the site boundary and groundwater beneath the site. Analyses of surface water, stream
sediment, and groundwater samples have indicated the presence of some contamination resulting
from previous gaseous diffusion plant operations. Although several contaminants are present in
the water, only small amounts of uranium and fluoride compounds are related to releases from
the cylinders.
3.2.5.1 Surface Water
The ETTP site is located near the confluence of the Clinch River (a tributary of the
Tennessee River) and Poplar Creek (Figure 3.2-4). Effluent discharge points are located on both
Poplar Creek and the Clinch River, and two water withdrawal points are on the Clinch River
(DOE 1979).
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FIGURE 3.24 Surface Water Features in the Vicinity of ETTP

All waters that drain the ETTP site eventually reach the Tennessee-Ohio-Mississippi
river system. The Clinch River provides the most immediate destination for waters discharged
from the site and flows southwest into the Tennessee River near Kingston, Tennessee (Geraghty
& Miller, Inc. 1989). A dam constructed in 1963 at River Mile 23.1 created the Melton Hill
Reservoir, which establishes the eastern and southeastern boundaries of the Oak Ridge facility.
Before this dam was constructed, flows were regulated by Watts Bar Dam, which is located
about 38 mi [61 km] downstream from the mouth of the Clinch River. Because of the presence of
Melton Hill and Watts Bar dams, the hydrology of the Clinch River-Poplar Creek system is very
complex. Average flows in Melton Branch, Whiteoak Creek, and the East Fork of Poplar Creek
were 1,120, 4,320, and 21,680 gal/min (4,240, 16,350, and 82,060 L/min), respectively, for a
period of record circa 1960. The average daily discharge below Melton Hill Dam was 2 million
gal/min (128.5 m3 /s) for a 39-year period of record (Geraghty & Miller, Inc. 1989).
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The ETTP site contains a series of limited drainage basins through which small streams
traverse and ultimately join with the Clinch River (DOE 1979). Poplar Creek (Figure 3.2-4) is
one such stream; it receives drainage from an area of 136 mi2 (352 km 2 ), including the
northwestern sector of the site. The headwaters of the East Fork are collected in the vicinity of
Y-12, where they receive treated wastewater in the form of cooling tower blowdown, waste
stream condensate, and process cooling water. In the uplands around the site, surface runoff is
largely controlled by soil cover. Within the site, runoff is largely controlled by subsurface drains
and diversion ditches. Annual precipitation is 54.8 in. (139 cm). In the vicinity of ETTP, most of
the facilities are free from flood hazards for both the 100-year and 500-year maximum probable
floods in Poplar Creek (Rothschild et al. 1984).
The ORR site takes water from the Clinch River for makeup cooling water for its reactors
at a rate of approximately 20 million galld (76 million L/d). An additional 4 million galld
(15 million L/d) is withdrawn for other process water. These withdrawals occur at Clinch River
Miles 11.5 and 14.4. About 25% of this water is returned to the river as treated effluent or
blowdown water. As of 1979, no withdrawals were reported from Poplar Creek (DOE 1979).
Average water consumption for ETTP in 1994 was 1,324 gal/min (5,011 L/min), equaling about
700 million gal (2.6 billion L) per year.
As of 2000, surface water was being monitored at seven locations at ETTP (DOE 2002c).
In the last quarter of 1999, sampling at most monitoring stations was scaled back to a semiannual
frequency. Uranium levels were well within permitted levels based on radiological standards. In
most instances, results for nonradiological parameters were also well within their applicable
Tennessee water quality standards. Heavy metals were detected, but they were always well
within applicable standards. In general, analytical results for samples collected upstream of
ETTP were chemically similar to those collected downstream of the site, indicating that the site
has little effect on chemical concentrations in surface water.
Sediment samples have also been collected at points that coincided with the ORR water
sampling locations. The sediment samples were analyzed for uranium and other parameters. For
1994, the following maximum concentrations were measured: uranium, 43 mg/kg; mercury,
6 mg/kg; nickel, 89 mg/kg; and Aroclor 1254, 10 mg/kg (LMES 1996c).
3.2.5.2 Groundwater
Groundwater occurs in a surficial aquifer and in bedrock aquifers in the vicinity of ETTP.
The surficial aquifer consists of man-made fill, alluvium, and the residuum of weathered bedrock
(Geraghty & Miller, Inc. 1989). The depth to unweathered bedrock varies from less than 10 to
more than 50 ft (<3 to >15 m), depending on the characteristics of the underlying rocks.
Bedrock aquifers in the area are composed of Cambrian to Ordovician sandstones,
siltstones, shales, dolostones, and limestones. The uppermost bedrock aquifer occurs in the
Chickamauga Group. This formation disconformably overlies the Knox Dolostone and is the
most extensive bedrock unit underlying the site. Shale beds restrict groundwater flow in the
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aquifer, resulting in concentrated flow along the limestone-shale contact, with resultant solution
cavities.
The next-lower aquifer occurs in the Knox Group. It is composed of dolostone with
interbeds of limestone. Solution features such as sinkholes and caverns are common and are an
important route for groundwater flow. This unit is the principal aquifer on the site
(Rothschild et al. 1984); the mean yield of wells and springs is about 268 gal/min (1,014 L/min).
As in the Knox Group, solution cavities in the Conasauga Group are an important
controlling influence for groundwater flow. Because shale beds within the group are generally
less transmissive, groundwater flow is concentrated in the limestone strata. In addition to
solution features, folds and faults can also control flow in this unit (Rothschild et al. 1984). The
oldest units in the area are the Shady Dolomite and the Rome Formation. Groundwater in these
units is largely controlled by fractures and vugs (Geraghty & Miller, Inc. 1989).
During the late spring and summer of 1981, a series of tests to determine properties of the
bedrock aquifers directly across the Clinch River from site K-770 were conducted
(Geraghty & Miller, Inc. 1989). Transmissivity values for the bedrock aquifers (Upper Rome
Formation, Chickamauga and Knox Groups) ranged from 22 to 15,000 galld per foot (270 to
185,000 L/d per meter), with most values ranging from 22 to 6,000 gal/d per foot (270 to
73,600 L/d per meter). Slug tests performed in the unconsolidated surficial aquifer indicated that
the hydraulic conductivity ranged from 1 x 10-7 to 0.01 cm/s. Bedrock values ranged from
1xl 10-6 to 1x 1O-3 cm/s.

On May 29 and 30, 1991 water-level measurements were collected from 185 of
191 monitoring wells at the ET1P site (Geraghty & Miller, Inc. 1991). Inferred directions of
groundwater flow are to the south and southwest toward Poplar Creek. Recharge to the
groundwater system occurs from surface water bodies and infiltrating precipitation.
Groundwater contamination is a significant problem on the site (Rothschild et al. 1984).
The problem is compounded by use of land underlain by shallow groundwater (found in most of
the valleys on the reservation) and by the presence of direct conduits to groundwater
(e.g., solution features and fractures), which are common. Contamination is associated with
waste disposal activities, buried pipelines, and accidental spills.
In 1994 and 1995, groundwater samples were collected from a network of between
200 and 225 monitoring wells at the site (LMES 1996b,c). The number of wells monitored was
greatly decreased in 1996 as a result of the reorganization of the site into six watersheds and
reduced monitoring requirements (LMES 1997b). In the 1994 and 1995 sampling conducted for
the larger network of monitoring wells, the following substances were detected at levels
exceeding their associated primary drinking water standards: antimony, arsenic, barium,
cadmium, chromium (up to 0.741 mg/L), fluoride (only at two wells), lead, nickel (up to
0.626 mg/L), thallium (up to 0.021 mg/L), benzene (up to 6 [tg/L), carbon tetrachloride,
1,1-dichloroethene (greater than 1,000 ,uglL), chloroform, 1,2 dichloroethene (greater than
1,000 gtg/L), methylene chloride, toluene (greater than 1,000 ,ug/L), 1,1,2-trichloro1,2,2-trifluoroethane (greater than 1,000 jig/L), TCE (up to 11,000 gig/L), 1,1,1 -trichloroethane
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(up to 140,000 [tg/L), 1,1,2-trichloroethane, tetrachloroethene (up to 17 Rg/L), vinyl chloride,
gross alpha activity (up to 43 pCi/L), and gross beta activity (up to 6,770 pCi/L) (LMES
1996b,c). Aluminum, iron, and manganese also consistently exceeded secondary, non-healthbased standards because of the natural geochemical nature of the groundwater underlying the site
(LMES 1996b).
Data from the 2000 annual groundwater monitoring program showed that aluminum and
lead exceeded maximum contaminant levels for groundwater at ETTP (DOE 2002c). Copper,
iron, and zinc were also found at elevated concentrations, but MCLs are not available for these
analytes.
Exit-pathway groundwater surveillance monitoring was conducted in 1994 and 1995 at
convergence points where shallow groundwater flows from relatively large areas of the site and
converges before discharging to surface water locations (LMES 1996b,c). The exit-pathway
monitoring data are representative of maximum groundwater contamination levels associated
with the site at areas to which the general public might possibly have access in the future. For
1994, monitoring indicated that thallium, bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, and TCE were present in at
least one exit-pathway well sample at concentrations exceeding primary drinking water standards
(LMES 1996c). The following average concentrations of these constituents were measured:
thallium, 0.007 mg/L; bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, 0.169 mg/L; and TCE, 0.008 mg/L. Alpha
activity and fluoride levels were also measured but did not exceed reference levels (the average
concentration was 4.4 pCi/L for alpha activity and 0.4 mg/L for fluoride). For 1995, monitoring
indicated that no inorganic or organic substances exceeded primary drinking water standards;
however, alpha activity exceeded the reference level in one well during the spring sampling
event (level of 17 pCi/L) (LMES 1996b).
3.2.6 Biotic Resources
3.2.6.1 Vegetation
About 65% of the land within a 5-mi (8-km) radius of the ETTP site is forested, although
most of the ETTP site consists of mowed grasses. Oak-hickory forest is the predominant
community on ridges and dry slopes. Mixed pine forests or pine plantations, many of which are
managed, have replaced former agricultural fields. Selective logging occurred over much of the
site before 1986. Cedar barrens are small communities, primarily on shallow limestone soils, that
support drought-tolerant species such as little bluestem, dropseed, eastern red cedar, and stunted
oak. A cedar barrens across the Clinch River from the ETTP site may be the best example of this
habitat in the state and has been designated as a State Natural Area.
3.2.6.2 Wildlife
The high diversity of habitats in the area supports many wildlife species. Ground-nesting
species commonly occurring on the ETTP site include red fox, ruffed grouse, and eastern box
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turtle. Canada geese are also common in the ETTP area, and most are probably residents
(ANL 199 lb). Waterfowl, wading birds, and shorebirds are numerous along the Clinch River, in
its backwaters, and in ponds. Two great blue heron rookeries are located north of the ETTP site
on Poplar Creek (ANL 1991b). Species commonly associated with streams and ponds include
muskrat, beaver, and several species of turtles and frogs.
The aquatic communities within the Clinch River and Poplar Creek support a high
diversity of fish species and other aquatic fauna. Mitchell Branch supports fewer fish species,
although the diversity of fish species has increased downstream of most ETTP discharges since
1990 (DOE 2002c; LMES 1996b).
3.2.6.3 Wetlands
Numerous wetlands occur in the vicinity of ETTP, including three small wetlands along
Mitchell Branch (ANL 1991 b). Extensive forested wetlands occur along Poplar Creek, East Fork
Poplar Creek, Bear Creek, and their tributaries. Shallow water embayments of Melton Hill
Reservoir and Watts Bar Reservoir support large areas of palustrine emergent wetlands with
persistent vegetation. Forested wetlands occur along these marshy areas and extend into
tributaries (DOE 1995).

3.2.6.4 Threatened and Endangered Species
No occurrence of federal- or state-listed threatened or endangered species on the ETTP
site has been documented. Table 3.2-6 gives the federal- and state-listed species that occur on the
ORR. Gray bats, which are federal and state listed as endangered, have been observed on ORR as
transient individuals (DOE 2002c). The bald eagle, federal listed as threatened, is a winter visitor
on the reservation (DOE 2001c). Bachman's sparrow, state listed as endangered, may be present
on ORR, although it has not been observed recently (DOE 2002c). Suitable nesting habitat on the
reservation includes open pine woods with shrubs and dense ground cover (ANL 199 lb).
3.2.7 Public and Occupational Safety and Health
3.2.7.1 Radiation Environment
Table 3.2-7 gives the radiation doses to the ETTP cylinder yard workers and to off-site
members of the general public. Exposure to airborne emissions from ETTP operations is
approximately 13% of that from operations of the entire ORR. Radiation exposure of the general
public MEI is estimated to be 6.7 mrem/yr. This dose is about 7% of the maximum dose limit of
100 mrem/yr set for the general public (DOE 1990) and much smaller than the average dose
from natural background radiation in the State of Tennessee. The estimated dose of 6.7 mrem/yr
for the MEI was based on the assumption that the off-site public would stay far away from the
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TABLE 3.2-6 Federal- and State-Listed Endangered, Threatened,
and Special Concern Species on ORR
Scientific Name

Common Name

Federal Status State Status

Mammals
Myotis grisescens
Sorex longirostris

Gray bat
Southeastern shrew

E

E
NM

Birds
Accipieter striatus
Aimophila aestivalis
Anhinga anhinga
Casmerodiusalba
Circus cyaneus
Contopus borealis
Dendroicacerulea
Egretta caerulea
Egretta thula
Falcoperegrinus
Heliaeetus leucocephalus
Lanius ludovicianus
Pandion haliaetus
Sphyrapicus varius

Sharp-shinned hawk
Bachman's sparrow
Anhinga
Great egret
Northern harrier
Olive-sided flycatcher
Cerulean warbler
Little blue heron
Snowy egret
Peregrine falcon
Bald eagle
Loggerhead shrike
Osprey
Yellow-bellied sapsucker

T

NM
E
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
E
NM
NM

E
NM

Amphibians
Hemidactylium scutatum

Four-toed salamander

NM

Tennessee dace

NM

Fish
Phoxinus tennesseensis

Plants
Aureolariapatula
Carexgravida
Carex oxylepis pubescens
Cimicifuga rubifolia
Cypripedium acaule
Delphinium exaltatum
Diervilla lonicera
Drabaramosissima
Elodea nuttallii
Fothergillamajor
Hydrastiscanadensis
Juglans cinerea
Juncus brachycephalus
Lilium canadense
Lilium michiganense
Liparis loeselii
Panaxquinquifolius
Platantheraflavaherbiola
Ruellia purshiana
Scirpusfluviatilis
Spiranthes lucida
Thuja occidentalis
Viola tripartita_
a

Spreading false-foxglove
Heavy sedge
Hairy sharp-scaled sedge
Appalachian bugbane
Pink lady's slipper
Tall larkspur
Northern bush-honeysuckle
Branching whitlow-grass
Nuttall waterweed
Mountain witch-alder
Golden seal
Butternut
Small-head rush
Canada lily
Michigan lily
Fen orchid
Ginseng
Tuberculed rein-orchid
Pursh's wild petunia
River bulrush
Shining ladies-tresses
Northern white cedar
Three-parted violet

Status codes: E = endangered; T = threatened; NM = in need of management;
S = special concern.

Source: DOE (200 1c).
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TABLE 3.2-7 Estimated Radiation Doses to Members of the General Public and Cylinder
Yard Workers at ETTP

Receptor
Member of the general public (MEI)a

-

-

Radiation Source

Dose to
Individual
(mrem/yr)

Routine site operations
Airborne radionuclidesb

ETTP only

0.1

Entire ORR
Waterborne radionuclidesc
Direct gamma radiation
Ingestion of wildlife
Cylinder yard worker

External radiation

Member of public or worker

Average natural background radiation in the State
of Tennessee

0.8
3.7
I 8d
0.4e
3 2 -9 2 ,f 107 g

DOE worker limit

42h

2,000t

a The MEI is assumed to reside at an off-site location or undertake the specific activities that would yield
the largest dose. An average person would receive a radiation dose much less than the values shown in this
table.
b Radiation doses from airborne releases were estimated by using an air dispersion model and took into

account exposures from external radiation, inhalation, and ingestion of foodstuffs. Doses were estimated
on the basis of the emission rate from ETTP only and from the entire ORR (DOE 2002b).
c The radiation dose would result from eating 21 kg/yr (46 lb/yr) of the most contaminated accessible fish,
drinking 730 L/yr (193 gal'yr) of the most contaminated drinking water, and using the shoreline near the
most contaminated stretch of water for 67 h/yr (DOE 2002b).
d Radiation doses would result from 250 hours of shoreline activity per year along the banks of Poplar

Creek or near the K-1066-E cylinder yard (DOE 2002b).
e Radiation doses would result from ingestion of two hypothetical worst-case geese (a combination of the
heaviest goose harvested and the highest measured concentrations of cesium-137 and strontium-90 found
in released geese (0.3 mrem/yr) and a hypothetical worst-case turkey (0.1 mrem/yr) (DOE 2002b). Deer
hunt activities were cancelled because of security concerns during the final quarter of 2001 (DOE 2002b).
f The range of annual average doses from 1991 through 1995 (Hodges 1996).

g In 1998, the maximum worker exposure from painting cylinders was 107 mrem/yr (Cain 2002b).
h Dose from natural background radiation ranges from 19 to 72 mrem/yr in Tennessee (DOE 2002b).

DOE administrative procedures limit DOE workers to 2,000 mrem/yr (DOE 1992), whereas the regulatory
dose limit for radiation workers is 5,000 mrem/yr (10 CFR Part 835).

-
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cylinder yards, which is the case under normal conditions. However, potential external exposure
could occur and reach 100 mrem/yr if an off-site individual spends more than 90 hours in a year
immediately at the cylinder yard fence line.
Between 1991 and 1995, the average annual dose to cylinder yard workers ranged from
32 to 92 mrem/yr, which is less than 2% of the maximum radiation dose limit of 5,000 mremlyr
set for radiation workers (10 CFR Part 835). In 1998, 400 cylinders were repainted; the
maximum worker exposure was 107 mrem/yr (Cain 2002b).
3.2.7.2 Chemical Environment
Table 3.2-8 gives the estimated hazard quotients for members of the general public under
existing environmental conditions near the ETTP site. The hazard quotient represents a
comparison of the estimated human intake level of a contaminant with an intake level below
which adverse effects are very unlikely to occur. The estimated hazard quotients indicate that
exposures to DUF6 -related contaminants in environmental media near the ETTP site are
generally a small fraction of those that might be associated with adverse health effects. An
exception is groundwater, for which the hazard quotient for fluoride could exceed the threshold
of 1. However, it is highly unlikely that this groundwater would be used as a drinking water
source.
OSHA has proposed PELs for uranium compounds and HF in the workplace (29 CFR
Part 1910, Subpart Z, as of February 2003) as follows: 0.05 mg/m 3 for soluble uranium
compounds, 0.25 mg/m3 for insoluble uranium compounds, and 2.5 mg/m 3 for HF. ETTP worker
exposures are kept below these limits.
3.2.8 Socioeconomics
Socioeconomic data for the ETTP site focus on an ROI comprising four Tennessee
counties surrounding the site: Anderson, Knox, Loudon, and Roane. The counties included in the
ROI were selected on the basis of the current residential locations of government workers
directly involved in ETTP activities. The ROI is defined on the basis of the current residential
locations of government workers directly connected to ETTP site activities and includes the area
in which these workers spend much of their salaries. More than 90% of ETTP workers currently
reside in these counties (Cain 2002b). Because the majority of ETTP workers live in Anderson
and Knox Counties and the City of Knoxville, the majority of impacts from ETTP would be
expected to occur in these locations; therefore, the following discussions emphasize those areas.
3.2.8.1 Population
The population of the ROL in 2000 was 544,358 people (U.S. Bureau of the Census
2002a) and was expected to reach 565,000 by 2003 (Table 3.2-9). In 2000, 382,032 people (70%
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TABLE 3.2-8 Estimated Hazard Quotients for Members of the Public
near E1IP under Existing Environmental Conditionsa

Environmental
Medium

Parameter

Assumed
Exposure
Concentration

Estimated
Chronic Intake
(mg/kg-d)

Reference Levelb
(mglkg-d)

Hazard
Quotiene

Aird

Uranium

0.0014

3.9 x 10-7

0.0003

0.0013

soile

Uranium

6.7 jig/g

8.9 x 10-5

0.003

0.03

Surface waterf

Uranium
Fluoride

13 jig/L
180 ltg/L

7.1 x 10-6
9.9 x 10-5

0.003
0.06

0.0024
0.0016

Sedimentg

Uranium

43 ,ug/g

1.2 x 10-5

0.003

0.0039

Groundwaterh

Uranium
Fluoride

25 pg/L
4,000 gsg/L

1.8 x 104
1.1 x 10-2

0.003
0.06

0.24
1.9

jigjm

3

a

The receptor was assumed to be a long-term resident near the site boundary or another offsite monitoring location that would have the highest concentration of the contaminant being
addressed; reasonable maximum exposure conditions were assumed. Only the exposure
pathway contributing the most to intake levels was considered (i.e., inhalation for air and
ingestion for soil, sediment, surface water, and groundwater). Residential exposure scenarios
were assumed for air, soil, and groundwater analyses; recreational exposure scenarios were
assumed for surface water and sediment analyses. For all environmental media, only uranium
and fluoride data (ofparticular interest for this EIS) are presented, although other substances
are also measured.

b

The reference level is an estimate of the daily human exposure level that is likely to be
without an appreciable risk of deleterious effects. The reference levels used in this
assessment are defined in Appendix F.

c

The hazard quotient is the ratio of the intake of the human receptor to the reference level. A
hazard quotient of less than I indicates that adverse health effects resulting from exposure to
that chemical alone are unlikely.

d

For the uranium air concentration, the maximum average from six monitoring locations was
used (DOE 2002d). {F was not measured.

e

Current soil sampling data were unavailable; data presented are from LMES (LMES 1996c).
No data were available for fluoride.

f

For uranium, the value is the maximum average for downstream locations (DOE 2002d).
Current surface water sampling data for fluoride were unavailable; data presented are from
LMES (1996c).

g

Current sediment sampling data were unavailable; data presented are from LMES (1996c).

h

Groundwater data are not provided in the current annual site environmental report
(DOE 2002c). The concentration presented for uranium is from LMES (1996c). The value is
the maximum annual average for all exit pathway monitoring locations because these are the
locations where the general public could most likely be exposed in the future. Alpha activity
was used as a surrogate measure of the uranium concentration. The well-specific
concentration for fluoride was not available; the exposure concentration given is the drinking
water standard. Several wells were stated to have fluoride levels in excess of the standard
(LMES 1996b). The hazard index for fluoride could therefore exceed that presented. Several
additional substances exceeded drinking water standards or guidelines in 1994 and 1995
monitoring; only substances ofparticular interest for this EIS are listed here.
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TABLE 3.2-9 Population in the ETTP Region of Influence and Tennessee
in 1990, 2000, and 2003

Location

1990

City of Knoxville

165,121

173,890

Knox County

335,749

382,032

Anderson County

68,250

71,330

Loudon County

31,255

39,086

Roane County

47,227

51,910

ROI total

482,481

Tennessee

4,877,185

2000

Growth Rate (%),
1990-2000a

2 003b
(Projected)

544,358

0.5
1.3
0.4
2.3
1.0
1.2

176,600
397,100
72,300
41,800
53,400
564,600

5,689,283

1.6

5,958,000

a Average annual rate.
b

ANL projections, as detailed in Appendix F.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (2002a), except as noted.

of the ROI total) resided in Knox County, 71,330 people resided in Anderson County, and
173,890 people resided in the City of Knoxville itself (U.S. Bureau of the Census 2002a). During
the 1990s, each of the counties in the ROI and the City of Knoxville experienced moderate
increases in population, with an ROI average growth of 1.2%. A slightly higher growth rate was
experienced in Loudon County (2.3%), which had the smallest population in the ROI. Over the
same period, the population in Tennessee grew at a rate of 1.6%.

3.2.8.2 Employment
Total employment in Knox County was 188,114 in 2000; it was projected to reach
199,400 by 2003. The economy of the county is dominated by the trade and service sectors, with
employment in those sectors currently contributing more than 75% of all employment in the
county (Table 3.2-10). Employment growth in the highest growth sector, the service sector, was
7.1% during the 1990s, compared with 2.0% in the county for all sectors as a whole (U.S. Bureau
of the Census 1992, 2002b).
Total employment in Anderson County was 39,797 in 2000; it was projected to reach
42,000 by 2003. The economy of the county is dominated by the manufacturing and service
sectors, with employment in those sectors currently contributing more than 82% of all
employment in the county (Table 3.2-11). Employment growth in the highest growth sector,
services, was 5.5% during the 1990s, compared with 1.8% in the county for all sectors as a
whole (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1992, 2002b).
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TABLE 3.2-10 Employment in Knox County by Industry in 1990 and 2000

Sector
Agriculture
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation and
public utilities
Trade
Finance, insurance,
and real estate
Services
Total

No. of People
Employed in
1990a

Percentage
of County
Total

No. of People
Employed in
2000b

Percentage
of County
Total

2,01Oc
775
9,817
22,720
9,823

1.3
0.5
6.3
14.7
6.3

951 d
315
12,225
16,912
5,272

0.5
0.2
6.5
9.0
2.8

-7.2e
-8.6
2.2
-2.9
-6.0

52,258
7,228

33.7
4.7

41,951
10,668

22.3
5.7

-2.2
4.0

50,032

32.3

99,707

53.0

7.1

154,968

a

U.s. Bureau of the Census (1992).

b

U.S. Bureau of the Census (2002b).

188,114

Growth Rate (%),
1990-2000

2.0

c These agricultural data are for 1992 and are taken from USDA (1994).
d

These agricultural data are for 1997 and are taken from USDA (1999).

e Agricultural data are for 1992 and 1997.

Total employment in the ROI was 248,003 in 2000; it was projected to reach 262,600 by
2003. The economy of the ROI is dominated by the trade and service sectors; combined, they
contribute 72% of all employment in the ROI (Table 3.2-12). Employment growth in the highest
growth sector, services, was almost 6.8% during the 1990s, compared with 1.9% in the ROI for
all sectors as a whole (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1992, 2002b). Employment at the ETTP site
currently stands at 1,740 (Cain 2002b).
Unemployment in the Knoxville Metropolitan Statistical Area was 2.8% in
December 2002, slightly lower than the average rate during the 1990s (Table 3.2-13).
Unemployment for the state was 4.1% in December 2002, which is also slightly lower than the
average rates for the last 10 years.

3.2.8.3 Personal Income
Personal income in Knox County totaled about $11.3 billion in 2000 (in 2002 dollars)
and was projected to reach $13.5 billion by 2003. The annual average rate of growth was 2.8%
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TABLE 3.2-11 Employment in Anderson County by Industry in 1990 and 2000
No. of People
Employed
in 1990a

Percentage
of County
Total

Agriculture
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation and
public utilities
Trade
Finance, insurance,
and real estate
Services

577C
293
857
11,634
801

1.7
0.9
2.6
34.9
2.4

5,236
829
13,016

Total

33,299

Sector

No. of People
Employed
in 20 00 b

Percentage
of County
Total

Growth Rate (%),
1990-2000

24 3d

0.6

60
1,175
218

0.2
3.0
26.4
0.5

-8.3e
-14.7
3.2
-1.0
-12.2

15.7
2.5

4,200
1,058

10.6
2.7

-2.2
2.5

39.1

22,273

56.0

5.5

10,523

1.8

39,797

a

U.S. Bureau of the Census (1992).

b

U.S. Bureau of the Census (2002b).

c

These agricultural data are for 1992 and are taken from USDA (1994).

d

These agricultural data are for 1997 and are taken from USDA (1999).

e

Agricultural data are for 1992 and 1997.

TABLE 3.2-12 Employment in the ETTP Region of Influence by Industry in 1990
and 2000

Sector
Agriculture
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation and
public utilities
Trade
Finance, insurance,
and real estate
Services
Total

No. of People
Employed in
I990a

Percentage
of ROI
Total

No. of People
Employed in

4,528C
1,138
11,185
39,633
11,322

2.2
0.6
5.5
19.3
5.5

2,545d

61,583
8,851
66,279

Percentage
of ROI
Total

Growth Rate (%),
1990-2000

407
14,416
32,706
6,682

1.0
0.2
5.8
13.2
2.7

-5.6e
-9.8
2.6
-1.9
-5.1

30.1
4.3

50,387
12,357

20.3
5.0

-2.0
3.4

32.3

128,299

51.7

6.8

204,922

2 00 0b

248,003

a

U.s. Bureau of the Census (1992).

b

U.S. Bureau of the Census (2002b).

c

These agricultural data are for 1992 and are taken from USDA (1994).

d

These agricultural data are for 1997 and are taken from USDA (1999).

e

Agricultural data are for 1992 and 1997.

1.9
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over the period 1990 through 2000 (Table 3.2-14).
County per capita income also rose in the 1990s and
was expected to reach $34,400 in 2003, compared with
$29,600 at the beginning of the period.
Personal income in Anderson County was
almost $2 billion in 2000 (in 2002 dollars) and was
expected to reach $2.2 billion by 2003. The annual
average rate of growth was 1.9% over the period 1990
through 2000 (Table 3.2-14). County per capita income
also rose in the 1990s and was expected to reach
$31,100 in 2003, compared with about $27,200 at the
beginning of the period.
Growth rates in total personal income in the
ROI as a whole were the same as those for Knox
County and slightly higher than those for Anderson
County. Total personal income in the ROI grew at a
rate of 2.8% over the period 1990 through 2000 and
was expected to reach almost $18.5 billion by 2003.
ROT per capita income was expected to grow from
about $28,500 in 1990 to $33,000 by 2003, which is an
average annual growth rate of 1.4%.

TABLE 3.2-13 Unemployment
Rates in the Knoxville Metropolitan
Statistical Area and Tennessee

Location and Period

Rate (%)

Knoxville MSAa

1992-2002 average
Dec. 2002 (current rate)

3.7
2.8

Tennessee

1992-2002 average
Dec. 2002 (current rate)
a

4.6
4.1

Knoxville Metropolitan Statistical
Area (MSA) consists of Anderson,
Blount, Knox, Loudon, Sevier, and
Union Counties.

Source: BLS (2002).

TABLE 3.2-14 Personal Income in Knox and Anderson Counties and the ETTP Region
of Influence in 1990,2000, and 2003

Location and Type of Income

1990

2000

Growth Rate (%),
1990-2000

2003
(Projected)"

8,790
26,180

11,308
29,599

2.8
1.4

13,500
34,400

1,643
24,074

1,938
27,173

1.9
1.4

2,200
31,100

12,118
25,115

15,516
28,503

2.8
1.4

18,500
33,000

Knox County
Total personal income (millions of 2002 $)
Personal per capita income (2002 $)

Anderson County
Total personal income (millions of 2002 $)
Personal per capita income (2002 $)

Total ROI
Total personal income (millions of 2002 $)
Personal per capita income (2002 $)
a

ANL projections, as detailed in Appendix F.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce (2002).
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3.2.8.4 Housing
Housing stock in Knox County grew at
an annual rate of 1.8% over the period 1990
through 2000 (Table 3.2-15) (U.S. Bureau of
the Census 2002a), with 178,000 housing units
expected by 2002, reflecting the growth in
county population. Growth in the City of
Knoxville during this period was 1.1%, with
total housing units expected to reach 86,300 by
2003. During the 1990s, 27,900 new units were
added to the existing housing stock in the
county, with 8,528 of these units in the City of
Knoxville in 2000. Vacancy rates in 2000
stood at 9.8% in the city and 7.9% in the
county as a whole for all types of housing. On
the basis of annual population growth rates,
14,900 housing units were expected to be
vacant in the county in 2003; 4,800 of these
were expected to be rental units.
Housing stock in Anderson County
grew at an annual rate of 1.0% over the period
1990 to 2000 (Table 3.2-15) (U.S. Bureau of
the Census 2002a), with total housing units
expected to reach 33,500 in 2003, reflecting
moderate growth in county population. Almost
3,130 new units were added to the existing
housing stock in the county during the 1990s.
Vacancy rates in 2000 stood at 8.2% in the
county for all types of housing. On the basis of
annual population growth rates, 2,900 housing
units were expected to be vacant in the county
in 2003, of which 800 were expected to be
rental units.

PaducahDUEF
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TABLE 3.2-15 Housing Characteristics
in the City of Knoxville, Knox and
Anderson Counties, and the ETTP
Region of Influence in 1990 and 2000

No. of Units
Location and
Type of Unit

1990

2000

34,892
35,081
6,480

39,208

76,453

84,981

85,369
48,270
9,943
143,582

105,562
52,310
13,567
171,439

19,401

21,592

7,983
1,939
29,323

8,188
2,671

City of Knoxville
Owner-occupied
Rental
Total unoccupied
Total

37,442
8,331

Knox County
Owner-occupied
Rental
Total unoccupied
Total

Anderson County
Owner-occupied
Rental
Total unoccupied
Total

32,451

ROI Total
Owner-occupied
Rental
Total unoccupied
Total

128,300
63,331

156,219

14,603

68,577
19,740

206,234

244,536

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (2002a).

Housing stock grew at a slightly slower rate in the ROI as a whole than it did in Knox
County during the 1990s, with an overall growth rate of 1.7%. Total housing units were expected
to reach 257,400 by 2003, with more than 38,300 housing units added in the 1990s. On the basis
of vacancy rates in 2000, which stood at 8.1%, more than 6,400 rental units were expected to be
available in 2003.
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3.2.8.5 Community Resources
3.2.8.5.1 Community Fiscal Conditions. Construction and operation of the proposed
facility might result in increased revenues and expenditures for local government jurisdictions,
including counties, cities, and school districts. Revenues would come primarily from state and
local sales tax revenues associated with employee spending during construction and operations,
and they would be used to support additional local community services currently provided by
each jurisdiction. Tables 1 and 2 of Allison (2002) present information on revenues and
expenditures by the various local government jurisdictions in the ROL.

3.2.8.5.2 Community Public Services. Construction and operation of the proposed
facility would result in increased demand for community services in the counties, cities, and
school districts likely to host relocating construction workers and operations employees.
Additional demands would also be placed on local medical facilities and physician services.
Table 3.2-16 presents data on employment and levels of service (number of employees per
1,000 population) for public safety and general local government services, and Table 3.2-17
covers physicians. Tables 3.2-18 and 3.2-19 provide staffing data for school districts and
hospitals.

3.2.9 Waste Management
The ETTP site generates industrial and sanitary waste, including wastewater, solid
nonhazardous waste, solid and liquid hazardous waste, radioactive waste, and radioactive
hazardous mixed waste. The ETTP site is an active participant in the waste minimization and
recycling program within the ORR complex. Much of the waste generated at ETTP is from the
ongoing environmental remediation efforts at the site. The ETTP site has the capability to treat
wastewater and certain radioactive and hazardous wastes. Some of the wastes generated at ETTP
can also be processed or disposed of at facilities located at the Y-12 Plant and ORNL. The ETTP
facilities also store and process waste generated at Y-12, ORNL, and from other DOE
installations at Paducah, Portsmouth, and Fernald. Most radioactive waste at ETTP is
contaminated with uranium and uranium decay products, with small amounts of fission products
and TRU radionuclides from nuclear fuel recycling programs. Table 3.2-20 lists the ETTP site
waste loads assumed for the analysis of impacts of projected activities.

3.2.9.1 Wastewater
Treated wastewater at the ETTP site is discharged under a National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit. Sanitary wastewater is processed at an on-site sewage
treatment plant with a capacity of 0.92 million gal/d (3.5 million L/d).
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TABLE 3.2-16 Public Service Employment in the City of Knoxville, ETTP Region-of-Influence
Counties, and Tennessee in 2001

City of Knoxville
Employment
Category
Police
Fireb
General
Total

Level of
Servicea

No. of
Workers

Level of
Servicea

No. of
Workers

429
334
907
1,670

2.5
1.91.91
5.2
9.6

495
0
2,505
3,000

2.3
0.0
11.8
14.1

24
18
58

No. of
Workers

7

Police
Fireb
General
Total

Clinton

No. of
Workers

Lake City
Employment
Category

Knox County

3
19
29

City of Oak Ridge

100

Level of
Servicea
2.5
1.9
6.1
10.6:____

Anderson County

Tennesseec

Level of
Servicea

No. of
Workers

Level of
Servicea

No. of
Workers

Level of
Service

Level of
Service

3.8
1.6
10.2
15.6

56
42
256
354

2.0
1.5
9.3
12.9

93
0
336
429

2.8
0.0
10.2
13.0

2.4

1.1
39.1
52.6

a

Level of service represents the number of employees per 1,000 persons in each jurisdiction (U.S. Bureau of
the Census 2002a).

b

Volunteers not included.

C 2000 data.
Sources: City of Knoxville: Hatfield (2002); Knox County: Rodgers (2002), Parolari (2002); Clinton: Shootman
(2002); Lake City: Hayden (2002); City of Oak Ridge: McGinnis (2002); Anderson County: Worthington (2002);
Tennessee: U.S. Bureau of the Census (2002d).

TABLE 3.2-17 Number of Physicians in Knox and Anderson Counties and
Tennessee in 1997

Knox County
Employment
Category
Physicians
a

Anderson County

Tennessee

No.

Level of
Servicea

No.

Level of
Servicea

Level of
Servicea

1,519

4.1

209

3.0

2.6

Level of service represents the number of physicians per 1,000 persons in each
jurisdiction.

Source: American Medical Association (1999).
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TABLE 3.2-18 School District Data for Knox and Anderson Counties and
Tennessee in 2001
Knox County
Employment
Category
Teachers
a

No.

Student-toTeacher
Ratioa

3,380

15.4

Anderson County

Tennessee

No.

Student-toTeacher
Ratioa

Student-toTeacher
Ratioa

488

12.5

15.8

The number of students per teacher in each school district.

Source: Tennessee Department of Education (2001).

TABLE 3.2-19 Medical Facility Data for Knox and Anderson
Counties in 1998
No. of
Staffed Beds

Occupancy
Rate (%)a

Knox County
Baptist Hospital of East Tennessee
East Tennessee Children's Hospital
County total

316
103
319

66
67
NAb

Anderson County
Methodist Medical Center of Oak Ridge
Ridgeview Psychiatric Hospital and Center
County total

250
20
270

72
35
NA

Hospital

a

Percent of staffed beds occupied.

b NA = not available.

Source: Healthcare InfoSource, Inc. (1998).
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3.2.9.2 Solid Nonhazardous,
Nonradioactive Waste
About 35,000 yd 3 /yr (27,500 m3 /yr)
of solid nonhazardous waste is generated at
ORR, which includes waste from the ETTP
site. The waste is disposed of at the Y-12
landfill; it is projected that about 50% of the
landfill's capacity, or about 920,000 yd3
(700,000 M3 ), would be available in the
year 2020.

3.2.9.3 Nonradioactive Hazardous
and Toxic Waste
The ETTP site generates both RCRAhazardous and TSCA-hazardous waste. The
site operates several RCRA hazardous waste
treatment and storage facilities. The site also
operates a permitted TSCA incinerator to
treat hazardous
and LLMW liquids
contaminated with PCBs. The incinerator also
processes PCB waste from other facilities at
ORR and from off-site DOE installations.

PaducahDUF6 ConversionFinal EIS
TABLE 3.2-20 Projected Waste
Generation Volumes for ETTpa
Waste Treatment
Waste Category_
LLW
LLMW
TRU
Hazardous waste
Nonhazardous wasteb
Solids
Wastewater

-

Volume (m3 /yr)

41,000
2,700
0
350
12,000
47,000

a

Volumes include operational and
environmental restoration waste projected
from FY 2002 to FY 2025. However, it is
projected that the majority of the waste
would be generated by FY 2008.

b

Volumes include sanitary and industrial
wastes.

Source: Cain (2002c).

3.2.9.4 Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Current ORR policy for newly generated LLW is to perform necessary packaging for
direct shipment to appropriate on- and off-site treatment, storage, and disposal facilities. LLW
that is not treated or disposed of at ORR is placed in storage, pending either treatment or
disposal, or both, at off-site facilities.

3.2.9.5 Low-Level Radioactive Mixed Waste
The majority of radioactive waste generated at ETTP is LLMW, which consists of
two categories: (1) aqueous RCRA-hazardous radioactive waste contaminated with corrosives or
metals and (2) organic liquids contaminated with PCBs.
Aqueous LLMW is treated on site, and resulting wastewaters are discharged to the
NPDES-permitted discharges, which have a capacity of 450,000 yd3 /yr (340,000 m3 /yr). Organic
LLMW liquids contaminated with PCBs are treated by the ETTP TSCA incinerator, which has a
capacity of 1,800 yd3 /yr (1,400 m3 /yr).
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ETTP has the capacity to treat approximately 6,500 yd 3 /yr (5,000 m 3 /yr) of liquid
LLMW via grout stabilization. The site has the capacity to store 88,600 yd 3 (67,800 m3 ) of
LLMW containers.

3.2.10 Land Use
ETTP is located in east-central Tennessee, in the eastern part of Roane County about
25 mi (40 km) west of the City of Knoxville. An analysis of Landsat satellite imagery from 1992

shows that the dominant land cover categories in Roane County include deciduous forest
(42.0%), mixed forest (19.7%), evergreen forest (13.6%), and pasture/hay (10.3%)
(Figure 3.2-5). The 1997 agricultural census recorded 99 farms in Roane County, covering more
than 53,100 acres (21,489 ha) (USDA 1999). Human settlement is sparse throughout much of the
county, with most of the population residing in the communities of Harriman, Kingston,
Oak Ridge, and Rockwood. The eastern third of Roane County, where ETTP is located, is
dominated by deciduous and mixed forest and pasture.
The 1,700-acre (690-ha) ETTP site contains more than 300 buildings with a combined
floor space of 13 million ft2 (1.2 million m2 ) (MMES 1994b).
Land use at ETTP focuses on the reuse of facilities, equipment, materials, and utilities
previously associated with the gaseous diffusion plant, with an emphasis on reindustrialization
(Bechtel Jacobs Company LLC 2002). Activities at the site include a range of operations
associated with environmental management at the DOE Oak Ridge Operations facilities, such as
management of the TSCA incinerator and the treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous and
radioactive waste (including DUF 6 ) (Operations Management International, Inc. 2002a).
Currently, ETTP is home to two business centers: Heritage Center and Horizon Center. The
Heritage Center encompasses 125 of the main buildings of the former gaseous diffusion facility,
which are currently leased to more than 40 companies (Operations Management International,
Inc. 2002b). The Horizon Center encompasses 1,000 acres (447 ha) of building sites aimed
primarily at high-tech companies.

3.2.11 Cultural Resources
The ETTP site falls under the CRMP for ORR. That plan, which contains procedures for
managing archaeological sites, historic structures, traditional cultural properties, and Native
American sacred sites, was finalized in July 2001 (Souza et al. 2001). Under the plan, ETTP has
responsibility for cultural resources at the eastern end of the reservation.
Cultural resource surveys at ORR have provided a considerable body of knowledge

regarding the history and prehistory of the area. Archaeological evidence indicates that there has
been a human presence at ORR for at least 12,000 years. All the major prehistoric Eastern
Woodland archaeological periods are represented there: Paleo-Indian (10,000 B.C.-8,000 B.C.),
Archaic (8,000 B.C.-900 B.C.), Woodland (900 B.C.-A.D. 900), and Mississippian
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FIGURE 3.2-5 Land Cover in Roane County, Tennessee (Data Source: USGS 2002)
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(A.D. 900-A.D. 1600). While the ETTP area has not been completely surveyed, six prehistoric
sites were identified there. Three of them were determined to be eligible for the NRHP. Five of
the six sites lie outside the ETTP security fences. The area within the ETTP security fences
underwent massive earthmnoving operations during the construction of the gaseous diffusion
plant. It is unlikely that unidentified intact archaeological sites remain within the fences (Morris
1998; Souza et al. 2001).
The Overhill Cherokee occupied part of eastern Tennessee from the 1700s until their
relocation to Oklahoma in 1838. DOE Oak Ridge Operations has initiated consultations with the
Eastern Band of the Cherokee Indians and the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma regarding Native
American issues related to the DUF6 conversion project at ORR (see Appendix G). No religious
or sacred sites, burial sites, or resources significant to the Cherokee have been identified at ETTP
to date. However, there are mounds and other prehistoric sites at ORR thought likely to contain
prehistoric burials. Similar resources could exist in the unsurveyed portions of the ETTP area
(Souza et al. 2001).
Euro-American settlers began entering eastern Tennessee after 1798, and by 1804,
settlement of the area that would become ORR in the 20th century had begun. An economy
based on subsistence farming and, later, on coal mining developed. A survey of pre-World
War II historic structures at ORR was conducted; 254 structures were evaluated, and 41 were
recommended as being eligible for the NRHP, in addition to the 6 that were already listed
(DuVall and Souza 1996). Two historic archaeological districts were proposed. Of these, the
Wheat Community Historic District lies within the ETTP area. It includes 28 contributing
structures; one (the George Jones Memorial Church) is already listed on the NRHP. The ETTP
site also includes six historic cemeteries (Morris 1998; Souza et al. 2001).
In 1942, the U.S. Army began to acquire land in eastern Tennessee for the Manhattan
Project's "Site X." Renamed the Clinton Engineer Works in 1943, the new facility included a
gaseous diffusion plant at the K-25 Site. The K-25 Site played a significant role in the production
of highly enriched uranium for weapons manufacture between 1944 and 1964, materially
contributing to the development of nuclear weapons during World War II and the Cold War. The
K-25 site forms the heart of ETTP. Buildings at the ETTP site were evaluated for their historical
significance in 1994. One historic district, the Main Plant Historic District, is eligible for the
NRHP. The district consists of 157 buildings, 120 of which contribute to the district (37 do not).
Eleven additional buildings not adjacent to the district are also considered eligible by virtue of
their supporting roles in the uranium-235 enrichment process (DuVall and Souza 1996;
Holcombe-Burdette 1998; Souza et al. 2001).

3.2.12 Environmental Justice
3.2.12.1 Minority Populations
This EIS uses data from the most recent decennial census in 2000 to evaluate
environmental justice implications of the proposed action and all alternatives with respect to
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minority populations. The CEQ guidelines on environmental justice recommend that "minority"
be defined as members of American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian or Pacific Islander, Black
non-Hispanic, and Hispanic populations (CEQ 1997). The earliest release of 2000 census data
that included information necessary to identify minority populations identified individuals both
according to race and Hispanic origin (U.S. Bureau of the Census 2001). It also identified
individuals claiming multiple racial identities (up to six races). To remain consistent with the
CEQ guidelines, the term "minority population" in this document refers to persons who
identified themselves as partially or totally Black (including Black or Negro, African American,
Afro-American, Black Puerto Rican, Jamaican, Nigerian, West Indian, or Haitian), American
Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, or "Other Race." The
minority category also includes White individuals of Hispanic origin, although the latter is
technically an ethnic category. To avoid double counting, tabulations included only White
Hispanics; the above racial groups already account for non-White Hispanics. In sum, then, the
minority population considered under environmental justice consisted of all non-White persons
(including those of multiple racial affiliations) plus White persons of Hispanic origin.
To identify census tracts with disproportionately high minority populations, this EIS uses
the percentage of minorities in each state containing a given tract as the reference point. Using
the individual states to identify disproportionality acknowledges that minority distributions in the
state can differ from those found in the nation as a whole. In 2000, of the 240 census tracts
within 50 mi (80 km) of the storage facility at ETTP, 19 had minority populations in excess of
state-specified thresholds - a total of 24,235 minority persons in all (Figure 3.2-6). In 2000,
5.2% of the Roane County population was minority (U.S. Bureau of the Census 2002e).
3.2.12.2 Low-Income Populations

As recommended by the CEQ guidelines, the environmental justice analysis identifies
low-income populations as those falling below the statistical poverty level identified annually by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census in its Series P-60 documents on income and poverty. The Census
Bureau defines poverty levels on the basis of a statistical threshold that considers for each family
both overall family size and the number of related children younger than 18 years old. For
example, in 1999, the poverty threshold annual income for a family of three with one related
child younger than 18 was $13,410, while the poverty threshold for a family of five with one
related child younger than 18 was $21,024 (U.S. Bureau of the Census 2000). The 2000 census
used 1999 thresholds because 1999 was the most recent year for which annual income data were
available when the census was conducted. If a family fell below the poverty line for its particular
composition, the census considered all individuals in that family to be below the poverty line.
To identify census tracts with disproportionately high low-income populations, this ELS
uses the percentage of low-income persons in each state containing a given tract as a reference
point. In 1999, of the 240 census tracts within 50 mi (80 km) of the storage facility at ETTP,
128 had low-income populations in excess of state-specified thresholds - a total of
157,843 low-income persons in all (Figure 3.2-7). In 1999, in Roane County, 13.9% of those
individuals for whom poverty status was known were low-income (U.S. Bureau of the
Census 2002e).
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FIGURE 3.2-6 Census Tracts within 50 mi (80 km) of the Storage Facility at ETIP with
Minority Populations in Excess of State-Specific Thresholds (Source: Based on data from
U.S. Bureau of the Census 2 002e)
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FIGURE 3.2-7 Census Tracts within 50 mi (80 km) of the Storage Facility at ETTP with
Low-income Populations in Excess of State-Specific Thresholds (Source: Based on data
from U.S. Bureau of the Census 2002e)
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4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT APPROACH,
ASSUMPTIONS, AND METHODOLOGY

This EIS evaluates potential impacts on human health and the natural environment from
building and operating a DUF6 conversion facility at three alternative locations at the Paducah
site and for a no action alternative. These impacts might be positive, in that they would improve
conditions in the human or natural environment, or negative, in that they would cause a decline
in those conditions. This chapter provides an overview of the methods used to estimate the
potential impacts associated with the EIS alternatives, summarizes the major assumptions that
formed the basis of the evaluation, and provides some background information on human health
impacts. More detailed information on the assessment methods used to evaluate potential
environmental impacts is provided in Appendix F.
4.1 GENERAL APPROACH
Potential environmental impacts were assessed by examining all of the activities required
to implement each alternative, including construction of the required facility, operation of the
facility, and transportation of materials between sites. Potential long-term impacts from cylinder
breaches occurring at Paducah were also estimated. For each alternative, potential impacts to
workers, members of the general public, and the environment were estimated for both normal
operations and for potential accidents.
The analysis for this EIS considered all potential areas of impact but emphasized those
that might have a significant impact on human health or the environment, would be different
under different alternatives, or would be of special interest to the public (such as potential
radiation effects). The environmental characteristics of the Paducah site, where the conversion
facility would be built and operated, are described in Section 3.1. The environmental setting of
the ETTP site, where cylinders would be prepared for shipment if they were to be transported to
Paducah, is described in Section 3.2.
The estimates of potential environmental impacts for the proposed action were based on
characteristics of the proposed UDS conversion facility. The two primary sources of information
were excerpts from the UDS conversion facility conceptual design report (UDS 2003a) and the
updated UDS NEPA data package (UDS 2003b). As noted in Section 2.2, current facility designs
are at the 100% conceptual design stage. Several design options are considered in the EIS to
provide future flexibility.
The NEPA data package (UDS 2003b) was prepared by UDS to support preparation of
this EIS. For the proposed Paducah conversion facility, the NEPA data package includes facility
descriptions, process descriptions and material flows, anticipated waste generation, anticipated
air emissions, anticipated liquid effluents, waste minimization and pollution prevention
approaches, anticipated water usage, anticipated energy consumption, anticipated materials
usage, anticipated toxic or hazardous chemical storage, floodplain and wetland information,
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anticipated noise levels, estimated land use, employment needs, anticipated transportation needs,
and safety analysis data.
The NEPA data and a variety of assessment tools and methods were used to evaluate the
potential impacts that construction and operation of the conversion facility would have on human
health and the environment. These methods are described by technical discipline in Appendix F.
The following sections summarize the major assessment assumptions and provide overview
information on the estimation of human health impacts from radiation and chemical exposures.
4.2 MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS AND PARAMETERS
Table 4.2-1 gives the major assumptions and parameters that formed the basis of the
analyses in this EIS. The primary source for conversion facility data was the updated UDS
NEPA data package (UDS 2003b). Discipline-specific information and technical assumptions are
provided in the methods described in Appendix F.

4.3 METHODOLOGY
In general, the activities assessed in this EIS could affect workers, members of the
general public, and the environment during construction of the new facility, during routine
facility operations, during transportation, and during facility or transportation accidents.
Activities could have adverse effects (e.g., human health impairment) or positive effects
(e.g., regional socioeconomic benefits, such as the creation of jobs). Some impacts would result
primarily from the unique characteristics of the uranium and other chemical compounds handled
or generated under the alternatives. Other impacts would occur regardless of the types of
materials involved, such as the impacts on air and water quality that can occur during any
construction project and the vehicle-related impacts that can occur during transportation.
The areas of potential environmental impacts evaluated in this EIS are shown and
described in Figure 4.3-1 (the order of presentation does not imply relative importance). For each
area, different analytical methods were used to estimate the potential impacts from construction,
operations, and accidents for each of the alternatives. The assessment methodologies are
summarized in Appendix F.
Because of the chemical and radioactive nature of the materials being processed and
produced, and the fact that the conversion facility would be built on a previously disturbed
industrialized site, the potential impact to the health of workers and the public is one of the areas
of primary concern in this EIS. Therefore, the following sections provide background
information on radiation and chemical health effects and on the approach used to evaluate

accidents. The information is presented to aid in the understanding and interpretation of the
potential human health impacts presented in Chapters 2 and 5.
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TABLE 4.2-1 Summary of Major EIS Data and Assumptions
-

Parameter/Characteristic
General
Paducah DUF 6 inventory
Paducah non-DUF 6 inventory
ETTP DUF 6 inventory
ETTP Non-DUF6 cylinder inventory
No Action Alternative
Assessment period
Construction
Cylinder management

Data/Assumption
36,191 cylinders, 436,400 t (484,000 tons)
1,667 cylinders; 17,600 t (19,400 tons)
4,822 cylinders; 54,300 t (60,000 tons)
1,102 cylinders; 26 t (29 tons)
No conversion facility constructed; continued long-term
storage of DUF6 in cylinders at Paducah.
Through 2039, plus long-term groundwater impacts
3 storage yards reconstructed
Continued surveillance and maintenance activities
consistent with current plans and procedures.

Assumed total number of future cylinder
breaches:
Controlled-corrosion case
36
Uncontrolled-corrosion case
444
Action Alternatives
Construction start
Construction period
Start of operations
Operational period
Facility footprint
Facility throughput
Conversion products
Depleted U308
CaF2

70% HF acid
49% HF acid
Steel (empty cylinders, if not used
as disposal containers)
Proposed conversion product disposition
(see Table 2.2-2 for details):
Depleted U308
CaF2

70% HF acid
49% HF acid
Steel (empty cylinders, if not used
as disposal containers)

Build and operate a conversion facility at the Paducah
site for conversion of the Paducah DUF 6 inventory.
2004
=2 years
2006
25 years
(28 years if E1TP cylinders are converted at Paducah)
10 acres (4 ha)
18,000 tlyr (20,000 tons/yr) DUF6
14,300 t/yr (15,800 tons/yr)
24 t/yr (26 tons/yr)
3,300 t/yr (3,600 tons/yr)
7,700 t/yr (8,500 tons/yr)
1,980 t/yr (2,200 tons/yr)

Disposal; Envirocare (primary), NTS (secondary)a
Disposal; Envirocare (primary), NTS (secondary)
Sale pending DOE approval
Sale pending DOE approval
Disposal; Envirocare (primary), NTS (secondary)

DOE plans to decide the specific disposal location(s) for the depleted U308 conversion product after additional
appropriate NEPA review. Accordingly, DOE will continue to evaluate its disposal options and will consider any
further information or comments relevant to that decision. DOE will give a minimum 45-day notice before making the
specific disposal decision and will provide any supplemental NEPA analysis for public review and comment.
Sources: UDS (2003ab).
a

Air Quality

Water and Soil

Potential impacts to air
quality from emissions and
from noise during facility

Potential impacts to surface
water, groundwater, and soil
during construction activities
and from emissions and
water use during facility
operations and accidental
releases

Human Health
Potential impacts to workers
and the public from exposure
to radiation and chemicals
during routine and accident
conditions and impacts to
workers and the public from
industrial and transportation
accidents

Environmental
Justice

construction and operations

-

Cultural
Resources
Potential impacts from facility
construction on historically
significant properties, if
present, or from access

to traditional use areas

Ecology

Potential impacts to
vegetation, wildlife, and
wetlands from facility

construction and operations

Socioeconomics
Potential impacts on local

Fcility constructon

Potential impacts - high
and adverse - that might
disproportionately affect
low-income or minority
populations

-

employment, income,

Facility operations

population, housing, and
public services from facility
construction and operations

Tra nsportation

D&D

Land Use
Potential impacts from land
requirements, potential
incompatibilities, and
disturbances

Cumulative
Impacts
Potential impacts from
construction and operations
added to other past, present,
and future impacts

Resource
Requirements
Potential impacts on local,
regional, or national
resources from materials
and utilities required for
construction and operations

Waste
Management
Potential impacts on existing
waste management
capabilities from wastes
generated during facility
construction and operations

GMA7659

FIGURE 4.3-1 Areas of Potential Impact Evaluated for Each Alternative
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4.3.1 Overview of the Human Health Assessment
Human health impacts were estimated for three types of potential exposures: exposure to
radiation, exposure to chemicals, and exposure to physical hazards (e.g., on-the-job injuries or
fatalities from falls, lifting, or equipment malfunctions). These potential human exposures could
occur in and around facilities or during transportation of materials. Exposures could take place
during incident-free (normal) operations or following accidents in the facilities or during
transportation.
The nature of the potential impacts resulting from the three types of exposure differ.
Table 4.3-1 lists and compares the key features of these types of exposures. Because of the
differences in these features, it is not always appropriate to combine impacts from different
exposures to get a total impact for a given human receptor.

4.3.2 Radiation
All of the alternatives would involve handling compounds of the element uranium, which
is radioactive. Radiation, which occurs naturally, is released when one form of an element
(an isotope) changes into some other atomic form. This process, called radioactive decay, occurs
because unstable isotopes tend to transform into a more stable state. The radiation emitted may
be in the form of particles, such as neutrons, alpha particles, or beta particles, or waves of pure
energy, such as gamma rays.
The radiation released by radioactive materials (i.e., alpha, beta, neutron, and gamma
radiation) can impart sufficient localized energy to living cells to cause cell damage. This
damage may be repaired by the cell, the cell may die, or the cell may reproduce other altered
cells, sometimes leading to the induction of cancer. An individual may be exposed to radiation
from outside the body (called external exposure) or, if the radioactive material has entered the
body through inhalation (breathing) or ingestion (swallowing), from inside the body (called
internal exposure).

4.3.2.1 Background Radiation
Everyone is exposed to radiation on a daily basis, primarily from naturally occurring
cosmic rays, radioactive elements in the soil, and radioactive elements incorporated in the body.
Man-made sources of radiation, such as medical x-rays or fallout from historical nuclear
weapons testing, also contribute, but to a lesser extent. About 80% of background radiation
originates from naturally occurring sources, with the remaining 20% resulting from man-made
sources.
The amount of exposure to radiation is commonly referred to as "dose." The estimation
of radiation dose takes into account many factors, including the type of radiation exposure
(neutron, alpha, gamma, or beta), the different effects each type of radiation has on living tissues,

TABLE 4.3-1 Key Features of Potential Human Exposures to Radiological, Chemical, and Physical Hazards

01

Potential Exposures
Feature

Radiological

Chemical

Physical Hazard

Materials of concern

Uranium and its compounds.

Uranium and its compounds, HF, and NH3 .

Physical hazards associated with all facilities
and transportation conditions.

Health effects

Radiation-induced cancer incidence and potential
fatalities would occur a considerable time after
exposure (typically 10 to 50 years). The risks were
assessed in terms of LCFs above background
levels.

Adverse health effects (e.g., kidney damage and
respiratory irritation or injury) could be
immediate or could develop over time (typically
less than I year).

Impacts would result from occurrences in the
workplace or during transportation that were
unrelated to the radiological and/or chemical
nature of the materials being handled.
Potential impacts would include bodily injury
or death due to falls, lifting heavy objects,
electrical fires, and traffic accidents.

Receptor

Generally the whole body of the receptor would be
affected by external radiation, with internal organs
affected by ingested or inhaled radioactive
materials. Internal and external doses were
combined to estimate the effective dose equivalent
(see Appendix F).

Generally certain internal organs (e.g., kidneys
and lungs) of the receptor would be affected.

Generally any part of the body of the receptor
could be affected.

Threshold

No radiological threshold exists before the onset of
impacts, that is, any radiation exposure could result
in a chance of LCFs. To show the significance of
radiation exposures, the estimated number of LCFs
is presented, and radiation doses are compared with
existing regulatory limits.

A chemical threshold exposure level exists
(different for each chemical) below which
exposures are considered safe
(see Section 4.3.3). Where exposures were
calculated at below threshold levels, "no
impacts" are reported,

No threshold exists for physical hazards.
Impact estimates are based on the statistical
occurrence of impacts in similar industries
and on the amount of labor required.
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the type of exposure (i.e., internal or external), and, for internal exposure, the fact that
radioactive material may be retained in the body for long periods of time. The common unit for
radiation dose that accounts for these factors is the rem (1 rem equals 1,000 mrem).
In the United States, the average dose from background radiation is about 360 mremlyr
per person, of which about 300 mrem is from natural sources. For perspective, Table 4.3-2
provides the radiation doses resulting from a number of common activities. The total dose to an
individual member of the general public from DOE and other federal activities is limited by law
to 100 mrem/yr (in addition to background radiation), and the dose to a member of the public
from airborne emissions released from DOE facilities must be below 10 mrem/yr (40 CFR
Part 61).

4.3.2.2 Radiation Doses and Health Effects
Radiation exposure can cause a variety of adverse health effects in humans. Very large
doses of radiation (about 450,000 mrem) delivered rapidly can cause death within days to weeks
from tissue and organ damage. The potential adverse effect associated with the low doses typical
of most environmental and occupational exposures is the inducement of cancers that may be
fatal. This latter effect is called a "latent" cancer fatality (LCF) because the cancer may take
years to develop and cause death. In general, cancer caused by radiation is indistinguishable from
cancer caused by other sources.
For this EIS, radiation effects were
estimated by first calculating the radiation dose
to workers and members of the general public
from the anticipated activities required under
each alternative. Doses were estimated for
internal and external exposures that might
occur during normal (or routine) operations
and following hypothetical accidents. The
analysis considered three groups of people:
(1) involved
workers,
(2) noninvolved
workers, and (3) members of the general
public.
For each of these groups, doses were
estimated for the group as a whole (population
or collective dose). For noninvolved workers
and the general public, doses were also
estimated for an MEL. The MEI was defined as
a hypothetical person who - because of
proximity, activities, or living habits - could
receive the highest possible dose. The MEI for
noninvolved workers and members of the

Key Concepts in Estimating Risks
from Radiation
The health effect of concern from exposure to
radiation at levels typical of environmental
and occupational exposures is the inducement
of cancer. Radiation-induced cancers may
take years to develop following exposure and
are generally indistinguishable from cancers
caused by other sources. Current radiation
protection standards and practices are based
on the premise that any radiation dose, no
matter how small, can result in detrimental
health effects (cancer) and that the number of
effects produced is in direct proportion to the
radiation dose. Therefore, doubling the
radiation dose is assumed to result in
doubling the number of induced cancers. This
approach is called the "linear-no-threshold
hypothesis" and is generally considered to
result in conservative estimates (i.e., overestimates) of the health effects from low
doses of radiation.
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TABLE 4.3-2 Comparison of Radiation Doses from Various Sources

Radiation Source

Dose to an
Individual

Annual background radiation - U.S. average
Total
360 mrem/yr
From natural sources (cosmic, terrestrial, radon)
300 mrem/yr
From man-made sources (medical, consumer products, fallout) 60 mrem/yr
Daily background radiation

-U.S.

average

1 mrem/d

Increase in cosmic radiation dose due to moving to a higher
altitude, such as from Miami, Florida, to Denver, Colorado

25 mrem/yr

Chest x-ray

10 mrem

U.S. transcontinental flight (5 hours)

2.5 mrem

Dose from naturally occurring radioactive material in
agricultural fertilizer - U.S. average

1 to 2 mrem/yr

Dose from standing 6 ft (2 m) from a full DUF 6 cylinder for
5 hours

I mrem

Sources: National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
(NCRP 1987).

general public usually was assumed to be at the location of the highest on-site or off-site air
concentrations of contaminants, respectively - even if no individual actually worked or lived
there. Under actual conditions, all radiation exposures and releases of radioactive material to the
environment are required to be kept as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA), a practice that
has as its objective the attainment of dose levels as far below applicable limits as possible.
Following estimation of the radiation dose, the number of potential LCFs was calculated
by using health risk conversion factors. These factors relate the radiation dose to the potential
number of expected LCFs on the basis of comprehensive studies of groups of people historically
exposed to large doses of radiation, such as the Japanese atomic bomb survivors. The factors
used for the analysis in this EIS were 0.0004 LCF/person-rem of exposure for workers and
0.0005 LCF/person-rem of exposure for members of the general public (International
Commission on Radiological Protection [ICRP] 1991). The latter factor is slightly higher
because some individuals in the public, such as infants, are more sensitive to radiation than the
average worker. These factors imply that if a population of workers receives a total dose of
2,500 person-rem, on average, I additional LCF will occur among the workers. Similarly, if the
general public receives a total dose of 2,000 person-rem, on average, I additional LCF
will occur.
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The calculation of human health effects from radiation is relatively straightforward. For
example, assume the following situation:
*

Each of 100,000 persons receives a radiation dose equal to background, or
360 mremlyr (0.36 rem/yr), and

*

The health risk conversion factor for the public is 0.0005 LCF/person-rem.

In this case, the number of radiation-induced LCFs caused by 1 year of exposure among the
population would be 1 yr x 100,000 persons x 0.36 rem/yr x 0.0005 LCF/person-rem, or about
18 cancer cases, which would occur over the lifetimes of the individuals exposed. For
perspective, in the same population of 100,000 persons, a total of about 23,000 (23%) would be
expected to die of cancer from all causes over their lifetimes (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention 1996).
Sometimes the estimation of number of LCFs does not yield whole numbers and,
especially in environmental applications, yields numbers less than 1. For example, if
100,000 persons were exposed to 1 mrem (0.001 rem) each, the estimated number of LCFs
would be 0.05. The estimate of 0.05 LCF should be interpreted statistically - as the average
number of deaths if the same radiation exposure was applied to many groups of 100,000 persons.
In most groups, no one (zero persons) would incur an LCF from the l-mrem exposure each
person received. In some groups, 1 LCF would occur, and in exceptionally few groups, 2 or more
LCFs would occur. The average number of deaths would be 0.05 (just as the average of 0, 0, 0,
and I is 0.25). The result, 0.05 LCF, may also be interpreted as a 5% chance (1 in 20) of
1 radiation-induced LCF in the exposed population. In this EIS, fractional estimates of LCFs
were rounded to the nearest whole number for purposes of comparison. Therefore, if a
calculation yielded an estimate of 0.6 LCF, the outcome is presented as 1 LCF, the most likely
outcome.
The same concept is assumed to apply to exposure of a single individual, such as the
MEL. For example, the chance that an individual exposed to 360 mrem/yr (0.36 rem/yr) over a
lifetime of 70 years would die from a radiation-induced cancer is about 0.01
(0.36 rem/yr x 0.0005 LCF/rem x 70 yr = 0.01 LCF). Again, this should be interpreted
statistically; the estimated effect of radiation on this individual would be a 1% (1 in 100) increase
in the chance of incurring an LCF over the individual's lifetime. In this EIS, the risk to
individuals is generally presented as the increased chance that the individual exposed would die
from a radiation-induced cancer. As noted, the baseline chance of dying from cancer in the
United States is approximately 1 in 4.

4.3.3 Chemicals
For this EIS, the chemicals of greatest concern are soluble and insoluble uranium
compounds, HF, and anhydrous NH3 . Uranium compounds can cause chemical toxicity to the
kidneys; soluble compounds are more readily absorbed into the body and thus are more toxic to
the kidneys. HF and NH 3 are corrosive gases that can cause respiratory irritation in humans, with
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tissue destruction or death resulting from
exposure to large concentrations. Both have a
pungent and irritating odor. No deaths are
known to have occurred as a result of shortterm (i.e., 1 hour or less) exposures to 50 ppm
or less of HF, or 1,000 ppm or less of N113 .
Uranium compounds, HF, and NH3 are not
chemical carcinogens; thus, cancer risk
calculations are not applicable for the chemical
hazard assessment.
For long-term, low-level (chronic)
exposures to uranium compounds and HF
emitted during normal operations, potential
adverse health effects for the hypothetical MEI
in the noninvolved worker and general public
populations were calculated by estimating the
intake levels associated with anticipated
activities. Intake levels were then compared
with reference levels below which adverse
effects are very unlikely. Risks from normal
operations were quantified as hazard quotients
and hazard indices (see text box).
4.3.4 Accidents
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Key Concepts in Estimating Risks
from Low-Level Chemical Exposures
Reference Level
* Intake level of a chemical below which
adverse effects are very unlikely.
Hazard Quotient
* A comparison of the estimated intake level or
dose of a chemical with its reference dose.
* Expressed as a ratio of estimated intake level
to reference dose.
* Example:
-

The EPA reference level (reference dose) for
ingestion of soluble compounds of uranium
is 0.003 mg/kg of body weight per day.

-

If a 150-lb (70-kg) person ingested 0.1 mg of
soluble uranium per day, the daily rate would
be 0.1 - 70 = 0.001 mg/kg, which is below
the reference dose and thus unlikely to cause
adverse health effects. This would yield a
hazard quotient of 0.001 . 0.003 = 0.33.

Hazard Index

This EIS considers a range of potential
* Sum of the hazard quotients for all chemicals
accidents that could occur during conversion
to which an individual is exposed.
operations and transportation. An accident is
* A value less than I indicates that the exposed
defined as a series of unexpected or
person is unlikely to develop adverse human
undesirable events leading to a release of
health effects.
radioactive or hazardous material within a
facility or into the natural environment.
Because an accident could involve a large and
uncontrolled release, such an event potentially could pose considerable health risks to workers
and members of the general public. Two important elements must be considered in the
assessment of risks from accidents: the consequence of the accident and the expected frequency
(or probability) of the accident.
4.3.4.1 Accident Consequences
The term accident consequence refers to the estimated impacts if an accident were to
occur - including health effects such as fatalities. For accidents involving releases of
radioactive material, the consequences are expressed in the same way as the consequences from
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that is, LCFs are
routine operations estimated for the MEI and for populations on
the basis of estimated doses from all important
exposure pathways.
of
the
consequences
Assessing
accidental releases of chemicals differs from
assessing
routine
chemical
exposures,
primarily because the reference doses used to
generate hazard indices for long-term,
low-level exposures were not intended for use
in the evaluation of the short-term
in the evaluation of
hushortter)
thel
(e.g., duration of several hours or less),
higher-level exposures often accompanying
accidents. In addition, the analysis of
accidental releases often requires evaluation of
different chemicals, especially irritant gases,
which can cause tissue damage at higher levels
associated with accidental releases but are not
generally associated
adverse effects
geneall with
asociaed
ithadvrse
ffets from
rom
chronic, low-level exposures.
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Health Effects from Accidental
Chemical Releases
The impacts from accidental chemical
releases were estimated by determining the
numbers of people downwind who might
experience adverse effects and irreversible
adverse effects:
Adverse Effects: Any adverse health effects
from exposure to a chemical release, ranging
from mild and transient effects, such as
respiratory irritation or skin rash (associated
with lower chemical concentrations), to
irreversible (permanent) effects, including
death or impaired organ function (associated
with higher chemical concentrations).
Irreversible Adverse Effects: A subset of
adverse effects, irreversible adverse effects
are those thatand
generally
occur at
higher
concentrations
are permanent
in nature.
Irreversible effects may include death,
impaired organ function (such as central
nervous system or lung damage), and other
effects that may impair everyday functions.

To estimate the consequences of
chemical accidents, two potential health effects
endpoints were evaluated: (1) adverse effects
and (2) irreversible adverse effects (see text
box). In addition, the number of fatalities from accidental chemical exposures was estimated. For
exposures to uranium and HF, it was estimated that the number of fatalities occurring would be
about 1% of the number of irreversible adverse effects (EPA 1993; Policastro et al. 1997).
Similarly, for exposure to NH 3 , the number of fatalities was estimated to be about 2% of the
number of irreversible adverse effects (Policastro et al. 1997).
Human responses to chemicals do not occur at precise exposure levels but can extend
over a wide range of concentrations. However, in this EIS, the values used to estimate the
number of potential chemical effects should be applicable to most individuals in the general
population. In all populations, there are hypersensitive individuals who will show adverse
responses at exposure concentrations far below levels at which most individuals would normally
respond (American Industrial Hygiene Association [AIHA] 2002). Similarly, many individuals
will show no adverse response at exposure concentrations even somewhat higher than the
guideline values. For comparative purposes in this EIS analysis, use of the guideline values
discussed above allowed a uniform comparison of the impacts from potential accidental chemical
releases across all alternatives.

-
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4.3.4.2 Accident Frequencies
The expected frequency of an accident
is the chance that the accident might occur
while an operation is being conducted. If an
accident is expected to happen once every
50 years, the frequency of occurrence is 0.02
per year: 1 occurrence every 50 years = 1 *
50 = 0.02 occurrence per year. A frequency
estimate can be converted to a probability
statement. If the frequency of an accident is
0.02 per year, the probability of the accident
occurring sometime during a 10-year program
is xx.20.02
.010 ocurrnceperyea).
ear
is 0.2 (10 years
occurrence
per year).
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Accident Categories
and Frequency Ranges
Likely (.): Accidents estimated to occur one
or more times in 100 years of facility
operations (frequency 2 1 x 10-2 /yr).
Unlikely (0): Accidents estimated to occur
between once in 100 years and once in
10,000 years of facility
operations
2
(frequency = from 1 x 10- /yr to 1 x 10-4/yr).
Extremely Unlikely (EU): Accidents
estimated
in
10,000 yearstoandoccur
once inbetween
1 milliononce
years of

facility operations (frequency = from
The accidents evaluated in this EIS
1 x 1o-4/yrto 1 x 10-6/y).
were anticipated to occur over a wide range of
frequencies, from once every few years to less
Incredible (I): Accidents estimated to occur
than once in 1 million years. In general, the
less than one time in I million years of
facility operations (frequency < 1 x 10- 6/yr).
more unlikely it would be for an accident to
occur (the lower its probability), the greater the
expected consequences.
Accidents were
evaluated for each activity required for four frequency categories: likely, unlikely, extremely
unlikely, and incredible (see text box). To interpret the importance of a predicted accident, the
analysis considered the estimated frequency of occurrence of that accident. Although the
predicted consequences of an incredible accident might be high, the lower consequences of a
likely accident (i.e., one much more likely to occur) might be considered more important.

4.3.4.3 Accident Risk
The term "accident risk" refers to a quantity that considers both the severity of an
accident (consequence) and the probability that the accident will occur. Accident risk is
calculated by multiplying the consequence of an accident by the accident frequency. For
example, if the frequency of occurrence of a facility accident is estimated to be once in 100 years
(0.01 per year) and if the consequence, should the accident occur, is estimated to be 10 LCFs
among the people exposed, then the risk of the accident would be reported as 0.1 LCF per year
(0.01 per year x 10 LCFs). If the facility was operated for a period of 20 years, the accident risk
over the operational phase of the facility would be 2 LCFs (20 years x 0.1 LCF per year).
This definition of accident risk was used to compare accidents that have different
frequencies and consequences. Certain high-frequency accidents that have relatively low
consequences might pose a larger overall risk than low-frequency accidents that have potentially
high consequences. When calculating accident risk, the consequences are expressed in terms of

, u
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LCFs for radiological releases or adverse health effects, irreversible adverse health effects, and
fatalities for chemical releases.
4.3.4.4 Physical Hazard (On-the-Job) Accidents
Physical hazards, unrelated to radiation or chemical exposures, were assessed for each
alternative by estimating the number of on-the-job fatalities and injuries that could occur among
workers. These impacts were calculated by using industry-specific statistics from the BLS. The
injury incidence rates were for injuries involving lost workdays (excluding the day of injury).
The analysis calculated the predicted number of worker fatalities and injuries as the product of
the appropriate annual incidence rate, the number of years estimated for the project, and the
number of FTEs required for the project each year. Estimates for construction and operation of
the facilities were computed separately because these activities have different incidence
statistics. The calculation of fatalities and injuries from industrial accidents was based solely on
historical industrywide statistics and therefore did not consider a threshold (i.e., any activity
would result in some estimated risk of fatality and injury).
4.4 UNCERTAINTY IN ESTIMATED IMPACTS
Estimates of the environmental impacts from DUF6 conversion are subject to
considerable uncertainty. This uncertainty is a consequence primarily of characteristics of the
methods used to estimate impacts. To account for this uncertainty, the impact assessment was

designed to ensure - through uniform and careful selection of assumptions, models, and input
parameters - that impacts would not be underestimated and that relative comparisons among
the alternatives would be meaningful. This goal was accomplished by uniformly applying
common assumptions to each alternative and by choosing assumptions that would produce
conservative estimates of impacts (i.e., assumptions that would lead to overestimates of the
expected impacts). Although using a uniform approach to assess impacts can still result in some
uncertainty in estimates of the absolute magnitude of impacts, this approach enhances the ability
to make valid comparisons among alternatives.
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5 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVES

This chapter discusses estimated potential impacts to the environment, including impacts
to workers and members of the general public, under the no action alternative (Section 5.1) and
the action alternatives (Section 5.2). The general assessment methodologies and major
assumptions used to estimate the impacts are described in Chapter 4 and Appendix F of this EIS.
This EIS evaluates the proposed action, which is construction and operation of a
conversion facility at the Paducah site for conversion of the Paducah inventory into depleted
uranium oxide and other conversion products. Three alternative locations at the site are
evaluated, one of which has been selected as the preferred location. This EIS also discusses
impacts from preparation of cylinders for shipment at ETTP and shipment of these cylinders to
the Paducah site. Shipment of ETTP cylinders to Paducah is evaluated as a reasonable option to
the proposed action.
Under the no action alternative, potential environmental impacts from continued storage
and maintenance of the cylinders at their current locations at the Paducah site are evaluated
primarily through the year 2039, although potential long-term impacts from releases of DUF6
and HF from future cylinder breaches are also evaluated. The potential impacts from no action at
the ETTP site (i.e., continued storage and maintenance of the ETTP cylinders in their current
locations) are not presented in this EIS, but in the EIS for construction and operation of a
conversion facility at the Portsmouth site (DOE 2003b), the location to which the ETTP cylinder
inventory is planned to be shipped.
This chapter also discusses the potential cumulative impacts of the alternatives
(Section 5.3), potential mitigation actions (Section 5.4), unavoidable adverse impacts of the
alternatives (Section 5.5), irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources (Section 5.6),
the relationship between short-term use of the environment and long-term productivity
(Section 5.7), pollution prevention and waste minimization (Section 5.8), and D&D of the
conversion facility (Section 5.9).

5.1 NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

5.1.1 Introduction
Under the no action alternative, it is
assumed that storage of DUF6 cylinders would
continue indefinitely at the Paducah site and
that DOE surveillance and maintenance
activities would be ongoing to ensure the
continued safe storage of cylinders. Potential
environmental impacts from this alternative are
estimated through 2039 in this EIS, and

No Action Alternative
The no action alternative assumes that
storage of the DUF 6 cylinders would
continue for an indefinite period at the
Paducah site, along with continued cylinder
surveillance and maintenance. Impacts were
evaluated through the year 2039, and
potential long-term (beyond 2039) impacts
were also evaluated.
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long-term impacts (i.e., those that would occur after 2039) from cylinder breaches are also
estimated. A similarly defined no action alternative is evaluated in the DUF 6 PEIS (DOE 1999a).
The assessment of the no action alternative in this EIS has been updated to reflect changes that
have occurred since publication of the PEIS (e.g., changes in plans for new cylinder yard
construction and changes in noninvolved worker and general population numbers).
A detailed discussion of the assumptions about and impacts from continued cylinder
storage activities is included in Appendix D of the PEIS; changes in impacts due to the addition
of USEC-generated cylinders are discussed in Section 6.3.1 of the PEIS (DOE 1999a). Updated
information on ongoing and planned cylinder maintenance activities as of June 2002 has been
compiled from a database on the cylinders at the three sites and from life-cycle baseline
documents for cylinder maintenance (Hightower 2002). This information was compiled prior to
awarding the conversion contract to UDS and thus represents DOE's plans for long-term
maintenance of cylinders without conversion, as would be the case under the no action
alternative. In Section 5.1.1.1, the ongoing and planned cylinder maintenance activities assumed
for the Paducah site under the no action alternative are reviewed.
Impacts associated with the following activities under the no action alternative are
considered in both the PEIS and this EIS: (1) storage yard reconstruction and cylinder
relocations, (2) routine and ultrasonic test inspections of cylinders and radiological monitoring
and maintenance of the cylinder exteriors and valves, (3) cylinder painting, and (4) repair and
removal of the contents of any cylinders that might be breached during the storage period. The
frequencies for each activity assumed for the Paducah site in the PEIS are compared with
planned future frequencies in Table 5.1-1. Overall, the assumptions in the PEIS result in the
PEIS impacts bounding the actual impacts that could occur under current and planned future
activities.

5.1.1.1 Cylinder Maintenance Activities
The PEIS assessment covered maintenance of an upper bound of 40,351 cylinders at the
Paducah site. The actual inventory of cylinders actively managed by DOE is changing over time
as USEC transfers cylinders to DOE under three MOAs. As of January 2004, the DOE inventory
at the Paducah site consisted of 36,191 full, partially full, and heels DUF 6 cylinders (Hightower
2004). Maintenance efforts completed or underway include (1) relocation of some cylinders that
either are too close to one another to allow for adequate inspections or are located in yards that
require reconstruction, and (2) construction of new storage yards or reconstruction of existing
storage yards to provide a stabilized concrete base and monitored drainage for the cylinder
storage areas. Over the last several years, more cylinders have been relocated annually than the
number assumed in the PEIS (Table 5.1-1). This relocation effort has been undertaken to achieve
optimal storage conditions for all cylinders. It is expected to be completed over the next several
years; consequently, after about 2008, the annual number of relocations will decrease.
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TABLE 5.1-1 No Action Alternative: Comparison of Frequencies Assumed in the PEIS
with Planned Frequencies for Activities at the Paducah Site

Activity~_

Activity-Specific
Assumrtion

PEIS-Assumed
Average
Annual Activity
Freguencya

Planned Average
Annual Frequency
for 2003- 20 0 7 b

17,200

11,500

440

100

12

860

Routine cylinder
inspections

30-min exposure at 1-ft
(0.30-m) distance per
inspection

Ultrasonic inspections

90-min exposure at about
2-ft (0.61-rm) distance per
inspection

Radiological
monitoring and valve
maintenance

1-h exposure at 1-ft
(0.30-m) distance per
inspection

Cylinder relocations

4-h exposure at about 8-ft
(2.44-m) distance per
relocation

1,020

2,800c

Cylinder painting

7-h exposure at 1- to 10-ft
(0.30- to 3.05-m) distance
per cylinder, 2 gal (8 L) of
paint used, 2 gal (8 L) of
LLMW generated per

4,200

1,100

cylinder
a

Source: Parks (1997), with the addition of the assumption that there would be an overall
increase of 42% in activities to address the addition of USEC cylinders.

b

Maintenance activities will be conducted in accordance with the approved cylinder
management plan (Commonwealth of Kentucky and DOE, 2003). These activities are
consistent with planned activities for 2003-2007 presented in this table, except the
Agreed Order does not include requirements for painting.

c Value is the average for 2003 to 2007; after that time, few relocations are expected.

Under the DOE approved cylinder management plan (Commonwealth of Kentucky and
DOE 2003), the stored cylinders are regularly inspected for evidence of damage or accelerated
corrosion. Each cylinder must be inspected at least once every 4 years; however, annual
inspections are required for cylinders that were previously stored in substandard conditions and
those that show areas of heavy pitting or corrosion. In addition to these routine inspections,
ultrasonic inspections are conducted on some of the relocated cylinders. The ultrasonic testing is
a nondestructive method of measuring the thickness of cylinder walls. Radiological monitoring
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of the cylinder surface, especially around the valves, is also conducted for cylinders that exhibit
discoloration of the valve or surrounding area during routine inspections. Leaking valves are
replaced in the field. Impacts from routine inspections, ultrasonic inspections, and radiological
monitoring and valve maintenance are evaluated as components of the no action alternative. In
the PEIS assessment, the assumed frequencies of routine and ultrasonic inspections were
overestimated by factors of about 1.5 and 4.4, respectively, in comparison with rates planned for
2003 to 2007. Radiological monitoring and valve maintenance was underestimated by a factor of
about 70; however, this activity is of short duration, with little radiological exposure.
At the time the PEIS was prepared, a painting program was undertaken in an effort to
arrest corrosion of the cylinders. Because the long-term painting schedule was unknown at the
time, the PEIS assessment of the no action alternative assumed that as an upper bound, each
cylinder would be painted every 10 years. However, after the PEIS was prepared, it was
discovered that painting the cylinders increased toxicity indicators in cylinder yard runoff, such
that NPDES Permit violations were occurring at the Paducah site (DOE 2000b; see
Section 5.1.2.4). Also, the ongoing rate of cylinder breaches was found to be much less than the
rate that had been predicted on the basis of theoretical estimates of cylinder corrosion rates,
indicating that the other steps that had been taken to improve storage conditions (e.g., regular
inspections and relocating cylinders out of ground contact onto concrete saddles in well-drained,
concrete storage yards) were also effective in controlling corrosion. Therefore, continued
cylinder maintenance plans call for a greatly reduced frequency of cylinder painting in
comparison with the frequency that was assumed in the PEIS (overestimated by a factor of 3.8;
Table 5.1-1). The most frequent ongoing painting activity is partial painting of the ends of
skirted cylinders, which are problem areas for corrosion.
The levels of worker activity, worker exposure, and waste generation associated with
cylinder painting are much higher than the levels associated with inspection, relocation, and
radiological monitoring and valve maintenance activities (Table 5.1-1). Therefore, because the
PEIS assumed a high frequency of cylinder painting, its estimates of impacts in several technical
areas (e.g., radiological exposures of involved workers, socioeconomnics, waste management)
represent an upper bound on the impacts that are expected under the current and planned future
cylinder maintenance programs. For this EIS, the continued storage impacts for the Paducah site
estimated in the PEIS were used as the basis for the no action alternative impacts. The data have
been revised as appropriate (e.g., the worker and general population numbers have been
updated).
With respect to impacts on air quality, yard reconstruction results in criteria pollutant
emissions from vehicle exhaust and fugitive dust generation. The quantity of emissions is
generally proportional to the disturbed land area. The PEIS modeled the maximum annual
impacts from reconstruction of four yards at the Paducah site. The largest yard (C-745-L) was
estimated to be about 310,000 ft2 (28,800 m2 ). Since publication of the PEIS, reconstruction of
four yards has been completed. If no conversion facility was constructed, the cylinder
management plan for the site calls for the reconstruction of C-745-N and C-745-P (N-yard and
P-yard) concurrently over about 6 months in 2006, and the reconstruction of C-745-F (F-yard)
over 7 months in the following year. The combined area of N-yard and P-yard is about
164,000 ft2 (15,200 m2 ); the area of F-yard is about 250,000 ft2 (23,200 m2 ).
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This EIS includes the reconstruction of N-yard, P-yard, and F-yard in the impacts
assessment. It is assumed that the PEIS air quality impact estimates are representative and
bounding for the estimate of impacts of new yard construction under the no action alternative for
the following reasons: (1) both planned yard reconstruction projects are smaller than the largest
project modeled for the PEIS, (2) the PEIS projects and the planned reconstruction projects are
located in close proximity to one another on the site; and (3) air quality impacts are measured on
an annual basis (they are not cumulative). Also, because all of the recently constructed or
to-be-constructed yards are in previously disturbed areas, impacts to cultural resources and
ecological resources would be similar to impacts discussed in the PEIS. The specific impacts of
yard reconstruction under the no action alternative for each technical area are discussed in
Section 5.1.2.
5.1.1.2 Assumptions and Methods Used to Assess Impacts Associated with
Cylinder Breaches
To estimate the impacts from continued cylinder storage, it is necessary to predict the
number of cylinder breaches that might occur in the future. A cylinder is considered breached if
it has a hole of any size at some location on the cylinder wall. At the time the PEIS was
published (1999), 8 breached cylinders had been identified at the three storage sites; I of these
was at the Paducah site. Investigation of these breaches indicated that 6 of the 8 were initiated by
mechanical damage during stacking; the damage was not noticed immediately, and subsequent
corrosion occurred at the point of damage. It was concluded that the other 2 cylinder breaches
(both at the ETTP site) had been caused by external corrosion due to prolonged ground contact.
The breached cylinders were patched, pending decisions on long-term management. However,
these breached cylinders may eventually require emptying through cold-feeding (a lengthy
process of heating a cylinder to a temperature just below the UF 6 liquefaction point so that the
UF6 changes directly from solid to gaseous form).
From 1998 through 2002, 2 additional breaches were discovered at the Paducah site
(Hightower 2002).1 These breaches were the result of missing cylinder plugs. The breach rate
over this time period was 0.4 per year (2 breaches in 5 years). The breached cylinders were
repaired.
For assessment purposes in this EIS, 2 cylinder breach cases were evaluated. The first is a
case in which it was assumed that the planned cylinder maintenance and painting program would
maintain the cylinders in a protected condition and control further corrosion. It was assumed that
after the initial painting, some cylinder breaches would result from handling damage. For this
case, the total number of future breaches estimated to occur through 2039 at the Paducah site is
36 (i.e., about 1 per year). In the second case, it was assumed that external corrosion would not
be halted by improved storage conditions, cylinder maintenance, and/or painting. This case was
considered in order to account for uncertainties in both the effectiveness of painting in
controlling cylinder corrosion and uncertainties in the future painting schedule. For this scenario,
A breach that occurred at the ETTP site in 1998 was discussed in Section B1.2 of the PEIS (DOE 1999a). A total of
II breaches have been identified at the Portsmouth, ETTP, and Paducah sites (Hightower 2002).
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the number of breaches estimated through 2039 was 444 for the Paducah site (i.e., 11 per year).
This breach estimate is based on the historical corrosion rate determined when the cylinders were
stored under poor conditions (i.e., cylinders were stacked too close together, were stacked on
wooden chocks, or came in contact with the ground). Details concerning development of the
breach estimates are provided in Appendix B of the PEIS (DOE 1999a).
The impacts to human health and safety, surface water, groundwater, soil, air quality, and
ecology from uranium and HF releases from breached cylinders are assessed in this EIS. For all
hypothetical cylinder breaches, it was assumed that the breach would go undetected for 4 years,
which is the period between planned inspections for most of the cylinders. In practice, cylinders
that show evidence of damage or heavy external corrosion are inspected annually, so it is very
unlikely that a breach would go undetected for a 4-year period. For each hypothetical cylinder
breach, it was further assumed that 1 lb (0.45 kg) of uranium (as U0 2 F2 ) and 4.4 lb (2 kg) of HF
would be released from the cylinder annually for a period of 4 years. The cylinder management
plan (Commonwealth of Kentucky and DOE 2003) outlines procedures to be taken in the event
of a cylinder breach and/or release of DUF6 from one or more cylinders.
Radiological exposures of involved workers could result from patching breached
cylinders or emptying the contents of breached cylinders into new cylinders. The assumptions
used to estimate impacts to involved workers were that (1) it would require 32 hours of exposure
at a distance of 1 ft (0.30 m) to temporarily patch each cylinder, and (2) it would require an
additional 961 hours of exposure at a distance of about 10 ft (3.05 m) to empty a cylinder by
cold-feeding.
Groundwater impacts were assessed by first estimating the amount of uranium that could
be transported from the yards in surface runoff, and then by estimating migration through the soil
to groundwater. HF air concentrations were also modeled.
The lower breach estimate for breaches due to cylinder handling is likely to be a
reasonable upper-bound estimate of a breach rate that would occur during long-term continued
storage under a no action alternative (e.g., the actual rate over the last 5 years was 0.4 breach per
year; the model estimates 1 breach per year). Because storage conditions have improved
dramatically as a result of cylinder yard upgrades and restacking activities over the last several
years, the breach estimate based on the historical corrosion rate (i.e., 11 breaches per year) is
likely a worst-case estimate of what could occur if DOE discontinued active management of the
cylinders. In this assessment, the worst-case scenario is used to estimate the earliest time when
continued cylinder storage could begin to raise regulatory concerns, such as when drinking water
standards would be exceeded in groundwater or when air quality criteria would be exceeded
(see Sections 5.1.2.3 and 5.1.2.4.2).

5.1.2 Impacts of No Action at the Paducah Site
The impacts described in this section are similar to those presented in Section 3.5.2 of the
data compilation report for the Paducah site (Hartmann et al. 1999); however, they have been

-
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adjusted to account for changes in noninvolved worker and general population numbers since the
time of that assessment.

5.1.2.1 Human Health and Safety
Under the no action alternative, impacts to human health and safety could result from
cylinder maintenance operations during both routine conditions and accidents. In general, the
impacts during normal operations at the Paducah site would be limited to workers directly
involved in handling cylinders. Under accident conditions, the health and safety of both workers
and members of the general public around the site could be affected.

5.1.2.1.1 Normal Facility Operations
Workers. Cylinders containing DUF6 emit low levels of gamma and neutron radiation.
Involved workers would be exposed to this radiation when near cylinders, such as during routine
cylinder monitoring and maintenance activities, cylinder yard reconstruction, cylinder relocation
and painting, and cylinder patching or repair. It is estimated that an average of about 43 cylinder
yard maintenance workers would be required at the Paducah site. These workers would be
trained to work in a radiation environment, they would use protective equipment as necessary,
and their radiation exposure levels would be measured and monitored by safety personnel at the
sites. Radiation exposure of workers is required by law to be maintained ALARA and not to
exceed 5,000 mrem/yr (10 CFR Part 835).
Involved workers reconstructing existing cylinder yards would incur external radiation
from the DUF6 cylinders stored at nearby yards. According to radiation survey data for two
empty cylinder yards, C-745-K and C-745-KI, in February 2002, the average dose rate within
the empty yards was about 0.2 mrem/h (Hicks 2002b). On the basis of the assumptions that the
reconstruction projects would last for a maximum of 7 months and the workers would spend, at
most, 1,170 hours per reconstruction project working in the vicinity of the storage yards, it is
estimated that the maximum dose a worker would receive would be about 230 mrem per
reconstruction project. If the same workers conducted both planned reconstruction projects, the
maximum total dose over 2 years would be 460 mrem. This is well within the standard required
by law of 5,000 mrem/yr for radiation workers (10 CFR Part 835).
The radiation exposure of involved workers (cylinder yard workers) in future years
through 2039 is estimated to be well within public health standards (10 CFR Part 835). If the
same 43 workers conducted all cylinder management activities, the average annual dose to
individual involved workers would be about 740 mrem/yr. The estimated future doses do not
account for standard ALARA practices that would be used to keep the actual doses as far below
the limit as practicable. Thus, the future doses to workers are expected to be less than those
estimated because of the conservatism in the assumptions and models used to generate the
estimates. In fact, in 2001, the measured doses to cylinder yard workers ranged from about
170 to 427 mrem/yr, with an average of 254 mrem/yr (Hicks 2002a). The radiation exposure of
the noninvolved workers was estimated to be less than 0.15 mrem/yr.
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It is estimated that the total collective dose to all involved cylinder maintenance workers
at the Paducah site from 1999 through 2039 would be about 1,300 person-rem. (The collective
dose to noninvolved workers would be negligible [i.e., less than 0.01%], compared with the
collective dose to involved workers.) This dose would be distributed among all of the workers
involved with cylinder activities over the no action period. Although about 43 workers would be
required each year, the actual number of different individuals involved over the period would
probably be much greater than 43 because workers could be rotated to different jobs and could
change jobs. It is estimated that this level of exposure could potentially result in less than 1 LCF
(i.e., 0.5 LCF) among all the workers exposed, in addition to the cancer cases that would result
from all other causes not related to the no action alternative activities.
As discussed in Chapter I and Appendix B of this EIS, some portion of the DUF6
inventory contains TRU and Tc contamination. The contribution of these -contaminants to
potential external radiation exposures under normal operations was evaluated on the basis of the
bounding concentrations presented in Appendix B. The dose from these contaminants was
estimated and compared with the dose from the depleted uranium and uranium decay products in
the DUF6 . It is estimated that under typical cylinder maintenance conditions, the TRU and
Tc contaminants would make only a very small contribution to the radiation doses, amounting to
approximately 0.2% of the dose from the depleted uranium and its decay products.
No impacts to involved workers are expected from exposure to chemicals during normal
cylinder maintenance operations. Exposures to chemicals during cylinder painting operations
would be monitored to ensure that airborne chemical concentrations were within applicable
health standards protective of human health and safety. If planned work activities were likely to
expose involved workers to chemicals, those workers would be provided with appropriate
protective equipment as necessary.
Chemical exposures to noninvolved workers could result from airborne emissions of
U0 2 F2 and HF that could be dispersed from hypothetical cylinder breaches into the atmosphere

and to ground surfaces. It is estimated that the potential chemical exposures of noninvolved
workers from any airborne releases during normal operations would be below levels expected to
cause adverse effects. (The hazard index was estimated to be less than 0.1 for noninvolved
workers.)

General Public. Potential health impacts to members of the general public could occur
if material released from breached cylinders entered the environment and was transported from
the site through the air, surface water, or groundwater. Off-site releases of uranium and HF from
breached cylinders are possible. However, it is estimated that the off-site concentrations of these
contaminants in the future would be much less than levels expected to cause adverse effects.
Potential exposures of members of the general public would be well within public health
standards. No adverse effects (LCFs or chemical effects) are expected to occur among members
of the general public residing within 50 mi (80 km) of the Paducah site as a result of DUF 6
continued storage activities.
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If all the uranium and HF assumed to be released from hypothetical breached cylinders
through 2039 were dispersed from the site through the air, the total collective radiation dose to
the general public (all persons within 50 mi [80 km]) would be less than 0.3 person-rem. This
level of exposure would most likely result in zero cancer fatalities among members of the
general public. For comparison, the total collective radiation dose from natural background and
medical sources to the same population group in 40 years would be about 7.4 x 106 person-rem.
The maximum radiation dose to an individual near the site would be less than 0.1 mrem/yr, well
within health standards. Radiation doses to the general public are required by health regulations
to be maintained at below 10 mrem/yr from airborne sources (40 CFR Part 61) and below a total
of 100 mrem/yr from all sources combined (DOE 1990). If an individual received the maximum
estimated dose every year, the total dose would be less than 4 mrem, resulting in an additional
chance of dying from a latent cancer of about 1 in 500,000. No noncancer health effects from
exposure to airborne uranium and HF releases are expected; the estimated hazard index for an
MEI is less than 0.1. This means that the total exposure would be at least 10 times less than
exposure levels that might cause adverse effects.
The material released from breached cylinders could also have the potential to be
transported from the site in water, either in surface water runoff or by infiltrating the soil and
contaminating groundwater. Members of the general public could be exposed if they used this
contaminated surface water or groundwater as a source of drinking water. The results of the
surface water and groundwater analyses indicate that the maximum estimated uranium
concentrations in surface water accessible to the general public and in groundwater beneath the
site would be less than 20 gg/L (the proposed EPA drinking water standard has now been
finalized at 30 [tg/L and became effective in December 2003 [EPA 2003b]). Drinking water
standards, meant to apply to water "at the tap" of the user, are set at levels protective of human
health. In this assessment, 20 [tg/L was used as a guideline level for the surface water and
groundwater analyses.
If a member of the general public used contaminated water at the maximum
concentrations estimated, adverse effects would be unlikely. Even if a member of the general
public used contaminated surface water or groundwater as his or her primary water source, the
maximum radiation dose in the future would be less than 0.5 mrem/yr. The corresponding
increased risk to this individual of dying from a latent cancer would be less than I in 1 million
per year. Noncancer health effects from exposure to possible water contamination are not
expected; the estimated maximum hazard index for an individual assumed to use the
groundwater is less than 0.05. This result means that the total exposure would be 20 times less
than the exposure that might cause adverse effects.
If no credit was taken for the reduction in cylinder corrosion rates as a result of cylinder
maintenance and painting activities, the groundwater analysis indicates that the uranium
concentration in groundwater could exceed 20 [tg/L at some time in the future
(see Section 5.1.2.4). This scenario is highly unlikely because ongoing cylinder inspection and
maintenance would prevent significant releases from occurring, especially for as many cylinders
as are assumed here (i.e., 444 breaches). Nonetheless, if contamination of groundwater used as
drinking water occurred in the future, treating the water or supplying an alternative source of
water might be required to ensure the safety of those potentially using the water.
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5.1.2.1.2 Facility Accidents
Physical Hazards (On-the-Job Injuries and Fatalities). Accidents occur in all work
environments. In 2000, about 5,200 people in the United States were killed in accidents while at
work, and approximately 3.9 million disabling work-related injuries were reported (National
Safety Council 2002). Although all work activities would be conducted in as safe a manner as
possible, there is a chance that workers could be accidentally killed or injured under the
no action alternative, unrelated to any radiation or chemical exposures.
The numbers of accidental worker injuries and fatalities that might occur through 2039
were estimated on the basis of the number of workers required and the historical accident fatality
and injury rates in similar types of industries. It is estimated that a total of less than 1 accidental
fatality (i.e., about 0.07, or about 7 chances in 100 of a single fatality) might occur at the
Paducah site over the no action period evaluated. A total of about 82 accidental injuries (defined
as injuries resulting in lost workdays) are estimated for cylinder maintenance activities. Two
accidental injuries would be associated with cylinder yard reconstruction. The rates are not
unique to the activities required for the no action alternative but are typical of any industrial
project of similar size and scope.
Accidents Involving Radiation or Chemical Releases. Under the no action alternative,
accidents could release radiation and chemicals from cylinders. Several types of accidents were
evaluated. Included were those initiated by operational events, such as equipment or operator
failure; external hazards, such as aircraft crashes; and natural phenomena, such as earthquakes.
The assessment considered accidents ranging from those that would be reasonably likely to occur
(one or more times in 100 years on average) to those that would be extremely rare (estimated to
occur less than once in 1 million years on average).
The accidents of most concern at the Paducah site under the no action alternative would
be accidents that could cause a release of UF 6 from cylinders. In a given accident, the amount
potentially released would depend on the severity of the accident and the number of cylinders
involved. Following a release, the UF6 could combine with moisture in the air, forming gaseous
HF and U0 2 F2 , a soluble solid in the form of small particles. The depleted uranium and HF
could be dispersed downwind, potentially exposing workers and members of the general public
living near the site to radiation and chemical effects. The workers considered in the accident
assessment were those noninvolved workers not immediately in the vicinity of the accident;
fatalities and injuries among involved workers would be possible if accidents were severe.
The estimated consequences of cylinder accidents are summarized in Table 5.1-2 for
chemical effects and Table 5.1-3 for radiation effects. The impacts are the maximums estimated
for the Paducah site. The impacts are presented separately for likely accidents and for rare,
low-probability accidents estimated to result in the largest potential impacts. Although other
accidents were evaluated (see Hartmann 1999, Section 3.2.2), the estimated consequences of
those other accidents would be less than the consequences of the accidents summarized in these
tables. The estimated consequences are conservative in that they were based on the assumption
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TABLE 5.1-2 No Action Alternative: Estimated Consequences of Chemical Exposures
for Cylinder Accidents at the Paducah Site"

_

Receptorb

Accident Scenario

Accident
Frequency
Categoryc

Potential
Effectd

Consequencee
(no. of persons
affected)

Likely Accidents
General public

Noninvolved
workers

Corroded cylinder spill,
dry conditions

L

Adverse effects

0

Corroded cylinder spill,
dry conditions

L

Irreversible adverse
effects

0

Corroded cylinder spill,
dry conditions

L

Fatalities

0

Corroded cylinder spill,
dry conditions

L

Adverse effects

Corroded cylinder spill,
dry conditions

L

Irreversible adverse
effects

Corroded cylinder spill,
dry conditions

L

Fatalities

0-10

0-1

0

Low Frequency-High ConsequenceAccidents
General public

Noninvolved
workers

Rupture of cylinders - fire

EU

Adverse effects

Corroded cylinder spill,
wet conditions - water pool

EU

Irreversible adverse
effects

Corroded cylinder spill,
wet conditions - water pool

EU

Fatalities

Rupture of cylinders - fire

EU

Adverse effects

4-910

Corroded cylinder spill,
wet conditions - water pool

EU

Irreversible adverse
effects

1-300

Corroded cylinder spill,
wet conditions - water pool

EU

Fatalities

Footnotes on next page.

3-2,000
0-1

0

0-3
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TABLE 5.1-2 (Cont.)
a

The accidents listed are those estimated to result in the greatest impacts among all the accidents
considered (except for certain accidents with security concerns). The site-specific impacts for a
range of accidents at the Paducah site are given in Hartmann et al. (1999).

b

Noninvolved workers are persons who work at the site but who are not involved in handling
materials. Depending on the circumstances of the accident, injuries and fatalities among involved
workers are possible for all accidents.

c Accident frequencies: L = likely, estimated to occur one or more times in 100 years of facility

operations (> 10- 2/yr); EU = extremely unlikely, estimated to occur between once in 10,000 years
and once in I million years of facility operations (104 to 10- 6/yr).

d

Potential adverse effects include exposures that could result in mild and transient injury, such as
respiratory irritation. Potential irreversible adverse effects include exposures that could result in
permanent injury (e.g., impaired organ function) or death. The majority of the adverse effects
would be mild and temporary in nature. It is estimated that less than 1% of the predicted potential
irreversible adverse effects would result in fatalities (see text).

e

The consequence is expressed as the number of individuals with a predicted exposure level
sufficient to cause the corresponding health endpoint. The range of estimated consequences
reflects different atmospheric conditions at the time of an accident assumed to occur at the
cylinder yard closest to the site boundary. In general, maximum risks would occur under
atmospheric conditions of F stability with a I -m/s (2-mph) wind speed; minimum risks would
occur under D stability with a 4-rn/s (9-mph) wind speed. For both conditions, it was assumed that
the wind would be blowing in the direction of the highest density of worker or public populations.

that the wind would be blowing in the direction of the greatest number of people at the time of
the accident. In addition, the effects of protective measures, such as evacuation, were not
considered.
An exception to the discussion above would be a certain class of accidents that DOE
investigated; however, because of security concerns, information about such accidents is not
available for public review but is presented in a classified appendix to this EIS. All classified
information will be presented to state and local officials, as appropriate.

Chemical Effects. The potential likely accident (defined as an accident estimated to
occur one or more times in 100 years) that would cause the largest chemical health effects is the
failure of a corroded cylinder that would spill part of its contents under dry weather conditions.
Such an accident could occur, for example, during cylinder handling activities. It is estimated
that about 24 lb (11 kg) of DUF 6 could be released in such an accident. The potential
consequences from this type of accident would be limited to on-site workers. The off-site
concentrations of HF and uranium were calculated to be less than the levels that would cause
adverse effects from exposure to these chemicals, so that zero adverse effects would occur
among members of the general public. It is estimated that if this accident did occur, up to
10 noninvolved workers might experience potential adverse effects from exposure to HF and
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TABLE 5.1-3 No Action Alternative: Estimated Consequences from Radiation Exposures
for Cylinder Accidents at the Paducah Sitea
MEI

Population

Accident
Frequency
Categoryc

Dose
(rem)

Lifetime Risk
of LCF

Dose
(person-rem)

Number
of LCFs

General public Corroded cylinder spill, dry
conditions

L

0.0023

1 x l0-6

0.27

0.0001

Noninvolved
workers

L

0.077

3 x 10-5

1.4

0.0006

General public Rupture of cylinders - fire

EU

0.015

7 x 10-6

29

0.01

Noninvolved
workers

EU

0.02

8 x 10-6

15

0.006

Receptor_

Accident Scenario

Likely Accidents

Corroded cylinder spill, dry
conditions

Low Frequency-High ConsequenceAccidents

Rupture of cylinders

-

fire

a

The accidents listed are those estimated to have the greatest impacts among all the accidents considered
(except for certain accidents with security concerns). The site-specific impacts for a range of accidents at the
Paducah site are given in Hartmann et al. (1999). The estimated consequences were based on the assumption
that at the time of the accident, the wind would be blowing in the direction of the highest density of workers
or public population and that weather conditions would limit dispersion.

b

Noninvolved workers are persons who work at the site but who are not involved in handling materials.
Depending on the circumstances of the accident, injuries and fatalities among involved workers are possible
for all accidents.

C Accident frequencies: L = likely, estimated to occur one or more times in 100 years of facility operations
(> 10- 2 /yr); EU = extremely unlikely, estimated to occur between once in 10,000 years and once in I million
years of facility operations (104 to 10-6/yr).

uranium (mostly mild and transient effects, such as respiratory irritation or temporary decrease in
kidney function). It is estimated that one noninvolved worker might experience potential
irreversible adverse effects (such as lung or kidney damage). The number of fatalities following
an HF or uranium exposure is expected to be somewhat less than 1% of the number of potential
irreversible adverse effects (Policastro et al. 1997). Therefore, no fatalities are expected.
For assessment purposes, the estimated frequency of a corroded cylinder spill accident is
assumed to be about once in 10 years. Therefore, over the no action period, about four such
accidents are expected. The accident risk (defined as consequence x probability) would be about
40 workers with potential adverse effects, and 4 workers with potential irreversible adverse
effects. The number of workers actually experiencing these effects would probably be
considerably less, depending on the actual circumstances of the accidents and the individual
chemical sensitivity of the workers. In previous accidental exposure incidents involving liquid
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UF 6 in gaseous diffusion plants, a few workers were exposed to amounts of uranium estimated to
be approximately three times the guidelines used for assessing irreversible adverse effects in this
EIS, and none actually experienced irreversible adverse effects (McGuire 1991).
Accidents that are less likely to occur could have higher consequences. The potential
cylinder accident at the site estimated to result in the greatest total number of adverse chemical
effects would be an accident involving several cylinders in a fire. It is estimated that about
24,000 lb (11,000 kg) of DUF 6 could be released in such an accident. If this accident occurred, it
is estimated that up to 2,000 members of the general public and 910 noninvolved workers might
experience adverse effects from HF and uranium exposure (mostly mild and transient effects,
such as respiratory irritation or temporary decrease in kidney function). This accident is
considered extremely unlikely, it is estimated to occur between once in 10,000 years and once in
1 million years. If the frequency is assumed to be once in 100,000 years, the accident risk over
the no action period would be less than 1 adverse effect for both workers and members of the
general public.
The potential cylinder accident estimated to result in the largest total number of
irreversible adverse effects is a corroded cylinder spill under wet conditions, for which the UF6
is assumed to be released into a pool of standing water. This accident is also considered
extremely unlikely; that is, it is expected to occur between once in 10,000 years and once in
1 million years. It is estimated that if this accident did occur, about I member of the general
public and 300 noninvolved workers might experience irreversible adverse effects (such as lung
damage) from HF and uranium exposure. The number of fatalities would be somewhat less than
1% of the estimated number of potential irreversible adverse effects (Policastro et al. 1997).
Thus, no fatalities are expected among the general public, although three fatalities could occur
among noninvolved workers (1% of 300). If the frequency of this accident is assumed to be once
in 100,000 years, the accident risk through 2039 would be less than 1 (0.1) irreversible adverse
health effect among workers and the general public combined.

Radiation Effects. Potential cylinder accidents could release uranium, which is
radioactive in addition to being chemically toxic. The potential radiation exposures of members
of the general public and noninvolved workers were estimated for the same cylinder accidents as
those for which chemical effects were estimated (Table 5.1-3). For all cylinder accidents
considered, it is estimated that the radiation doses from released uranium would be considerably
below levels likely to cause radiation-induced effects among noninvolved workers and the
general public and below the 25-rem total effective dose equivalent established by DOE as a
guideline for assessing the adequacy of protection of public health and safety from potential
accidents (DOE 2000c).
For the corroded cylinder spill accident (dry conditions), it is estimated that the radiation
dose to a maximally exposed member of the general public would be less than 3 mrem (lifetime
dose), resulting in an increased risk of death from cancer of about 1 in I million. The total
population dose to the general public within 50 mi (80 km) would be less than I person-rem,
most likely resulting in zero LCFs. Among noninvolved workers, the dose to an MEI would be
77 mrem, resulting in an increased risk of death from cancer of about I in 30,000. The total dose
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to all noninvolved workers would be about 1.4 person-rem. It is estimated that this dose to
workers would result in no LCFs. The risk (consequence x probability) of additional LCFs
among members of the general public and workers combined would be much less than 1 through
2039.
The cylinder accident estimated to result in the largest potential radiation doses would be
the accident involving several cylinders in a fire. For this accident, it is estimated that the
radiation dose to a maximally exposed member of the general public would be about 15 mrem,
resulting in an increased risk of death from cancer of about I in 150,000. The total population
dose to the general public within 50 mi (80 km) would be 29 person-rem, most likely resulting in
no LCFs. Among noninvolved workers, the dose to an MEI would be about 20 mrem, resulting
in an increased risk of death from cancer of about 1 in 100,000. The total dose to all noninvolved
workers would be about 15 person-rem. This dose to workers would result in no LCFs. The risk
(consequence x probability) of additional LCFs among members of the general public and
workers combined would be much less than 1 through 2039.
5.1.2.2 Transportation

Continued cylinder storage under the no action alternative would have the potential to
generate small amounts of LLW and LLMW during cylinder monitoring and maintenance
activities. This material could require transportation to a treatment or disposal facility. Shipments
would be made in accordance with all DOE and DOT regulations and guidelines. It is estimated
that less than one waste shipment would be required each year. Because of the small number of
shipments and the low concentrations of contaminants expected, the potential environmental
impacts from these shipments would be negligible.
5.1.2.3 Air Quality and Noise

The assessment of potential impacts to air quality under the no action alternative included
a consideration of air pollutant emissions from continued cylinder storage activities, including
emissions from reconstruction of cylinder yards (engine exhaust and particulate matter emissions
[i.e., dust]), emissions from operations (cylinder painting and vehicle emissions), and HF
emissions from breached cylinders. An atmospheric dispersion model was used to estimate the
concentrations of criteria pollutants at the site boundaries: SO2 , NO2 , CO2 , 03, PM (PMjo and
PM 2 .5 ), and Pb. The site boundary concentrations were compared with existing air quality
standards given in Chapter 3. For the no action alternative, it is estimated that concentrations of
criteria pollutants and HF would be within applicable standards. However, because potential
PM 1o concentrations during yard reconstruction activities would be very close to the standards,
mitigation measures to reduce these emissions might have to be implemented during
construction.
The highest levels of criteria pollutants generally would be generated by yard
reconstruction activities. Except for PM, the air concentrations of all criteria pollutants resulting
from no action alternative activities would be less than or equal to 0.02% of the respective
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standards. PM emissions from construction could result in maximum 24-hour average PM1o
concentrations just below the standards (about 90% of the 24-hour standard value of 150 fig/m 3 ),
although the estimated annual average concentrations would be lower (about 33% of the standard
value of 50 ttg/m 3 ). During yard reconstruction activities, mitigative measures, such as spraying
the soil with water and covering excavated soil, would be taken to reduce the generation of
particulate matter. Such measures are commonly employed during construction but were not
accounted for in the modeling. Planned construction activities at the Paducah site for the
no action alternative are the reconstruction of cylinder yards C-745-N and C-745-P (combined
area of 164,000 ft2 [15,200 m2 ] in 2006, and of C-745-F, with an area of about 250,000 ft2
(23,000 m2 ), in 2007.
Operations would emit much lower concentrations of criteria pollutants than would
reconstruction. Criteria pollutant emissions would all be lower than 0.3% of standards. Painting
of cylinders could generate hydrocarbon emissions. Although no explicit air quality standard has
been set for hydrocarbon emissions, these emissions are associated with ozone formation.
Standards have been set for ozone. For the Paducah site, hydrocarbon emissions from painting
activities were estimated to be less than 1.2% of the hydrocarbon emissions from the entire
surrounding county. Because ozone formation is a regional issue affected by emissions for an
entire area, this small additional contribution to the county total would be unlikely to
substantially alter the ozone levels of the county. In addition, the actual frequency of cylinder
painting is expected to be greatly reduced from the level assumed.
When credit is taken for reduced corrosion from better maintenance and painting, the
estimated maximum 24-hour and annual average site boundary HF concentrations from
hypothetical cylinder breaches occurring under the no action alternative at the Paducah site are
0.08 11g/m 3 and 0.0093 [tg/m 3 , respectively. The Kentucky HF standards are 2.9 fig/m3
(secondary standard for 24-hour maximum average) and 400 fig/m3 (primary annual average
standard). The annual average HF concentration for the Paducah site is estimated to be less than
0.002% of the standard; the maximum 24-hour average is estimated to be 2.8% of the standard.
Calculations indicate that if no credit was taken for the reduction in corrosion as a result
of painting and continued maintenance and if storage continued at the Paducah site indefinitely,
breaches occurring at the site by around 2039 could result in maximum 24-hour average HF
concentrations at the site boundary of 2 tig/m3 , about 69% of the state secondary standard.
Because of the ongoing maintenance program, it is not expected that a breach rate this high
would occur at the Paducah site.
At Paducah, planned reconstruction of cylinder yards over several months could result in
increased noise levels. At the nearest residence, located about 1.9 km (1.2 mi) from the cylinder
yards, estimated noise levels would be well below the EPA guideline of 55 dB(A) as DNL for
residential zones (EPA 1974). Adverse noise impacts from cylinder yard reconstruction activities
are not expected.
Continued storage operations could result in somewhat increased noise levels at the site
as a result of activities such as painting or repairing any infrequent cylinder breaches. However,
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it is expected that the noise levels at off-site residences would not increase noticeably. Noise
impacts are expected to be negligible under the no action alternative.
5.1.2.4 Water and Soil
Under the no action alternative, continued storage of the cylinders at the Paducah site
would have the potential to affect surface water, groundwater, and soil. Important elements in
assessing potential impacts on surface water include changes in runoff, floodplain encroachment,
and water quality. Groundwater impacts were assessed in terms of changes in recharge to the
underlying aquifers, depth to groundwater, direction of groundwater flow, and groundwater
quality. Potential soil impacts considered were changes in topography, permeability, erosion
potential, and soil quality.
Under the no action alternative, the planned cylinder yard reconstruction activity would
occur in previously developed areas. Water use and wastewater discharge would be limited.
Therefore, the assessment area in which potentially important impacts might occur was
determined to be quality of surface water, groundwater, and soil. All the other potential impacts
would depend on changes in permeable land areas at the sites as a result of construction activities
or would depend on water use, effluent volumes, and effluent composition and concentrations.
A contaminant of concern for evaluating surface water, groundwater, and soil quality is
uranium. Surface water and groundwater concentrations of contaminants are generally evaluated
through comparison with EPA MCLs, as given in Safe Drinking Water Act regulations (40 CFR
Part 141), although these limits are only directly applicable "at the tap" of the water user. The
water concentration value for uranium used for comparison in this EIS is 20 jig/L (i.e., the
proposed MCL for uranium has now been finalized at 30 ,ug/L and became effective in
December 2003 [EPA 2003b]). The 20-jtg/L level is used as a guideline for evaluating surface
water and groundwater concentrations of uranium in this EIS, even though it is not directly
applicable as a standard. There is also no standard available for limiting concentrations of
uranium in soil. A health-based value of 230 jig/g (EPA 1995), applicable for residential settings,
is used as a guideline for comparison.
The nearest surface water to the Paducah site is Little Bayou Creek, which is a tributary
to the Ohio River. The Ohio River is used as a drinking water source. Because of very large
dilution effects, even high levels of contaminants in Little Bayou Creek would not be expected to
cause levels exceeding guidelines at the drinking water intakes of the Ohio River.
Reconstruction of storage yards is estimated to require approximately 0.5 million gal
(2 million L) of water for each of the two projects. Maximum water use for continued
maintenance activities would be 230,000 gal/yr (870,000 L/yr).

5.1.2.4.1 Surface Water. Potential impacts on the nearest receiving water at the site
(i.e., Little Bayou Creek) were estimated for uranium released from hypothetical cylinder
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breaches occurring through 2039. The estimated maximum concentration of uranium in Little
Bayou Creek would be 0.3 gg/L, considerably below the 2 0-gg/L level used for comparison.
At the Paducah site, KPDES Outfall 017 receives runoff from the cylinder storage yards
and from the cylinder painting facility area. Cylinder painting operations were ongoing in 1998;
the entire bodies of 1,200 cylinders were painted in that year (Hightower 2002). Toward the end
of 1998, results from two separate acute toxicity tests of water fleas (Ceriodaphnia dubia)
conducted at KPDES Outfall 017 exceeded specified limits; the runoff was not toxic to flathead
minnows (Pimephalespromelas). Evaluations seemed to indicate that zinc in runoff from recent
painting activities was the leading contributor to the toxicity of the runoff (DOE 2000b). No
cylinder painting was conducted at the site in 1999, and effluent from KPDES Outfall 017 did
not exceed toxicity limits in that year (DOE 200 lb). In 2000 and 2001, acute toxicity tests at the
outfall again exceeded toxicity limits, although no cylinder painting was occurring (DOE 2002e).
It is possible that cylinder painting activities at the Paducah site might result in KPDES Permit
violations in the future. Mitigating actions, such as treating runoff, could be implemented if this
problem arose.

5.1.2.4.2 Groundwater. Groundwater in the vicinity of the Paducah site is used for
domestic and industrial supplies. Existing groundwater quality at the site is discussed in
Section 3.1-5. The Paducah site provides a municipal water supply to residents whose wells are
within an area of groundwater contaminated with TCE and Tc-99. Activities associated with the
no action alternative would not affect migration of existing groundwater contamination or further
impact off-site water supplies.
Potential impacts on groundwater quality from hypothetical releases of uranium from
breached cylinders were also assessed. The maximum future concentration of uranium in
groundwater directly below the Paducah site is estimated to be 6 [tg/L, which is considerably
below the 20-[tg/L level used for comparison. It is estimated that if the rate of uranium migration
was rapid, this concentration would occur sometime after 2070. A lower concentration would
occur if uranium migration through the soil was slower than assumed for this analysis.
Calculations indicate that if no credit was taken for the reduction in corrosion as a result
of cylinder painting and maintenance and if storage continued at the Paducah site indefinitely,
uranium releases from future cylinder breaches occurring before about 2020 could result in a
sufficient amount of uranium in the soil column to increase the groundwater concentration of
uranium to 20 gg/L in the future. The groundwater concentration would not actually reach
20 [tg/L at the site until about 2100 or later. However, because of the ongoing cylinder
maintenance program, it is expected that breaches occurring prior to 2039 would not be
sufficient to increase the groundwater concentration of uranium to 20 [tg/L at the site.

5.1.2.4.3 Soil. Potential impacts on soil that could receive contaminated rainwater runoff
from the cylinder storage yards were estimated. The source is assumed to be uranium released
from hypothetical breached cylinders. It is assumed that any releases from future cylinder
painting activities would be controlled or treated to avoid soil contamination. The estimated
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maximum soil concentration is I [tg/g for the Paducah site, considerably below the 2 30-g/g
guideline used for comparison.

5.1.2.5 Socioeconomnics
The potential socioeconomic impacts of reconstruction and operational activities under
the no action alternative at the Paducah site would be low. Reconstruction activities would create
short-term employment (30 direct jobs, 110 total jobs over each of 2 construction years), and
operational activities at the site would create 90 direct jobs and 130 total jobs per year. Direct
and total income from reconstruction in the peak year would be $1.6 million and $3.2 million,
respectively. During operations, direct and total income would be $3.0 million/yr and
$3.8 million/yr, respectively.
The employment created in the ROI for the Paducah site would represent a change of less
than 0.1 of a percentage point in the projected average annual growth in employment over the
period 2004 to 2039. With no in-migration into the ROI expected during continued storage, no
impacts on housing, local public finances, or local service employment are expected.

5.1.2.6 Ecology
The no action alternative would have a negligible impact on ecological resources in the
area of the Paducah site. Very limited construction activity is planned, and all activities that are
expected would occur in previously developed areas. Thus, impacts on wetlands and federal- and
state-protected species from construction are expected to be negligible.
The assessment results indicate that impacts to ecological resources from continued
storage, including hypothetical cylinder breaches, would be negligible. Analysis of potential
impacts was based on exposure of biota to airborne contaminants or contaminants released to
soil, groundwater, or surface water (e.g., from painting activities or from breached cylinders).
Predicted concentrations of contaminants in environmental media were compared with
benchmark values for toxic and radiological effects (see Appendix F). At the Paducah site, air,
soil, and surface water concentrations would be below levels harmful to biota. However, as
discussed in Section 5.1.2.4.1, cylinder painting activities may potentially result in future
reductions in surface water quality, and they may consequently cause impacts to aquatic biota
downstream at KPDES Outfall 017. Although groundwater uranium concentrations (6 to
20 jig/L) would be below the lowest effects level (150 [tg/L) and below radiological benchmark
levels (4.55 x 103 pCi/L), they would exceed the ecological screening value for surface water
(2.6 [tg/L). However, contaminants in groundwater discharging to a surface water body, such as
a local stream, would be quickly diluted to negligible concentrations.
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5.1.2.7 Waste Management
Under the no action alternative, construction and operations at the Paducah site would
generate relatively small amounts of LLW and LLMW (including PCB-containing wastes). The
volume of LLW generated by continued storage activities would represent less than 1% of the
annual generation at the site from all activities. The maximum annual amount of LLMW
generation from stripping/painting operations at the Paducah site would be about 30 yd3 /yr (23
m3 /yr), which is about 0.3% of the site's total annual LLMW load. Thus, the overall impact on
waste management operations from the no action alternative would be negligible.

5.1.2.8 Resource Requirements
Cylinder yard reconstruction and operations under the no action alternative would require
supplies of electricity, fuel, concrete, steel and other metals, and miscellaneous chemicals. The
total quantities of commonly used materials would be small compared with local sources and
would not affect local, regional, or national availability of these materials. No strategic or critical
materials are expected to be consumed. The anticipated utilities requirements would be within
the supply capacities at the Paducah site. The required material resources would be readily
available.

5.1.2.9 Land Use

For the Paducah site, reconstruction of three storage yards within the boundaries of
existing yards is planned, so additional land clearing would not be necessary. Therefore, impacts
of the no action alternative on land use would be negligible.

5.1.2.10 Cultural Resources
Impacts to cultural resources under the no action alternative would not be likely at the
Paducah site. The existing storage yards at Paducah are located in previously disturbed areas
unlikely to contain cultural properties or resources listed on or eligible for listing on the NRHP.
Three cylinder yards are scheduled for reconstruction at their existing locations. Cylinder
breaches are not expected to result in HF or criteria pollutant emissions sufficient to impact
cultural resources (see Section 5.1.2.3).

5.1.2.11 Environmental Justice
A review of the potential human health and safety impacts anticipated under the no action
alternative indicates that no disproportionately high and adverse effects to minority or
low-income populations are expected in the vicinity of the Paducah site during continued
cylinder storage. Although such populations occur in certain areas on or within the 50-mi
(80-km) radius used to identify the maximum geographic extent of human health impacts

L.
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(see Section 3.1.12), no noteworthy impacts are expected. The results of accident analyses for the
no action alternative also did not identify high and adverse impacts to the general public; the risk
of accidents (consequence x probability) is less than I fatality for all accidents considered.

5.2 PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVES
This section presents the estimated potential environmental impacts for the proposed
action alternatives, including:
*

Impacts from construction of the conversion facility at three alternative
locations within the Paducah site (Section 5.2.1);

*

Impacts from operation of the conversion facility at the three alternative
locations (Section 5.2.2);

*

Impacts from the transportation of uranium conversion products and waste
materials to a disposal facility (Section 5.2.3);

*

Impacts associated with the potential sale and use of HF and CaF2
(Section 5.2.4);

*

Impacts that would occur if the cylinders at ETTP were shipped to Paducah
for conversion rather than to Portsmouth (Section 5.2.5); and

*

Impacts from expanded plant operations, including extending the operational
period and increasing throughput (Section 5.2.6).

In general, within each technical area, impacts are discussed for the construction and operation of
the facility at the preferred location (Location A) as well as for two alternative locations
(Locations B and C). The time period considered is a construction period of approximately
2 years and an operational period of 25 years.

5.2.1 Conversion Facility Construction Impacts
This section discusses the potential environmental impacts during construction of a
conversion facility at the three alternative locations within the Paducah site. When completed,
the conversion facility would occupy approximately 10 acres (4 ha), including process and
support buildings and parking areas. However, up to 45 acres (18 ha) of land might be disturbed
during construction, including temporary lay-down areas (areas for staging construction material
and equipment or for excavated material) and for utility access. Some of the disturbed areas
would not be adjacent to the construction area. The disturbed area includes access roads, rail
lines, and utility corridors.
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Normal Construction Activities

5.2.1.1.1 Radiological Impacts. Three alternative locations at the Paducah site are
considered for construction of the conversion facility (Figure 2.2-1). Location A is next to the
current cylinder storage yards managed by DOE and is the preferred location for constructing the
conversion facility. According to on-site radiation monitoring data, potential external radiation
exposure also could be incurred by construction workers at Location C during construction
activities because of the location's proximity to a USEC storage area. On-site radiation
monitoring data near Location B are near background levels; thus, direct radiation from the
cylinders would be negligible.
On the basis of the closest site monitoring data (DOE 2001b), direct external radiation
would range from 0 to 0.035 mrem/h (data from thermoluminescence dosimeter [TLD]-1) across
Location A and from 0 to 0.04 mrem/h (data from TLD-3) across Location C. The estimated
external radiation exposure would be 35 mremn/yr for a hypothetical construction worker working
1,000 hours per year (4 hours per day and 250 days per year) at the spot of the highest radiation
level within Location A. For a similar employee working within Location C, the potential dose
would be about 40 mrem/yr. The potential doses were estimated on the basis of conservative
assumptions; in reality, a worker would work at various spots around the project and would
likely spend much less time than 1,000 hours per year at the same location. Furthermore, external
radiation would be reduced by the construction of walls around the conversion facility. The
radiation dose limit set to protect the general public from operations of the DOE facilities is
100 mrem/yr (DOE 1990); radiation workers are limited to a dose of 5,000 mrem/yr
(10 CFR Part 835).

5.2.1.1.2 Chemical Impacts. Chemical exposures during construction at the Paducah
site are expected to be low and mitigated by using personal protective equipment and
engineering controls to comply with OSHA PELs that are applicable for construction activities.
No differences between the three alternative locations are expected.

5.2.1.2 Human Health and Safety

-

Accidents

The risk of on-the-job fatalities and injuries to conversion facility construction workers
would not depend on the location of the facility. The estimated injuries and fatalities were
calculated by using industry-specific statistics from the BLS, as reported by the National Safety
Council (2002). Annual fatality and injury rates from the BLS construction industry division
were used for the 20-month construction phase. Construction of the conversion facility is
estimated to require approximately 164 FTEs per year. For all three alternative locations, no
on-the-job fatalities are predicted during the conversion facility construction phase; however,
approximately 11 injuries are predicted (Table 5.2-1).

in
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TABLE 5.2-1 Potential Impacts to Human Health from Physical Hazards during
Conversion Facility Construction and Operations at the Paducah Site

Impacts to Conversion Facility Workersa
Incidence of Fatalities

Incidence of Injuries

Activity

Construction

Operations

Construction

Operations

Conversion to U3 0 8
Conversion to U3 0 8
(with ETTP cylinders)

0.04
0.04

0.14
0.16

11
11

197
221

a Potential hazards were estimated for all conversion facility workers over the entire
construction (20 months) and operation (28 and 25 years, with and without ETTP
cylinders, respectively) phases.
Source: Injury and fatality rates used in calculations were taken from National Safety
Council (2002).

5.2.1.3 Air Quality and Noise

5.2.1.3.1 Air Quality Impacts. Currently, detailed information on the location of facility
boundaries is available only for preferred Location A. For modeling air quality impacts at
Locations B and C, the proposed facilities were assumed to be placed in the middle of the
alternative locations.
Emissions of criteria pollutants - SO 2 , NO, (emissions are in NO, but the ambient air
quality standards are in NO 2 ), CO, and PM (PMIo and PM 2 .5 ) - and of VOCs would occur
during the construction period. These emissions would include fugitive dust emissions from
earthmoving activities and exhaust emissions from heavy equipment and commuter/delivery
vehicles. The annual emissions of criteria pollutants and VOCs expected during facility
construction are presented in Table 5.2-2. Estimated maximum pollutant concentrations during
construction are shown in Table 5.2-3 for the three alternative locations.
All of the pollutant concentration increments would remain below NAAQS and SAAQS.
For SO2 , NO2 , and CO, concentration increments would be below 20% of their applicable
standards. The highest concentration increment would occur for 24-hour average PM 1o, which is
predicted to be about 52% of the standard. Concentration increments for PM2 .5 are predicted to
be less than 29% of the standard.
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TABLE 5.2-2 Annual Criteria Pollutant and Volatile Organic
Compound Emissions from Construction of the Conversion Facility
at the Paducah Site

Emission Rate (tons/yr)
Emission
Source
Exhaust

Fugitive

S02

N0x

CO

VOCs

PM 1 0

PM 2.5

1.5
.b

21.7

14.6

6.1

-

-

-

2.2
17.1c

2.2a
2.5c

For exhaust emissions, PM 2 .5 emissions were conservatively assumed
to be 100% of PMIO emissions.
b A dash indicates no emissions.
a

c Fugitive dust emissions were estimated under the assumption that the
conversion facility construction area would continuously disturb about
9.1 acres (3.7 ha); this is the maximum amount of the approximately
10-acre (4-ha) facility footprint that would be disturbed at one time.
A conventional control measure of water spraying with an emission
control efficiency of 50% would be applied over the disturbed area.
For fugitive dust emissions from earthmoving activities, PM 2 .5
emissions were assumed to be 15% of PMIo emissions (EPA 2002).
Source: Folga (2003).

To obtain the total concentrations for comparison with applicable air quality standards,
the modeled concentration increments were added to measured background values (given in
Table 3.1-3). The total concentrations for SO 2 , NO2 , and CO would be below 42% of their
standards. The total concentrations for annual PM 1o and 24-hour PM 2 .5 are estimated to be 87%
and 72% of their applicable standards, respectively. For all three alternative locations, total
24-hour PMl 0 and annual PM 2 .5 concentrations would be above their applicable standards. In
fact, annual average concentrations of PM 2 5 at most statewide monitoring stations either
approach or are above the standard. PM (PM 1o and PM 2. 5) concentration increments at the site
boundaries would be relatively high because the conversion facility would be constructed outside
the current gaseous diffusion plant boundaries; thus, the general public would theoretically have
access right at the conversion plant boundary. 2 Accordingly, construction activities should be
conducted so as to minimize potential impacts on ambient air quality. Water could be sprayed on
disturbed areas frequently, as needed, and dust suppressant or pavement could be applied to
roads with frequent traffic.

2 Formerly, the general public had access to the existing fenced boundaries. However, since the September 1,
2001, terrorist attack, site access for the general public has been restricted indefinitely to the DOE property
boundaries.
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TABLE 5.2-3 Maximum Air Quality Impacts at the Construction Site Boundary Due to
Emissions from Activities Associated with Construction of the Conversion Facility at the
Paducah Site
Concentration (gg/m 3 )

Location

A

B

C

Pollutanta

Averaging
Time

Percent of
NAAQS/SAAQSe

Maximum
Incrementb

Backgrounds

Totald

NAAQS
and SAAQS

Increment

Total

SO 2

3 hours
24 hours
Annual

30.0
11.1
1.3

169
86
13.3

199
97.1
14.6

1,300
365
80

2.3
3.0
1.7

15.3
26.6
18.3

NO2

Annual

19.9

22.6

42.5

100

19.8

42.4

CO

I hour
8 hours

868
332

6,970
3,220

7,840
3,550

40,000
10,000

2.2
3.3

19.6
35.5

PM 10

24 hours
Annual

78.0
18.3

79
25

157
43.3

150
50

52.0
36.6

105
86.6

PM 2 5

24hours

15.1

31.1

46.2

65

23.3

71.1

Annual

4.4

14.7

19.1

1,5

29.2

127

SO 2

3 hours
24 hours
Annual

29.8
11.2
1.3

169
86
13.3

199
97.2
14.6

1,300
365
80

2.3
3.1
1.7

15.3
26.6
18.3

NO2

Annual

19.8

22.6

42.4

100

19.8

42.4

CO

I hour
8 hours

895
336

6,970
3,220

7,860
3,560

40,000
10,000

2.2
3.4

19.7
35.6

PM1 0

24 hours
Annual

75.4
18.2

79
25

154
43.2

150
50

50.3
36.4

103
86.4

PM 2 5

24 hours
Annual

15.2
4.4

31.1
14.7

46.3
19.1

65
15

23.4
29.1

71.3
127

SO 2

3 hours
24 hours
Annual

30.1
11.2
1.3

169
86
13.3

199
97.2
14.6

1,300
365
80

2.3
3.1
1.7

15.3
26.6
18.3

NO2

Annual

19.8

22.6

42.4

100

19.8

42.4

CO

I hour
8 hours

904
337

6,970
3,220

7,870
3,560

40,000
10,000

2.3
3.4

19.7
35.6

PM,,

24 hours
Annual

77.6
18.3

79
25

157
43.3

150
50

51.7
36.5

104
86.5

PM 2 5

24hours
Annual

15.5
4.4

31.1
14.7

46.6
19.1

65
15

23.8
29.2

71.6
127

Footnotes on next page.
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TABLE 5.2-3 (Cont.)

a

Emissions are from equipment and vehicle engine exhaust, except for PMIo and PM 2 .5 , which are also from
soil disturbance.

b

Data represent the maximum concentration increments estimated, except that the fourth- and eighth-highest
concentration increments estimated are listed for 24-hour PM 1 0 and PM 2 .5.

C

See Table 3.1-3.

d

Total equals maximum modeled concentration plus background concentration.

e

The values in the next-to-last column are maximum concentration increments as a percent of NAAQS and
SAAQS. The values in the last column are total concentration increments as a percent of NAAQS and
SAAQS.

The potential impacts of PM (PM 1o and PM 2 .5) released from near-ground level would
be limited to the immediate vicinity of the site boundaries - areas that the general public is
expected to occupy only infrequently. The PM concentrations would decrease rapidly with
distance from the source. At the nearest residence on McCall Road just east of the DOE
boundary (about 1.3 km [0.8 mi] southeast of candidate Location C), predicted concentrations
would be less than 5% of the highest concentration increments at the site boundaries.
Among the three alternative locations, potential air quality impacts due to construction
activities would be similar, with the highest at Locations A and C, and the lowest at Location B,
as shown in Table 5.2-3. However, as mentioned previously, the locations of facility boundaries
for Locations B and C are assumed arbitrarily; thus, the results for the two alternative locations
should be interpreted in that context.

5.2.1.3.2 Noise Impacts. Noise levels from construction would be similar among the
alternative locations. During construction, the commuting/delivery vehicular traffic around the
facilities would generate intermittent noise. However, the contribution to noise from these
intermittent sources would be limited to the immediate vicinity of the traffic route and would be
minor in comparison with the contribution from continuous noise sources such as compressors or
bulldozers during construction. Sources of noise during construction of the conversion facility
would include standard commercial and industrial activities for moving earth and erecting
concrete and steel structures. Noise levels from these activities would be comparable to those
from other construction sites of similar size.
The noise levels would be highest during the early phases of construction, when heavy
equipment would be used to clear the site. This early phase of construction would be about
6 months of the entire construction period of 1.5 years. Average noise levels for construction
equipment range from 76 dB(A) for a pump, to 85 dB(A) for a bulldozer, to 101 dB(A) at peak
for a pile driver (Harris Miller Miller & Hanson, Inc. [HMMH] 1995). To estimate noise levels
at the nearest residence, it was assumed that the two noisiest pieces of equipment would operate
simultaneously. A scraper and a heavy truck operating continuously typically generate noise
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levels of 89 and 88 dB(A), respectively, at a distance of 15 m (50 ft) from the source (HMMH
1995),3 which result in a combined noise level of about 91.5 dB(A) at a distance of 15 m (50 ft).
The nearest residence to alternative Locations A, B, and C would be the same one; it is
located at McCall Road just off the DOE boundary. This residence, located about 1.3 kmn
(0.8 mi) southeast of Location C, was selected as the receptor for the analysis of potential noise
impacts. Noise levels decrease about 6 dB per doubling of distance from the point source
because of the way sound spreads geometrically over an increasing distance. Thus, construction
activities would result in estimated noise levels of about 53 dB(A) at the nearest residence. This
level would be 48 dB(A) as DNL if it is assumed that construction activities would be limited to
an 8-hour daytime shift. This 48-dB(A) estimate is below the EPA guideline of 55 dB(A) as
DNL for residential zones (see Section 3.1.3.4), which was established to prevent interference
with activity, annoyance, or hearing impairment. This 48-dB(A) estimate is probably an upper
bound because it does not account for other types of attenuation, such as air absorption and
ground effects due to terrain and vegetation. If only ground effects were considered (HMMH
1995), more than 10 dB(A) of attenuation would occur at the nearest residence, which would
result in less than 38 dB(A), which is below background levels.
Most of these construction activities would occur during the day, when noise is tolerated
better than at night, because of the masking effects of background noise. Nighttime noise levels
would drop for all three alternative locations to the background levels of a rural environment
because construction activities would cease at night.

5.2.1.4 Water and Soil
Construction of a conversion facility at the Paducah site would disturb land, use water,
and produce liquid wastes. The following sections discuss impacts to surface water,
groundwater, and soil resources at Paducah during construction. Because site-specific impacts
were not identified, impacts to water and soil at alternative Locations A, B, and C would be the
same.

5.2.1.4.1 Surface Water. Construction of a conversion facility at the Paducah site would
produce increased runoff to nearby surface waters because soils and vegetation would be
replaced with either buildings or paved areas. The amount of increased runoff from the new,
impermeable land surface would be negligible (less than about 1.3% of the site area) compared
with the existing area that contributes to runoff. None of the construction activities would
measurably affect the existing floodplains.
Water would be required during construction. Peak water use would be 5,500 gal/d
(20,800 L/d) or 2 million gal/yr (7.6 million L/yr). About 1,500 gal/d (5,700 L/d) of water would
be used in actual construction; 4,000 gal/d (15,140 L/d) of water would be used by the

3 Pile drivers were excluded because piles would not be required for buildings at the site.
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workforce. Construction water would be obtained from the Ohio River. If the rate of withdrawal
was constant in time, about 3.8 gal/min (14 L/min) would be needed. This rate of withdrawal
would be about 0.000003% of the mean flow in the Ohio River.
Wastewater would also be produced during construction. For the assumed workforce,
about 4,000 gal/d (15,140 Ud) or 1.5 million gal/yr (5.7 million L/yr) of sanitary wastewater
would be generated. There would be no sanitary wastewater discharged to the environment
because portable toilets would be used.

5.2.1.4.2 Groundwater. Potential impacts to groundwater could occur during
construction. These impacts could include changes in effective recharge to underlying aquifers,
changes in the depth to groundwater, changes in the direction of groundwater flow, and changes
in groundwater quality.
Because all water used at the Paducah site would be obtained from the Ohio River, there
would be no direct impacts to groundwater recharge, depth, or flow direction from construction
activities. However, these parameters could be minutely affected by changes in the permeability
of the surface soil produced by construction activities and building and parking lot construction.
Because of the small associated operational areas (less than 1.3% of the total site area), these
changes would not be measurable. Similarly, the quality of groundwater beneath the selected site
could be affected by surface construction activities through infiltration of surface water
contaminated from spills of construction materials. These impacts would be indirect because
there would be no direct releases of contaminants to groundwater. Indirect contamination could
result from the mobilization of exposed chemicals by precipitation, followed by infiltration of
contaminated runoff water. Following good engineering and construction practices and
implementing storm water and erosion control measures would minimize impacts to
groundwater quality.

5.2.1.4.3 Soils. Impacts to soil could occur during construction for the Paducah
conversion facility. These impacts could include changes in topography, permeability, quality,
and erosion potential.
All three of the alternative locations (A, B, and C) would be sufficiently large (35, 59,
and 53 acres [14, 24, and 21 ha], respectively) to accommodate the conversion facility and most
of the disturbed area (45 acres [18 ha]). Because the sites are relatively flat there would be no
significant changes to topography, and the maximum amount of land needed for construction
would be small relative to the total land available at the site (less than about 1.3%). Erosion
potential would increase during construction; the impacts, however, would be local, temporary,
and about the same for each of the three alternative locations.
Construction activities could also affect the quality of the land at the selected location for
the conversion facility. Impacts on quality could result from spills and other construction
activities that could release contaminants to the surface. Following good engineering and
construction practices would minimize impacts to soil quality.

-
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SWMU 194 could be excavated during
construction at either Location A or B.
Management of these soils is discussed in
Section 5.2.1.7.
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TABLE 5.2-4 Socioeconomic Impacts from
Construction of the Conversion Facility at the
Paducah Site

Impact Area

5.2.1.5 Socioeconomics
The socioeconomic analysis covers
the effects of construction on population,
employment, income, regional growth,
housing, and community resources in the ROI
around the Paducah site. Impacts from
construction are summarized in Table 5.2-4.
The socioeconomic
impacts are not
dependent on the location of the conversion
facility; thus, the impacts would be the same
for alternative Locations A, B, and C.
The potential socioeconomic impacts
would be relatively small. It is estimated that
construction activities would create direct
employment of about 190 people in the peak
construction year and about 100 additional
indirect jobs in the ROI. Construction
activities would increase the annual average
employment growth rate by about 0.1 of a
percentage point over the duration of
construction. A conversion facility would
produce about $10 million in personal income
in the peak year of construction.

Construction
Impactsa

Employment
Direct
Total

190
290

Income (millions of 2002 $)
Direct
Total

5.3

Population (no. of new ROI residents)
Housing (no. of units required)

290
100

Public finances (% impact on fiscal
balance)
Cities in McCracken Countyb
McCracken County
Schools in McCracken Countyc

0.3
0.2
0.3

Public service employment (no. of new
employees in McCracken County)c
Police
Firefighters
General
Physicians
Teachers

9.5

0
0
0I

No. of new staffed hospital beds
in McCracken County
a

Impacts are shown for the peak year of
construction (2005).

b Includes impacts that would occur in the City of
It is estimated that about 290 people
Paducah.
would in-migrate to the ROI in the peak year
of construction. However, in-migration would
c Includes impacts that would occur in the
McCracken County school district.
have only a marginal effect on population
growth and would require only about 5% of
vacant rental housing in the peak year. No
significant impact on public finances would occur as a result of in-migration. Fewer than five
local public service employees would be required to maintain existing levels of service in the
various local public service jurisdictions in McCracken County.

I
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5.2.1.6 Ecology
Potential impacts to vegetation, wildlife, wetlands, and threatened and endangered
species that would result from the construction of a conversion facility are described below.
Additional information regarding wetlands and federally-listed species can be found in
Van Lonkhuyzen (2004).

5.2.1.6.1 Vegetation. Existing vegetation within the disturbed area would be destroyed
during land clearing activities. Construction of a conversion facility at any of the three
alternative locations at the Paducah site is not expected to threaten the local population of any
species. Replanting disturbed areas with native species would comply with Executive
Order 13148, Greening the Government through Leadership in Environmental Management
(U.S. President 2000). Erosion of exposed soil at construction sites could reduce the
effectiveness of restoration efforts and create sedimentation downgradient of the construction
site. However, the implementation of standard erosion control measures, installation of storm
water retention ponds, and immediate replanting of disturbed areas with native species would
help minimize impacts to vegetation. Deposition of fugitive dust resulting from construction
activities could adversely affect vegetation; however, the use of control measures to reduce dust
production could minimize impacts (see Section 5.2.1.3).
Constructing a facility at Location A, the preferred location, would result in the loss of
approximately 10 acres (4 ha) of previously disturbed managed grassland vegetation that is
maintained by frequent mowing. The facility would not replace undisturbed natural
communities. Managed grassland comprises most of the vegetation on the Paducah site. The loss
of 10 acres (4 ha) would therefore represent a minor decrease in this habitat on the Paducah site.
This area represents about 29% of the area available at the 35-acre (14-ha) Location A. The total
area of construction-related disturbance, however, would be approximately 45 acres (18 ha) in
size. Although construction-related activities would primarily affect managed grassland
vegetation, impacts to the wooded area at this location could also occur during the construction
period, unless temporary construction areas, such as lay-down areas, were positioned outside the
southern portion of Location A in adjacent, previously disturbed areas. If facility construction
required the disturbance of all of Location A, the undisturbed mature deciduous forest at this
location would potentially be eliminated. Although deciduous forest is not uncommon in the
vicinity of the Paducah site, impacts to mature deciduous forest communities would generally be
considered a greater adverse impact than those to managed grassland because of the
(1) undisturbed condition of mature forest, (2) high biodiversity and habitat value, and
(3) considerably greater length of time required for restoration of mature forest. The construction
of utility lines and rail lines would extend beyond Location A and would result in additional
impacts to vegetation. Construction of rail lines west of Location A would affect previously
disturbed areas supporting both managed grassland and scrub-shrub communities within the
existing railroad bed. Mature deciduous hardwood forest adjacent to the railroad bed could be
affected by the construction of the new rail line if construction-related activities occur beyond
the railroad bed.
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The specific vegetation communities impacted by construction at Location B would
depend on the placement of the facility within the available area. A facility of 10 acres (4 ha)
would occupy 17% of the area available at this 59-acre (24-ha) location. Placement of the facility
at the northern end of Location B would primarily result in impacts to areas that are
predominantly already disturbed and support managed grassland vegetation (consisting of
38 acres [15 ha]). The groves of mature trees in this area might be affected by facility
construction. However, depending on the placement of the facility, these impacts might be
avoided. Avoidance of the tree groves during construction might not be possible unless
temporary construction areas were positioned outside Location B in adjacent, previously
disturbed areas. Impacts to the undisturbed mature deciduous forest at Location B may be
avoided, although impacts would be expected to occur if facility construction required the
disturbance of 45 acres (18 ha) of this location.
The specific vegetation communities impacted by construction at Location C would also
depend on the placement of the facility within the available area. A facility of 10 acres (4 ha)
would occupy 19% of the area available at this 53-acre (21-ha) location. Placement of the facility
in the western portion of this location (west of Dyke Road) would primarily impact a previously
disturbed immature deciduous forest community. Facility placement in the eastern portion of the
location would impact primarily old-field open grassland community, with likely impacts to the
small groves of mature trees in this area. Facility construction would disturb a total area of up to
45 acres (18 ha) and potentially result in impacts to both deciduous forest and grassland areas.

5.2.1.6.2 Wildlife. Wildlife would be disturbed by land clearing, noise, and human
presence. Wildlife with restricted mobility, such as burrowing species or juveniles of nesting
species, would be destroyed during land clearing activities. More mobile individuals would
relocate to adjacent available areas with suitable habitat: abundant habitat is available on the
Paducah site and the adjacent West Kentucky Wildlife Management Area. Population densities,
and thus competition for food and nesting sites, would increase in these areas, potentially
reducing the survivability or reproductive capacity of displaced individuals. Some wildlife
species would be expected to recolonize replanted areas near the conversion facility following
completion of construction. Construction of a conversion facility at any of the three alternative
locations at the Paducah site is not expected to threaten the local population of any wildlife
species because similar habitat would be available in the vicinity of the site.
Constructing a conversion facility at Location A would primarily impact those species
commonly associated with managed grasslands maintained by frequent mowing; however, larger
areas of similar habitat would be available nearby. Construction could also impact habitat for
species associated with mature deciduous forest, such as neotropical migratory birds, unless
temporary construction areas were positioned outside the southern portion of Location A in
previously disturbed areas. Noise associated with construction activities up to 79.5 dB(A) at
60 m (200 ft) may reduce the suitability of the forest habitat at Location A for some species
during the construction period. The construction of utility lines and rail lines would result in
additional impacts to wildlife habitat. Habitat for species associated with both managed
grassland and scrub-shrub communities within the existing railroad bed could be lost during
construction of rail lines west of Location A. If construction-related activities occur beyond the
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railroad bed, species supported by mature deciduous hardwood forest could be affected. In
addition, noise associated with rail construction might reduce the suitability of the forest habitat
for some species.
Constructing a conversion facility in the northern portion of Location B would impact
habitat for those species commonly associated with frequently mowed grasslands and other
disturbed areas, such as along drainage channels. Similar habitat would be abundant in other
areas of the Paducah site. Impacts to habitat for species associated with mature deciduous forest
could likely be avoided by placing the facility in the northern portion of this location.
Construction of a facility immediately adjacent to the forest could reduce that habitat's suitability
for some wildlife species. Species that occur in the tree groves at this location, such as
neotropical migratory birds, might be impacted during construction; however, impacts may
potentially be avoided if temporary construction areas were positioned outside Location B in
adjacent disturbed areas. If facility construction required the disturbance of 45 acres (18 ha) of
this location, however, impacts to the mature forest habitat at Location B would be expected to
occur.
Species associated with deciduous forest or open grassland habitat could be impacted by
construction of a conversion facility at Location C. Construction west of Dyke Road would
primarily impact forested habitat, while construction in the eastern half would impact old field
grassland habitat. In addition, species such as neotropical migratory birds, which are associated
with the groves of mature trees in the eastern half of this location, would likely be impacted by
construction in that area. Although these habitats are not uncommon in the vicinity of the
Paducah site, open grassland areas provide opportunities for restoration of native prairie habitat.
Construction of a conversion facility at Location C may decrease the suitability of the remainder
of the location for some wildlife species.

5.2.1.6.3 Wetlands. Wetlands could potentially be impacted by filling or draining during
construction of a conversion facility. Wetlands could be impacted by alteration of surface water
runoff patterns, soil compaction, or groundwater flow if the conversion facility was located
immediately adjacent to wetland areas. Impacts to wetlands would be minimized, however, by
maintaining a buffer area around them during facility construction. Executive Order 11990,
Protection of Wetlands (U.S. President 1977a), requires federal agencies to minimize the
destruction, loss, or degradation of wetlands, and to preserve and enhance the natural and
beneficial uses of wetlands. 10 CFR Part 1022 sets forth DOE regulations for implementing
Executive Order 11990 as well as Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management
(U.S. President 1977b). Mitigation for unavoidable impacts may be developed in coordination
with the appropriate regulatory agencies. Unavoidable impacts to wetlands within the jurisdiction
of the USACE might require a CWA Section 404 Permit, which would trigger the need for a
CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification from the Commonwealth of Kentucky. An
approved mitigation plan might be required prior to the initiation of construction.
Water-level changes in the Ohio River because of water withdrawal for construction
would be negligible. Regional groundwater changes due to the increase in impermeable surface
related to facility construction would also be negligible. Therefore, except for the potential local
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indirect impacts noted above, impacts to regional wetlands due to changes in groundwater or
surface water levels or flow patterns would be expected to be negligible.
Construction of a conversion facility at Location A could result in impacts to wetlands
located in the central and southern portion of this location (Figure 5.2-1). Although the wetlands
within the open, previously disturbed area are outside of the facility footprint, construction of
access roads and rail lines could elininate a portion of the wetlands in this area. The larger,
undisturbed forested wetland in the southern portion of Location A, however, could likely be
avoided. Two new rail lines, an access road from Patrol Road A, and a walkway leading from the
south parking area to Building Cl 100, would cross the wetland within the drainage swale leading
to KPDES Outfall 017 and Bayou Creek. Direct impacts to this wetland could occur from the
placement of fill material and culverts for the crossings.
Impacts could also occur to the wetlands located in drainage swales to the south, which
would be crossed by a new rail line and an access road from Patrol Road 4. In addition, two
small isolated wetlands in the open, grassy area could be filled as a result of the construction of
the rail line and access road. The drainage swale along the south margin of Patrol Road 4 may be
impacted if widening or other improvements to that road are made, and impacts to wetlands in
drainages along the Entrance Highway could potentially result from improvements to the
adjacent roadway to the east. Approximately 6,900 ft2 (640 m 2 ) of palustrine emergent wetland
would likely be eliminated by culvert construction or direct placement of fill material within
Location A. Wetland areas that are not filled may be indirectly affected by an altered hydrologic
regime, due to the proximity of construction, possibly resulting in a decreased frequency or
duration of inundation or soil saturation and potential loss of hydrology necessary to sustain
wetland conditions. Indirect impacts could be minimized by maintaining a buffer near adjacent
wetlands. In addition, placement of temporary construction areas outside Location A might be
necessary to avoid additional direct or indirect impacts to these wetlands.
The increase in impervious surface and discharge of storm water runoff, due to
construction of a conversion facility, could result in alteration of hydrology in the drainage
system within Location A or downstream in Bayou Creek, with greater fluctuations in high and
low flows, as well as in the other headwater drainages immediately west of the Entrance
Highway. However, because only a small portion of the Bayou Creek watershed would be
involved, impacts would likely be small. Downstream wetlands could be affected by
sedimentation during construction; however, the implementation of erosion control measures
would reduce the likelihood of such impacts. The total area of construction-related disturbance
would be up to 45 acres (18 ha). The forested wetland at this location could be impacted unless
temporary construction areas were positioned outside the southern portion of Location A in
adjacent, previously disturbed areas.
Wetlands could also be impacted by the construction of infrastructure for facility utility
requirements or new rail lines extending outside of Location A. Although the rail lines would
primarily be constructed on an existing railroad bed, wetlands in drainages along the margin of
the rail bed, forested wetlands adjacent to the south margin east of Bayou Creek, or forested
wetlands along each side of the rail bed west of Bayou Creek could be impacted if rail bed
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repairs or reconstruction are necessary, or by the operation of heavy equipment within these
wetlands while laying track (Figure 5.2-2). The drainage along the north side of the rail bed, just
west of the Entrance Highway, may potentially be affected by construction of the new rail line
serving the western portion of the conversion facility. In addition, impacts to Bayou Creek and
adjacent wetlands could result from reconstruction of the rail bridge crossing Bayou Creek;
however, wetland impacts from replacement of bridge supports would be expected to be small.
Construction ! of a conversion facility at Location B might also impact wetlands.
Placement of a facility in the northern, disturbed portion of this location would minimize wetland
impacts and avoid impacts to the forested wetlands in the southern portion. However, the
drainage channels in the northern area would likely be impacted. The channels could be rerouted
to continue to convey flows to Bayou Creek. Wetlands could also be impacted by the
construction of infrastructure for facility utility requirements, transportation corridors from
cylinder storage yards, or rail lines. In addition, placement of temporary construction areas
outside Location B may be necessary to avoid additional direct or indirect impacts to wetlands,
including forested wetlands in the southern portion of this location. Indirect impacts to wetlands
could also occur. The hydrologic characteristics of wetlands could be indirectly affected by
adjacent construction, possibly resulting in a decreased frequency or duration of inundation or
soil saturation. Indirect impacts could be minimized by maintaining a buffer near adjacent
wetlands. Facility construction could result in alteration of hydrology in the drainage system
within Location B, or downstream in Bayou Creek, with greater fluctuations in high and low
flows. However, because of the small portion of the watershed involved, impacts would likely be
small. Downstream wetlands could be impacted by sedimentation during construction; however,
the implementation of erosion control measures would reduce the likelihood of such impacts.
Construction of a facility at Location C could potentially result in impacts to wetlands.
Facility placement in the western or northeastern portions of this location would likely result in
direct impacts to wetlands. Placement of a facility in the southeastern portion of Location C may
best avoid direct impacts to wetlands; however, wetlands located in drainage ditches along Dyke
Road may be impacted. Indirect impacts, however, could result from construction of a facility
immediately adjacent to wetlands in this area. The total area disturbed during construction would
be up to 45 acres (18 ha), resulting in direct impacts unless temporary construction areas were
located outside of Location C. Facility construction could result in alteration of hydrology in the
drainage channel southeast of Location C, or downstream in Little Bayou Creek, with greater
fluctuations in high and low flows. However, because of the small portion of the watershed
involved, impacts would likely be small. Downstream wetlands could be impacted by
sedimentation during construction; the likelihood of such impacts would be reduced, however,
with the implementation of erosion control measures.

5.2.1.6.4 Threatened and Endangered Species. Construction of a conversion facility at
Location A is not expected to directly impact federal- or state-listed species. However, impacts
to deciduous forest may occur unless temporary construction areas were positioned outside the
southern portion of Location A. Trees with exfoliating bark, such as shagbark hickory or dead
trees with loose bark, could potentially be used by the Indiana bat (federal- and state-listed as
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endangered) as roosting trees during summer, although the forested area at the southern portion
of Location A has not been identified as summer habitat. If trees (either live or dead) with
exfoliating bark were encountered on construction areas, they should be saved if possible. If
necessary, the trees should be cut only before March 31 or after October 15 to avoid the period
when they might be used by Indiana bats, according to recommendations of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) (Andrews 2004).
Disturbance due to increased noise, lighting, and human presence during construction
could decrease the quality of mature forested habitats for the Indiana bat. However, Indiana bats
using habitat near the Paducah site would be currently exposed to noise and other effects of
human disturbance. Consequently, these effects related to construction activities would be
expected to be minor. Construction of the conversion facility or new rail lines in Location A
could disturb Indiana bats that may use the forested area in the southern portion of that location.
In addition, construction of rail lines adjacent to the mature deciduous forest habitats west of
Entrance Highway could likely disturb Indiana bats. In addition to trees east of Bayou Creek that
might potentially be used by Indiana bats (such as in or near Location B), portions of the forested
area west of the creek are identified as fair quality Indiana bat habitat (Figure 5.2-3), with
additional areas identified as poor potential habitat. Because good Indiana bat habitat is not
available in that immediate area, bats might likely be disturbed in, or prevented from using, the
fair quality habitat.
Impacts to the forested area at Location B could likely be avoided; however, construction
of a conversion facility in the southern portion of Location B could result in the removal of trees
potentially used by Indiana bats and indirectly impact the Indiana bat by reducing the quality of
potential habitat west of Bayou Creek. Construction activities and the presence of a facility in
proximity to potential habitat may decrease the suitability of these areas for summer habitat.
Impacts to either the forested area or groves at Location C could occur and result in the
removal of trees potentially used by Indiana bats. Construction in the eastern portion of
Location C could impact potential habitat for cream wild indigo (state-listed as a species of
special concern) and compass plant (state-listed as threatened). Although these species are not
known to occur at or near this location, current restoration efforts are increasing the suitability of
the open grassland habitat for these species. Impacts to wetlands with open water, such as the
drainage channels in Location B or the small ponds in the eastern portion of Location C, could
reduce habitat for the great blue heron (state-listed as a species of special concern).

5.2.1.7 Waste Management
Potential waste management impacts for construction were evaluated by determining the
types and estimating the volumes of wastes that would be generated. These estimates were then
compared with projected site generation volumes.
Construction of the facility would generate both hazardous and nonhazardous waste.
Hazardous waste would be sent to off-site permitted contractors for disposal. Nonhazardous
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waste would be disposed of on site at a statepermitted landfill. Table 5.2-5 presents the total
waste volumes that would be generated. No
radioactive waste would be generated during the
construction phase of the conversion facility.
Overall, only minimal waste management impacts
would result from construction-generated wastes.

TABLE 5.2-5 Wastes Generated from
Construction Activities for the
Conversion Facility at the Paducah

In addition to construction-related waste
that would be generated, potentially contaminated
soil could be excavated during construction of the
facility at either Location A or B at Paducah. On
the basis of SWMU 194 investigation results and
the site characterization report for Location A
(Tetra Tech, Inc. 2000), contaminated soil may be
located at both locations (see Section 3.1.4.2). The
excavated soil would be managed consistent with
RCRA regulations and coordinated between the
Commonwealth of Kentucky (Division of Waste
Management) and DOE.

Hazardous waste

Site"

Waste Category

Nonhazardous waste
Solids
Wastewater
Sanitary wastewater
a

Volume
115 m3
700 m3
3.8 x 106 L
1.1 x 107L

Total waste generated during a
construction period of 2 years.
Because data were not available for
the UDS conversion facility, data
developed for the DUF 6 PEIS
(Dubrin et al. 1997) were used.

5.2.1.8 Resource Requirements
The resources required for facility construction would not depend on the location of the
facility. Materials related to construction would include concrete, sand, gravel, steel, and other
metals (Table 5.2-6). At this time, no unusual construction material requirements have been
identified. The construction resources, except for those that could be recovered and recycled with
current technology, would be irretrievably lost. None of the identified construction resources is
in short supply, and all should be readily available in the local region.
Small to moderate amounts of specialty materials (i.e., Monel and Inconel) would be
required for construction of the conversion facility in quantities that would not seriously reduce
the national or world supply. This material would be used throughout the facilities and is used in
the generation of HF in the conversion process. The autoclaves and conversion units (process
reactors) are long-lead-time procurements with few qualified bidders. Many suppliers are
available for the remainder of the equipment.

5.2.1.9 Land Use
The preferred location for the facility (Location A) covers approximately 35 acres (14 ha)
and consists primarily of a grassy field, with a wooded area in the southeastern section of the
tract. Although constructing a conversion facility at this location would involve modifying
existing land use on the specified tract, the resulting facility would be consistent with the heavy
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TABLE 5.2-6 Materials/Resources Consumed during Construction
of the Conversion Facility at the Paducah Site

Total
Consumption

Unit

Peak
Demand

Unit

4 x 106
1,500

gal
MWh

1,500
7.2

gal/h
MWh/d

Solids
Concrete
Steel
Inconel/Monel

9,139
511
33

yd 3
tons
tons

NAa
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

Liquids
Fuel

73,000

gal

250

gal/d

15,000

gal

50

gal/d

Materials/Resources
Utilities
Water
Electricity

Gases
Industrial gases
(propane)
a

NA = not applicable.

industrialized land use currently found at the Paducah site - a consequence of producing
enriched uranium and its DUF6 by-product. As a consequence, at most, negligible land use
impacts are anticipated as a result of constructing the facility at Location A.
Constructing a conversion facility on either of the two other locations being considered
would have land use impacts similar to those from construction on Location A. Both locations
are slightly larger than Location A; Location B covers about 59 acres (23 ha) and Location C
covers roughly 53 acres (21 ha), with both comprising largely undeveloped tracts on the Paducah
site. As with Location A, constructing a conversion facility on either of these alternate locations
would require modifying existing land use on the tract of land involved; however, the resulting
facility would be consistent with the heavy industrialized land use currently found at the Paducah
site. Once again, at most, negligible land use impacts are anticipated from constructing the
facility.

5.2.1.10 Cultural Resources
Construction could potentially impact cultural resources. Neither an archaeological nor
an architectural survey has been completed for the Paducah site as a whole or for any of the
alternative locations, although an archaeological sensitivity study has been conducted
(see Section 3.1.11). Consultations with the SHPO and Native American groups regarding
traditional Native American cultural properties at these locations have been initiated
(see Appendix G). In accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of
1966, the adverse effects of this undertaking must be evaluated once a location is chosen.
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* Location A. While no archaeological survey has been completed for
Location A, the southern, undisturbed portion of this location has a "low" to
"very low" archaeological sensitivity index (U.S. Department of the Army
1994b). Although a low sensitivity index suggests a low probability for
encountering significant archaeological resources in Location A, further
archaeological analysis would be required if this location was chosen and the
southern undisturbed portion was disturbed. If significant archaeological
resources were discovered or if traditional properties were identified, a
mitigation plan must be prepared and executed in consultation with the
Kentucky SHPO and appropriate Tribal governments.
*

Location B. Location B has not been surveyed for archaeological resources
but contains areas of high archaeological sensitivity overlooking Bayou Creek
(U.S. Department of the Army 1994b) and a standing structure. An additional
cultural resource survey would be required in consultation with the Kentucky
SHPO if this location was chosen. If archaeological sites were encountered
and determined to be significant, or if the known structure proved to be
historically significant, or if traditional cultural properties were identified, a
mitigation plan must be prepared and executed in consultation with the
Kentucky SHPO and appropriate Tribal governments.

*

Location C. About 50% of Location C has undergone an archaeological
survey. No archaeological sites were recorded in the surveyed area, and the
remainder of the location has "low" to "very low" archaeological sensitivity.
The access roads that lead to this location would have to be widened if this
location was chosen as the site for the conversion facility. A small segment of
Dyke Road borders
land with
high archaeological
sensitivity
(U.S. Department of the Army 1994b). If this location was chosen, an
archaeological survey of the unsurveyed portion of the location and areas
likely to be affected by road widening would have to be completed. If
significant archaeological resources were encountered or if traditional cultural
properties were identified, mitigation plans must be prepared and executed in
consultation with the Kentucky SHPO and appropriate Tribal governments.

5.2.1.11 Environmental Justice
The evaluation of environmental justice impacts associated with construction is based on
the identification of high and adverse impacts in other impact areas considered in this EIS,
followed by a determination of whether those impacts would affect minority and low-income
populations disproportionately. Disproportionate impacts could take two forms: (1) when the
environmental justice population is present at a higher percentage in the affected area than in the
reference population (i.e., the state in which a potentially impacted population occurs), and
(2) when the environmental justice population is more susceptible to impacts than the population
as a whole. In either case, high and adverse impacts are a necessary precondition for
environmental justice concerns in an EIS.
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Analyses of construction-related impacts under the proposed action do not indicate the
presence of high and adverse impacts for any of the other impact areas considered in this EIS
(see Section 5.2.1). Despite the presence of disproportionately high percentages of both minority
and low-income populations within 50 mi (80 km) of the site, no environmental justice impacts
from constructing a conversion facility at the Paducah site are anticipated for Locations A, B,
or C. Similarly, no evidence indicates that minority or low-income populations would experience
high and adverse impacts from the proposed construction in the absence of such impacts in the
population as a whole.

5.2.2 Operational Impacts
This section discusses the potential environmental impacts during operation of a
conversion facility at the three alternative locations within the Paducah site. During normal
operations, the facility would emit only small amounts of contaminants through air emissions; no
contaminated liquid effluents would be produced during the dry conversion process. The
operational period would be 25 years. If the ETTP cylinders were transported to and converted at
Paducah (considered as an option), the operational period would be 28 years.

5.2.2.1 Human Health and Safety

-

Normal Facility Operations

5.2.2.1.1 Radiological Impacts. Radiological impacts to involved workers during
normal operation of the conversion facility would result primarily from external radiation from
the handling of depleted uranium materials. Potential impacts to noninvolved workers and
members of the public would result primarily from trace amounts of uranium compounds
released to the environment. Impacts to involved workers, noninvolved workers, and the general
public would be similar for the three alternative locations. Background information on radiation
exposure is provided in Chapter 4; details on the methodologies are provided in Appendix F.
Radiation exposures of the involved workers in the conversion facility were estimated on
the basis of the measurement data on worker exposures in the Framatome ANP, Inc., facility in
Richland, Washington. The Framatome ANP facility uses a dry conversion process to convert
UF6 into uranium oxide and has been in operation since 1997. UDS would implement a similar
conversion technology in the Paducah facility, and the key components would be similar to those
of the Framatome facility. Therefore, conditions for potential worker exposures at Paducah are
expected to be similar to those at Framatome. However, the annual processing rate of uranium at
Paducah (50 t [55 tons] per day) would be greater than that of Framatome (9 t [10 tons] per day).
To process more uranium materials, four conversion lines would be installed, and more workers
or longer work hours from each worker would be required. On the other hand, the specific
activity of the uranium materials handled at Framatome (about 3.5 x 106 pCi/g [Edgar 1994]) is
greater than that of depleted uranium (about 4.0 x 105 pCi/g). Consequently, the total
radiological activities contained in each key component at Paducah would be less than those at
Framatome, resulting in a smaller radiation dose rate from each component at Paducah. Because
the actual worker activities and the activity duration and frequencies are not available for the
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conversion facility at this time, using worker exposure data from the Framatome facility is
expected to provide a reasonable estimate of the potential radiation exposures of the involved
workers at the Paducah facility. According to UDS (2003a,b), the conversion process would be
very automated; therefore, the requirement of working at close distances to radiation sources
would be limited. Potential radiation exposures of workers would be monitored by a dosimetry
program and be kept below the regulatory limit. The implementation of ALARA practices would
further reduce the potential for exposures.
Potential radiation exposures of the involved cylinder yard workers would result mainly
from maintenance of both DUF6 and non-DUF6 cylinders and preparing and transferring DUF6
cylinders to the conversion facility. Under the action alternatives, cylinder maintenance activities
during the 25-year conversion period would most likely be the same as those currently being
implemented, except that the number of DUF 6 cylinders would decrease steadily from the
current level. Therefore, potential radiation exposures caused by maintenance activities were
estimated by scaling the cylinder yard exposure data.
Potential exposures resulting from transferring cylinders to the conversion facility were
estimated using the following assumptions: (1) retrieving each cylinder onto transportation
equipment would require two workers to each work half an hour at a distance of 3 ft (1 m) from
the cylinder, (2) inspecting a cylinder would require two workers to each work half an hour at a
distance of 1 ft (0.30 m) from the cylinder, and (3) each transfer from the cylinder yard to the
conversion facility would require two workers for about half an hour at a distance of 6 ft (2 m)
from the cylinders. These assumptions were developed for the purpose of modeling potential
radiation exposures; in actuality, preparing and transferring cylinders would probably take less
time and involve fewer workers. As a result, radiation doses estimated on the basis of these
assumptions are conservative.
Noninvolved workers would be those who would work in the conversion facility but
would not perform hands-on activities, and those who would work elsewhere on the Paducah
site. Depending on the location of the conversion facility, the location of the MEI would be
different, and the associated radiation exposure might also vary. However, according to the
previous analyses in the DUF6 PEIS and the small uranium emission rate provided by UDS
(2003b) for the conversion facility, potential radiation exposures of the noninvolved workers
would be very small. An estimate of the bounding exposure, on the basis of the estimated
maximum downwind air concentrations, is provided for the MEI in this section. According to the
estimated bounding exposure, which is less than I x 10-5 mrem/yr, it is anticipated that the
potential collective exposure of the noninvolved workers would also be very small and would be
less than the product of the bounding MEI dose and the number of the noninvolved workers.
The location of the conversion facility within the Paducah site would have very little
impact on collective exposures of the off-site public because of the much larger area (a circle
with a radius of 50 mi [80 kin]) considered for the collective exposures than the area of the
Paducah site. The estimate of the collective exposure was obtained by using the emission rate
(< 0.25 g/yr for uranium) provided by UDS (2003b) and the population distribution information
obtained from the 2000 census. The actual location of the off-site public ME1 would depend on
the selected location of the conversion facility and the site boundary. The potential exposure
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would be bounded by the exposure associated with the maximum air concentrations, which are
the same as those used for estimating the bounding exposure of the noninvolved worker MEL
The bounding exposure of the off-site public MEI would be greater than that of the noninvolved
worker MEI because of the longer exposure duration (8,760 h/yr versus 2,000 h/yr) assumed for
the off-site public than for the noninvolved workers, and because of consideration of the food
ingestion pathway for the general public (see Appendix F for more detailed information).
As discussed in Chapter I and Appendix B, some portion of the DUF6 inventory contains
TRU and Tc contamination. The TRU materials and most of the Tc material are expected to
remain in the emptied cylinders after the withdrawal of DUF 6 . A small quantity of Tc might
become vaporized and end up in the conversion process equipment, having been converted to
technetium oxide. However, airborne emission of Tc is not anticipated because the oxide
particles would be captured in the U3 0 8 product. The contribution to the potential external
radiation exposures from these contaminants under normal operations were evaluated on the
basis of bounding concentrations presented in Appendix B. The dose from these contaminants
was estimated and compared with the dose from the depleted uranium and uranium decay
products in the DUF6 . It is estimated that under normal operational conditions, the TRU and Tc
contaminants would result in a very small contribution to the radiation doses to the involved
workers - approximately 0.2% of the dose from the depleted uranium and its decay products.
Estimated potential annual radiation exposures and the corresponding estimates of
potential LCFs of the various receptors as a result of normal operations of the conversion facility
are presented in Table 5.2-7 (impacts would be the same for all three alternative locations). The
average individual dose for involved workers in the conversion facility is estimated to be about
75 mrem/yr (UDS 2003b). The average individual dose for workers working at the cylinders
yards was estimated to range from about 430 to 690 mrem/yr, assuming a total of eight workers
each year (UDS 2003b). The larger exposure corresponds to the first year of conversion
operations and the smaller exposure corresponds to the last year of operations. The estimated
average doses for the involved workers are well below the dose limit of 5,000 mrem/yr set for
radiation workers (10 CFR Part 835). The corresponding latent cancer risk for an average
cylinder yard worker would be about 3 x 104 per year (1 chance in 3,300 of developing 1 LCF
per year) or less. UDS has proposed 30 workers for cylinder management activities; therefore,
the actual average dose and risk to individual workers would likely be less than the above
estimated values that are based on 8 workers.
Collective exposures of the involved workers would depend on the number of workers
required in the conversion facility. The estimated number of involved workers in the Paducah
facility would be about 142 (UDS 2003b). The total collective exposure of the involved workers
would then be about 10.7 person-rem/yr. The collective exposure of the cylinder yard workers is
expected to range from 5.5 person-rem/yr for the first year of conversion operation to 3.4 personrem/yr for the last year of conversion operation. Excess LCFs estimated for all the involved
workers (both in the conversion facility and in the cylinder yards) would be less than 6 x 10- 3 /yr
(i.e., I chance in 160 of developing I LCF per year).

TABLE 5.2-7 Estimated Radiological Doses and Cancer Risks under Normal Conversion Facility Operations at
the Paducah Sitea
Receptors
Involved Workersb

Locations

Average Dose/Risk
(mremlyr)/(risk/yr)

Collective
Dose/Risk
(person-rem/yr)/
(fatalities/yr)

75
430 - 690

10.7
3.4 - 5.5

<

4 x 10-3
10-3- 2 x 10-3

< 5x

Radiation doses
Conversion facility
Cylinder yards
Cancer risks
Conversion facility
Cylinder yards

Noninvolved Workersc

2x

3 x 10-5
-4- 3 x

10

10

4

l X

MEI Dose/Riskd
(mrenlyr)/
(risk/yr)
1.0 x 105
-g

10-12

Collective
Dose/Risk
(person-rem/yr)/
(fatalities/yr)
< 1.9 x 10-$
-

<

I x lO-8

General Public

MEI Dose/Riske
(mremlyr)I
(risk/yr)

Collective
Dose/Riskf
(person-rem/yr)/
(fatalities/yr)

< 3.9 x 10-5
-

4.7 x 10-5

< 2 x 10-''

2 x 10-'

-

a

Impacts are reported as best estimates or bounding values. They are the same regardless of the location of the conversion facility.

b

Involved workers are those workers directly involved with handling radioactive materials. For the conversion facility, 142 involved workers
were assumed. Calculation results are presented as average individual dose and collective dose for the worker population.

c

Noninvolved workers include individuals who work at the conversion facility but are not directly involved in handling materials, and
individuals who work at the Paducah site but not within the conversion facility. The population size of noninvolved workers is about 1,900.

d

The noninvolved worker ME1 doses are the bounding estimates corresponding to the estimated maximum downwind air concentrations. The
exposures would result from inhalation, external radiation, and incidental soil ingestion.

e

The general public MEI doses are the bounding estimates corresponding to the estimated maximum downwind air concentrations. The
exposure would result from inhalation; external radiation; and ingestion of plant foods, meat, milk, and soil.

f

Collective exposures were estimated for the population (about 520,000 persons) within a 50-mi (80-kin) radius around the Paducah site. The
exposure pathways considered were inhalation; external radiation; and ingestion of plant foods, meat, milk, and soil.

g

A dash indicates that potential air emissions from cylinder maintenance or preparation activities are expected to be negligible. Therefore, no
impacts were estimated for the noninvolved workers and the off-site general public.

1
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Because of the small airborne release rates of depleted uranium during normal operations,
potential radiation exposures of the noninvolved workers would be very small regardless of
where the conversion facility was located within the Paducah site. The radiation dose incurred by
the MEI was modeled to be less than 1.0 x 10-5 mrem/yr. This small radiation dose would
correspond to potential excess latent cancer risks of less than 5 x 10-12 per year (1 chance in
200 billion of developing 1 LCF per year). For comparison, the dose limit set for airborne
releases from operations of DOE facilities is 10 mrem/yr (40 CFR 61).
Radiation exposures of the off-site public also would be very small regardless of the
location of the conversion facility. The MEI dose was modeled to be less than
3.9 x 10-5 mrem/yr. This dose is insignificant compared with the radiation dose limits of
100 mrem/yr (DOE 1990) from all pathways and 10 mrem/yr (40 CFR Part 61) from airborne
pathways set to protect the general public from operations of DOE facilities. The corresponding
latent cancer risk would be less than 2 x 10-11 per year (1 chance in 50 billion of developing
1 LCF per year). Because of no waterborne discharge of uranium (UDS 2003b), radiation
exposure to the off-site public from using surface water near the facility would be negligible.

5.2.2.1.2 Chemical Impacts. Potential chemical impacts to human health from normal
operations at the conversion facility would result primarily from exposure to trace amounts of the
insoluble uranium compound U3 0 8 and to HF released from the process exhaust stack. Risks
from normal operations were quantified on the basis of calculated hazard indices. General
information concerning the chemical impact analysis methodology is provided in Chapter 4.
The hazard indices were calculated on the basis of air dispersion modeling, which
identified the locations of maximum ground-level concentrations of uranium compounds and HF
emitted from the conversion facility. Since the maximum concentration locations were used for
modeling both noninvolved worker and general public exposures, the impacts would be the same
for the three alternative locations assessed.
Conversion to U3 0 8 would result in very low levels of exposure to hazardous chemicals.
No adverse health effects to noninvolved workers or the general public are expected during
normal operations. Human health impacts resulting from exposure to hazardous chemicals during
normal operations of the conversion facilities are estimated as hazard indices of 1.3 x 10-6 and
1.4 x 104 for the noninvolved worker and general public MEIs, respectively. The hazard indices
for the conversion process would be at least four orders of magnitude lower than the hazard
index of 1, which is the level at which adverse health effects might be expected to occur in some
exposed individuals.
Impacts to involved workers from exposure to chemicals during normal operations are
not expected. The workplace would be monitored to ensure that airborne chemical
concentrations were within applicable health standards that are protective of human health and
safety. If planned work activities were likely to expose involved workers to chemicals, workers
would be provided with appropriate protective equipment, as necessary.
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Facility Accidents

A range of accidents covering the spectrum from high-frequency/low-consequence events
to low-frequency/high-consequence accidents was considered for DUF 6 conversion operations.
The accident scenarios considered such events as releases due to cylinder damage, fires, plane
crashes, equipment leaks and ruptures, hydrogen explosions, earthquakes, and tornadoes. The
accident scenarios considered in the assessment were those identified in the DUF6 PEIS
(DOE 1999a); the scenarios were modified to take into account the specific conversion
technology and facility design proposed by UDS (UDS 2003b; Folga 2003). A list of bounding
radiological and chemical accidents -that is, those accidents expected to result in the highest
consequences in each frequency category should the accident occur - for the UDS conversion
facility is provided in UDS (2003b). The bounding accident scenarios and their estimated
consequences are discussed below for both radiological and chemical impacts.

5.2.2.2.1 Radiological Impacts. Potential radiation doses from accidents were estimated
for noninvolved workers at the Paducah site and members of the public within a 50-mi (80-km)
radius of the site for both MEls and the collective populations. Impacts to involved workers
under accident conditions would likely be dominated by physical forces from the accident itself;
thus quantitative dose/effect estimates would not be meaningful. For these reasons, the impacts
to involved workers during accidents are not quantified in this EIS. However, it is recognized
that injuries and fatalities among involved workers would be possible if an accident occurred.
Table 5.2-8 lists the bounding accidents in each frequency category (i.e., the accidents
that were found to have the highest consequences) for radiological impacts. The estimated
radiation doses to members of the public and noninvolved workers (both MEls and collective
populations) for these accidents are presented in Table 5.2-9. Table 5.2-10 gives the
corresponding risks of LCFs associated with the estimated doses for these accidents. The doses
and risks are presented as ranges (minimum and maximum) because two different atmospheric
conditions were considered for each accident. The estimated doses and LCFs were calculated on
the basis of the assumption that the accidents would occur, without taking into account the
probability of the accident's occurring. The probability of occurrence for each accident is
indicated by the frequency category to which it is assigned. For example, accidents in the
extremely unlikely category have an estimated probability of occurrence of between I in 10,000
and 1 in I million per year.
The accident assessment took into account the three alternative locations within the
Paducah site. Because of the close proximity of the alternative locations to the site boundary and
the uncertainty associated with both the wind direction at the time of the accident and the exact
location of the release point, it was conservatively assumed that both the noninvolved worker
MEI and the general public MEI would be located 328 ft (100 m) from accidents with a
ground-level release. For accidents with the potential for plume rise due to a fire or for releases
from a stack, both the worker and public MEls were assumed to be located at the point of
maximum ground-level concentrations of the released contaminants. As discussed in
Appendix F, the noninvolved worker MEI was assumed to be exposed to the passing plume for
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TABLE 5.2-8 Bounding Radiological Accidents Considered for Conversion Operations at the
Paducah Sitea

Accident Scenario

Accident Description

Chemical
Form

Amount
(lb)

Duration
(min)

Release
Levelb

Likely Accidents (frequency: I or more times in 100 years)
Corroded cylinder spill,
dry conditions

A 1-ft (0.30-m) hole results during
handling, with solid UF6 forming a
4-ft2 (0.37-m2 ) area on the dry ground.

UF6

24

60
(continuous)

Ground

U308 drum spill

A single U 3 0 8 drum is damaged by a
forklift and spills its contents onto the
ground outside the storage facility.

U3 0 8

2.4

30

Ground

-

--

Extremely Unlikely Accidents (frequency: I time in 10,000 years to I time in I million years)
Earthquake

The U308 storage building is damaged
during a design-basis earthquake, and
10% of the containers are breached.

U308

180

30

Stack

Rupture of cylinders fire

Several cylinders hydraulically rupture
during a fire.

UF6

0
11,500
8,930
3,580

0-12
12
12-30
30-121

Ground

Tornado

A windblown missile from a
design-basis tornado pierces a single
U° 5z container in the storage building.

U308

1,200

0.5

Ground

a

The accident assessment considered a spectrum of accidents in four categories, likely, unlikely, extremely
unlikely, and incredible. Potential accidents in the unlikely and incredible frequency categories would not
result in radiological releases, but they are considered in the chemical assessment.

b

Ground-level releases were assumed to occur outdoors on concrete pads in the cylinder storage yards. To
prevent contaminant migration, cleanup of residuals was assumed to begin immediately after the release was
stopped.

2 hours after the accident, after which time he or she would be evacuated; the public ME1 was
assumed to remain indefinitely in the path of the passing plume and consume contaminated food
grown on site.
The estimated doses and risks to the noninvolved worker and public MEIs are presented
in Tables 5.2-9 and 5.2-10. The estimated impacts to the noninvolved worker MEl and public
ME1 are similar because 99% of the dose is due to the inhalation pathway within the first 2 hours
after the accident.

TABLE 5.2-9 Estimated Radiological Doses per Accident Occurrence during Conversion at the Paducah Sitea
Maximum Dose
Noninvolved Workers

Conversion ProductlAccidentb
Corroded cylinder spill, dry conditions

Minimum Dose
General Public

Noninvolved Workers

General Public

Frequency
Categoryc

ME1
(rem)

Populationd
(person-rem)

MEI
(rem)

Population
(person-rem)

MEI
(rem)

Populationd
(person-rem)

MEI
(rem)

Population
(person-rem)

L

7.8 x 10-2

1.1/2.4/0.6

7.8 x 10-2

2.4x 10-1

3.3 x 10-3

(4.7/9.9/2.8)

3.3 x 10-3

2.5 x 10-3

2.3 x 10-2

1.7 x 10.1

1.7

13

3.7x 10-3

1.2

7.5

34

X 10-2

Failure of U3 08 container while in transit

L

5.3 x 1O-'

7.1/17/4.0

5.3 x 1O-'

1.0

Earthquake

EU

40

(5.3/12.7/3.0) x 102

40

73

Rupture ofcylinders-fire

EU

2.0x 10-2

9.5/6.8/8.0

2.Ox 10-2

21

Tomadoe

EU

7.5

110/230/64

7.5

34

2.2 x 10-2 (3.2/6.6/1.9)
x 10-'
1.7

(2.4/5.0/1.4)
x 10-'
3.7x l0-3 (9.6/6.7/11)
x 10-1
7.5
110/230/64

3 Maximum and minimum doses reflect differences in meteorological conditions at the time of the accident. In general, maximum doses would occur under meteorological
conditions of F stability with a I -m/s wind (2-mph) speed; minimum doses would occur under D stability with a 4-m/s (9-mph) wind speed.
b The bounding accident chosen to represent each frequency category is the one that would result in the highest dose to the general public MEL. Health impacts in that row

represent that accident only and not the range of impacts among accidents in that category. Absence of an accident in a certain frequency category indicates that the
accident would not result in a release of radioactive material.
I Accident frequencies: L = likely, estimated to occur one or more times in 100 years of facility operations (> I 0 2/yr); EU = extremely unlikely, estimated to occur between
once in 10,000 years and once in I million years of facility operations (104 to 10- 6/yr).
d For the noninvolved worker population dose, three estimates are provided, corresponding to Locations A, B, and C within the Paducah site.

I Meteorological conditions analyzed for the tomado were D stability with a 20-m/s (45-mph) wind speed.
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TABLE 5.2-10 Estimated Radiological Health Risks per Accident Occurrence during Conversion at the Paducah Site
Maximum Risk (LCFs)a
Noninvolved Workers

Minimum Risk (LCFs)a

General Public

Noninvolved Workers

General Public

Conversion Product/Accidentb

Frequency
Categoryc

MEI

Populationd

MEI

Population

MEI

Populationd

MEI

Population

Corroded cylinder spill, dry conditions
U3 08 drum spill

L
L

3 x 10-5
2 x 104

(0.4/1/0.2) x 10-3
(3/7/2) x 10-3

3 x 10-5
3 x 104

3 x 10-5
5 x 104

I x 10-6
9 X 10-6

2/5/1 x 10-5
2/3/0.9 x 10-4

I x 10-6
I X 10-5

I x l0-5
8 X 10-5

Earthquake
Rupture of cylinders - fire

EU
EU

2 x 10-2
8 x 10-6

(2/5/1) x 10-'
(4/3/3) x 10-3

2 x 10-2
8 x 10-6

4 x 10-2
1 X 10-2

7 x 104
1 x 10-6

1/2/0.7 x 10-3
5/3/6 x 104

8 X104
1 X 10-6

6 x 10-3
5 x 10-4

Tornadoc

EU

3 X 10-3

(5/10/3) x 10-2

4 x 10-3

2 x 10-2

3 x 10-3

5/10/3 x 10.2

4 x 10-3

2 x 10-2

a

Maximum and minimum risks reflect differences in meteorological conditions at the time of the accident. In general, maximum risks would occur under meteorological
conditions of F stability with a I -m/s (2-mph) wind speed; minimum risks would occur under D stability with a 4-mu/s (9-mph) wind speed. Values shown are the
consequences if the accident did occur. The risk of an accident is the consequence (LCFs) times the estimated frequency times 25 years of operations.

b

The bounding accident chosen to represent each frequency category is the one that would result in the highest risks to the general public MEI. Health impacts in that row
represent that accident only and not the range of impacts among accidents in that category. Absence of an accident in a certain frequency category indicates that the accident
would not result in a release of radioactive material.

C

Accident frequencies: L = likely, estimated to occur one or more times in 100 years of facility operations (> I 0- 2/yr); EU = extremely unlikely, estimated to occur between
once in 10,000 years and once in I million years of facility operations (10-4 - 10- 6/yr).

d

For the noninvolved worker population dose, three estimates are provided, corresponding to Locations A, B, and C within the Paducah site.

e

Meteorological conditions analyzed for the tornado were D stability with a 20-m/s (45-mph) wind speed.
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For the off-site public, the location of the conversion facility within the Paducah site
would have very little impact on collective exposures because the area considered (a circle with a
radius of 80 km [50 mi]) would be so much larger than the area of the Paducah site. The
population dose estimates are based on population distributions from the 2000 census. The
collective dose to noninvolved workers, however, would depend on the location of the
conversion facility with respect to other buildings within the site. Therefore, for the noninvolved
worker population, three estimates are provided in Tables 5.2-9 and 5.2-10, corresponding to
Locations A, B, and C within the site.
The postulated accident estimated to have the largest consequence is the extremely
unlikely accident caused by an earthquake involving the conversion facility. In this scenario, it is
assumed that the U3 0 8 storage building would be damaged during the earthquake and that 10%
of the stored containers would be breached. Under conservative meteorological conditions
(F stability class with a 1-m/s [2 mph] wind speed) expected to result in the highest possible
exposures, it is estimated that the dose to the MEI member of the public and noninvolved worker
from this accident would be approximately 40 rem if it is assumed that the product storage
building contained 6 month's worth of production. The RFP for conversion services required the
bidders to provide enough capacity to be able to store up to 6 month's worth of inventory on site.
The estimated MEI doses are well below levels expected to cause immediate fatalities from
radiation exposure (approximately 450 rem) and would result in a lifetime increase in the
probability of developing an LCF of about 0.02 (about 1 chance in 50) in the public MEI and
about 0.02 (1 chance in 50) in the worker MEI.
It is estimated that the collective doses from the U3 0 8 storage building earthquake
accident would be 300 to 1,270 person-rem to the worker population and 73 person-rem to the
off-site general population. These collective doses would result in less than I additional LCF in
the worker population (0.5 LCF) and in the general population (0.04 LCF).
The accident scenario with the second-highest impacts was the extremely unlikely
scenario caused by a tornado strike. In this scenario, it is assumed that a windblown missile from
a tornado would pierce a single U3 0 8 container in storage. In this hypothetical accident, and if
bulk bags were being used to transport and dispose of the U3 0 8 product, approximately 1,200 lb
(550 kg) of U3 0 8 could be released at ground level. Under conservative meteorological
conditions, it is estimated that the dose to the MEI and noninvolved worker would be 7.5 rem.
The collective doses would be up to 230 person-rem to the worker population and up to
35 person-rem to the general population. If the emptied cylinders were used rather than the bulk
bags as U3 0 8 containers, the resulting doses would be approximately half of the above results.
To account for the possible TRU and Tc contamination in some of the cylinders, a ratio
of the dose from the TRU and Tc radionuclides at bounding maximum concentrations to the dose
from the depleted uranium was calculated (see Appendix B for details). For accidents involving
full DUF6 cylinders, the relative dose contribution from TRU and Tc was found to be less than
0.02% of the dose from the depleted uranium. This approach is conservative because only a
fraction of the cylinders in the inventory are contaminated with TRU, and because it is expected
that the concentration in any one cylinder would be less than the bounding concentrations
assumed in the analysis.
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The following conclusions may be drawn from the radiological health impact results:
* No cancer fatalities are predicted for any of the accidents.
*

The maximum radiological dose to the noninvolved worker and general public
MEIs (assuming that an accident occurred) would be about 7.5 to 40 rem,
depending on the quantity of product stored on site at the time of the accident.
This dose could thus be greater than the 25-rem total effective dose equivalent
established by DOE as a guideline for assessing the adequacy of protection of
public health and safety from potential accidents (DOE 2000c). Therefore,
more detailed analysis during facility design and siting may be necessary.

*

The overall radiological risk to noninvolved worker and general public MEI
receptors (estimated by multiplying the risk per occurrence [Table 5.2-10] by
the annual probability of occurrence by the number of years of operations)
would be less than I for all of the conversion facility accidents.

*

At most, there would be a factor of 5 difference in noninvolved worker
population impacts among the three locations. Location C would have the
lowest impact for the earthquake bounding scenario. Location B would have
the highest impact for this scenario.

5.2.2.2.2 Chemical Impacts. This section presents the results for chemical health
impacts for the highest-consequence accident in each frequency category for conversion
operations at the Paducah site. The estimated numbers of adverse and irreversible adverse effects
among noninvolved workers and the general public were calculated separately for each of the
three alternative locations within the site by using 2000 census data for the off-site population.
The methodology and assumptions used in the calculations are summarized in Appendix F,
Section F.4.
The bounding conversion facility chemical accidents are listed in Table 5.2-11 and cover
events that could occur during conversion. Note that an anhydrous NH3 tank rupture is one of the
bounding chemical accidents and the accident expected to cause the greatest impacts. NH3 is
used to produce hydrogen required for the conversion process. Although the use of NH 3 for
hydrogen production is part of the UDS facility design, the use of natural gas for hydrogen
production, which would eliminate the need for NH 3 , is also possible.
The consequences from accidental chemical releases derived from the accident
consequence modeling for conversion are presented in Tables 5.2-12 and 5.2-13. The results are
presented as the number of people with the potential for (1) adverse effects and (2) irreversible
adverse effects. Within each frequency category, the tables present the results for the accident
that would affect the largest number of people (total of workers and off-site population). The
numbers of noninvolved workers and members of the off-site public represent the impacts if the
associated accident occurred. The accident scenarios given in Tables 5.2-12 and 5.2-13 are not
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TABLE 5.2-11 Bounding Chemical Accidents during Conversion Operations at the Paducah Site

Frequency Category/
Accident Scenario

Accident Description

Chemical
Form of
Release

Release
Amount
(lb)

Release
Duration
(min)

Release
Level/
Medium

UF6

24

60

Ground/
air

Likely Accidents (frequency: I or more times in 100 years)
Corroded cylinder spill,
dry conditions
--

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-.

A I-ft (0.30-m) hole results during
handling, with solid UF6 forming a
4-ft. 2. (0.37-m2)
area
on the dry ground.
- - - ..
- - - - - - - - - - - -- -

-

-

-

-

-

Unlikely Accidents (frequency: I in 100 years to I in 10,000 years)
Corroded cylinder spill,
wet conditions - rain

A 1-ft (0.30-m) hole results during
handling, with solid UF 6 forming a
4-ft2 (0.37-m2 ) area on the wet
ground.

HF

96

60

Ground/
air

Aqueous HF pipe rupture

An earthquake ruptures an
abovegrotnd pipeline transporting
aqueous HF, releasing it to the ground.

HF

910a

10

Ground/
air-soil

Anhydrous NH 3 line leak

An NI-I3 fill line is momentarily
disconnected, and NH 3 is released at

NH 3

255

I

Ground!
air

grade ------------Extremely Unlikely Accidents (frequency: I in 10,000years to I in I million years)
Corroded cylinder spill,
wet conditions - water
pool

Rupture of cylinders fire

A I-ft (0.30-m) hole results during
handling, with solid UF 6 forming a
4-ft 2 (0.37-M2 ) area into a 0.25-in.
(0.64-cm)-deep water pool.
Several cylinders hydraulically rupture
during a fire.

HF

147

60

Ground/
air

UF 6

0
11,500

0 to 12
12
12 to 30
30 to 121

Ground/
air

8,930
3,580
Incredible Accidents (frequency: less than I in I million years)
Aqueous HF (70%) tank
rupture

Large seismic or beyond-design-basis
event causes rupture of a filled HF
storage tank.

HF

FL: 8,710Ib
D4: 2 5 ,6 80 b

120

Ground/
air

Anhydrous NH 3 tank
rupture

Large seismic or beyond-design-basis
event causes rupture of a filled NH 3
storage tank.

NH3

29,500

20

Ground/
air

a

The estimate assumes that 10% of the spill evaporates, with the remainder absorbed into the soil. It should be
noted that the soil/groundwater assessment conservatively assumes that 100% of the spill is absorbed into the
soil.

b

The two different atmospheric conditions considered would cause different amounts to be released. These
release amounts were computed on the basis of evaporation rates estimated by assuming 77 0F (25 0C; F-I
conditions) and 95 0F (35 0C; D-4 conditions).

TABLE 5.2-12 Consequences of Chemical Accidents during Conversion at the Paducah Site: Number of Persons with the Potential for
Adverse Effectsa

Maximum No. of Persons per Locationd
Noninvolved Worker
MEI'
Accidentb
Corroded cylinder spill, dry
conditions
Corroded cylinder spill, wet

Minimum No. of Persons per Locationd

General Public

No. Affected

MEIF

Noninvolved Workers

No. Affected

MEIF

Freq.
Cat.c

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

L

Yes

Yes

Yes

13

110

71

No

No

No

0

0

0

U

Yes

Yes

Yes

730

590

670

Yes

Yes

Yes

18

13

EU
I
I

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes

1,300
3,800
4,800

1,400
3,500
4,900

A

B

General Public

No. Affected

ME1e

No. Affected

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

Yesr Yesr

Yesf

0

0

0

No

No

No

0

0

0

11

Yes

Yes

Yes

0

22

0

No

No

No

0

0

0

3,100
4,400
6,700

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

260 120 270 Yes Yes
1,080 930 900 Yes Yes
1,100 1,100 1,400 Yes Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

7
42
26

4
29
14

5
24
17

conditions - rain

Rupture of cylinders - fire
HFtankrupture
NH 3 tankrupture

800 440 1,000
1,400 1,100 1,100
1,600 1,400 1,600

a The values shown are the consequences if the accident did occur, The risk of an accident is the consequence (number of persons) times the estimated frequency, times 25 years of operations. The estimated
frequencies are as follows: L= likely, 0.1; U= unlikely, 0.001; EU =extreicly unlikely, 0.00001;1 = incredible, 0.000001.
b The bounding accident chosen to represent each frequency category is the one in which the largest number of people (workers plus off-site population) would be affected. Health impacts in that row
represent that accident only and not the range of impacts among accidents in that category.
2

c Accident frequencies: L= likely, estimated to occurone ormore times in 100 years of facility operations (> 10- /yr); U= unlikely, estimatedto occurbetween once in 100 years andoncein 10,000 years

of facility operations (10-2 to 10-4/yr); EU = extremely unlikely, estimated to occur between once in 10,000 years and once in I million years of facility operations (10-4 to 10,6/yr); I = incredible, estimated
to occur less than one time in I million years of facility operations (< 10-6/yr).
d Maximum and minimum values reflect differences in assumed meteorological conditions at the time of the accident. In general, the maximum risks would occur under meteorological conditions of
F stability with a I-m/s (2-mph) wind speed; the minimum risks would occur under D stability with a 4-m/s (9-mph) wind speed.
e At the MEI location, the determination is either "Yes" or "No" for potential adverse effects to an individual.

tZI

f MEI locations were evaluated at 100 m (328 fit) from ground-level releases for workers and at the location of highest off-site concentration for members of the general public; the population risks are 0
because the worker and general public population distributions for the site were used, which did not show receptors at the MEI locations.
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TABLE 5.2-13 Consequences of Chemical Accidents during Conversion at the Paducah Site: Number of Persons with the Potential for
Irreversible Adverse Effectsa
Maximum No. of Persons per Locationd
Noninvolved Worker
MEIF
Freq.
Conversion Product/Accidentb Cat.'
Conversionto UJO0
Corroded cylinder spill, dry
conditions
Corrodedcylinderspill,wet

A

B

Minimum No. of Persons per Locationd

General Public

No. Affected

MEl'

Noninvolved Workers

No. Affected

MElC

General Public

No. Affected

MEI'

No. Affected

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

L

Yes" Yes

Yes

0

9

0

No

No

No

0

0

0

No

Yes

Yes

0

0

0

No

No

No

0

0

0

U

Yes

Yes

Yes

130

310

71

No

No

No

0

0

0

Yes

Yes

Yes

0

7

0

No

No

No

0

0

0

EU

Yes

Yes

Yes

400

410

71

Yes

Yes

Yes

0

0

0

Yes

Yes

Yes

0

19

0

No

No

No

0

0

0

I

Yes

Yes

Yes

1,600 1,400 1,600

Yes

Yes

Yes

370

320

220

Yes

Yes

Yes

600

700

130

Yes

Yes

Yes

2

0

1

conditions - rain

Corroded cylinder spill, wet
conditions - water pool
NH 3 tank ruptures

The values shown are the consequences if the accident did occur. The risk of an accident is the consequence (number of persons) times the estimated frequency, times 25 years of operations. The estimated
frequencies are as follows: L =likely, 0.1; U = unlikely, 0.001; EU =extremely unlikely, 0.00001; 1 incredible, 0.000001.
The bounding accident chosen to represent each frequency category is the one in which the largest number of people (workers plus off-site population) would be affected. Health impacts in that row
represent that accident only and not the range of impacts among accidents in that category.
c Accident frequencies: L = likely, estimated to occur one or more times in 100 years of facility operations (> 10'2 /yr); U = unlikely, estimated to occur between once in 100 years and once in 10,000 years
of facility operations (10-2 to 10"/yr); EU = extremely unlikely, estimated to occur between once in 10,000 years and once in I million years of facility operations (104 to 10-6/yr); 1= incredible, estimated
to occur less than one time in I million years of facility operations (< 10- 6/yr).
d Maximum and minimum values reflect differences in assumed meteorological conditions at the time of the accident. In general, the maximum risks would occur under meteorological conditions of

F stability with a I -m/s (2-mph) wind speed; the minimum risks would occur under D stability with a 4-m/s (9-mph) wind speed.
At the MEI location, the determination is either "Yes" or "No" for potential adverse effects to an individual.
MEI locations were evaluated at 100 in (328 ft) from ground-level releases for workers and at the location of highest off-site concentration for members of the general public; the population risks are 0
because the worker and general public population distributions for the site were used, which did not show receptors at the MEI locations.
S

Under D-stability, 4-m/s (9-mph) meteorological conditions (minimum no. of persons affected), an aqueous HF tank rupture would have higher consequences to noninvolved workers than would the NH 3
tank rupture, resulting in about 200 to 300 more irreversible adverse effects at Locations A and B, respectively. However, under F-stability, I -m/s (2-mph) meteorological conditions (maximum number of
persons affected), the NH 3 tank rupture would have the maximum consequences to noninvolved workers and the general public.
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identical because an accident with the largest impacts for adverse effects might not lead to the
largest impacts for irreversible adverse effects. The impacts may be summarized as follows:
*

The largest impacts would be caused by the following accident scenarios: an
HF storage tank rupture; a corroded cylinder spill under wet conditions
(i.e., rain and formation of a water pool); an NH 3 tank rupture; and rupture of
several cylinders in a fire. Accidents involving stack emissions would have
smaller impacts than would accidents involving releases at ground level
because of the relatively larger dilution rates and smaller release rates (due to
filtration) involved with the stack emissions.

*

If the accidents identified in Tables 5.2-12 and 5.2-13 did occur, the number
of persons in the off-site population with the potential for adverse effects
would range from 0 to around 6,700 (maximum corresponding to a release
from an NH 3 pressurized tank rupture at Location C), and the number of
off-site persons with the potential for irreversible adverse effects would range
from 0 to around 370 (maximum corresponding to a release from an NH 3
pressurized tank rupture at Location A).

*

If the accidents identified in Tables 5.2-12 and 5.2-13 did occur, the number
of noninvolved workers with the potential for adverse and irreversible adverse
effects would be about the same, ranging from 0 to around 1,600 (maximum
corresponding to an NH3 pressurized tank rupture at Locations A and C).
Although the calculated hazard distances for adverse effects are over twice the
hazard distances for irreversible affects (i.e., 7 mi [11 km] versus 2 mi
[4 km]), the hazard zones for each of the health effect levels (Emergency
Response Planning Guide [ERPG]-I and ERPG-2) cover approximately the
same noninvolved worker areas near the release locations for Locations A, B,
or C.

* For over half of the bounding accident scenarios (NH3 pressurized tank
rupture, HF tank rupture, and rupture of cylinders in a fire), the greatest
number of adverse effects among the off-site public and noninvolved workers
would occur at Location C. The NH 3 pressurized tank rupture and the rupture
of cylinders at Location C would result in the greatest number of affected
noninvolved workers, while the HF tank rupture and corroded cylinder spill in
wet conditions at Location A would result in the greatest number of affected
noninvolved workers. For the cylinder spill scenario under either dry or wet
conditions, the maximum number of adverse effects would occur at
Locations A or B.
*

The greatest number of irreversible adverse effects (associated with an NH 3
pressurized tank rupture) would occur at Location A for the off-site public and
at Locations A or C for the noninvolved workers. For corroded cylinder spill
scenarios, the greatest number of irreversible adverse effects for noninvolved
workers would occur at Location B.
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identical because an accident with the largest impacts for adverse effects might not lead to the
largest impacts for irreversible adverse effects. The impacts may be summarized as follows:
The largest impacts would be caused by the following accident scenarios: an
HF storage tank rupture; a corroded cylinder spill under wet conditions
(i.e., rain and formation of a water pool); an NH3 tank rupture; and rupture of
several cylinders in a fire. Accidents involving stack emissions would have
smaller impacts than would accidents involving releases at ground level
because of the relatively larger dilution rates and smaller release rates (due to
filtration) involved with the stack emissions.
If the accidents identified in Tables 5.2-12 and 5.2-13 did occur, the number
of persons in the off-site population with the potential for adverse effects
would range from 0 to around 6,700 (maximum corresponding to a release
from an NH 3 pressurized tank rupture at Location C), and the number of
off-site persons with the potential for irreversible adverse effects would range
from 0 to around 370 (maximum corresponding to a release from an NH 3
pressurized tank rupture at Location A).
If the accidents identified in Tables 5.2-12 and 5.2-13 did occur, the number
of noninvolved workers with the potential for adverse and irreversible adverse
effects would be about the same, ranging from 0 to around 1,600 (maximum
corresponding to an NH3 pressurized tank rupture at Locations A and C).
Although the calculated hazard distances for adverse effects are over twice the
hazard distances for irreversible affects (i.e., 7 mi [11 km] versus 2 mi
[4 km]), the hazard zones for each of the health effect levels (Emergency
Response Planning Guide [ERPG]-I and ERPG-2) cover approximately the
same noninvolved worker areas near the release locations for Locations A, B,
or C.
* For over half of the bounding accident scenarios (NH3 pressurized tank
rupture, HF tank rupture, and rupture of cylinders in a fire), the greatest
number of adverse effects among the off-site public and noninvolved workers
would occur at Location C. The NH 3 pressurized tank rupture and the rupture
of cylinders at Location C would result in the greatest number of affected
noninvolved workers, while the HF tank rupture and corroded cylinder spill in
wet conditions at Location A would result in the greatest number of affected
noninvolved workers. For the cylinder spill scenario under either dry or wet
conditions, the maximum number of adverse effects would occur at
Locations A or B.
* The greatest number of irreversible adverse effects (associated with an NH3
pressurized tank rupture) would occur at Location A for the off-site public and
at Locations A or C for the noninvolved workers. For corroded cylinder spill
scenarios, the greatest number of irreversible adverse effects for noninvolved
workers would occur at Location B.
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*

For the most severe accidents in each frequency category, the noninvolved
worker MEI and the public MEI would have the potential for both adverse
effects and irreversible adverse effects. The likely accidents for each
conversion option (frequency of more than 1 chance in 100 per year) would
result in no potential adverse or irreversible adverse effects for the general
public. The generally reduced impacts to the public compared with the
noninvolved worker would be related to the dispersion or dilution of the
chemical plume with downwind distance (except for a UF 6 cylinder rupture in
a fire). The buoyancy effect of the plume in a fire tends to move the location
of maximum impacts away from the accident and closer to the higher
population areas.

*

The maximum risk was computed as the product of the consequence (number
of people) times the frequency of occurrence (occurrences per year) times the
number of years of operations (25 years). These risk values presented below
are conservative because the numbers of people affected were based on the
following assumptions: (1) occurrence of very low wind speed and moderately
stable meteorological conditions that would result in the maximum reasonably
foreseeable plume size (i.e., F stability and a 1-rn/s [2-mph] wind speed), and
(2) steady or nonmeandering wind direction, lasting up to 3 hours and blowing
toward locations that would lead to the maximum number of individuals
exposed for noninvolved workers or for the general population. The results
indicate that the maximum risk values would be less than I for all accidents
except the following:
-

-

PotentialAdverse Effects:

Corroded cylinder spill, dry conditions (L, likely), workers
Assuming the accident occurred once every 10 years (frequency
0.1 per year), about 33 workers would potentially experience an
adverse effect over the 25-year operational period at alternative
Location A, about 280 at alternative Location B, and about 180 at
alternative Location C.
Corroded cylinder spill, wet conditions - rain (U, unlikely), workers
Assuming the accident occurred once every 1,000 years (frequency =
0.001 per year), about 18 workers would potentially experience an
adverse effect over the 25-year operational period at alternative
Location A, about 15 at alternative Location B, and about 17 at
alternative Location C.
PotentialIrreversibleAdverse Effects:
Corroded cylinder spill, dry conditions (L, likely), workers
Assuming the accident occurred once every 10 years (frequency
0.1 per year), the expected numbers of workers who would potentially
experience an irreversible adverse effect over the 25-year operational
period at alternative Locations A, B, and C would be 0, 23, and 0,
respectively.

III
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Corroded cylinder spill, wet conditions - rain (U, unlikely), workers
Assuming the accident occurred once every 1,000 years (frequency =
0.001 per year), about 3 workers would potentially experience an
irreversible adverse effect over the 25-year operational period at
alternative Location A, about 8 at alternative Location B, and about 2
at alternative Location C.
The number of fatalities that could potentially be associated with the estimated
irreversible adverse effects was also calculated. Previous analyses indicated that exposure to HF
and uranium compounds, if sufficiently high, could result in death to 1% or less of the persons
experiencing irreversible adverse effects (Policastro et al. 1997). Similarly, it was estimated that
exposure to NH3 could result in death to about 2% of the persons experiencing irreversible
adverse effects (Policastro et al. 1997). Therefore, if the corroded cylinder spill, wet conditions rain accident occurred (Table 5.2-13), about 1 fatality might be expected among the noninvolved
workers at alternative Locations A and C; about 3 fatalities might be expected if the accident
occurred at alternative Location B. However, this accident is classified as an unlikely accident,
meaning that it is estimated to occur between once in 100 years and once in 10,000 years of
facility operation. Assuming that it would occur once every 1,000 years, the risk of fatalities
among the noninvolved workers from this accident over the 25-year operational period would be
less than 1 (1 x 0.0001 x 25 = ~0.03 at Locations A and C, and 3 x 0.001 x 25 = =0.08 at
Location B). (See Section 4.3 for discussion on interpretation of risk numbers that are
less than 1.)
Similarly, if the higher-consequence accident in the extremely unlikely frequency
category (corroded cylinder spill, wet conditions - water pool) in Table 5.2-13 occurred,
approximately 4 fatalities might be expected among the noninvolved workers at alternative
Locations A and B, and about I fatality at alternative Location C. However, because of the low
frequency of this accident, the risk of a fatality over the lifetime of the conversion facility would
be about 0.001 at Locations A and C and about 0.0003 at Location B, assuming a frequency of
0.00001 per year.
For the NH3 tank rupture accident, which belongs to the incredible frequency category
(frequency of less than 0.000001 per year), the expected numbers of fatalities among the
noninvolved workers would be about 32, 28, and 32 for Locations A, B, and C, respectively, if
the accident occurred. However, the risk of a fatality would be much less than 1 at any of the
locations (about 0.0004, assuming a frequency of 5 x 10-7 per year) over the facility lifetime.
Among the general public, about 7, 6, or 4 fatalities might be expected if the same accident
occurred at Locations A, B, or C, respectively. However, because of the low frequency of the
accident, the risk of fatalities would be much less than I (about 0.0001).
Even though the risks are relatively low, the consequences for a few of the accidents are
considered to be high. These high-consequence accidents are generally associated with the
storage of anhydrous NH3 and aqueous HF on site. The consequences can be reduced or
mitigated through design (e.g., by limiting their capacity), operational procedures (e.g., by
controlling accessibility to the tanks), and emergency response actions (e.g., by sheltering,
evacuation, and interdiction of contaminated food materials following an accident.) As an
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example, UDS is proposing to reduce the size of the anhydrous NH3 storage tanks from
9,200 gal to 3,300 gal (34,826 L to 12,492 L). This change would reduce the consequences of an
ammonia release accident. However, to conservatively estimate the consequences of an
anhydrous ammonia tank rupture and preserve process flexibility, this analysis retained the
assumption of a 9,200-gal (34,826-L) tank size.

5.2.2.2.3 Physical Hazards. The risk of on-the-job fatalities and injuries to conversion
facility workers was calculated by using industry-specific statistics from the BLS, as reported by
the National Safety Council (2002). Annual fatality and injury rates from the BLS manufacturing
industry division were used for the 25-year operations phase, assuming no ETTP cylinders are
processed. Operation of the conversion facility is estimated to require approximately 175 FTEs
per year. No on-the-job fatalities are predicted during the conversion facility operational phase. It
is estimated, however, that about 197 injuries would occur (Table 5.2-1).

5.2.2.3 Air Quality and Noise

5.2.2.3.1 Air Quality Impacts. Three alternative locations (Locations A, B, and C) were
considered for air quality impacts. Detailed information on facility boundaries and the
orientations and locations of buildings and stacks is currently available for preferred Location A
only. For Locations B and C, the layout of the facility for Location A was assumed to be placed
in the middle of the other two locations.
At the conversion facility, air pollutants would be emitted from four point sources: the
boiler stack, backup generator stack, conversion building stack, and HF processing building
stack. UDS is proposing to use electrical heating in the conversion facility, but it is evaluating
other options. If natural gas was chosen, furnaces or boilers could be used. To assess bounding
air quality impacts, a boiler option was analyzed because it would result in more emissions than
furnaces or electric heat. The boilers could be used to generate process steam and building heat,
and a backup generator would be used to provide emergency electricity. Primary emission
sources for criteria pollutants and VOCs would be the boiler and emergency generator. The
conversion building stack would release uranium, fluoride, criteria pollutants, and VOCs in
minute amounts, while the HF processing building stack would release fluorides into the
atmosphere. Although nitrogen would be used as a purge gas in the process, its use would not
generate additional NOx emissions, because of the absence of oxygen in contact with the
nitrogen stream at high temperatures. Annual total stack emission rates during operations are
given in the Engineering Support Document (Folga 2003), and these emission rates are presented
in Table 5.2-14. Other sources during operations would include vehicular traffic to and from the
facility, associated with cylinder transfer, commuting, and material delivery. Parking lots and
access roads to the facility would be paved with asphalt or concrete to minimize fugitive dust
emissions. In addition, fugitive emissions would include those from storage tanks, silos, cooling
towers, etc., but in negligible amounts.
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TABLE 5.2-14 Annual Point Source Emissions of Criteria
Pollutants, Volatile Organic Compounds, Uranium, and Fluoride
from Operation of the Conversion Facility at the Paducah Site
Emission Ratea

Pollutant
SO2
NO,,
CO
VOC
PM 10d
Uranium
Fluoride

Boilerb

Backup
Generator

Conversion
Building Stack

0.01
2.09
1.25
0.08
0.11
-

0.17
1.20
0.17
0.17
0.07
-

-

-

1.3 x 10-3
3.4 x 10-2
5.3 x 10-2
1.5 x 10-2
9.0 x 10-3
< 0.25 g/yr
<0.05 ppme

HF Processing
Building
Stack
_c
-

-

< 0.05 ppmf

a

Tons/yr unless otherwise noted.

b

Boiler emissions were estimated on the basis of annual natural gas usage
given in Table 5.2-19.

c

A dash indicates no or negligible emissions.

d

PM 2 . 5 emissions are assumed to be the same as PMlo emissions.

e

Annual emission is about 1.I kg (2.4 lb) as HF.

F

Annual emission is about 70.5 kg (155 lb) as HF.

The modeling results for concentration increments of SO 2 , NO2 , CO, PM 1 0 , PM 2 .5, and
HF due to emissions from operations of the proposed facility are summarized in Table 5.2-15.
The results are maximum modeled concentrations at or beyond the conversion facility boundary.
The total concentrations (modeled concentration increments plus background concentrations) are
also presented in this table for comparison with applicable NAAQS and SAAQS.
Because of the low emissions during facility operations, all air pollutant concentration
increments during operations would be well below applicable standards. As shown in
Table 5.2-15, the estimated maximum concentration increments due to operation of the proposed
facility would amount to about 16% of the applicable standard for 24-hour average SO 2 . This
concentration increment is primarily due to a backup generator, which is located next to the
conversion building and the site boundaries and within the building cavity/wake region.
However, the generator would be operating on an intermittent basis, and thus air quality impacts
would be limited to the period of its operation. The total concentrations except for annualaverage PM 2 .5, would be well below their applicable standards. The total annual average PM2 . 5
concentration is predicted to be about 99% of its standard, but its background concentration
would approach its standard (about 98%). As previously mentioned, the annual average PM2 .5
concentration at most statewide monitoring stations would either approach or exceed
the standard.
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TABLE 5.2-15 Maximum Air Quality Impacts Due to Emissions from Activities Associated with
Operation of the Conversion Facility at the Paducah Site
Concentration (lg/m3 )
Percent of
NAAQS/SAAQSd

Location
A

Maximum
Incrementa

Background"

Totalc

NAAQS and
SAAQS

Increment

Tota]

3 hours
24 hours
Annual

178
57.2
0.2

169
86.0
13.3

347
143
13.5

1,300
365
80

13.7
15.7
0.2

26.7
39.2
16.8

Annual

1.2

22.6

23.8

100

1.2

23.8

CO

I hour
8 hours

245
106

6,970
3,220

7,220
3,330

40,000
10,000

0.6
1.1

18.0
33.3

PM, 0

24 hours
Annual

14.8
0.07

79.0
25.0

93.8
25.1

150
50

9.9
0.1

62.6
50.1

PM 2 5

24 hours
Annual

2.2
0.07

31.1
14.7

33.3
14.8

65
15

3.4
0.5

51.3
98.5

HF

12 hours
24 hours
I week
1 month
Annual

0.14
0.09
0.04e
0.02
0.01

1.04
0.86
0.50
0.34
0.17

1.18
0.95
0.54
0.35
0.18

3.68
2.86
1.64
0.82
400

3.8
3.1
2.5
1.9
0.002

32.1
33.2
33.1
42.8
0.04

S02

3 hours
24 hours
Annual

162
48.8
0.1

169
86
13.3

331
135
13.4

1,300
365
80

12.5
13.4
0.2

25.5
36.9
16.8

NO

Annual

1.0

22.6

23.6

100

1.0

23.6

CO

I hour
8 hours

252
97.3

6,970
3,220

7,220
3,320

40,000
10,000

0.6
1.0

18.1
33.2

PM, 0

24 hours
Annual

14.9
0.06

79.0
25.0

93.9
25.1

150
50

9.9
0.1

62.6
50.1

PM 2 5

24 hours
Annual

1.9
0.06

31.1
14.7

33.0
14.8

65
15

2.9
0.4

50.8
98.4

HF

12 hours
24 hours
1 week
1 month
Annual - -

0.07
0.06
0o03 e
0.01
0.007
-

1.04
0.86
0.50
0.34
0.17-

1.12
0.92
0.53
0.35
0.17

3.68
2.86
1.64
0.82
400

2.0
2.0
1.6
1.4
0.002

30.3
32.1
32.2
42.3
0.04

256
118
13.4

1,300
365
80

6.7
8.9
0.1

19.7
32.4
16.7

SO 2

NO

B

2

2

- -

C

Averaging
Time

Pollutant

SO 2

-

-

-

3 hours
24 hours
Annual

-

-

-

86.6
32.4
0.06

-

- -

-

-

169
86
13.3

-

-

-

I
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TABLE 5.2-15 (Cont.)
Concentration (gg/m3 )
Percent of
NAAQS/SAAQSd
Location

Pollutant

Averaging
Time

Maximum
Incrementa

Backgroundb

Totalc

NAAQS and
SAAQS

Increment

Total

NO 2

Annual

0.5

22.6

23.1

100

0.5

23.1

CO

I hour
8 hours

206
54.7

6,970
3,220

7,180
3,270

40,000
10,000

0.5
0.5

17.9
32.7

PM 10

24 hours
Annual

7.7
0.03

79.0
25.0

86.7
25.0

150
50

5.1
0.1

57.8
50.1

PM 2 5

24hours
Annual

1.0
0.03

31.1
14.7

32.1
14.7

65
15

1.6
0.2

49.4
98.2

HF

12hours
24hours
I week
Imonth
Annual

0.07
0.05
0.02e
0.01
0.006

1.04
0.86
0.50
0.34
0.17

1.11
0.91
0.52
0.34
0.17

3.68
2.86
1.64
0.82
400

1.8
1.7
1.3
l..
0.001

30.1
31.8
31.9
42.1
0.04

a

Data represent the maximum concentration increments estimated, except that the fourth- and eighth-highest concentration
increments estimated are listed for 24-hour PM 1 0 and PM 2 .5.

b

See Table 3.1-3 for criteria pollutants and ANL (1991a) for highest weekly and annual HF. Background HF for other
averaging times was estimated based on highest weekly and annual background concentrations.

c

Total equals the maximum modeled concentration increment plus background concentration.

d

The values in the next-to-last column are maximum concentration increments as a percent of NAAQS and SAAQS. The
values presented in the last column arc total concentration as a percent of NAAQS and SAAQS.

e

Estimated by interpolation.

The air quality impacts would be limited to the immediate vicinity of site boundaries. For
example, the maximum predicted concentration at the nearest residence on McCall Road would
be less than 3% of the highest concentration. Accordingly, it is expected that potential impacts
from the proposed facility operations on the air quality of nearby communities would be
negligible.4
The maximum 3-hour, 24-hour, and annual SO 2 concentration increments predicted to
result from the proposed facility operations would be about 63% of the applicable PSD
increments (Table 3.1-3). The maximum predicted increments in annual-average NO 2
concentrations due to the proposed facility operations would be about 5% of the applicable PSD.

4 Formerly, the general public had access to the existing fenced gaseous diffusion plant boundaries. However, since
the September 11, 2001, terrorist attack, site access for the general public has been restricted indefinitely to the
DOE property boundaries.
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The 24-hour and annual PM 1o concentration increases predicted to result from the proposed
operations would be about 50% of the applicable PSD increments. As mentioned earlier, this is
due to a backup generator, only when it is in operation. The predicted concentration increment at
a receptor located 30 mi (50 km) from the proposed facility (the maximum distance for which the
Industrial Source Complex 3 [ISC3] short-term model [EPA 1995] could reliably estimate
concentrations) in the direction of the nearest Class I PSD area (Mingo National Wildlife
Refuge, Missouri) would be less than 0.5% of the applicable PSD increments. Concentration
increments at this refuge, which is located about 70 mi (113 kin) west of Paducah, would be
much lower.
Concentration increments for the two remaining criteria pollutants, Pb and 03, were not
modeled. As a direct result of the phase-out of leaded gasoline in automobiles, average Pb
concentrations in urban areas throughout the country have decreased dramatically. It is expected
that emissions of Pb from the proposed facility operations would be negligible and would
therefore have no adverse impacts on Pb concentrations in surrounding areas. Contributions to
the production of 03, a secondary pollutant formed from complex photochemical reactions
involving 03 precursors, including NOx and VOCs, cannot be accurately quantified. As
discussed in Section 3.1.3, McCracken County, including the Paducah site, is currently in
attainment for 03 (40 CFR 81.318). The 03 precursor emissions from the proposed facility
operations would be insignificant, making up less than 0.01% and 0.08% of 1999 McCracken
County emissions of NO, and VOCs, respectively. As a consequence, the cumulative impacts of
potential releases from Paducah GDP operations on regional 03 concentrations would not be of
concern.
Maximum HF air quality impacts are also listed in Table 5.2-15. The estimated maximum
short-tern (<1 month) HF concentration increment and total concentration would be about 3.8%
and 42.8% of the state standard, respectively, which are still well below the standards. The
annual average concentration increment and total concentration would be several orders of
magnitude lower than any applicable HF air quality standard.
In summary, except for annual average PM 2 .5 , total concentrations would be below their
applicable standards. Total maximum estimated concentrations, except for annual average
PM 2 .5 , would be less than 63% of NAAQS and SAAQS. Total maximum estimated
concentrations for PM 2 .5 would approach NAAQS and SAAQS; however, their concentration
increments associated with site operations would account for about only 0.5% of the standards.
In particular, the annual average PM 2 .5 concentrations at most sitewide monitoring stations
would either approach or exceed the standard.

Accidents. Among chemicals released as a result of accidents, HF would be the only one
subject to an ambient air quality standard (the Commonwealth of Kentucky HF standard). Most
accidental releases would occur over a short duration, about 2 hours at most. The passage time of
a plume with an elevated concentration for any receptor location would be a little longer than its
release duration. The HF concentration in the plume's path would exceed the 12-hour or 24-hour
state ambient standard for the HF tank rupture accident scenario; however, when concentrations
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are averaged over a year, the annual ambient air quality standard would not be exceeded.
Therefore, potential impacts of accidental releases on ambient air quality would be short-term
and limited to along the plume path, and long-term impacts would be negligible.

5.2.2.3.2 Noise Impacts. Many noise sources associated with operation would be inside
the buildings. The highest noise levels are expected inside the conversion facility in the area of
the powder receiver vessels, with measured readings at 77 to 79 dB(A), and in the area of dry
conversion, with a reading of 72 to 74 dB(A) (UDS 2003b). Ambient facility noise levels,
measured in various processing areas (inside buildings) for continuous operations of a similar
facility at Richland, Washington, ranged from 70 to 79 dB(A). Major outdoor noise sources
associated with operation would include the cooling tower, trucks and heavy equipment for
moving cylinders, and traffic moving to and from the facility, which are typical industrial noise
sources. Heavy equipment and truck traffic would be intermittent; thus, noise levels would be
low except when equipment was moving or operating. For noise impact analysis, a continuous
noise source during operation was assumed to be 79 dB(A) at a distance of 15 m (50 ft), 5 on the
basis of the highest noise level measured inside buildings at the Richland facility (UDS 2003b).
The nearest residence, located about 1.3 km (0.8 mi) southeast of Location C and just off
DOE's eastern boundary on McCall Road, was selected as the receptor for the analysis of
potential noise impacts. Noise levels decrease about 6 dB per doubling of distance from the point
source because of the way sound spreads geometrically over increasing distance. The estimated
noise level would result in about 40 dB(A) at the nearest residence. This level would be about
46 dB(A) as DNL, if 24-hour continuous operation is assumed. This level is below the EPA
guideline of 55 dB(A) as DNL for residential zones (see Section 3.1.3.4), which was established
to prevent interference with activity, annoyance, and hearing impairment. If other attenuation
mechanisms, such as ground effects or air absorption, are considered, noise levels at the nearest
residence would decrease to below background levels of about 44 to 47 dB(A) (see
Section 3.1.3.4).
Most trains would blow their whistles loud enough to ensure that all motorists and
pedestrians nearby would be aware of an approaching train. These excessive noises could disturb
those who live or work near the train tracks. Typical noise levels of train whistles would range
from 95 to 115 dB(A) at a distance of 30 m (100 ft), comparable to those of low-flying aircraft or
emergency vehicle sirens (DOT 2003b). Associated with facility operations, the total number of
shipments (railcars) would be less than 10,000 railcars. It would be equivalent to about two trains
per week, assuming five railcars per train. Accordingly, the noise level from train operations
would be high along the rail tracks and, in particular, near the crossings. However, noise impacts
would be infrequent and of short duration.
In general, facility and infrequent rail traffic operations produce less noise than
construction activities. For all three alternative locations, except for intermittent vehicular traffic,
the noise level at the nearest residence would be comparable to the ambient background level
5 Noise level from one of the continuous outdoor noise sources, a cooling tower, to be used at this size of a facility,
would be less than 79 dB(a) at a distance of 15 m (SO ft).
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discussed in Section 3.1.3.4, and it would be barely or not distinguishable from the background
level, depending on the time of day. In conclusion, noise levels generated by facility operation
would have negligible impacts on the residence located nearest to the proposed facility and
would be well below the EPA guideline limits for residential areas.

5.2.2.4 Water and Soil
Operation of a conversion facility at Paducah would disturb land, use water, and produce
liquid wastes. The following sections discuss impacts to surface water, groundwater, and soil
resources during operations. Because no site-specific impacts to water and soil were identified,
impacts at alternative Locations A, B, and C would be the same.

5.2.2.4.1 Surface Water. All of the water needed for a conversion facility at Paducah
would be withdrawn from the Ohio River. Potable water consumption would be 3 million gal/yr
(11.4 million L/yr). An additional 37 million gal/yr (140 million L/yr would be needed for
nonpotable uses (e.g., cooling tower makeup). The total water needed would be about 0.00004%
of the average flow in the Ohio River. Impacts of this withdrawal would be negligible.
About 4,000 to 8,000gal/d (15,100 to 30,200L/d) of sanitary wastewater would be
produced by the conversion facility. If sanitary wastewater were released at a constant rate of
2.8 to 5.6 gal/min (11 to 22 L/min) after treatment in the wastewater treatment plant, impacts to
the receiving water (Bayou Creek) would not be measurable.
There would be about 4,000 gal/d (15,000 L/min) of process wastewater produced during
normal operations. This water would not contain any radionuclides. About 31,000 gal/d
(117,000 L/d) (11.3 million gal/yr [42.8 million L/yr]) of wastewater would be produced by
cooling tower blowdown. These wastewaters would not contain any radionuclides and could be
disposed of to the existing process wastewater treatment system at Paducah, or discharged under
a KPDES permit, or treated and reused at the conversion facility. Disposition of these
wastewaters is under evaluation.

Accidents. An earthquake could rupture an aboveground pipeline carrying liquid HF
from the conversion building to the storage building at a rate of 10 gal/min (38 L/min). For
assessing potential surface water or groundwater impacts of this accident scenario, it was
assumed that 100% of the HF would drain onto the ground during a 10-minute release period.
Approximately 910 lb (410 kg) of liquid HF would be released. Because response and cleanup
would occur within a relatively short time after the release (i.e., days or weeks), the HF would
have little time to migrate into the soil. Removal of the contaminated soil would prevent any
problems of contamination of either surface or groundwater resources. Therefore, there would be
no impacts to surface water or groundwater from this type of accident. A similar quick response
and cleanup would minimize the impacts of an HF spill to the ground during transfer to railcars.
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5.2.2.4.2 Groundwater. Because all water used at the Paducah site would be obtained
from the Ohio River and there would be no direct discharges to the underlying aquifers, there
would be no impacts to groundwater recharge, depth, or flow direction from operation of a
conversion plant at Paducah. However, the quality of groundwater beneath the selected site could
be affected by infiltration of contaminated surface water from spills. Indirect contamination
could result from the dissolution and mobilization of exposed chemicals by precipitation and
subsequent infiltration of the contaminated runoff into the surficial aquifers. Again, following
good engineering and operating practices would minimize impacts to groundwater quality.

Accidents. An earthquake could rupture an aboveground HF pipeline that would carry
liquid HF from the conversion building to the storage building, or HF could be spilled during
transfer to a railcar. Rapid removal of the contaminated soil would prevent any problems of
contamination to underlying groundwater resources. Therefore, there would be no impacts to
groundwater from these accidents.

5.2.2.4.3 Soils. Normal operations of a conversion facility at the Paducah site would
have no direct impacts to soil at all three alternative locations.

Accidents. The only accidents identified that could potentially affect soil would be an HF
pipeline rupture and an HF spill during transfer to railcars. Because mitigation would be rapidly
initiated and because the volume of HF released would be small (910 lb [410 kg]), impacts to
soil would be negligible.

5.2.2.5 Socioeconomics
The socioeconomic analysis covers the effects on population, employment, income,
regional growth, housing, and community resources in the ROI around the Paducah site. Impacts
from operations, which are the same for all three alternative locations, are summarized in
Table 5.2-16.

The potential socioeconomic impacts from operating a conversion facility at Paducah
would be relatively small. It is estimated that operational activities would create about 160 direct
jobs annually, and about 170 more indirect jobs in the ROI. A conversion facility would produce
approximately $13 million in personal income annually during operations.
It is estimated that about 220 people would move to the area at the beginning of
operations. However, in-migration would have only a marginal effect on population growth and
would require about 1% of vacant owner-occupied housing during facility operations. No
significant impact on public finances would occur as a result of in-migration. Fewer than five
new local public service employees would be required to maintain existing levels of service in
the various local public service jurisdictions in McCracken County.
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5.2.2.6 Ecology

5.2.2.6.1 Vegetation. A portion of the
conversion product released from the process
stack of the conversion facility would become
deposited on the soils surrounding the site at
Locations A, B, or C. Uptake of uraniumcontaining compounds can cause adverse
effects to vegetation. Deposition of uranium
compounds on soils, resulting from atmospheric
emissions, would result in soil uranium
concentrations considerably below the lowest
concentration known to produce toxic effects in
plants. Because there would not be a release of
process effluent from the facility to surface
waters, impacts to vegetation along nearby
streams would not occur. Therefore, toxic
effects on vegetation from uranium uptake
would be expected to be negligible.

5.2.2.6.2 Wildlife. Noise generated by
the operation of a conversion facility at
Location A and disturbance from human
presence would likely result in a minor
disturbance to wildlife in the vicinity.
Movement of railcars along the new rail line
southwest of the facility might potentially cause
the adjacent mature deciduous forest habitat to
be unsuitable for some species.

TABLE 5.2-16 Socioeconomic Impacts
from Operation of the Conversion Facility
at the Paducah Site

Impact Area
Employment
Direct
Total

160
330

Income (millions of 2002 $)
Direct
Total

13.2

Population (no. of new ROI residents)

220

boiler stack, cooling towers, and process stack;
however, emission levels are expected to be
extremely low. The highest average air

5.8

Housing (no. of units required)

80

Public finances (% impact on fiscal
balance)
Cities in McCracken Countyb
McCracken County
Schools in McCracken Countyc

0.2
0.1
0.2

Public service employment (no. of new
employees in McCracken County)
Police
Firefighters
General
Physicians
Teachers
No. of new staffed hospital beds
(McCracken County)

During operations, ecological resources
in the vicinity of the conversion facility would
be exposed to atmospheric emissions from the

Operation
Impactsa

0
0
I
0
I
I

Impactsareshownforthefirstyearof
b

operations (2006).
Includes impacts that would occur in the City

of Paducah.
C Includes impacts that would occur in the
McCracken County school district.

concentration of uranium compounds would
result in a radiation exposure to the general public (nearly 100% due to inhalation) of 3.9 x 10-5
mrem/yr, well below the DOE guideline of 100 mrem/yr. Wildlife species are less sensitive to
radiation than humans. (DOE guidelines require an absorbed dose limit to terrestrial animals of
less than 0.1 rad/d [DOE 2002d].) Therefore, impacts to wildlife from radiation are expected to
be negligible. Toxic effect levels of chronic inhalation of uranium are many orders of magnitude
greater than expected emissions from the conversion facility. Therefore, toxic effects on wildlife
as a result of inhalation of uranium compounds are also expected to be negligible.

I
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The maximum annual average air concentration of HF due to operation of a conversion
facility would be 0.01 ptg/m 3 . Toxic effect levels of chronic inhalation of HF are many orders of
magnitude greater than expected emissions. Therefore, toxic effects to wildlife from HF
emissions would be expected to be negligible.
Impacts to wildlife from the operation of a conversion facility at Locations B or C would
be similar to impacts at Location A. Noise and human presence would likely result in a minor
disturbance to wildlife in the vicinity.

5.2.2.6.3 Wetlands. Liquid process effluents would not be discharged to surface waters
during the operation of the conversion facility (Section 5.2.2.4). In addition, water level changes
in the Ohio River because of water withdrawal for operations would be negligible. Regional
groundwater changes due to the increase in impermeable surface related to the presence of the
facility would also be negligible. Therefore, except for potential local indirect impacts near the
facility, impacts to regional wetlands due to changes in groundwater or surface water levels or
flow patterns would be expected to be negligible. As a result, adverse effects on wetlands or
aquatic communities from effluent discharges or water use are not expected.
Storm water runoff from conversion facility parking areas and other paved surfaces might
carry contaminants commonly found on these surfaces to local streams. Biota in receiving
streams might be affected by these contaminants, resulting in reduced species diversity or
changes in community composition. Storm water discharges from the conversion facility would
be addressed under a new or existing KPDES Permit for industrial facility storm water discharge.
The streams near Locations A, B, and C currently receive runoff and associated contaminants
from various roadways and storage yards on the Paducah site, and their biotic communities are
likely indicative of developed areas.

5.2.2.6.4 Threatened and Endangered Species. Direct impacts to federal- or
state-listed species during operation of a conversion facility at Location A are not expected. The
wooded area at Location A has not been identified as summer roosting habitat for the Indiana bat
(federal- and state-listed as endangered). Disturbances from increased noise, lighting, and human
presence due to facility operation, and the movement of railcars along the new rail line south of
the facility might decrease the quality of the adjacent forest habitat for use by Indiana bats.
However, Indiana bats that might currently be using habitat near the Paducah site would already
be exposed to noise and other effects of human disturbance due to operation of the site, including
vehicle traffic. Consequently, disturbance effects related to conversion facility operation would
be expected to be minor.
In addition, noise from railcar movement along the new rail line may result in a
disturbance to Indiana bats that may use habitat, identified as fair potential and poor potential,
west of the Entrance Highway, where existing levels of disturbance are relatively low. Indiana
bats have been observed to tolerate increased noise levels (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
[USFWS] 2002). Consequently, disturbances from rail traffic are not expected to result in loss of
suitability of these habitat areas. The operation of a conversion facility at Locations B and C
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might similarly decrease the quality of wooded areas at those locations for Indiana bat summer
habitat, although these locations have not been identified as containing Indiana bat habitat.

5.2.2.7 Waste Management
Operations at the conversion facility would generate radioactive, hazardous, and
nonhazardous wastes. The annual waste volumes generated by conversion would be the same for
all three alternative locations and are presented in Table 5.2-17. The total volumes of wastes that
would be generated during the 25 years of operations would be 1,440 yd 3 (1,100 M3 ) of LLW
and 180 yd3 (140 M3 ) of hazardous waste. These volumes would result in low impacts on site
annual projected volumes.
If ETTP cylinders are processed for conversion at Paducah, an additional 26 yd 3 (20 m3)
of LLW and 5 yd3 (4 m3 ) of hazardous waste would be generated. These volumes constitute
negligible impacts on site annual generation volumes.
CaF 2 would be produced in the U3 0 8 conversion and is assumed to have a low uranium
content. It is currently unknown whether this CaF2 could be sold (e.g., as feedstock for
commercial production of anhydrous HF) or whether the low uranium content would force
disposal. If CaF 2 disposal is necessary, it could be
either as a nonhazardous solid waste (provided that
TABLE 5.2-17 Wastes Generated
authorized limits have been established in accordance
from Operation of the Conversion
with DOE Order 5400.5 [DOE 1990] and its
Facility at the Paducah Site
associated guidance) or as LLW. It is currently
unknown whether it would require disposal as either a
nonhazardous solid waste or as LLW because of its
Annual
low uranium content. The nonhazardous solid waste
Waste Category
Volume
generation estimates for conversion to U3 0 8 in
Table 5.2-17 are based on the assumption that CaF 2
LLW
Combustible waste
34 m3
would be disposed of as nonhazardous solid waste,
3
3
Noncombustible
8.5 m3
generating approximately 17 yd /yr (13 m /yr) of
Others
1.0 m3
nonhazardous solid waste. This represents a negligible
Totala
44 m3
impact (less than 1%) to the projected annual
nonhazardous solid waste volume at Paducah. If CaF 2
Hazardous waste
5.5 m3
was disposed of as LLW, it would represent less than
Nonhazardous waste
1% of the projected annual LLW load and constitute
Solidsb
180 m3
negligible impact.
Sanitary wastewater

If the HF was not marketable, it would be
converted to CaF2 . Neutralization of HF to CaF 2
would
produce
approximately
4,900
yd3 /yr
3
(3,780 M /yr) of CaF 2 . This volume represents
approximately 20% and 53% of nonhazardous solid
waste and LLW, respectively, of projected annual
generation volumes for Paducah. These potential

5.5 x 106 L

a

Includes LLW from high-efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) filters and
laboratory acids and residues.

b

Includes volumes of CaF2 generated
from the conversion process.

Source: UDS (2003b).
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waste volumes would result in a moderate to large impact relative to site annual waste generation
volumes and on-site waste management capacities. It is also unknown whether CaF 2 LLW would
be considered DOE waste if the conversion was performed by a private commercial enterprise. If
CaF 2 could be sold, the nonhazardous solid waste or LLW management impacts would be lower.
The U 3 0 8 produced from the conversion process would generate about 7,850 yd3 /yr
(6,000 m 3 /yr) of LLW. This volume is about 83% of the annual site-projected LLW volume and
constitutes a relatively large impact on site LLW management. However, plans for off-site
(to Envirocare or NTS) disposal of this potential volume of LLW are considered in the proposed
action.
Current UDS plans are to leave the heels in the emptied cylinders, fill them with the
depleted U3 0 8 product, and dispose of them at either Envirocare or NTS. This approach is
expected to meet the waste acceptance criteria of the disposal facilities and eliminate the
potential for generating TRU waste (see Appendix B for additional information concerning TRU
and PCB contamination). However, it is possible that the heels could be washed from the
emptied cylinders if, instead, it was decided to reuse the cylinders for other purposes. In this
case, the TRU in the heels of some cylinders at the maximum postulated concentrations could
also result in the generation of some TRU waste at the conversion facility. It is estimated that up
to 30% (or 244 drums) of the heels could contain enough TRU to qualify this material as TRU
waste if it was disposed of as waste. In this case, it is estimated that a volume of about 2.6 yd 3 /yr
(2.0 m3 lyr) of TRU and 6.0 yd 3 /yr (4.4 m3 /yr) of LLW would be generated.
In addition, a small quantity of TRU could be entrained in the gaseous DUF6 during the
cylinder emptying operations and carried out of the cylinders. These contaminants would be
captured in the filters between the cylinders and the conversion equipment. The filters would be
monitored and replaced routinely to prevent buildup of TRU. The spent filters would be disposed
of as LLW. It is estimated that the amount of LLW generated in the form of spent filters would
be about 1 drum per year for a total of 25 drums (drums are 55 gal [208 L] in size) for the
duration of the conversion operations (see Appendix B). This converts to a total volume of
6.8 yd3 (5.2 m3 ) of LLW. Current site projections include the generation of a small amount of
TRU waste (about 0.8 yd3 /yr [0.6 m3 /yr]). In the unlikely event that small amounts of TRU
waste are generated from the conversion facility, the wastes would be managed in accordance
with DOE's policy for TRU waste, which includes the packaging and transport of these wastes to
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico for disposal.

5.2.2.8 Resource Requirements
Resource requirements during operation would not depend on the location of the
conversion facility. Facility operations would consume electricity, fuel, and miscellaneous
chemicals that are generally irretrievable resources. Estimated annual consumption rates for
operating materials are given in Table 5.2-18. The total quantity of commonly used materials is
not expected to be significant and would not affect their local, regional, or national availability.
In general, facility operational resources required are not considered rare or unique.
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Operation of the proposed conversion
facility could include the consumption of fossil
fuels used to generate steam and heat and
electricity (Table 5.2-19). Energy also would be
expended in the form of diesel fuel and gasoline
for
cylinder
transport
equipment
and
transportation vehicles. The existing infrastructure
at the site appears to be sufficient to supply the
required utilities.
5.2.2.9 Land Use
Because
the
preferred
location
(Location A) consists primarily of a previously
disturbed grassy field with a wooded area in the
southeastern section of the tract, the proposed
action would involve a change from current land
use. Despite this localized change, operating the
facility would be consistent with the activity
currently found at the heavily industrialized
Paducah site - a result of producing enriched
uranium and its DUF6 by-product. As a
consequence, only negligible land use impacts are
anticipated.
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TABLE 5.2-18 Materials Consumed
Annually during Normal Conversion
Facility Operations at the Paducah
Sitea

Chemical
Solid
Lime (CaO)b
Liquid
Ammonia (99.95% minimum
NH 3 )
Potassium hydroxide
(45% KOH)
Gas
Nitrogen (N2 )

Quantity
(tons/yr)

19

670
8

10,000

a

Material estimates are based on facility
conceptual-design-status data
(UDS 2003b). A number of studies are
planned to evaluate design alternatives,
the results of which may affect the above
materials needs.

b

Assuming lime is used only for potassium

hydroxide regeneration. If HF
Impacts of operations on land use for a
neutralization is required, the annual lime
conversion facility at Location B or Location C
requirement would be approximately
would be similar to those of a facility placed at
9,300 tons/yr (8,437 t/yr).
Location A. Although localized changes in land
use would occur in both cases, activities would be
consistent with those currently found at the heavily industrialized site. Once again, only
negligible impacts are expected as a consequence of operating the facility at either of these
localities.

5.2.2.10 Cultural Resources
The routine operation of a DUF6 conversion facility at Paducah is unlikely to adversely
affect cultural resources at all three alternative locations because no ground-disturbing activities
are associated with facility operation.
Air emissions or chemical releases from the facility were evaluated to determine their
potential to affect significant cultural resources in the surrounding area. On the basis of the
analysis of air emissions in Section 5.2.2.3 and the secondary standards given in Section 3.1.3,
no secondary standards would be exceeded during the operation phase beyond the facility itself.

-
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TABLE 5.2-19 Utilities Consumed during Conversion Facility
Operations at the Paducah Sitea

Utility

Annual Average
Consumption

Unit

Peak
Demandb

Unit

37,269
4,000
4.4 x 107
37 x 106
3 x 106

MWh
gal
scff
gal
gal

7.1
NAC
190
215
350

MW
NA
scfmf
gallmin
gal/min

Electricity
Liquid fuel
Natural gasdwe
Process water
Potable water
a

Utility estimates are based on facility conceptual-design-status data
(UDS 2003b). A number of studies are planned to evaluate design
alternatives, the results of which may affect the above utility needs.

b

Peak demand is the maximum rate expected during any hour.

C NA = not applicable.
d
C

f

Standard cubic feet measured at 14.7 psia and 60'F (170 C).
The current facility design (UDS 2003b) uses electrical heating. An
option of using natural gas is being evaluated.
scf= standard cubic feet; scfm = standard cubic feet per minute.

Thus, emissions from operation of the facility would not have any adverse effect on
cultural resources.
Accidental radiological and chemical releases, including HF, uranium compounds, and
NH 3 , would be possible, although unlikely, during the operation of the plant
(see Section 5.2.2.2). It is projected that HF emissions would not exceed secondary standards
beyond site boundaries and would have no effect on cultural resources. Any release of uranium
compounds would be as PM and would affect only the surfaces of buildings in close proximity to
the facility. NH3 releases would be gaseous and quickly disperse, although some surface deposits
could occur. Careful washing of building surfaces could be required to remove such deposits if
any contamination was detected following an accidental release.

5.2.2.11 Environmental Justice
The evaluation of environmental justice impacts is predicated on the identification of
high and adverse impacts in other impact areas considered in this EIS, followed by a
determination if those impacts would affect minority and low-income populations
disproportionately. Analyses of impacts from operating the proposed facility do not indicate high
and adverse impacts for any of the other impact areas considered in this EIS (see Section 5.2.2).
Despite the presence of disproportionately high percentages of both minority and low-income
populations within 50 mi (80 kmn) of the Paducah site, no environmental justice impacts are
anticipated at any of the three alternative locations because of the lack of high and adverse
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impacts. Similarly, no evidence exists indicating that minority or low-income populations would
experience high and adverse impacts from operating the proposed facility in the absence of such
impacts in the population as a whole.

5.2.3 Transportation
The action alternatives involve transportation of the conversion products to a disposal site
or to commercial users. All products are proposed to be shipped primarily by rail. However, a
viable option is to ship some material by truck. For purposes of this EIS, transportation of all
cargo is considered for both truck and rail modes of transport. In a similar fashion, conversion
products declared to be wastes are expected to be sent to Envirocare in Utah for disposal; another
viable option is to send the wastes to the NTS. Thus, both options are evaluated. The emptied
heel cylinders, if not used as disposal containers for the U 3 0 8 product, would be crushed and
shipped in 20-ft (6-m) cargo containers, approximately 10 to a container. However, up to 10% of
these cylinders might not meet Envirocare acceptance criteria and would be shipped "as is" to
NTS for disposal (UDS 2003b). The HF is expected to be produced in concentrations of both
49% and 70%. Thus, the total impacts for HF transportation are the sum of the impacts presented
for each concentration.
As discussed in Appendix F, Section F.3, the impacts of transportation were calculated in
three areas: (1) collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents
(Section 5.2.3.1), (2) radiological risks to MEls during routine conditions (Section 5.2.3.2), and
(3) consequences to individuals and populations after the most severe accidents involving a
release of radioactive or hazardous chemical material (Section 5.2.3.3).

5.2.3.1 Collective Population Risk
The collective population risk is a measure of the total risk posed to society as a whole by
the actions being considered. For a collective population risk assessment, the persons exposed
are considered as a group, without specifying individual receptors. The collective population risk
is used as the primary means of comparing various options. Collective population risks are
calculated for both vehicle- and cargo-related causes for routine transportation and accidents.
Vehicle-related risks are independent of the cargo in the shipment and include risks from
vehicular exhaust emissions and traffic accidents (fatalities caused by physical trauma).
Under the action alternatives, anhydrous NH[3 would be transported to the conversion
facility for generation of hydrogen, which would be used in the conversion process. Collective
population risks associated with the transport of NH 3 to the site are shown in Table 5.2-20 for
three different distances between the origin of NH3 and the site. By assuming a distance of
620 mi (1,000 km) from the site and using average accident rates and population densities, the
number of adverse effects that would be expected among the crew and the population along the
transportation route would be about 10 for the truck option and about 2 for the rail option. For
the same distance, it is expected that there would be about I irreversible adverse effect for the
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TABLE 5.2-20 Collective Population Transportation
Risks for Shipment of Anhydrous NH 3 to the Paducah
Conversion Facility

Distance to Conversion Facility (km)
Mode

250

1,000

5,000

1,300
324,000

1,300
1,296,000

1,300
6,480,000

2.4
0.36

9.7
1.4

49
7.1

0.03
0.0048

0.1
0.019

0.6
0.097

648
162,000

648
648,000

648
3,240,000

Cargo-relateda
Chemical impacts
Adverse effects
Irreversible adverse effects

0.53
0.076

2.1
0.3

11
1.5

Vehicle-relatedb
Emission fatalities
Accident fatalities

0.002
0.013

0.007
0.051

0.03
0.25

Truck Option
Shipment summary
Number of shipments
Total distance (km)
Cargo-relateda
Chemical impacts
Adverse effects
Irreversible adverse effects
Vehicle-relatedb
Emission fatalities
Accident fatalities
Rail Option
Shipment summary
Number of shipments
Total distance (km)

a

Cargo-related impacts are impacts attributable to the radioactive or
chemical nature of the material being transported.

b

Vehicle-related impacts are impacts independent of the cargo in the
shipment.

truck option and less than 1 irreversible adverse effect for the rail option. No fatalities would be
expected for either transportation mode. As indicated on Table 5.2-20, the risks would be smaller
for distances less than 620 mi (1,000 km) and higher for greater distances.
The transportation assessment for the shipment of depleted uranium conversion products
for disposal considers several options. The proposed disposal site is the Envirocare facility.
(A small number of empty cylinders may require disposal at NTS.) For shipments to Envirocare,
rail is evaluated as the proposed mode and truck is evaluated as an alternative. In addition, NTS
is considered as an alternative disposal site. For this alternative, both truck and rail modes are
evaluated, although neither is currently proposed.
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For assessment of the rail option to NTS, it is assumed that a rail spur that would be built
in the future would provide rail access to NTS. Currently, the nearest rail terminal is about 70 mi
(113 km) from NTS. If a rail spur was not available in the future and if NTS was selected as the
disposal site, shipments could be made by truck, or rail could be used with an intermnodal transfer
to trucks at some place near NTS. (Transportation impacts for the intermodal option would be
slightly greater than those presented for rail assuming NTS rail access, but less than those
presented for the truck alternative.) If a rail spur was built to NTS, the impacts would require
additional NEPA review.
Estimates of the collective population risks for shipment of the U3 0 8 product, emptied
cylinders, and CaF 2 to Envirocare over the entire 25-year operational period are presented in
Table 5.2-21, assuming the U3 0 8 was shipped in bulk bags. As an option, risks for the shipment
of these materials to NTS are provided in Table 5.2-22. No radiological LCFs, traffic fatalities,
or emission fatalities are expected for rail transport under either option. No radiological LCFs
would be expected for the truck option either. However, approximately I traffic fatality might
occur, and up to 11 fatalities from vehicle emissions might occur over the project period if the
truck option was used.
If the emptied DUF6 cylinders were refilled with the U3 0 8 product and used to transport
the product to the disposal facility, as proposed, the risks shown in Tables 5.2-21 and 5.2-22 for
transportation of emptied cylinders would not be applicable, and the risks associated with
transportation of CaF 2 would be the same. The risks of transporting the U30 8 product in
cylinders would be about the same as the sum of risks for transporting the product in bulk bags
and the risk of shipping the crushed cylinders for the truck option (Table 5.2-23) with two
refilled cylinders per truck. If one cylinder per truck were shipped, routine risks to the crew and
vehicle-related risks would be approximately double, because the number of shipments would
double. If the rail option was used, the risks would be slightly higher for the cylinder refill option
primarily because the quantity of U3 0 8 shipped in a single railcar would be less under the
cylinder refill option than under the use of the bulk bag option, and the number of shipments
would be proportionally higher.
The risks for shipping the HF co-product are presented in Table 5.2-24 for representative
shipment distances of 250, 1,000, and 5,000 km (155, 620, and 3,100 mi), by using U.S. average
accident rates and population densities. For shipment distances up to 5,000 km (3,107 mi),
1 traffic fatality is expected for shipment of the HF by either truck or rail; however, up to
7 emission fatalities could occur for shipment by truck, with none expected for rail shipments.
For chemical risks, approximately 2 irreversible adverse effects are estimated for either truck or
rail transport. Thus, no chemical fatalities are expected because approximately 1% of the cases
with irreversible adverse effects are expected to result in fatality (Policastro et al. 1997).
Table 5.2-25 presents the risks associated with the shipment of CaF2 to either Envirocare or NTS
should the HF be neutralized and disposed of as waste, as discussed in Section 5.2.4. Shipment
of the CaF2 to either Envirocare or NTS would have similar impacts; approximately 10 emission
fatalities for truck and 0 for rail, and about 2 traffic fatalities for shipment by truck.

TABLE 5.2-21 Collective Population Transportation Risks for Shipment of Conversion Products to Envirocare as the Primary Disposal
Site, Assuming the U3 0 8 Is Disposed of in Bulk Bags

Paducah to Envirocare
Mode
Shipment summary
Number of shipments
Total distance (km)

CaF 2

Emptied Cylinders

U3 0 8

Truck (option) Rail (proposed)c

Paducah to Envirocare 3
Truck (option)

Rail (proposed)c

'AZ

Paducah to NTSb
Truck (proposed) Rail (option)c

Paducah to Envirocare
Truck (option)

Rail (proposed)c

16,420
41,710,000

4,105
11,010,000

3,715
9,436,000

1,858
4,985,000

4,150
11,690,000

1,038
3,559,000

28
71,120

7
18,780

240

560

55

140

120

270

NAe

NA

4.3
12
97
110
35

11
0.35
9.5
21
9.9

1.1
3.1
26
30
0.35

2.7
0.085
2.3
5.1
0.076

1.7
4.4
36
42
0.02

4.6
0.16
4.6
9.4
0.0085

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

0.1
0.07

0.2
0.02

0.02
0.02

0.06
0.003

0.05
0.02

0.1
0.005

NA
NA

NA
NA

0.002
0.0002

0.0004
0.0001

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NZ

Cargo-relatedd

Radiological impacts
Dose risk (person-rem)
Routine crew
Routine public
Off-link
On-link
Stops
Total
Accidentt
Latent cancer fatalitiesg
Crew fatalities
Public fatalities
Chemical impacts
Adverse effects
Irreversible adverse
effects
Vehicle-relatedh

Emission fatalities
Accident fatalities
Footnotes on next page.

8
1.0

0.2
0.24

2
0.23

0.1
0.11

2
0.27

0.06
0.08

0.01
0.0018

0.0004
0.00041
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TABLE 5.2-21 (Cont.)

Emptied cylinders are crushed and shipped 10 per cargo container, with I container per truck or 2 containers per railcar.
b

Cylinders assumed not to meet the waste acceptance criteria for Envirocare. Shipped "as is," one per truck or four per railcar.

C

Risks are presented on a railcar basis. One shipment is equivalent to one railcar, For assessment purposes, it was assumed that rail access to NTS would be available in the future.

d

Cargo-related impacts are impacts attributable to the radioactive or chemical nature of the material being transported.

e

NA = not applicable.

f

Dose risk is a societal risk and is the product of accident probability and accident consequence.

S

Latent cancer fatalities were calculated by multiplying the dose by the ICRP Publication 60 health risk conversion factors of 4 x 10-4 fatal cancers per person-rem for workers,
and 5 x 10-4 for the public (ICRP 1991).

h

Vehicle-related impacts are impacts independent of the cargo in the shipment.

ONl

C4

TABLE 5.2-22 Collective Population Transportation Risks for Shipment of Conversion Products to NTS as an Optional Disposal Site,
Assuming the U3 08 Is Disposed of in Bulk Bags

Paducah to NTS'

Paducah to NTS
Mode
Shipment summary
Numberofshipments
Total distance (km)

CaF 2

Emptied Cylinders

U30

Paducah to NTSb

Paducah to Envirocare

Truck (option)

Rail (option)C

Truck (option)

Rail (option)c

Truck (option)

Rail (option)C

Truck (option)

Rail (option)c

16,420
46,240,000

4,105
14,080,000

3,715
10,460,000

1,858
6,371,000

4,150
11,690,000

1,038
3,559,000

28
71,120

7
18,780

270

670

61

170

120

270

NAO

NA

5.2
13
110
130
14

11
0.39
I1
22
9.9

1.4
3.6
29
34
0.18

2.7
0.094
2.7
5.4
0.076

1.7
4.4
36
42
0.02

4.6
0.16
4.6
9.4
0.0085

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

0.1
0.07

0.3
0.02

0.02
0.02

0.07
0.003

0.05
0.02

0.1
0.005

NA
NA

NA
NA

0.002
0.0002

0.0006
0.0002

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

9
1.1

0.2
0.32

2
0.24

0.1
0.14

2
0.27

0.06
0.08

0.01
0.0018

0.0004
0.00041

|

Cargo-relatedd

Radiological impacts
Dose risk (person-rem)
Routine crew
Routine public
Off-link
On-link
Stops
Total
Accidentf
Latent cancer fatalitiesg
Crew fatalities
Public fatalities
Chemical impacts
Adverse effects
Irreversible adverse
effects
Vehicle-relatedh

Emission fatalities
Accident fatalities
Footnotes on next page.

co

TABLE 5.2-22 (Cont.)

a

Emptied cylinders are crushed and shipped 10 per cargo container, with I container per truck or 2 containers per railcar.

b

Cylinders shipped "as is." One cylinder per truck or four cylinders per railcar.

C

Risks are presented on a railcar basis. One shipment is equivalent to one railcar. For assessment purposes, it was assumed that rail access to NTS would be available in the future.

d

Cargo-related impacts are impacts attributable to the radioactive or chemical nature of the material being transported.

e

NA = not applicable.

,

Dose risk is a societal risk and is the product of accident probability and accident consequence.
g

Latent cancer fatalities were calculated by multiplying the dose by the ICRP Publication 60 health risk conversion factors of 4 x 10-4 fatal cancers per person-rem for workers,
and 5 x 10-4 for the public (ICRP 1991).

h

Vehicle-related impacts are impacts independent of the cargo in the shipment.

di1
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TABLE 5.2-23 Collective Population Transportation Risks for Shipment of U 3 0 8 Conversion
Products in Emptied Cylinders

Paducah to Envirocare (proposed)

Paducah to NTS (option)

Truck (option)
Mode

I Cylinder

2 Cylinders

Truck (option)
Rail
(proposed)

I Cylinder

Shipment summary
Number of shipments

36,200

18,100

7,240

36,200

Total distance (km)

91,950,000

45,970,000

19,420,000

101,900,000

Cargo-relatedb
Radiological impacts
Dose risk (person-rem)
Routine crew
Routine public
Off-link
On-link
Stops
Total
Accident
Latent cancer fatalities
Crew fatalities
Public fatalities
Chemical impacts
Adverse effects
Irreversible adverse effects

2 Cylinders

Rail
(option)a

18,100

7,240

50,970,000 24,830,000
I

490

260

770

540

290

930

6.8
18
150
180
35

6.9
18
150
180
35

17
0.53
14
31
9.8

8.1
21
170
200
14

8.3
21
170
200
14

17
0.59
17
34
9.8

0.2
0.1

0.1
0.1

0.3
0.02

0.2
0.1

0.1
0.1

0.4
0.02

0.001
0.0002

0.001
0.0002

0.0005
0.0002

0.001
0.0002

0.001
0.0002

0.0007
0.0002

20
2.3

8
1.1

0.4
0.42

20
2.4

10
1.2

0.4
0.56

Vehicle-relatedc

Emission fatalities
Accident fatalities
a

For assessment purposes, it was assumed that rail access to NTS would be available in the future.

b

Cargo-related impacts are impacts attributable to the radioactive or chemical nature of the material being
transported.

c

Vehicle-related impacts are impacts independent of the cargo in the shipment.

The results of the transportation analysis discussed above indicate that the largest impact
during normal transportation conditions would be associated with vehicle exhaust and fugitive
dust emissions (unrelated to the cargo). Health risks from cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases
have been linked to incremental increases in particulate concentrations in air. However,
estimating the health risks associated with vehicle emissions is subject to a great deal of
uncertainty. The estimates presented in this EIS were based on very conservative health risk
factors presented in Biwer and Butler (1999) and should be considered an upper bound. For
perspective, in a recently published EIS for a geologic repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada
(DOE 2002g), the same risk factors were used for vehicle emissions; however, they were
adjusted to reduce the amount of conservatism in the estimated health impacts. As reported in the
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TABLE 5.2-24 Collective Population Transportation Risks for Shipment of the HF Conversion
Co-Product from the Paducah Site to Commercial Users
49% HF
Mode

70% HF

250 km

1,000 km

5,000 km

250 km

1,000 km

5,000 km

10,867
2,716,750

10,867
10,867,000

10,867
54,335,000

4,430
1,107,500

4,430
4,430,000

4,430
22,150,000

Cargo-relateda
Chemical impacts
Adverse effects
Irreversible adverse effects

0.25
0.021

1.0
0.085

5.0
0.43

0.92
0.074

3.7
0.30

18
1.5

Vehicle-relatedb
Emission fatalities
Accident fatalities

0.3
0.04

1
0.16

5
0.81

0.1
0.017

0.4
0.066

2
0.33

2,174
543,500

2,174
2,174,000

2,174
10,870,000

886
221,500

886
886,000

886
4,430,000

Cargo-relateda
Chemical impacts
Adverse effects
Irreversible adverse effects

0.35
0.022

1.4
0.088

7.0
0.44

0.89
0.073

3.5
0.29

18
1.5

Vehicle-relatedb
Emission fatalities
Accident fatalities

0.005
0.043

0.02
0.17

0.1
0.85

0.002
0.017

0.009
0.069

0.04
0.35

Truck Option
Shipment summary
Number of shipments
Total distance (km)

Rail Option
Shipment summary
Number of shipments
Total distance (km)

a

Cargo-related impacts are impacts attributable to the radioactive or chemical nature of the material being transported.

b

Vehicle-related impacts are impacts independent of the cargo in the shipment.

TABLE 5.2-25 Collective Population Transportation
Risks for Shipment of CaF2 for the Neutralization
Option

Parameter

Truck
(option)

Rail
(proposed)

Number of shipments

25,262

6,316

Paducah to Envirocare Option
Total distance (km)
Emission fatalities
Accident fatalities

64,170,000
10
1.6

16,950,000
0.4
0.37

Paducah to NTS Option
Total distance (km)
Emission fatalities
Accident fatalities

71,140,000
10
1.6

21,660,000
0.4
0.49
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Yucca Mountain EIS, the adjustments resulted in a reduction in the emission risks by a factor of
about 30.

5.2.3.2 Maximally Exposed Individuals during Routine Conditions
During the routine transportation of radioactive material, specific individuals may be
exposed to radiation in the vicinity of a shipment. RISKIND (Yuan et al. 1995) has been used to
estimate the risk to these individuals for a number of hypothetical exposure-causing events. The
receptors include transportation crew members, inspectors, and members of the public exposed
during traffic delays, while working at a service station, or while living near an origin or a
destination site. The assumptions about exposure are given in Biwer et al. (2001). The scenarios
for exposure are not meant to be exhaustive; they were selected to provide a range of
representative potential exposures. Doses were assessed and are presented in Table 5.2-26 on a
per-event basis for the shipments of U3 0 8 and emptied cylinders with heels.
The highest potential routine radiological exposure to an MEI, with an LCF risk of
2 x 10-7, would be for a person stopped in traffic near a rail shipment of 4 heel cylinders for
30 minutes at a distance of 3 ft (1 m). There is also the possibility for multiple exposures. For
example, if an individual lived near the Paducah site and all shipments of U3 0 8 were made by
rail in bulk bags, the resident could receive a combined dose of approximately 4.5 x 10-5 rem if
present for all shipments (calculated as the product of 4,105 shipments and an estimated
exposure per shipment of 1.1 x 10-8 rem). The individual's dose would increase by
approximately a factor of 2 if the U3 0 8 product would be shipped in refilled cylinders. However,
this dose is still very low, more than 3,000 times lower than the individual average annual
exposure of 0.3 rem from natural background radiation.

5.2.3.3 Accident Consequence Assessment
Whereas the collective accident risk assessment considers the entire range of accident
severities and their related probabilities, the accident consequence assessment assumes that an
accident of the highest severity category has occurred. The consequences, in terms of committed
dose (rem) and LCFs for radiological impacts and in terms of adverse affects and irreversible
adverse effects for chemical impacts, were calculated for both exposed populations and
individuals in the vicinity of an accident. Tables 5.2-27 and 5.2-28 present the radiological and
chemical consequences, respectively, to the population from severe accidents involving shipment
of depleted U 3 0 8 , emptied heel cylinders, anhydrous NH3 , and aqueous HF. No LCFs would be
expected for accidents involving heel cylinders; however, up to 3 LCFs might occur following a
severe urban rail accident involving a railcar of U3 08 . Severe rail accidents could have higher
consequences than truck accidents because each railcar would carry more material than
each truck.
A comparison of Tables 5.2-27 and 5.2-28 indicates that severe accidents involving
chemicals transported to and from the conversion facility site could have higher consequences
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TABLE 5.2-26 Estimated Radiological Impacts to the MEI from Routine Shipment of
Radioactive Materials from the Paducah Conversion Facility

Material

Mode

Inspector

Resident

Person in
Traffic

Person at
Gas Station

Person near
Rail Stop

4.4 x 10-6

NAb

Routine Radiological Dose from a Single Shipment (rem)
Depleted U3 08 (in bulk

Truck

4.0 x 10-5

3.1 x 10-9

1.6 x

Rail

9.3 x 10-5

1.1 x 10-8

2.7 x 104

NA

6.9 x 10-7

Crushed heel cylindersc

Truck
Rail

5.3 x 10-5
6.6 x 10-5

5.7 x 10-9
9.4 x 10-9

1.6 x 104
1.7 x 104

7.7 x 10-6
NA

NA
6.1 x 10-7

Heel cylindersd

Truck
Rail

6.8 x 10-5
1.5 x 10 4

5.4 x 10-9
2.0 x 10-8

2.7 x 10 4
4.0 x 104

7.5 x 10-6
NA

NA
1.3 x 10-6

10

4

bags)a

Routine Radiological Risk from a Single Shipment (lifetime risk of a LCF)e
Depleted U3 0 8 (in bulk
bags)

Crushed heel cylindersc

Heel cylindersd

Truck

2 x 10-8

2 x 10-12

8 x 10-8

2 x 10-9

NA

Rail

5 x 10-8

6x 10-12

I x 10-7

NA

4x lo-10

Truck

3 x lo-8

3 x 10-12

8 x 10-8

4 x 10-9

NA

Rail

3 x 10-8

5 x 10-12

8 x 10-8

NA

3 x 10-1O

Truck
Rail

3 x l0-8
7 x 10-8

3 x 10-12
I x 10o-

I x 10-7
2 x 10-7

4 x 10-9
NA

NA
6 x lo-10

a

Per-shipment doses and LCFs would be approximately the same as for the cylinder refill option.

b

NA = not applicable.

C Crushed heel cylinders are shipped 10 cylinders per cargo container, with I container per truck or 2
containers per railcar.
d

Shipped "as is," one cylinder per truck or four cylinders per railcar.

e

LCFs were calculated by multiplying the dose by the ICRP Publication 60 health risk conversion factors of
4 x 104 fatal cancers per person-rem for workers and 5 x 10-4 for the public (ICRP 1991 )

than radiological accidents. For example, a severe rail accident involving transportation of
anhydrous NH 3 to a site in an urban area under stable weather conditions could lead to
5,000 irreversible adverse effects. Among the individuals experiencing these irreversible effects,
there could be close to 100 fatalities (about 2% of the irreversible adverse effects [Policastro
et al. 1997]). Similarly, a 70% aqueous HF rail accident under the same conservative
assumptions could result in approximately 1,800 irreversible adverse effects and 18 fatalities
(about 1% of the irreversible adverse effects [Policastro et al. 1997]). As indicated in
Table 5.2-28, the consequences would be considerably less if the accident occurred in a less
populated area under neutral meteorological conditions. Consequences would also be less if a
truck was involved in the accident rather than a railcar because the truck would carry less
material than a railcar.
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TABLE 5.2-27 Potential Radiological Consequences to the Population from Severe
Transportation Accidentsa

Neutral Meteorological Conditions
Material

Mode

Stable Meteorological Conditions

Rural

Suburban

Urbanb

Rural

Suburban

Urbanb

RadiologicalDose (person-rem)
Depleted U3 08 (in bulk bags)

Truck
Rail

250
1,000

250
990

550
2,200

630
2,500

610
2,400

1,400
5,400

Depleted U3 08 ( cylinder)

Truck
Rail

120
290

110
280

250
630

280
710

280
690

620
1,500

Depleted U3 0 8 (2 cylinders)

Truck
Rail

230
580

230
560

500
1,300

570
1,400

550
1,400

1,200
3,100

Crushed heel cylindersc

Truck
Rail

2.5
5

0.67
1.3

1.5
3

4.4
8.7

1.2
2.3

2.6
5.2

Heel cylindersd

Truck
Rail

0.25
1

0.067
0.27

0.15
0.6

0.44
1.7

0.12
0.47

0.26
1

Depleted U3 08 (in bulk bags)

Truck
Rail

0.1
0.5

0.1
0.5

0.3
1

0.3
1

0.3
1

0.7
3

Depleted U3 0 8 (I cylinder)

Truck
Rail

0.06
0.1

0.06
0.1

0.1
0.3

0.1
0.4

0.1
0.3

0.3
0.8

Depleted U3 08 (2 cylinders)

Truck
Rail

0.1
0.3

0.1
0.3

0.3
0.6

0.3
0.7

0.3
0.7

0.6
2

Crushed heel cylindersc

Truck
Rail

0.001
0.002

0.0003
0.0007

0.0007
0.001

0.002
0.004

0.0006
0.001

0.001
0.003

Heel cylindersd

Truck
Rail

0.0001
0.0005

3 x 10-$
0.0001

7 x 10-5
0.0003

0.0002
0.0009

6 x 10-s
0.0002

0.0001
0.0005

Radiological Risk (LCF)l

.

a

National average population densities were used for the accident consequence assessment, corresponding to densities
of 6 persons/km 2 , 719 persons/km 2 , and 1,600 persons/km 2 for rural, suburban, and urban zones, respectively.
Potential impacts were estimated for the population within a 50-mi (80-kim) radius, assuming a uniform population
density for each zone.

b

It is important to note that the urban population density generally applies to a relatively small urbanized area; very few,
if any, urban areas have a population density as high as 1,600 persons/km 2 , extending as far as 50 mi (80-km). The
urban population density corresponds to approximately 32 million people within the 50-mi (80-km) radius, well in
excess of the total populations along the routes considered in this assessment.

C

Crushed heel cylinders are shipped 10 cylinders per cargo container, with I container per truck or 2 containers per
railcar.

d

Shipped "as is," one cylinder per truck or four cylinders per railcar.

e

LCFs were calculated by multiplying the dose by the ICR-P Publication 60 health risk conversion factors of 4 x 104
fatal cancers per person-rem for workers and 5 x 10-4 for the public (ICRP 1991).
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TABLE 5.2-28 Potential Chemical Consequences to the Population from Severe
Transportation Accidentsa

Neutral Meteorological
Conditions
Chemical
Effect

Mode

Rural

Suburban

Urbanb

Stable Meteorological
Conditions
Rural

Suburban

Urbanb

Number of Persons with the PotentialforAdverse Health Effects
Depleted U 3 0 8
(in bulk bags)

Truck
Rail

0
0

1
3

I
9

0
0

12
47

28
103

Depleted U 3 0 8
(in cylinders)

Truck (I cylinder)
Truck (2 cylinders)
Rail

0

0

1

o

1

1

0

2

5

0
0
0

6
11
27

13
26
58

Anhydrous NH3

Truck
Rail

6
10

710
1,100

1,600
2,500

55
90

6,600
11,000

15,000
24,000

49% HF

Truck
Rail

0.35
0.99

42
120

93
270

3.4
7.3

400
880

900
1,900

70% HF

Truck
Rail

2.8
9.3

340
1,100

760
2,500

44
110

5,200
14,000

12,000
30,000

Number of Persons with the Potentialfor IrreversibleAdverse Health Effectsc
Depleted U 3 08
(in bulk bags)

Truck
Rail

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

5
17

10
38

Depleted U 3 0 8
(in cylinders)

Truck (I cylinder)
Truck (2 cylinders)
Rail

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
0

2
4
10

5
8
22

Anhydrous NH 3

Truck
Rail

0.8
1

100
200

200
400

10
20

1,000
2,000

3,000
5,000

49% HF

Truck
Rail

0.025
0.081

3.0
9.7

6.6
22

0.25
0.62

30
74

66
160

70% HF

Truck
Rail

0.23
0.77

27
92

60
210

2.0
6.7

240
800

540
1,800

Footnotes on next page.
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TABLE 5.2-28 (Cont.)

a

National average population densities were used for the accident consequence assessment,
corresponding to densities of 6 persons/km 2 , 719 persons/kM2 , and 1,600 persons/km 2 for rural,
suburban, and urban zones, respectively. Potential impacts were estimated for the population within
a 50-mi (80-km) radius, assuming a uniform population density for each zone.

b

It is important to note that the urban population density generally applies to a relatively small
urbanized area -very few, if any, urban areas have a population density as high as
1,600 persons/km 2 extending as far as 50 mi (80 km). The urban population density corresponds to
approximately 32 million people within the 50-mi (80-km) radius, well in excess of the total
populations along the routes considered in this assessment.

c

The potential for irreversible adverse effects from chemical exposures. Exposure to HF or uranium
compounds is estimated to result in fatality to approximately 1% or less of those persons experiencing
irreversible adverse effects (Policastro et al. 1997). Exposure to anhydrous NH 3 is estimated to result
in fatality to approximately 2% of those persons experiencing irreversible adverse effects (Policastro
etal. 1997).

Accidents for which consequences are provided in Tables 5.2-27 and 5.2-28 are

extremely rare. For example, the average accident rate for interstate-registered heavy
combination trucks is approximately 3.0 x 10-7 per kilometer (Saricks and Tompkins 1999). The
conditional probability that a given accident would be a severe accident is on the order of 0.06 in
rural and suburban areas and about 0.007 in urban areas (NRC 1977). Therefore, the frequency
of a severe accident per kilometer of travel in an urban area is about 2 x 10-9. For shipment of
NH 3 to the site, the total distance traveled is estimated to be about 808,000 mi (1,300,000 kin) if
the NH3 was transported from a location 620 mi (1,000 km) away from the conversion site
(Table 5.2-20). The fraction of the distance traveled in urban areas is generally less than 5%
(DOE 2002f, Table 6.10). If 5% is assumed, the total distance traveled in urban areas would be
about 40,000 mi (65,000 kin). On the basis of these assumptions, over the life of the project, the
probability of a severe NH3 truck accident occurring in an urban area is about 1 x 10-4 (I chance
in 10,000). In general, stable weather conditions occur only about one-third of the time, resulting
in a probability for the most severe anhydrous NH3 accident listed in Table 5.2-28 of about
4 x 10-5 (or a 1-in-25,000 chance of occurrence) during the 25-year operational period.
Similarly, for shipment of 70% HF 620 mi (1,000 km) from the site, the total distance traveled is
estimated to be 3,000,000 mi (4,430,000 km) (Table 5.2-24). The average distance traveled in
urban areas would be about 137,000 mi (220,000 km [4,430,000 x 0.05]). Therefore, the
probability of a severe 70% HF truck accident occurring in an urban area under stable
meteorological conditions is about I x 10-4 (or a 1-in-10,000 chance of occurrence) over the
25-year operational period.
The probability of a rail accident involving anhydrous NH 3 or 70% HF of the kind listed
in Table 5.2-28 is even less than 4 x 10-5 and I x 104, respectively, over the 25-year operational
period, because the accident rates for railcars are lower and the total distance travelled by train is
less. In fact, the probabilities of severe rail accidents for the same origin-destination pairs and for
transportation of the same cargo are approximately 10 to 20 times less than the probabilities for
severe truck accidents. As stated above, this can be attributed to train accident rates being about
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5 times less (see Table 6 in Saricks and Tompkins 1999), and the total distance traveled by train
being generally about 2 to 4 times shorter.
Conservative estimates of consequences to the MEL located 100 ft (30 m) away from the
accident site along the transportation route are also made for shipment of depleted U3 0 8 ,
emptied heel cylinders (assuming they are not used as containers for depleted U3 0 8 ), anhydrous
NH 3 , and aqueous HF. The results for radiological impacts are shown in Table 5.2-29. Under the
conservative assumptions described above for consequences to the population, it is estimated that
the MEI could receive up to 1.3 rem from accidents involving emptied cylinders. However, for
shipment of the depleted U 3 0 8 product by train, the MEI could receive a dose as high as 670 rem
if the product was shipped in bulk bags, and 380 rem if it was shipped in emptied DUF 6
cylinders. For shipment by truck, the MEI dose would be 170 rem with bulk bags and 150 rem
with refilled cylinders, assuming 2 cylinders per truck. The dose received by the individual
would decrease quickly as the person's distance from the accident site increased. For example, at
a distance of 330 ft (100 in), the dose would be reduced by about a factor of 6 (to about 110 rem
and 60 rem for train accidents with bulk bags and refilled cylinders, respectively, and to about
28 rem and 25 rem for truck accidents with bulk bags and refilled cylinders, respectively.) If the
person was located at a distance of 100 ft (30 m) and if the accident occurred under the most
severe conditions described above, the individual could suffer acute and potentially lethal
consequences from both radiation exposure and the chemical effects of uranium. However, if the
ME1 was 330 ft (100 m) or farther from the accident, the individual would not be expected to
suffer acute effects. However, the chance of the MEI developing a latent cancer would increase
by about 10% for the train accident and about 3% for the truck accident. For accidents involving
anhydrous NH 3 and aqueous HF, the MEI would likely experience an irreversible health effect or
death depending on the severity of the accident, weather conditions, and distance at the time of
the accident.
Even though the risks are relatively low (because of low probability of occurrence), the
consequences of a few of the transportation accidents considered would be high if they did occur.
These high-consequence accidents are generally associated with the transportation of anhydrous
NH 3 to the site and aqueous HF from the site. The consequences could be reduced or mitigated
through design (e.g., limiting the quantity of material per vehicle), operational procedures
(e.g., judicial selection of routes and times of travel, increased protection and tracking of
transport vehicles), and emergency response actions (e.g., sheltering, evacuation, and interdiction
of contaminated food materials following an accident).

5.2.3.4 Historical Safety Record of Anhydrous NH 3 and HF
Transportation in the United States
Anhydrous NH3 is routinely shipped commercially in the United States for industrial and
agricultural applications. Information provided in the DOT Hazardous MaterialIncident System
(HMIS) Database (DOT 2003b) for 1990 through 2002 indicates that 2 fatalities and 19 major
injuries to the public or to transportation or emergency response personnel occurred as a result of
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TABLE 5.2-29 Potential Radiological Consequences to
the MEI from Severe Transportation Accidents
Involving Shipment of Radioactive Materials

Neutral Weather Conditions

Dose
(rem)

Radiological
Risk (LCF)a

Depleted U3 0 8 (in bulk bags)
Truck
I1
0.005
Rail
42
0.02

170b
670b

0.08
0.3

Depleted U3 0 8 (1 cylinder)
Truck
4.8
0.002
Rail
12
0.006

76
190

0.04
0.09

1 50b

380b

0.08
0.2

Mode

Dose
(rem)

Radiological
Risk (LCF)a

Stable Weather Conditions

Depleted U3 0 8 (2 cylinders)
Truck
9.6
0.005
Rail
24
0.01
Crushed heel cylindersc
Truck
0.28
Rail
0.55

0.0001
0.0003

0.63
1.3

0.0003
0.0006

Heel cylindersd
Truck
0.028
Rail
0.11

1 x 10-5
6x 10-5

0.063
0.25

3 x 10-5
0.0001

a

LCFs were calculated by multiplying the dose by the ICRP
Publication 60 health risk conversion factors of 4 x 10-4 fatal
cancers per person-rem for workers and 5 x 10-4 for the public
(ICRP 1991).

b

See text for discussion. Because of the conservative
assumptions made in deriving the numbers in this table, the
MEI is likely to receive a dose that is less than that shown
here. However, if the doses were as high as those shown in the
table, the MEI could develop acute radiation effects. The
individual might also suffer from chemical effects due to
uranium intake.
Crushed heel cylinders are shipped 10 cylinders per cargo
container, with 1 container per truck or 2 containers per
railcar.

d

Shipped "as is," one cylinder per truck or four cylinders per
railcar.
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anhydrous NH3 releases during truck and rail operations. These fatalities and injuries occurred
during transportation or loading and unloading operations. Over that period, truck and rail NH 3
spills resulted in more than 1,000 and 6,000 evacuations, respectively. Five very large spills,
greater than 10,000 gal (38,000 L), occurred; however, these spills were en route derailments
from large rail tank cars. The two largest spills, both around 20,000 gal (76,000 L), occurred in
rural or lightly populated areas of Texas and Idaho and resulted in 1 major injury. The Idaho spill
in 1990 required the evacuation of 200 people. For highway shipments, one truck transport and
3 loading/unloading accidents occurred that involved large anhydrous NH 3 spills of between
4,000 and 8,000 gal (15,000 and 30,000 L). The 1 en route truck accident involving the largest
truck spill (in Iowa on May 3, 1996) resulted in I fatality and the evacuation of 40 people. The
other 3 large truck shipment spills occurred during loading/unloading operations but did not
result in any fatalities. However, one of the spills involved a major injury and required the
evacuation of 14 people in addition to the treatment of 26 with minor injuries.
Over the past 30 years, the safety record for transporting anhydrous NH 3 has significantly
improved as a result of several factors. Hazardous compressed gas truck shipment loading and
unloading operations require strict conformance with DOT standards for safety valve design and
specifications in addition to requirements on the installation of measuring and sampling devices.
Federal rules governing the transportation of hazardous materials (49 CFR 173) require that
valves installed for tank venting, loading, and unloading operations must be "of approved design,
made of metal not subject to rapid deterioration by the lading, and must withstand the tank test
pressure without leakage." The MC331 compressed gas tanker trucks, which would most likely
be used to ship anhydrous NH3 to the DUF6 conversion facility, must be equipped with check
valves to prevent the occurrence of a large spill (e.g., a spill from a feed line disconnection
during a loading operation). These valves are typically located near the front end of a MC331
tanker truck and close to the driver's cab. Although not specifically required by DOT
regulations, excess flow valves may be installed to prevent a catastrophic spill in the event that
the driver is unable to reach the manual check valve to cut off flow from a failed feed line or
loading tank valve. Safety measures contributing to the improved safety record over the past
30 years include the installation of protective devices on railcars, fewer derailments, closer
manufacturer supervision of container inspections, and participation of shippers in the Chemical
Transportation Emergency Center.
Most of the HF transported in the United States is anhydrous HF, which is more
hazardous than the aqueous HF. Since 1971, which is the period covered by DOT records
(DOT 2003b), no fatal or serious injuries to the public or to transportation or emergency
response personnel have occurred as a result of anhydrous HF releases during transportation.
Over the period 1971 to 2003, 11 releases from railcars were reported to have no evacuations or
injuries associated with them. The only major release (estimated at 6,400 lb [29,000 kg] of HF)
occurred in 1985 and resulted in approximately 100 minor injuries. Another minor HF release
during transportation occurred in 1990. The safety record for transporting HF has improved in
the past 10 years for the same reasons discussed above for NH 3 .
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5.2.4 Impacts Associated with HF and CaF2 Conversion Product Sale and Use
During the conversion of the DUF6 inventory to depleted uranium oxide, products having
some potential for reuse would be produced. These products would include HF and CaF2, which
are commonly used as commercial materials. An analysis of impacts associated with the
potential reuse of HF and CaF 2 has been included as part of this EIS. Areas examined include the
characteristics of these materials as produced within the conversion process, the current markets
for these products, and the potential socioeconomic impacts within the United States if the
products were sold. Because there would be some residual radioactivity associated with these
materials, a description of the DOE process for authorizing the release of contaminated materials
for unrestricted use (referred to as "free release") and a bounding estimate of the potential human
health effects of such free release have also been included in the analysis. Details on the analysis
are presented in Appendix E and are summarized below.
One of the chemicals produced during conversion would be an aqueous HF-water
solution of approximately 55% strength. The predominate markets for HF acid call for 49% and
70% HF solutions; thus, this product would be further processed to yield these strengths. In the
preferred design, a small amount of solid CaF2 would also be produced.
Table 5.2-30 gives the approximate quantities of HF and CaF2 that would be produced
annually in the preferred designs. The quantities in Table 5.2-30 are based on the assumption that
there would be a viable economic market for the aqueous HF produced. If such a market did not
exist, UDS proposes that it would convert all of the HF to CaF2 and then either sell this product
or dispose of it as LLW or as solid waste. The approximate quantity of CaF2 produced in this
scenario would be 11,800 t (13,000 tons).
Because it is expected that the UDS-produced HF and CaF 2 would contain small amounts
of volumetrically distributed residual radioactive material, neither could be sold for unrestricted
use, and CaF2 could not be disposed of as solid waste unless DOE established authorized limits
for radiological contamination in HF and CaF2 . UDS will be required to apply for appropriate
authorized limits, according to whether the HF and CaF2 were sold or CaF2 was disposed of as
solid waste. In this context, authorized limits would be the maximum concentrations of
radioactive contaminants allowed to remain volumetrically distributed within the HF and CaF2
being sold. The dose analysis presented in this EIS was not conducted to establish
authorized limits.

TABLE 5.2-30 Products from DUF 6 Conversion (t/yr)

Product
Depleted uranium oxide
HF acid (55% solution)
CaF2

Portsmouth Paducah
10,700
8,200
18

14,300
11,000
24

Total
25,000
19,300
42
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Estimates of the potential, bounding exposure for a hypothetical worker working in close
proximity to an HF storage tank were made under very conservative assumptions. The estimated
annual exposure under such extreme conditions is 0.034 mrem/yr. Similar bounding estimates of
the exposure to a worker in close proximity to a CaF2 handling process yielded an estimate of
0.23 mrem/yr. The bounding exposure to HF resulted from external radiation and inhalation. For
CaF2 , in addition to external radiation and inhalation, the bounding exposure also resulted from
an assumed incidental ingestion. Given more realistic exposure conditions, the potential dose
would be much smaller than the bounding estimates. Potential exposures to product users would
be much smaller than those to workers. Detailed discussions on the assumptions for bounding
exposures are provided in Appendix E.
Socioeconomic impact analyses were conducted to evaluate the impacts of the
introduction of the UDS-produced HF or CaF2 into the commercial marketplace. The current
aqueous HF acid producers have been identified as a potential market for the aqueous HF
(UDS 2003a), with UDS-produced aqueous HF replacing some or all of current U.S. production.
The impact of HF sales on the local economy in which the existing producers were located and
on the U.S. economy as a whole would likely be minimal.
No market for the 22,000 t (24,251 tons) of CaF2 that might be produced in the proposed
conversion facilities at Paducah and Portsmouth has been identified (UDS 2003a). Should such a
market be found, the impact of CaF 2 sales on the U.S. economy is likely to be minimal.
In the event that no market for either HF or CaF2 is established, the HF would be
neutralized in a process that would produce additional CaF 2 . It is likely that the CaF 2 would be
disposed of as waste. This would require shipping it to an approved solid waste or LLW disposal
facility. While disposal activities would produce a small number of transportation jobs and might
lead to additional jobs at the waste disposal facility, the impact of these activities in the
transportation corridors, at the waste disposal site(s), and on the U.S. economy would be
minimal.

5.2.5 Impacts If ETTP Cylinders Are Shipped to Paducah Rather Than to Portsmouth
Current DOE plans call for the cylinders stored at ETTP to be shipped to Portsmouth.
However, the option of sending the ETTP cylinders to Paducah for conversion is considered in
this section. If the ETTP DUF 6 cylinders were converted at Paducah, the Paducah facility would
have to operate an additional 3 years, resulting in a total operational period of 28 years. Potential
environmental impacts associated with conversion facility operations, cylinder preparation
activities at ETTP, and transportation of the cylinders to Paducah are discussed below.

5.2.5.1 Construction and Operation Impacts
If the ETTP cylinders were shipped to Paducah rather than to Portsmouth, the Paducah
facility would have to operate an additional 3 years, resulting in a total operational period of
28 years. Facility construction impacts would be the same as those discussed in Section 5.2.1.
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The annual operational impacts would be the same as those described in Section 5.2.2 because
the facility throughput would be the same; however, impacts would occur over the additional
3 years necessary to process the ETTP DUF 6 cylinders. The shipment of the cylinders to
Paducah would result in some incremental increase in the annual radiation dose to workers, as
described below.
The involved workers in the cylinder yards would need to unload the cylinders arriving
from ETTP, inspect them, transfer them to cylinder yards, and put them into storage. Regular
cylinder maintenance activities would be performed until they are transferred to the conversion
facility. The shipment of ETTP cylinders to Paducah could last up to 6 years (from 2004 up to
December 2009, when all the cylinders need to be removed from ETTP). However, for the
purpose of analysis and to provide bounding estimates of annual impacts, it is assumed that the
duration of the shipment campaign would be 2 years. Worker exposure at the cylinder yards
would increase significantly for the first 2 years because of the handling of ETTP cylinders. It
then would decrease steadily but would be slightly greater than that presented in Section 5.2.1.1
because of maintaining the additional ETTP cylinders.
Potential radiation exposures for handling the arriving cylinders were estimated using the
following assumptions: (1) unloading a cylinder would require 2 workers to each work half an
hour at a distance of 3 ft (1 m) from the cylinder; (2) inspecting a cylinder would require
2 workers to each work half an hour at a distance of 1 ft (0.30 m) from the cylinder; (3) each
shipment to the cylinder yard would require 2 workers for about half an hour at a distance of 6 ft
(2 m) from the cylinders; and (4) placing each cylinder to its storage position would require
2 workers to each work half an hour at a distance of 3 ft (1 m) from the cylinder. These
assumptions were developed for the purpose of modeling potential radiation exposures; in
actuality, the number of workers required and the exposure duration of each activity could be
less. The collective exposure from handling all the ETTP cylinders was estimated to be about
12.3 person-rem. Distributing it evenly among the 8 workers for 2 years would result in an extra
exposure of 770 mrem/yr for each worker.
Because the number of ETTP cylinders is about 12% of the number of Paducah cylinders,
potential radiation exposure from routine maintenance activities was assumed to increase by the
same percentage. Annual radiation exposure from preparing and transferring cylinders to the
conversion facility would not be affected because the cylinder processing rate would stay the
same.
Combining the above assumptions, the potential average radiation exposure of the
cylinder yard workers would be about 1,460 mremlyr for the first 2 years. It then would drop
from 720 mrem/yr to 430 mrem/yr steadily for the rest of the 26 years. The maximum average
cancer risk for individual workers would be less than 6 x 10-4 /yr (I chance in 1,600 of
developing I LCF each year). Considering the conservative assumptions used to estimate the
potential exposures, actual worker exposures are expected to be less than the estimated values. In
reality, worker exposures would be monitored by a dosimetry program and would be
kept ALARA.
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No on-the-job fatalities are predicted with an additional 3 years during the conversion
facility operational phase; it is estimated, however, that a total of about 221 injuries would occur,
compared with 197 injuries over 25 years (Table 5.2-1).
It might be necessary to construct a new cylinder yard at Paducah if it was decided to
transport the ETTP cylinders to Paducah. If such a decision was made in the future, an additional
environmental or NEPA review would be required for construction of a new yard.

5.2.5.2 Cylinder Preparation Impacts at ETTP
Transporting the cylinders at ETTP to Paducah could result in potential environmental
impacts at ETTP from the preparation of the cylinders for shipment. As described in Chapter 2,
some of the DUF 6 cylinders in storage no longer meet DOT requirements for the shipment of
radioactive materials. It is currently unknown exactly how many cylinders do not meet DOT
requirements, although current estimates are that 1,700 cylinders are DOT-compliant. Before
transportation, cylinders would have to be prepared to meet the requirements. As described in
Chapter 2, for the purposes of this EIS, environmental impacts were evaluated for three options
for preparing cylinders for shipment: use of cylinder overpacks, cylinder transfer, and obtaining
a DOT exemption.
An overpack is a container into which a cylinder would be placed for shipment. The
metal overpack would be designed, tested, and certified to meet all DOT shipping requirements.
The overpack would be suitable to contain, transport, and store the cylinder contents regardless
of cylinder condition. According to UDS (2003b), the use of cylinder overpacks is considered the
most likely approach for shipping noncompliant cylinders.
The cylinder transfer option would involve the transfer of the DUF 6 from noncompliant
cylinders to cylinders that meet all DOT requirements. If selected, this option would likely
require the construction of a cylinder transfer facility at ETTP. Currently, there are no plans or
proposals to build or use a cylinder transfer facility to prepare DUF6 cylinders for shipment. If
such a decision were made, additional NEPA review would be conducted. The use of a cylinder
transfer facility for cylinder preparation is considered much less likely than the use of overpacks,
because the former approach would be more resource intensive and costly and would generate
additional contaminated emptied cylinders requiring treatment and disposal.
The third option is to obtain an exemption from DOT that would allow the DUF 6
cylinders to be transported either "as is" or following repairs. The primary finding that DOT
would have to make to justify granting an exemption is this: the proposed alternative would have
to achieve a safety level that would be at least equal to the level required by the otherwise
applicable regulation or, if the otherwise applicable regulation did not establish a required safety
level, would be consistent with the public interest and adequately protect against the risks to life
and property that are inherent when transporting hazardous materials in commerce. It is likely
that some type of compensatory measures during the transportation would have to be employed
to justify the granting of an exemption. No specific measures were evaluated in this ETS.
However, because the granting of an exemption would be based on a demonstration of
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equivalent safety, the transportation impacts for this option would be similar to those presented
for the overpack and cylinder transfer options. Therefore, transportation impacts for the
exemption option are not presented separately in this section.
The site-specific impacts of preparing both compliant and noncompliant cylinders (using
overpacks and cylinder transfer) for shipment at ETTP were evaluated in Appendix E of the
DUF 6 PEIS (DOE 1999a). In that evaluation, it was assumed for ETTP that the total number of
cylinders not meeting DOT requirements ranged from 2,342 to 4,683 (50% to 100% of the ETTP
DUF 6 inventory); correspondingly, from 0 to 2,342 compliant cylinders would require
preparation for shipment.
The following paragraphs summarize the impacts from the cylinder preparation activities
at ETTP as presented in Appendix E of the DUF 6 PEIS (DOE 1999a). The site-specific impacts
from operation of a transfer facility at ETTP were evaluated on the basis of the assumption that
the facility would be located at the center of the site, since no proposal exists for such a facility
and no specific location has been proposed. For the same reasons, the site-specific impacts from
construction were not evaluated. Therefore, an additional NEPA review might be required to
construct a cylinder transfer facility if a decision was made to do so in the future.

5.2.5.2.1 Cylinder Overpack Option. For normal operations, the PEIS analysis
concluded that the potential on-site impacts from preparing compliant cylinders and from placing
noncompliant cylinders into overpacks would be small and limited to involved workers. No
impacts to the off-site public or the environment would occur, since no releases are expected and
no construction activities would be required. The only equipment required would be similar to
the equipment currently used during routine cylinder handling and maintenance activities.
It is estimated that at ETTP, the total collective dose to involved workers would range
from 42 to 85 person-rem (resulting in less than 0.03 LCF) for overpacking operations and from
0 to 27 person-rem (resulting in less than 0.01 LCF) for preparation of compliant cylinders. The
total collective dose to workers preparing all the ETTP cylinders would range from 69 to
85 person-rem (resulting in less than 0.03 LCF). This dose to workers would be incurred over the
duration of the cylinder preparation operations (annual doses can be estimated by dividing the
total dose by the duration of the operation in years). It should be noted that the assumptions used
in the PEIS for estimating worker exposure were very conservative, with the purpose of
bounding potential exposures. In practice, cylinder preparation activities, such as inspecting,
unstacking, and loading cylinders, would involve fewer workers and be of shorter duration,
resulting in significantly lower worker exposures than the estimates presented here.
The PEIS also evaluated the potential for accidents during cylinder preparation
operations. The types of accident considered were the same as those considered for the continued
storage of cylinders under the no action alternative in this EIS, such as spills from corroded
cylinders during wet and dry conditions and vehicle accidents causing cylinders to be involved in
fires. The consequences of such accidents are described under the no action alternative in
Section 5.1.
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5.2.5.2.2 Cylinder Transfer Option. A summary of environmental parameters
associated with the construction and operation of a cylinder transfer facility with various
throughputs is presented in Table 5.2-31. In the PEIS, it was assumed that the ETTP transfer
facility would process 320 cylinders per year, requiring about 15 years to transfer
4,683 cylinders. Although the three facility sizes shown in Table 5.2-31 have vastly different
throughputs (ranging over a factor of 5), the differences in the environmental parameters among
them are relatively small because of economies of scale. If transfer operations at ETTP occurred
over a shorter period of time than 15 years, a larger facility would be required, with
environmental parameters similar to those listed for the 1,600-cylinder/yr facility or the
960-cylinder/yr facility.
For the cylinder transfer option, impacts during construction and normal operations
would generally be small and limited primarily to involved workers. It is estimated that at ETTP,
the total collective dose to involved workers would range from 410 to 480 person-rem (resulting
in less than 0.2 LCF) for cylinder transfer operations, and it would range from 0 to
27 person-rem (resulting in less than 0.01 LCF) for preparing compliant cylinders. The total
collective dose to workers preparing all the ETTP cylinders would range from 437 to
480 person-rem (resulting in less than 0.2 LCF). This dose to workers would be incurred over the
duration of the cylinder preparation operations (annual doses can be estimated by dividing the
total dose by the duration of the operation in years).
In the PEIS, the size of the transfer facility was estimated to be less than about 20 acres
(8 ha); such a facility would likely be constructed in a previously disturbed area. Some small
off-site releases of hazardous and nonhazardous materials could occur, although such releases
would have negligible impacts on the off-site public and the environment. Construction activities
could temporarily impact air quality, but all criteria pollutant concentrations would be within
applicable standards.

TABLE 5.2-31 Summary of Environmental Parameters for a Cylinder
Transfer Facility
Annual Facility Throughput
Affected Parameter
Disturbed land area (acres)
Paved area (acres)
Construction water (million gal/yr)
Construction wastewater (million gal/yr)
Operations water (million gal/yr)
Operations wastewater (million gal/yr)
Radioactive release (Ci/yr)
Source: Appendix E in DOE (1999a).

1,600
960
320
Cylinders Cylinders Cylinders
21
15
10
5
9
7.1
0.00078

14
10
8
4
7
5.7
0.00063

12
8
6.5
3.3
6
4.4
0.00049

;JU
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Impacts on cultural resources would be possible if a transfer facility was built at ETTP.
Depending on the location chosen, the K-25 Main Plant Historical District, significant
archaeological resources, or traditional cultural properties could be adversely affected. The ORR
CRMP has been approved by the Tennessee SHPO. It includes procedures for determining the
effect of an undertaking on cultural resources, consulting with the Tennessee SHPO and Native
American groups, and mitigating adverse effects (Souza et al. 2001). These procedures,
including additional surveys and any necessary mitigation, would have to be completed before
any ground-disturbing activities for construction of a new facility could begin.

5.2.5.3 Transportation of Cylinders from ETTP to Paducah
The estimated potential environmental impacts from transportation of UF6 cylinders are
presented in this section for shipments from ETTP to the Paducah site. Potential impacts for the
shipment of DUF 6 cylinders are presented in Section 5.2.5.3.1; potential impacts for the shipment
of non-DUF6 cylinders are presented in Section 5.2.5.3.2. The impacts of transportation were
calculated in three areas: (1) collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
(2) radiological risks to MEIs during routine conditions, and (3) consequences to individuals and
populations after the most severe accidents involving a release of UF6 . Shipments of cylinders by
both truck and rail were assessed.

5.2.5.3.1 DUF 6 Cylinder Shipments
Collective Population Risk. The total collective population risks for shipment of the
entire ETTP inventory to Paducah are presented in Table 5.2-32 for the DUF 6 and non-DUF 6
cylinders. Annual impacts would depend on the duration of the shipping campaign and can be
computed by dividing the total risk by the campaign duration. No fatalities are expected as a
result of the shipping campaign because all estimated collective fatality risks are much less
than 0.5. The estimated radiation doses from the shipments are much less than levels expected to
cause an appreciable increase in the risk of cancer in crew members and the public. The highest
fatality risks are from vehicle-related causes; the risks for truck shipments are higher than for
rail.
The highest radiological risks are for routine transport by general train (0.04 crew LCFs)
followed by truck (0.008 crew LCFs). In RADTRAN, rail crew risks are calculated for railcar
inspectors in rail yards. During transport, members of the rail crew are assumed to be shielded
completely by the locomotive(s) and any intervening railcars. The radiological risks from
accidents are approximately 10 times lower than those for routine transport. No chemical impacts
would occur under normal transport conditions because the package contents are assumed to
remain confined. Chemical accident risks for the entire shipping campaign would be negligible
for any transport option. No adverse effects (1.7 x 10-6 or less) or irreversible adverse effects
(1.2 x 10-6 or less) are expected.
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TABLE 5.2-32 ETTP UF 6 Cylinder Shipments to Paducah

DUF6
Mode
Shipment summary
Number of shipments
Total distance traveled (kim)
Cargo-relatedb
Radiological impacts
Dose risk (person-rem)
Routine crew
Routine public
Off-link
On-link
Stops
Total
Accidentc
Latent cancer fatalitiesd
Crew fatalities
Public fatalities
Chemical impacts
Adverse effects
Irreversible adverse effects

Truck

Non-DUF 6
Raila

Truck

4,900
1,225
2,370,000 1,010,000

Raila

503
243,000

181
149,000

2.8

18

21

88

0.26
0.72
6.5
7.4
0.11

0.89
0.036
1.2
2.2
0.015

0.008
0.004

0.04
0.001

0.001
0.001

0.007
0.0002

I.7 x 10-6 6.1 x 10-8

0
0

0
0

0.02
0.0055

0.002
0.0047

1.2 x 10-6 4.8 x 10-8

0.1
0.18
0.28
0.0074
2.6
0.25
3.0
0.44
0.00053 3.7 x 10-5

Vehicle-relatede

Emission fatalities
Accident fatalities

0.2
0.054

0.01
0.031

a

Risks are presented on a railcar basis. One shipment is equivalent to one railcar.

b

Cargo-related impacts are impacts attributable to the radioactive or chemical
nature of the material being transported.

c

Dose risk is a societal risk and is the product of accident probability and accident
consequence.

d

LCFs were calculated by multiplying the dose by the ICRP Publication 60 health
risk conversion factors of 4 x 10-4 fatal cancers per person-rem for workers and
5 x 10-4 for the public (ICRP 1991).

e

Vehicle-related impacts are impacts independent of the cargo in the shipment.

Maximally Exposed Individuals during Routine Conditions. During the routine
transportation of radioactive material, specific individuals may be exposed to radiation in the
vicinity of a shipment. RISKIND (Yuan et al. 1995) has been used to estimate the risk to these
individuals for a number of hypothetical exposure-causing events. The receptors include
transportation crew members, inspectors, and members of the public exposed during traffic
delays, while working at a service station, or while living near an origin or destination site. The
assumptions about exposure are given in DOE (1999a) and Biwer et al. (2001). The scenarios for

j--
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exposure are not meant to be exhaustive; they were selected to provide a range of representative
potential exposures. Doses were assessed and are presented in Table 5.2-33 on a per-event
basis - no attempt was made to estimate the frequency of exposure-causing events. The highest
potential routine radiological exposure to an MEI, with an LCF risk of 1 x 10-7, would be for a
person stopped in traffic near a shipment for 30 minutes at a distance of 3.3 ft (I in). There is
also the possibility for multiple exposures. For example, if an individual lived near either the
ETTP or Paducah sites and all shipments were made by truck, the resident could receive a
combined dose of less than 0.03 mrem if present for all shipments (calculated as the product of
4,900 shipments and an estimated exposure per truck shipment of 5.4 x 10-9 rem). However, this
dose is very low, approximately 10,000 times lower than the individual average annual exposure
of 0.3 rem from natural background radiation. Truck inspectors would receive a higher dose per
shipment (6.3 x 10-5 ren/event) than the hypothetical resident and might also be exposed to
multiple shipments. If the same inspector were present for all shipments, that person would
receive a combined dose of approximately 300 mrem distributed over the duration of the
shipping campaign, about the same as would be received from an average annual exposure to
natural background radiation.

Accident Consequence Assessment. Whereas the collective accident risk assessment
considers the entire range of accident severities and their related probabilities, the accident
consequence assessment assumes that an accident of the highest severity category has occurred.
The consequences, in terms of committed dose (rem) and LCFs for radiological impacts and in
terms of adverse affects and irreversible adverse effects for chemical impacts, were calculated
for both exposed populations and individuals in the vicinity of an accident. Tables 5.2-34 and
5.2-35 present the radiological and chemical consequences, respectively, to the population from
severe accidents involving shipment of DUF6 . Tables 5.2-36 and 5.2-37 present the radiological
TABLE 5.2-33 Estimated Radiological Impacts to the MEI from Routine
Shipment of DUF 6 Cylinders

Mode

Inspector

Resident

Person in

Person at

Person near

Traffic

Gas Station

Rail Stop

Routine RadiologicalDosefrom a Single Shipment (rem)
Truck
6.3 x 10-5
5.4 x 10-9
2.3 x 10-4
7.5 x 10-6
Rail
1.1 x 10-4
1.5 x 10-8 2.6 x 104
NA

NAa
9.3 x 10-7

Routine RadiologicalRisk from a Single Shipment (lifetime risk of an LCF)b

Truck

3 x 10-8

3 x 10-12

1 x 10-7

4 x 10-9

NA

Rail

6 x 10-8

8 x 10-12

1 x 10-7

NA

5 x 10-10

a

NA = not applicable.

b LCFs were calculated by multiplying the dose by the ICRP Publication 60

health risk conversion factors of 4 x 10-4 fatal cancers per person-rem for
workers and 5 x 104 for the public (ICRP 1991).
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TABLE 5.2-34 Potential Radiological Consequences to the Population
from Severe Transportation Accidents Involving Shipment of DUF 6
Cylindersa

Mode

Neutral Meteorological

Stable Meteorological

Conditions

Conditions

Rural

Suburban

Urbanb

Rural

Suburban

Urbanb

1,300
5,200

15,000
60,000

15,000
58,000

32,000
130,000

0.6
3

7
30

7
30

20
60

RadiologicalDose (person-rem)

Truck
Rail

590
2,400

580
2,300

RadiologicalRisk (LCF)C

Truck
Rail
a

0.3
1

0.3
1

National average population densities were used for the accident
consequence assessment, corresponding to densities of 6 persons/km 2 ,
719 persons/kln 2 , and 1,600 persons/km2 for rural, suburban, and urban
zones, respectively. Potential impacts were estimated for the population
within a 50-mi (80-km) radius, assuming a uniform population density for
each zone.

b It is important to note that the urban population density generally applies

to a relatively small urbanized area - very few, if any, urban areas have a
population density as high as 1,600 persons/kM2 , extending as far as 50 mi
(80 kin). That urban population density corresponds to approximately
32 million people within the 50-mi (80-kmn) radius, well in excess of the
total populations along the routes considered in this assessment.
c LCFs were calculated by multiplying the dose by the ICRP Publication
60 health risk conversion factors of 4 x 10-4 fatal cancers per person-rem
for workers and 5 x 10-4 for the public (ICRP 1991).
Source: DOE (1999b).
and chemical consequences, respectively, to the MEI from severe accidents involving shipment
of DUF 6 .
The potential consequences of severe cylinder accidents were estimated for rail
shipments on the basis of the assumption that the accident occurred in an urban area under stable
weather conditions (such as at nighttime). In such a case, it was estimated that approximately
four persons might experience irreversible adverse effects (such as lung or kidney damage) from
exposure to HF and uranium. The number of fatalities expected following an HF or uranium
chemical exposure is expected to be somewhat less than 1% of the potential irreversible adverse
effects. Thus, no fatalities would be expected (1% of 4).
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TABLE 5.2-35 Potential Chemical Consequences to the Population from Severe
Transportation Accidents Involving Shipment of DUF 6 Cylinders!

Neutral Weather Conditions
Mode

Rural

Suburban

Urbanb

Stable Weather Conditions
Rural

Suburban

Urbanb

Number of Persons with the PotentialforAdverse Health Effects

Truck
Rail

0
4

2
420

4
940

6
110

760
13,000

1,700
28,000

Number of Persons with the PotentialforIrreversibleAdverse Health Effectsc

Truck
Rail

0
0

1
1

2
3

0
0

1
2

3
4

a National average population densities were used for the accident consequence

assessment, corresponding to densities of 6 persons/kin 2 , 719 persons/km2, and
1,600 persons/km2 for rural, suburban, and urban zones, respectively. Potential
impacts were estimated for the population within a 50-mi (80-km) radius, assuming
a uniform population density for each zone.

b It is important to note that the urban population density generally applies to a

relatively small urbanized area -very few, if any, urban areas have a population
density as high as 1,600 persons/kin 2 , extending as far as 50 mi (80 kin). That
urban population density corresponds to approximately 32 million people within
the 50-mi (80-kin) radius, well in excess of the total populations along the routes
considered in this assessment.
c Potential for irreversible adverse effects from chemical exposures. Exposure to HF
or uranium compounds is estimated to result in fatality of approximately 1% or less
of those persons experiencing irreversible adverse effects (Policastro et al. 1997).
Source: DOE (1999b)
Over the long term, radiation effects are possible from exposure to the uranium released.
In a highly populated urban area, it was estimated that about 3 million people could be exposed
to small amounts of uranium as it was dispersed by the wind. Among those exposed, it was
estimated that approximately 60 LCFs could occur in the urban population in addition to those
occurring from all other causes. For comparison, in a population of 3 million people,
approximately 700,000 would be expected to die of cancer from all causes. The occurrence of a
severe rail accident in an urban area under stable weather conditions would be expected to be
rare. The consequences of cylinder accidents occurring in rural environments during unstable
weather conditions (typical of daytime) or involving a truck shipment were also assessed. The
consequences of all other accident conditions were estimated to be considerably less than those
described above for the severe urban rail accident.
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TABLE 5.2-36 Potential Radiological Consequences to the
MEI from Severe Transportation Accidents Involving
Shipment of DUF 6 Cylinders

Neutral Weather
Conditions

Mode
Truck
Rail
a

Stable Weather
Conditions

Dose
(mrem)

Radiological
Risk of LCFa

Dose
(mrem)

Radiological
Risk of LCFa

0.43
1.7

2 x 104
9 x 10-4

0.91
3.7

5 x 10-4
2>x 10-3

LCFs were calculated by multiplying the dose by the ICRP
Publication 60 health risk conversion factors of 4 x 10-4
fatal cancers per person-rem for workers and 5 x 10-4 for
the public (ICRP 1991).

Source: DOE (1999b).

TABLE 5.2-37 Potential Chemical Consequences to the
MEI from Severe Transportation Accidents Involving
Shipment of DUF 6 Cylinders

Neutral Weather
Conditions

Mode
Truck
Rail
a

Stable Weather
Conditions

Adverse
Effects

Irreversible
Adverse
Effectsa

Adverse
Effects

Irreversible
Adverse
Effectsa

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Potential for irreversible adverse effects from chemical
exposures. Exposure to HF or uranium compounds is
estimated to result in fatality of approximately 1% or less of
those persons experiencing irreversible adverse effects
(Policastro et al. 1997).

Source: DOE (1999b).
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5.2.5.3.2 Non-DUF 6 Cylinder Shipments

Collective Population Risk. The total collective population risks for shipment of the
non-DUF 6 cylinders to Paducah are presented earlier in Table 5.2-32. Annual impacts would
depend on the duration of the shipping campaign and can be computed by dividing the total risk
by the campaign duration. On a per-shipment basis, the radiological risks during routine
transportation would be slightly higher for non-DUF 6 shipments than for DUF 6 cylinder
shipments because a higher external dose rate was assumed for the non-DUF6 shipments.
Conversely, radiological accident risks per shipment would be much less for the non-DUF6
shipments than for the DUF6 cylinder shipments. This is because the average uranium content
per non-DUF 6 cylinder shipment is much less than that for a DUF6 cylinder shipment: the total
amount of UF6 in the non-DUF 6 cylinders is approximately 25 t (28 tons), compared with
approximately 12 t (13 tons) in each DUF 6 cylinder.
In general, the total potential impacts from radiological and vehicular causes would be
small for the shipment of non-DUF 6 cylinders; no fatalities are expected as a result of the
shipping campaign because all estimated collective fatality risks are much less than 0.5. Overall,
the estimated total impacts from non-DUF 6 shipments are about a factor of 10 less than the total
impacts from DUF6 cylinder shipments (primarily because of the difference in the numbers of
shipments).

Maximally Exposed Individuals during Routine Conditions. For MEIs, radiological
doses and risks were assessed and are presented in Table 5.2-38 on a per-event basis for the
shipment of non-DUF 6 cylinders - no attempt was made to estimate the frequency of
TABLE 5.2-38 Estimated Radiological Impacts to the MEI from Routine
Shipment of Non-DUF 6 Cylinders

Mode

Inspector

Resident

Person in
Traffic

Person at
Gas Station

Routine RadiologicalDosefrom a Single Shipment (rem)
Truck
1.4 x 10-4
2.0 x 10-9
5.0 x 1 0 -4
2.7 x 10-5
Rail
1.8 x 10-4
2.5 x 10-8
5.0 x 10-4
NA

Person near
Rail Stop
NA"
1.6 x 10-6

Routine RadiologicalRisk from a Single Shipment (lifetime risk of an LCF)b
Truck
9 x 10-8
1 x l0-o
3 x 10-7
I x 10-8
NA
Rail

9 x 10-8

Ix lo-]'

3 x 10-7

NA

8 x lo-10

a

NA = not applicable.

b

LCFs were calculated by multiplying the dose by the ICRP Publication 60
health risk conversion factors of 4 x 10-4 fatal cancers per person-rem for
workers and 5 x 10-4 for the public (ICRP 1991).
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exposure-causing events. On a per-shipment basis, the radiological risks to an MEI during
routine transportation would be slightly higher for non-DUF 6 shipments than for DUF 6 cylinder
shipments because a higher external dose rate was assumed. The highest potential routine
radiological exposure to an MEI, with a LCF risk of 3 x 10-7, would be for a person stopped in
traffic near a shipment for 30 minutes at a distance of 3 ft (1 in).
There is also the possibility for multiple exposures. For example, if an individual lived
near either the ETTP or Paducah sites and all non-DUF6 shipments were made by truck, that
person could receive a combined dose of approximately 0.01 mrem if present for all shipments
(calculated as the product of 500 shipments and an estimated exposure per shipment of
2.0 x 10-8 rem). However, this dose is still very low, approximately 10,000 times lower than the
individual average annual exposure of 0.3 rem from natural background radiation. Truck
inspectors would receive a higher dose per shipment (1.4 x 10-4 rem/event) than the hypothetical
resident and might also be exposed to multiple shipments. If the same inspector were present for
all shipments, that person would receive a combined dose of approximately 70 mnrem distributed
over the duration of the shipping campaign, much less than the average annual exposure to
natural background radiation.

Accident Consequence Assessment. Because the average uranium content of each
non-DUF6 cylinder shipment is much less than that for a DUF6 cylinder shipment (the total
amount of UF 6 in the non-DUF 6 cylinders is approximately 25 t [28 tons], compared with
approximately 12 t [13 tons] in each DUF6 cylinder), a separate accident consequence
assessment was not conducted for non-DUF 6 cylinder shipments. The potential impacts of the
highest consequence accidents for non-DUF 6 cylinder shipments would be much less than those
presented in Tables 5.2-34 through 5.2-37 for DUF 6 shipments.
The nuclear properties of DUF 6 are such that the occurrence of a nuclear criticality is not
a concern, regardless of the amount of DUF6 present. However, criticality is a concern for the
handling, packaging, and shipping of enriched UF6 . For enriched UF6 , criticality control is
accomplished by employing, individually or collectively, specific limits on uranium-235
enrichment, mass, volume, geometry, moderation, and spacing for each type of cylinder. The
amount of UF 6 that may be contained in an individual cylinder and the total number of cylinders
that may be transported together are determined by the nuclear properties of enriched UF6 .
Spacing of cylinders of enriched UF6 in transit during routine and accident conditions is ensured
by use of regulatory approval packages that provide protection against impact and fire.
Consequently, because of these controls and the relatively small number of shipments containing
enriched UF 6 , the occurrence of an inadvertent criticality is not considered to be credible and
therefore is not analyzed in the accident consequence assessment conducted in this EIS.

5.2.6 Potential Impacts Associated with the Option of Expanding Conversion Facility
Operations
As discussed in Section 2.2.5, several reasonably foreseeable activities could result in a
future decision to increase the conversion facility throughput or extend the operational period at
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one or both of the conversion facility sites. Specifically, the throughput of the facility could be
increased through process improvements at Paducah. The facility also could be operated beyond
the currently planned 25-year period in order to process additional DUF 6 that might be
transferred to DOE at some time in the future (such as DUF6 generated by USEC or another
commercial enrichment facility). In addition, it is possible that DUF6 cylinders could be
transferred from Paducah to Portsmouth to facilitate conversion of the entire inventory,
particularly if DOE assumes responsibility for additional DUF 6 at Paducah.
To account for these future possibilities and provide future planning flexibility, this
section includes an evaluation of the environmental impacts associated with expanding
conversion facility operations at Paducah, either by increasing throughput or by extending
operations. In addition, potential environmental impacts associated with possible Paducah-toPortsmouth cylinder shipments are also evaluated in this section.

5.2.6.1 Potential Impacts Associated with Increasing Plant Throughput
DOE believes that higher throughput rates can be achieved by improving the efficiency
of the planned equipment (DOE 2004b). The conversion contract provides significant incentives
to the conversion contractor to improve efficiency. For example, the current facility designs are
based on an assumption that the conversion plant would have an 84% on-line availability
(percent of time system is on line and operational). However, on the basis of Framatome's
experience at the Richland plant, the on-line availability is expected to be at least 90%.
Therefore, there is additional capacity expected to be realized in the current design.
If the plant throughput was marginally increased by process improvements, the
environmental impacts during operations could increase for some areas but still would be similar
to those discussed in Section 5.2.2 for the base design. For example, annual radiation doses to
workers and the public from site emissions might increase in proportion to throughput. Slight
variations in plant throughput are not unusual from year to year because of operational factors
(e.g., equipment maintenance or replacement) and are generally accounted for by the
conservative nature of the impact calculations. As discussed in Section 5.2.2, the estimated
annual impacts during operations are well within applicable guidelines and regulations, with
collective and cumulative impacts being quite low.

5.2.6.2 Potential Impacts Associated with Extending the Plant Operational Period
As noted above, the Paducah conversion facility is currently being designed to process
the Paducah cylinder inventory over 25 years. There are no current plans to operate the
conversion facilities beyond this period. However, with routine facility and equipment
maintenance and periodic equipment replacements or upgrades, it is believed that the conversion
facility could be operated safely beyond this time period to process any additional DUF 6 for
which DOE might assume responsibility.
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The estimated annual environmental impacts during conversion facility operations are
presented and discussed in Section 5.2.2; these impacts are expected to continue each year for
the planned 25 years of operations at Paducah. If operations were extended beyond 25 years and
if the operational characteristics (e.g., estimated releases of contaminants to air and water) of the
facility remained unchanged, it is expected that the annual impacts would be essentially the same
as those presented in Section 5.2.2. However, continued operations would result in the impacts
being incurred over a greater number of years. The total radiation dose to the workers and the
public would increase in proportion to the number of additional years that the facility operated.
Although the annual frequency of accidents would remain unchanged, the overall probability of a
severe accident would increase proportionately with the additional operational time period. In
addition, the total quantities of depleted uranium and secondary waste products requiring
disposal would increase proportionately, as would the amount of HF or CaF2 produced. As
discussed in Section 5.2.2, the estimated annual impacts during operations are within applicable
guidelines and regulations, with collective and cumulative impacts being quite low. This would
also be expected during extended operations.

5.2.6.3 Potential Impacts Associated with Possible Future
Paducah-to-Portsmouth Cylinder Shipments
As noted above, it is possible that in the future, DUF 6 cylinders could be transferred from
Paducah to Portsmouth to facilitate conversion of the entire inventory, particularly if DOE
assumed responsibility for additional DUF 6 at Paducah. At this time, it is uncertain whether such
transfers would take place and how many cylinders would be transferred if such a decision was
made. Therefore, for comparative purposes, this section provides estimates of the potential
impacts from transporting 1,000 DUF 6 cylinders from Paducah to Portsmouth by either truck or
rail. Shipment of 1,000 cylinders per year roughly corresponds to the annual base design
throughput of the Portsmouth conversion facility.
The transportation assessment methodology discussed in Appendix F, Section F.3, was
used to estimate the collective population risk for shipment of 1,000 cylinders between Paducah
and Portsmouth by both truck and rail. It was assumed that only compliant cylinders that met
DOT requirements would be shipped between the sites. The estimated highway and rail route
distances between the sites are 395 mi (636 km) and 478 mi (769 km), respectively. The
estimated collective risks are provided in Table 5.2-39. No cargo-related or vehicle-related
fatalities are expected for the shipment of 1,000 cylinders per year between the sites.
The estimated consequences of severe accidents and the potential impacts to MEIs would
be the same as presented and described in Section 5.2.5 for the shipment of ETTP cylinders.

atI
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TABLE 5.2-39 Annual Transportation Impacts for the Shipment of DUF 6 Cylinders from
Paducah to Portsmouth, Assuming 1,000 DUF 6 Cylinders Shipped per Year

Cargo-Related

Route
Paducah to
Portsmouth

Mode

Truck
Railb

No. of
Shipments

Total
Distance
(106 mi)

1,000
250

0.395
0.12

Radiological Risk (LCF)'

Vehicle-Related

Crew

Public

Irreversible
Adverse
Effects

0.002
0.007

0.001
0.0003

5 x 10-7
2 x 10-8

Latent
Emission
Fatalities

Accident
Fatalities

0.1
0.008

0.01
0.006

a

The lifetime risk of an LCF for an individual was estimated from the calculated doses by using a dose-to-risk
conversion factor of 0.0005 fatality per person-rem for members of the general public, as recommended in ICRP
Publication 60 (ICRP 1991). The approximate corresponding dose received for each radiological fatality risk listed
in this table may be obtained by multiplying the fatality risk by 2,000 (i.e., I - 0.0005).

b

Assumes four DUF6 cylinders per railcar.

5.3 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

5.3.1 Issues and Assumptions
The CEQ guidelines for implementing NEPA define cumulative effects as the impacts on
the environment resulting from the incremental impacts of an action when added to other past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions (40 CFR 1508.7). Cumulative effects include
other actions regardless of what agency (federal or nonfederal), organization, or person
undertakes them. Noteworthy cumulative impacts can result from individually minor, but
collectively significant, effects of all actions.
The activities considered in this cumulative analysis include those that might affect
environmental conditions at or near the Paducah site; they also include activities occurring on the
site itself and activities occurring nearby that would have similar effects. Tabular summaries of
impacts associated with various actions are presented in Table 5.3-1 for impacts associated with
the various technical areas assessed in this EIS. When possible, these summaries are quantitative;
however, some are, by necessity, qualitative. For technical areas without data that can be
aggregated, this analysis evaluates potential cumulative impacts in a qualitative manner as
systematically as possible. When it is not appropriate for estimates of impacts to be accumulated,
they are not included in the table. For example, it is not appropriate to accumulate chemical
impacts (anticipated to be extremely small under the alternatives considered in this EIS) because
hazard index estimates are not expected to be additive for different materials and conditions.

TABLE 5.3-1 Cumulative Impacts of DUF 6 Activities and Other Past, Present, or Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions
at the Paducah Site
Cumulative Impacts,

Impacts of DUF 6 Managementa

Impact Category

Existing
Conditions

Radiological, off-site population
Public, collective dose (person-rem)d
Public, number of LCFs'
Off-site MEI, annual dose (mrem/yr)f

4.8
0.002
1.9

Radiological, worker population
Worker, collective dose (person-rem)g
Worker, number of LCFsi

35

8 13h

0.01

0.3

6,000

< I/yr

0
0.01
0

None

Impacts of Other
Actionsb

No Action

Action Alternatives

No Action

Action Altematives

< 0.19

1.2 x 10-3
6 x 10-7
<3.9 x 105

21.3

26.3

26.1

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.42

2.4

2.3

380
0.1

0.25
1 x l04

848
0.3

415
0.4

4,200
6,000

8,400

14,400

0

0

0

Negligible

9. 1 X 104

0.034

0.04

0

2.5 x 10-3

0

0

18,600
6,000
0.04
2.5 x 10-3

None

None

None

None

<

Xl10-4
0.1

TransportationJ

Number of truck shipments
Number of rail shipments
Annual dose, truck, MEI (mrem/yr)
Annual dose, rail, MEI (mrem/yr)
Air quality (nonattainment)k

Water and soili,'
Surface water quality (exceedance)
Groundwater quality (exceedance)
Soil (exceedance)
Ecology (adverse impacts)
Land use (changes from current)

24-h PMIo and annual
PM2 .5 above their
standards during
construction

2z
;ZI

Aquatic toxicity
4 Parameters
None

None
None
None

None
None
None

None
None
None

Aquatic toxicity
4 Parameters
None

Aquatic toxicity
4 Parameters
None

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible to minor

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible to minor

None

None

None

None

None

None
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TABLE 5.3-1 (Cont.)

z

C)

Z;
Cumulative Impactsc

Impacts of DUF 6 Management'
Existing
Conditions

No Action

Action Alternatives

Cultural resources (adverse impacts)

None

Unlikely

Environmental justice (impacts)

None

None

Impact Category

a
b

d

Impacts of Other
Actionsb

No Action

Action Alternatives

Low to high
archeological
sensitivity; impacts
mitigated

Unlikely

Unlikely

Low to high
archeological
sensitivity; impacts
mitigated

None

None

None

None

Based on the results in Chapter 5 of this EIS.
Includes impacts related to the worst-case LLW management at the Paducah site (DOE 1997; see also DOE 2002b); continued enrichment of uranium and storage
of DUF 6 by USEC and DOE (management only) (DOE 1999a); continued conversion of uranium ore into UF 6 at the Honeywell International, Inc., plant at
Metropolis, Illinois (NRC 1995). Future actions would also include construction and operation of a uranium enrichment facility at the Paducah site, per the 2002
agreement between USEC and DOE that would place such a facility at the Paducah or Portsmouth site (U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration
[ERDA] 1977; Platts Nuclear Fuel 2002). Other actions assume that air quality impacts from the TVA's Shawnee power plant and the Joppa Electric Energy,
Inc., power plant (see DOE 1999d) would continue.
Cumulative impacts equal the sum of the impacts of the DUF 6 management alternative and other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions.
Total collective dose, assuming a 25-year period.

Assumes 0.0005 LCF/person-rem.
Off-site MEI includes exposures resulting from airborne and waterborne emissions. Cumulative impacts assume all facilities operate simultaneously and are
located at the same point.
g No worker dose given for possible enrichment facility, thus cumulative figures will be slightly low; the individual dose would still be monitored to remain under
5 rem/person annually.
h Estimated for 25 years to enable comparison with proposed action.
i Includes both facility workers and noninvolved workers; assumes 0.0004 LCF/person-rem.
The following assumptions were made to estimate the transportation impacts under the DUF6 management alternatives: (1) number of shipments includes all
radiological shipments to and from the site (rounded to the nearest hundred); (2) number of truck or rail shipments is for the mode proposed; there may be other
shipments by the other mode.
k
Air impacts not discussed for the enrichment facility (see ERDA 1977).
1 Exceedance of the EPA MCL for drinking water; the exceedance is temporary for certain conversion options and involves local, small waterways.
m Beta activity, chromium, nitrate as nitrogen, and TCE were evaluated in terms of maximum contaminant levels adopted by the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Sources: DOE (1997, 1999a,d, 2001b, 2002b); NRC (1995).
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5.3.2 Paducah Site
Past, ongoing, and future actions at the Paducah site include uranium enrichment
operations (under management of USEC), waste management activities, waste disposal activities
(DOE 1997, 2002b), environmental restoration activities (DOE 2001b), and continued
management of DUF6 cylinders by USEC. Other actions occurring near the Paducah site that
could contribute to past, present, or future impacts near the Paducah site (because of their diffuse
nature) include continued operation of the TVA's Shawnee Power Plant; the Joppa Electric
Energy, Inc., power plant in Joppa, Illinois (see DOE 1999d); and the Honeywell International,
Inc., uranium conversion plant in Metropolis, Illinois (NRC 1995).
One action that is considered in this analysis and that deserves special mention is the
future development of a uranium enrichment facility at the Paducah site. In January 2004, USEC
announced that it had selected Portsmouth as the site of its American Centrifuge Facility.
However, this cumulative assessment assumes that the facility could be sited at Paducah and
would use existing gas centrifuge technology; the assessment further assumes that the impacts of
such a facility would be the same as those outlined in a 1977 analysis of environmental
consequences for such an action (Energy Research and Development Administration [ERDA]
1977). (The facility proposed in 1977 was never completed.)
Together with the alternatives assessed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of this EIS, the cumulative
analysis (data columns 4 through 6 of Table 5.3-1) includes the following:
*

No Action Alternative: The cumulative impacts of no action include the
impacts of UF 6 generation and management activities by USEC and DOE
(management only) (DOE 1999a) and continued storage of cylinders under the
no action alternative; waste management activities (DOE 1997); conversion of
uranium ore into UF 6 at the Honeywell International, Inc., plant in Metropolis,
Illinois (NRC 1995); electrical power generation at the TVA's Shawnee
power plant and at the Joppa Electric Energy, Inc., power plant (DOE 1999d);
and environmental restoration activities that have proceeded to a point that
their consequences can be defined (DOE 2001b). Future actions could also
include construction, operation, and D&D of a uranium enrichment facility at
the Paducah site.

*

ProposedAction Alternatives: The cumulative impacts of the proposed action

alternatives include impacts related to the preferred alternative for waste
management at the Paducah site (DOE 1997; see also DOE 2002b); continued
enrichment of uranium and storage of DUF6 by USEC and DOE
(management, only) (DOE 1999a), conversion of DUF6 without or with
cylinders from ETTP (proposed action alternatives in this EIS); continued
conversion of uranium ore into UF6 at the Honeywell International, Inc., plant
at Metropolis, Illinois (NRC 1995), electrical power generation at the TVA's
Shawnee power plant and at the Joppa Electric Energy, Inc., power plant
(DOE 1999d); and environmental restoration activities that have proceeded to
a point that their consequences can be defined (DOE 200 lb). Future actions

-
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could also include construction, operation, and D&D of a uranium enrichment
facility at the Paducah site.

5.3.3 Results
The results of the cumulative analysis are summarized in Table 5.3.1. The first two data
columns of the table summarize the results of the assessment of impacts of alternatives presented
in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of this EIS. The second two data columns identify the anticipated
cumulative impacts of the alternatives when added to other actions.

5.3.3.1 Radiological Releases

-

Normal Operations

For the no action and the proposed action alternatives, impacts to human health and
safety could result from radiological facility operations. As shown in Table 5.3-1, the cumulative
collective radiological exposure to the off-site population would be well below the maximum
DOE dose limit of 100 mrem/yr to the off-site MEI for both alternatives and below the limit of
25 mrem/yr specified in 40 CFR 190 for uranium fuel cycle facilities. Annual individual doses to
involved workers at radiological facilities would be monitored to maintain exposure below the
regulatory limits.

5.3.3.2 Accidental Releases

-

Radiological and Chemical Materials

For the no action and the proposed action alternatives, doses and consequences of
releases of radiological materials were considered for a range of accidents from likely (occurring
an average of 1 or more times in 100 years) to extremely rare (occurring an average of less than
once in a million years). Because of the low probability of two accidents happening at the same
time, the consequences of these accidents are not considered to be cumulative. The probability of
likely accidents occurring at the same time is very low, even for the most frequently expected
accidents, because this risk is the product of their fractional probabilities (1 in 100 years
multiplied by I in 100 years equals both occurring I in I0,000 years [0.01 x 0.01 = 0.0001]). In
the unlikely event that two facility accidents from the "likely" category occurred at the same
time, the consequences for the public would be low. The additive impacts would be for no
chemical effects and for no LCFs.

5.3.3.3 Transportation
The number of shipments of wastes with a radiological component and of empty
cylinders, from the conversion facility and from the option of transportation of ETTP cylinders
to the Paducah site, would involve about 4,000 truck shipments of intact heel cylinders to NTS
and about 6,000 rail shipments of U3 0g and crushed heel cylinders to Envirocare. Since none of
the other actions have shipped or would ship by rail, the annual dose to the MEI is determined by
the dose from the proposed action alternatives. For truck transportation, other actions have a
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larger dose than any DUF 6 management alternative, and annual cumulative dose to the MEI is
determined by other actions. All cumulative doses are less than 0.1 mrem/yr.

5.3.3.4 Chemical Exposure -

Normal Operations

Impacts associated with chemical exposure are expected to be very small under the no
action alternative and the proposed action alternative considered in this EIS. As noted above, the
calculation of cumulative impacts is not possible because of the absence of necessary measures
(hazard indices) for other actions and the difficulty of aggregating these measures across the
different chemicals used in different industries.

5.3.3.5 Air Quality
The Paducah site is currently located in an attainment region where criteria air pollutants
do not exceed regulatory standards. During construction at the site for on-site conversion,
continued storage, or cylinder preparation, total pollutant concentrations for SO 2 , NO 2 , and CO
would be well below their applicable air quality standards. However, total concentrations of PM
(PM 1o and PM 2 .5 ) are predicted to approach or exceed air quality standards during yard
construction or during facility construction. These impacts would be temporary and could be
minimized by using good engineering and construction practices and standard dust suppression
methods. During the operational period, total annual average PM 2 ,5 concentrations would
approach (99%) their applicable standards, primarily because of high background concentrations.

5.3.3.6 Noise
No cumulative noise impacts are expected because noise energy dissipates within short
distances from the sources and because significant noise impacts are not expected in the vicinity
of the conversion facility under all alternatives.

5.3.3.7 Water and Soil
Local impacts on surface water would not exceed the 20 [tg/L of uranium used for
comparison in discharges to Little Bayou Creek under low-flow conditions for the no action
alternative. Impacts on water and soils would be localized and temporary, with adequate dilution
occurring once the creek entered nearby larger waterways. Past impacts from the site included
aquatic toxicity at KPDES Outfall 017 during cylinder painting/refurbishment. Under the
no action alternative, care would be taken during cylinder painting to prevent a further toxicity
effect. For the proposed action alternatives, no radioactive contamination would be released to
surface water.
Data from the 2000 annual groundwater monitoring results showed that four pollutants
exceeded primary drinking water standards in groundwater at the Paducah site: beta activity

JL_
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(seven wells), chromium (all wells), nitrogen as nitrate (one well), and TCE (trichloroethene)
(two wells) (DOE 2001b). The groundwater analysis indicates that current cylinder maintenance
programs would control cylinder corrosion under the no action alternative, and that the
maximum uranium concentration in groundwater (from cylinder breaches) would be 6 jig/L,
considerably below the 20 lig/L guideline level used for comparison (EPA 1996). Direct
contamination of groundwater could occur during the construction and operation of a conversion
facility - for example, from the dissolution and infiltration of stockpiled chemicals into
aquifers. However, good engineering and construction practices should ensure that indirect
impacts associated with either a conversion or treatment facility would be minimal and would
not change existing groundwater conditions.
Because impacts to soils during construction and operation would be local, there would
be no cumulative soil impacts.

5.3.3.8 Ecology
Cumulative ecological impacts should be negligible to minor under any alternative
considered in this EIS in conjunction with the effects of other activities. At all three alternative
locations, construction of a conversion facility could remove trees that are of a type preferred by
the Indiana bat; however, this federally endangered species is not known to utilize these areas.
No impacts on individuals or populations of Indiana bat are expected.

5.3.3.9 Land Use
All DUF6 activities under all alternatives would be confined to the Paducah site, which is
already used for similar activities. No land use impacts are expected.

5.3.3.10 Cultural Resources
The probability of encountering significant archaeological resources would vary,
depending on the proposed location. Further cultural resource surveys would be required.
Consultation with the SHPO and Native Americans has been initiated. If significant cultural
resources were encountered, adverse effects would need to be mitigated. If any structures at the
Paducah GDP were determined to be historically significant and there was a potential for a
short-term adverse effect from the deposit of particulate matter on building surfaces, these
adverse effects would be mitigated. All additional survey and mitigation would be conducted in
consultation with the Kentucky SHPO.

5.3.3.11 Environmental Justice
No environmental justice cumulative impacts are anticipated for the Paducah site despite
the presence of disproportionately high percentages of minority and low-income populations in
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the vicinity. This is because cumulative impacts in the vicinity of the Paducah site are not both
high and adverse.

5.3.3.12 Socioeconomics
Socioeconomic impacts under any of the alternatives considered are anticipated to be
generally positive, often temporary, and relatively small. Growth in population would not place
demands on existing housing or public services that could not be met by existing capabilities.
Cumulative socioeconomic impacts are expected to be similarly small and positive, although
some would be more long-lived than others.

5.4 MITIGATION
In general, the impacts presented in this chapter are conservative estimates of impacts
expected for each alternative. Factors such as flexibility in siting at and within the three
alternative locations at Paducah and facility design and construction options could be used to
reduce impacts from these conservative levels. This section identifies what impacts could be
mitigated to reduce adverse impacts. On the basis of the analyses conducted for this EIS, the
following recommendations can be made:
*

Potential future impacts on site air and groundwater could be avoided by
inspecting cylinders, carrying out cylinder maintenance activities (such as
painting), and promptly cleaning up releases from any breached DUF6
cylinders. In addition, runoff from cylinder yards should be collected and
sampled so that contaminants can be detected and their release to surface
water or groundwater can be avoided. If future cylinder painting results in
KPDES Permit violations, treating cylinder yard runoff prior to release may
be required.

* Temporary impacts on air quality from fugitive dust emissions during
reconstruction of cylinder yards or construction of any new facility should be
controlled by the best available practices to avoid temporary exceedances of
the PM 10 and PM 2 .5 standard. Technologies that will be used to mitigate air
quality impacts during construction include using water sprays on dirt
roadways and on bare soils in work areas for dust control; covering openbodied trucks transporting materials likely to become airborne when full and
at all times when in motion; water spraying and covering bunkered or staged
excavated and replacement soils; maintaining paved roadways in good repair
and in a clean condition; using barriers and windbreaks around construction
areas such as soil banks, temporary screening, and/or vegetative cover;
mulching or covering exposed bare soil areas until vegetation has time to
recover or paving has been installed; and prohibiting any open burning.
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*

During construction, impacts to water quality and soil can be minimized
through implementing storm water management, sediment and erosion
controls (e.g., temporary and permanent seeding; mulching and matting;
sediment barriers, traps, and basins; silt fences; runoff and earth diversion
dikes), and good construction practices (e.g., covering chemicals with tarps to
prevent interaction with rain; promptly cleaning up any spills).

*

Potential impacts to wetlands at the Paducah site could be minimized or
eliminated by maintaining a buffer near adjacent wetlands during
construction. Mitigation for unavoidable impacts may be developed in
coordination with the appropriate regulatory agencies.

*

If trees (either live or dead) with exfoliating bark are encountered on
construction areas, they should be saved if possible to avoid destroying
potential habitat for the Indiana bat. If necessary, the trees should be cut only
before March 31 or after October 15, according to recommendations of the
USFWS (Andrews 2004).

*

The quantity of radioactive and hazardous materials stored on site, including
the products of the conversion process, should be minimized.

*

The construction of a DUF 6 conversion facility at Paducah would have the
potential to impact cultural resources. Neither an archaeological nor an
architectural survey has been completed for the Paducah site as a whole or for
any of the alternative locations, although an archaeological sensitivity study
has been conducted. In accordance with Section 106 of the NHPA, the adverse
effects of this undertaking must be evaluated once a location is chosen.

*

Testing should be conducted either prior to or during the conversion facility
startup operations to determine if the air vented from the autoclaves should be
monitored or if any alternative measures would need to be taken to ensure that
worker exposures to PCBs above allowable OSHA limits do not occur.

*

The nuclear properties of DUF6 are such that the occurrence of a nuclear
criticality is not a concern, regardless of the amount of DUF6 present.
However, criticality is a concern for the handling, packaging, and shipping of
enriched UF 6 . For enriched UF6 , criticality control is accomplished by
employing, individually or collectively, specific limits on uranium-235
enrichment, mass, volume, geometry, moderation, and spacing for each type
of cylinder. The amount of enriched UF6 that may be contained in an
individual cylinder and the total number of cylinders that may be transported
together are determined by the nuclear properties of enriched UF6 . Spacing of
cylinders of enriched UF 6 in transit during routine and accident conditions is
ensured by use of regulatory approval packages that provide protection against
impact and fire.
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Because of the relatively high consequences estimated for some accidents,
special attention will be given to the design and operational procedures for
components that may be involved in such accidents. For example, the tanks
holding hazardous chemicals, such as anhydrous NH3 and aqueous HF, on site
would be designed to meet all applicable codes and standards, and special
procedures would be in place for gaining access to the tanks and for filling the
tanks. In addition, although the probabilities of occurrence for a
high-consequence accident are extremely low, emergency response plans and
procedures would be in place to respond to any emergencies should an
accident occur. Additional details are discussed below.

Although the probability of transportation accidents involving hazardous chemicals such
as HF and NH 3 is very low, the consequences could be severe. For this EIS, the assessment of
transportation accidents involving HF and NH3 assumed conservative conditions. Currently, a
number of industry practices are commonly employed to minimize the potential for large
releases, as discussed below.
HF is usually shipped in 100-ton (91-t), 23,000-gal (87,000-L) shell, full, noncoiled,
noninsulated tank cars. Most HF railcars today meet DOT Classification 112S500W, which
represents the current state of the art. To minimize the potential for accidental releases, these
railcars have head protection and employ shelf couplers, which help prevent punctures during an
accident. The use of these improved tank cars has led to an improved safety record with respect
to HF accidents over the last several years. In fact, the HF transportation accident rate has
steadily decreased since 1985. Industry recommendations for the new tank car guideline appear
in Recommended Practicesfor the Hydrogen Fluoride Industry (Hydrogen Fluoride Industry
Practices Institute 1995b).
Accidents involving HF and NH 3 at a conversion facility could have potentially serious
consequences. However, a wide variety of good engineering and mitigative practices are
available that are related to siting, design, and accident mitigation for HF and NH 3 storage tanks,
which might be present at a conversion facility. Many are summarized in the Guidelinefor the
Bulk Storage of Anhydrous Hydrogen Fluoride (Hydrogen Fluoride Industry Practices Institute
1995a). There is an advanced set of accident prevention and mitigative measures that is
recommended by industry for HF storage tanks, including storage tank siting principles
(e.g., evaluating seismic, high wind, and drainage conditions), design recommendations, and tank
appurtenances, as well as spill detection, containment, and mitigation. Measures to mitigate the
consequences of an accident include HF detection systems, spill containment systems such as
dikes, remote storage tank isolation valves, water spray systems, and rapid acid deinventory
systems (that rapidly remove acid from a leaking vessel). Details on these mitigative strategies
are also provided in the Hydrogen Fluoride Industry Practices Institute (1995a) guidelines.

lu
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5.5 UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS
Unavoidable adverse impacts are those impacts that cannot be mitigated by choices
associated with siting and facility design options. They are impacts that would be unavoidable,
no matter which options were selected.
The cylinders currently in storage would require continued monitoring and maintenance
under all alternatives. These activities would result in the exposure of workers in the vicinity of
the cylinders to low levels of radiation. The radiation exposure of workers could be minimized,
but some level of exposure would be unavoidable. The radiation doses to workers are estimated
to be well within public health standards under all alternatives. Radiation exposures of workers
would be monitored at each facility and would be kept ALARA. Cylinder monitoring and
maintenance activities would also emit air pollutants, such as vehicle exhaust and dust (PMio),
and produce small amounts of sanitary waste and LLW. Concentrations of air emissions during
operations are estimated to be within applicable standards and guidelines, and waste generation
would not appreciably affect waste management operations.
Under all alternatives, workers would have a potential for accidental on-the-job injuries
and fatalities that would be unrelated to radiation or chemical exposures. These would be a
consequence of unanticipated events in the work environment, typical of all workplaces. On the
basis of statistics in similar industries, it is estimated that less than 1 fatality and on the order of
several hundred injuries would occur under the alternatives, including the required transportation
among sites associated with the alternatives. The chance of fatalities and injuries occurring
would be minimized by conducting all work activities in as safe a manner as possible, in
accordance with occupational health and safety rules and regulations. However, the chance of
these types of impacts cannot be completely avoided.
Conversion would require the construction of a new facility at the Paducah site. Up to
45 acres (18 ha) of land could be disturbed during construction, with approximately 10 acres
(4 ha) required for the facility footprint. Construction of the facility could result in losses of
terrestrial and aquatic habitats. Dispersal of wildlife and temporary elimination of habitats would
result from land clearing and construction activities involving movement of construction
personnel and equipment. The construction of the facility could cause both short-term and
long-term disturbances of some biological habitats. Although some destruction would be
inevitable during and after construction, these losses could be minimized by careful site selection
and construction practices.

5.6 IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES
The major irreversible and irretrievable commitments of natural and man-made resources
related to the alternatives analyzed in this EIS are discussed below. A commitment of a resource
is considered irreversible when the primary or secondary impacts from its use limit the future
options for its use. An irretrievablecommitment refers to the use or consumption of a resource
that is neither renewable nor recoverable for later use by future generations.
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The decisions to be made in the ROD following the publication of this EIS would commit
resources required for implementing the selected alternative. Three major resource categories
would be committed irreversibly or irretrievably under the alternatives considered in this EIS:
land, materials, and energy.

5.6.1 Land
Land that is currently occupied by cylinder storage or selected for the conversion facility
could ultimately be returned to open space if the yards, buildings, roads, and other structures
were removed, the areas were cleaned up, and the land was revegetated. Future use of these
tracts of land, although beyond the scope of this EIS, could include restoring them for
unrestricted use. Therefore, the commitment of this land would not necessarily be irreversible.
However, the land used to dispose of any conversion products or construction or D&D wastes
would represent an irretrievable commitment, because wastes in belowground disposal areas
could not be completely removed, the land could not be restored to its original condition, and the
site could not feasibly be used for other purposes following the closure of the disposal facility.
All disposal activities associated with the alternatives analyzed in this EIS would take place at
DOE or commercial disposal facilities that would be permitted or licensed to accept such wastes.

5.6.2 Materials
The irreversible and irretrievable commitment of material resources for the various EIS
alternatives would include construction materials that could not be recovered or recycled,
materials rendered radioactive that could not be decontaminated, and materials consumed or
reduced to unrecoverable forms of waste. Materials related to construction could include wood,
concrete, sand, gravel, steel, aluminum, and other metals (Table 5.6-1). At this time, no unusual
construction material requirements have been identified. The construction resources, except for
those that could be recovered and recycled with current technology, would be irretrievably lost.
None of the identified construction resources is in short supply, and all should be readily
available in the local region.
Strategic and critical materials (e.g., Monel and Inconel) would not be required in
quantities that would seriously reduce the national or world supply. This material would be used
throughout the facilities and would be used in the generation of HF in the conversion process.
The autoclaves and conversion units (process reactors) are long-lead-time procurements with few
qualified bidders. Many suppliers are available for the remainder of the equipment.
Estimated annual consumption rates of raw materials are provided in Table 5.6-2.
Consumption of operating supplies (e.g., miscellaneous chemicals such as lime and potassium
hydroxide, and gases such as nitrogen), although irretrievable, would not constitute a permanent
drain on local sources or involve any material in critically short supply in the United States
as a whole.
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TABLE 5.6-1 Materials/Resources Consumed during Conversion
Facility Construction at the Paducah Site

Total
Consumption

Unit

Peak
Demand

Unit

4 x 106
1,500

gal
MWh

1,500
7.2

gal/h
MWh/d

Solids
Concrete
Steel
Inconel/Monel

9,139
511
33

yd3
tons
tons

NAa
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

Liquids
Fuel

73,000

gal

250

gal/d

15,000

gal

50

gal/d

Materials/Resources
Utilities
Water
Electricity

Gases
Industrial gases
(propane)
a NA = not applicable.

5.6.3 Energy
The irretrievable commitment of
energy resources during the operation of the
various facilities considered under the
alternatives would include the consumption of
fossil fuels used to generate steam and heat
and electricity for the facilities (Table 5.6-3).
Energy would also be expended in the form of
diesel fuel and gasoline for cylinder transport
equipment
and transportation
vehicles.
Consumption of these utilities, although
irretrievable, would not constitute a permanent
drain on local sources or involve any utility in
critically short supply in the United States as a
whole.

TABLE 5.6-2 Materials Consumed
Annually during Conversion Facility
Operations at the Paducah Sitea

Quantity
Chemical
Solid
Lime (CaO)b
Liquid
Ammonia (99.95% minimum NH3 )
Potassium hydroxide (45% KOH)
Gas
Nitrogen (N2 )

(tons/yr)

19

670
8

10,000

a

Material estimates are based on conceptualdesign-status data (UDS 2003b). A number of
studies are planned to evaluate design
alternatives, the results of which may affect the
above materials needs.

b

Assuming lime is used only for potassium
hydroxide regeneration. If HF neutralization is
required, the annual lime requirement would be
approximately 9,300 tons/yr (8,437 t/yr).
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TABLE 5.6-3 Utilities Consumed during Conversion Facility
Operations at the Paducah Sitea

Utility

Annual Average
Consumption

Unit

Peak
Demandb

Unit

37,269
4,000
4.4 x 107
37 x 106
3 x 106

MWh
gal
scff
gal
gal

7.1
NAC
190
215
350

MW
NA
scfmrn
gal/min
gal/min

Electricity
Liquid fuel
Natural gasdse
Process water
Potable water
a

Utility estimates are based on conceptual design status data (UDS
2003b). A number of studies are planned to evaluate design alternatives,
the results of which may affect the above utility needs.

b

Peak demand is the maximum rate expected during any hour.

c

NA = not applicable.

d

Standard cubic feet measured at 14.7 psia and 60'F (I 60 C).
The current facility design (UDS 2003b) uses electrical heating. An
option of using natural gas is being evaluated.

f

scf= standard cubic feet; scfin = standard cubic feet per minute.

5.7 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SHORT-TERM USE OF THE ENVIRONMENT
AND LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY
For this EIS, short term is considered the period of construction activities for the
alternatives analyzed - the time when most short-term (or temporary) environmental impacts
would occur. Disposal of solid nonhazardous waste resulting from new facility construction,
operations, and D&D would require additional land at a sanitary landfill site, which would be
unavailable for other uses in the long term. Any radioactive or hazardous waste generated by the
various alternatives would involve the -commitment of associated land, transportation, and
disposal resources, and resources associated with the processing facilities for waste management.
For the construction and operation of the conversion facility, the associated construction
activities would result in both short- and long-term losses of terrestrial and aquatic habitats from
natural productivity. Dispersal of wildlife and temporary elimination of habitats would result
from land clearing and construction activities involving movement and staging of construction
personnel and equipment. The building of new facilities could cause long-term disturbances of
some biological habitats, potentially causing long-term reductions in the biological activity of an
area. Although some habitat loss would be inevitable during and after construction, these losses
would be minimized by careful site selection and by thorough environmental reviews of specific
proposals. Short-term impacts would be reduced and mitigated as necessary. After closure of the
new facilities, they would be decommissioned and could be reused, recycled, or remediated.
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5.8 POLLUTION PREVENTION AND WASTE MINIMIZATION
Implementation of the EIS alternatives would be conducted in accordance with all
applicable pollution prevention and waste minimization guidelines. Pollution prevention is
designed to reduce risk to public health, safety, welfare, and the environment through source
reduction techniques and environmentally acceptable recycling processes. The Pollution
Prevention Act of 1990 (42 USC 11001-11050) established a national policy that pollution
should be prevented or reduced at the source, whenever feasible. The act indicates that when
pollution cannot be prevented, polluted products should be recycled in an environmentally safe
manner. Disposal or other releases into the environment should be employed only as a last resort.
Executive Order 12856, FederalCompliance with Right-to-Know Laws and PollutionPrevention
Requirements (U.S. President 1993), and DOE Order 5400.1, General EnvironmentalProtection
Program (DOE 1988), implement the provisions of the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990.
Pollution prevention measures could include source reduction, recycling, treatment, and disposal.
The emphasis would be on source reduction and recycling to prevent the creation of wastes
(i.e., waste minimization).
Waste minimization is the reduction, to the extent feasible, of the generation of
radioactive and hazardous waste. Source reduction and waste minimization techniques include
good operating practices, technology modifications, changes in input material, and product
changes. An example of waste minimization would be to substitute nonhazardous materials,
when possible, for materials that contribute to the generation of hazardous or mixed waste.
A consideration of opportunities for reducing waste generation at the source, as well as
for recycling and reusing material, will be incorporated to the extent possible into the
engineering and design process for the conversion facility. Pollution prevention and waste
minimization will be major factors in determining the final design of any facility to be
constructed. Specific pollution prevention and waste minimization measures will be considered
in designing and operating the final conversion facility.

5.9 DECONTAMINATION AND DECOMMISSIONING OF THE CONVERSION
FACILITY
When operations at the conversion facility are complete, D&D would be performed to
protect both public health and safety and the environment from accidental releases of any
remaining radioactivity and hazardous materials. The conversion facility is being designed to
facilitate D&D activities. This analysis assumes that the D&D activity would provide for the
disassembly and removal of all radioactive and hazardous components, equipment, and
structures associated with the conversion facilities. The objective assumed in this EIS would be
to completely dismantle the various buildings and achieve "greenfield" (unrestricted use)
conditions. The design requirements for the D&D of these facilities can be found in two DOE
Directives from 1999: DOE Guide 430.1-3, Deactivation Implementation Guide, and DOE
Guide 430.1-4, DecommissioningImplementation Guide (DOE 1999e,f).
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Because the D&D of the proposed facility is not expected to occur for at least 25 years, it
is likely that an additional environmental review would need to be performed before it occurred.
It is also expected that such a review would be based on the actual condition of the facilities and
a more definite identification of the resulting waste materials.

5.9.1 Human Health and Safety

-

Off-Site Public

It is expected that D&D of the DUF 6 conversion facility would result in low radiation
doses to members of the public and would be accomplished with no significant adverse
environmental impacts.
DOE has established a primary dose limit for any member of the public of 0.1 rem
(1 mSv) total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) per year for protection of public health and
safety. Compliance with the limit is based not just on an individual DOE source or practice but
on the sum of internal and external doses resulting from all modes of exposure to all radiation
sources other than background and medical sources (DOE 1993). However, it could be very
difficult to determine doses from all radiation sources for the purpose of demonstrating
compliance. Therefore, DOE elements are instructed to apply a public dose constraint of
0.025 rem (0.25 mSv) of TEDE per year to each DOE source or practice (DOE 2002g). Also,
DOE elements are required to implement a process to ensure, on a case-specific basis, that public
radiation exposures will be ALARA below the dose constraint (DOE 1993).
To be consistent with DOE's general approach to protecting the public from radiation
exposure explained above, the release of radioactive material from D&D activities at a
DOE-controlled site, such as a DUF6 conversion or cylinder treatment facility, would be limited
to an amount determined on a case-specific basis through the ALARA process to be ALARA
but, in any event, less than 0.025 rem/yr (0.25 mSv/yr). This would ensure that doses to the
public from DOE real property releases following D&D are consistent with NRC requirements
for commercial nuclear facilities, as stated in 10 CFR 20, Subpart E, "Radiological Criteria for
License Termination."
In its final generic EIS for decommissioning of NRC-licensed nuclear facilities
(NRC 1994), the NRC concluded that at any site where the 0.025-rem/yr (0.25-mSv/yr) dose
criterion established in 10 CFR 20, Subpart E is met, the likelihood that individuals who use the
site would be exposed to multiple sources with cumulative doses approaching 0.1 rem/yr
(I mSv/yr) would be very low. Accordingly, the likelihood would also be very low that a
member of the public would be exposed in excess of the DOE primary dose limit after D&D of
the DUF6 conversion and cylinder treatment facilities to meet site-specific limits that are
ALARA below the dose constraint of 0.025 mrem/yr (0.25 mSv/yr).
The total public dose from D&D of the DUF 6 conversion facility is estimated to range
from 4 to 5 person-rem. This estimate was scaled from data on public exposure doses found in
NRC (1988) to account for the capacity of the conversion facility and the effort required for its
D&D. Because of the low specific activity of uranium, the estimate is very small and primarily
would result from the transportation of D&D wastes for ultimate disposition (NRC 1988).
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Radiation doses to the public resulting from accidents during D&D activities would be low
enough to be considered insignificant (NRC 1988).

5.9.2 Human Health and Safety

-

On-Site Workforce

Radiological impacts to involved workers during D&D of the conversion facility would
result primarily from external radiation due to the handling of depleted uranium materials.
Because of the low radiation exposures from depleted uranium, one of the initial D&D activities
would be removal of any residual uranium from the process equipment, significantly reducing
radiation exposure to the involved workforce.
Radiation exposure estimates for the involved workforce during D&D activities involving
nuclear facilities licensed by the NRC are provided in NRC (1988) and NRC (1994). These
nuclear facilities include UF 6 production plants and uranium fuel fabrication plants that are
similar to the conversion facilities considered in this EIS. Average radiation dose rates in the
conversion facility during the initial cleaning are
expected to be much less than 2 mrem/h, which is
TABLE 5.9-1 Estimated Latent Cancer
the radiation dose rate from bulk quantities of
Fatalities from Radiation Exposure
uranium (NRC 1988).
Resulting from Conversion Facility
D&D Activities at the Paducah Sitea

Table 5.9-1 lists the estimated LCFs of the
involved workforce during decontamination and
cleanup activities at the facility as a function of
the residual dose rate (NRC 1994). The
radiological impacts in Table 5.9-1 were
estimated on the basis of the dose rates to which
the workers are subjected and the collective effort
required to reduce the residual contamination
levels.
One of the most critical parameters in
developing the decommissioning plan would be
the release criterion applicable for the project.
Subpart E of 10 CFR Part 20 addresses release
criteria for NRC licensees, while DOE
Order 5400.5
(DOE
1990)
governs
the
development of authorized release limits for DOE
facilities. On the basis of a residual dose rate of
25 mrem/yr, the estimated LCFs of the involved
workforce would be much lower than unity
(i.e., no radiation-related fatalities), since the
radiation dose to involved workers would be a
small fraction of the exposure experienced over
the operating lifetime of the facility and well
within the occupational exposure limits imposed

Residual
Dose Rate
(mren/yr)

Lowb

Highc

100

2.12x 10- 3

3.61 x 10-3

60

2.12 x 10-3

3.63 x 10- 3

30

2.12 x 10- 3

3.65 x 10-3

15

3

2.14 x 12.16x 10-3

3.66x 10-3

10
3

2.1 8 x 10-3

3.68 x IO-3

1

2.19x 10-3

3.69x 10-3

0.3

2.19 x 10-3

3.70 x 10-3

0.1

2.20 x 10-3

3.71 x 10-3

0.03

2.20 x 10-3

3.72 x 10-3

3.67x 10-3

a

Values in this table are unscaled values
taken directly from NRC (1994).

b

Based on the D&D of a uranium fuel
fabrication plant that converts enriched
UF6 into U0 2 for production of light-water
reactor fuel (DOE 1999g).

c

Based on the D&D of a UF 6 production
plant where yellowcake is converted to
UF 6 .
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by regulatory requirements. Radiation exposure of the involved D&D workers would be
monitored by a dosimetry program and maintained below regulatory limits.
The risk of on-the-job fatalities and injuries to conversion facility D&D workers was
calculated by using industry-specific statistics from the BLS, as reported by the National Safety
Council (2002). Annual fatality and injury rates from the BLS construction industry division
were used for the D&D phase. On the basis of D&D cost information provided in Elayat et al.
(1997), it is assumed that the D&D workforce would be approximately 10% of the construction
workforce. On the basis of these assumptions and information provided in UDS (2003b), the
estimated incidences of fatalities and injuries for the D&D of the conversion facilities are 0.01
and 5, respectively.

5.9.3 Air Quality
Before structural dismantlement, all contaminated surfaces would be cleaned manually.
Best construction management practices, such as dust control measures, would be used to protect
air quality and to mitigate any airborne releases during the D&D process. As discussed in
Section 5.9.1, it is anticipated that the D&D activities would not produce any significant
radiological emissions that would affect the off-site public.
D&D can be considered to be the reverse of the construction of buildings and structures.
Available information (Elayat et al. 1997) indicates that the level of construction-related
activities during D&D would be an order of magnitude lower than during conversion facility
construction. Air quality during D&D activities would thus be bounded by the results presented
in Sections 5.2.1.3 and 5.2.2.3 for construction activities, if it is assumed that the existing
emission control systems were efficiently maintained.

5.9.4 Socioeconomics
The potential consequences from D&D of the conversion facilities would be lower than
those discussed in Section 5.2.1.5 for conversion facility construction, because the total D&D
workforce would be smaller for facility D&D than for facility construction.
To decommission the conversion facility, many of the same people who operated the
facility could do the cleaning; however, the dismantling and moving of equipment would have to
be performed by electricians, plumbers, mechanics, and equipment operators, most of whom
would be hired or contracted (NRC 1988) specifically for this purpose.

5.9.5 Waste Management
The major challenge of the D&D activity would be to remove and dispose of radioactive
and hazardous wastes while keeping occupational and other exposures ALARA. Section 3.7 of
DOE Guide 420.1-1 (DOE 2000c) requires facilities where radioactive or other hazardous
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contaminating materials will be used to be designed so as to simplify periodic decontamination
and ultimate decommissioning. For example, if necessary, all cracks, crevices, and joints would
have to be caulked or sealed and finished smooth to prevent the accumulation of contaminated
material in inaccessible areas. These design features should minimize the generation of
radioactive and/or hazardous materials during D&D activities.
There are three major classes of D&D waste, based on the composition and radioactivity
of the materials involved: LLW, mixed LLW, and hazardous waste. It is assumed that TRU
waste would not be present (any TRU waste generated during facility operations would be
removed prior to D&D activities). A fourth class is "clean" material; this is any material
resulting from D&D activities, including metal, which can be safely reused or recycled without
any further radiological or hazardous controls. If no further need is established for these clean
materials, they can be disposed of at sanitary landfills without requiring any further radiological
or hazardous controls.
D&D-related waste can also be categorized into two general groups: contaminated
materials and other wastes. Contaminated materials are standard materials such as steel and
concrete that contain or have embedded trace amounts of radioactivity. In general, contamination
is caused by the settling or adherence of uranium and its progeny products on internal surfaces
such as piping. The average concentrations of the radionuclides contaminating the conversion
facility are expected to be generally low enough to rank these materials as Class-A LLW.
Other wastes, the second general group of D&D-related wastes, are composed of
materials that can become radioactively contaminated when plant workers use them. They
include gloves, rags, tools, plastic sheeting, and chemical decontaminants. These wastes are also
expected to have an average radioactivity low enough to be ranked as Class-A LLW. This
analysis assumes that the quantities of other wastes would be much lower than those generated
during facility deconstruction.
It is assumed that the soil within the conversion facility perimeters would not be
contaminated with radiological or hazardous materials as a result of normal facility operations
and therefore would not require excavation and subsequent treatment and disposition. If soil was
contaminated due to an accidental release, it would be cleaned up as quickly as possible after the
release occurred and would not be part of the D&D wastes.
The methodology outlined in Forward et al. (1994) was used to estimate the volumes and
types of wastes that would be generated from the D&D of the conversion facility. Because
contaminant inventories for these facilities are unavailable, reference data on the contaminant
inventory data compiled by the NRC were applied. Facilities are categorized in Forward et al.
(1994) into different types on the basis of their function, structure, design, and degree of D&D
difficulty. This analysis assumes that the conversion facilities could be considered to be
"radioactively contaminated buildings" with a "low" degree of D&D difficulty.
On the basis of the above assumptions and information provided in UDS (2003a), the
annual and total waste generation rates from the D&D of the conversion facility were estimated
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and are provided in Table 5.9-2. Of the total materials generated during the D&D of the
conversion facility, both LLMW and hazardous wastes would make up 2% to 3% of the total,
and LLW would constitute about 6% to 7%. The majority of the D&D materials (approximately
88% of the total) would be "clean."
The "clean" waste would be sent to a landfill that accepts construction debris. LLW
would be sent to a licensed disposal facility where it would likely be buried in accordance with
the waste acceptance criteria and other requirements in effect at that time. Hazardous and mixed
waste would be disposed of in a licensed facility in accordance with applicable regulatory
requirements.

TABLE 5.9-2 Annual and Total Waste Volume
Estimates from Conversion Facility D&D
Activities at the Paducah Site

Waste Type

Annual D&D
Waste (m3 /yr)a

Total D&D
Waste (m3 )

LLMW
Hazardous waste
LLW
Clean

40
40
70
1,200

110
110
200
4,000

a

Annual rates based on 3-year D&D.

-:-
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6 ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
PERMITS AND COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS

6.1 DUF 6 CYLINDER MANAGEMENT AND CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
OF A DUF 6 CONVERSION FACILITY
DUF 6 cylinder management as well as construction and operation of the proposed DUF 6
conversion facility would be subject to many federal, state, and local requirements. In
accordance with such legal requirements, a variety of permits, licenses, and other consents must
be obtained. Table 6.1 at the end of this chapter lists those that may be needed. The status of each
is indicated on the basis of currently available information. However, because the DUF 6 project
is still at an early stage, the information in Table 6.1 should not be considered comprehensive or
binding. UDS may determine that additional consents not listed in Table 6.1 apply, or that the
DUF 6 cylinder management and/or the conversion facility qualify for exemptions or exclusions
from some listed consents.

6.2 TRANSPORTATION OF UF6
Transportation of UF6 (depleted, natural, or slightly enriched) is governed by the
Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA), as amended by the Hazardous Materials
Transportation Uniform Safety Act of 1990 and other acts (49 USC 5101 et seq.). This law is
implemented by the DOT through its hazardous materials regulations (HMRs) (i.e., 49 CFR
Parts 171 through 180). Since UF 6 presents hazards because of both its radioactivity and
corrosivity, the DOT HMRs impose specific packaging requirements on UF6 shipments in
addition to the otherwise applicable radioactive material transportation requirements. The
specific packaging requirements for shipments of UF 6 appear in 49 CFR 173.420 and are
summarized below.
*

Other than Model 30A cylinders and certain cylinders manufactured before
June 30, 1987, DUF6 packaging must be designed, fabricated, inspected,
tested, and marked in accordance with the version of ANSI StandardN14.1,
Uranium Hexafluoride -Packaging for Transport, that was in effect at the
time the packaging was manufactured.

*

Each UF6 packaging must be designed so that it will withstand a hydraulic test
at an internal pressure of at least 1.4 megapascals (MPa) (200 lb/in.2 ) without
leakage.

*

Each UF6 packaging must be designed so that it will withstand a free drop test
without loss or dispersal of UF 6 . The specimen must drop onto a flat,
horizontal surface of such a character that any increase in its resistance to
displacement or deformation upon impact by the specimen would not
significantly increase the damage to the specimen. The drop must occur so
that the specimen will suffer maximum damage in respect to the safety
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features to be tested. Mandatory drop heights, which must be measured from
the lowest point of the specimen to the upper surface of the target, vary
depending on the packaging mass from 1 ft (0.3 m) if the packaging mass
exceeds 33,000 lb (15,000 kg) to 4 ft (1.2 m) if the packaging mass is less
than 11,000 lb (5,000 kg).
*

Each UF6 packaging must be designed so that it will withstand, without
rupture of the containment system, a thermal test as follows: Exposure for a
period of 30 minutes to a thermal environment that provides a heat flux at
least equivalent to that of a hydrocarbon fuel/air fire in sufficiently quiescent
ambient conditions to give a minimum average flame emissivity coefficient of
0.9 and an average temperature of at least 800 degrees C (1,475 degrees F),
fully engulfing the specimen, with a surface absorptivity coefficient that is the
greater of 0.8 or the value the package may be expected to possess if exposed
to the fire specified and a convective coefficient that must be the value that the
package may be demonstrated to have if exposed to the fire specified.

* The UF 6 must be in solid form.
*

The volume of solid DUF6 must not exceed 62% of the certified capacity of
the package at 20'C (68 0 F). For natural and slightly enriched UF6 , this
requirement is 61%.

* The pressure in the package at 20'C (68WF) must be less than 101.3 kPa
(14.8 lb/psia).
*

Before initial filling and during periodic inspection and tests, UF6 packaging
must be cleaned in accordance with ANSI N 14.1.

* UF6 packaging must be periodically inspected, tested, marked, and otherwise
conform to ANSI N14.1.
* Each repair to UF6 packaging must be performed in accordance with
ANSI N14.1.
If, at the time transportation occurs, the DUF6 is being stored in a cylinder for which
compliance with the then-applicable transportation requirements in 49 CFR 173.420 cannot be
verified, UDS may implement one of the following options before shipping the DUF6 :
* Obtain an exception, pursuant to 49 CFR 173.3(b), to allow the cylinder to be
transported either "as is" or following repairs, or
* Transfer the DUF6 from its noncompliant cylinder into a compliant cylinder.
*

Ship the noncompliant cylinder in a compliant overpack.
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A detailed discussion of regulatory considerations associated with transporting UF 6 is presented
in Biwer et al. (2001).

6.3 WORKER SAFETY AND HEALTH
The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (P.L. 91-596) gives OSHA the authority
to prescribe and enforce standards and regulations affecting the occupational safety and health of
private-sector employees. However, at facilities where another federal agency has exercised its
statutory authority to prescribe or enforce occupational safety and health standards,
Section 4(b)(1) of the act waives OSHA's jurisdiction. Relying on this section of the act, in
1974, OSHA explicitly recognized the authority of the AEC to establish and enforce
occupational safety and health standards at AEC-sponsored, contractor-operated facilities
covered by the AEA. Since then, the AEC and its successor agencies, including DOE, have
regulated worker health and safety at most of their own facilities. This approach will be used to
regulate worker safety at DUF6 cylinder management and conversion facilities.
DOE exercises its authority over working conditions at its facilities through an extensive
program of internal oversight and a system of DOE regulations and directives that require DOE
contractors to comply with relevant worker protection standards and regulations (e.g., 29 CFR
Part 1910, OccupationalSafety and Health Standards, and 29 CFR Part 1926, Safety and Health
Regulationsfor Construction) and impose additional radiation and chemical exposure standards
developed by DOE (DOE Order 440.1A). DOE enforces its regulations, which have the power of
law, by levying fines or by referring the offending contractor to the Department of Justice for
other punishment. Most of DOE's worker radiation protection regulations are located in
10 CFR Part 835, Occupational Radiation Protection. Pertinent DOE directives are listed in
site-specific contract provisions and are enforced by invoking contractual remedies such as
contract cancellation. Accordingly, UDS is required by its contract to comply with applicable
health, safety, and environmental laws, orders, regulations, and national consensus standards and
to develop and execute a radiation protection plan and an integrated safety management plan
(DOE 2000d).

TABLE 6.1 Potentially Applicable Consents for the Construction and Operation of a DUF 6 Conversion Facility

License, Permit, or Other Consent

Responsible Agency

Authority

Relevance and Status

Air Quality Protection
Title V Operating Permit: Required for sources that
are not exempt and are major sources, affected sources
subject to the Acid Rain Program, sources subject to
new source performance standards (NSPS), or sources
subject to National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAPs).

Kentucky
Department of
Environmental
Protection (KDEP);
U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency
(EPA)

Kentucky Federally Enforceable State Origin
KDEP
Permit for Air Quality (FE SOP): Required for
sources that accept permit conditions that are legally
and practically enforceable to limit their potential to
emit (PTE) to below the major source thresholds that
would make them subject to the requirement to obtain a
Title V Operating Permit.
-

OR -

Kentucky State Origin Permit for Air Quality
(SOP): Required for (1) sources that emit or have the
PTE (a) more than 25 tons (28 t)Iyr and less than
100 tons (I I0 t)/yr of a nonhazardous regulated air
pollutant and (b) less than 10 tons (28 t)/yr of a HAP
and less than 25 tons (110 t)/yr of combined HAPS; or
(2) certain minor source incinerators, unless the source
is exempt. Among others, a source required to obtain a
Title V Operating Permit or a Federally Enforceable
Permit for a Non-Major Source is exempt.

Clean Air Act
(CAA), Title V,
Sections 501-507
(U.S. Code,
Title 42,
Sections 76617661f
[42 USC 76617661f]);
401 Kentucky
Administrative
Regulation (KAR)
52:020

Uranium Disposition Services, LLC (UDS), has determined that the
DUF6 conversion facility is not an affected source subject to the
Acid Rain Program and is not a source subject to NSPS. However,
UDS has not yet confirmed whether the DUF 6 conversion facility
would be a major source of hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Also,
the facility is subject to Code of FederalRegulations, Title 40,
Part 61, Subpart H (40 CFR Part 61, Subpart H), "National
Emission Standards for Emissions of Radionuclides Other Than
Radon from Department of Energy Facilities" (NESHAPs),
although emissions are expected to result in an effective dose
equivalent to the maximally exposed individual (MEI) of well
below the standard (i.e., 10 mrem/yr). Accordingly, UDS is seeking
official verification from the KDEP as to whether a Title V
Operating Permit is needed. KDEP representatives have verbally
stated that no Title V Operating Permit will be required.

Kentucky Revised
Statute (KRS)
224. 10-1 00 and
224.20-100;
401 KAR 52.030;
401 KAR 52:040

Assuming that a Title V Operating Permit will not be required,
UDS expects that the DUF6 conversion facility will be required to
obtain either a Kentucky FE SOP or a Kentucky SOP for Air
Quality. UDS is seeking verification from the KDEP concerning
which of these permits is needed and has plans to submit a timely
application for the appropriate permit.
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TABLE 6.1 (Cont.)

License, Permit, or'Other Consent

Responsible Agency

Authority

Relevance and Status

Air Quality Protection (Cont.)
Risk Management Plan (RMP): Required for any
EPA; KDEP
stationary source that has a regulated substance
(e.g., hydrogen fluoride, anhydrous ammonia,
ammonia, nitric acid) in any process (including storage)
in a quantity that is over the threshold level.

CAA, Title 1,
Section 1 12(r)(7)
(42 USC 7412);
40 CFR Part 68;
401 KAR,
Chapter 68

UDS has determined that certain regulated substances would be
stored at the DUF 6 conversion facility in quantities that could
potentially exceed the threshold levels. Accordingly, an RMP may
be required. UDS will verify this with the KDEP and, if necessary,
prepare an RMP.

CAA Conformity Determination: Required for each
criteria pollutant (i.e., sulfur dioxide, particulate matter,
carbon monoxide, ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and lead)
where the total of direct and indirect emissions in a
nonattainment or maintenance area caused by a federal
action would equal or exceed threshold rates.

DOE; KDEP;
Tennessee
Department of
Environment and
Conservation
(TDEC)

CAA, Title 1,
Section 176(c)
(42 USC 7506);
40 CFR 93;
401 KAR 50:065;
TDEC Regulations
1200-3-34-.02

McCracken County, Kentucky, and Roane County, Tennessee, have
both been designated as "Cannot be Classified or Better Than
Standard" for all criteria pollutants. Because these counties are in
attainment with National Ambient Air Quality Standards for all
criteria pollutants and contain no maintenance areas, no CAA
conformity determination is required for any criteria pollutant that
would be emitted as a result of the proposed federal action.

KDEP

Clean Water Act
(CWA) (33 USC
1251 et seq.);
40 CFR Part 122;
401 KAR 5:055
and 5:060

UDS has determined that a KPDES Permit for construction site
storm water would be required. However, storm water from the
DUF 6 conversion facility construction area could be managed such
that discharge would occur through an existing outfall covered by
KPDES Permit No. 0004049, which was issued to the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for surface water discharges
from the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (GDP). Accordingly,
UDS plans to coordinate with DOE and the KDEP to determine
whether a separate KPDES Permit is needed for storm water
discharges from the DUF6 conversion facility construction site. If a
separate permit is needed, UDS will, at the appropriate time, either
submit a Notice of Intent (NOI) to discharge under the General
KPDES Permit No. KYR10 for storm water discharges from
construction activities or submit an application for an individual
KPDES Permit to the KDEP.

Water Resources Protection
Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(KPDES) Permit - Construction Site Storm Water:
Required before making point source discharges into
waters of the state of storm water from a construction
project that disturbs more than 5 acres (2 ha) of land.
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TABLE 6.1 (Cont.)

License, Permit, or Other Consent

Responsible Agency

Authority

Relevance and Status

Water Resources Protection (Cont.)
Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
KDEP
(KPDES) Permit - Industrial Facility Storm Water:
Required before making point source discharges into
waters of the state of storm water from an industrial
site.

CWA (33 USC
1251 etseq.);
40 CFR Part 122;
401 KAR 5:055
and 5:060

UDS has determined that storm water would be discharged from the
DUF6 conversion facility site during operations. Therefore, a
KPDES Permit for Industrial Facility Storm Water discharge may
be required, unless arrangements can be made to discharge such
storm water through an existing outfall covered by KPDES Permit
No. 0004049, already held by DOE for the Paducah GDP. UDS
plans to consult with DOE and the KDEP concerning discharges of
storm water during operations through an existing outfall. If this
cannot be arranged and a separate KPDES Permit is needed, UDS
will, at the appropriate time, submit an application for an individual
KPDES Permit to the KDEP.

Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(KPDES) Permit - Process Water Discharge:
Required before making point source discharges into
waters of the state of industrial process wastewater.

KDEP

CWA (33 USC
1251 et seq.);
40 CFR Part 122;
401 KAR 5:055
and 5:060

UDS is studying options for management of process
water/blowdown discharges. The need for a KPDES permit for such
discharges will be determined based on the outcome of the study. If
it is determined that a KPDES permit is required, UDS will apply
for the permit at the appropriate time.

Construction Permit for Sewer Line Extension:
Required before beginning construction of sewer line
extensions, pump stations, and force mains, or before
modification of existing facilities.

KDEP

401 KAR 5:0005

UDS has determined that a Construction Permit for Sewer Line
Extension would be required before beginning construction of
sewer lines and pump stations at the DUF6 conversion facility site.
Accordingly, UDS plans to submit an application to the KDEP at
the appropriate time.

Approval of Plans and Specifications for Water
Line Extension: Required before altering any existing
facilities in a public or semipublic water system.

KDEP

401 KAR 8:100

UDS will submit the information required to obtain approval for a
water line extension at the appropriate time.
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TABLE 6.1 (Cont.)

License, Permit, or Other Consent

Responsible Agency

Authority

Relevance and Status

Water Resources Protection (Cont.)
CWA Section 404 (Dredge and Fill) Permit:
U.S. Army Corps of
Required to place dredged or fill material into waters of Engineers (USACE)
the United States, including areas designated as
wetlands, unless such placement is exempt or
authorized by a nationwide permit or a regional permit;
a notice must be filed if a nationwide or regional permit
applies.

CWA (33 USC
1251 etseq.);
33 CFR Parts 323
and 330

UDS believes that construction of the DUF6 conversion facility
would not result in dredging or placement of fill material into
wetlands within the jurisdiction of the USACE. However,
construction of a rail crossing at Big Bayou Creek may require a
Section 404 Permit. Accordingly, UDS plans to consult with the
USACE concerning the project and, if appropriate, submit either a
preconstruction notification about activities covered by a
nationwide permit or an application for an individual Section 404
Permit.

Floodplain Construction Permit: Required prior to

401 KAR 4:020

Construction of a rail crossing at Big Bayou Creek may require a

and 4:060

Floodplain Construction Permit. UDS plans to consult with the

KDEP

beginning construction of an obstruction across or
along any stream or in the floodway of any stream.

KDEP to verify the need for this permit and will submit an

application, as appropriate.
Groundwater Protection Plan: Required for
conducting specified activities that may result in the
pollution of groundwater.

KDEP

40 1 KAR 5:037

Certain activities at the DUF 6 conversion facility, such as storage of
wastes in tanks and/or drums and storage of bulk quantities of
potential pollutants in tanks, may require development of a
Groundwater Protection Plan. UDS will consult with the KDEP to
verify the need for such a plan and will develop the plan, if
required.

Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures
(SPCC) Plan: Required for any facility that could
discharge oil in harmful quantities into navigable
waters or onto adjoining shorelines.

EPA

CWA (33 USC
1251 et seq.);
40 CFR Part 112

If it is determined that a SPCC plan would be required, UDS will
submit the plan to the EPA and KDEP at the appropriate time.

CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification:
Required to be submitted to the agency responsible for
issuing any federal license or permit to conduct an
activity that may result in a discharge of pollutants into
waters of a state.

KDEP

St-"
CWA, Section 401
(33 USC 1341);
KRS 224.70

..- -

-

- -

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

UDS would be required to obtain a CWA Section 401 Water
Quality Certification if construction or operation associated with the
DUF6 conversion facility, such as construction of a rail spur,
requires a federal license or permit. If it is determined that a federal
license or permit is required (e.g., a CWA Section 404 Permit),
UDS will request a CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification
from the
KDEP at the appropriate time.
- - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - -- -- -- - - - -- -- -- - - -- -- --
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License, Permit, or Other Consent

Responsible Agency

Authority

Relevance and Status

R
M

Waste Management and Pollution Prevention
Registration and Hazardous Waste Generator
EPA; KDEP
Identification Number: Required before a person who
generates over 220 lb (1 00 kg) per calendar month of
hazardous waste ships the hazardous waste off site.

Resource
Conservation and
Recovery Act
(RCRA), as
amended (42 USC
6901 et seq.),
Subtitle C;
401 KAR 32:01l0

At the appropriate time, UDS plans to apply to the KDEP for an
EPA Hazardous Waste Generator Identification Number.

Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, or Disposal
EPA; KDEP
Facility Permit: Required if hazardous or mixed waste
will undergo nonexempt treatment by the generator, be
stored on site by the generator of 2,205 lb (1,000 kg) or
more of hazardous waste per month for longer than 90
days, be stored on site by the generator of between 220
and 2,205 lb (100 and 1,000 kg) of hazardous waste per
month for longer than 180 days, be disposed of on site,
or be received from off site for treatment or disposal.

RCRA, as amended
(42 USC 6901 et
seq.), Subtitle C;
401 KAR 38:01 0,
Section 4

Hazardous waste would not be disposed of on site at the DUF 6
conversion facility, nor would nonexempt treatment be conducted.
Also, UDS does not plan to store any hazardous wastes that are
generated on site for more than 90 days. Accordingly, UDS believes
that no Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, or Disposal Facility
Permit would be required. UDS plans to verify this determination
with the KDEP.

Solid Waste Site or Facility Permit: Required to
KDEP
establish, construct, operate, and maintain a solid waste
site or facility in Kentucky.

401 KAR 47:080
and 47: 100

Solid waste would not be disposed of on site at the DUF 6 conversion
facility. Therefore, no Solid Waste Site or Facility Permit would be
required.

Notification for Underground Storage Tank (UST)
System: Required within 30 days of bringing a new
UST system into service.

(t
Z

EPA; KDEP

RCRA, as amended, No UST systems would be installed at the DUF6 conversion facility.
Subtitle 1 (42 USC Therefore, no Notification for UST System form would be
submitted.
699la-6991i);
40 CFR 280.22;
401 KAR 42:020

2-"I
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Notification of PCB Waste Activity

EPA

Toxic Substances
Control Act
(TSCA), as
amended (15 USC
2601 et seq.);
40 CFR Part 761

UDS would be required to notify EPA of PCB waste activities at the
time that DUF6 cylinders to which paints containing PCBs have been
applied are designated for disposal, either alone or as containers for
depleted uranium oxide. At the appropriate time, UDS will notify the
EPA by filing the required form.
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License, Permit, or Other Consent

Responsible Agency

Authority

Relevance and Status

Emergency Planningand Response
List of Material Safety Data Sheets: Submission of a
list of Material Safety Data Sheets is required for
hazardous chemicals (as defined in 29 CFR Part 1910)
that are stored on site in excess of their threshold
quantities.

Local Emergency
Planning
Commission
(LEPC); Kentucky
Emergency
Response
Commission

Emergency
Planning and
Community Rightto-Know Act of
1986 (EPCRA),
Section 311
(42 USC 11021);
40 CFR 370.20

UDS will prepare and submit a List of Material Safety Data Sheets
at the appropriate time.

Annual Hazardous Chemical Inventory Report:
Submission of the report is required when hazardous
chemicals have been stored at a facility during the
preceding year in amounts that exceed threshold
quantities.

LEPC; Kentucky
Emergency
Response
Commission; local
fire department

EPCRA, Section
312 (42 USC
11022); 40 CFR
370.25; 106 KAR
1:081

UDS will cooperate with other DOE tenants at the Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDF) site regarding submission of a
site-wide Annual Hazardous Chemical Inventory Report each year.
For the purpose of preparing the site-wide report, the total
quantities of hazardous chemicals stored by all tenants at the PGDP
site, including those stored at the depleted UF6 conversion facility,
will be considered.

Notification of On-Site Storage of an Extremely
Hazardous Substance: Submission of the notification
is required within 60 days after on-site storage begins
of an extremely hazardous substance in a quantity
greater than the threshold planning quantity.

Kentucky
Emergency
Response
Commission

EPCRA, Section
304 (42 USC
11004); 40 CFR
355.30; 106 KAR
1:081
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....-

UDS will prepare and submit the Notification of On-Site Storage of
an Extremely Hazardous Substance at the appropriate time, if such
substances are determined to be stored in a quantity greater than the
threshold planning quantity at the DUF6 conversion facility.

.....--

-

- -

-

- -

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . .. - - - - - - - - - -. - - -. -.
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License, Permit, or Other Consent

Responsible Agency

Authority

Relevance and Status

Transportation of Radioactive Wastes and Conversion Products
Certificate of Registration: Required to authorize the
registrant to transport hazardous material or cause a
hazardous material to be transported or shipped.

U.S. Department of
Transportation
(DOT)

Packaging, Labeling, and Routing Requirements for DOT
Radioactive Materials: Required for packages
containing radioactive materials that will be shipped by
truck or rail.

---------- -- ---------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

UDS will obtain a Certificate of Registration at the appropriate
Hazardous
Materials
time.
Transportation Act
(HMTA), as
amended by the
Hazardous
Materials
Transportation
Uniform Safety Act
of 1990 and other
acts (49 USC 1501
et seq.); 49 CFR
107.608(b)
HMTA (49 USC
When shipments of radioactive materials are made, UDS will
comply with DOT packaging, labeling, and routing requirements.
1501 et seq.);
Atomic Energy Act
(AEA), as amended
(42 USC 2011 et
seq.); 49 CFR
Parts 172, 173, 174,
177,-and- -- 397-- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- --- ---

Biotic Resources
Threatened and Endangered Species Consultation:
Required between the responsible federal agencies and
affected states to ensure that the project is not likely to
(1) jeopardize the continued existence of any species
listed at the federal or state level as endangered or
threatened or (2) result in destruction of critical habitat
of such4 sp i---s- - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - ---

DOE; U.S. Fish and Endangered
Species Act of
Wildlife Service;
Kentucky
1973, as amended
Department of Fish (16 USC 1531 et
and Wildlife
seq.); KRS
Resources
150.183, 150.990,
-- - - - -- -- -and 146.600-619

No species listed at the federal or state level as endangered or
threatened or the critical habitat of such a species has been
identified that would be affected by construction or operation of the
DUF 6 conversion facility.
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TABLE 6.1 (Cont.)
License, Permit, or Other Consent

Responsible Agency

Authority

Relevance and Status

NuclearFacility Operations
Approval to Start Up a Nuclear Facility: Required
before start-up of new nuclear facilities, which are
activities or operations that involve radioactive and/or
fissionable materials in such form or quantity that a
nuclear hazard potentially exists to the employees or
the general public.

DOE

Approval to Release Materials Containing Residual DOE
Radioactive Contamination: Required before
releasing (I) nonuranium products from the DUF 6
conversion process (such as hydrogen fluoride [HF] or
calcium fluoride [CaF 2 ]) for unregulated use and
(2) decontaminated DUF 6 cylinders for unregulated use
as scrap metal-

AEA, as amended
UDS will obtain approval from DOE to start up the DUF6
(42 USC 2011 et
conversion facility at the appropriate time.
seq.);
DOE Order 425.1 B

AEA, as amended
(42 USC 2011
et seq.);
DOE Order 5400.5

UDS will obtain approval from DOE before releasing HF, CaF2 , or
decontaminated cylinders for unregulated use.

National Historic
Preservation Act of
1966, as amended
(16 USC 470
et seq.);
Archaeological and
Historical
Preservation Act of
1974 (16 USC
469-469c-2);
Antiquities Act of
1906 (16 USC 431
et seq.); Archaeological Resources
Protection Act of
1979, as amended
(16 USC
470aa-mm)

DOE has coordinated with the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation and the Kentucky SHPO. A programmatic agreement
(PA) calling for a complete cultural resource survey of the Paducah
GDP, as well as development and implementation of a Cultural
Resource Management Plan (CRMP), has been negotiated. The
survey will proceed when the PA has been finalized; the CRMP
will include any cultural resources found on the area to be occupied
by the DUF 6 conversion facility.

CulturalResources
Archaeological and Historical Resources
Consultation: Required before a federal agency
approves a project in an area where archaeological or
historic resources might be located.

DOE; Advisory
Council on Historic
Preservation;
Kentucky State
Historic
Preservation Officer
(SHPO)

TABLE 6.1 (Cont.)

License, Permit, or Other Consent

Responsible Agency

Authority

Relevance and Status

American Indian
Religious Freedom
Act of 1978
(42 USC 1996 and
1996a); Native
American Graves
Protection and
Repatriation Act of
1990 (25 USC
3001 et seq.);
National Historic
Preservation Act of
1966, as amended
(16 USC 470f);
36 CFR Part 800,
Subpart B;
43 CFR Part 10

DOE has initiated government-to-government consultations with
Native American tribes in the area of the DUF 6 conversion facility.
No religious or sacred sites, burial sites, or resources significant to
Native Americans have been identified to date.

National
Environmental
Policy Act of 1969,
as amended
(NEPA) (42 USC
4321 et seq.);
40 CFR Parts
1500-1508;
10 CFR Part 1021

The requirements of NEPA are satisfied by publication of this EIS
for the DUF6 conversion facility.

EPCRA, Section
313 (42 USC
11023); 40 CFR
Part 372

UDS will prepare and submit a TRI report to the EPA each year.

CulturalResources (Cont.)
Government-to-Government Tribal Consultation:
DOE
Required to ensure that project activities have been
designed to protect access to, physical integrity of, and
confidentiality of traditional cultural and religious sites.

Other
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): Required to
evaluate the potential environmental impacts of a
proposed major federal action that may significantly
affect the quality of the human environment and to
consider alternatives to the proposed action.

Annual Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) Report:
Required for facilities that have 10 or more full-time
employees and are assigned certain Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) codes.

DOE

EPA

t;i
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TABLE 6.1 (Cont.)
License, Permit, or Other Consent

Responsible Agency

Authority

Relevance and Status

Other (Cont.)
Tennessee Department of Environment and
Conservation Consent Order (issued February 2,
1999): Establishes requirements for management,
surveillance, testing, maintenance, and disposition of
the UF 6 cylinders at the East Tennessee Technology
Park.

DOE; Tennessee
Department of
Environment and
Conservation
(TDEC)

Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet Agreed Order (entered
October 2, 2003: Establishes requirements for
management, surveillance, testing, and maintenance of
the DUF 6 storage yards and cylinders for which DOE
accepts and exercises regulatory authority and
responsibility at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant
site.

DOE; KDEP

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Notice of
Construction: Required prior to constructing a
structure that could affect navigable airspace.

FAA

UDS will implement the requirements of the TDEC Consent Order.

KRS 224

UDS will implement the requirements of the Kentucky Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet Agreed Order.

ION
Ij

49 USC 44718;
14 CFR 77.11

UDS has notified the FAA that construction of the air emissions
vent will occur within approximately 4 miles of the Barkley
Regional Airport.
ZI
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9 GLOSSARY

Accident: An unplanned sequence of events
resulting in undesirable consequences, such as
the release of radioactive or hazardous
material to the environment.
Accident consequence assessment: An
assessment of the impacts following the
occurrence of an accident, independent of the
probability
of
that
accident.
The
impact statement
(EIS)
environmental
provides estimates of the consequences of a
number of possible accidents, ranging from
those with low probability (rare) to those with
relatively high probability (frequent).
Accident frequency: The likelihood that a
specific accident will occur, that is, the
probability of occurrence. If an accident is
estimated to happen once every 50 years, the
accident frequency is generally reported as
0.02 per year (1 occurrence divided by
50 years = 0.02 occurrence per year). For the
EIS, accident frequencies were grouped as
follows:
*

*

*

*

I, likely (L) - The average frequency of
occurrence is estimated to be greater than
or equal to I in 100 years.
II, unlikely (U) -The average frequency
of occurrence is estimated to be I in 100
to I in 10,000 years.
Ill, extremely unlikely (EU) The
average frequency of occurrence is estimated to be 1 in 10,000 to 1 in I million
years.
IV, incredible (I) - The average frequency of occurrence is estimated to be
less than I in I million years.

Accident risk: Risk based on both the severity
of an accident (consequence) and the
probability that the accident will occur. Highconsequence accidents that are unlikely to
occur (low probability) may pose a low
overall risk. For purposes of comparison,
accident risk is typically calculated by
the accident
consequence
multiplying
(e.g., dose or expected fatalities) by the
accident probability.
Accident risk assessment: An assessment that
considers the probabilities and consequences
of a range of possible accidents, including
low-probability accidents that have high
consequences and high-probability accidents
that have low consequences. The overall risk
associated with an accident is generally
estimated by multiplying the accident
consequence by the probability of occurrence.
Accident source term: The amount of radioactive or hazardous material released to the
environment in dispersible form following an
accident.
Adsorption: Process in which solid surfaces
attract and retain a layer of ions from a water
solution.
Advection: The process by which material is
transported by the bulk motion of flowing
water.
Air quality: Measure of the health-related and
visual characteristics of the air, often derived
from quantitative measurements of the
concentrations of specific injurious or
contaminating substances. Air quality standards are the prescribed level of constituents
in the outside air that cannot be exceeded
during a specific time in a specified area.

Glossary
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Air Quality Control Region (AQCR): An
interstate or intrastate area designated by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
for the attainment and maintenance of
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS).
Alpha particle (a): A positively charged
particle consisting of two protons and two
neutrons that is emitted during radioactive
decay from the nucleus of certain nuclides. It
is the least penetrating of the three common
types of radiation (alpha, beta, and gamma).
Ambient air: The surrounding atmosphere as
it exists around people, plants, and structures.
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of
1978: The Act that established national policy
to protect and preserve for Native Americans
their inherent right of freedom to believe,
express, and exercise their traditional
religions, including the rights of access to
religious sites, use and possession of sacred
objects, and freedom to worship through
traditional ceremonies and rites.
Aquifer: A saturated subsurface geologic
formation that can transmit significant
quantities of water.
Archaeological and Historic Preservation
Act: Act directed at the preservation of
historic and archaeological data that would
otherwise be lost as a result of federal construction. It authorizes the U.S. Department of
the Interior to undertake recovery, protection,
and preservation of archaeological and
historic data.
As low as reasonably achievable (ALARA):
An approach to control or manage radiation
exposures (both individual and collective to
the workforce and the public) and releases of
radioactive material to the environment as
low as social, technical, economic, practical,
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and public policy considerations permit.
ALARA is not a dose limit; it is a practice
that has as its objective the attainment of dose
levels as far below applicable limits as
possible.
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (AEA): The Act
that, along with other related legislation,
provided the Atomic Energy Commission
(a predecessor of the U.S. Department of
Energy) with authority to develop generally
applicable standards for protecting the
environment from radioactive materials.
Attainment area: An area considered to have
air quality as good as or better than the
National Ambient Air Quality standards as
defined in the Clean Air Act (CAA). An area
may be an attainment area for one pollutant
and a nonattainment area for others (see also
nonattainmentarea).
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, as
amended: The Act making it unlawful to
take, pursue, molest, or disturb bald
(American) and golden eagles, their nests, or
their eggs anywhere in the United States.
Beta particle (/1): An elementary particle
emitted from a nucleus during radioactive
decay; it is negatively or positively charged,
identical in mass to an electron, and in most
cases easily stopped, as by a thin sheet of
metal or plastic.
Biota: The plant and animal life of a region.
Bounding: In the case of accident analysis,
bounding is a condition, consequence, or risk
that provides an upper limit that is not
exceeded by other conditions, consequences,
or risks. This term is also used to identify
conservative assumptions that will likely
overestimate actual risks or consequences.

Glossary
Breach: A general term referring to a hole in
a cylinder or container. A breach may be
caused by corrosion or by mechanical forces,
such as those caused by a drop or contact with
handling equipment.
Cancer: A group of diseases characterized by
uncontrolled cellular growth. Increased incidence of cancer can be caused by exposure to
radiation.
Candidate species: Plant or animal species
that are not yet officially listed as threatened
or endangered but are undergoing status
review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS). These species are candidates for
possible addition to the list of threatened and
endangered species.
Carbon monoxide (CO): A colorless,
odorless gas that is toxic if breathed in high
concentration over a period of time. Carbon
monoxide is one of six criteria air pollutants
specified under Title I of the CAA.
Cascade: The process system that is used to
separate the isotopic streams of uranium-235
and uranium-238 in gaseous diffusion plants.
Cask: A heavily shielded, typically robust
container for shipping or storing spent nuclear
fuel. Spent nuclear fuel casks are usually
cylindrical containers with radiation shielding
provided by steel, lead, concrete, or depleted
uranium.
Census tract: An area usually containing
between 2,500 and 8,000 persons that is used
for organizing and monitoring census data.
The geographic dimensions of census tracts
vary widely, depending on population settlement density. Census tracts do not cross
county borders.
Clean Air Act (CAA): The Act that mandates
the issuance and enforcement of air pollution
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control standards for stationary sources and
motor vehicles.
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990: An Act
that expanded the enforcement powers of the
EPA and added restrictions on air toxins,
ozone-depleting chemicals, stationary and
mobile emissions sources, and emissions
implicated in acid rain and global warming.
Clean Water Act of 1972, 1987: The Act that
regulates the discharge of pollutants from a
point source into navigable waters of the
United States in compliance with a National
Pollution Discharge Elimination System
permit. Also regulates discharges to or
dredging of wetlands.
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR): The
codified form in which all federal regulations
in force are published.
Collective dose: Summation of individual
radiation doses received by all those exposed
to the source or event being considered. The
collective radiation dose received by a population group is usually measured in units of
person-rem.
Collective population risk: A measure of
possible loss in a group of people that takes
into account the probability that the hazard
will cause harm and the consequences of that
event. The collective population risk does not
express the risk to specific individual
members of the population.
Committed effective dose equivalent: The
sum of the committed dose equivalents to
various tissues of the body, each multiplied
by its weighting factor. It does not include
contributions from external doses. Committed
effective dose equivalent is expressed in units
of rem and provides an estimate of the
lifetime radiation dose to an individual from

Glossary
radioactive material taken into the body
through either inhalation or ingestion.
Convection: Process by which heat is transferred between a surface and a moving fluid
when they are at different temperatures.
Criteria pollutants: Six air pollutants for
which national ambient air quality standards
are established by the EPA under Title I of the
CAA. The six pollutants are sulfur dioxide
(SO 2 ), nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon
monoxide (CO), ozone (03), particulate
matter (PM1o particles with a mean diameter
of 10 micrometers [pim] or less), and lead
(Pb).
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Cylinder: As defined for this EIS, a large
steel container used to store depleted uranium
hexafluoride (DUF6 ). Cylinders are typically
about 12 ft long by 4 ft in diameter and weigh
about 9 to 13 t (10 to 14 tons) when full of
DUF6 .
Cylinder preparation:The activities required
to prepare DUF6 cylinders for transportation.
Cylinder preparation would be required if
cylinders were transported to a conversion
facility.
Decay: see also radioactivedecay.
Decay products: see also radioactive decay
products.

Criticalhabitat: Air, land, or water area and
constituent elements, the loss of which would
appreciably decrease the likelihood of
survival and recovery of a species listed as
threatened or endangered or a distinct
segment of the population of that species.

Decommissioning: The process of removing
a facility from operation, followed by decontamination, entombment, dismantlement, or
conversion to another use.

Cultural resources: Archaeological sites,
architectural structures or features, traditional
use areas, and Native American sacred sites
or special use areas.

Defluorination: The conversion of uranium
hexafluoride to triuranium octaoxide (U 3 0 8
[uranyl uranate]) accomplished by using
steam. UF6 is chemically decomposed with
steam and heat to produce U 3 0 8 and HF, with
concentrated HF as the direct by-product.

Cumulative impacts: The impacts assessed in
an environmental impact statement that could
potentially result from the incremental impact
of the action when added to other past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future
actions regardless of what agency (federal or
nonfederal), private industry, or individual
undertakes such other actions. Cumulative
impacts can result from individually minor
but collectively significant actions taking
place over a period of time.
Curie (Ci): A measure of the radioactivity of
a material, equal to 3.7 x 1010 disintegrations
per second.

Depleted uranium hexafluoride (DUF6): A
compound of uranium and fluorine from
which most of the uranium-235 isotope has
been removed. Isotope separation results in
two product "streams." The stream containing
the additional uranium-235 is said to be
"enriched" and is collected for further
processing into other forms of enriched
uranium. The remaining UF6 stream is said to
be "depleted" and is now stored at the
Paducah, Portsmouth, and ETTP sites.
Disposal: The emplacement of material in a
manner designed to ensure isolation for the
foreseeable future. Disposal is considered to

Glossary
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Disposal facility: A facility or part of a
facility into which hazardous, radioactive, or
solid waste is intentionally placed and at
which waste is intended to permanently
remain after closure of the facility.

Effective dose equivalent: The sum of the
products of the dose equivalent to various
organs or tissues and the weighting factors
applicable to each of the body organs or
tissues that are irradiated. The effective dose
equivalent includes the dose from radiation
sources internal and/or external to the body
and is expressed in units of rem.

Disproportionately high and adverse environmental impact: An adverse enviromnental
impact determined to be unacceptable or
above generally accepted norms. A disproportionately high impact refers to an environmental hazard with a risk or rate of exposure
for a low-income or minority population that
exceeds the risk or rate of exposure for the
general population.

Emergency Planningand Community Rightto-Know Act of 1986: The Act that
established programs to provide the public
with important information on the hazardous
and toxic chemicals in their communities and
established emergency planning and notification requirements to protect the public in
the event of a release of hazardous
substances.

Disproportionatelyhigh and adverse human
health effect: Any effect on human health
from exposure to environmental hazards that
exceeds generally accepted levels of risk and
affects low-income and minority populations
at a rate that appreciably exceeds the rate for
the general population. Adverse health effects
are measured in risks and rates that could
result in latent cancer fatalities, as well as
other fatal or nonfatal adverse impacts to
human health.

Emergency Response Planning Guideline
(ERPG): A hazardous-material personnel
exposure level or range which, when
exceeded by a short-term or acute exposure,
will cause adverse reproductive, developmental, or carcinogenic effects in humans.
ERPGs are approved by a committee of the
American Industrial Hygiene Association.

be permanent, with no intent to retrieve the
material for future use.

Dose: The amount of energy deposited in
body tissue due to radiation exposure. Various
technical terms - such as dose equivalent,
effective dose equivalent, and collective dose
are used to evaluate the amount of
radiation received by an exposed individual or
population.
Dose rate: Radiation dose delivered per unit
of time and measured in rem per hour.
Drain:A device (e.g., a channel or pipe) used
to carry away or to empty liquid from a liquid
source.

Endangered species: Any species that is in
danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its geographic range.
Endangered Species Act, as amended: The
Act intended to prevent the further decline of
endangered and threatened species and to
restore these species and their habitats.
Consultation with the USFWS is necessary to
determine whether endangered and threatened
species or their critical habitats are known to
be in the vicinity of the proposed action.
Engineering analysis: A comprehensive
technical analysis of DUF6 technology
options, including conversion, use, transportation, storage, and disposal.

Glossary
Enrichment: An isotopic separation process
that increases the portion of the uranium-235
isotope in relation to uranium-238 in natural
uranium. In addition to the enriched uranium,
this process also produces uranium depleted
in uranium-235. Enrichment is accomplished
in the United States through a process called
gaseous diffusion.
Environmental impact statement (EIS): A
document prepared in accordance with the
requirements of the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA).
Environmentaljustice: The fair treatment of
people of all races, cultures, incomes, and
educational levels with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of
environmental laws, regulations, and policies.
Fair treatment implies that no population of
people should be forced to shoulder a disproportionate share of the negative environmental impacts of pollution or environmental
hazards as a result of their lack of political or
economic strength.
Evapotranspiration:Loss of water from the
soil by both evaporation and transpiration
from plants growing in the soil.
Exposure: The condition of being made
subject to the action of radiation, chemicals,
or physical hazards. Exposure is sometimes
used as a generic term to refer to the dose of
radiation or chemicals absorbed by an
individual or population.
External exposure: Exposure to radiation,
principally gamma radiation, that originates
from sources outside of the body.
FarmlandProtectionPolicy Act of 1981: An
Act that requires federal agencies to take steps
to ensure that federal actions do not contribute
to the unnecessary and irreversible conversion
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of farmland to nonagricultural uses in cases in
which other national interests do not override
the importance of protecting the farmland
resources.
Fault: A fracture in the earth's crust accompanied by displacement of one side of the
fracture with respect to the other and in a
direction parallel to the fracture.
Federal Facilities Compliance Act of 1992:
An Act that amended the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) with
the objectives of bringing all federal facilities
into compliance with applicable federal and
state hazardous waste laws, of waiving federal
sovereign immunity under those laws, and of
allowing the imposition of fines and penalties.
The law also requires the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) to submit an inventory of all
its mixed waste and to develop a treatment
plan for mixed waste.
Federal listed species: see also threatened,
endangered, and candidatespecies.
Fission: The splitting of a heavy atomic
nucleus into two nuclei of lighter elements,
accompanied by the release of energy and
generally one or more neutrons. Fission can
occur spontaneously or be induced by neutron
bombardment.
Floodplain: The lowlands adjoining inland
and coastal waters and relatively flat areas,
including at a minimum that area inundated
by a 1% or greater chance flood in any given
year. The base floodplain is defined as the
100-year (1%) floodplain. The critical action
floodplain is defined as the 500-year (0.2%)
floodplain.
Food chain: The scheme of feeding relationships between trophic levels that unites the
member species of a biological community.

Glossary
Fugitive dust: The dust released from
activities associated with construction, manufacturing, or transportation.
Fugitive emissions: Uncontrolled emissions
to the atmosphere from pumps, valves,
flanges, seals, and other process points not
vented through a stack. Also includes
emissions from area sources such as ponds,
lagoons, landfills, and piles of stored material.
Gamma radiation (y): High-energy, shortwavelength electromagnetic radiation (a
packet of energy) emitted from a radioactive
nucleus during decay. Gamma radiation frequently accompanies
alpha and beta
emissions and always accompanies fission.
Gamma rays are very penetrating and are best
stopped or shielded against by dense materials
such as lead or uranium. Gamma rays are
similar to X-rays, but are usually more
energetic.
Gaseous diffusion: The uranium enrichment
process first developed in the 1940s as part of
the Manhattan Project. In gaseous diffusion,
gaseous UF 6 is allowed to flow irreversibly
through a membrane or diffusion barrier.
With holes just large enough to allow the
passage of individual molecules without
passage of the bulk gas through the membrane
or diffusion barrier, more of the lighter
molecules (i.e., those containing uranium-235
atoms) will flow through the barrier than the
heavier molecules (i.e., those containing
uranium-238 atoms), thus effecting partial
separation. Gaseous diffusion results in two
streams of UF6 : one enriched in the
uranium-235 isotope and one depleted in the
uranium-235 isotope.
General public: For purposes of analyses in
this EIS, anyone outside the boundary of a
site at the time of an accident or during
normal facility operations, as well' as people
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along transportation routes used to ship
hazardous chemicals or radioactive materials.
Glove box: An airtight box used to work with
hazardous material, vented to a closed filtering system, having gloves attached inside the
box to protect the worker.
Greater-than-Class-C
waste:
Low-level
radioactive
waste
generated
by
the
commercial sector that exceeds U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) concentration
limits for Class-C low-level waste, as
specified in Title 10, Part 61, Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR Part 61).
Green salt: see uranium tetrafluoride.
Groundshine: Gamma radiation emitted from
radioactive materials deposited on the ground.
Groundwater: Generally, all water contained
in the ground; water held below the water
table available to freely enter wells.
Grout: A cementing or sealing mixture of
cement and water to which sand, sawdust, or
other fillers (additives - e.g., waste) may be
added.
Grouted waste: Refers to the solid material
obtained by mixing waste material with
cement and repackaging it in drums. Grouting
is intended to reduce the mobility of the waste
material.
Habitat: Area where a plant or animal lives.
Hazard index: A summation of the hazard
quotients for all chemicals to which an
individual is exposed. A hazard index value
of 1.0 or less than 1.0 indicates that no
adverse human health effects (noncancer) are
expected to occur.

Glossary
Hazard quotient: A comparison of an
estimated chemical intake (dose) with a
reference dose level below which adverse
health effects are unlikely. The hazard
quotient is expressed as the ratio of the
estimated intake to the reference dose. The
value is used to evaluate the potential for
noncancer health effects, such as organ
damage, from chemical exposures.
Hazardous airpollutants: The 189 chemicals
and chemical classes - such as asbestos,
beryllium, mercury, benzene, and radionuclides - whose emissions are specially
regulated by the CAA.
Hazardous material: A material that poses a
potential risk to health, safety, and property
when transported or handled.
Hazardous waste: Under RCRA, a solid
waste, or combination of solid waste, which
because of its quantity, concentration, or
physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics may (a) cause or significantly
contribute to an increase in mortality or an
increase
in
serious
irreversible,
or
incapacitating reversible, illness or (b) pose a
substantial present or potential hazard to
human health or the environment when
improperly treated, stored, transported, or
disposed of, or otherwise managed. Source
material (including UF 6 ), special nuclear
material, and by-product material, as defined
by the AEA, are specifically excluded from
the definition of solid waste.
Health risk conversion factors: Estimates of
the expected number of health effects
(i.e., cancer cases, cancer fatalities, or genetic
effects) caused by exposure to a given amount
of radiation. Health risk conversion factors
are multiplied by the estimated radiation dose
received by a given population (such as
workers or members of the public) in order to
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estimate the number of health effects
expected to occur as a result of the exposure.
Health risk conversion factors are derived
from data collected from Japanese atomic
bomb survivors, historical medical and
industrial exposures, and animal experimentation.
Heels: Residual amounts of nonvolatile
material left in a cylinder following the
removal of DUF6 .
High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA)
filter: A filter with an efficiency of at least
99.95% used to separate particles from air
exhaust streams prior to releasing that air into
the atmosphere.
Hydrocarbons (HC): Chemical compounds
containing carbon and hydrogen as the
principal elements.
Hydrogen fluoride (HF): A colorless, toxic,
fuming, corrosive liquid or gas miscible with
cold water and very soluble in hot water. HF
is produced when UF 6 comes in contact with
water, such as humidity in the air, and is often
a by-product produced when UF6 is converted
to another chemical form.
Hygroscopic: A chemical substance with an
affinity for water; one that will absorb
moisture, usually from the air.
Inconel: A metal alloy containing nickel,
chromium, and iron, which exhibits good
resistance to corrosion in aqueous environments.
Internal exposure: The ingestion or
inhalation of radioactive contaminants in air,
water, food, or soil, and the subsequent
radiation dose to internal organs and tissues of
the body.

Glossary
Involved worker: A worker directly involved
in the handling or processing of radioactive or
hazardous materials.
Ion: An atom, molecule, or molecular
fragment carrying a positive or negative
electrical charge.
Ionizing radiation:Radiation that has enough
energy to remove electrons from substances
that it passes through, forming ions.
Isotope: One of two or more species of an
element that have the same atomic number
but different masses. The difference in mass
is due to the presence of one or more extra
neutrons in the nucleus. The number of
protons for different isotopes of the same
element is the same. Uranium-235 and
uranium-238 are examples of isotopes of the
element uranium.
Land disposal restrictions: Restrictions on
the disposal of waste that is hazardous under
RCRA. The land disposal restrictions include
technology-based
or
performance-based
treatment standards that must be met before
hazardous waste can be disposed of on land.
Latent cancer fatality (LCF): Term used to
indicate the estimated number of cancer
fatalities that may result from exposure to a
element.
Latent cancer
cancer-causing
fatalities are similar to naturally occurring
cancers and may be expressed at any time
after the initial exposure.
Lead (Pb): A toxic metal in air, food, water,
and soil. Overexposure to this metal can cause
damage to the circulatory, digestive, and
central nervous systems. Lead is one of six
criteria air pollutants specified under Title I of
the CAA.
Long-term storage: The containment of
material on a temporary basis or for a period
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of years, in such a manner as not to constitute
disposal of such material. Long-term storage
would preserve access to the material until a
future use is identified or until a decision is
made to dispose of the material.
Low-income population: Persons of lowincome status. This status is based on
U.S. Bureau of the Census definitions of
individuals living below the poverty line, as
defined by a statistical threshold that
considers family size and income. For 1990,
the poverty line threshold for a family unit of
four individuals was $12,674 (based on 1989
income). In this EIS, low-income population
was defined as consisting of any census tract
located within a 50-mi (80-km) radius of a
storage site that has a proportion of lowincome population that is greater than the
respective state average.
-Low-level mixed waste (LLMW): Waste that
contains both hazardous waste under RCRA
and radioactive material, including source,
special nuclear, or by-product material subject
to the AEA. Such waste has to be handled,
processed, and disposed of in a manner that
considers its chemical as well as its
radioactive components.
Low-level radioactive waste (LL W): Waste
that contains radioactivity but is not classified
as high-level waste, transuranic waste, spent
nuclear fuel, or "1 Ie(2) by-product material"
as defined by DOE Order 5820.2A. Low-level
waste is typically disposed of using shallow
land burial.
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act:
The Act, as amended, that established
procedures for the implementation of
compacts providing for the establishment and
operation of regional disposal facilities for
LLW that made the federal government
responsible
for ultimate
disposal
of
commercially generated waste with a

Glossary
classification of greater-than-Class-C
also greater-than-Class-Cwaste).
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Maximally exposed individual (ME1): A
hypothetical individual who - because of
proximity, activities, or living habits - could
potentially receive the maximum possible
dose of radiation or of a hazardous chemical
from a given event or process.
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, as amended: Act
intended to protect birds that have common
migration patterns between the United States
and Canada, Mexico, Japan, and Russia.
Millirem: A unit of radiation exposure equal
to one-thousandth of a rem.
Minority population: Persons classified by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census as Negro/
Black/African-American, Hispanic, Asian and
Pacific Islander, American Indian, Eskimo,
Aleut, or other nonwhite; based on selfclassification by individuals according to the
race with which they most closely identify.
For this EIS, a minority population was
defined as any census tract located within a
50-mi (80-kin) radius of a storage site that has
a proportion of minority population that is
greater than the respective state average.
Mixed waste: see also low-level mixed waste.
Model: A conceptual, mathematical, or
physical system obeying certain specified
conditions, whose behavior is used to understand the physical system to which it is
analogous. Models are often used to predict
the behavior or outcome of future events.
Modified Mercalli Intensity: A level on the
Modified Mercalli scale. A measure of the
perceived intensity of earthquake groundshaking with 12 divisions, from I (not felt by
people) to XII (damage nearly total).
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Monel: Trade name for a white copper-nickel
alloy that is acid- and corrosion-resistant.
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS): Air quality standards established
by the CAA, as amended. The primary
NAAQS are intended to protect the public
health with an adequate margin of safety; the
secondary NAAQS are intended to protect the
public welfare from any known or anticipated
adverse effects of a pollutant.
NationalEmission Standardsfor Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAPs): A set of national
emission standards for listed hazardous pollutants emitted from specific classes or
categories of new and existing sources. These
standards were implemented in the CAA
Amendments of 1977.
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
of 1969: The Act that established the national
policy
to
protect humans
and the
environment,
requiring
environmental
reviews of federal actions that have the
potential for significant impact on the
environment. It also established the Council
on Environmental Quality (CEQ).
National Historic PreservationAct of 1966,
as amended: The Act directing federal
agencies to consider the effects of their
programs and projects on properties listed on
or eligible for the National Register of
Historic Places. It does not require any
permits, but pursuant to federal code, if a
proposed
action
might
impact
any
archaeological, historical, or architectural
resource, this Act mandates consultation with
the proper agencies.
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES): Federal permitting system
required for hazardous effluents regulated
through the CWA, as amended.

in
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National Register of Historic Places: A list
maintained by the Secretary of the Interior as
the official list of historic properties (districts,
sites, buildings, structures, and objects)
deserving preservation because of their local,
state, or national significance in American
history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture. Properties listed on or
eligible for the National Register are protected by the National Historic Preservation
Act of 1966, as amended.
NEPA document: A document prepared
pursuant to requirements of the National
Environmental
Policy
Act
or
CEQ
regulations,
including
the
following:
environmental assessment, environmental
impact statement, Notice of Intent, Record of
Decision, and Finding of No Significant
Impact.
Nitrogen oxides (NO@): The oxides of
nitrogen, primarily nitrogen oxide (NO) and
nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ), that are produced in
the combustion of fossil fuels and can
constitute an air pollution problem. When
NO 2 combines with volatile organic
compounds in sunlight, ozone is produced.
Nitrogen oxides are one of six criteria air
pollutants specified under Title I of the CAA.
Nonattainmentarea: An AQCR (or a portion
thereof) for which the EPA has determined
that ambient air concentrations exceed
NAAQS for one or more criteria pollutants
(see also attainment area and criteria
pollutants).
Nonhazardous waste: Routinely generated
waste, including general facility refuse such
as paper, cardboard, glass, wood, plastics,
scrap, metal containers, dirt, and rubble.
Nonhazardous waste is segregated and
recycled whenever possible.
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Noninvolved worker: A worker employed at
a site who is not directly involved in the
handling of radioactive or hazardous
materials.
Normal operations: Conditions during which
facilities and processes operate as expected or
designed. In general, the evaluation of normal
operations includes the occurrence of some
infrequent events that, although not considered routine, are not classified as accidents.
For example, the identification and repair of
breached cylinders, expected to occur infrequently, was considered to be normal
operations.
Nuclear weapon: The general name given to
any weapon in which the explosion results
from energy released by reactions involving
atomic nuclei - either fission or fusion, or
both.
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA): The agency that oversees
and regulates workplace health and safety,
created by the Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970.
Overpack: Container used for transporting
cylinders not meeting U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT) requirements. An overpack is a container into which a cylinder
would be placed for shipment. The overpack |
would be designed, tested, and certified to
meet all DOT shipping requirements and
would be suitable to contain, transport, and
store the cylinder contents regardless of
cylinder condition.
Ozone (03): The triatomic form of oxygen. In
the stratosphere, ozone protects the earth from
the sun's ultraviolet rays, but in lower levels
of the atmosphere, ozone is considered an air
pollutant and can cause irritation of the eyes
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and respiratory tract. Ozone is one of six
criteria air pollutants specified under Title I of
the CAA.
Palustrine: Nontidal wetlands dominated by
trees, shrubs, or persistent emergent vegetation or small shallow wetlands.
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Plutonium (Pu): A heavy, radioactive,
metallic element with the atomic number 94.
Plutonium is produced artificially in a reactor
by bombardment of uranium with neutrons
and is used primarily in the production of
nuclear weapons.

Particulatematter, particulates: Particles in
an aerosol stream, the larger of which usually
can be removed by filtration.

PM10 : Particulate matter with a mean aerodynamic diameter of 10 micrometers (jim) or
less. PM 1 0 is one of six criteria air pollutants
specified under Title I of the CAA.

Pasquill stability categories: Classification
scheme that describes the degree of
atmospheric turbulence. Categories range
from extremely unstable (A) to extremely
stable (F). Unstable conditions promote the
rapid dispersion of atmospheric contaminants
and result in lower air concentrations
compared with stable conditions.

Pollution Prevention Act of 1990: The Act
establishing the national policy that pollution
should be prevented or reduced at the source
or recycled in an environmentally safe
manner and that pollution that cannot be
prevented or recycled should be, as a last
resort, treated and disposed of in an environmentally safe manner.

Pathway: A route or sequence of processes by
which radioactive or hazardous material may
move through the environment to humans or
other organisms. For example, one potential
exposure pathway involves the contamination
and subsequent use of surface water or
groundwater.

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs): A class of
chemical substances formerly manufactured
as an insulating fluid in electrical equipment.
PCBs are highly toxic to aquatic life and, in
the environment, exhibit many of the
characteristics of dichloro diphenyl trichloroethane (DDT). PCBs persist in the
environment for a long time and accumulate
in animals.

Permeability: In hydrology, the capacity of a
medium (rock, sediment, or soil) to transmit
groundwater. Permeability depends on the
size and shape of the pores in the medium and
how they are interconnected.
Permissible exposure limits (PELs): Occupational exposure limits established for worker
exposures to various chemicals, endorsed by
the OSHA. Permissible exposure limits are
defined so as to protect worker health and
may be for short-term or 8-hour duration
exposure.
Plume: The spatial distribution of a release of
airborne or waterborne material as it disperses
in the environment.

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs):
A group of organic compounds, some of
which are known to be potent human
carcinogens.
Population dose: see also collective dose.
Programmatic environmental impact statement (PEIS): A type of EIS that deals with
broad strategies and decisions, such as those
that are regional or national in scope.
Proposed action: The term used in an EIS to
refer to the activity planned by a federal
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Radiation: The particles (alpha and beta
particles) or photons (gamma rays) emitted
from the nuclei of radioactive atoms. Some
elements are naturally radioactive; others are
induced to become radioactive by bombardment in a reactor. Naturally occurring
radiation, such as that from uranium, is
indistinguishable from induced radiation.

Record of Decision (ROD): A document
prepared in accordance with the requirements
of 40 CFR 1505.2 that provides a concise
public record of the DOE's decision on a
proposed action for which an EIS was
prepared. A ROD identifies the alternatives
considered in reaching the decision, the
environmentally preferable alternative(s), and
the factors balanced by the DOE in making
the decision. The ROD also identifies whether
all practicable means of avoiding or
minimizing environmental harm have been
adopted and, if not, why they were not.

Radiation absorbed dose (rad): The basic
unit of absorbed dose equal to the absorption
of 0.01 joule per kilogram (J/kg) of absorbing
material.

Region of influence (ROI): The physical area
that bounds the environmental, sociological,
economic, or cultural feature of interest for
the purpose of analysis.

Radioactivity: The spontaneous decay or
disintegration of unstable atomic nuclei,
accompanied by the emission of radiation.

Rem: The dosage of an ionizing radiation that
will cause the same biological effect as one
roentgen of X-ray or gamma-ray exposure.

Radioactive decay: Natural process by which
a radioactive atom is physically transformed
into another form by the release of energy in
the form of subatomic particles such as alpha
or beta particles, or electromagnetic radiation
such as gamma rays.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA), as amended: An act that provides a
"cradle-to-grave" regulatory program for
hazardous waste that established, among other
things, a system for managing hazardous
waste from its generation until its ultimate
disposal.

agency that generates the need to prepare an
EIS.
Public: see also generalpublic.

Radioactive decay products: The isotopes
produced when another isotope undergoes
radioactive decay. The decay products are
also typically radioactive.
Radionuclide: An atom that exhibits radioactive properties. Standard practice for
naming a radionuclide is to use the name or
atomic symbol of the element followed by its
atomic weight (e.g., cobalt-60 [Co-60], a
radionuclide of cobalt with an atomic weight
of 60).
Recharge: Replenishment of water to an
aquifer.

Retardation:The process by which dissolved
material moves more slowly through the soil
than the velocity of the bulk fluid (i.e., water).
Risk: A quantitative or qualitative expression
of possible loss that considers both the
probability that a hazard will cause harm and
the consequences of that event.
Safe Drinking Water Act, as amended: An
act that protects the quality of public water
supplies and all sources of drinking water.
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Sanitary waste: Waste generated by normal
housekeeping activities, liquid or solid
(includes sludge), that is not hazardous or
radioactive.
Scope: The range of actions, alternatives, and
impacts to be considered in a document prepared pursuant to NEPA of 1969.
Scoping: The process of inviting public
comment on what should be considered prior
to preparation of an EIS.
Severe accident: An accident with a
frequency of less than 1 in 1 million (10-6)
per year that would have more severe
consequences than a design-basis accident in
terms of damage to the facility, off-site
consequences, or both.
Shielding: Any material that is placed
between a source of radiation and people,
equipment, or other objects, in order to absorb
the radiation and thereby reduce radiation
exposure. Common shielding materials
include concrete, steel, water, and lead. In
general, for shielding gamma radiation
sources, the denser a material is, the more
effective it is as a shield.
Sinter: To form a homogenous mass by
heating without melting.
Socioeconomic analysis: Analysis of those
parts of the human environment in a particular
location that are related to existing and
potential future economic and social
conditions.
Socioeconomic impacts: For this EIS,
impacts expressed in terms of regional
economic impacts (notably changes in local
employment, income, and economic output
[sales]), impacts to public services and
finance in local jurisdictions, and impacts to
local housing markets.
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Soil and Water Conservation Act of 1977:
An Act to establish a program administered
by the Secretary of Agriculture to further the
conservation of soil, water, and related
resources consistent with the roles and
responsibilities of other federal agencies and
state and local governments.
Solid Waste Disposal Act: An Act that
regulates the treatment, storage, or disposal of
solid, both nonhazardous and hazardous,
waste, as amended by RCRA and the
Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of
1984.
Source: Any physical entity that may cause
radiation exposure, for example, by emitting
ionizing radiation or releasing radioactive
material. Examples of radiation sources
include X-ray machines and radionuclides
such as uranium.
Source term: The amount of radioactive or
hazardous material released to the environment following an accident.
Stability class:
categories.

see

Pasquill

stability

Stakeholder: Any person or organization
interested in or potentially affected by
activities and decisions of the DOE.
Storage: The temporary holding of material
in a controlled and monitored facility.
Sulfur dioxide (S02): A compound of sulfur
produced by the burning of sulfur-containing
compounds and considered to be a major air
pollutant. Sulfur dioxide is one of six criteria
air pollutants specified under Title I of the
CAA.
Sulfur oxides (SOx): A general term used to
describe the oxides of sulfur - pungent,
colorless gases formed primarily by the

InL
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combustion of fossil fuels. Sulfur oxides,
which are considered major air pollutants,
may damage the respiratory tract as well as
vegetation.
Technetium: A radioactive element with the
atomic number 43. It is derived from uranium
and plutonium fission products. Its isotope
Tc-99 is used to absorb slow neutrons in
reactor technology.
Terrestrial: Pertaining to plants or animals
living on land rather than in the water.
Threatened species: Any species that is likely
to become an endangered species within the
foreseeable future throughout all or a
significant portion of its range.
Throughput: A general term that refers to the
amount of material handled or processed by a
facility in a year.
Tiering: The process of first addressing
general (programmatic) matters in a broad
PEIS, followed by more narrowly focused
(project-level) environmental documentation
that incorporates by reference the more
general document.
Topography: Physical shape of the ground
surface.
Total effective dose equivalent: The sum of
the effective dose equivalent from external
exposure and the 50-year committed effective
dose equivalent from internal exposure.
Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976
(TSCA): The act authorizing the EPA to
secure information on all new and existing
chemical substances and to control any of
these substances determined to cause an
unreasonable risk to public health or the
environment. This law requires that the health
and environmental effects of all new
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chemicals be reviewed by the EPA before
they are manufactured for commercial
purposes.
Transuranic (TRU) waste: Waste contaminated by alpha-emitting transuranic radionuclides (i.e., radionuclides with atomic
numbers greater than 92) with half-lives of
more than 20 years and concentrations higher
than 100 nanocuries per gram (nCi/g) at the
time of assay.
Triuranium octaoxide (U308): An oxide
form of uranium that is the most common
chemical form found in nature. U 3 08 is very
stable and has a low solubility in water.
Uranium: A heavy, silvery-white, naturally
radioactive,
metallic
element
(atomic
number 92). Its two principally occurring
isotopes are uranium-235 and uranium-238.
Uranium-235 is indispensable to the nuclear
industry because it is the only isotope existing
in nature to any appreciable extent that is
fissionable by thermal neutrons. Uranium-238
is also important because it absorbs neutrons
to produce a radioactive isotope that
subsequently decays to plutonium-239, an
isotope that also is fissionable by thermal
neutrons.
Uranium dioxide (UO2 ): A black crystalline
powder that is widely used in the manufacture
of fuel pellets for nuclear reactors. Pressed
and sintered, it is stable when exposed to
water or air below 300'C (572 0 F).
Uranium hexafluoride (UF6 ): A chemical
composed of one atom of uranium combined
with 6 atoms of fluorine. UF6 is a volatile
white crystalline solid at ambient conditions.
This form of uranium is used as feed for
gaseous diffusion enrichment plants.
Uranium metal: A heavy, silvery-white,
malleable, ductile, softer-than-steel metallic
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element. One of the densest materials known,
it is 1.6 times more dense than lead and
slightly less toxic. Uranium metal is not as
stable as U3 0 8 or UF 4 because it is subject to
surface oxidation. It tarnishes in air, with the
oxide film preventing further oxidation of
massive metal at room temperature.
Uranium tetrafluoride (UF4): A green
crystalline solid that melts at about 960 0 C
(1,6527F) and has an insignificant vapor
pressure. It is very slightly soluble in water;
generally an intermediate in the conversion of
UF 6 to either uranium oxide (U3 08 or U0 2 )
or uranium metal. Also known as green salt.
Uranyl fluoride (UO2 F2): A yellow hygroscopic (i.e., moisture-retaining) solid that is
very soluble in water. In accidental releases of
UF 6 , U0 2 F 2 is a solid particulate compound
that may deposit on the ground over a large
area.
Vacuum: A pressure less than atmospheric.
Depleted uranium hexafluoride (DUF6 ) is
stored in a vacuum in cylinders.
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs): A
broad range of organic compounds (such as
benzene, chloroformn, and methyl alcohol),
often halogenated, that vaporize at ambient or
relatively low temperatures.
Waste management: The planning, coordination, and direction of those functions related
to generation, handling, treatment, storage,
transportation, and disposal of waste, as well
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as associated pollution prevention
surveillance and maintenance activities.

and

Waste minimization: An action that economically avoids or reduces the generation of
waste by source reduction, reducing the
toxicity of hazardous waste, improving
energy usage, or recycling.
Wastewater: Water that typically contains
less than a 1% concentration of organic
hazardous waste materials.
Water Quality Act of 1987: An act amending
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act to
make NPDES requirements applicable to
storm water discharges.
Web site: A collection of information possibly including text, figures, pictures,
audio, and video - that can be accessed by
computer through the Internet computer
network. These sites are intended to
communicate and distribute information to
anyone having access to the Internet.
Wetlands: Lands or areas exhibiting hydric
soils, saturated or inundated soil during some
portion of the plant growing season, and plant
species tolerant of such conditions (includes
swamps, marshes, and bogs).
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act: An Act
providing for protection of the free-flowing,
scenic, and natural values of rivers designated
as components or potential components of the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
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Affected Environment
1-28, 3-1, 3-15, 3-53, 7-3, 8-3, B-16, (Appendix C Report, 11), F-36, F-37
Air Quality
2-4, 2-27, 2-35, 2-36, 2-53, 3-5, 3-7 through 10, 3-44, 3-47 through 50, 5-4, 5-6, 5-15, 5-16,
5-23 through 26, 5-59 through 63, 5-95, 5-107, 5-108, 5-111, 5-113, 5-123, 6-4, 6-5, 7-7, 7-9,
7-13, 8-1, 9-1, 9-2, 9-4, 9-10, (Appendix C Report, 3, 22), (Appendix D Report, 7, 12, 16),
F-33, F-34, F-39, F-43, F-48
Air Quality and Noise
2-35, 2-53, 5-15, 5-23, 5-59, (Appendix D Report, 7, 12), F-33
Alternatives
1-6, 1-7, 1-15, 1-16, 1-18, 1-21, 1-30, 2-1, 2-2, 2-4, 2-5, 2-23, 2-24, 2-26 through 2-29, 2-31,
2-32, 2-34, 2-36 through 2-40, 2-42, 2-43, 2-45, 2-66, 3-74, 4-1 through 3, 4-5, 4-11, 4-13,
5-1, 5-21, 5-43, 5-72, 5-73, 5-106 through 113, 5-116 through 120, 6-12, 9-13, 9-14, B-17,
B-18, (Appendix C Report, iii, 1, 2, 3, 9, 20, 21, 23), (Appendix D Report, 2, 9), E-9, F-3, F-7,
F-14, F-35, F-40, F-42 through 45
Background Information
1-2, 1-30, 4-1, 4-2, 5-42, (Appendix C Report, 2), (Appendix D Report, 2)
Biotic Resources
3-17, 3-57, 6-10
Breached Cylinders
2-3, 2-4, 2-26, 2-28, 3-14, 3-53, 5-5, 5-6, 5-8, 5-9, 5-15, 5-18, 5-19, 9-11
Chemical Environment
3-26, 3-61
Comparison of Alternatives
2-1, 2-26
Contractor Disclosure Statement
1-3 1, 8-1, H-i, H-3
Cultural Resources
1-21, 2-27, 2-40, 2-43, 2-61, 3-37, 3-72, 5-5, 5-20, 5-40, 5-71, 5-72, 5-96, 5-108, 5-112,
5-114, 6-11, 6-12, 7-9, 7-10, 7-13, 7-14, 8-2, 8-3, 9-4, (Appendix C Report, 15), (Appendix D
Report, 7, 12, 15), F-42, F-43
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Cumulative Impacts
1-24, 1-27, 1-30, 2-42 through 44, 5-1, 5-63, 5-104 through 112, 8-2, 8-3, 9-4, (Appendix C
Report, 3, 13, 22), F-45, F-48
Cylinder Inventory
1-2, 1-10, 1-16, 2-3, 2-15, 2-20, 2-28, 3-1, 4-3, 5-1, 5-104, B-3, B-5, B-15, (Appendix C
Report, iii, 11), F- 13
Cylinder Preparation
1-23, 1-28, 2-20, 2-40, 2-62, 5-91, 5-93 through 95, 5-111, 7-8, 9-4, (Appendix D Report, 22),
F-7, F-8, F-48, F-49
Cylinder Yards
1-4, 1-5, 2-2, 2-6, 2-26, 2-28, 2-45, 3-2, 3-4, 3-14, 3-17, 3-42, 3-53, 3-61, 5-7, 5-15, 5-16,
5-20, 5-44, 5-45, 5-92, 5-113, B-17, (Appendix C Report, 14, 19), (Appendix D Report, 4)
Decontamination and Decommissioning (D&D)
1-1, 1-13, 1-17, 1-30, 2-2, 2-5, 2-27, 2-42, 2-64, 2-65, 3-42, 5-1, 5-109, 5-110, 5-117, 5-119
through 125, (Appendix C Report, 1, 3, 8, 14, 15, 18, 21), (Appendix D Report, 7, 10)
Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride Management Program
1-28, 7-6, 7-8, B-19, (Appendix D Report, 22), F-48, F-49
Ecology
2-4, 2-27, 2-37, 2-58, 5-6, 5-19, 5-30, 5-67, 5-107, 5-112, 8-3, (Appendix D Report, 7, 12),
F-39
Environmental Impacts of Alternatives
5-1
Environmental Justice
1-21, 2-27, 2-40, 2-43, 2-62, 3-38, 3-39, 3-74, 3-75, 5-20, 5-41, 5-42, 5-72, 5-108, 5-112, 7-2,
8-2, 9-6, (Appendix C Report, 4, 14, 22), F-43, F-44, F-45, F-47
Housing
2-37, 3-30, 3-31, 3-67, 5-19, 5-29, 5-66, 5-113, 7-13, 9-14, (Appendix C Report, 4, 22),
(Appendix D Report, 14), F-36, F-38, F-44, F-51
Human Health and Safety
1-21, 1-22, 2-4, 2-27, 2-28, 2-32, 2-45, 2-47, 2-50, 2-64, 5-6 through 8, 5-20, 5-22, 5-42, 5-46,
5-47, 5-110, 5-121, 5-122, (Appendix C Report, 13), (Appendix D Report, 7, 12, 13, 17, 19),
F-3, F-12, F-21
Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources
5-1, 5-116
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Land Use
2-27, 2-40, 2-43, 2-61, 3-1, 3-35, 3-72, 4-2, 5-20, 5-39, 5-40, 5-71, 5-107, 5-112, 5-117, 8-2,
(Appendix D Report, 7, 9, 12, 14), F-42, F-43
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8-1
Low-Level Mixed Waste
9-9, 9-10, B-14
Low-Level Waste
9-7, 9-9, (Appendix C Report, 3, 22), (Appendix D Report, 6)
Minority and Low-Income Populations
2-40, 5-41, 5-42, 5-72, 5-112, F-44, F-45
Mitigation
1-30, 2-38, 2-40, 5-1, 5-15, 5-32, 5-41, 5-66, 5-96, 5-112 through 115, (Appendix D Report,
iii, 9, 10, 15, 16), F-46
No Action Alternative
1-2, 1-8, 1-11, 1-14, 1-17, 1-18, 2-1, 2-3, 2-4, 2-26 through 28, 2-30, 2-32, 2-35 through 38,
2-40 through 43, 2-66, 3-38, 4-1, 4-3, 5-1 through 8, 5-10, 5-11, 5-13, 5-15 through 20, 5-94,
5-109, 5-111, 5-112, 7-8, 7-11, (Appendix C Report, 3), F-3, F-7, F-8, F-12, F-14, F-35, F-36,
F-42 through 44
Nonradioactive Hazardous and Toxic Waste
3-35, 3-71
Normal Operations
2-16, 2-27, 2-28, 2-50, 2-62, 2-66, 4-1, 4-10, 5-7, 5-8, 5-42, 5-44, 5-46, 5-65, 5-66, 5-94, 5-95,
5-110, 5-111, 8-1, 9-11, B-7, (Appendix D Report, 7, 12, 13, 17), F-5, F-9, F-10, F-26, F-35
Pollution Prevention and Waste Minimization
1-30, 5-1, 5-120
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)
1-13, 1-31, 2-15, 2-16, 2-39, 5-114, B-3, B-15 through 19
Portsmouth Site
1-1, 1-7, 1-8, 1-10, 1-13, 1-14, 1-17, 1-23 through 25, 2-1, 2-22, 5-1, 5-108, B-3, B-7, B-14,
B-17, B-18, C-3, (Appendix C Report, 8, 9), (Appendix D Report, 12, 14, 22), F-49
Preferred Alternative
1-22, 2-6, 2-7, 2-44, 5-109, (Appendix C Report, 2, 9, 21)
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Proposed Action
1-1, 1-7, 1-11, 1-13 through 15, 1-18, 1-22, 1-26, 2-1, 2-2, 2-4, 2-16, 2-26, 2-27, 2-39, 2-42,
2-45, 2-46, 2-61, 3-1, 3-38, 3-74, 4-1, 5-1, 5-21, 5-42, 5-70, 5-71, 5-108 through 111, 6-12,
9-5, 9-10, 9-12, 9-13, B-3, B-6, B-7, B-l l, B-14, B-17, B-18, (Appendix C Report, 22), F-45
Public and Occupational Safety and Health
3-24, 3-58
Public Finances
2-37, 5-19, 5-29, 5-66, (Appendix D Report, 14)
Purpose and Need
1-13, (Appendix C Report, 20)
Radiation Environment
3-24, 3-58, 5-7
References
1-30, 7-1, 8-3, B-3, B-18, (Appendix D Report, iii, 22), E-17, F-46
Regional Economic Activity
F-36
Relationship between Short-Term Use of the Environment and Long-Term Productivity
1-30, 5-1, 5-119
Relationship to Other NEPA Reviews
1-24
Resource Requirements
1-21, 2-27, 2-39, 2-61, 5-20, 5-39, 5-70, (Appendix D Report, 7, 12, 14), F-41, F-42
Seismic Risk
3-11, 3-52
Site Infrastructure
3-2, 3-44
Socioeconomics
1-21, 2-27, 2-37, 2-57, 3-26, 3-61, 5-4, 5-19, 5-29, 5-66, 5-113, 5-123, (Appendix C Report,
14), (Appendix D Report, 7, 12, 14), F-35, F-43, F-45
Solid Nonhazardous, Nonradioactive Waste
3-34, 3-71
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Surface Water
2-4, 2-16, 2-36, 2-37, 2-55, 2-66, 3-2, 3-15, 3-16, 3-19, 3-21, 3-24, 3-27, 3-53 through 57,
3-62, 5-6, 5-8, 5-9, 5-17, 5-19, 5-27, 5-28, 5-32, 5-33, 5-46, 5-65 through 68, 5-107, 5-l11,
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2-37, 3-22, 3-58, 5-30, 5-35, 5-68, 6-10, 7-14, 9-3, (Appendix C Report, 4, 22), (Appendix D
Report, 10), F-39, F-40
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1-1, 1-8, 1-14, 1-16, 1-17, 1-19, 1-22, 1-23, 1-25 through 29, 2-2, 2-5, 2-16 through 20, 2-24,
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APPENDIX A:
TEXT OF PUBLIC LAW 107-206 PERTINENT
TO THE MANAGEMENT OF DUF 6

Section 502 of Public Law 107-206, "2002 Supplemental Appropriations Act for Further
Recovery from and Response to Terrorist Attacks on the United States" (signed by the
President 08/02/2002)
SEC. 502. Section 1 of Public Law 105-204 (112 Stat. 681) is amended(1) in subsection (b), by striking "until the date" and all that follows and inserting "until the date
that is 30 days after the date on which the Secretary of Energy awards a contract under
subsection (c), and no such amounts shall be available for any purpose except to implement the
contract."; and
(2) by striking subsection (c) and inserting the following:
"(c) CONTRACTING REQUIREMENTS(1) IN GENERAL - Notwithstanding any other provision of law (except section 1341 of
title 31, United States Code), the Secretary of Energy shall (A) not later than 10 days after the date of enactment of this paragraph, request
offerors whose proposals in response to Request for Proposals No. DE-RP05010R22717 ('Acquisition of Facilities and Services for Depleted Uranium
Hexafluoride (DUF6) Conversion Project') were included in the competitive
range as of January 15, 2002, to confirm or reinstate the offers in accordance with
this paragraph, with a deadline for offerors to deliver reinstatement or
confirmation to the Secretary of Energy not later than 20 days after the date of
enactment of this paragraph; and
(B) not later than 30 days after the date of enactment of this paragraph, select for
award of a contract the best value of proposals confirmed or reinstated under
subparagraph (A), and award a contract for the scope of work stated in the
Request for Proposals, including the design, construction, and operation of(i) a facility described in subsection (a) on the site of the gaseous diffusion
plant at Paducah, Kentucky; and
(ii) a facility described in subsection (a) on the site of the gaseous
diffusion plant at Portsmouth, Ohio.
(2) CONTRACT TERMS - Notwithstanding any other provision of law (except section
1341 of title 31, United States Code) the Secretary of Energy shall negotiate with the
awardee to modify the contract awarded under paragraph (1) to (A) require, as a mandatory item, that groundbreaking for construction occur not
later than July 31, 2004, and that construction proceed expeditiously thereafter;
(B) include as an item of performance the transportation, conversion, and
disposition of depleted uranium contained in cylinders located at the Oak Ridge
K-25 uranium enrichment facility located in the East Tennessee Technology Park
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at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, consistent with environmental agreements between the
State of Tennessee and the Secretary of Energy; and
(C) specify that the contractor shall not proceed to perform any part of the
contract unless sufficient funds have been appropriated, in advance, specifically to
pay for that part of the contract.
(3) CERTIFICATION OF GROUNDBREAKING - Not later than 5 days after the date
of groundbreaking for each facility, the Secretary of Energy shall submit to Congress a
certification that groundbreaking has occurred.
(d) FUNDING

-

(1) IN GENERAL - For purposes of carrying out this section, the Secretary of Energy
may use any available appropriations (including transferred unobligated balances).
(2) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS - There are authorized to be
appropriated, in addition to any funds made available under paragraph (1), such sums as
are necessary to carry out this section."
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APPENDIX B:
ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH DUF 6 CYLINDER CONTAMINATION

This appendix discusses issues associated with possible contamination of the depleted
uranium hexafluoride (DUF6 ) within the cylinders and on the cylinders themselves. Section B. 1
addresses possible contamination of the DUF6 with transuranic (TRU) isotopes and
technetium-99 (TC-99). Section B.2 addresses the existence of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
used in the paint on some portion of the cylinder inventory. References are provided in
Section B.3.

B.1 POSSIBLE TRANSURANIC CONTAMINATION

B.1.1 Summary
This section addresses the concerns and impacts associated with potential contamination
of DUF6 cylinders with TRU isotopes (these isotopes have an atomic number greater than that of
uranium-92 [U-92]) and Tc-99. The extent of contamination is discussed, and potential
radiological, chemical, and waste management impacts are evaluated. The results indicate that a
small but unknown number of DUF6 cylinders in the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's)
inventory are likely to contain relatively high concentrations of TRU and Tc-99 in a small
volume inside the cylinders. The TRU and Tc-99 concentrations in a great majority of the
cylinders and in the bulk of the small number of contaminated cylinders are expected to be
relatively low. The impacts associated with such low concentrations are also expected to be
negligibly low (less than 10%) compared with the impacts that would be associated with DUF6
in the cylinders. In addition, both the concentrations and impacts associated with TRU and Tc-99
in the conversion facility at either the Paducah, Kentucky, or Portsmouth, Ohio, site and in the
conversion products are estimated to be negligibly small. However, under certain circumstances,
the doses resulting from the high concentrations of TRU and Tc-99 in a small number of emptied
cylinders could be relatively high. In addition, depending on how the emptied cylinders are
processed and dispositioned, there may be some transuranic waste (TRUW) issues at either
conversion site. However, under the proposed action and by using the cylinder disposition
strategy proposed by the conversion contractor, Uranium Disposition Services, LLC (UDS), no
TRUW is expected to be generated at either the Paducah or Portsmouth site.

B.1.2 Background
At about the time the final programmatic environmental impact statement (PEIS) for
DUF 6 was published in April 1999 (DOE 1999), and while DOE was preparing a request for
proposals (RFP) to acquire the services of a private firm to design, construct, and operate two
plants at Paducah and Portsmouth to convert DOE's inventory of DUF 6 to a more stable
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chemical form (DOE 2000a), concern was raised that some portion of DOE's DUF6 inventory
might be contaminated with TRU and Tc. This concern arose because in the period before 1985,
some reprocessed uranium from defense production sites was fed into the diffusion cascades in
the form of UF 6 . The reprocessed uranium was obtained from the fuel that had been irradiated in
the production reactors (reactors used by the government to produce nuclear materials for
weapons). This irradiation produced a large number of radionuclides that initially had not been
present in the fresh fuel. These radionuclides were either TRU or fission products (radionuclides
created from the fissioning of uranium atoms). When the used fuel was reprocessed to separate
the wanted nuclear materials and the uranium to be used again, a small fraction of the TRU
elements and a fission product, Tc-99, ended up in the uranium stream. It was thought that when
the reprocessed uranium was converted to UF6 and fed to the diffusion cascades for
reenrichment, part of the contaminants in the uranium might have transferred into the tails
cylinders (cylinders containing the DUF6 ). The principal isotopes of concern were two TRU
isotopes, plutonium-239 (Pu-239) and neptunium-237 (Np-237), and Tc-99.
DOE wanted to determine the extent of contamination in the cylinders so that potential
responders to the RFP could properly factor it into their proposals. To resolve this uncertainty,
DOE commissioned Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to develop a strategy for
characterizing TRU and Tc contamination in the tails cylinders (Hightower et al. 2000). The
draft strategy developed by ORNL was peer reviewed by a team of scientists and engineers from
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and Argonne National Laboratory (Brumburgh et al.
2000). The peer review team found that available data and process knowledge was sufficient to
establish bounding concentrations of contaminants in the tails cylinders and that additional
sampling of the cylinders would not be cost-effective. The ORNL team also concluded that
additional characterization of the cylinders would not be likely to result in lower bids by
prospective vendors, and that direct sampling of many older cylinders might not be practical.
However, during the period December 1999 through August 2000, additional measurements
were taken on 14 selected full DUF6 cylinders and heels cylinders (i.e., empty cylinders
containing about 10 to 23 kg (22 to 50 lb) of residual DUF 6 , uranium decay products, and, in
some cases, TRU and Tc) stored at the Paducah and Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plants. The
results of these measurements were included in the final ORNL strategy document (Hightower
et al. 2000).

B.1.3 Extent of Transuranic and Technetium Contamination in the DUF 6 Cylinders
Both the ORNL team and the peer review team reviewed the previous characterization
studies conducted on the tails cylinders. The ORNL team also interviewed some staff members
who worked at the Portsmouth and Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant sites when the recycled
uranium was being fed to the cascades. On the basis of those reviews and the characterization
performed in the period December 1999 to August 2000, it was concluded that the level of
contamination in the tails cylinders is very limited. The peer review team stated that the only
plausible pathway for the TRU and Tc to get into the DUF 6 cylinders was by way of the heels
from prior use of the cylinders to store reactor return feed. It was discovered during the
investigations that some cylinders that were used to store reprocessed UF6 were emptied into the
cascades for reenriching the UF 6 . The same cylinders were later filled with DUF 6 without first
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being cleaned. The TRU contamination in the feed cylinders consisted mainly of nonvolatile
fluorides. Therefore, they were concentrated in the heels of the feed cylinders. Any TRU
isotopes that were carried into the cascades were thought to have plated out and been captured in
the cascades; thus, they never made it into the tails cylinders. Similarly, nonvolatile compounds
of Tc stayed in the heels, while the volatile components, because of their low molecular weight
compared with UF6 , moved up the cascades and either were released in the purge stream or
stayed with the enriched product.
The number of reprocessed uranium feed cylinders that were later used to store DUF6
was not known, but it was estimated to be in the hundreds (Hightower et al. 2000). This number
represents only a portion of the total of approximately 60,000 DUF6 cylinders that are used to
store DOE's inventory of DUF 6 at the three storage sites - Portsmouth, Paducah, and East
Tennessee Technology Park.
It is believed that when the cylinders with contaminated heels were filled with DUF6 , the
liquid DUF6 entering the cylinder stirred the heels and caused some fraction of the
contamination to be mixed with the DUF6 . It is also possible that a small fraction of the TRU
that had been captured in the cascades may have revolatized during the cascade improvement
projects and was carried into some DUF 6 cylinders. Therefore, TRU and Tc could be found both
in the heels and in the bulk of a
small, but unknown, number of
DUF 6 cylinders in the DOE
TABLE B-I Bounding Concentrations of Dispersed
inventory. To provide guidance to
Transuranic and Tc-99 Contamination in the DUF 6
prospective responders to the RFP,
Full and Heels Cylinders
the ORNL study listed bounding
concentrations of TRU and Tc in the
Concentration in Concentration in
cylinders in the bulk DUE 6 and in
Full Cylinders
Heels Cylinders
the heels. It also gave an estimated
Contaminanta
(ppb)b
(ppb)b
maximum quantity that could exist
in the entire cylinder inventory. This
Pu-238
0.00012
5
information was included in the final
Pu-239
0.043
1,600
RFP issued in October 2000 (DOE
Np-237
5.2
54,000
2000a) and is reproduced here in
Tc-99
15.9
5,700,000
Tables B-1 and B-2. The quantities
Am-241
0.0013
0.57
listed
were
used
in
this
environmental impact statement
a Am = americium, Np = neptunium, Pu = plutonium,
(EIS) to estimate the impacts
and Tc = technetium.
associated with TRU and Tc
b Equivalent to grams of contaminant per billion
contamination.
grams of uranium.

B.1.4 Extent of Transuranic and Technetium Contamination in the Conversion Facility
It is expected that when cylinders with TRU and Tc contamination would be fed into the
conversion facility, the TRU and the Tc contamination, which would principally exist in the form
of nonvolatile fluorides, would remain in the heels of the emptied cylinders (Brumburgh et al.
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2000; Hightower et al. 2000). Although a small
fraction of TRU might be carried out of the cylinders
with the gaseous UF 6 as particulates, it is expected
that it would instead be captured in the filters
through which the UF6 would pass before it entered
the conversion equipment. Therefore, the only places
at the entire conversion facility where TRU
contamination could be of concern would be in some
full cylinders before they were emptied, in some
heels cylinders after they were emptied, and in the
filters at the front end of the facility.
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TABLE B-2 Maximum Total
Quantities of Transuranics and
Technetium in the DUF 6 Inventory

Radionuclide
Pu
Np
Tc

Maximum
Quantity (g)
24
17,800
804,000

It is also expected that most of the Tc that existed in the cylinders would remain in the
heels or be captured in the filters. However, because of the existence of some volatile technetium
fluoride compounds, and for the purposes of analyses in this EIS, it was assumed that all of the
Tc would volatilize with UF6 and be carried into the conversion process equipment. Any Tc
compounds transferred into the reaction chambers would be oxidized in the reaction chambers
along with the DUF 6 . For this EIS, it was also assumed that the Tc in the form of oxides would
partition into the triuranium octaoxide (U 3 0 8 ) and hydrogen fluoride (HF) products in the same
ratio as the uranium.
Under the proposed action, it is assumed that after the emptied cylinders were removed
from the autoclaves, a stabilizing agent would be introduced in the cylinders to neutralize
residual fluoride in the heels. The cylinders would then be moved out to the aging yard and
stored for at least 4 months to allow short-lived daughter products of uranium to decay. Then the
cylinders would be transported to the cylinder disposition facility on site, where they would be
compacted and dissected. Finally, the sectioned cylinder parts with heels in them would be
transported to the Envirocare of Utah, Inc., facility for disposal. The emptied cylinders would be
surveyed by using nondestructive assay (NDA) techniques to determine the presence of a
significant quantity of TRU isotopes. If TRU isotopes were detected, samples would be taken
and analyzed. Cylinders that exceeded the disposal site limits at the Envirocare of Utah facility
would be treated to immobilize the heel (e.g., with grout) within the cylinder, compacted, and
sectioned; then the cylinder/heel waste stream would be sent to the Nevada Test Site (NTS) and
disposed of as low-level radioactive waste (LLW).
Because of a recent design change, UDS is now planning to fill the emptied cylinders
with the depleted U3 0 8 product, transport the filled cylinders to the Envirocare of Utah disposal
facility, and dispose of them there. Previously, the depleted U3 0 8 product was to have been
poured into 11,340-kg (25,000-lb) capacity bulk bags, transported to the same disposal facility,
and disposed of there. The cylinders were to be treated and disposed of as a separate waste
stream, as discussed above. This EIS considers both options.
A small quantity of nonvolatile TRU contamination, which might be entrained in the
gaseous DUF6 during the cylinder emptying operations and carried out of the cylinders, would
be captured in the filters that would be used between the cylinders and the conversion equipment.

]-
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These filters would be monitored and changed out periodically to prevent buildup of TRU, and
they would be disposed of as LLW.
Under the proposed action, there would not be any TRUW (radioactive waste that
contains transuranic radionuclides with half-lives greater than 20 years and in concentrations
greater than 100 nCi/g) generated at the conversion plant at either the Paducah or Portsmouth
site. However, to provide a conservative estimate of the impacts associated with the management
of TRU- and Tc-contaminated heels materials, this EIS also considers the option of washing the
emptied cylinders, removing the heels from the emptied cylinders, and disposing of the solids
from the washing solution as waste. Under this option, it is shown that some of the waste thus
generated might possibly be classified as TRUW.

B.1.5 Impact Areas
TRU contamination of DUF 6 is of concern with regard to its potential impact on the
health and safety of the workers and the public primarily because the radiological toxicity of
TRU radionuclides is higher than that of uranium isotopes. If the TRU was concentrated in waste
materials generated during the conversion process, potential generation of TRUW would also be
of concern.
As discussed above, TRU and Tc could occur in some full and heels cylinders. They
could also be collected in the filters used in the front end of the conversion plant process. TRU
and Tc would be health and safety concerns primarily if they were released to the environment in
forms that could be taken internally by workers and the general public through inhalation,
ingestion, or dermal absorption. The primary pathway of exposure is inhalation of particulates in
air. The chemical toxicity of both the TRU and Tc is not much different than that of uranium, but
because the concentrations of TRU and Tc are much less than that of uranium, their chemical
impacts compared with those of uranium would be negligibly small.
During normal operations, the DUF6 and any contaminants in it would be contained in
the cylinders or the process equipment to prevent any measurable internal contamination of the
workers or the public. However, if an accident caused the DUF 6 to be released to the
atmosphere, the potential would arise for internal exposures. As discussed above, the TRU
contaminants would be present in some of the cylinders and in the filters, but they would not
enter the conversion process areas. Tc-99 could also be present in the same locations and could
transfer into the process areas and conversion products. The highest concentration of the
contaminants would be in the heels of some of the emptied cylinders. Therefore, potential
impacts of any TRU and Tc contamination would be the greatest in cases involving accidents
during storage, transportation, or handling of the cylinders, and during the management of wastes
associated with the cleaning and disposition of empty cylinders.
Relative contributions of TRU and Tc to radiological doses under accident conditions are
discussed below and in the main text of this EIS. Also discussed is the potential quantity of
TRUW that could be generated at a conversion plant if the empty cylinders were to be washed
and the heels separated.
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In 1999 and 2000, a team of experts from DOE conducted a study on the historical
generation and flow of recycled uranium (through reprocessing and reusing) in the DOE
complex. The team report provided evaluation guidelines for the health and safety impacts
associated with the contaminants found in the recycled uranium (DOE 2000b). In particular,
Appendix A of the report provided the technical basis for identifying the relative radiological
health hazards of the constituents. For each constituent and for a range of uranium enrichments,
the appendix listed the concentrations of TRU radionulides in the reprocessed uranium that
would result in a 10% increase in the dose received by an individual over and above the dose the
individual would receive from the uranium alone. The concentrations that corresponded to the
depleted uranium (0.2% U-235) are reproduced in Table B-3 for three different clearance classes,
D, W, and Y. The clearance class indicates the speed by which the radionuclides taken internally
by an individual would leave the body through biological mechanisms. Depending on the
chemical from of the radionuclide, it could be on the order of days (D class), weeks (W class), or
years (Y class). Among the chemical forms of uranium that are of concern in this EIS, UIF6 and
uranyl fluoride (UO2 F2 ) are considered to be D class, whereas the oxides and uranium
tetrafluoride (UF4 ) are considered to be W class.
A comparison of the concentrations given in Tables B-1 and B-3 shows that the
concentrations of all the constituents in full cylinders (Column 2 in Table B-l) are less than the
concentrations given in Table B-3. This indicates that each constituent would contribute less than
10% to dose. By applying the sum of fractions rule, it can be shown that the contribution to dose

TABLE B-3 Concentrations of Transuranic Constituents and
Tc-99 in Depleted Uranium That Would Result in 10% Contribution
to Dose

Contaminant

ppb Ua

pCi/gb

Clearance Class

Clearance Class

D

W

Y

D

W

Y

Pu-238
Pu-239

0.0115
2.17

0.0227
4.34

0.804
193

201
133

395
266

14,000
11,900

Np-237
Am-241
Tc-99

189
0.0387
NLc

379
0.0775
NL

5,630
1.15
NL

133
133
NL

266
266
NL

3,950
3,950
NL

a ppb U = parts per billion of uranium.
b pCi/g = picocuries of constituent per gram of total uranium.
c NL = no limit.
Source: DOE (2000b).
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by all the constituents combined would also be less than 10% even under the most restrictive
clearance class (D class). According to this rule, if the sum of the concentration of each
constituent from Table B- I divided by the concentration of the same constituent from Table B-3
is less than 1, then the sum of contributions to dose from all the constituents would be expected
to be less than 10%. Under the D class, this sum would be 0.00012/0.0115 (Pu-238) + 0.043/2.17
(Pu-239) + 5.2/189 (Np-237) + 0.0013/0.0387 (Am-241) + 0 (Tc-99) = 0.091. For the W and Y
classes, the same sum of ratios would be 0.046 and 0.0024, respectively.
Thus, on the basis of the above analysis, it can be concluded that as long as the TRU and
Tc-99 existed in uranium streams at concentrations equal to or less than those shown in
Column 2 of Table B-1, their contribution to dose would be less than 10% of the dose due to
uranium alone. In fact, because the sum of ratios is considerably below 1.0, the contribution
would be much less than 10%. Given the uncertainties associated with the estimation of doses,
this type of contribution to dose would be considered negligible. The analyses performed for this
EIS (see Section B. 1.6.1 below) also demonstrate the fact that when the TRU and Tc-99
concentrations are at or below the levels shown in Table B-1, Column 2, for full cylinders, their
contribution to dose is negligibly small. However, as discussed below, doses that can be
attributed to TRU and Tc-99 found in the heels of some of the cylinders under accident
conditions can be relatively high compared to uranium doses.

B.1.6 Conservative Estimates of Impacts

B.1.6.1 Cylinder Accidents
The TRU and Tc contaminants in the cylinders could become available for human uptake
as a result of accidents involving the release of some portion of the contents of a cylinder. Such
accidents could occur during storage, handling, or transportation of cylinders. A spectrum of
cylinder accidents was analyzed for the DUF 6 PEIS (Policastro et al. 1997). The resulting
impacts were estimated on the basis of projected release quantities of DUF 6 . For purposes of this
analysis, it is assumed that in accidents involving full cylinders, TRU and Tc would exist at their
maximum concentrations, as listed in Table B-1. It is also assumed that these contaminants
would be released and transported through environmental media at the same relative
concentration as that present in the cylinder (i.e., it is assumed that the mass concentration of
TRU divided by the mass concentration of total uranium isotopes would remain constant). When
DUF 6 is released to the environment, it interacts with moisture in the air and converts to depleted
U0 2 F2 , which is solid at atmospheric conditions. Therefore, the assumption that depleted U0 2F2
particles and particulate forms of TRU and Tc travel in tandem is considered to be reasonable.
The possibility of an accident involving heels cylinders with the highest TRU
concentrations as shown in Table B-I is also considered. Table B-4 shows the pertinent
radiological data for the radionuclides under consideration. Table B-5 shows the relative doses
(relative to uranium, assuming that the uranium is 0.25% U-235, with the remaining being
U-238) for the TRU isotopes and Tc-99. The data show that when TRU isotopes are present at
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TABLE B4 Radiological Parameters for Uranium, Transuranic, and Technetium Isotopes

Dose Conversion Factor
Nuclide Constants
Radionuclide
U-238
U-235
Pu-238
Pu-239
Np-237
Tc-99
Am-241

Inhalation
(mrem/pCi)

Ingestion
(mrem/pCi)

External Surface
([mrem/yrj/[pCi/cm 2 j)

Half-Life (yr)

Atomic Mass

0.118
0.123
0.392
0.429
0.54
8.33 x 106
0.444

2.69x 1 0 4
2.67x 104
3.2 x 10-3
3.54 x 10-3
4.44x 10-3
1.46 x 106
3.64 x 10-3

3.25x 10-2
0.194
9.79 x 104
4.29 x 104
0.261
9.11 x 10-5
3.21 x 10-2

4.47x 109
7.04x 108
87.74
2.41 x 104
2.14x 106
2.13 x 105
432.2

238
235
238
239
237
99
241

TABLE B-5 Relative Contributions of Transuranic and Technetium Isotopes
to Dose

TRU Contributionb
Bounding Concentration
in ppb (U)a
Radionuclide
Pu-238
Pu-239
Np-237
Tc-99
Am-241
Total

Tails

Heels

1.2 x 10-4
4.3 x 10-2
5.2
15.9
1.3 x 10-3

5
1.6 x 103
5.4 x 104
5.7 x 106
0.57

Inhalation Dose
(conservative
heels concentration)
0.835
1.06
0.511
2.00 x 10-2
2.16 x 10-2
2.45

Inhalation Dose
(realistic tails
concentration)
2.00 x
2.85 x
4.92 x
5.59 x
4.93 x
1.47 x

10-5
10-5
10-5
10-8
10-5
10-4

a Equivalent to grams of contaminant per billion grams of uranium.
b Relative to uranium; e.g., the dose from Pu-238 would be 0.835 times the dose from
uranium for a conservative heels concentration.

the maximum bulk concentrations, the TRU and Tc add only about 0.015% to the dose
calculated on the basis of DUF 6 alone. However, when they are present in maximum heels
concentrations, the dose can be increased by about a factor of 4 (2.45 + 1 for uranium) over what
it would be for DUF6 alone.
In the accident analyses performed for the DUF 6 PEIS, accidents involving both full
cylinders and heels were considered. However, it was found that the releases and, consequently,
the impacts from the accidents involving full cylinders were considerably higher than those
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involving only the heels cylinders. In fact, in the source document for the PEIS, the Engineering
Analysis Report (Dubrin et al. 1997, Section 7, p. 7-5), an accident involving two heels cylinders
was described. The estimated amount of DUF 6 leaving each cylinder was 7 kg (15 lb), for a total
release of about 14 kg (31 lb) of DUIF 6 . A similar accident was also postulated for full cylinders.
In that case, it was estimated that about 1,500 kg (3,306 lb) of DUF 6 would be released from the
cylinders. As expected, the estimated impacts from the accident involving the full cylinders were
considerably greater than the estimated impacts from the heels cylinder accident; therefore, only
the impacts for the full cylinder accident were discussed in the PEIS.
Dose contributions from potential TRU and Tc contaminants were not considered in the
PEIS. If such contributions were added, the dose from a heels cylinder accident would increase
by a factor of about 4, which would be equivalent to about 60 kg (132 lb) of DUF 6 being
released (the dose is directly proportional to the quantity of DUF6 released from the cylinders),
whereas the dose from the full cylinder accident would remain the same, with about 1,500 kg
(3,307 lb) of DUF 6 being released. Because the doses from the full cylinder accident were much
greater and because the frequencies of the two accidents were considered to be about the same
(they were both considered to belong to the extremely unlikely category, with a frequency range
of 104 to 10-6 per year), the full cylinder accident was discussed in the PEIS, but the heels
cylinder accident was not. As the analyses above show, even after including the contributions
from TRU and Tc, the full cylinder accident would still produce a much greater dose than the
heels cylinder accident and, therefore, would still be bounding for the group of accidents
belonging to the extremely unlikely frequency category.
The relative contributions of Tc-99 to dose from exposure to bulk DUF 6 in the cylinders
and to heels material with maximum contaminant concentrations (Table B-i) are 0.000006% and
0.2%, respectively (Table B-5). Similar to TRU contaminants, most of Tc-99 would be expected
to remain in the heels or be captured in the filters when the cylinders were emptied. However, if
it did transfer into the conversion equipment, there it would be expected to (a) convert to
technetium oxide during the conversion of DUF 6 to U3 0 8 and (b) partition into the uranium and
HF products at about the same ratio as the uranium. As a result, the relative concentration of
Tc-99 in both products (relative to uranium) would be about the same as in the bulk DUF6 ;
namely, 15.9 ppb. Its relative contribution to dose (relative to uranium) would be about
0.000006%. Given such a low contribution and the low doses that would result from exposure to
U3 08 (see Section 5.2.3) and HF product (see Section 5.2.6), the radiological impacts of Tc-99
in the conversion products can be considered to be negligible.

B.1.6.2 Waste Management
As mentioned previously, no TRUW would be generated at either conversion facility in
Paducah or Portsmouth under the proposed action. The empty cylinders would be refilled with
the depleted U3 0 8 product and disposed of. The impacts associated with management of LLW,
including transportation to a disposal facility, are discussed in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.5 of this
EIS. The option of disposing of the emptied cylinders as a separate LLW stream is also
discussed. This section provides a conservative estimate of waste management impacts
associated with the heels material in emptied cylinders, under the assumption that they are
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cleansed by washing the cylinders with water and treating the wash solution to generate solid
U3 0 8 and a small quantity of solid CaF 2 . Such an option was discussed in the Engineering
Analysis Report (Dubrin et al. 1997, Section 6.3) and in the PEIS. Under the approach
considered, no liquid radioactive waste would be generated.
Table B-6 shows that if the heels in the emptied cylinders contained TRU and Tc at the
maximum concentrations shown in Table B-1, and if the heels material was separated and
declared waste, it would be classified as TRUW because the concentration of TRU radionuclides
would exceed 100 nCi/g. If the heels were left in the form of DUF 6 , the calculated TRU activity
concentration would be about 150 nCilg. If the heels were converted to U 3 0 8 and dried and the
TRU were also converted to oxides, the TRU activity concentration would be about 190 nCi/g
(Table B-7).
Table B-2 indicates that there is a maximum of 24 g (0.85 oz.) of Pu and 17.8 kg (3.97 lb)
of Np in the DUF 6 inventory. If this amount of TRU was distributed uniformly in the heels of as
many cylinders as possible and if the concentration of TRU in the converted U 3 0 8 heels material
was 100 nCi/g, there would be approximately 240 drums of converted U3 0 8 (each drum
containing 627 kg [1,382 lb] of U3 0 8 ) that could be classified as TRUW (see Table B-8). The
total number of drums of converted U3 0 8 heels material would be about 820 (61,422 cylinders x
8 kg [18 lb] heels U3 0 8 per cylinder/627 kg [1,382 lb] per drum x 1.023, where the factor
1.023 accounts for the presence of granulating binder, water, etc., in the final product). That
would mean that about 30% of the heels-generated U3 0 8 would be classified as TRUW; the
remainder (about 580 drums) would be classified as LLW. In actuality, the amount of waste that
would fall under the definition of TRUW would be considerably less than 30%. The assumptions
made in deriving the above TRUW quantities are highly conservative. These assumptions
include the following:
1. The quantity of heels material in an emptied cylinder was assumed to be 10 kg
(22 lb). This amount is actually likely to be greater than 10 kg (22 lb). In fact,
it could be greater than 20 kg (44 lb) per cylinder, in which case none of the
heels material would be classified as TRUW.
2. It is very unlikely that TRU would be distributed uniformly at a concentration
just high enough to make the waste TRUW. Some might be present at
concentrations greater than 100 nCi/g, with the result that the volume and the
number of drums of TRUW would be less.
Filters used to process the DUF 6 leaving the cylinders would be monitored and replaced
before the concentration of TRU reached the stage where the filters would have to be managed as
TRUW. Therefore, no TRUW is assumed to be generated from the filters. However, an estimate
was made of the amount of LLW that could be generated. The following assumptions were used
in the estimation:
1. The filters are metallic, cylindrical in shape (6-in. [5-cm] diameter and 15-in.
[38-cm] height), and weigh about 38 kg (84 Ib);

£La
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TABLE B-6 Estimated Maximum Transuranic Radioactivity Concentration in Heels

Contaminant
Pu-238
Pu-239
Np-237
Arn-241
Total
a

Concentration
(ppb) (U)a

Quantity of
DUF6 in
Heel (kg)

Quantity
of U in
Heel (kg)

5
1,600
54,000
0.57

10
10
10
10

6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8

Quantity of
Contaminant
in Heel (g)
3.38
1.08
3.65
3.85
3.76

x
x
x
x
x

t0-5
10-2
10-'
106
lo-

Specific
Activity
(Ci/g)
1.71 x 101
6.22 x 10-2
7.05 x 104
3.43

Radioactivity in Heel
in Ci
5.79 x
6.72 x
2.57 x
1.32 x
1.52 x

104

104
104
10-5
10-3

in nCi
5.79 x
6.72 x
2.57x
1.32 x
1.52 x

105
105
105
104
106

Equivalent to grams of contaminant per billion grams of uranium.

TABLE B-7 Estimated Maximum
Transuranic Activity Concentration in
Converted Heels Material

Quantity in
Heel (g)

Total TRU
Activity
Concentration
(nCilg)

PuO 2
PuO 2

3.8 X 10-5
1.2 X 10-2

72.6
84.3

NpO 2

4.1 X 10-1

32.3

24 'Am02

4.4 X 10-6

1.66

U 3 08
Total

8.0X 103
8.0 X 103

0
191

Final Form
2 38
2 39
2 37

TABLE B-8 Estimated Maximum Number of Drums Containing Potential
Transuranic Waste

Contaminant
Pu
Np
Total

Maximum
Quantity
(g)

IsotopeAveraged
Specific
Activity
(Ci/g)

24
17,800

1.15 x 10-'
7.05 x 104

Maximum
Activity
(Ci)

Total
Quantity
in One
Drum (g)

TRUW
Concentration
Limit (nCi/g)

Radioactivity
in One Drum
(nCi)

No. of
Drums

2.77
12.5
15.3

627,273
627,273
627,273

100
100
100

62,727,273
62,727,273
62,727,273

44
200
244
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2. About 10% of the TRU in the cylinders is entrained during emptying of the
cylinders by sublimation and captured in the filters;
3. Filters are replaced when the activity concentration reaches 50 nCi/g; and
4. Filters are macroencapsulated and placed in 55-gal drums for disposal.
On the basis of the above assumptions, it is estimated that on average, I drum of LLW would be
generated per year of operation, and overall there would be about 26 drums generated over the
lifetime of the conversion campaign at both plants combined (Folga 2002).

B.1.6.3 Transportation
Transportation impacts estimated for the PEIS and this EIS include the impacts of
transporting all wastes and all products of the conversion process as LLW, low-level mixed
waste (LLMW), or nonradioactive/nonhazardous waste (see Section 5.2.5). Under the proposed
action, no TRUW would be generated at either the Paducah or Portsmouth site. However, as
discussed in Section B.1.6.2, there could be up to 244 drums of TRUW generated over the
lifetime of the conversion campaign at both conversion facilities combined, if the heels cylinders
were to be washed and the heels materials disposed of as waste. Under these conditions, the
TRUW would need to be shipped from the conversion facilities to a disposal site authorized to
receive such waste. The total number of truck shipments required would be 6 (assuming 14
drums per TRUPACT-I1 container and 3 containers per truck) from both conversion plants
combined. This number is much less than the approximately 6,000 to 36,000 truck shipments of
LLW from the two facilities.
On a single-shipment basis, the impacts associated with incident-free transportation of a
TRUW shipment and with a LLW shipment of U3 0 8 drums would be comparable, because the
external exposure rate in the vicinity of the truck would be about the same. However, the
accident risks would be larger for the TRU shipments if the same amount of material spilled to
the environment. The factor of increase in doses would be similar to what was estimated for
heels cylinder accidents, namely a factor of 4. However, the TRUW would be shipped in drums
placed in TRUPACT-II containers. TRUPACT-I1 containers are much stronger than the drums
themselves. As a result, the probability of material being released to the environment from
TRUW shipments as a result of an accident is much smaller than the probability associated with
LLW shipments. (LLW drums are generally shipped "as is," without additional protection.) The
overall relative risk of shipping the U3 0 8 generated during cylinder washing in the cylinder
treatment facility (if one is constructed) to a disposal facility would be about the same,
irrespective of whether it was classified as TRUW or LLW.

1In-
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B.2 ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS
IN CYLINDER PAINT

B.2.1 Background

B.2.1.1 PCBs in Cylinder Paint
The three-site cylinder inventory contains cylinders of diverse ages, with cylinders
having been generated from the early 1950s to the present time. The paints applied to the
cylinders had various compositions and included some PCBs. Up until 1977, when the
manufacture and use of PCBs in the United States was generally discontinued, certain paints
contained up to 10% by weight PCBs. The PCBs were added to the paints to act as a fungicide
and to increase durability and flexibility.
Records of the PCB concentrations in the paints used were not kept, so it is currently
unknown how many cylinders are coated with paint containing PCBs. However, paint chips from
a representative sample of cylinders at the ETTP site have been analyzed for PCBs. The results
indicate that up to 50% of the cylinders at ETTP may have coatings on them containing PCBs.
Because the Portsmouth and Paducah inventories contain a large number of cylinders produced
before 1978, it is reasonable to assume that a significant number of cylinders at those sites also
contain PCBs.
The PCBs in dried paint generally have a low environmental mobility, but as the paint
ages and chips off the cylinders, there is a potential for transport and subsequent exposure to the
PCBs. There is also a potential for the volatilization of the PCBs if the cylinders are heated
enough during processing.

B.2.1.2 PCB Use, Contamination, and Distribution at ETTP, Portsmouth,
and Paducah
PCB use was very prevalent and widespread in the United States prior to 1978. As a
result, PCBs are often detected in locations with no known source of contamination. Because of
their tendency to bioaccumulate, PCBs are also widespread in fish and other biota.
For each of the three storage sites, the PCBs in cylinder paints constitute an extremely
small proportion of the PCBs that were previously and are currently at the sites. For example,
although the Paducah site has been working for several years to dispose of PCB-containing
equipment, the site still had about 870 liquid PCB-containing items (mostly capacitors) in service
at the end of 2001 (DOE 2002a). The Portsmouth and ETTP sites also still have a large number
of liquid PCB-containing items in service.
The three current DUF 6 cylinder storage sites are suspected to have had spills of PCB
liquids during past operations, prior to the identification of the health and environmental hazards
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of PCBs. Each of the three sites has an existing program for managing PCB-contaminated waste
under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). In addition, the environmental monitoring
program at each site includes monitoring of PCB concentrations in soil, sediment, groundwater,
surface water, and biota on and in the vicinity of the sites (results are presented in Sections 3.1
and 3.2). Soil, water, sediment, and biota samples obtained from on and near each of the sites
since the early 1990s have periodically contained detectable levels of PCBs. Background
samples have also had detectable levels of PCBs.

B.2.1.3 Regulation of PCBs
Processing, use, storage, transportation, and disposal of cylinders with applied dried paint
that contains PCBs are subject to the federal TSCA regulations applicable to PCBs and PCB
items. These federal regulations are located in Title 40, Part 761 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Part 761), "Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) Manufacturing, Processing,
Distribution in Commerce, and Use Prohibitions," and are implemented by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 40 CFR Part 761 requires that after PCB items
have been designated for disposal, they be packaged and marked in compliance with applicable
U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) hazardous materials regulations (HMRs), which are
located in 49 CFR Parts 171 through 180. If DOT HMRs do not apply to a PCB waste, then
40 CFR Part 761 identifies applicable packaging and marking requirements.

B.2.2 Potential Impacts from PCBs in Cylinder Paint
The remainder of this appendix discusses the potential impacts associated with PCBs in
cylinder paint during storage, transport, processing, and disposal of the cylinders. The presence
of PCBs in the coatings of some cylinders is not expected to result in health and safety risks to
workers or the public, as detailed in the sections that follow.

B.2.2.1 Storage
During cylinder storage, the risk to cylinder handlers from dennal contact with the PCBs
on cylinders is negligible. The PCBs are bound in a matrix from which dermal absorption is
insignificant (Fowler 1999). Because the PCBs are bound in the paint, the potential for them to
volatilize under ambient conditions and be inhaled by the workers or the general public would be
negligible. In addition, in the case of a cylinder accident involving a fire, the impacts associated
with PCBs released from the paint on the cylinders would be negligibly small when compared
with the impacts associated with the DUF 6 released from the cylinders.
Cylinder paint chips deposited on the cylinder yard soils can be carried to surface water
via runoff. All three sites monitor their surface water discharges for PCBs and also conduct some
downstream surface water and sediment monitoring. In general, PCBs have been below detection
limits. However, PCBs have occasionally been detected (see Affected Environment in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 of the EIS).
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At the Paducah site, effluent at Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(KPDES) outfall 017 (which receives runoff from the cylinder yards) contained a maximum of
0.415 Rg/L PCBs in 2001 samples; this was not a KPDES permit violation (DOE 2002a). PCBs
were not detected in 2002 samples (DOE 2003b). At the Portsmouth site in 2001, seven samples
from five different sampling locations that receive runoff from the cylinder yards were obtained
throughout the year (DOE 2002b); no PCBs were detected in these samples. PCBs are also
monitored in outfalls, sediment, and surface water at and near the ETTP site. Several outfalls at
the site (S14, S20, and 113) have contained PCBs at levels of up to 6 pug/L (DOE 2000c, 2001,
2003a). The PCBs in samples from ETTP outfalls are likely attributable to past releases of liquid
PCB oils at the plant. The primary source of PCBs in environmental samples is past releases of
liquid PCBs. Movement of nonliquid PCBs from the cylinder yards via paint chips in runoff is
likely a very minor contributor to environmental releases of PCBs from the sites.

B.2.2.2 Transportation
Transport of cylinders from the ETTP site to either Portsmouth or Paducah would occur
under the action alternatives addressed in this EIS. Under the proposed action, to the extent
practicable, emptied cylinders at the conversion facilities would be refilled with uranium oxide
product, welded shut, and shipped to the designated disposal facility. As a precautionary
measure, cylinders with loose paint chips may be bagged for transport to avoid loss of potentially
PCB-containing material.

B.2.2.3 Cylinder Processing
Potential impacts during cylinder processing might occur if PCBs volatilized during
autoclaving to remove the DUF6 from the cylinders or if PCBs were released and/or transformed
during the cutting and welding process.
During autoclaving, desorption of pure-phase PCBs from the paint matrix would be
unlikely, given that the PCBs are bound into the paint structure. PCBs by their very nature are
not highly volatile, and losses from PCBs bound in the paint matrix would also be unlikely.
However, initial experiments conducted at the University of British Columbia have indicated that
some lower chlorinated PCBs may volatize from PCB-containing paints at 700 C (Gill et
al. 1997). Because the DUF6 autoclaves would operate at approximately 950 C, testing should be
conducted either prior to or during the conversion facility startup operations to determine if the
air vented from the autoclaves should be monitored or if any alternative measures would need to
be taken to ensure that worker exposures to PCBs above allowable Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) limits do not occur.
Before the emptied cylinders were refilled with depleted uranium oxide product, a
solvent would be applied to a small area on each cylinder to remove the paint before cut/weld
operations occurred (McCoy 2004). Any paint removed from the surface would be managed as
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) hazardous waste, TSCA hazardous waste, or
LLMW, as appropriate. Removing the paint before welding would reduce or eliminate the
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potential for the volatilization of PCBs or for the generation of other toxic chemicals during
welding operations. The quantity of waste generated by this operation would be negligibly small
when compared with the quantities generated by other operations at either the Paducah or
Portsmouth sites.

B.2.2.4 Disposal
The proposed action alternatives of this EIS assume that the cylinders (either filled with
depleted uranium oxide or empty) would be disposed of at Envirocare of Utah, located in Utah,
or at NTS, located in Nevada. The waste acceptance criteria for both facilities indicate that they
have units permitted to receive LLW containing PCBs.
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APPENDIX C
This appendix contains the summary report prepared after the initial public scoping
period for the depleted uranium hexafluoride conversion facilities environmental impact
statement (EIS) project. The scoping period for the EIS began with the September 18, 2001,
publication of a Notice of Intent (NOI) in the FederalRegister (66 FR 23213) and was extended
to January 11, 2002. The report summarizes the different types of public involvement
opportunities provided and the content of the comments received.
While the EIS preparation was underway, the U.S. Congress passed and the President
signed Public Law No. 107-206, which directed the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to award
a contract for conversion facilities to be built at the Paducah and Portsmouth sites. Accordingly,
DOE awarded a contract to Uranium Disposition Services, LLC (UDS), on August 29, 2002. In
light of Public Law 107-206, DOE reevaluated its approach for conducting the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process and decided to prepare two separate site-specific
EISs in parallel: one EIS for the plant proposed for the Paducah site and a second EIS for the
Portsmouth site. This change was announced in a FederalRegister Notice of Change in NEPA
Compliance Approach published on April 28, 2003 (the Notice is included as Attachment B).
One set of comments in response to the Change in NEPA Compliance Approach was received
from the Oak Ridge Reservation Local Oversight Committee. These comments were similar to
those received during public scoping and were considered in the preparation of this EIS.
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SCOPING SUMMARY REPORT
Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride Conversion Facilities Project

1 INTRODUCTION

On September 18, 2001, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) published a notice of
intent (NOI) in the Federal Register (66 FR 23213) announcing its intention to prepare an
environmental impact statement (EIS) for a proposal to construct, operate, maintain, and
decontaminate and decommission two depleted uranium hexafluoride (DUF 6 ) conversion
facilities, one at Portsmouth, Ohio, and one at Paducah, Kentucky. DOE would use the proposed
facilities to convert its inventory of DUF6 to a more stable chemical form suitable for storage,
beneficial use, or disposal. Approximately 730,000 metric tons of DUF 6 in about
60,000 cylinders are stored at Portsmouth and Paducah, and at an Oak Ridge, Tennessee, site.'
The EIS would address potential environmental impacts of the construction, operation,
maintenance, and decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) of the conversion facilities. A
copy of the NOI is included in Attachment A.
The purpose of the NOI was to encourage early public involvement in the EIS process
and to solicit public comments on the proposed scope of the EIS, including the issues and
alternatives it would analyze. To facilitate public comments, the NOI included a detailed
discussion of the project's background, listings of the preliminary alternatives and environmental
impacts DOE proposed to evaluate in the EIS, and a project schedule. The NOT announced that
the scoping period for the EIS would be open until November 26, 2001. The scoping period was
later extended to January 1I, 2002, for reasons discussed in Section 1.3.
This report presents a summary of the scoping process for the DUF6 conversion facilities
project. The first section of the report includes a short summary of the preliminary alternatives
and environmental issues described in the NOL and a discussion of how the scoping process was
conducted. The second section summarizes the comments submitted to DOE for its consideration
in preparing the EIS; the comments are categorized and summarized to capture their substance.

At the time the NOI was issued and the scoping meetings were held, DOE's inventory of DUF6 consisted of
approximately 700,000 metric tons of the material in about 57,700 cylinders. The inventory increased with the
signing of an agreement between DOE and the United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) on June 17, 2002,
which could result in the transfer of up to 23,300 metric tons of DUF6 from USEC to DOE.
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1.1 PRELIMINARY ALTERNATIVES IDENTIFIED IN THE NOI
The preliminary alternatives were identified in the NOI; they are described here to
provide the background information necessary to understand the substance of comments
summarized in Section 2.

PreferredAlternative
Under the preferred alternative, two conversion facilities would be built: one at the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (GDP) site in Kentucky and another at the Portsmouth GDP
site in Ohio. The cylinders currently stored at the East Tennessee Technology Park (ETTP) site
near Oak Ridge, Tennessee, would be transported to Portsmouth for conversion. The conversion
products (i.e., depleted uranium as well as fluorine components produced during the conversion
process) would be stored, put to beneficial uses, or disposed of at an appropriate disposal facility.
This alternative is consistent with the Conversion Plan, which DOE submitted to Congress in
July 1999 in response to Public Law 105-204. Several subalternatives would be considered for
the preferred alternative:
*

Conversion technology processes identified in response to the final Request
for Proposals (RFP) for conversion services, plus any other technologies that
DOE believes must be considered;

* Local siting alternatives for building and operating conversion facilities within
the Paducah and Portsmouth plant boundaries; and
* Timing options, such as staggering the start of the construction and operation
of the two conversion facilities.

One Conversion PlantAlternative
An alternative of building and operating only one conversion facility at either the
Portsmouth or the Paducah site was proposed in the NOI. This plant could differ in size or
production capacity from the two proposed for Portsmouth and Paducah. Technology and local
siting subalternatives would be considered as with the preferred alternative.

Use of Existing UF6 Conversion Capacity Alternative
DOE proposed the possibility of using existing UF6 conversion capacity at commercial
nuclear fuel fabrication facilities in lieu of constructing one or two new conversion plants. DOE
is evaluating the feasibility of using existing conversion capacity, although no expression of
interest has been received from such facilities.

3
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No Action Alternative
As required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the EIS would include a
"no action" alternative. Under the no action alternative, cylinder management activities
(e.g., handling, inspection, monitoring, and maintenance) would continue the "status quo" at the
three current storage sites indefinitely, consistent with the DUF6 Cylinder Project Management
Plan and the consent orders, which include actions needed to meet safety and environmental
requirements.
Where applicable under the alternatives listed above, transportation options, such as
truck, rail, and barge, would be considered for shipping DUF6 cylinders to a conversion facility
and conversion products to a storage or disposal facility. For each technology alternative,
alternatives for conversion products, including storage, use, and disposal at one or more disposal
sites, would also be considered.

1.2 PRELIMINARY ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER ISSUES IDENTIFIED
IN THE NOI
In the NOI, DOE announced its intent to address the following preliminary environmental issues when assessing the potential environmental impacts of the alternatives in the EIS:
*

Potential impacts on health from DUF6 conversion activities, including those
to workers and the public from exposure to radiation and chemicals during
routine and accident conditions for the construction, operation, maintenance,
and D&D of DUF6 conversion facilities;

*

Potential impacts to workers and the public from exposure to radiation and
chemicals during routine and accident conditions for the transport of DUF6
cylinders from ETTP to one of the conversion sites;

*

Potential impacts to workers and the public from exposure to radiation and
chemicals during routine and accident conditions for the transport of
conversion products that are not beneficially used to a low-level waste
disposal facility;

*

Potential impacts to surface water, groundwater, and soil during construction
activities and from emissions and water use during facility operations;

*

Potential impacts on air quality from emissions and noise during facility
construction and operations;

*

Potential cumulative impacts of the past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
future actions, including impacts from activities of the United States
Enrichment Corporation (USEC);
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*

Potential impacts from facility construction on historically significant
properties, if present, and on access to traditional use areas;

*

Potential impacts from land requirements, potential incompatibilities, and
disturbances;

*

Potential impacts on local, regional, or national resources from materials and
utilities required for construction and operation;

*

Potential impacts on ecological resources,
endangered species, floodplains, and wetlands;

*

Potential impacts on local and DOE-wide waste management capabilities;

*

Potential impacts on local employment, income, population, housing, and
public services from facility construction and operations, and environmental
justice issues; and

*

Pollution prevention, waste minimization, and energy and water use reduction
technologies to decrease the use of energy, water, and hazardous substances
and to mitigate environmental impacts.

including

threatened

and

1.3 SCOPING PROCESS
During the scoping process, the public was provided with six options for submitting
comments to DOE on the DUF6 conversion project proposal:
* Public scoping meetings held in Piketon, Ohio; Paducah, Kentucky; and Oak
Ridge, Tennessee;
*

Traditional mail delivery;

*

Toll-free facsimile transmission;

*

Toll-free voice message;

*

Electronic mail; and

*

Directly through the Depleted UF 6 Management Information Network web
site on the Internet (http:l/web.ead.anl.gov/uranium).

The reason for providing such a variety of ways to communicate issues and submit comments
was to encourage maximum participation. All comments, regardless of how they were submitted,
received equal consideration.
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The scoping period commenced with the publication of the NOI on September 18, 2001,
and was originally scheduled to close November 26, 2001. Following publication of the NOI, the
scoping period was extended 46 days through January 11, 2002, for the reasons discussed below.
As announced in the NOI, the three public scoping meetings were originally scheduled
for the first week of November 2001. However, the meetings were postponed to allow review of
DOE's approach for complying with NEPA for the DUF 6 conversion project. The review was
not completed in time to hold the scoping meetings as originally scheduled. Consequently, the
meetings were postponed, and the scoping period was extended from November 26, 2001, to
January 11, 2002. The public was notified of the postponement through a press release, ads in
local newspapers, an announcement posted on the Depleted UF 6 Management Information
Network web site (http://web.ead.anl.gov/uranium), and by e-mail for those on the DUF6
program distribution mailing list.
The three public scoping meetings were rescheduled and held in Piketon on
November 28, in Oak Ridge on December 4, and in Paducah on December 6, 2001.
Announcements of the rescheduled meetings were made on the web site, through a press release,
by mailing a postcard directly to individuals on the program mailing list, by e-mail to individuals
on the mailing list, and through public service radio advertisements. In addition, advertisements
appeared in the local newspapers listed in Table 1.
Each public scoping meeting was presided over by an independent facilitator responsible
for conducting the meetings. Background materials, including four fact sheets, the NOI, a video
describing characteristics of DUF6 , and a laptop-based demonstration of the web site, were made
available at the meetings (all materials distributed at the scoping meetings are available on the
Web site at http://web.ead.anl.gov/uranium/eis/eisscoping/).

TABLE I Newspapers in Which Rescheduled Scoping Meetings Were Advertised

Newspaper

Meeting
Piketon

Pike County News

Sunday, Nov. 25
Wednesday, Nov. 28

Portsmouth Daily Times

Sunday, Nov. 25
Tuesday, Nov. 27
Sunday, Nov. 25
Tuesday, Nov. 27
Friday, Nov. 30
Monday, Dec. 3
Friday, Nov. 30
Monday, Dec. 3
Sunday, Dec. 2
Monday, Dec. 3
Sunday, Dec. 2
Wednesday, Dec. 5

Wednesday, November 28
Chillicothe Gazette
Oak Ridge
Tuesday, December 4

The Oak Ridger
Roane County News
Knoxville News-Sentinel

Paducah
Thursday, December 6

Ad Run Dates

PaducahSun
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Each public scoping meeting consisted of an introduction by the facilitator and a
20-minute overview by the DOE DUF6 Management Program manager, which described DOE's
approach to meeting its obligations under NEPA. The presentation was followed by (1) a
question and answer session in which the DOE manager responded to questions from the
attendees and (2) a comment period where attendees were invited to formally make comments on
the record. A court reporter recorded an official transcript of each meeting in its entirety.
Transcripts, as well as the presentation slides, can be viewed on the web site at the address given
above.
A total of approximately 100 individuals attended the three scoping meetings, and
20 individuals provided oral comments. Persons attending included representatives of federal
officials, state regulators, local officials, site oversight committee members, representatives of
interested companies, local media, and private individuals. In addition, about 20 individuals and
organizations commented through the other means available (i.e., fax, telephone, mail, e-mail,
and the web site). Some of the comments received through these means were duplicates of some
of the comments made at the scoping meetings. During the scoping period (September 18January 11), the Depleted UF 6 Management Information Network web site received significant
use. A total of 64,366 pages viewed (an average of 554 per day) during 9,983 user sessions
(an average of 85 per day) by 4,784 unique visitors.

J--
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2 SUMMARY OF SCOPING COMMENTS

Approximately 140 comments were received from about 30 individuals and organizations
during the scoping period. The comments were evaluated and grouped into several general
categories for this summary. The following sections summarize the substance of the comments
received. The wording is intended to capture the substance of the comments, rather than
reproduce the exact wording of individual comments. The order in which the issues are presented
is not intended to reflect their relative importance. Because of the wide range of interests and
opinions about the proposed DUF6 conversion project, many of the comments in each category
illustrate the varied, and perhaps contradictory, issues, concerns, and desired future conditions
expressed by individuals, organizations, and public agencies.

2.1 POLICY COMMENTS AND ISSUES

2.1.1 Support for Project
Several commentors expressed general support for DOE's DUF6 conversion project.
Several noted that the project was the culmination of a long process involving DOE and state
regulatory agencies, and many stated that the project should be done as quickly as possible.
Several commnentors noted that the removal of cylinders from ETTP is vital for site
reindustrialization efforts.

2.1.2 Importance of Safety
Many commentors stressed that the project should be conducted in a safe and
environmentally sound manner. One commentor expressed the opinion that too many past DOE
decisions regarding the cylinders have been driven by cost and budget considerations, such as the
use of thin-walled cylinders and stacking the cylinders two high, and that these decisions have
caused enormous problems.

2.1.3 Impacts of Past Site Operations
Several commentors expressed concern and fear as residents living near the existing
diffusion plant sites, citing health problems from past site operations. One individual stated that
he feels hostage to the Paducah plant and that residents near the plant do not feel safe and secure.
The commentor believed that an alternative should be provided so they do not have to live close
to the plant. Another commentor stated that it should be recognized that health problems and
contamination are present around the Paducah site.
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2.1.4 Need for an EIS
One commentor stressed that the conversion project requires a detailed, site-specific
study typical of an EIS, and not an environmental assessment.

2.1.5 NEPA Process
One commentor stated the belief that the NEPA process was being prejudiced by the
contracting chronology, specifically stating that the contract award should be made only after the
EIS is completed. Another commentor felt that DOE had already made decisions, and that input
from the public should have been requested earlier in the process.

2.1.6 Use
One organization expressed its opposition to the use of depleted uranium in weaponry.
Several commentors recommended banning the use of depleted uranium in commercial facilities,
consumer products, and building and industrial production. In addition, they stated that all
mining and processing of uranium should be stopped. The Kentucky Radiation Health and Toxic
Agents Branch stated that release of any material from a conversion facility to the public domain
must be evaluated by them and the public sector. One commentor noted that depleted uranium is
a very important national energy resource and can be used in breeder reactors to provide 200 to
300 years of electrical energy, stressing that the United States needs to think of its energy policy
not in the short term, but in terms of hundreds of years. The State of Tennessee Department of
Environment and Conservation noted that consideration should be given to the possibility that
conversion products should not be free-released because of radiological contamination.

2.1.7 USEC
One individual requested that DOE address the contracts entered into with USEC,
whereby DOE continues to take possession of USEC-owned cylinders. The commentor claimed
that DOE is using taxpayer dollars to subsidize USEC and that the money paid to DOE by USEC
is pathetically low.

2.1.8

Portsmouth Cleanup

One commentor stated that DOE should clean up the Portsmouth site, put the plant in
cold storage, restore the quality of air and water, end pollution at the source, and perform D&D
of the site before building another facility.
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2.1.9 Interaction with State Agencies
The Kentucky Radiation Health and Toxic Agents Branch stated that DOE has not
interacted with the responsible radiation agency in Kentucky to provide sufficient information
for assessment of the impacts of construction of a conversion facility on public health. In
addition, they requested that DOE provide the Radiation Health and Toxic Agents Branch access
to the facility to ensure protection of worker and public health. They also stated that handling
and disposing of radioactive material and scrap metal must be properly addressed by DOE and
evaluated by the Radiation Health and Toxic Agents Branch.

2.1.10 Self-Regulation
The Kentucky Radiation Health and Toxic Agents Branch stated that it is opposed to
self-regulation of the facility by the DOE.

2.1.11 DUF 6 as Hazardous Waste
Representatives of the Kentucky Division of Waste Management stated that they believe
DUF6 is a hazardous waste because of its corrosivity and reactivity.

2.2 ALTERNATIVES

2.2.1 Support for DOE's Preferred Alternative
Several individuals and organizations expressed support for DOE's preferred alternative
of building two conversion plants, one at Portsmouth and one at Paducah. Supportive
organizations included the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (OEPA), the Kentucky
Division of Waste Management, McCracken County administrators, Paducah area business
associations, labor representatives, and local Oak Ridge stakeholder groups. The OEPA
expressed support for the shipment of cylinders-from ETTP to the Portsmouth site, but only after
construction of the conversion facility.

2.2.2 Opposition to Proposed Alternatives
One comrnmentor opposed the consideration of a one conversion plant alternative in the
EIS. The commentor stated that such an option is not consistent with the intent of Public
Law 105-204 and is not a reasonable alternative because no funds have been provided for this
option. Another commentor stated that it is a mistake to consider the use of existing U.S.
conversion facilities because of transportation issues and potential local opposition.
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2.2.3 Recommended Conversion Technologies
Commentors recommended two conversion technology options: (1) building a conversion
plant in parallel with a new centrifuge enrichment plant, which would allow the depleted
uranium to be used for reenrichment prior to conversion, and (2) not building a conversion plant
but directly disposing of the DUF 6 in a vitreous melt within a disposal area
(this recommendation was accompanied by a technical proposal). One commentor recommended
a specific laser technology to monitor for and alarm against dangerous levels of hydrogen
fluoride (HF).

2.2.4 Preferred Chemical Form of Uranium for Disposal
Several commentors expressed the opinion that U3 0 8 is the preferable and prudent
chemical form of uranium for disposal based on stability and solubility. They noted that U 3 0 8 is
the most stable form of uranium and is found in nature. Also, foreign countries store this form of
depleted uranium. Several commentors stated that disposal of DUF4 will pose disposal problems
and consideration of UF4 is a mistake, identifying generation of HF, expansion of disposal
containers, and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission concerns as some potential problems. One
commentor expressed opposition to converting to depleted uranium metal and provided qualified
support for converting to U0 2.
2.2.5 Use of Hydrogen Fluoride
Several commentors stated that there is no credible market for aqueous HF and that
anhydrous HF is clearly a better choice in terms of marketable fluoride products. It was stated
that aqueous HF is a low value product that would be sold into a saturated market. These
commentors strongly recommended the production of anhydrous HF and its subsequent use
within the nuclear fuel cycle to avoid problems with the stigma from potential uranium
contamination. One commentor noted that anhydrous HF production technology was previously
demonstrated at a DOE pilot facility in 1998. One commentor stated that the specifications for
allowable uranium in the HF produced must be made clear because HF will always contain some
uranium. The commentor noted that the final use of the HF will affect the allowable uranium
content and will need to be considered (the commentor stressed the possible accumulation of
uranium if HF evaporation processes are used).

2.2.6 Disposition Options
One commentor stated that DUF 6 should be disposed of immediately as high-level waste
due to the variety of unknown contaminants and decay products, and further, it should be
disposed of in deep, dry areas. The commentor also noted that DOE should address disposal of
all forms of converted depleted uranium. Another comnentor stated a preference for a disposal
process that binds the radionuclides, rendering them benign and immobile before final

LI-
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disposition. One commentor stated that the depleted uranium should be assigned to safe storage
facilities with constant monitoring.

2.3 CYLINDER INVENTORY COMMENTS AND ISSUES

2.3.1 ETTP Cylinder Inventory
A number of comnmentors stated that DOE needs to specifically state the number of UF6
cylinders stored at the ETTP site, including test and in-line process cylinders that are not the
typical 10- and 14-ton cylinders, and rectify inconsistencies between the number of full cylinders
reported by DOE Headquarters personnel compared with that of Oak Ridge operations
personnel. They claimed that DOE has continued to provide an inaccurate count of the cylinders
at the ETTP site. In addition, several comnmentors stated that all cylinders should be removed
from ETTP and that it would make sense to move them all to Portsmouth because handling
would be similar. They recommended that the EIS consider removing all the ETTP cylinders.

2.3.2 Cylinder Condition, Surveillance, and Maintenance
Several commentors expressed their concern over the deteriorated condition of cylinders
and continued inadequacies of current inspection programs and procedures. They claimed that
DOE does not assure the public the cylinders currently stored will not breach due to external
corrosion and that there is a high likelihood of future breaches. One commentor stated that a
response team is needed at each site to manage potential breaches. One commentor stated that
thousands of cylinders no longer have identification tags, which are necessary to determine the
amount of DUF6 in the cylinder, and that DOE must address that issue.
2.3.3 Transuranic Contamination
A number of commentors noted the presence of transuranic (TRU) contaminants in the
DUF 6 cylinder inventory. It was stated that the EIS should specifically address the plutonium or
TRU present in the stockpile and that DOE should make it a priority to assess the types and
amounts of TRU contaminants in the inventory. One commentor stated that the affected
environment section of the EIS should describe the contents of cylinders, including possible
TRU and decay product elements, specifically americium-241, cadmium-109, cerium-141,
promethium- 149,
technetium, thorium-234,
curium-42, curium-244,
neptunium-239,
uranium-234, uranium-236, xenon-13 1Im, and xenon-133m.
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2.3.4 Disposition of Emptied Cylinders
Several commentors requested that DOE consider the possibility that the free release of
emptied cylinders may not be an option because of residual contamination. One commentor
expressed opposition to the idea of filling the emptied cylinders with conversion products or
wastes for on-site storage or disposal.

2.4 TRANSPORTATION ISSUES
2.4.1 Importance of Transportation Safety
A number of commentors stressed the importance of transportation safety, noting that it
will be challenging and expensive. One commentor suggested that traveling Hazmat teams
should accompany each shipment. The Kentucky Radiation Health and Toxic Agents Branch
expressed serious concerns regarding the transport of DUF 6 cylinders from Oak Ridge to
Portsmouth, stating that without the proper risk assessments, evaluation of accident scenarios,
and other DOE actions, they cannot support the movement of cylinders and are opposed to DOE
obtaining any exemption from the U.S. Department of Transportation for the shipment of
cylinders. One individual opposed shipping ETTP cylinders to Portsmouth and Paducah and
sending conversion products to western sites, stating that the sites should deal with their own
wastes.

2.4.2 Shipment Options
One organization stated that if DUF6 is to be transported via truck, routes should be
designated and appropriate risk analysis performed, taking into consideration road conditions.
One commentor noted that rail transportation and the minimization of trans-loading can reduce
project risks and improve safety. Two commnentors stressed that the 1-mile ETTP rail right-ofway is in bad shape, and DOE should consider providing funding for and upgrading of the rail
line. One organization stated that the EIS must include a comprehensive analysis of shipments by
barge, including assessment of the condition of the barge terminal at ETTP, necessary upgrades,
and the impact of possible dredging.

2.4.3 Schedule
With respect to the removal of ETTP cylinders, several commentors stated that the
proposed time schedule should be adhered to or bettered. Commentors stated that the current
time line is too long, and consideration should be given in the EIS to the removal of ETTP
cylinders sooner than 2009.

In-
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2.5 SCOPE OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS

2.5.1

Human Health and Safety

One commenter stated that the EIS must consider the health and safety of construction
and demolition workers if the Portsmouth GDP is demolished to build the conversion plant. The
Kentucky Radiation Health and Toxic Agents Branch requested that DOE develop monitoring
systems that ensure compliance with as low as reasonably achievable requirements. Another
commentor requested that the assessment consider all site releases, not just separate sources.
Several commentors requested that all actions and exposure pathways that are likely to affect the
health and safety of the workers and the general public be considered. The activities mentioned
included storage and movement of cylinders, washing of emptied cylinders, and conversion
operations.

2.5.2 Air, Water, and Ecological Impacts
Several commentors stated that the EIS should consider off-site contamination of air,
water, and soil, and effects from past practices, in particular, HF gas being transported off site.
Similarly, water quality analyses should include effects on streams, the watershed, river basin,
aquifers, and resident wildlife (in particular, deformed fish and mammals in the vicinity of the
site). One commentor was concerned that different pollutants are bioaccumulating in the
environment around the Paducah plant and that the long-term impacts are not well understood.

2.5.3 Cumulative Impacts
Commentors requested that the cumulative impact assessment consider the risk of
handling old containers and the buildup of contaminants in infrastructures with repeated
exposures and breaches; delayed effects of radiation exposures; long-term health monitoring;
inventory of plants and wildlife to monitor migration of DNA defects up the food chain; additive
effects of multiple contaminants in the environment; indirect and secondary effects; and other
activities ongoing at the sites (including non-federal activities). One commentor noted that data
already being used by the health care and insurance industries (i.e., mortality and morbidity rates
in the communities and areas surrounding these sites) can more accurately predict exposures and
resulting illnesses and should be collected and made available for public and independent
analysis. According to the commentor, these data can prove a link between people's illnesses and
the DOE site. One commentor specifically requested that the effects of uranium-235 be included
under the cumulative impacts.
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2.5.4 Environmental Justice
One commentor stated that the EIS should consider the cost of retraining workers and
noted that pollution-based jobs are offered in areas where workers are "depressed for work." The
commentor expressed environmental justice concerns.

2.5.5 Socioeconomics
One commentor requested that extensive socioeconomic analysis be included in the EIS,
specifically the economic impact of the facility on the region, including conducting a health
inventory of current and past workers and civilians within a 36-mile radius of the Portsmouth
and Paducah sites to determine the costs to the community when workers become too ill to work
or are laid off; the number of jobs from construction and operation of the conversion facility
compared with the number of jobs that can be provided with the reclamation and restoration of
the environment and final cleanup during shutdown, D&D, and cold storage; an analysis of the
cost to handle, transport, and dispose of depleted uranium that is contaminated; the cost to build,
maintain, and operate the conversion facility; and the long-term economic impacts on the
community, for example, the loss of other industries because of decreases in land values,
contaminated air and water, etc. One commentor requested that the social and psychological
effects on the community and the effects on property values in the vicinity of the Paducah site be
considered.

2.5.6 Accident Analysis
One cominentor stated that the EIS must adequately address the risk from earthquakes at
the Paducah site and from large plane crashes into the cylinder yards at all sites, noting that such
risks had been inadequately addressed in previous evaluations, including the programmatic
environmental impact statement (PEIS). The commentor expressed concern over HF released in
an accident and the difficulty site personnel would have in responding to such an accident, noting
the proximity of the Barkley Airport to the Paducah site and the crash of a B- I bomber near the
Paducah site during the PEIS public hearings. The commentor requested that serious analysis be
conducted to develop approaches to mitigate such events, such as considering building additional
yards and stacking cylinders one high to allow better access in the event of an accident. The State
of Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation also requested that the chance of a
catastrophic event, such as a plane crash into a cylinder yard, be explored and the possibility of a
deliberate act be considered.

2.5.7 Disposal Analysis
One commentor stated that the methods of disposal of this material should be considered
for their long- and short-term risks. Another stated that the EIS must address what to do with any
metal conversion product if the DUF6 were converted to metal.

ILB
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2.5.8 Use Analysis
One commentor stated that if any future production takes place at the Paducah site using
the DUF 6 conversion products, it should be included in the EIS; specifically, the EIS should
consider any products produced, the actual production techniques, and associated waste
production. One commentor requested that DOE evaluate the impacts associated with the use of
conversion products. Another commentor stated that making products from converted materials
should be considered outside the scope of the EIS and also be considered in other documents
when actual conversion products are known.

2.5.9 Life-Cycle Impacts
A number of commentors recommended that the EIS consider the full life cycle of the
material, including conversion, packaging, transportation, disposal, and D&D of the facilities.
Several commentors stated that the EIS must consider what to do with the empty cylinders. One
commentor stated that the maintenance and D&D evaluation should consider the possibility that
it may not be possible to ship the conversion products off site immediately.

2.5.10 Waste Management
One commentor requested that the EIS address the disposition of wastes generated from
the conversion process. Another commentor stated that the Paducah GDP waste treatment plant
may not be adequate to meet the needs of the conversion facility and other facilities at the site.

2.5.11 Cultural Resources
One commentor requested that DOE evaluate the corrosive effects of fluorine compounds
released to the environment from the conversion plant at Paducah GDP on buildings and art
work in Paducah and other towns in western Kentucky and southern Illinois.
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ATTACHMENT A:
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PREPARE AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT FOR DEPLETED URANIUM HEXAFLUORIDE
CONVERSION FACILITIES

18
AGENCY: Department of
Energy.
ACTION: Notice of Intent.
SUMMARY: The U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE)
announces its intention to
prepare an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) for a
proposal to construct, operate,
maintain, and decontaminate
and decommission two depleted
uranium hexafluoride (DUF6 )
conversion facilities, at
Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah,
Kentucky. DOE would use the
proposed facilities to convert its
inventory of DUF6 to a more
stable chemical form suitable for
storage, beneficial use, or
disposal. Approximately
700,000 metric tons of DUF 6 in
about 57,700 cylinders are
stored at Portsmouth and
Paducah, and at an Oak Ridge,
Tennessee site. The EIS will
address potential environmental
impacts of the construction,
operation, maintenance, and
decontamination and
decommissioning of the
conversion facilities. DOE will
hold public scoping meetings
near the three involved sites.
DATES: DOE invites public
comments on the proposed
scope of the DUF6 conversion
facilities EIS. To ensure
consideration, comments must
be postmarked by November 26,
2001. Late comments will be
considered to the extent
practicable. Three public
scoping meetings will be held
near Portsmouth, Ohio;
Paducah, Kentucky; and Oak
Ridge, Tennessee. The scoping
meetings will provide the public
with an opportunity to present
comments on the scope of the
EIS, and to ask questions and
discuss concerns with DOE
officials regarding the EIS. The
location, date, and time for these
public scoping meetings are as
follows:

Portsmouth, Ohio: Thursday,
November 1, 2001, from
6-9 p.m. at the Vein Riffe Pike
County Vocational School,
175 Beaver Creek Road - off
State Route 32, Piketon, Ohio
45661.
Paducah, Kentucky: Tuesday,
November 6, 2001, from
6-9 p.m. at the Information Age
Park Resource Center, 2000
McCracken Blvd., Paducah,
Kentucky 42001.
Oak Ridge, Tennessee:
Thursday, November 8, 2001,
from 6-9 p.m. at the Pollard
Auditorium, Oak Ridge Institute
for Science and Education,
210 Badger Avenue, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee 37831.
ADDRESSES: Please direct
comments or suggestions on the
scope of the EIS and questions
concerning the proposed project
to: Kevin Shaw, U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of
Environmental Management,
Office of Site Closure - Oak
Ridge Office (EM-32), 19901
Germantown Road,
Germantown, Maryland 20874,
fax (301) 903-3479, e-mail
DUF6.Commentsgem.doe.gov
(please use 'NOI Comments' for
the subject).
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For
information regarding the
proposed project, contact Kevin
Shaw, as above. For general
information on the DOE NEPA
process, please contact Carol M.
Borgstrom, Director, Office of
NEPA Policy and Compliance
(EH-42), U.S. Department of
Energy, 1000 Independence
Avenue, SW, Washington, DC
20585-0119, telephone (202)
586-4600 or leave a message at
(800) 472-2756.
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SUPPLEMENTARY
INFORMATION:
Background
Depleted UF6 results from the
process of making uranium
suitable for use as fuel in
nuclear reactors or for military
applications. The use of uranium
in these applications requires
increasing the proportion of the
uranium-235 isotope found in
natural uranium, which is
approximately 0.7 percent (by
weight), through an isotopic
separation process. A U-235
"enrichment" process called
gaseous diffusion has
historically been used in the
United States. The gaseous
diffusion process uses uranium
in the form of UF 6 , primarily
because UF6 can conveniently
be used in the gas form for
processing, in the liquid form
for filling or emptying
containers, and in the solid form
for storage. Solid UF6 is a white,
dense, crystalline material that
resembles rock salt.
Over the last five decades, large
quantities of uranium were
enriched using gaseous
diffusion. "Depleted" UF 6
(DUF6 ) is a product of the
process and was stored at the
three uranium enrichment sites
located at Paducah, Kentucky;
Portsmouth, Ohio; and the East
Tennessee Technology Park
(ETTP - formerly known as the
K-25 Site) in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. Depleted uranium is
uranium that, through the
enrichment process, has been
stripped of a portion of the
uranium-235 that it once
contained so that it has a lower
uranium-235 proportion than the
0.7 weight-percent found in
nature. The uranium in most of
DOE's DUF 6 has between 0.2 to
0.4 weight-percent uranium-235.
DOE has management
responsibility for approximately
700,000 metric tons (MT) of
DUF6 contained in about
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57,700 steel cylinders at the
Portsmouth, Paducah, and ETTP
sites, where it has stored such
material since the 1950s. The
characteristics of UF 6 pose
potential health and
environmental risks. DUF 6 in
cylinders emits low levels of
gamma and neutron radiation.
Also, when released to the
atmosphere, DUF6 reacts with
water vapor in the air to form
hydrogen fluoride (HF) and
uranyl fluoride (UO2 F2 ), both
chemically toxic substances. In
light of such characteristics,
DOE stores DUF6 in a manner
designed to minimize the risk to
workers, the public, and the
environment.
In October 1992, the Ohio
Environmental Protection
Agency (OEPA) issued a Notice
of Violation (NOV) alleging that
DUF6 stored at the Portsmouth
facility is subject to regulation
under State hazardous waste
laws applicable to the
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion
Plant. The NOV stated that
OEPA had determined DUF6 to
be a solid waste and that DOE
had violated Ohio laws and
regulations by not evaluating
whether such waste was
hazardous. DOE disagreed with
this assessment, and, in
February 1998, DOE and OEPA
reached an agreement. This
agreement sets aside the issue of
whether the DUF6 is subject to
Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act regulation and
institutes a negotiated
management plan governing the
storage of the Portsmouth DUF6 .
The agreement also requires
DOE to continue its efforts to
evaluate potential use or reuse of
the material. The agreement
expires in 2008.
In 1994, DOE began work on
the Programmatic
Environmental Impact
Statement for Alternative
Strategies for the Long-Term
Management and Use of

Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride
(DUF6 PEIS). The DUF6 PEIS
was completed in 1999 and
identified conversion of DUF6 to
another chemical form for use or
long-term storage as part of a
preferred management
alternative. In the corresponding
Record of Decision for the
Long-Term Management and
Use of Depleted Uranium
Hexafluoride (ROD) (64 FR
43358, August 10, 1999), DOE
decided to promptly convert the
DUF6 inventory to depleted
uranium oxide, depleted
uranium metal, or a combination
of both. The ROD further
explained that depleted uranium
oxide will be used as much as
possible, and the remaining
depleted uranium oxide will be
stored for potential future uses
or disposal, as necessary. In
addition, according to the ROD,
conversion to depleted uranium
metal will occur only if uses are
available.
During the time that DOE was
analyzing its long-term strategy
for managing the DUF6
inventory, several other events
occurred related to DUF6
management. In 1995, the
Department began an aggressive
program to better manage the
DUF 6 cylinders, known as the
DUF6 Cylinder Project
Management Plan. In part, this
program responded to the
Defense Nuclear Facilities
Safety Board (DNFSB)
Recommendation 95-1, Safety
of Cylinders Containing
Depleted Uranium. This
program included more rigorous
and frequent inspections, a
multi-year program for painting
and refurbishing of cylinders,
and construction of concrete-pad
cylinder yards. Implementation
of the DUF6 Cylinder Project
Management Plan has been
successful, and, as a result, on
December 16, 1999, the DNFSB
closed out Recommendation
95-1.
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In February 1999, DOE and the
Tennessee Department of
Environment and Conservation
entered into a consent order
which included a requirement
for the performance of two
environmentally beneficial
projects: the implementation of
a negotiated management plan
governing the storage of the
small inventory (relative to other
sites) of all UF 6 (depleted, low
enriched, and natural) cylinders
stored at the ETTP site, and the
removal of the DUF6 from the
ETTP site or the conversion of
the material by December 31,
2009.
In July 1998, the President
signed Public Law (P.L.) 105204. This law directed the
Secretary of Energy to prepare
"a plan to ensure that all
amounts accrued on the books"
of the United States Enrichment
Corporation (USEC) for the
disposition of DUF6 would be
used to commence construction
of, not later than January 31,
2004, and to operate, an on-site
facility at each of the gaseous
diffusion plants at Paducah and
Portsmouth, to treat and recycle
DUF6 consistent with the
National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA). DOE responded to
P.L. 105-204 by issuing the
Final Plan for the Conversion of
Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride
(referred to herein as the
"Conversion Plan") in July
1999. The Conversion Plan
describes DOE's intent to
chemically process the DUF6 to
create products that would
present both a lower long-term
storage hazard and provide a
material that would be suitable
for use or disposal.
DOE initiated the Conversion
Plan with the announced
availability of a draft Request
for Proposals (RFP) on July 30,
1999, for a contractor to design,
construct, and operate DUF6
conversion facilities at the
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Paducah and Portsmouth
uranium enrichment plant sites.
Based on comments received on
the draft RFP, DOE revisited
some of the assumptions about
management of the DUF6
inventory made previously in
the PEIS and ROD. For
example, as documented in the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
study, Assessment of Preferred
Depleted Uranium Disposal
Forms (ORNL/TM- 2000/161,
June 2000), four potential
conversion forms (triuranium
octoxide (U3 08 ), uranium
dioxide (U0 2 ), uranium
tetrafluoride (UF4), and uranium
metal) were evaluated and found
to be acceptable for near-surface
disposal at low-level radioactive
waste disposal sites such as
those at DOE's Nevada Test Site
and Envirocare of Utah, Inc.
Therefore, the RFP was
modified to allow for a wide
range of potential conversion
product forms and process
technologies. However, any of
the proposed conversion forms
must have an assured
environmentally acceptable path
for final disposition.
On October 31, 2000, DOE
issued a final RFP to procure a
contractor to design, construct,
and operate DUF6 conversion
facilities at the Paducah and
Portsmouth plant sites. Any
conversion plants that result
from this procurement would
convert the DUF6 to a more
stable chemical form that is
suitable for either beneficial use
or disposal. The selected
contractor would design the
conversion plants using the
technology it proposes and
construct the plants. The
selected contractor also would
operate the plants for a five-year
period, which would include
maintaining depleted uranium
and product inventories,
transporting all uranium
hexafluoride storage cylinders in
Tennessee to a conversion plant

at Portsmouth, as appropriate,
and transporting converted
product for which there is no use
to a disposal site. The selected
contractor would also prepare
excess material for disposal at
an appropriate site.
DOE received five proposals in
response to the DUF6
conversion RFP, and DOE
anticipates that a contract will be
awarded during the first quarter
of fiscal year 2002. Since the
site-specific NEPA process will
not be completed prior to
contract award, the contract
shall be contingent on
completion of the NEPA process
and will be structured such that
the NEPA process will be
completed in advance of a
go/no-go decision. (See NEPA
Process below.) DOE initiated
the NEPA review by issuing an
Advance Notice of Intent to
prepare an EIS for the DUF6
conversion facilities on May 7,
2001 (66 FR 23010).
Purpose and Need for Agency
Action
DOE needs to convert its
inventory of DUF6 to a more
stable chemical form for storage,
use, or disposal. This need
follows directly from the
decision presented in the August
1999 "Record of Decision for
Long-Term Management and
Use of Depleted Uranium
Hexafluoride," namely to begin
conversion of the DUF 6
inventory as soon as possible.
This EIS will assess the
potential environmental impacts
of constructing, operating,
maintaining, and
decontaminating and
decommissioning DUF6
conversion facilities at the
Portsmouth and Paducah sites,
as well as other reasonable
alternatives. The EIS will aid
decision making on DUF 6
conversion by evaluating the
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environmental impacts of the
range of reasonable alternatives,
as well as providing a means for
public input into the decision
making process. DOE is
committed to ensuring that the
public has ample opportunity to
participate in this review.
Relation to the DUF 6 PEIS
This EIS represents the second
level of a tiered environmental
review process being used to
evaluate and implement the
DUF 6 management program.
Tiering refers to the process of
first addressing general
(programmatic) matters in a
PEIS followed by more
narrowly focused (project level)
environmental review that
incorporates by reference the
more general discussions. The
DUF6 PEIS, issued in April
1999, was the first level of this
tiered approach.
The DUF 6 PEIS addressed the
potential environmental impacts
of broad strategy alternatives,
including analyses of the
impacts of: (1) continued
storage of DUF6 at DOE's
current storage sites; (2)
technologies for converting the
DUF6 to depleted U 3 0 8 , U0 2 , or
uranium metal; (3) long-term
storage of depleted U3 08 and
U0 2 for subsequent use or
disposal; (4) long-term storage
of DUF6 in cylinders at a
consolidated site; (5) use of
depleted U0 2 and uranium metal
conversion products; (6)
transportation of materials; and
(7) disposal of depleted U3 0 8
and U0 2 at generic disposal
sites. The results of the PEIS
analysis, as well as supporting
documentation, will be
incorporated into this EIS to the
extent appropriate.
The ROD for the DUF 6 PEIS
declared DOE's decision to
promptly convert the DUF 6
inventory to a more stable

in
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chemical form. This tiered EIS
will address specific issues
associated with the
implementation of the DUF6
PEIS ROD.

*

Local siting alternatives for
building and operating
conversion facilities within
the Paducah and Portsmouth
plant boundaries.

Preliminary Alternatives

*

Timing options, such as
staggering the start of the
construction and operation
of the two conversion
facilities.

Consistent with NEPA
implementation requirements,
this EIS will assess the range of
reasonable alternatives
regarding constructing,
operating, maintaining, and
decontaminating and
decommissioning DUF6
conversion facilities. The
following preliminary list of
alternatives is subject to
modification in response to
comments received during the
public scoping process.
PreferredAlternative. Under the
preferred alternative, two
conversion facilities would be
built: one at the Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant site and
another at the Portsmouth
Gaseous Diffusion Plant site.
The cylinders currently stored at
the ETTP site near Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, would be transported
to Portsmouth for conversion.
The conversion products (i.e.,
depleted uranium as well as
fluorine components produced
during the conversion process)
would be stored, put to
beneficial uses, or disposed of at
an appropriate disposal facility.
This alternative is consistent
with the Conversion Plan, which
DOE submitted to Congress in
July 1999, in response to Public
Law 105-204. Subalternatives
to be considered for the
preferred alternative include:
Conversion technology
processes identified in
response to the final RFP
for DUF6 conversion
services, plus any other
technologies that DOE
believes must be
considered.

One Conversion Plant
Alternative. An alternative of
building and operating only one
conversion facility at either the
Portsmouth or the Paducah'site
will be considered. This plant
could differ in size or production
capacity from the two proposed
for Portsmouth and Paducah.
Technology and local siting
subalternatives will be
considered as with the preferred
alternative.
Use ofExisting UF6 Conversion
CapacityAlternative. DOE will
consider using already-existing
UF6 conversion capacity at
commercial nuclear fuel
fabrication facilities in lieu of
constructing one or two new
conversion plants. DOE is
evaluating the feasibility of
using existing conversion
capacity, although no expression
of interest has been received
from such facilities.
No Action Alternative. Under the
"no action" alternative,
cylinder management activities
(handling, inspection,
monitoring, and maintenance)
would continue the "status quo"
at the three current storage sites
indefinitely, consistent with the
DUF6 Cylinder Project
Management Plan and the
consent orders, which include
actions needed to meet safety
and environmental requirements.
Where applicable under the
alternatives listed above,
transportation options, such as
truck, rail, and barge, will be
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considered for shipping DUF6
cylinders to a conversion facility
and conversion products to a
storage or disposal facility.
Also, for each technology
alternative, alternatives for
conversion products, including
storage, use, and disposal at one
or more disposal sites, will be
considered. Further, DOE would
appreciate comments regarding
whether there are additional
siting alternatives for one or
more new conversion facilities
that should be considered.
Identification of Environmental and Other Issues
DOE intends to address the
following environmental issues
when assessing the potential
environmental impacts of the
alternatives in this EIS.
Additional issues may be
identified as a result of the
scoping process. DOE invites
comment from the Federal
agencies, Native American
tribes, state and local
governments, and the general
public on these and any other
issues that should be considered
in the EIS:
Potential impacts on health
from DUF6 conversion
activities, including
potential impacts to
workers and the public
from exposure to radiation
and chemicals during
routine and accident
conditions for the
construction, operation,
maintenance, and decontamination and decommissioning of DUF6 conversion
facilities.
Potential impacts to
workers and the public
from exposure to radiation
and chemicals during
routine and accident
conditions for the
transportation of DUF6
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cylinders from ETTP to one
of the conversion sites.
Potential impacts to
workers and the public
from exposure to radiation
and chemicals during
routine and accident
conditions for the
transportation of
conversion products that
are not beneficially used to
a low-level waste disposal
facility.
•

*

Potential impacts to surface
water, ground water, and
soil during construction
activities and from
emissions and water use
during facility operations.
Potential impacts on air
quality from emissions and
from noise during facility
construction and
operations.

*

Potential cumulative
impacts of the past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable
future actions (including
impacts resulting from
activities of the United
States Enrichment
Corporation).

*

Potential impacts from
facility construction on
historically significant
properties, if present, and
on access to traditional use
areas.

*

Potential impacts from land
requirements, potential
incompatibilities, and
disturbances.

*

Potential impacts on local,
regional, or national
resources from materials
and utilities required for
construction and operation.

*

Potential impacts on
ecological resources,
including threatened and

endangered species,
floodplains, and wetlands.
*

Potential impacts on local
and DOE-wide waste
management capabilities.

*

Potential impacts on local
employment, income,
population, housing, and
public services from facility
construction and
operations, and
environmental justice
issues.

*

Pollution prevention, waste
minimization, and energy
and water use reduction
technologies to reduce the
use of energy, water, and
hazardous substances and
to mitigate environmental
impacts.

DOE received comments on the
Advance Notice of Intent from
the Tennessee Department of
Environment and Conservation
(TDEC) and the Ohio
Environmental Protection
Agency (OHEPA). TDEC
commented that the EIS should
provide an adequate platform for
coordination of environmental
issues between DOE, Ohio,
Kentucky, and Tennessee,
without additional agreements if
certain specified topics were
explored in detail in the EIS.
TDEC's comments emphasized
issues related to the
transportation of the ETTP
cylinders to Portsmouth.
OHEPA's comment concurred
in TDEC's comment that the
EIS should coordinate
environmental issues between
DOE, Ohio, Kentucky, and
Tennessee, especially
emergency management issues
associated with the
transportation of the EITP
cylinders to Portsmouth.

NEPA Process
The EIS for the proposed project
will be prepared pursuant to the
NEPA of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321
et seq.), Council on
Environmental Quality NEPA
Regulations (40 CFR Parts
1500-1508), and DOE's NEPA
Implementing Procedures (10
CFR Part 1021). Following the
publication of this Notice of
Intent, DOE will hold scoping
meetings, prepare and distribute
the draft EIS for public review,
hold public hearings to solicit
public comment on the draft
EIS, and publish a final EIS. Not
less than 30 days after the
publication of the U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency's Notice of Availability
of the final EIS, DOE may issue
a ROD documenting its decision
concerning the proposed action.
In addition to the above steps,
DOE is considering
environmental factors in
selecting a contractor for the
conversion services through the
procurement process, including
preparation of an environmental
critique and an environmental
synopsis pursuant to 10 CFR
1021.216. The environmental
critique evaluates the
environmental data and
information submitted by each
offeror and is subject to the
confidentiality requirements of
the procurement process. DOE
also is preparing a publicly
available environmental
synopsis, based on the
environmental critique, to
document the consideration
given to environmental factors
in the contractor selection
process. The environmental
synopsis will be filed with the
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and will be incorporated
into the EIS. In accordance with
10 CFR 1021.216(i), since the
NEPA process will not be
completed prior to contract
award, the contract will be
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structured to allow the NEPA
review process to be completed
in advance of a go/no-go
decision.
Related NEPA Reviews
Final Programmatic
Environmental Impact
Statement for Alternative
Strategies for the Long-Term
Management and Use of
Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride
(DOE/EIS-0269, April 1999);
Final Waste Management
Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement for Managing
Treatment, Storage, and
Disposal of Radioactive and
Hazardous Waste (DOE/EIS0200- F, May 1997);
Disposition of Surplus Highly
Enriched Uranium, Final
Environmental Impact
Statement (DOE/ EIS-0240,
June 1996);
Environmental Assessment for
the Refurbishment of Uranium
Hexafluoride Cylinder Storage
Yards C-745-K, L, M, N, and P
and Construction of a New
Uranium Hexafluoride Cylinder
Storage Yard (C- 745-T) at the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant, Paducah, Kentucky
(DOE/EA-1118, July 1996);
Environmental Assessment for
DOE Sale of Surplus Natural
and Low Enriched Uranium
(DOE/EA-1 172, October 1996);
Environmental Assessment for
the Lease of Land and Facilities
within the East Tennessee
Technology Park, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee (DOE/EA-] 175,
1997);
Notice of Intent for
Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement for
Disposition of Scrap Metals
(DOE/EIS-0327) (66 FR 36562,
July 12, 2001).

Scoping Meetings
The purpose of this Notice is to
encourage early public
involvement in the EIS process
and to solicit public comments
on the proposed scope of the
EIS, including the issues and
alternatives it would analyze.
DOE will hold public scoping
meetings near Portsmouth,
Ohio; Paducah, Kentucky; and
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to solicit
both oral and written comments
from interested parties. Oral and
written comments will be
considered equally in the
preparation of the EIS. See
"DATES" above for the times
and locations of these meetings.
DOE will designate a presiding
officer for the scoping meetings.
The scoping meetings will not
be conducted as evidentiary
hearings, and there will be no
questioning of the commentors.
However, DOE personnel may
ask for clarifications to ensure
that they fully understand the
comments and suggestions. The
presiding officer will establish
the order of speakers. At the
opening of each meeting, the
presiding officer will announce
any additional procedures
necessary for the conduct of the
meetings. If necessary to ensure
that all persons wishing to make
a presentation are given the
opportunity, a time limit may be
applied for each speaker.
Comment cards will also be
available for those who would
prefer to submit written
comments.
DOE will make transcripts of
the scoping meetings and other
environmental and projectrelated materials available for
public review in the following
reading rooms:
DOE Headquarters, Freedom of
Information Reading Room,
1000 Independence Avenue,
SW, Room I E- 190,
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Washington, DC 20585.
Telephone: (202) 586-3142.
Oak Ridge/ DOE, Public
Reading Room, 230 Warehouse
Road, Suite 300, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee 37831. Telephone:
(865) 241-4780.
PaducahlDOE, Environmental
Information Center, Berkley
Centre, 115 Memorial Drive,
Paducah, Kentucky 42001,
Telephone:
(270) 554-6979.
Portsmouth/DOE,
Environmental Information
Center, 3930 U.S. Route 23,
Perimeter Road, Piketon, OH
45661. Telephone: (740)
289-3317.
Information is also available
through the project web site at
http://web.ead.anl.gov/uranium
and on the DOE NEPA web site
at http://www.tis.eh.doe.gov/
nepa.
The EIS will also contain a
section summarizing the nature
of the comments received during
the scoping process and
describing any modification to
the scope of the EIS in response
to the scoping process
comments.
EIS Schedule
The draft EIS is scheduled to be
published by June 2002. A 45day comment period on the draft
EIS is planned, which will
include public hearings to
receive oral comments.
Availability of the draft EIS, the
dates of the public comment
period, and information about
the public hearings will be
announced in the Federal
Register and in the local news
media.
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The final EIS for the DUF6
Conversion Facilities is
scheduled for January 2003. A
ROD would be issued no sooner
than 30 days after the U. S.
Environmental Protection
Agency notice of availability of
the final EIS is published in the
Federal Register.

Signed in Washington, DC, this
10t' day of September, 2001.
Steven V. Cary
Acting Assistant Secretary
Office of Environment, Safety
and Health
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Federal Register/Vol. 68, No. 81/Monday, April 28, 2003 /Notices

"Browse Pending Collections" link and
by clicking on link number 2270. When
you access the information collection,
click on "Download Attachments" to
view. Written requests for information
should be addressed to Vivian Reese,
Department of Education, 400 Maryland
Avenue, SW., Room 4050, Regional
Office Building 3, Washington, DC
20202-4651 or to the e-mail address
vivan.raese~ed.gov. Requests may also
be electronically mailed to the internet
address OCIO._lMGfIed.gov or faxed to
202-708-9346. Please specify the
complete title of the information
collection when making your request.
Comments regardingburden and/or
the collection activity requirements
should be directed to Joseph Schubart at
(202) 708-9266 or to his e-mail address
Joe.Schubart@ed.gov. Individuals who
use a telecommunications device for the
deaf (TDD) may call the Federal
Information Relay Service (FIRS) at 1800-877-8339.
IFR Doc. 03-10325 Filed 4-25-03; 8:45 aml

preparation of the draft ElSs. Comments
received after that date will be
considered to the extent practicable.
ADDRESSES: Comments and suggestions
can be forwarded to Gary Hartman, U.S.
Department of Energy-Oak Ridge
Operations Office, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee 37831, telephone (865] 5760273, fax: (865) 576-0746, e-mail:
hartmangshoro.doe.gov.Also contact
Mr. Hartman with any questions
regarding the DOE DUF6 conversion
project.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For
general information on the DOE NEPA
process, contact Carol M. Borgstrom,
Director, Office of NEPA Policy and
Compliance (EH-42), U.S. Department
of Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue,
SW., Washington, DC 20585-0119,
telephone (202) 586-4600 or leave a
message at (800) 472-2756.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On
September 18, 2001, the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) published
a Notice of Intent (NOI) in the Federal
BILLINGCODE 400G-01-P
Register (66 FR 48123), announcing its
intention to prepare an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) for a proposed
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
action to construct, operate, maintain.
and decontaminate and decommission
Notice of Change in National
two depleted uranium hexafluoride
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
(DUF6) conversion facilities at
Compliance Approach for the Depleted Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah,
Uranium Hexafluoride (DUF6)
Kentucky. DOE held three scoping
Conversion Facilities Project
meetings to provide the public with an
opportunity to present comments on the
AGENCY: Department of Energy.
scope of the EIS, and to ask questions
AcTION: Notice of revised approach.
and discuss concerns with DOE officials
regarding the EIS. The scoping meetings
SUMMARY: On September 18, 2001, the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
were held in Piketon, Ohio on
published a Notice of Intent (NOIQ in the November 28, 2001; in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee on December 4, 2001, and in
Federal Register, announcing its
intention to prepare an Environmental
Paducah, Kentucky, on December 6,
Impact Statement (EIS) for a proposed
2001. The alternatives identified in the
action to construct, operate, maintain,.
NOI included a two-plant alternative
and decontaminate and decommission
(two conversion plants would be built,
two depleted uranium hexafluoride
one at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
(DUF6) conversion facilities at
Plant site and another at the Portsmouth
Portsmouth, Ohio. and Paducah,
Gaseous Diffusion Plant site), a oneKentucky. DOE held three scoping
plant alternative (only one plant would
meetings to provide the public with an
be built either at the Paducah or the
opportunity to present comments on the Portsmouth site), a use of existing UF6
scope of the EIS, and to ask questions
conversion capacity alternative (DOE
and discuss concerns with DOE officials would consider using already-existing
regarding the EIS. The scoping meetings UF6 conversion capacity at commercial
were held in Piketon, Ohio on
nuclear fuel fabrication facilities in lieu
November 28, 2001; in Oak Ridge,
of constructing one or two new plants),
Tennessee on December 4, 2001, and in and the no action alternative. For
Paducah, Kentucky, on December 6,
alternatives that involved constructing
2001. The purpose of this Notice is to
one or two new plants, DOE planned to
inform the public of the change in the
consider alternative conversion
approach for the NEPA review for the
technologies, local siting alternatives
DUF6 conversion projects for Paducah
within the Paducah and Portsmouth
and Portsmouth, and to invite public
plant boundaries, and the shipment of
comments on the revised approach.
DUF6 cylinders stored at the East
DATES: Comments received by May 30,
Tennessee Technology Park (EI=P) near
2003, will be considered in the
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to either the

Portsmouth or Paducah sites. The
technologies to be considered in the EIS
were those submitted in response to a
Request for Proposals (RFP) for
conversion services that DOE had issued
in October 2000, plus any other
technologies that DOE believed must be
considered.
Then, on August 2, 2002, the U.S.
Congress passed the 2002 Supplemental
ApproprfationsAct for FurtherRecovery
From and Response to TerroristAttacks
on the United States (Public Law 107206). In pertinent part, this law required
that, within 30 days of enactment, DOE
award a contract for the scope of work
described in the October 2000 RFP,
including design, construction, and
operation of a DUF6 conversion plant at
each of the Department's Paducah,
Kentucky and Portsmouth, Ohio sites.
Accordingly, the DOE awarded a
contract to Uranium Disposition
Services, LLC, on August 29, 2002.
In light of Public Law 107-206, and
DOE's award of the contract to Uranium
Disposition Services, DOE reevaluated
the appropriate scope of its NEPA
review and decided to prepare two
separate EIS's, one for the plant
proposed for the Paducah site and a
second for the Portsmouth site. The
proposed alternatives to be considered
in each EIS would focus primarily on
where the conversion facilities will be
sited at the respective sites, and a no
action alternative. DOE will also
consider impacts arising from shipment
of ETTP cylinders for conversion to
each site.
Schedule
Both draft EISs are scheduled to be
published in July 2003. A 45-day
comment period on the draft ElSs is
planned, which will include public
hearings to receive comments.
Availability of the draft ElSs, the dates
of the public comment period, and
information about the public hearings
will be announced in the Federal
Register and in the local news media.
The final ElSs are scheduled for
publication in January 2004. The
Records of Decision would be issued no
sooner than 30 days after the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
notices of availability of the final EISs
are published in the Federal Register.
As directed by Pub. L. 107-206,
construction of the DUF6 conversion
facilities is scheduled to begin not later
than July 31, 2004.
The purpose of this Notice is to
inform the public of the change in the
approach for the NEPA review for the
DUF6 conversion projects for Paducah
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and Portsmouth, and to invite public
comments on the revised approach.
David R.Allen,
NEPA Compliance Officer, Oak Ridge
OperationsOffice.
[PR Doc. 03-10373 Filed 4-25-03; 8:45 am]
BOILING
CODE6450-01-P

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Environmental Management SiteSpecific Advisory Board, Paducah
AGENCY: Department of Energy

(DOE).

ACTION: Notice of open meeting.
SUMMARY: This notice announces a
meeting of the Environmental
Management Site-Specific Advisory
Board (EM SSAB), Paducah. The
Federal Advisory Committee Act (Pub.
L. 92-463, 86 Stat. 770) requires that
public notice of these meetings be
announced in the Federal Register.
DATES: Thursday, May 15, 2003, 5:30
p.m.-9 p.m.
ADDRESSES: Ill Memorial Drive,
Barkley Centre, Paducah, Kentucky.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT. W.

Don Seaborg, Deputy Designated
Federal Officer, Department of Energy
Paducah Site Office, Post Office Box
1410, MS-103, Paducah, Kentucky
42001, (270) 441-6806.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Purpose of the Board: The purpose of
the Board is to make recommendations
to DOE and its regulators in the areas of
environmental restoration and waste
management activities.
Tentative Agenda
5:30 p.m. Informal Discussion
6:00 p.m. Call to Order; Introductions;
Approve April Minutes; Review
Agenda
6:10 p.m. DDFO's Comments
* Budget Update
• ES & H Issues
. EM Project Updates
* CAB Recommendation Status
* Other
6:30 p.m. Federal Coordinator
Comments
6:40 p.m. Ex-officio Comments
6:50 p.m. Public Comments and
Questions
7:00 p.m. Review of Action Items
7:15 p.m. Break
7:25 p.m. Presentation
* Fiscal Year (FY) 2004 Budget-Judy
Penry (Oak Ridge Chief Financial
Officer [CFO])
. Waste Disposition Environmental
Assessment (EA) Addendum
8:10 p.m. Public Comments and
Questions

8:20 p.m. Task Force and
Subcommittee Reports
* Water Task Force
* Waste Operations Task Force
* Long Range Strategy/Stewardship
* Community Concerns
. Public Involvement/Membership
8:55 p.m. Administrative Issues
* Preparation for September Chairs'
Meeting
' June Dinner Meeting
* Review of Workplan
. Review Next Agenda
. Final Comments
9:10 p.m. Adjourn
Copies of the final agenda will be
available at the meeting.
PublicParticipation:The meeting is
open to the public. Written statements
may be filed with the Committee either
before or after the meeting. Individuals
who wish to make oral statements
pertaining to agenda items should
contact David Dollins at the address
listed above or by telephone at (270)
441-6819. Requests must be received
five days prior to the meeting and
reasonable provision will be made to
include the presentation in the agenda.
The Deputy Designated Federal Officer
is empowered to conduct the meeting in
a fashion that will facilitate the orderly
conduct of business. Each individual
wishing to make public comment will
be provided a maximum of five minutes
to present their comments as the first
item of the meeting agenda.
Minutes: The minutes of this meeting
will be available for public review and
copying at the Freedom of Information
Public Reading Room, IE-1 90, Forrestal
Building, 1000 Independence Avenue,
SW., Washington, DC 20585 between 9
a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday-Friday, except
Federal holidays. Minutes will also be
available at the Department of Energy's
Environmental Information Center and
Reading Room at I 15 Memorial Drive,
Barkley Centre, Paducah, Kentucky
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by writing to David
Dollins, Department of Energy Paducah
Site Office, Post Office Box 1410, MS103, Paducah, Kentucky 42001 or by
calling him at (270] 441-6819.
Issued at Washington, DC, on April 23,
2003.
Belinda G. Hood,
Acting DeputyAdvisory Conmittee
Management Officer.

IFR Doc. 03-10374 Filed 4-25-03; 8:45 am]
BILUNGCODE8450-C1-P

22369

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission
(Docket Nos. ER034610-O00]
Allegheny Energy Supply Units 3,4, &
5, LLC; Notice of Issuance of Order
April 21,2003.
Allegheny Energy Supply Units 3, 4,
& 5, LLC (Allegheny 3,4 & 5) filed an
application for market-based rate
authority, with an accompanying tariff.
The proposed market-based rate tariff
provides for the sale of capacity and
energy at market-based rates, as well as
sale of ancillary services into PJM
Interconnection LLC, New York
Independent System Operator, Inc., and
ISO New England, Inc. at market-based
rates. Allegheny 3, 4, & 5 also requested
waiver of various Commission
regulations. In particular, Allegheny 3,
4, & 5 requested that the Commission
grant blanket approval under 18 CFR
part 34 of all future issuances of
securities and assumptions of liability
by Allegheny 3, 4, & 5.
On April 18, 2003, pursuant to
delegated authority, the Director,
Division of Tariffs and Market
Development-South, granted the
request for blanket approval under part
34, subject to the following:
Any person desiring to be heard or to
protest the blanket approval of
issuances of securities or assumptions of
liability by Allegheny 3, 4, & 5 should
file a motion to intervene or protest with
the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, 888 First Street, NE.,
Washington, DC 20426, in accordance
with rules 211 and 214 of the
Commission's rules of practice and
procedure (18 CFR 385.211 and
385.214).
Notice is hereby given that the
deadline for filing motions to intervene
or protests, as set forth above, is May 19,
2003.
Absent a request to be heard in
opposition by the deadline above,
Allegheny 3, 4, & 5 is authorized to
issue securities and assume obligations
or liabilities as a guarantor, indorser,
surety, or otherwise in respect of any
security of another person; provided
that such issuance or assumption is for
some lawful object within the corporate
purposes of Allegheny 3, 4, & 5
compatible with the public interest, and
is reasonably necessary or appropriate
for such purposes.
The Commission reserves the right to
require a further showing that neither
public nor private interests will be
adversely affected by continued
approval of Allegheny 3, 4, & 5's
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ENVIRONMENTAL SYNOPSIS
FOR THE DEPLETED UF 6 CONVERSION PROJECT
(Solicitation No. DE-RP05-010R22717)

1 INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) issued a Request for Proposals (RFP) on
October 31, 2000, to procure a contractor to design, construct, and operate two depleted uranium
hexafluoride (DUF 6 ) conversion facilities at Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah, Kentucky
(Solicitation No. DE-RP05-01OR22717). The Department intends to use the proposed facilities
to convert its inventory of DUF6 to a more stable chemical form suitable for beneficial use or
disposal. The contractor selected will design the conversion plants using the technology it
proposes; construct the plants; and operate the plants for a 5-year period, which will include
maintaining depleted uranium and product inventories, transporting all uranium hexafluoride
storage cylinders from Tennessee to the conversion plant at Portsmouth, Ohio, and transporting
converted product that is not needed for other uses to a disposal site. The selected contractor will
be expected to arrange for the disposal of such excess material at an appropriate site.
As a Federal agency, the DOE must comply with the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969 (NEPA) (42 USC 4321 et seq.) by considering potential environmental issues associated
with its actions prior to undertaking the actions. The NEPA environmental review of the
proposed DUF 6 conversion project will be prepared pursuant to Council on Environmental
Quality (CEQ) Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500 - 1508), and the Department's NEPA
Implementing Procedures (10 CFR Part 1021), which provide directions specific to procurement
actions that DOE may undertake or fund before completing the NEPA process. Per these
regulations, DOE has prepared an environmental critique and an environmental synopsis to
support the procurement selection process.
The environmental critique for the DUF 6 conversion services procurement process, which
was completed during 2001, provided an evaluation and comparison of potential environmental
impacts for each proposal received in response to the RFP and deemed to be within the
competitive range. The critique was used by DOE to evaluate appreciable differences in the
potential environmental impacts from the proposals in the competitive range. As delineated in
10 CFR 1021.216(g), the environmental critique focused on environmental issues pertinent to a
decision among the proposals within the competitive range, and included a brief discussion of
the purpose of the procurement and each offer, a discussion of the salient characteristics of each
offer, and a brief comparative evaluation of the environmental impacts of the offers. The critique
represents one aspect of the formal process being used to award a contract for conversion
services. As such, it is a procurement-sensitive document and subject to all associated
restrictions.
This document is the Environmental Synopsis, which is a publicly available document
based on the environmental critique. The Environmental Synopsis documents the evaluation of
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potential environmental impacts associated with the proposals in the competitive range and does
not contain procurement-sensitive information. The specific requirements for an environmental
synopsis delineated in 10 CFR 1021.216(h) are as follows:
(h) DOE shall prepare a publicly available environmental synopsis, based on the
environmental critique, to document the consideration given to environmental factors
and to record that the relevant environmental consequences of reasonable alternatives
have been evaluated in the selection process. The synopsis will not contain business,
confidential, trade secret or other information that DOE otherwise would not disclose
pursuant to 18 US.C. 1905, the confidentiality requirements of the competitive
procurementprocess, 5 U.S.C. 552(b) and 41 U.S.C. 423. To assure compliance with this
requirement, the synopsis will not contain data or other information that may in any way
reveal the identity of offerors. After a selection has been made, the environmental
synopsis shall be filed with EPA, shall be made publicly available, and shall be
incorporatedin any NEPA document preparedunderparagraph(i) of this section.
To address the above requirements, this environmental synopsis includes (1) a brief
description of background information related to the DUF 6 conversion project, (2) a general
description of the proposals received in response to the RFP and deemed to be within the
competitive range, (3) a summary of the assessment approach used in the environmental critique
to evaluate the potential environmental impacts associated with the proposals, and (4) a summary
of the environmental impacts presented in the critique, focusing on potential differences among
the proposals. Because of confidentiality concerns, the proposals and environmental impacts are
discussed in general terms.
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2 BACKGROUND

Depleted UF6 results from the process of making uranium suitable for use as fuel in
nuclear reactors or for military applications. The use of uranium in these applications requires
increasing the proportion of the uranium-235 isotope found in natural uranium, which is
approximately 0.7% (by weight), through an isotopic separation process. A uranium-235
"enrichment" process called gaseous diffusion has historically been used in the United States.
The gaseous diffusion process uses uranium in the form of UF 6 , primarily because UF 6 can
conveniently be used in the gas form for processing, in the liquid form for filling or emptying
containers, and in the solid form for storage. Solid UF 6 is a white, dense, crystalline material that
resembles rock salt.
Over the last five decades, large quantities of uranium were enriched using gaseous
diffusion. "Depleted" UF6 (DUF6 ) is a product of the process and was stored at the three uranium
enrichment sites located at Paducah, Kentucky; Portsmouth, Ohio; and the East Tennessee
Technology Park (ETTP-formerly known as the K-25 Site) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Depleted
uranium is uranium that, through the enrichment process, has had a portion of the uranium-235
that it once contained removed so that it has a lower uranium-235 proportion than the
0.7 weight-percent found in nature. The uranium in most of DOE's DUF6 has between 0.2 to
0.4 weight-percent uranium-235.
At the time the RFP was issued, DOE had management responsibility for approximately
700,000 metric tons (MT) of DUF 6 contained in about 57,700 steel cylinders at the Portsmouth,
Paducah, and ETTP sites, where it has stored such material since the 1950s. On June 17, 2002,
an agreement was signed by DOE and USEC to transfer up to 23,300 MT of additional DUF6
from USEC to DOE between 2002 and 2006. The exact number of cylinders was not specified.
Transfer of ownership of all the material will take place at Paducah.
The characteristics of UF6 pose potential health and environmental risks. DUF6 in
cylinders emits low levels of gamma and neutron radiation. Also, when released to the
atmosphere, DUF6 reacts with water vapor in the air to form hydrogen fluoride (HF) and uranyl
fluoride (UO2F 2 ), both chemically toxic substances. In light of such characteristics, DOE stores
DUF 6 in a manner designed to minimize the risk to workers, the public, and the environment.
DOE has several agreements with the states in which DUF 6 is stored. In October 1992,
the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (OEPA) issued a Notice of Violation (NOV) alleging
that DUF 6 stored at the Portsmouth facility is subject to regulation under state hazardous waste
laws applicable to the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant. The NOV stated that OEPA had
determined DUF6 to be a solid waste and that DOE had violated Ohio laws and regulations by
not evaluating whether such waste was hazardous. DOE disagreed with this assessment, and in
February 1998, DOE and OEPA reached an agreement. This agreement sets aside the issue of
whether the DUF 6 is subject to regulation as solid waste and institutes a negotiated management
plan governing the storage of the Portsmouth DUF6. The agreement also requires DOE to
continue its efforts to evaluate potential use or reuse of the material. The agreement expires in
2008. Similarly, in February 1999, DOE and the Tennessee Department of Environment and
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Conservation (TDEC) entered into a consent order which included a requirement for the
performance of two environmentally beneficial projects: the implementation of a negotiated
management plan governing the storage of the small inventory (relative to other sites) of all UF6
(depleted, low-enriched, and natural) cylinders stored at the ETTP site, and the removal of the
DUF6 from the ETTP site or the conversion of the material by December 31, 2009.
In 1994, DOE began work on the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for
Alternative Strategies for the Long-Term Management and Use of Depleted Uranium
Hexafluoride (DUF6 PEIS; DOE 1999). The DUF 6 PEIS was completed in 1999 and identified
conversion of DUF6 to another chemical form for use or long-term storage as part of a preferred
management alternative. In the corresponding Record of Decision for the Long-Term
Management and Use of Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride (ROD) (64 FR 43358, August 10,
1999), DOE decided to promptly convert the DUF 6 inventory to depleted uranium oxide,
depleted uranium metal, or a combination of both. The ROD further explained that depleted
uranium oxide will be used as much as possible and the remaining depleted uranium oxide will
be stored for potential future uses or disposal, as necessary. In addition, according to the ROD,
conversion to depleted uranium metal will occur only if uses are available.
During the time that DOE was analyzing its long-term strategy for managing the DUF6
inventory, several other events occurred related to DUF6 management. In 1995, the Department
began an aggressive program to better manage the DUF6 cylinders, known as the DUF 6 Cylinder
Project Management Plan. In part, this program responded to the Defense Nuclear Facilities
Safety Board (DNFSB) Recommendation 95-1, Safety of Cylinders Containing Depleted
Uranium. This program included more rigorous and frequent inspections, a multiyear program
for painting and refurbishing of cylinders, and construction of concrete-pad cylinder yards.
Implementation of the DUF6 Cylinder Project Management Plan has been successful, and, as a
result, on December 16, 1999, the DNFSB closed out Recommendation 95-1.
In July 1998, the President signed Public Law (P.L.) 105-204. This law directed the
Secretary of Energy to prepare "a plan to ensure that all amounts accrued on the books" of the
United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) for the disposition of DUF 6 would be used to
commence construction of, not later than January 31, 2004, and to operate, an on-site facility at
each of the gaseous diffusion plants at Paducah and Portsmouth, to treat and recycle DUF6
consistent with NEPA. DOE responded to P.L. 105-204 by issuing the Final Plan for the
Conversion of Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride (referred to herein as the "Conversion Plan") in
July 1999. The Conversion Plan describes DOE's intent to chemically process the DUE 6 to
create products that would present both a lower long-term storage hazard and provide a material
that would be suitable for use or disposal.
DOE initiated the Conversion Plan with the announced availability of a draft RFP on
July 30, 1999, for a contractor to design, construct, and operate DUF6 conversion facilities at the
Paducah and Portsmouth uranium enrichment plant sites. Based on comments received on the
draft RFP, DOE revisited some of the assumptions about management of the DUF 6 inventory
made previously in the PEIS and ROD. For example, as documented in the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory study, Assessment of Preferred Depleted Uranium Disposal Forms (Croff et al.
2000), four potential conversion forms (triuranium octoxide [U 3 08 ], uranium dioxide [U0 21,
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uranium tetrafluoride [UF4 ], and uranium metal) were evaluated and found to be acceptable for
near-surface disposal at low-level radioactive waste disposal sites such as those at DOE's
Nevada Test Site (NTS) and Envirocare of Utah, Inc. Therefore, the RFP was modified to allow
for a wide range of potential conversion product forms and process technologies. However, any
of the proposed conversion forms must have an assured, environmentally acceptable path for
final disposition.
On October 31, 2000, DOE issued the final RFP to procure a contractor to design,
construct, and operate DUF 6 conversion facilities at the Paducah and Portsmouth plant sites,
which is the subject of this environmental synopsis. The conversion plants that result from this
procurement will convert the DUF 6 to a more stable chemical form that is suitable for either
beneficial use or disposal. The selected contractor will design the conversion plants using the
technology it proposes and construct the plants. The selected contractor also will operate the
plants for a 5-year period, which will include maintaining depleted uranium and product
inventories, transporting all uranium hexafluoride storage cylinders at ETTP to a conversion
plant at Portsmouth, and transporting converted product for which there is no use to a disposal
site. The selected contractor will be expected to prepare excess material for disposal at an
appropriate site.
DOE received a total of five proposals in response to the RFP in March 2001. On
August 6, 2001, DOE announced that three proposals were within the competitive range.
In August 2002, Congress passed P.L. 107-206, which stipulates in part that, within 30
days of the law's enactment, DOE must award a contract for the scope of work described in the
RFP, including design, construction, and operation of a DUF 6 conversion plant at each of the
Department's Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth, Ohio, sites. Accordingly, on August 29,
2002, DOE announced selection of Uranium Disposition Services, LLC (UDS) as the conversion
contractor after a full and open competition. Consistent with the RFP, UDS will also be
responsible for maintaining the depleted uranium and product inventories and for transporting
depleted uranium from Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to the Portsmouth, Ohio, site. UDS was formed
by Framatome ANP Inc., Duratek Federal Services Inc., and Burns and Roe Enterprises Inc.,
specifically to bid on the DUF6 conversion contract.
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3 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSALS

A total of five proposals were received on March 1, 2001, with three proposals identified
within the competitive range in August 2001. The three proposals within the competitive range
were evaluated for the environmental critique and synopsis. The proposals contain confidential
information and therefore are not available for review by the public and cannot be fully
described in this synopsis. General characteristics of the proposals are described below.
In general, each proposal considered conversion of depleted UF 6 to either U30 8 or UF 4 at
two stand-alone industrial plants dedicated to the conversion process and located at the DOE
facilities in Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah, Kentucky. All of the proposals would involve the
handling and processing of approximately 700,000 MT of DUF 6 in about 57,700 cylinders stored
at the Paducah, Portsmouth, and ETTP sites. Each proposed facility would occupy only a
fraction of the candidate site location at the Portsmouth or Paducah facility specified in the RFP.
Cylinders at the ETTP would be transported to the conversion facility at Portsmouth, in
accordance with U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations. The conversion plants
would typically be capable of receiving depleted UF6 cylinders on trucks or railcars, temporarily
storing a small inventory of full cylinders, processing the depleted UF 6 to another chemical form,
and temporarily storing the converted uranium product and any other products until shipment off
site.
All proposals are based on previously demonstrated technologies, although some would
require scale-up to meet the RFP requirements. All proposers identified a disposal pathway for
the depleted uranium product in the event the material cannot be used. Two candidate disposal
facilities were identified: DOE's NTS and Envirocare of Utah. Each proposal presented
information to demonstrate that the proposed conversion product form would be suitable for
disposal at one or both of these facilities. In addition, all proposers indicated that the HF product
would be sold for reuse and shipped off site, either as anhydrous HF (AHF) or aqueous HF.
All proposals in the competitive range indicated that emptied cylinders would be sold for
reuse in the uranium enrichment industry as much as possible. In addition, two of the three
proposals in the competitive range indicated that unsold, emptied DUF6 cylinders would be
modified for use as disposal containers for the depleted uranium conversion product. The
remaining proposal indicated that the depleted uranium conversion product would be disposed of
in large bulk bags, with the cylinders being crushed and disposed of separately as low-level
waste (LLW).

__
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4 ASSESSMENT APPROACH USED IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL CRITIQUE
In the RFP, the offerors were required to provide data for DOE's use in preparing
appropriate preliminary NEPA documentation per 10 CFR 1021.216. The data request appeared
as Attachment L.3 in the RFP and is repeated in Table 4.1. The NEPA data submitted in the
proposals in March 2001 and subsequently revised in October 2001 formed the basis of the
evaluation of impacts in the critique and this synopsis.
For the critique, potential environmental consequences were evaluated in the areas of
human health and safety (normal operations and accidents), air quality and noise, water and soil,
socioeconomics, wetlands and ecology, waste management, resource requirements, land use, and
cultural resources. These assessment areas are shown in Figure 4.1. In addition, a total of
49 federal, state (Kentucky and Ohio), and local permit, license, or approval requirements
(referred to collectively as "consents") were identified and listed in the critique as potentially
applicable to activities that are covered by the RFP to design, construct, and operate two depleted
UF6 conversion facilities, and to manage storage and transport of depleted UF 6 cylinders.
As described in the critique, potential environmental impacts from conversion facilities
could occur (1) during construction of a conversion facility; (2) during operations of the facility
under both normal conditions and during postulated accidents; (3) during transportation of
cylinders, depleted uranium, and HF products; (4) during decontamination and decommissioning
(D&D) of the facilities; and (5) during disposal of the conversion products. The potential impacts
associated with facility construction would result from typical land-clearing and construction
activities. Potential impacts during operations and D&D would occur primarily to workers
during handling operations and to the public as a result of routine releases of small amounts of
contaminants through exhaust stacks and treated liquid effluent discharges. Potential impacts to
workers and the public from processing or storage also might occur as a result of accidents that
release hazardous materials, during both facility operations and transportation. Potential impacts
from disposal could occur primarily from the intrusion of water into the disposal facility and
movement of contaminants into the groundwater.
The potential environmental impacts presented in the critique were based primarily on the
environmental data and information provided by the offerors and the detailed evaluations
conducted for and presented in the DUF 6 PEIS and PEIS supporting documentation. The PEIS
analyses included an evaluation of the impacts associated with several conversion technologies,
including conversion to uranium oxide and uranium metal (conversion to UF4 was an
intermediate step in the conversion to metal process considered in the PEIS).
In the PEIS, potential impacts were evaluated for a single plant sized to process an
inventory of about 740,000 MT over a 26-year period using the Portsmouth, Paducah, and ETTP
sites as representative locations (the inventory of DUF 6 considered in the PEIS was an upper
bound estimate meant to address uncertainties related to the transfer of cylinders from USEC to
DOE that was occurring at the time the PEIS was prepared). The inventory specified in the RFP
was about 700,000 MT, with the DOE inventory increasing to about 723,000 MT in June 2002.
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TABLE 4.1 NEPA Information Requested in the RFP (RFP Attachment L.3)

Category

Requirements

Facility Descriptions

Provide physical and functional descriptions of all proposed facilities and
structures, including their dimensions, materials of construction, and
intended use. State if the facilities will be constructed new or will be
modifications of existing facilities.

Process Descriptions
and Material Flows

Describe the proposed chemical and physical processes from receipt of the
depleted UF6 cylinders through the preparation for final shipment off site
or for long-term disposition on site of all the products, by-products, and

wastes generated. Provide materials flow diagrams that identify all
processes and unit operations; all the products, by-products, and wastes;
and potential emissions/effluents to the environment. Provide the
physical/chemical state of the materials and the input/output rates per
metric ton of depleted UF 6 processed. Provide the concentrations of
hazardous substances, including radionuclides in each output stream.
Specify the quantity of DUF 6 to be processed on an annual basis.
Anticipated Waste
Generation

For each type of hazardous, mixed, radioactive, and nonhazardous waste
to be shipped off site or disposed of on site, provide the following: annual
generation rate by volume and mass following any on-site treatment,
physical and chemical characteristics, estimated concentrations of
hazardous constituents, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), asbestos, or
radionuclides, as applicable, and a description of final packaging, if any.

Anticipated Air
Emissions

Estimated emissions of criteria air pollutants from construction activities
during peak construction year. Estimated annual emissions of criteria air
pollutants and hazardous air pollutants, including radionuclides during
operations.

Anticipated Liquid
Effluents

Annual amounts of liquid effluents (including storm water runoff),
description of effluents, and expected concentrations of toxic and
conventional pollutants and radionuclides in the effluents. Specify how the
effluents will be discharged.

Waste Minimization and
Pollution Prevention

Describe the waste minimization and pollution prevention activities
planned for the proposed facilities.

Anticipated Water
Usage

Annual use expected during operations and the peak construction year.

Anticipated Energy
Consumption

Quantity of electricity and fuel (e.g., natural gas, diesel fuel) to be used
during the peak construction year and annually during operations.

Anticipated Materials
Usage

Amounts of materials to be used for construction (e.g., concrete, steel)
and annually during operations (e.g., process chemicals). An indication of
the availability of the required materials.
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TABLE 4.1 (Cont.)

Category

Requirements

Anticipated Toxic or
Hazardous Chemical
Storage

Total amount of each extremely hazardous substance (See 40 CFR 355,
Appendix A) expected to be present at any one time at the facility at
concentrations greater than one percent by weight, regardless of location,
number of containers, or method of storage, and a description of the
storage container(s) or vessel(s).

Wastes Generated
During Facility
Disposition and
Disposal

For each type of waste (mixed, hazardous, or radioactive) provide the
quantity anticipated by volume.

Floodplain and Wetland
Information

If the proposed facilities are located in a floodplain or wetland, provide the
proposed mitigation measures and any practicable alternatives to locating
in a floodplain or wetland.

Noise

Describe the expected noise levels by source during construction and
operation, proximity of the workers and the public to sources of noise, and
proposed mitigation measures.

Land Use

Describe the location and amount of land needed for buildings, parking
lots, utilities, etc., during construction and operation.

Employment Needs

Expected numbers of employees during construction and operation of the
proposed facilities broken down by job category (e.g., managers,
professionals, laborers.)

Anticipated
Transportation Needs

Annual quantities and the number of shipments to and from the site of the
materials used or produced in the proposed facilities on site. Identify the
expected mode of transportation (e.g., by truck, train, barge) and describe
the packaging to be used, if any.

Safety Analysis Data

Using the available technology specific-information or data based on
similar technologies, provide descriptions and expected frequencies for
and environmental releases from potential accidents during facility
operations. If possible, provide the above data for one or more accidents in
each of the following four frequency ranges: greater than 0.01 per year,
between 0.01 and 0.0001 per year, between 0.0001 and 0.000001 per year,
and less than 0.000001 per year. If this information is not yet available,
provide a discussion of the expected safety issues based on current
technology concepts or similar technologies.
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TABLE 4.1 (Cont.)

Category

Requirements

Safety Analysis Data
(Cont.)

Describe the approach to be taken to protect worker safety and health. If
the project presents a potential safety hazard beyond project boundaries,
provide emergency response plans. Discuss hazards and mitigation
measures related to construction activities and facility operations.

Biological Resources

To the extent information is readily available in the public domain, briefly
describe the types of plants and animals, as well as their habitat, that you
believe may be affected by the construction and operation of the
conversion facilities. Species of concern, state and federally listed
threatened and endangered species, and their critical habitats affected or
likely to be affected should be identified.

Thus, the PEIS considered an inventory slightly greater than the inventory for which DOE
currently has management responsibility.
The results were presented in the PEIS as ranges encompassing the results calculated for
all three sites. Following the publication of the PEIS, the site-specific data and analyses from the
PEIS were segregated and compiled in separate reports for each of the three current storage sites
(Hartmann 1999a,b,c). Consequently, the PEIS conversion analyses and the data presented in the
PEIS and the three data compilation reports formed a framework that closely represented the
environmental analyses required for the critique. The environmental impacts in the critique were
estimated by comparing the environmental and engineering data provided in the proposals with
the data used to support the PEIS, and then scaling the PEIS results as appropriate. Supplemental
analyses were conducted as necessary. In instances where the proposals did not provide complete
or adequate data to evaluate environmental impacts, the specific data gaps were noted.
The environmental critique did not include a detailed evaluation of impacts from D&D
activities or from disposal. The impacts from D&D activities would be expected to be similar to
those discussed for conversion facility construction and would not be expected to differ
significantly among the proposals. For disposal, the critique explains that the results of the PEIS
and subsequent studies indicated that disposal of depleted uranium either as an oxide or UF4
should be permissible at a dry location. The disposal facility could be a DOE facility (e.g., NTS)
or a site licensed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or an Agreement State (e.g., the
Envirocare facility). Either kind of facility would have its own environmental documentation and
a set of criteria for acceptance of the waste. Any depleted uranium waste forms would have to
meet the applicable site-specific waste acceptance criteria before being allowed to be disposed
of. As a result, environmental impacts of disposal were not analyzed as part of the critique.

Air Quality and Noise

Water and Soil

Potential impacts on air quality
from emissions and from noise
during facility construction and
operations

Potential impacts to surface
water, groundwater, and soil
during construction activities
and from emissions and water
Iuse during facility or )erations
)erations

|Wetlands and Ecology I
Potential impacts on vegetation,
wildlife, and wetlands from facility
construction and operations
I

Human Health
Potential impacts to workers
and the public from exposure
to radiation and chemicals
during routine and accident
conditions and impacts to
workers and the public from
transportation accidents

Socioeconomics
g
-V

truction
acility Consi,ations
;truct on
Facility Opei rations
;tinn
Transport; ;tinn
W... .

N,

Cultural Resources
Potential impacts from facility
construction on historically
significant properties, if
present, or from access
to traditional use areas

2 /

Potential impacts on local
employment, income,
population, housing, and
public services from facility
construction and operations

Land Use
Potential impacts from land
requirements, potential
incompatibilities, and
disturbances

Resource
Requirements

Waste
Management

Potential impacts on local,
regional, or national
resources from materials
and utilities required for
construction and operations

Potential impacts on existing
waste management
capabilities from wastes
generated during facility
construction and operations
FMA9001 b

FIGURE 4.1 Areas of Impact Evaluated in the Environmental Critique
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5 SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

In the critique, for each of the three proposals in the competitive range, potential
environmental consequences at the Paducah and Portsmouth sites were evaluated in the areas of
human health and safety (normal operations and accidents), air quality and noise, water and soil,
socioeconomics, wetlands and ecology, waste management, resource requirements, land use, and
cultural resources. Impacts were evaluated for conversion facilities to be located at the Paducah
and Portsmouth sites and for cylinder transport from the ETTP site to the Portsmouth site. In
general, potential environmental impacts could occur (1) during construction of a conversion
facility; (2) during operations of the facility under normal conditions and during postulated
accidents; and (3) during transportation of cylinders, depleted uranium, and HF products.
The potential environmental impacts presented in the critique were based on the offerors'
data and detailed evaluations conducted for and presented in the DUF6 PEIS and PEIS
supporting documentation. It should be noted that the estimation of potential environmental
impacts for any proposal is subject to a great deal of uncertainty at this point. In many cases, the
data provided by the offerors for the NEPA evaluation were based on data from a facility with
similar, but not identical, design as the proposed facility and with different throughput. In
addition, the data provided by the offerors were of varying levels of detail and, in some cases,
incomplete (e.g., detailed accident data will not be available until the preparation of safety
analysis reports after the contract award, and some proposals did not include estimates of air
releases or waste generated during construction).
The uncertainties in input parameters and varying levels of detail in the data were off-set
to a degree by several factors. First, the PEIS analysis provided a detailed and thorough
evaluation of fundamentally similar technologies located at the same sites at which the
conversion facilities would be constructed. The PEIS analysis provided a unique baseline of the
type and magnitude of environmental impacts associated with the construction and operation of
conversion facilities. Consequently, by comparing the proposals to the PEIS, it was possible to
provide general estimates of potential impacts even in cases where the data provided by the
bidders were incomplete (such as accident scenarios).
Second, with regard to comparisons among the proposals, several factors tend to
minimize the potential for major differences in the anticipated environmental impacts: (1) all of
the proposals would involve the handling and processing of the same amount of DUF6 ,
approximately 700,000 MT; (2) all of the proposals would require the shipment of the same
number of cylinders from ETTP to Portsmouth, which must be made in accordance with DOT
regulations, regardless of the particular method proposed; (3) all of the proposals would generate
a relatively insoluble uranium product for disposal at a western disposal site and a fluorine
product, either aqueous or anhydrous HF, for reuse; (4) all of the proposals would be required to
meet the same regulations pertaining to human health and safety and effluent emissions; (5) all
of the proposals utilize existing processes and technologies that have been previously
demonstrated on an industrial- or pilot-scale; and (6) all of the proposed facilities would be built
in essentially the same locations on the Paducah and Portsmouth sites. These factors, coupled
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with the preliminary nature (and associated uncertainties) of the proposed designs, contribute to
the similarities in estimated impacts discussed below.

5.1 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS LIKELY TO BE NEGLIGIBLE TO LOW,
OR WELL-WITHIN REGULATORY LIMITS
The following environmental disciplines were found to most likely have negligible to low
impacts, or impacts well-within regulatory limits for all proposals:
* Human Health and Safety - Normal Conditions. All of the proposals would
result in some risk to workers during normal operations, primarily from
exposure to external radiation emitted from depleted uranium materials and
associated decay products. Although throughputs differ among the proposals
and also with the PEIS, all the proposals would require the handling of the
same amount of uranium material over the life of the project. Moreover, the
types of handling activities required would generally be similar for any
conversion facility. Based on the PEIS analyses, estimated population doses to
workers over the facility lifetimes could range from about 800 to
1,300 person-rem, below levels expected to cause cancer fatalities among the
workers. Impacts to involved and noninvolved workers from ingestion or
inhalation of uranium and/or hazardous chemicals during routine conditions
would not be expected. Similarly, doses to the off-site members of the public
would be expected to be very small, well below regulatory standards.

* Noise. All the bidder's reported construction noise levels were typical for
construction activities (bidder's levels ranged from about 75 to 100 dB(A) at
the source). Some intermittent indoor noise levels during operations would be
higher (up to 134 dB[A]); these higher levels could require auditory protection
devices to protect workers. In general, none of the continuous operations noise
levels reported for the facilities would result in adverse impacts from noise at
the site boundaries.

*

Water and Soil. Construction and operation of a conversion plant would
disturb land, use water, and produce liquid wastes. In the PEIS, it was
estimated that the impacts on the surface water, groundwater, and soil at
Paducah and Portsmouth would be nonexistent or negligibly small from a
conversion facility- no appreciable impacts to surface water, groundwater, or
soils were identified; contaminant concentrations in water discharges would
be below EPA guidelines and no changes in groundwater quality would be
expected. With the exception of water consumption during operations for one
proposal, all the water and soil parameters given in the proposals are similar to
or less than those used in the PEIS. Therefore, it is expected that the potential
impacts to water and soil from any of the proposed facilities at either site
would also be nonexistent or negligibly small. Construction activities have the
potential to result in surface water, groundwater, or soil contamination
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through spills of construction chemicals. By following good engineering
practices, concentrations in soil and wastewater (and therefore surface water
and groundwater) could be kept well within applicable standards or
guidelines.
One exception noted was for the water consumption during operations for one
proposal, which, although within the water usage capacity at both sites, was
orders of magnitude larger than the other proposals and the PEIS (up to
835 million gallons per year at Paducah, compared with a maximum of
55 million gallons per year estimated in the PEIS and a maximum among the
other proposals of 13 million gallons per year). However, the revised proposal
indicated that the majority of this water is in a closed-loop chilled water
system and would not be required to be supplied each year.
Socioeconomics. For all of the bidders, direct employment estimates for
construction and operations were comparable to or lower than PEIS estimates.
The maximum number of direct jobs created during operations among the
proposals was estimated to be approximately 400, compared with a maximum
of 500 in the PEIS. Although indirect impacts (e.g., indirect jobs created,
income generated, population in-migration, changes in housing demand and
public finances) for the regions surrounding the Paducah and Portsmouth sites
cannot be estimated with the available data, based on PEIS analyses, such
impacts appear unlikely. The PEIS concluded that the conversion options
would be likely to have a small impact on socioeconomic conditions in the
regions surrounding the sites, because a major proportion of the expenditures
associated with procurement for the construction and operation of the facility
would flow outside the regions to other locations in the United States,
reducing the concentration of local economic effects.
Land Use. Although differences exist in the land required for the proposed
facilities (ranging from about 10 to 20 acres), all proposed facilities represent
very small fractions of the land available at the Paducah and Portsmouth sites.
The proposed facilities would require only a fraction of the candidate sites
identified within the Paducah and Portsmouth site boundaries in the RFP.
Consequently, land use impacts for all the proposals would likely be
negligible.
Resource Requirements. In general, the utility requirements for all proposals
are not expected to be significant. Based on comparison with the appropriate
values from the DUF 6 PEIS, it would be expected that the current utility
capacities at the two sites (Paducah and Portsmouth) would be adequate to
accommodate the proposed service requirements without any major
modifications or constructing new service facilities, therefore significant
adverse environmental effects would not be incurred.
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The total quantities of commonly used construction materials are not expected
to be significant and would be comparable to construction of a multistory
building or industrial plant. Small quantities of specialty materials
(e.g., Monel and Hastelloy) were identified in one proposal, although these
materials are not in short supply. These specialty materials may also be
necessary for construction of the various reactors to convert depleted UF6 into
another form. The amount of operations materials is not great and is
comparable to a small-scale petroleum refinery or similar chemical processing
plant. No specialty chemicals were identified in the proposals that are not
currently available in the chemical industry.
Cultural Resources. Archaeological and architectural surveys have not been
completed or finalized for either site as a whole or for the candidate locations.
If archaeological resources are encountered, or historical or traditional cultural
properties identified, a mitigation plan would be required. At Portsmouth, the
proposed facilities may impact the existing lithium warehouses; prior to
demolition, it would need to be determined if these buildings warrant
consideration for the National Register of Historic Places, and, if so, a
mitigation plan, including avoidance or data recovery, would be required.
Because all of the proposals would essentially use the same proposed sites and
the land areas are roughly the same sizes (<20 acres), it is unlikely that there
would be differences in potential impacts to cultural resources among the
proposals.
Transportation. All of the proposals would involve the shipment of cylinders
from ETTP to Portsmouth, depleted uranium product from Portsmouth and
Paducah to a western disposal site, and HF from Portsmouth and Paducah to a
commercial user. In addition, operation-related wastes and raw materials
would also require shipment, although such shipments would be expected to
have negligible impacts. Differences in the transportation impacts among the
proposals cannot be determined until detailed transportation plans are
developed. However, because all proposals would require shipment of roughly
the same amounts of outgoing products and all would have to comply with
DOT requirements, it is expected that all proposals would result in roughly the
same impacts from transportation operations. Overall, the largest impact from
transportation activities would be associated with the potential for injuries and
fatalities from typical traffic accidents. Low-probability accidents involving
releases of DIJF6 or HF are discussed further below.

In-
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5.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS POTENTIALLY REQUIRING MITIGATION
OR OF UNCERTAIN MAGNITUDE
The following environmental disciplines were found to potentially require mitigative
actions to stay within regulatory limits, or the data submitted in the proposal were insufficient to
make an accurate determination of the anticipated impacts:
*

Air Quality - Construction. Except for one proposal, none of the bidders
provided complete information on emissions of criteria pollutants during
construction. However, based on comparison of the structure sizes and types
between the proposals and the PEIS, construction air emissions would be
expected to be lower than or similar to those estimated in the PEIS. The only
criteria pollutant of some concern during construction for each of the
proposed facilities is likely to be particulate matter (PM1 o). PMio construction
emissions are related to the site land area disturbed; all the proposed facilities
would be comparable to or smaller in size than those analyzed in the PEIS.
The PEIS estimated that the 24-hour average PM 10 level could be as high as
90% of the standard during construction. However, with appropriate
mitigation measures (such as spraying the excavation area with water and
covering excavated soil), PM1 0 levels could be kept in compliance with
standards.

* Air Quality - Operations. Reporting on criteria pollutant emissions during
operations was incomplete for two bidders. Where emissions were reported
for the third bidder, levels were much higher than levels reported for
operations in the PEIS. In this case, the bidder reported that the emissions
estimates were expected to be conservative because all the pollutant sources
considered were assumed to be operating concurrently, which is unlikely.
Although the levels of criteria pollutant emissions during operations will need
to be more thoroughly addressed by whichever bidder is chosen, it is expected
that the emissions could be controlled to stay within standard levels.
a

Wetlands. It appears from examination of the siting information provided that
the potential exists for all proposals to impact wetlands at Paducah and
possibly Portsmouth. At this time it is not possible to determine the extent of
such impacts because the locations of vehicle entrance roads, pipelines, and
utilities have not been clearly identified. Any wetland impacts would be
evaluated in the wetlands assessment required by 10 CFR 1022.12, and if
unavoidable, would require permitting from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. The permit may require compensatory mitigation. Compensatory
mitigation is designed to reduce or mitigate the impacts to a wetland by the
construction of a new wetland area. The new wetland is designed to provide
specific wetland functions as compensation for the loss of wetland functions
at the impacted wetland. The wetlands potentially impacted do not seem to be
high-quality wetlands that would be difficult to compensate for or require
special protection based on rarity or uniqueness.
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Waste Management. Overall, the waste resulting from normal operations
would be expected to have a low to moderate impact on waste management.
It should be noted that not all of the proposals provided information on
nonhazardous liquid effluents such as cooling tower blowdown, industrial
wastewater, and process water expected to be generated during normal
operations. In addition, a more exhaustive investigation of the waste stream
characteristics for the various proposals is necessary to ensure proper waste
classification, as indicated by comparison of the waste volumes of the
proposals with those estimated in the DUF 6 PEIS. It should also be noted that
a number of waste streams identified in one proposal were not present in
another proposal with a similar process.
The total LLW disposal volumes from disposal of depleted uranium were
compared with the total estimated disposal volume for LLW for all DOE
waste management activities. Disposal volumes were compared as total
volume (in3 ) because disposal facilities would typically have no throughput
limitations but rather would be limited by the total volume of waste that could
be accepted. Overall, disposal of the final uranium product would generate
appreciable amounts of waste for disposal in either DOE or commercial
facilities. Within the context of the total amount of LLW undergoing disposal
in DOE facilities, these wastes would be expected to have a low impact on
DOE's total waste management disposal capabilities.
In the event that the HF could not be sold commercially for unrestricted use,
the concentrated HF may be converted to calcium fluoride (CaF2 ) for disposal.
Based upon the PEIS, the total volume of CaF2 may range from 190,000 to
570,000 M3 . It is unknown whether the CaF2 produced would be disposed of
as nonhazardous solid waste or as LLW. If the CaF2 is classified as LLW, it
would be expected to have a moderate impact on DOE's total waste
management disposal capabilities.

5.3 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS WITH POTENTIALLY HIGH CONSEQUENCES,
BUT LOW PROBABILITY
For all proposals, there is a potential for low probability events having high
consequences, due to the hazardous nature of the materials handled. Although the chance of such
events occurring is impossible to eliminate, existing regulations and standard engineering
practices and controls will be used to minimize the probability of these events.
High-consequence/low-probability events are discussed below.
* Human Health and Safety - Facility Accidents. The designs of the buildings
presented in the proposals differed significantly from those evaluated in the
PEIS. In many cases, the designs in the proposals do not appear to include
areas to accommodate hazard categories of chemically high hazard (HH) for
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buildings containing DUF 6 and HF and radiologically moderate hazard (HC2)
for buildings containing depleted uranium (the hazard categories are
designations used by DOE to specify the types of building designs required
based on the hazards posed by the materials to be used within the buildings).
This difference would affect the frequency at which external events such as
natural phenomena (tornadoes, earthquakes) can negatively affect building
containment that could result in significant releases. The difference in
building design between the proposals and the PEIS would also affect the
source terms of the various accident scenarios. This may result in different
bounding accidents within the four frequency categories considered in the
PEIS with resulting differences in consequences. A detailed safety analysis
and risk assessment that would take into account the performance categories
of the various structures in the proposals was not possible at this time and will
be conducted by the successful bidder after contract award. Nevertheless, the
PEIS results were used to provide a rough estimate of the types of
consequences that might be associated with the conversion facilities.
Based on the PEIS results, it would be expected that the radiological health
impacts from facility accidents considered in the proposals would be small.
Limited information on chemical accidents was supplied in the proposals. All
proposals, however, provided the amount of hazardous materials expected to
be in storage at a given time. These amounts were compared with the storage
volumes of the same chemicals in the PEIS. The most hazardous chemical to
be stored is HF. The range in the volume of HF stored between the proposals
was not great (from 63,400 to 114,000 gal) and all were less than those in the
PEIS. The chemical-related health impacts estimated in the PEIS may
therefore be expected to bound those for all proposals.
Hydrogen is necessary for conversion of depleted UF 6 to either UF 4 or U3 08 .
The PEIS did not directly consider the potential risks associated with storage
of hydrogen in either gaseous or liquid form. It is not possible at this time to
evaluate the potential hazard of hydrogen storage for the proposals. However,
a preliminary literature review indicates that the potential risks associated with
hydrogen storage are likely low. Because hydrogen is needed for depleted UF 6
conversion, it would not be expected to be a discriminator among the
proposals.
For all of the management strategies considered in the PEIS, low-probability
accidents involving chemicals (primarily HF) at a conversion facility were
estimated to have the largest potential consequences to noninvolved workers
and members of the public. Such accidents could be caused by a large
earthquake and are expected to occur with a frequency of less than once in
1 million per year of operations. For the most severe accidents in each
frequency category, it was estimated that there could be a large number (up to
tens of thousands) of noninvolved workers and the general public suffering
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from adverse effects (e.g., minor irritation to the eye, coughing). The number
of irreversible adverse health effects (e.g., lung damage) could also be large
(a few hundred). However, the risk (defined as consequence multiplied by
probability) for these accidents would be zero fatalities and zero irreversible
adverse health effects expected for noninvolved workers and the members of
the public combined.
Impacts to involved workers under accident conditions would likely be
dominated by physical forces from the accident itself, so that quantitative
dose/effect estimates would not be meaningful. For this reason, the impacts to
involved workers during accidents were not quantified in the PEIS or critique.
However, it is recognized that injuries and fatalities among involved workers
would be possible for all proposals if an accident did occur.
It should be noted that there may be differences in the accident impacts
between releases of AHF and aqueous HF, and that these differences were not
fully evaluated in the critique. One proposal stated that AHF would be
produced, whereas two would produce aqueous HF. Anhydrous HF has a
much higher volatility than aqueous HF, and therefore would result in a larger
amount of material being dispersed to the environment if equal amounts were
spilled. At this time, it is not clear if production of aqueous HF would result in
a significant reduction in accident risk.
Human Health and Safety - Transportation Accidents. Similar to the
assessment of facility accidents discussed above, in general, there was not
sufficiently detailed information provided in the proposals to perform a
comprehensive transportation impact assessment. The results of the PEIS and
supporting studies were used to estimate potential impacts of transportation,
as discussed below.
For shipment of UF6 cylinders, among all the accidents analyzed in the PEIS,
a severe rail accident involving four DUF6 cylinders was estimated to have the
highest potential consequences (note that the consequences for a truck
accident, which would likely carry only 1 or 2 cylinders, would be less than
the bounding rail accident discussed here). The consequences of such an
accident were estimated on the basis of the assumption that the accident
occurred in an urban area (with a population density of 1,600 people/kM2 )
under stable weather conditions (such as at nighttime). The total probability of
an urban rail accident involving a release (not taking into account the
frequency of weather conditions) was estimated to be very low (on the order
of about 1 chance in 100,000). In the unlikely event that such an accident
were to occur, it was estimated that approximately four persons might
experience irreversible adverse effects (such as lung damage or kidney
damage) from chemical exposure to HF and uranyl fluoride generated from
released UF 6 , with zero fatalities expected. Over the long term, radiation
effects would also be possible from exposure to the uranium released. It was
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estimated that approximately 60 latent cancer fatalities could occur in the
urban population from such an accident in addition to the approximately
700,000 that would occur from all other causes (approximately 3 million
persons were assumed to be exposed to low levels of uranium from the
accident as the uranium dispersed in the air). The radiological risk
(consequence multiplied by probability) for this accident would be essentially
zero.
If a large HF release from a railcar occurred in an urban area under stable
weather conditions, persons within a 7 mi2 (18 km2) area downwind of the
accident site could potentially experience irreversible adverse effects from
chemical exposure to HF, with up to 300 fatalities possible. However, the
probability of such an accident occurring would be expected to be quite low.
Anhydrous HF is routinely shipped commercially in the United States for
industrial applications. To provide perspective, since 1971, the period covered
by DOT records, there have been no fatal or serious injuries to the public or to
transportation or emergency response personnel as a result of AHF releases
during transportation.
As noted above, shipment of aqueous HF may have different risks than
shipment of AHF.

5.4 DIFFERENCES IN POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AMONG
THE PROPOSALS
Based upon the assessment of potential environmental impacts presented in the critique,
no proposal was found to be clearly environmentally preferable. Although differences in a
number of impact areas were identified, none of the differences were considered to result in one
proposal being preferable over the others. Nevertheless, the following differences are of note:
*

The annual raw water usage during operations for one proposal, which is
reported to be approximately 835 million gallons per year, is more than an
order of magnitude greater than any other proposal. The bulk of the usage
comes from the chilled water use. However, the revised proposal indicates
that the majority of this water flows in a closed-loop chilled water system and
thus would not be required to be supplied each year.

*

Relative to potential storage and transportation accidents, production of
aqueous HF, identified in two proposals, may result in a reduction in accident
risk compared with AHF, identified in one proposal, although it is not clear if
this difference is significant.

*

For one proposal, emissions during construction and operations were reported
to be much higher than the estimates provided in the PEIS. The primary
source of the estimated high levels of criteria pollutant emissions was heavy
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equipment operation (e.g., from cylinder haulers, semi-tractor trailers,
forklifts, cranes, and locomotive engineers). The PEIS and the other bidder's
did not give estimates for this source. The bidder's documentation states that
the estimates given are conservatively high because all emissions were
assumed to occur concurrently. Although the levels of criteria pollutant
emissions during operations will need to be more thoroughly addressed by
whichever bidder is chosen, it is expected that the emissions could be
controlled to stay within standard levels.
There appear to be no significant differences in overall environmental impacts
associated with conversion to UF 4 versus U30 8 . In addition, several studies
indicate that disposal of depleted uranium either as an oxide or UF 4 should be
permissible at a dry location.

5.5 DIFFERENCES IN REQUIRED PERMITS, LICENSES, AND APPROVALS
No proposal stood out as providing a plan that clearly minimizes environmental
permitting requirements. Most of the proposals deferred discussion of permitting requirements to
the Regulatory and Permitting Management Plan, which the successful bidder must submit to
DOE within 90 days after contract award.
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E.1 INTRODUCTION
During the conversion of the depleted uranium hexafluoride (DUF 6 ) inventory to
depleted uranium oxide, products having some potential for sale to commercial users would be
produced. These products would include aqueous hydrogen fluoride (HF) and calcium fluoride
(CaF 2 , commonly referred to as fluorspar). These products are routinely used as commercial
materials, and an investigation into their potential reuse was done; results are included as part of
this environmental impact statement (EIS). Areas examined as part of this investigation were the
characteristics of these materials as produced within the conversion process, the current markets
for these products, and the potential socioeconomic impacts within the United States if these
products should be provided to the commercial sector. Because some low-level radioactivity
would be associated with these materials, a description of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
process for authorizing the release of contaminated materials for unrestricted use (referred to as
"free release") and an estimate of the potential human health effects of such free release were
also considered in this investigation. The results and conclusions of this investigation are
presented in the following sections of this appendix.

E.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF HF AND CaF2 PRODUCED DURING CONVERSION
Conversion of DUF6 to the solid uranium oxide form appropriate for use or disposal
would be accomplished by reacting the UF 6 with steam and hydrogen, as indicated in the
following reactions:
UF 6 + 2H 2 0

-

U0 2 F 2 + 4HF

(E.1)

and
3UO2 F 2 + H2 + 2H 2 0

-

U 3 0 8 + 6HF.

(E.2)

The HF vapor and excess steam would be condensed, resulting in HF of approximately 55%
strength. The predominant markets for HF call for 49% and 70% HF solutions; thus, the product
from the conversion condensers could be further processed to yield these strengths.
A small fraction of the HF produced in the above reactions would escape capture in the
condensers and remain as a vapor in the off-gas system. This uncondensed HF would be passed
through a wet scrubber containing a nominal 20% potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution, where
the HF would be converted into potassium fluoride (KF) via the following reaction:
HF+KOH- KF+H

20

((E.3)
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The KOH would then be regenerated by adding lime to the above reaction products:
2KF +CaO +H 2 0O-

(E.4)

2KOH +CaF 2 .

The approximate quantities of HF and CaF 2 that would be produced annually via the
above reactions at each site are shown in Table E-1. These quantities are based on converting the
East Tennessee Technology Park (ETTP) cylinders at Portsmouth. As noted above, the 55% HF
solution would be further processed into 70% and 49% solutions prior to being sold. The
quantities of aqueous HF in these two concentrations are shown in Table E-2.
The quantities noted in Tables E- 1 and E-2 are based on the assumption that there would
be a viable economic market for the aqueous HF produced during the DUF6 conversion process.
If there were no such market, Uranium Disposition Services, LLC (UDS) proposes to convert all
of the HF to CaF 2 and then either sell this product or dispose of it as a solid waste.
Under this scenario, CaF 2 would be produced by the following reactions:
CaO + H 2 0

-

Ca(OH) 2

(E.5) |

-

CaF2 + 2H 2 0.

(E.6)

and
Ca(OH) 2 + 2HF

Approximate quantities of CaF2 that would be produced annually if all the HF was converted to
CaF 2 would be 8,800 t (9,700 tons) at Portsmouth and 11,800 t (13,000 tons) at Paducah. Under
this scenario, the quantities of depleted triuranium octaoxide (U 3 0 8 ) would remain the same as
those shown in Table E-1.
TABLE E-1 Products from DUF6 Conversion
Assuming HF Acid Is Sold (metric tons per year)

Product

Portsmouth

Paducah

Total

Depleted U3 08
HF acid (55% solution)
CaF 2

10,800
8,300
18

14,300
11,000
24

25,100
19,300
42

TABLE E-2 Aqueous HF Levels for Sale
(metric tons per year)

Product

Portsmouth

Paducah

Total

70% solution
49% solution

2,500
5,800

3,300
7,700

5,800
13,500
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A small quantity of radioactive materials would transfer into the HF and CaF2 products
from the conversion process. As per the requirements of DOE Order 5400.5 (see Section E.4),
UDS plans to apply for authorized release limits for these materials. Pending DOE's approval of
authorized limits, estimates of the contaminant levels in the HF and CaF2 have been made on the
basis of the experience of Framatome Advanced Nuclear Power, Inc. (ANP) (a partner in UDS)
at its Richland, Washington, facility authorized for manufacturing nuclear fuel. These values for
HL are shown in Table E-3, along with the values that were assumed for estimating impacts in
this EIS.
Any CaF2 produced (either the small quantities from the off-gas treatment system or the
mass conversion of all HF) would also be slightly radioactive. As it would do for HF, UDS also
plans to apply for authorized release limits for CaF2. Pending approval of authorized limits, the
values shown in Table E-4 were used to estimate the impacts (UDS 2003a,b).
Certain chemical specifications must also be met for a product to be successfully
marketed. Table E-5 shows likely process specifications for the production of HF. These
specifications are based on vendor requirements at the Framatome ANP facility in Richland,
Washington (UDS 2003a).
Similar process control specifications have been developed for CaF 2 . These
specifications were based on trade standards for acid-grade CaF 2 and are shown in Table E-6
(UDS 2003a).

TABLE E-3 Activity Levels for Aqueous HF
Contaminant
Depleted uranium
Tc-99

Expected Value

Assumed Activity

0.08 pCi/mL
1.6 x 10-5 pCi/mL

3.0 pCi/mL (6.4 ppm)
2.0 x 0-3 pCi/mL (15.9 ppb U)

TABLE E-4 Activity Levels for CaF 2

Contaminant

Expected Value

Assumed Activity

Uranium
Tc-99

0.04 pCi/g
0.8 x 10-5 pCi/g

1.5 pCi/g
1.0 x 10-3 pCi/g (15.9 ppb U)
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TABLE E-5 Process Control Specifications for HF
Chemical Analysis or
Physical Property
HF

49%

H2 SiF6 (fluosilicic acid)
H2 SO4 (sulfuric acid)
SO2 (sulfur dioxide)
Fe (iron)
As (arsenic)
U (uranium)
P (phosphorous)
Color
a

Specification
<70 ppm
<50 ppm
<50 ppm
<15 ppm
<14 ppm
<0.5 ppma
<10 ppm
Water white (clear)

Based on mass concentration of uranium,
regardless of radioactivity.

TABLE E-6 Process Control Specifications for

Acid-Grade CaF2

Chemical Analysis
CaF2
Total carbonate
SiO2 (silica)
BaSO 4 (barium sulfate)

Pb (lead)
Fe
S (sulfide)
Moisture
As (arsenic)

Typical Range
(%, except for As)
97.0 - 97.6
0.8 - 1.8
0.4 - 1.0
0.3 - 0.8

0.05 - 0.2
0.05 - 0.2
0.005 -0.014
<0.1 (8 - 9 as filtercake)
I - 5 ppm

E.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE COMMERCIAL HF AND CaF2 MARKETS AND
POTENTIAL USES
Two potential markets for products made in the conversion process are considered here.
The first is aqueous HF and the other is solid CaF2. Small quantities of the CaF2 would be
produced in the preferred design. However, if no market for the HF could be found, large
quantities of CaF 2 would be produced for sale to the market or for disposal as a solid waste.
These products are discussed below.
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E.3.1 Aqueous Hydrogen Fluoride (HF)
HF is the source of fluorine for most fluorine-containing chemicals. It is used either to
directly manufacture such chemicals or to produce intermediates for their manufacture. HF is
used to manufacture a wide variety of products, including refrigerants, gasoline, electronic
components, aluminum, and plastics. It is used as a reactant or fluorinating source in the
manufacture of fabric- and fiber-treating agents, herbicides, pharmaceutical intermediates, inert
fluorinated liquids, and electronic grade etchants. Stannous fluoride, used in toothpaste, is
manufactured by using HF. HF lasers have been tested for use in corneal transplants and for use
in space. While the majority of HF used by industry is in the anhydrous or 100% form, aqueous
HF solutions with concentrations of 70% and lower are used in stainless steel pickling, metal
coatings, chemical milling, glass etching, exotic metals extraction, and quartz purification.
The commercial market in the United States for HF is in excess of 300,000 t
(330,000 tons) per year (SRI Consulting 2002). However, only a small fraction (about 26,000 t
[29,000 tons] or less than 9%) of that market is for aqueous HF. Uses for aqueous HF include the
pickling metal and electronics industries. The U.S. capacity for producing HF consists of
facilities owned by two companies. A plant near Geismar, Louisiana, has a production capacity
of approximately 128,000 t (141,000 tons) per year, and a plant near La Porte, Texas, has a
capacity of approximately 80,000 t (88,000 tons) per year. All of the aqueous HF produced in the
United States is currently manufactured by Honeywell at the Geismar facility. Of the
approximately 100,000 t (110,000 tons) of HF imported each year to the United States, Mexico
provides approximately 75%, and Canada provides most of the remainder.
As the market information above shows, the HF produced during the DUF 6 conversion
process would represent only about 10% and 6% of the U.S. production and demand,
respectively. However, it would represent more than 70% of the total U.S. market for aqueous
HF.

E.3.2 Calcium Fluoride (CaF 2 )
On the basis of the assumption that a market would be found for the HF, the small
quantity of CaF2 that would be produced (approximately 42 t [46 tons] per year) would be
disposed of as a solid waste. Part of this decision stems from the fact that at approximately
$135/t (SRI Consulting 2002), annual revenues of only about $5,700 would be realized from the
sale of this quantity of material. However, in the event that a market for the HF could not be
found, approximately 20,600 t (22,700 tons) of CaF2 would be produced annually. As shown in
Table E-6, this material would be more than 97% pure. CaF 2 of this grade is commonly referred
to as "acid-spar."
The U.S. market for fluorspar is approximately 600,000 t (661,000 tons) per year. Of this,
approximately 65% is used for the production of HF. Since the closing of the Rosiclare, Illinois,
mine in 1995, there has been no mining of fluorspar in the United States. Instead, demand has
been met by imports and by purchases of CaF 2 from the National Defense Stockpile. Since the
U.S. Department of Defense was authorized to sell fluorspar from its stockpile, these sales have

Ul
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represented 20% or more of the annual U.S. demand for CaF2. In 2001, approximately 71,000 t
(78,000 tons) of fluorspar were sold from the National Defense Stockpile. However, only about
9,500 t (10,500 tons) of acid-spar remain in the stockpile, with an additional 40,000 t
(44,000 tons) of metallurgical grade fluorspar (a lower grade of fluorspar having a CaF2 content
of approximately 60% to 85%) (SRI Consulting 2002). Thus, it is not clear whether a significant
portion of the U.S. demand for fluorspar could be met by the National Defense Stockpile.
The United States has been heavily dependent on imported fluorspar for many years.
Imports have represented more than 90% of the U.S. demand in recent years, and, with the
unavailability of the National Defense Stockpile to make any large-scale contributions, the
percentage of CaF 2 imports is likely to get even higher. China has become the biggest supplier of
fluorspar to the United States, providing 60% to 70% of the total U.S. imports. South Africa and
Mexico are the other major suppliers to the United States, representing approximately 20% and
10%, respectively, of U.S. imports (SRI Consulting 2002).

E.4 OVERVIEW OF THE DOE PROCESS FOR ESTABLISHING AUTHORIZED
LIMITS FOR RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVELY CONTAMINATED MATERIALS
As previously explained, two products of the DUF 6 conversion technology, HF and
CaF2 , would have potential commercial use. However, because these products are expected to
contain small amounts of volumetrically distributed residual radioactive material in the form of
uranium and technetium-99 (Tc-99), they could not be sold for unrestricted use, unless DOE
establishes authorized limits. In this context, authorized limits would be the maximum
concentrations of uranium and Tc-99 allowed to remain volumetrically distributed within the HF
and CaF2 being sold.
Authorized limits are limits on the amount of residual radioactive material distributed
volumetrically within property that DOE or its contractors release for unrestricted use. In cases
involving volumetrically distributed residual radioactive material, such as the proposed release of
HF and CaF2 , authorized limits are typically expressed as maximum allowable concentrations of
specified residual radionuclides. Correspondingly, the authorized limits for HF and CaF2 would
specify maximum allowable concentrations of residual uranium and Tc-99.
In general, authorized limits for DOE property that will be released from DOE control are
established and implemented on a case-specific basis according to a process defined by
DOE Order 5400.5, "Radiation Protection of the Public and the Environment," and supporting
guidance documents. This process (referred to as the authorized limits process) is designed to
achieve the following goals (DOE 2002):
* Property is evaluated, radiologically characterized, and, where appropriate,
decontaminated before release.
* The level of residual radioactive material in the property to be released is as
near to background levels as is reasonably practicable, as determined by
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applying the principles of the DOE ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable)
process.
*

All property releases meet authorized limits and are appropriately certified,
verified, documented, and reported; public involvement and notification needs
are addressed; and processes are in place to appropriately maintain records.

If UDS decides to release HF and/or CaF2 from the DUF6 conversion facilities for
unrestricted use, the authorized limits process would include the following steps:
*

Identification, for both HF and CaF 2 , of several sets of potential maximum
allowable concentrations for residual uranium and technetium-99 to serve as
alternative sets of authorized limits for the purpose of ALARA analysis;

*

Verification that each alternative set of authorized limits would comply with
the DOE public dose limit;

*

Selection through an ALARA analysis of one set each of authorized limits to
be proposed for DOE approval from among the alternatives for both HF and
CaF 2 ;

* Coordination with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) or the
responsible Agreement State agency;
*

Development of survey and/or test methods, including provisions for quality
assurance, to be used for demonstrating compliance with the proposed
authorized limits;

*

Acquisition of DOE approval of the proposed authorized limits for release of
HF and CaF 2 ; and

*

Placement in the DOE permanent record and in the public record of
documentation supporting the release for unrestricted use of HF and CaF 2 .

Additional information about each step in the authorized limits process is provided below.

E.4.1 Identification of Alternative Sets of Authorized Limits
As previously mentioned, Framatome ANP (one of the partners in UDS) currently
operates an NRC-licensed, nuclear fuel manufacturing facility near Richland, Washington, that
has a uranium conversion system with several design features similar to those of the proposed
DUF6 conversion facilities. HF from the Richland facility is sold under the provisions of that
facility's NRC license. UDS would identify alternative sets of authorized limits for the release of
HF and CaF2 from the DUF 6 conversion facilities on the basis of the Framatome ANP facility's
operating experience and the release limits specified for HF in its existing NRC license. The
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analyses presented in Section E.5 very conservatively estimate the impacts that would result
from the use after sale of HF and CaF2 . Because these analyses are so conservative, they are
expected to bound the impacts from selling HF and CaF 2 , in compliance with any alternative set
of authorized limits that UDS is likely to propose for DOE approval.

E.4.2 Verification of Compliance with the DOE Public Dose Limit
The DOE public dose limit for any member of the general public is 100 mrem total
effective dose equivalent (TEDE) in a year. This limit applies to the sum of internal and external
doses resulting from all modes of exposure to all radiation sources (i.e., both DOE and non-DOE
sources) except background radiation sources and medical sources [DOE Order 5400.5,
II. 1La.(3)(a)].
Because the DOE public dose limit applies to exposure from all sources and pathways,
not just DOE sources, it would be very complicated and expensive to verify compliance.
Therefore, for the purpose of establishing authorized limits, DOE has simplified verification of
compliance with the primary dose limit by adopting a presumption of compliance if the dose
from a DOE practice, such as releasing HF or CaF2 containing residual radioactive material, to
those individual members of the public most likely to receive the highest doses (referred to as the
maximally exposed members of the public) can be demonstrated to comply with a dose
constraint of one-quarter of the public dose limit (i.e., 25 mrem TEDE in a year) (DOE 2002). As
a result, each alternative set of authorized limits identified by UDS for the release of HF and
CaF 2 from the DUF6 conversion facilities would have to be shown during the authorized limits
process to result in doses to maximally exposed members of the public of no more than 25 mrem
TEDE in a year.
E.4.3 ALARA Analysis
DOE Order 5400.5 requires that DOE contractors implement the ALARA process with
respect to any DOE activity or practice that may cause members of the public to be exposed to
radiation [DOE Order 5400.5, 11.2]. For that reason, UDS is required to have an ALARA
program for the DUF6 facilities. The ALARA program must address activities on the sites that
can cause members of the public or workers to be exposed to radiation. With respect to releases
of property, such as the HF or CaF2 produced by the DUF6 conversion facilities, the ALARA
program must include a procedure for an ALARA analysis to select authorized limits that would
reduce radiation exposures to levels that are as low as practicable, taking into account
technological, economic, safety, environmental, social, and public policy factors. There is no
single best procedure for conducting an ALARA analysis. However, a key component should be
a cost-benefit analysis (DOE 1997). For the purposes of this analysis, costs are assumed to
accrue as a result of (1) expenditures to purchase, install, operate, and maintain the equipment
and (2) expenditures to address health effects that may be induced by exposures of humans to
ionizing radiation, such as cancer and genetic diseases. In evaluating expenditures to address
health effects, DOE assumes that collective dose is proportional to the risk (i.e., the probability
of observing radiation-induced health effects in a fixed population). Benefits accrue as a result of
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(1) reduced expenditures for equipment and (2) reduced collective dose. To determine the
collective dose to the exposed population for purposes of the ALARA analysis, the number of
exposed persons would be multiplied by the average individual dose. The average individual
dose is determined, to the extent practicable, by estimating anticipated doses to actual people
(rather than doses to hypothetical maximally exposed persons), as was done for verification of
compliance with the DOE public dose limit.
In addition to analysis of direct costs and benefits, consideration of technological,
environmental, social, and public policy factors must also be a component of the ALARA
analysis. While the particular nonradiological factors to be considered with respect to the release
of HF and CaF 2 from the DUF6 conversion facilities would be identified by UDS on the basis of
case-specific issues, the following list provides examples of possible factors within each general
category.
*

Technological factors: promotion of emerging technology, technology
transfer, robustness of technology, industrial safety of technology, and track
record of technology;

*

Environmentalfactors:effects on ecological resources, waste generation rates,
ease of management of resulting wastes, probable disposition of resulting
wastes, and fate of residual radioactive material released;

*

Socialfactors: impacts on local/national product market, employment, public
acceptance, environmental justice considerations, and transportation effects;
and

*

Public policy factors: consistency with waste minimization principles,
promotion of resource conservation, adaptability to existing procedures and
protocols, and environmental permitting issues.

E.4.4 Coordination with NRC and Agreement States
DOE policy prohibits the transfer of radioactive materials that require an NRC license to
members of the public who are not licensed to receive them (see, e.g., Sections 3.7 and 5.6 of
DOE [2002] and Section IV.5 of DOE Order 5400.5 [DOE 1990]). Accordingly, before DOE
approves authorized limits for the release of HF or CaF 2 , the NRC or responsible Agreement
State must be consulted to ensure that releases under the proposed authorized limits do not
violate any licensing requirements.

E.4.5 Development of Measurement Protocols
Radiological surveys and measurements of residual radioactive material in HF and CaF 2
must be conducted before the material is released. To accomplish this, measurement protocols,
procedures, and equipment must be specified and approved by DOE as being sufficient to meet
data quality objectives for characterization of the material being released and verification of

AtL-
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compliance with the authorized limits. To obtain DOE approval for measurement protocols and
procedures, UDS will need to show that such actions comply with the quality assurance
requirements contained in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 830 (10 CFR 830),
"Nuclear Safety Management," Subpart A.
E.4.6 Obtaining DOE Approval of Authorized Limits
Authorized limits and survey protocols for the sale of HF and CaF2 containing
volumetrically distributed residual radioactive material must be approved by both the responsible
DOE Field Element and the Assistant Secretary for Environment, Safety, and Health. The
application for these DOE approvals would contain the information listed below.
*

Description of the anticipated physical, chemical, and radiological attributes
of the HF and CaF2 proposed for release;

*

Descriptions of the alternative sets of authorized limits evaluated in the
ALARA analysis;

*

For each alternative set of authorized limits, the expected doses to those
individual members of the public most likely to receive the highest doses in
the actual and likely use scenario and in the worst plausible use scenario;

*

Results of the ALARA analysis, including collective doses and other relative
costs and benefits for each alternative set of authorized limits, and discussions
of any nonradiological factors that influenced the selection of the proposed
authorized limits;

*

Clear and concise statement of the proposed authorized limits for HF and
CaF 2 , including the limit for each isotope of concern;

*

Discussion of the measurement protocols that would be implemented to
determine compliance with the proposed authorized limits; and

*

Information on activities that have been conducted to gain agreement with
representatives of affected groups, including documentation that coordination
has occurred with NRC personnel or Agreement State representatives.

E.4.7 Final Documentation
DOE Order 5400.5 requires that documentation of specific information related to releases
of property containing residual radioactive material be made part of DOE's permanent record. In
addition, DOE recognizes the importance of public participation in its program operations (DOE
2003) and instructs its contractors to make documentation supporting approval of authorized
limits and subsequent releases of property containing residual radioactive material available to
the public (DOE 2002). Accordingly, in addition to the information provided in this EIS, the
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documentation listed below regarding DOE's approval of authorized limits and subsequent sales
of HF and CaF 2 from the DUF6 conversion facilities would be made available in the public
record.
*

Application submitted by UDS to DOE requesting that authorized limits be
established for the sale of HF and CaF 2 from the DUF 6 conversion facilities;

*

DOE's final approval of authorized limits for the sale of HF and CaF2 from
the DUF 6 conversion facilities; and

*

Periodic performance reports submitted by UDS to DOE summarizing the
contents of (1) certificates of conformance issued by UDS after batches of HF
and CaF 2 destined for sale have been sampled and analyzed according to
approved procedures and determined to meet the applicable authorized limits,
(2) analytical results from the sampling and analysis, and (3) shipping
manifests indicating the disposition of the HF and CaF2.

E.5 BOUNDING ESTIMATION OF POTENTIAL HUMAN HEALTH IMPACTS
FROM HF AND CaF 2 SALE AND USE
E.5.1 Radiological Impacts
E.5.1.1 Exposures to HF
Bounding radiological impacts resulting from exposure to trace amounts of uranium (U)
and technetium (Tc) in HF were calculated by considering a hypothetical worker working in
close proximity to an HF storage tank. The storage tank was assumed to be a 10,000-gal
(37,854-L) cylindrical container, with a diameter of 3.2 m (10.5 ft) and a height of 4.7 m
(15.4 ft). The worker was assumed to work 2,000 hours per year at a distance of 1 m (3 ft) from
the storage tank. Concentration of U in the HF solution was assumed to be 3 pCi/mL (6.4 parts
per million [ppm]), the NRC-approved limit for the Framatome ANP facility; the concentration
of Tc was assumed to be 15.9 parts per billion of uranium (ppb U), or 2 x 10-3 pCi/mL.
Potential radiation exposure incurred by the hypothetical worker was considered to result
from external radiation and inhalation. Because of the corrosive nature of HF, ingestion of HF
was considered extremely unlikely and was excluded from consideration. According to
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) standards, the permissible exposure
limit to HF vapor is 3 ppm. For concentrations of 3 to 30 ppm, a minimum of a full-face
respirator equipped with an HF canister must be worn. Unlike HF, which can vaporize under
room temperature, U and Tc oxides that are contained in HF solution would most likely stay in
the solution. However, for the purpose of calculating a bounding exposure, the oxides were
assumed to be entrained in the vaporized HF molecules. The permissible limit of 3 ppm was
assumed as the air concentration for HF. The DOE-recommended air release fraction (ARF) of
0.002 for radionuclide solute in aqueous solutions (DOE 1993) was assumed for the U and Tc
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oxides. The bounding inhalation dose was calculated by using an inhalation rate of 1.2 m3 /h and
the maximum inhalation dose conversion factors (Class Y for U and Class W for Tc) from the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA 1988). The bounding external dose was calculated
with the MicroShield computer code (Negin and Worku 1992).
On the basis of the above assumptions, it is estimated that total radiation dose for a
worker in close proximity to the HF storage tank would be 0.034 mrem/yr. External radiation
contributes 0.027 mrem/yr to the total dose and is the dominating pathway. Radiation doses
result primarily from exposure to uranium isotopes and their decay products; the dose
contribution from Tc is negligible. It should be reiterated that this bounding dose was estimated
by combining several extremely conservative assumptions; for example, the close proximity to
the storage tank, the exposure duration of all the work hours in a year, the entrainment of U and
Tc oxides, and the bounding air release fraction for U and Tc oxides. In reality, the actual dose
resulting from using or handling the HF product would be much smaller. For comparison, the
radiation dose constraint set to protect the general public from a DOE practice is 25 mremn/yr (see
Section E.4).
As discussed in Appendix A, Sections A.4 through A.6, transuranic (TRU) radionuclides
are not expected to reach the conversion chambers in the facility and should not be present in any
measurable quantities in the conversion products. Any minute concentration of such
radionuclides in the products would be much less than the 10% threshold discussed in
Section A.5. As a result, their contribution to doses calculated in this appendix would be
negligible.

E.5.1.2 Exposures to CaF2
Bounding radiological impacts resulting from exposure to trace amounts of U and Tc in
CaF2 were calculated by considering an exposure scenario similar to that considered for HF. A
hypothetical worker was assumed to work in close proximity to a CaF2 filling bag. The filling
bag was assumed to have a 19-t (21-ton) capacity, with a diameter of 2.8 m (9.2 ft) and a height
of 1.2 m (4 fit). The worker was assumed to work 2,000 hours per year at a distance of I m (3 ft)
from the filling bag. Concentrations of U and Tc in CaF 2 were assumed to be half of those in HF
solution, that is, 1.5 pCi/g for U and 15.9 ppb U or 1 x 10-3 pCi/g for Tc.
Potential radiation exposure incurred by the hypothetical worker was considered to result
from external radiation, inhalation, and ingestion. The U and Tc oxides were assumed to attach
to the CaF2 particles and to become suspended in air during the filling operation. According to
OSHA standards (OSHA 2002), the particulate emission limit for fluoride compounds is
2.5 mg/m 3 . This limit was used to calculate the air concentration for CaF 2 and, subsequently, the
air concentrations of U and Tc. The bounding inhalation dose was calculated by assuming a
respirable fraction of 10% and by using an inhalation rate of 1.2 m 3 /h and the maximum
inhalation dose conversion factors (Class Y for U and Class W for Tc) from the EPA (EPA
1988). The hypothetical worker was also assumed to ingest CaF2 particles incidentally. The
ingestion rate was assumed to be 100 mg/d. Like inhalation, the maximum ingestion dose
conversion factors for U and Tc from the EPA (EPA 1988) were used to calculate the bounding
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ingestion dose. The bounding external dose was calculated with the MicroShield computer code
(Negin and Worku 1992).
On the basis of the above assumptions, the estimated total radiation dose for a worker in
close proximity to the CaF 2 filling station would be 0.234 mrem/yr. External radiation
contributes only 0.007 mrem/yr to the total dose, which is dominated by the contribution from
inhalation, 0.217 mrem/yr. The rest of the dose is contributed by ingestion, 0.01 mrem/yr.
Radiation doses result primarily from exposure to uranium isotopes and their decay products; the
dose contribution from Tc is negligible. It should be reiterated that this bounding dose was
estimated by combining several extremely conservative assumptions, for example, the close
proximity of the worker to the filling bag, the exposure duration of all the work hours in a year,
and the maximum allowable particulate concentration of fluoride compounds in the air. In
reality, the actual dose resulting from use or handling the CaF 2 product would be much smaller.
For comparison, the radiation dose constraint set by DOE to protect the general public from a
DOE practice is 25 mrem/yr (see Section E.4).

E.6 POTENTIAL SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS OF HF AND CaF2 SALE AND USE

The DUF6 Conversion Product Management Plan (UDS 2003a) identifies potential uses
of conversion facility products, either as CaF2 or as aqueous HF. This section assesses the
impacts from the use of these products at the U.S. locations likely to be directly affected and in
the U.S. economy as a whole. Since the success of CaF2 and HF sales to chemical manufacturers
depends on future market conditions, the impacts of treating CaF2 or aqueous HF as waste are
also considered.
E.6.1 Impacts from the Sale and Use of HF
The current aqueous HF producers have been identified as a potential market for the
19,200 t (21,200 tons) of aqueous HF that could be produced by the proposed conversion facility
(UDS 2003a), with UDS-produced aqueous HF replacing some or all of current U.S. production.
The impact of HF sales on the local economy in which the existing producer is located and on
the U.S. economy as a whole is likely to be minimal.
All aqueous HF currently produced in the United States is manufactured by Honeywell at
a facility in Geismar, Louisiana. Additional plants owned by Honeywell and other companies
serving the U.S. market are located in Canada and Mexico. The Geismar plant as a whole
employs a fairly large number of workers and manufactures a range of industrial chemicals,
including both anhydrous and aqueous HF, which is marketed in various concentrations. The
manufacture of aqueous HF employs a small number of production and clerical workers. A fleet
of dedicated tankers employing a small number of drivers is used to transport HF to end-users in
various locations in the United States (Honeywell International, Inc. 2002).
Although the actual impact of the sale of UDS HF is not known, if Honeywell were to
purchase HF from UDS, production of aqueous HF at the Geismar facility might be reduced or
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cease altogether, which would mean the loss of some or all aqueous HF production and
transportation employment at the plant and the loss of some related clerical employment.
The loss of employment and income at the Geismar facility with the end of aqueous
HF production and transportation would lead to minor additional losses in the surrounding
economy, with a slight reduction in activity associated with reduced wage and salary spending.
Offsetting these losses would be a slight increase in transportation employment at Paducah and
Portsmouth associated with the shipment of HF from the UDS facilities. There would also be
benefits to the U.S. balance of trade, with the use of UDS-produced HF reducing the need to
import CaF2 , the raw material for HF production. These benefits would be minimal, however,
given the small quantity of HF production likely to take place at the proposed facilities and the
relatively low potential value of the HF product. There would also be some benefits to
Honeywell in terms of cost savings associated with the end of blending anhydrous with aqueous
HF. However, if HF concentrations were different than those preferred by end-users, some
additional capital and operating expenditures might be needed to accommodate the change in
acid concentration (Taylor 2003).

E.6.2 Impacts from the Sale and Use of CaF2
No market for the 20,600 t (22,700 tons) of CaF 2 that might be produced in the proposed
conversion facilities at Paducah and Portsmouth annually has been identified (UDS 2003a). If a
market for CaF2 is found, the impact of CaF 2 sales on the U.S. economy would likely be
minimal.
Although CaF 2 was produced in the United States until 1995, most of the 636,000 t
(701,000 tons) of CaF 2 consumed in the United States in 2001 was imported. While the use of
CaF 2 produced at the UDS facilities would affect the balance of trade, this impact would be
minor, given the small quantity of CaF 2 production at the proposed facilities and the relatively
low potential value of the CaF2 product. There might be benefits to U.S. users of CaF 2 if the
price of CaF 2 produced in the proposed facilities provided a significant incentive to use the UDS
products rather than imported material. However, a price range for UDS-produced CaF2 has not
yet been established, and since plentiful supplies of CaF 2 are available from overseas, the small
amount of CaF 2 that would be produced would not likely have a significant effect on the
domestic market.

E.6.3 Impacts from the Nonuse of HF and CaF2
If no market for either HF or CaF2 is established, it is likely that the material would be
disposed of as waste. This would require shipping these wastes to an approved waste disposal
facility. While disposal activities would result in a small number of transportation jobs and might
lead to additional jobs at the waste disposal facility, the impact of these activities in the
transportation corridors, at the waste disposal site(s), and on the U.S. economy would
be minimal.
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APPENDIX F:
ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES

In general, the activities assessed in this environmental impact statement (EIS) could
affect workers, members of the general public, and the environment during construction of new
facilities, during routine operation of facilities, during transportation, and during facility or
transportation accidents. Activities could have adverse effects (e.g., human health impairment) or
positive effects (e.g., regional socioeconomic benefits, such as the creation of jobs). Some
impacts would result primarily from the unique characteristics of the uranium and other chemical
compounds handled or generated under the alternatives. Other impacts would occur regardless of
the types of materials involved, such as the impacts on air and water quality that can occur
during any construction project and the vehicle-related impacts that can occur during
transportation. The following sections describe the assessment methodologies that were used to
evaluate potential environmental impacts associated with the no action alternative and the action
alternatives.

F.1 HUMAN HEALTH AND SAFETY

-

NORMAL FACILITY OPERATIONS

F.1.l Radiological Impacts

F.l.l.1 Receptors
For this EIS, radiation effects during normal (or routine) operations were assessed by first
estimating the radiation dose to workers and members of the general public from the anticipated
activities required under each alternative. The analysis considered three groups of people:
(1) involved workers, (2) noninvolved workers, and (3) members of the general public. They are
defined as follows:
Involved Workers: Persons working at a site who are directly involved with

the handling of radioactive or hazardous materials.
-

They might be exposed to direct gamma radiation emitted from
radioactive materials, such as depleted uranium hexafluoride (DUF 6 ) or
other uranium compounds.

-

The radiation doses they would receive from inhaling uranium would be
very small when compared with the direct radiation doses that result from
enclosed processes. Containment and ventilation controls would be used to
reduce airborne radionuclides in workplaces. Furthermore, the
requirement of wearing protective respirators would limit inhalation
exposures to very low levels.

in-
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Involved workers would be protected by a dosimetry program designed to
control doses below the maximum regulatory limit of 5 rem/yr for workers
(Code of FederalRegulations, Title 10, Part 835 [10 CFR Part 835]).

* Noninvolved Workers: Persons working at a site but not directly involved with
the handling of radioactive or hazardous materials.
-

They might be exposed to direct radiation from radioactive materials
(although at a great distance) and to trace amounts of uranium released to
the environment through site exhaust stacks.

-

They could receive radiation exposure through inhalation of radioactive
material in the air, external radiation from radioactive material deposited
on the ground, and incidental ingestion of soil.

* Members of the General Public: Persons living within 50 mi (80 km) of the
site.
-

They might be exposed to trace amounts of uranium released to the
environment through exhaust stacks or wastewater discharges.

-

They could receive radiation exposure through inhalation of radioactive
material in the air, external radiation from deposited radioactive material,
and ingestion of contaminated water, food, or soil.

For the noninvolved workers and general public, doses were estimated for the group as a
whole (population or collective dose) as well as for a maximally exposed individual (MEI). The
MEI is defined as a hypothetical person who - because of proximity, activities, or living
habits - could receive the highest possible dose. The radiation exposures of the MEls would be
bounded by the exposure calculated on the basis of maximum air concentrations for airborne
releases and on the basis of maximum surface water or groundwater concentrations for
waterborne releases. For involved workers, the average individual dose rather than the MEI dose
was estimated because of the uncertainty about the activities of each involved worker. In
addition to the average individual dose, the collective dose was also estimated for involved
workers. Under actual conditions, all radiation exposures and releases of radioactive material to
the environment are required to be as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA), a practice that has
as its objective the attainment of dose levels as far below applicable limits as possible.

F.1.1.2 Radiation Doses and Health Effects
All radiological impacts were assessed in terms of committed dose and associated health
effects. The calculated dose was the total effective dose equivalent (10 CFR Part 20), which is
the sum of the deep dose equivalent from exposure to external radiation and the 50-year
committed effective dose equivalent from exposures to internal radiation. Radiation doses were
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calculated in units of milliroentgen-equivalent man (mrem) for individuals and in units of
person-rem for collective populations.
The potential radiation doses resulting from normal operations would be so low that the
primary adverse health effects would be the potential induction of latent cancer fatalities (LCFs).
Health risk conversion factors (expected LCFs per absorbed dose) from Publication 60 of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP 1991) were used to convert
radiation doses to LCFs, that is, 0.0005 per person-rem for members of the general public and
0.0004 per person-rem for workers. Adverse health effects for individuals were assessed in terms
of the probability of developing an excess LCF; adverse health effects for collective populations
were assessed as the number of excess LCFs expected in the population.

F.1.1.3 Exposure Pathways
External radiation would be the primary exposure pathway for involved workers because
they would directly handle radioactive materials and/or be at a close distance from radiation
sources. Radiation exposures through inhalation and incidental ingestion of contaminated
particulates would be possible; however, the exposure would probably be very small compared
with exposures from external radiation. Operations that could result in potential airborne
emissions would be confined and most likely would be automated and controlled remotely. Even
if airborne emissions did occur, the use of high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters and
various air circulation systems would reduce the amount of airborne pollutants in the workplace
to a minimal level. Exposures from inhalation could also be prevented by implementation of
ALARA practices, as required. For example, workers could wear respirators while performing
activities associated with potential airborne emissions. Potential exposure from incidental
ingestion of particulates could be reduced if workers wore gloves and followed good working
practices.
Inhalation of contaminated particulates and incidental ingestion of deposited particulates
were considered for noninvolved workers who, because of being located farther away from the
radiation sources handled in the facilities, would not be exposed to direct external radiation from
those sources. However, secondary external radiation would be possible from the deposited
radionuclides on ground surfaces and from airborne radionuclides when the emission plume from
the stacks of the processing buildings passed the locations of the noninvolved workers. The
potential radiation exposure would be bounded by the exposure associated with the largest
downwind air concentration. To obtain conservative estimates of the bounded value, the
noninvolved workers were assumed to be exposed to radiation caused by airborne emissions
without any shielding from buildings or other structures.
Radiation exposures of members of the off-site general public were assessed for both
airborne and waterborne pathways. The airborne pathways included inhalation of contaminated
particulates, external radiation from deposited radionuclides and from airborne radionuclides,
incidental ingestion of deposited radionuclides, and ingestion of contaminated food products
(plants, meat, and dairy products). Plants grown in the area where the emission plume passed
could become contaminated by deposition of radionuclides on leaves or ground surfaces.
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Radionuclides deposited on leaves could subsequently translocate to the edible portions of the
plants; those deposited on ground surfaces could subsequently be absorbed by plant roots.
Livestock and their products could become contaminated if the livestock ate the contaminated
surface soil and plants.
The waterborne pathways included ingestion of surface water and groundwater; ingestion
of contaminated plant foods, meat, and dairy products; and potential radon exposure from using
contaminated water. Plant foods and fodder could be contaminated from irrigation with
contaminated water, and the livestock and their products could become contaminated if the
livestock were fed with contaminated water and ate contaminated fodder. Potential indoor radon
exposures would be possible if contaminated water was used indoors and radon gas emanated
from the water. Because of the large dilution capability of surface water at the site, the estimated
radionuclide concentrations in surface water were always very low, and potential radiation
exposures from the food chain pathways associated with these low water concentrations would
be negligible. Therefore, radiation exposures resulting from contaminated surface water were
assessed only for the drinking water pathway. The dilution capability would be smaller for
groundwater, resulting in higher groundwater concentrations. Therefore, if the groundwater was
predicted to be contaminated, radiation exposures from the food chain pathways, radon pathway,
and drinking water pathway were all estimated.
Radiation exposure of the off-site general public MEI would be bounded by the exposure
associated with the maximum downwind air concentration and maximum water concentration.

F.1.1.4 Data Sources and Software Applications
Potential impacts associated with the operations of the conversion facility were estimated
or calculated by using measurement data or computer codes.
The external exposures incurred by the involved workers in the conversion facility were
estimated on the basis of the measurement data for worker exposures at the Framatome
Advanced Nuclear Power (ANP) facility in Richland, Washington. A dry conversion process is
used to convert UF 6 into uranium oxide at the Framatome facility. A similar conversion process
would be implemented at Paducah. According to Uranium Disposition Services, LLC
(UDS 2003a), the key components of the conversion facility at Paducah would be similar to
those at Framatome; therefore, conditions for potential worker exposures are expected to be
similar at these two facilities. The worker exposure data from Framatome provided in the UDS
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) data package (UDS 2003b) were used to obtain
involved worker exposures at Paducah, with consideration of different specific activities in the
processed uranium materials and different uranium processing rates. Potential external radiation
exposure for employees working in the cylinder storage yards resulting from loading and
unloading cylinders were estimated with the use of the MicroShield computer code (Negin and
Worku 1992). To use MicroShield, potential exposure distances, duration of activities, and
number of workers involved in each activity were developed. MicroShield is a commercial
software program designed to estimate external radiation doses from a variety of sources; it is
widely used for such applications. External exposures for cylinder yard workers from
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maintenance activities were estimated on the basis of past site-specific monitoring data. The
increase in cylinder number resulting from arrival of the ETTP cylinders and decrease in cylinder
numbers resulting from conversion of DUF 6 to U3 0g were both taken into account. In actuality,
the radiation dose to the individual worker would be monitored and maintained below the DOE
administrative control limit of 2,000 mrem/yr (DOE 1992), which is below the regulatory dose
limit of 5,000 mrem/yr (10 CFR Part 835).
Radiological impacts from airborne pathways were estimated with the emission data
provided in the UDS NEPA data package (UDS 2003b) and the use of the CAP88-PC computer
code (Chaki and Parks 2003). CAP88-PC was developed under the sponsorship of the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and was designed for use in demonstrating
compliance with regulatory requirements on air emissions. It uses site-specific or representative
meteorological data (joint frequency data) to estimate the air concentrations at downwind
locations, calculates the biota concentrations by using biotransfer models, and then estimates the
corresponding radiation doses.
Depending on the location of the conversion facility, the on-site maximum air
concentrations would be different from the off-site maximum air concentrations; however, on the
basis of the small emission rate provided by UDS (UDS 2003b), both maximum concentrations
would be very small. In this EIS, a bounding approach was used to find the potential exposures
of the MEI of the noninvolved workers and the general public.
The absolute maximum downwind air concentrations determined solely by the
meteorological data were used to find the bounding exposures of both MEIs. Because of the use
of the bounding approach, the potential MEI impacts associated with the different conversion
facility locations would be the same. This bounding approach was judged to be acceptable
because the location of the conversion facility would not be determined on the basis of the MEI
exposures, since such impacts would be insignificant.
According to the CAP88-PC results, the maximum downwind air concentrations would
be located at approximately 380 m (1,247 ft) from the emission stack of the conversion facility.
The bounding collective exposure of the noninvolved workers was estimated by multiplying the
MEI dose with the population of noninvolved workers. The number of noninvolved workers was
estimated by using year 2000 information on sitewide worker distribution. Collective off-site
population exposure was calculated by using CAP88-PC with 2000 population distribution data.
A range of 50 mi (80 km) around the site was considered.
Because no waterborne release of uranium is expected from the conversion facility
process water (UDS 2003b), potential impacts resulting from the use of contaminated surface
water were not estimated.

F.1.1.5 Source for the Derived Results
Results presented in this EIS for the no action alternative and cylinder preparation
activities at ETTP under the action alternatives were derived from the site-specific data
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compilation reports prepared for the DUF6 management program in support of NEPA
requirements (Hartmann 1999a-c) and the programmatic EIS (PEIS) (U.S. Department of Energy
[DOE] 1999). The receptors and exposure pathways for the data compilation report and the PEIS
were the same as those described above. In addition, site-specific meteorological and aquatic
environmental data at the Paducah and ETTP sites were used. The assumptions used for the no
action alternative in the data compilation report were considered to bound the potential impacts.
Detailed discussions on the assumptions are provided in Section 5.1.1 of this EIS. Worker
activities for preparing cylinders for shipment (including retrieving cylinders, inspecting them,
and loading them to a transportation vehicle) from ETTP to Paducah were assumed to be the
same as those considered in the PEIS. Therefore, impacts for the involved workers presented for
the cylinder preparation activities in the PEIS were used in this report.
For involved workers, radiation exposures were dominated by the external exposure
pathway. Potential doses in the data compilation report (UDS 2003b) and PEIS (DOE 1999)
were estimated with information on worker activities and with the use of the MicroShield
computer code (Negin and Worku 1992). Radiation exposures of the noninvolved workers, on
the other hand, would result mainly from the airborne release of depleted uranium. For cylinder
preparation activities, air emissions are expected to be negligible. Therefore, no impact would be
expected for the noninvolved workers. Under the no action alternative, the emissions locations
and emissions rates assumed in the data compilation report (Hartmann 1999a) were adopted to
bound the potential impacts. Consequently, the results that were obtained by using the emissions
data and an air dispersion model from that report were used directly for the MEIs. For the
collective exposure, an upper bound estimate was obtained by multiplying the MEI dose with the
sitewide worker population. The upper bound values rather than the actual values were used
because the potential level of radiation exposures would be very small (< 0.1 mem/yr).
Radiation exposures of the general public would result from both airborne and
waterborne releases. For cylinder preparation activities, there would be negligible air emissions
and waterborne releases. Therefore, no impact would be expected for the general public. For the
no action alternative, because the bounding assumptions used in the data compilation report were
adopted, results from that report were used directly in this EIS for the MEL. The collective
exposures were obtained by scaling the results in the data compilation report with the population
size. This scaling approach was used because of the very small exposures and the small change
(less than 3%) in the total population within 50-mi (80-km) of the Paducah site between 1990

and 2000.
F.1.1.6 Exposure Parameters and Dose Conversion Factors
Inhalation rates for workers were assumed to be 1.2 m3 /h (ICRP 1994), with an exposure
duration of 8 hours per day for 250 days per year. The inhalation rate for the general public was
assumed to be 20 m 3 /d, with an exposure duration of 24 hours per day for 365 days per year. The
ingestion rate for drinking water for the public was assumed to be 2 L/d. No building shielding
effect was considered for inhalation and external radiation exposures. Therefore, radiation doses
estimated in this way would be greater than the actual doses, which would always be associated
with some shielding from buildings.

JI-
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Site-specific agriculture data (yield per unit area) for food crops and fodder were used.
Default food consumption data for a rural setting from CAP88-PC were also used. Nevertheless,
it was found that radiation doses from the food ingestion pathways constituted only a small
fraction of the total dose, which is dominated (>90%) by doses from inhalation (for airborne
pathways).
CAP88-PC uses the EPA internal dose conversion factors to estimate internal doses
(EPA 1988). The inhalation doses depend stror igly on the solubilities of the inhaled chemicals.
With high solubility, a chemical would be
excreted from the human body within a shorter
Key Concepts in Estimating Risks
period of time and would result in less internal
from Low-Level Chemical Exposures
exposure. For U3 0 8, it was assumed to remain
in the human body for years, thus resulting in
Reference Level
greater radiation exposures. The ingestion
* Intake level of a chemical below which adverse
doses were estimated by assuming that the
effects are very unlikely.
uranium compounds would be absorbed by the
gastrointestinal tract to the largest extent
Hazard Quotient
possible for uranium compounds; this would
. A comparison of the estimated intake level or
result in the maximum internal exposure.
dose of a chemical with its reference dose.

F.1.2 Chemical Impacts
The method used to assess the potential
human health impacts from exposures to
chemicals of concern emitted during normal
operations was discussed in detail in the DUF 6
PEIS (DOE 1999). The chemicals of greatest
concern are soluble and insoluble uranium
compounds and hydrogen fluoride (HF).
Uranium compounds can cause chemical
toxicity to the kidneys; soluble compounds are
more readily absorbed into the body and thus
are more toxic to the kidneys. HF is a
corrosive gas that can cause respiratory
irritation in humans, with tissue destruction or
death resulting from exposure to large
concentrations. No deaths are known to have
occurred as a result of short-term (i.e., I hour
or less) exposures to 50 parts per million
(ppm) or less of HF. Neither uranium
compounds nor HF are chemical carcinogens;
thus, cancer risk calculations were not
applicable for this assessment.

* Expressed as a ratio of estimated intake level to
reference dose.
* Example:
- The EPA reference level (reference dose) for
ingestion of soluble compounds of uranium
is 0.003 mg/kg of body weight per day.
- If a 150-lb (70-kg) person ingested 0.1 mg of
soluble uranium per day, the daily rate would
be 0.1 - 70 - 0.001 mg/kg, which is below
the reference dose and thus unlikely to cause
adverse health effects. This would yield a
hazard quotient of 0.001 - 0.003 = 0.33.

Hazard Index
* Sum of the hazard quotients for all chemicals
to which an individual is exposed.
* A value less than I indicates that the exposed
person is unlikely to develop adverse human
health effects.
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For long-term, low-level (chronic) exposures to uranium compounds and HF emitted
during normal operations, potential adverse health effects for the hypothetical MEI in the
noninvolved worker and general public populations were calculated by estimating the intake
levels associated with anticipated activities. Intake levels were then compared with reference
levels below which adverse effects are very unlikely. Risks from normal operations were
quantified as hazard quotients and hazard indices (see text box on previous page).

F.1.2.1 Receptors
The main source of impacts to noninvolved workers and members of the public would be
the emission of trace amounts of uranium compounds or HF from exhaust stacks. Chemical
exposures for involved workers would depend, in part, on detailed facility designs that have not
yet been determined; however, the workplace environment would be monitored to ensure that
airborne chemical concentrations were kept below applicable exposure limits.

F.1.2.2 Chemical Doses and Associated Health Effects
For normal operations, risks were expressed by using the hazard quotient concept for
exposures to noncarcinogens (i.e., comparison of estimated receptor doses with reference levels
or doses below which adverse effects would be very unlikely to occur). In general, the chemicals
of concern for this EIS were uranium and fluoride compounds, especially HF gas. These
substances would not be chemical carcinogens; thus, cancer risk calculations were not
applicable. The toxicity of the exposures for relevant receptors was estimated through
comparison with oral and inhalation reference levels (levels below which adverse effects would
be very unlikely to occur). The oral reference dose of 0.003 mg/kg-d was used for evaluating
risks from ingestion of soluble uranium compounds; the EPA derived this value on a the basis of
a lowest-observed-adverse-effect level in rabbits of 3 mg/kg-d of uranyl nitrate hexahydrate,
combined with an uncertainty factor of 1,000 (Maynard and Hodge 1949; EPA 2003a). Because
of conflicting results concerning absorption of insoluble uranium compounds such as U3 O0 from
the gastrointestinal tract, the oral reference dose of 0.003 mglkg-d was also used in this analysis
for calculating hazard quotients for this compound. This assumption is conservative because the
gastrointestinal tract would absorb a smaller amount of insoluble than soluble uranium
compounds.
Inhalation reference concentrations for uranium compounds and HF are not currently
available from standard EPA sources. To assess potential risks from inhalation of these
compounds, derived reference levels were developed from proposed Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) permissible exposure limits (PELs) (29 CFR Part 1910.1000,
Subpart Z, as of February 2003). The 8-hour time-weighted-average PEL for soluble uranium
compounds is 0.05 mg/m 3 ; for insoluble uranium compounds, it is 0.25 mg/m3 ; and for HF, it is
3 ppm (2.5 mg/m3 ). These values were converted to assumed inhalation reference level values
for noninvolved workers in mg/kg-d by assuming an inhalation rate of 20 m 3 /d and a body
weight of 70 kg (154 lb), resulting in derived worker inhalation reference level values of 0.014
and 0.71 mg/kg-d for soluble uranium compounds and HF, respectively.
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The inhalation reference level calculated for soluble compounds was also used for
insoluble uranium compounds. To generate derived inhalation reference level values for the
general public, these worker values were adjusted to account for increased exposure duration of
the general public (assumed to be 168 hours per week rather than 40 hours per week); an
additional uncertainty factor of 10 was used to account for sensitive subpopulations in the
general public. This results in derived inhalation reference levels for the general public of 0.0003
and 0.02 mg/kg-d for uranium compounds and HF, respectively.
The reference levels used for preliminary evaluation of general public hazard quotients
and carcinogenic risks from the existing environment were obtained from the EPA's Integrated
Risk Information System (IRIS) when available (EPA 2003a). The derived reference
concentration levels for uranium compounds and HF discussed above were used as reference
levels for evaluating inhalation of these substances.

F.1.2.3 Exposure Pathways and Parameters
As described in Section F.1.1 (radiological impacts for normal facility operations), the
chemical exposures for the noninvolved worker and general public MEIs would result mainly
from airborne releases from the conversion facility. The maximum downwind air concentrations
of uranium compounds and HF emitted from the conversion facility were calculated. These
maximum downwind concentrations would be the same for the three alternative locations at
Paducah, although the exact location of the maximum level would be different. The maximum
concentrations were used to estimate maximum exposures for both the noninvolved worker MEI
and the general public MEI, although the maximum concentration location could be either within
or outside the gaseous diffusion plant boundaries, depending on the location of the conversion
facility. This simplified approach to the analysis of potential chemical impacts is justified
because the exposures and hazard indices calculated on the basis of these maximum possible
exposures are very low. In other words, the identification of very small differences in hazard
indices for the MEI receptors for the three alternative locations at the site would not be helpful in
differentiating chemical exposure impacts for the locations, because all the exposures would be
very small and would not result in adverse effects (see the results in Chapter 5 of this EIS).
Differences in estimated exposures and hazard indices for the noninvolved worker MEI
and the general public MEI result from differences in assumed exposure times (e.g., the general
public MEI is assumed to be a resident exposed continually, whereas the noninvolved worker
MEI would be exposed for only 8 hours per day) and from differences in reference doses for
workers and the general public.
For the MEI receptors, it was also assumed that exposure could occur through incidental
soil ingestion. Similar to the approach used to assess inhalation exposures, it was assumed that
both the noninvolved worker MEI and the general public MEI could be exposed to the maximum
estimated soil concentration of contaminants associated with conversion plant emissions,
whether that location was inside or outside the gaseous diffusion plant boundaries. No
waterborne release of uranium is expected from construction and operation of the conversion
facility (UDS 2003b); therefore, potential impacts resulting from use of contaminated water were
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not estimated. For the no action alternative analyses, potential chemical exposures from runoff
water contaminated through cylinder breaches were calculated by using the estimated surface or
groundwater concentrations obtained through water quality analyses.

F.1.2.4 Exposure Modeling and Risk Evaluation
Media-specific concentrations of contaminants associated with the normal operation of
the facility for the various options were modeled on the basis of effluent data provided in the
NEPA data report (UDS 2003b). For airborne pathways, these effluent amounts were modeled
by using either the CAP88-PC computer code (see Section F. 1.1) or the Industrial Source
Complex (ISC) computer code (see Section F.4.1).
Modeled concentrations of contaminants in the various environmental media were used
to estimate average daily intakes for the various receptors examined. The ratios of the daily
intakes to appropriate reference levels were calculated to generate hazard quotients. Hazard
quotients were summed for individual contaminants and across all appropriate exposure routes
(e.g., inhalation, soil ingestion) to generate hazard indices for the noninvolved worker MEI and
the general public MEI. These hazard indices were compared with the reference hazard index
of 1. A hazard index of less than 1 is interpreted to indicate that adverse noncancer effects are
unlikely; a hazard index of greater than I indicates that adverse effects are possible for the MEI
and that further investigation of potential exposures and additivity of individual contaminant
toxicity are warranted.
When no adverse effects are expected for the MEI of a given population (i.e., the hazard
index is less than 1), then, by definition, no adverse effects are expected in that population.
Therefore, calculation of population risks is not applicable when MEI hazard indices are less
than 1.

F.2 HUMAN HEALTH AND SAFETY

-

FACILITY ACCIDENTS

F.2.1 Radiological Impacts
The DUF6 PEIS (DOE 1999) discussed in detail the analysis of facility accidents that
potentially could cause radiological health impacts (PEIS Sections 4.3.2 and A.4.2). Specifically,
it addressed the consequences, frequencies, and risks from the accident scenarios postulated to
occur at a conversion facility as well as at the current cylinder storage locations. The analysis
involved the application of the following three radiological and air dispersion software packages:
GENII (Napier et al. 1988), HGSYSTEM (Hanna et al. 1994; Post et al. 1994a,b) and
FIREPLUME (Brown et al. 1997).
In the DUF 6 PEIS (DOE 1999), the accident analyses assumed that the accident would
occur in the center of the storage yard site (i.e., Paducah). For collective exposures, radiation
doses were assessed for the population within a distance of 50 mi (80 km) from the release point.

ILU
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Because the distance between the possible facility locations and the center point of the sites is
much smaller than the assessment distance of 50 mi (80 km), the location of the conversion
facility would have very little impact on the off-site collective exposures. Individual and
population impacts were estimated for the public and noninvolved workers. Impacts to involved
workers during accidents were not quantified because it was recognized that, depending on the
accident conditions and the exact location and response of the workers, the involved workers
would also be subject to severe physical and thermal (fire) hazards and that the impacts from
such hazards might be greater than the impacts from radiological or chemical exposure.
Therefore, injuries and fatalities among involved workers would be possible from chemical,
radiological, and physical forces if an accident did occur.
Since the population distribution estimate would not vary significantly with the specific
location of the conversion facility, the methodology used to analyze the collective public dose in
the PEIS also would apply for this EIS analysis. Similarly, the assumptions made in the PEIS for
estimating the MEI doses were kept the same. For ground-level releases, the MEI was assumed
to be located at a distance of 328 ft (100 m) from the release point. For releases from a stack, the
MEI was assumed to be at the point of maximum ground concentration. Current on-site and
off-site population distributions were used to estimate the collective noninvolved worker and
off-site public impact.
Since trace transuranic (TRU) elements were identified in the DUF6 cylinder inventory
after the PEIS analysis was performed, their contribution to additional radiological impact was
considered in the analysis for this EIS. A conservative concentration was assumed for the
accidents, since the TRU elements are not distributed evenly through the DUF6 inventory.
Comparisons of the relative hazards from this TRU concentration with the hazards from DUF 6
considered in the DUE 6 PEIS were used to determine their radiological impact in the accident
analyses conducted for this EIS. Appendix B contains a discussion of the methodology used to
assess the impacts associated with the presence of trace TRU contamination in cylinders.

F.2.2 Chemical Impacts
General data used in the accident predictions included the following:
*

Release amount (source term) for each chemical released,

*

Chemical-specific health impact levels,

*

Number of workers on site and population off site by direction, and

*

Locations of sources and receptors for both workers and members of the
general public.

Two meteorological conditions, D stability with a 4-m/s (9-mph) wind speed and
F stability with a 1-m/s (2-miles-per-hour [mph]) wind speed, were assumed for all scenarios
except the tornado accident scenario, which assumed D stability and 20-m/s (45-mph) wind.
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The same approach used for the DUF 6 PETS was adopted in this EIS for the chemical
facility accident analysis under the no action alternative and the action alternatives. Accident
consequences were estimated by using the HGSYSTEM (Version 3) model for the nonfire
scenarios and the FIREPLUME model for the fire scenarios. For each scenario and each of the
two meteorological conditions, hazard zones were generated for two health indices (i.e., adverse
effects and irreversible adverse effects). These zones were overlain on worker and general public
geographic information system (GIS) layers, with the zone origin located at the centroid of each
of the identified conversion plant site alternatives (Locations A, B, and C; see Figure 2.2-3).
Updated data on current Paducah GDP workers (2002) and updated general population data
(based on the 2000 census) were used to estimate the consequences and associated risk of each
accident scenario. The dispersion conditions (i.e., meteorology, accident frequencies, and, for
most scenarios, release quantities or source terms) were identical to those developed and used in
the DUF6 PETS. For the estimated chemical accident risks for the proposed conversion facility,
variations in this EIS from values reported in the DUF 6 PEIS are attributable to variations in the
candidate locations for the conversion facility, changes in the numbers and locations of workers
and the general public, and some changes in the source term values.
Of the nearly eight dozen postulated chemical accidents considered and evaluated in this
EIS, a total of eight bounding chemical accidents were identified for detailed risk analysis. These
accidents are listed in Table 5.2-8.

F.2.2.1 Nonfire Accident Scenario Modeling
The nonfire accident scenarios were treated as either liquid spills on the ground followed
by evaporation and/or pressurized releases from tanks. The DUF 6 PEIS assumed the same
temperature for both day and night spill conditions. This analysis differs in that it accounts for
evaporation rate reduction not only due to the assumed very conservative (from an air dispersion
perspective) low wind speed and F-stability condition combination but also due to what would be
typically lower ambient air temperatures during these conditions. The evaporation rate from
spilled chemical pools depends on pool temperature and saturation vapor pressure. The pool
temperature was conservatively assumed to be constant for the entire release duration and was
set equal to the assumed ambient temperature. The saturation vapor pressure was set equal to the
partial pressure over the pool. The saturation vapor pressure or the partial pressures of the vapors
emanating from the pool depend on the pool temperature. For the aqueous HF spill scenarios, the
partial vapor pressures were determined for two temperatures, 770 F (25 0 C for the F- I conditions,
representative of nighttime conditions during July or August) and 95 0 F (35 0 C for D-4 conditions,
representative of daytime conditions during July or August). For a 70% HF solution, the partial
vapor pressure over the pool is 20 kPa (Tp = 770 F [250 C]) and 31.7 kPa (Tp = 95-F [35-C]),
determined empirically. Table F-I gives the spill assumptions and the source term for the
bounding aqueous HF spill scenario.
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TABLE F-i Bounding Aqueous (70%) HF Spill
Source Term

Berm
Area
(m2 )

Evaporative Spill
Durationa
(h)

412

2

Evaporation
Rate
(kgs)

Spill
Amount
(kg)

F-I

D4

F-i

D4

0.13

0.58

933

4,211

a Unmitigated.

The evaporative emissions were estimated by using a simplified evaporative model
(EPA 1999). The model uses the molecular diffusion of water and the kinematic viscosity of air
to calculate the mass transfer coefficient. A less conservative estimate of the evaporative release
rate would be expected if chemical-specific molecular diffusivities and kinematic viscosities
were used. Because of the change in quantity and chemical composition of the spill, the spill
hazard zone changed in this assessment. A scaling procedure was adopted to recalculate the
hazard zone, as detailed below.
For a ground-level release, the simplified Gaussian expression for estimating downwind
concentrations can be rearranged to solve for the product of horizontal and vertical plume spread.
This expression is shown below:
ayZ

Q (mg/s)

ru (mis) XLOC (mg/M )

(F.1)

The level of concern, XLOC, is set to the HF Emergency Response Planning Guideline
(ERPG)-1 and ERPG-2 levels. With the source term and wind speeds already known, the
respective LOC oy cy products can be calculated. The hazard distance can than be obtained from
the already tabulated sigma products (Turner 1994, Table 2-5). The next step in identifying the
hazard area or zone is to estimate the hazard width for each contour. This is done by estimating
the approximate contour width at the midpoint or half the hazard distance. With these distances,
the respective sigma product and ay values in Table F-1 can be used in Equation F. I to solve for
the midpoint centerline concentration. The hazard width can than be estimated by using the
following expression:
HW=,ay @, 0.5 HD {2In[(x,0,0)/ XLOCI} 2

(F.2)

By using the same procedure described above, hazard zone dimensions can also be
estimated for the HF tank release analyzed for the PEIS. The new hazard distances and hazard
widths can than be calculated by multiplying the original model-derived values by the ratios of
the new to old values calculated by using the above method.
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F.2.2.2 Fire Accident Scenario Modeling
In the fire accident scenarios, the release quantities were presented as a function of time
for the three phases of the release: puff, fire release, and cooldown. The 48G cylinder fire and
vapor temperatures, as reported in Brown et. al. (1997), were used in the FIREPLUME
simulations to estimate buoyant and smoldering plume rise and the resulting downwind
concentration contours.

F.2.2.3 Pressurized Release Accident Scenario Modeling
The anhydrous ammonia (NH 3 ) rupture scenario was treated as a pressurized release tank
rupture. Some of the key release parameters used for the scenario are listed in Table F-2 (Vincent
2003).
The pressurized release was modeled with the HGSYSTEM AEROPLUME source
module and the HGSYSTEM HEGADAS dispersion module (Hanna et al. 1994; Post et al.
1994a,b), which handled the subsequent dispersion and transport of the dense liquid-vapor
aerosol mixture emanating from the tank rupture. AEROPLUME is a multicomponent two-phase
thermodynamic aerosol jet model that simulates steady-state release rates from a rupture or a
leaking pressurized vessel and the near-field vapor cloud development of the flashed vapor and
aerosol components in expelled jet release. Upon formation of the flow field from the release
point and establishment of a heavy aerosol-laden cloud, the release is linked to the HEGADAS
model to simulate dense vapor cloud dispersion and entrainment of ambient air as the cloud
moves and disperses downwind.
F.2.2.4 Health Impact Levels
Assessing the consequences from accidental releases of chemicals differs from assessing
routine chemical exposures, primarily because the reference doses used to generate hazard
indices for long-term, low-level exposures were not intended for use in evaluating the short-term
(e.g., duration of several hours or less), higher-level exposures that often accompany accidents.
In addition, the analysis of accidental releases often requires the evaluation of different effects:
for example, irritant gases can cause tissue damage at the higher levels associated with accidental
releases but are not generally associated with adverse effects from chronic, low-level exposures.
TABLE F-2 Anhydrous NH3 Tank Rupture Spill
Parameters
Tank
Size
(gal)

Fill
Tank Release Tank
Level Fill Amt. Amt. Pressure
(%)
(gal)
(lb)
(psig)a

6,565

85%

a

psig

= pound(s)

5,580

29,500

209

per square inch gauge.

Relief
Valve
(psig)

Berm
area
(ft2)

265

324
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To estimate the consequences of chemical accidents, two potential health effects
endpoints were evaluated: (1) adverse effects and (2) irreversible adverse effects. Evaluation of
these two health endpoints was consistent with the accident evaluations typically conducted to
assess industrial risks (American Industrial Hygiene Association [AIHA] 2002). Potential
adverse effects range from mild and transient effects - such as respiratory irritation, redness of
the eyes, and skin rash - to more serious and potentially irreversible effects. Potential
irreversible adverse effects are defined as effects that generally occur at higher concentrations
and are permanent in nature - including death, impaired organ function (such as damaged
central nervous system or lungs), and other effects that may impair everyday functions.
For uranium compounds, an intake of 10 mg or more was assumed to cause potential
adverse effects (McGuire 1991). An intake of 30 mg of uranium was used as the health criterion
for potential irreversible adverse effects for exposure to uranium as either U 3 0 8 or as U02 F 2 .
The background document for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations for
the Certification of Gaseous Diffusion Plants (10 CFR Part 76) states that "in assessing the
adequacy of protection of the public health and safety from potential accidents, the NRC will
consider whether the potential consequences of a reasonable spectrum of postulated accident
scenarios exceed 0.25 Sv (25 rem), or uranium intakes of 30 mg, taking into account the
uncertainties associated with modeling and estimating such consequences" (NRC 1994).
According to these regulations, the selection of the 30-mg uranium intake level as an evaluation
guideline level for irreversible injury was based on information provided in Fisher et al. (1994).
In applying the 30-mg uranium intake to accident analysis for the uranium compounds,
the following parameters were accounted for: molecular weight, solubility, inhalation rate, and
duration of predicted exposure. On the basis of an inhalation rate of 1.5 m3 /h as the ventilation
rate during light exercise (ICRP 1994), and on appropriate adjustments to account for the percent
uranium in each compound, air concentrations corresponding to an intake level of 30 mg were
calculated for modeled exposure durations. For example, the air concentration of 26 mg/m3 of
uranyl fluoride (UO2 F2 ) corresponding to a 30-mg uranium intake for a 60-minute exposure to
U0 2 F2 would be calculated as follows:
30 mg uranium x 308/238 (molecular weight U0 2 F2 /molecular weight uranium)
1.5 m3 /h x modeled exposure duration (h)

(F.3)

In addition, for the insoluble uranium compounds, an uptake factor was incorporated into
the calculated air concentrations, on the basis of ICRP guidance that 0.2% absorption be assumed
for inhalation of less soluble uranium compounds that have biological half-lives of years
(i.e., triuranium octaoxide or U3 0 8 ), as compared with 5% absorption for soluble and slightly
soluble compounds such as U02 F2 (ICRP 1979).
For HF and NH 3 , potential adverse effect levels were assumed to occur at levels that
correspond to ERPG-1 levels, and potential irreversible adverse effects levels were assumed to
occur at levels that correspond to ERPG-2 levels. ERPG I levels are defined as "the maximum
airborne concentration below which it is believed nearly all individuals could be exposed for up
to 1 hour without experiencing or developing any but mild transient adverse health effects or

I
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perceiving a clearly defined objectionable odor" (AIHA 2002). ERPG 2 levels are defined as
"the maximum airborne concentration below which it is believed nearly all individuals could be
exposed for up to 1 hour without experiencing or developing irreversible or other serious health
effects or symptoms that could impair their abilities to take protective action" (AIHA 2002). The
ERPG values were generated by toxicologist teams who review all published (as well as some
unpublished) data for a given chemical (AIHA 2002). The levels used in this assessment were as
follows: ERPG-1 values of 2 ppm for HF and 25 ppm for NH 3 for adverse effects, and ERPG-2
values of 20 ppm for HF and 150 ppm for NH3 for irreversible adverse effects (AIHA 2002).
The chemicals evaluated exhibit irritant characteristics; the toxicity of these substances is
generally not linearly proportional to the intake amount. For example, the toxic effect of
exposure to 32 mg/m 3 HF for 30 minutes would actually be greater than the toxic effect of
exposure to 16 mg/m 3 HF for 60 minutes, because the irritant action of the HF is greater at
higher air concentrations. Data on the appropriate adjustments of HF concentrations for
evaluation of shorter exposure times are presented and discussed in various documents dealing
with the toxicity of UF 6 (Fisher et al. 1994; McGuire 1991). On the basis of these data, for
modeled exposure durations of between 5 and 60 minutes, the air concentrations of HF and NH 3
corresponding to the ERPG-2 value were calculated from:
C = CERPG-2(60/t) 0 5 ,

(F.4)

where:
C = adjusted exposure guideline value and
t = modeled exposure duration (min).

It was conservatively assumed that the 5-minute adjusted exposure guideline value would be
applied even for modeled exposure durations of less than 5 minutes.
It should be noted that human responses do not occur at precise exposure levels but can
extend over a wide range of concentrations. The values used as guidelines for potential adverse
effects and potential irreversible adverse effects in this EIS should not be expected to protect
everyone but should be applicable to most individuals in the general population. In all
populations, there are hypersensitive individuals who will show adverse responses at exposure
concentrations far below levels at which most individuals would normally respond (AIHA 2002).
Alternatively, some individuals will show no adverse response even at exposure concentrations
somewhat higher than the guideline levels.

F.2.2.5 Estimation of Population Impacted
Demographic data for the on-site worker population were compiled into a GIS layer by
using building footprint polygons and records of the number of workers in the buildings. For the
off-site population, 2000 U.S. Census Bureau TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geographic
Encoding and Referencing) block group data were obtained. In each layer, population density
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was calculated for each building or block group by dividing the population for a polygon by the
area of the polygon. The site boundary polygon was added to the off-site population layer, and
the population inside the boundary was set to zero.
To estimate the population affected by a specific accident, its plume was loaded into the
GIS as a polygon, moved to an origin location, and intersected with one of the population layers
(either noninvolved worker or general public). The intersection process combined the plume
polygon with the population data, thereby subdividing the polygons where the boundaries
crossed and discarding portions of polygons falling outside the plume footprint. Next, the areas
of the subdivided polygons were recalculated and multiplied by the population density to obtain
a population total for each. These values were summed to obtain an estimate of the total
population within the plume footprint. An assumption of this approach was that the population
was uniformly distributed within each building or block group.
For each accident, the impacts on noninvolved workers and the general population were
estimated. No quantitative predictions of impacts were made for involved workers. Noninvolved
workers and members of the general public were considered to be at risk for a given health
endpoint if they were located within the plume contour (based on ERPG level or uranium intake
level) for the wind direction that would lead to the largest population count. Individuals were
assumed to be in the locations where they work or live and, for conservatism, the protection
provided by the building structure was not included. This computation involved the overlay of
the plume contour from the source point at Location A, B, or C and the rotation of the plume
30 to 100 times to identify the direction with the highest number of workers or general
population. Those counts were reported in the impact evaluation. In most cases, the direction
leading to the maximum worker count did not match the direction for the maximum general
population count. The adverse effects and irreversible adverse effects contours were predicted
for each accident, with the adverse effects contour being the larger of the two. For UF 6 releases,
both the U0 2 F2 contour and the HF contour were predicted for both adverse effects and
irreversible adverse effects levels; in general, the HF contours were larger than the uranium
contours and led to larger population risks.
The MEI worker was assumed to be located 328 ft (100 m) from the accident location.
The MEI for the general population was assumed to be located at the nearest fence line position,
although there are currently no residences at these locations at the three current storage sites.
Impacts for MEIs are presented as "yes" or "no" in Chapter 5 of this ETS, depending on whether
air concentrations of chemicals greater than or equal to corresponding adverse effects and
irreversible adverse effects were modeled at the MEI locations.

F.2.3 Accident Frequencies
The expected frequency of an accident is an estimate of the chance that it might occur
during operations. Frequencies range from 0.0 (no chance of occurring) to 1.0 (certain to occur).
If an accident is expected to happen once every 50 years, the frequency of occurrence is 0.02 per
year: I occurrence every 50 years = 1 . 50 = 0.02 occurrence per year. A frequency estimate can
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be converted to a probability statement. If the
frequency of an accident is 0.02 per year, the

Accident Categories and Frequency Ranges

probability of the accident occurring sometime
during a 10-year program is 0.2 (10 years x
0.02 occurrence per year).

Likely (L): Accidents estimated to occur once or
more in 100 years of facility operations
(frequency of>1 x 10-3/yr).
Unlikely (U):

Accidents

estimated

to occur

between once in 100 years and once in
The accidents evaluated in this EIS
10,000 years of facility operations (frequency
were anticipated to occur over a wide range of
from I x 10- 2 /yr to I x 104/yr).
frequencies, from once every few years to less
Extremely Unlikely (EU): Accidents estimated
than once in I million years. In general, the
more unlikely it would be for an accident to
to occur between once in 10,000 years and once
in I million years of facility operations (frequency
occur (the lower its probability), the greater the
from I x 104/yr to I x 10- 6/yr).
expected consequences. Accidents were
Incredible (1): Accidents estimated to occur less
evaluated for four frequency categories: likely,
unlikely, extremely unlikely, and incredible
than one time in I million years of facility
operations (frequency of<I x 10- 6/yr).
(see text box). To interpret the importance of a
predicted accident, the analysis considered the
estimated frequency of occurrence of that
accident. Although the predicted consequences of an incredible accident might be high, the lower
consequences of a likely accident (i.e., one much more likely to occur) might be considered more
important.

F.2.4 Accident Risk
The term "accident risk" refers to a quantity that considers both the severity of an
accident (consequence) and the probability that the accident will occur. Accident risk is
calculated by multiplying the consequence of an accident by the accident probability. For
example, if a facility accident has an estimated frequency of occurrence of once in 100 years
(0.01 per year) and if the accident occurred with an estimated consequence of 10 people
suffering from irreversible health effects (IHEs), then the annual risk of the accident would be
reported as 0.1 IHE per year (0.01 per year x 10 IHEs). If the facility was operated for a period
of 20 years, the accident risk over the operational phase of the facility would be 2 IHEs
(20 years x 0.1 IHE per year).
This definition of accident risk was used to compare accidents that have different
frequencies and consequences. Certain high-frequency accidents that have relatively low
consequences might pose a larger overall risk than low-frequency accidents that have potentially
high consequences. In calculations of accident risk, the consequences have been expressed in
terms of IHEs and adverse health effects for chemical releases and in terms of expected LCFs for
radiological releases.
F.2.5 Physical Hazard Accidents
Physical hazards, unrelated to radiation or chemical exposures, were assessed for each
alternative by estimating the number of on-the-job fatalities and injuries that could occur to
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workers. The expected numbers of worker fatalities and injuries associated with each option
were calculated on the basis of statistics available from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), as
reported by the National Safety Council (2002), and on estimates of total worker hours required
for construction and operational activities.
Construction and manufacturing annual fatality and injury rates were used for the
construction and operational phases of each option, which were computed separately because
these activities have different incidence statistics. The injury incidence rates were for injuries
involving lost workdays, including days away from work and/or days of restricted work activity.
The specific rates used in calculations for each option were as follows: fatalities during
construction, 13.3 per 100,000 workers; fatalities during operations, 3.3 per 100,000 workers;
injuries during construction, 4.1 per 100 full-time workers; injuries during operations, 4.5 per
100 full-time workers (National Safety Council 2002).
Fatality and injury risks were calculated as the product of the appropriate incidence rate
(given above), the number of years for construction and operations, and the number of FTEs for
construction and operations. The available fatality and injury statistics by industry are not refined
enough to warrant an analysis of involved and noninvolved workers as separate classes.
The calculation of risks of fatality and injury from industrial accidents was based solely
on historical industrywide statistics and therefore did not consider a threshold (i.e., any activity
that would result in some estimated risk of fatality and injury). All DUF 6 activities would be
implemented in accordance with DOE or industry best management practices, thereby reducing
the risk of fatalities and injuries.

F.3 HUMAN HEALTH AND SAFETY

-

TRANSPORTATION

The methodology and assumptions used in this transportation risk assessment were based
on two previous analyses conducted for the transportation of depleted uranium compounds
(DOE 1999; Biwer et al. 2001). The approach is described below.

F.3.1 Scope of the Analysis
The transportation risk assessment involved estimating the potential human health risks
to both crew members (i.e., truck drivers and rail crew) and members of the public during
transportation of various forms of depleted uranium and other materials. Impacts that could arise
from the radioactive or chemical nature of the cargo and also from the nature of transportation
itself, independent of the cargo, were-addressed. Transportation risks were evaluated for all of
the materials that could potentially be transported for each alternative, including UF6 cylinders,
uranium conversion products, HF and other chemicals, and process waste. A summary of the
materials transported is provided in Table F-I Transportation impacts were estimated f6r
shipment by both truck and rail modes for most materials. The impacts were assessed on a routespecific basis, but unit risks per kilometer were developed for shipments of the conversion
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TABLE F-3 Potential Shipments of Material
Analyzed for the DUF 6 Conversion EIS2

Material
Depleted U3 0 8
LLW, empty cylinders
CaF2
HF
Non-DUF6 cylinders
DUF 6 cylinders

Origin

Destination

Paducah
Paducah
Paducah
Paducah
ETTP
ETTP

Envirocare, NTS
Envirocare, NTS
Envirocare, NTS
User facility
Paducah
Paducah

a CaF2 = calcium fluoride, ETTP = East Tennessee

Technology Park, LLW = low-level radioactive waste,
NTS = Nevada Test Site.

products for use because the locations of user facilities are not yet known. In the latter case, the
unit risk factors were used to estimate transportation impacts for sample distances of 250, 1,000,
and 5,000 km (260, 620, and 3,100 mi); average route characteristics were assumed. In the case
of depleted uranium conversion products, impacts from shipment to two alternate disposal sites
were also estimated.
The transportation-related risks to human health were assessed from both vehicle- and
cargo-related causes. Cargo-related risks arising from both the radiological and chemical hazards
of the depleted uranium shipments were assessed when appropriate.
With regard to the radioactive nature of depleted uranium, the cargo-related impacts on
human health during transportation would be caused by exposure to ionizing radiation.
Exposures to radiation could occur during both routine (i.e., incident-free) transportation and
during accidents. During routine operations, the external radiation field in the vicinity of a
shipment must be below limits specified in federal regulations. During transportation-related
accidents, human exposures may occur following the release and dispersal of radioactive
materials via multiple environmental pathways, such as exposure to contaminated ground or
contaminated air or ingestion of contaminated food.
In contrast, the chemical nature of depleted uranium and other hazardous chemicals does
not pose cargo-related risks to humans during routine transportation-related operations.
Transportation operations are generally well regulated with respect to packaging, such that small
spills or seepages during routine transport are kept to a minimum and do not result in exposures.
Potential cargo-related health risks to humans can occur only if the integrity of a container is
compromised during an accident (i.e., if a container is breached). Under such conditions, some
chemicals may cause an immediate health threat to exposed individuals, primarily through
inhalation exposure.
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Vehicle-related risks result from the nature of transportation itself, independent of the
radioactive and chemical characteristics of the cargo. For example, increased levels of pollution
from vehicular exhaust and fugitive dust emissions may affect human health. Similarly, accidents
during transportation may cause injuries and fatalities from physical trauma.
Vehicle-related health impacts and health impacts from the radioactive and chemical
nature of the depleted uranium are presented separately in the tables of this EIS. No attempt has
been made (even in cases where both radioactive and chemical characteristics must be
considered) to sum the estimated radioactive, chemical, and vehicle-related risks. To understand
and interpret the estimated health impacts presented in this report, readers must keep in mind the
fundamental differences between the radioactive, chemical, and vehicle-related hazards
discussed below.
The technical approach for estimating transportation risks uses several computer models
and databases. Transportation risks were assessed for both routine and accident conditions. For
the routine assessment, risks were calculated for the collective populations of all potentially
exposed individuals, as well as for a small set of MEI receptors. The accident assessment
consisted of two components: (1) an accident risk assessment, which considered the probabilities
and consequences of a range of possible transportation-related accidents, including
low-probability accidents that have high consequences and high-probability accidents that have
low consequences, and (2) an accident consequence assessment, which considered only the
radiological consequences of low-probability accidents that were postulated to result in the
largest releases of radioactive material. The release fractions used in the accident risk assessment
were based on the data in NUREG-0 170 (NRC 1977) and independent engineering analyses.

F.3.2 Radiological Impacts
All radiological impacts are calculated in terms of dose and associated health effects in
the exposed populations. The radiation dose calculated is the total effective dose equivalent as
specified in 10 CFR Part 20, which is the sum of the deep dose equivalent from exposure to
external radiation and the 50-year committed effective dose equivalent (ICRP 1977) from
exposure to internal radiation. Doses of radiation are calculated in units of rem for individuals
and in units of person-rem for collective populations.
The potential exposures to the general population from transportation of radioactive
materials, whether during routine operations or from postulated accidents, are usually at a low
dose, such that the primary adverse health effect is the potential induction of latent cancers
(i.e., cancers that occur after a latency period of several years from the time of exposure). The
correlation of radiation dose and human health effects for low doses has been traditionally based
on what is termed the "linear/no-threshold hypothesis," which has been described by various
international authorities on protection against radiation. This hypothesis implies, in part, that
even small doses of radiation cause some risk of inducing cancer and that doubling the radiation
dose would mean doubling the expected number of cancers. The data on the health risk from
radiation have been derived primarily from human epidemiological studies of past exposures,
such as Japanese survivors of the atomic bomb in World War II and persons exposed during
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medical applications. The types of cancer induced by radiation are similar to "naturally
occurring" cancers and can be expressed later in the lifetimes of the exposed individuals.
On the basis of the analyses conducted for this report, transportation-related operations
are not expected to cause acute (short-term) radiation-induced fatalities or to produce
immediately observable effects in exposed individuals. Acute radiation-induced fatalities occur
at doses well in excess of 100 rem (ICRP 1991), which generally would not occur for a wide
range of transportation activities, including routine operations and accidents.I For all severe
accident scenarios analyzed, other short-term effects, such as temporary sterility and changes in
blood chemistry, are not expected.
In this EIS, the radiological impacts are expressed as health risks in terms of the number
of estimated LCFs for each alternative. The health risk conversion factors (expected LCFs per
dose absorbed) were taken from ICRP Publication 60 (ICRP 1991). The health risk conversion
factors used were 5 x 10-4 LCF per person-rem for members of the general public and 4 x 104
LCF per person-rem for occupational workers.
The RADTRAN 4 computer code (Neuhauser and Kanipe 1992) was used for the routine
and accident cargo-related risk assessments to estimate the radiological impacts to collective
populations. As a complement to the RADTRAN calculations, the RISKIND computer code
(Yuan et al. 1995) was used to estimate scenario-specific radiological doses to MEIs during both
routine operations and accidents and to estimate population impacts for the accident consequence
assessment.

F.3.3 Chemical Impacts
In contrast to radioactive hazards, chemical hazards do not pose cargo-related risks to
humans during routine transportation-related operations. Transportation operations are generally
well regulated with respect to packaging, such that small spills or seepages during routine
transport are kept to a minimum and do not result in exposures. With respect to chemical
hazards, the cargo-related impacts to human health during transportation would be caused by
exposure occurring as a result of container failure and chemical release during an accident (i.e., a
collision with another vehicle or road obstacle). Therefore, chemical risks (i.e., risks that result
from the toxicology of the chemical composition of the material transported) are assessed for
cargo-related transportation accidents. The chemical risk from transportation-related accidents
lies in the potential release, transport, and dispersion of chemicals into the environment and the
subsequent exposure of people primarily through inhalation exposure.
An accidental release of UF 6 to the atmosphere would result in the formation of U0 2 F2
and HF from the reaction of UF6 with moisture in the atmosphere. Both compounds are highly
water soluble and toxic to humans.

In general, individual acute whole-body doses in the range of 300 to 500 rem are expected to cause fatality in
50% of the exposed individuals within 30 to 60 days (ICRP 1991).
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The risks from exposure to hazardous chemicals during transportation-related accidents
could be either acute (immediate impact) or latent (result in cancer that would present itself after
a latency period of several years). The severity of the immediate health effects would depend
strongly on the toxicity and exposure concentration of the specific chemical(s) released. The
severity of the immediate (i.e., acute) health effects could range from slight irritation to fatality
for the exposed individuals. Neither the uranium compounds nor HF are carcinogens or
suspected carcinogens. Therefore, latent cancer incidences and fatalities from chemical exposure
are not expected and not assessed in this report for potential accidents.
In this assessment, the endpoint for acute health effects that was assessed is the potential
for irreversible adverse health effects (from permanent organ damage or the impairment of
everyday functions up to and including lethality). A nonlinear or threshold correlation between
the exposure concentration and the toxicity was assumed for the evaluation of this acute effect;
that is, it was assumed that some low level of exposure could be tolerated without affecting
health. In many cases, data on human toxicity that relate acute health effects to chemical
exposures did not exist. When data on toxicity in humans were not available, chemical risk
estimators were derived from levels that are toxic to laboratory animals. The use of animal data
to predict toxic concentrations in humans added uncertainty to the risk estimates.
In addition to understanding the results in terms of the health endpoint described above, it
is of interest to understand how it relates to potential fatalities. Exposure to HF or uranium
compounds is estimated to be fatal to approximately 1% or less of those persons experiencing
irreversible adverse effects (Policastro et al. 1997).
The chemical transportation accident risk assessment was performed by using the
HGSYSTEM and FIREPLUME models (Brown et al. 1997) for uranium compounds (DUF6 ,
U3 0 8 , and cylinder heels) and the Chemical Accident Stochastic Risk Assessment Model
(CASRAM) (Brown et al. 1996, 2000) for HF. Chemical accident consequences were assessed
by using HGSYSTEM/FIREPLUME for uranium compounds and HGSYSTEM for HF.

F.3.4 Vehicle-Related Impacts
In addition to the cargo-related risks posed by transportation-related activities,
vehicle-related risks were also assessed for the same routes. These risks, which are independent
of the radioactive nature of the cargo, would be incurred for similar shipments of any
commodity. The vehicle-related risks were assessed for both routine conditions and accidents.
Vehicle-related risks during routine transportation are incremental risks caused by
potential exposure to airborne particulate matter from fugitive dust and vehicular exhaust
emissions. These risks are based on epidemiological data that associate mortality rates with
ambient air particulate concentrations. A discussion of the basis for the emissions risk factors
and the uncertainty associated with them is provided in Section F.3.5.3.
The vehicle-related accident risk refers to the potential for transportation-related
accidents that could result in fatalities due to physical trauma that are not related to the cargo in

LB
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the shipment. State average rates for transportation-related fatalities were used in the assessment.
Vehicle-related risks are presented here in terms of estimated fatalities for the truck and rail
options considered.

F.3.5 Routine Risk Assessment Method
The RADTRAN 4 computer code (Neuhauser and Kanipe 1992) was used for the routine
risk assessments to estimate the radiological impacts to collective populations. The RISKIND
computer code (Yuan et al. 1995) was used to estimate scenario-specific doses to MEls during
routine operations. Routine risks from hazardous chemical shipments are not expected. It is
assumed that the shipping packages would not leak during routine transportation operations.

F.3.5.1 Collective Population Risk
The radiological risk associated with routine transportation results from the potential
exposure of people to low-level external radiation in the vicinity of loaded shipments. Because
the radiological consequences (dose) occur as a direct result of normal operations, the probability
of routine consequences is taken to be unity in the RADTRAN 4 code. Therefore, the dose risk is
equivalent to the estimated dose.
For routine transportation, the RADTRAN 4 computer code considers all major groups of
potentially exposed persons. The RADTRAN 4 calculations of risk for routine highway and rail
transportation include exposures of the following population groups:
* Persons along the route (off-link population). Collective doses were
calculated for all persons living or working within 0.5 mi (0.8 km) of each
side of a transportation route. The total number of persons within the 1-mi
(1.6-km) corridor was calculated separately for each route considered in the
assessment.
* Persons sharing the route (on-link population). Collective doses were
calculated for persons in all vehicles sharing the transportation route. This
group includes persons traveling in the same or opposite directions as the
shipment, as well as persons in vehicles passing the shipment.

* Persons at stops. Collective doses were calculated for people who might be
exposed while a shipment was stopped en route. For truck transportation,
these stops include stops for refueling, food, and rest. For rail transportation,
stops were assumed to occur for purposes of classification.

* Crew members. Collective doses were calculated for truck and rail
transportation crew members involved in the actual shipment of material.
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The doses calculated for the first three population groups were added together to yield the
collective dose to the general public; the dose calculated for the fourth group represents the
collective dose to workers. The RADTRAN 4 models for routine dose are not intended for use in
estimating specific risks to individuals.
For the DUF 6 cylinder shipments, route-specific data were used to estimate the collective
routine risks using the input assumptions as given in Biwer et al. (2001). For this EIS, the route
data were updated with population data from the 2000 census.

F.3.5.2 Maximally Exposed Individual Risk
In addition to assessing the routine collective population risk, RISKIND was used to
estimate the risks to MEIs for a number of hypothetical exposure scenarios. Receptors included
transportation crew members, departure inspectors, and members of the public exposed during
traffic delays, while working at a service station, or while living near a facility.
RISKIND was used to calculate the dose to each ME1 considered for an exposure
scenario defined by an exposure distance, duration, and frequency specific to that receptor. The
distances and durations of exposure were similar to those given in previous transportation risk
assessments (DOE 1990b, 1995, 1996, 1997b, 1999) The scenarios were not meant to be
exhaustive but were selected to provide a range of potential exposure situations.
The RISKIND external dose model considers direct external exposure and exposure from
radiation scattered from the ground and air. RISKIND was used to calculate the dose as a
function of distance from a shipment on the basis of the dimensions of the shipment (millirems
per hour for stationary exposures and millirems per event for moving shipments). The code
approximates the shipment as a cylindrical volume source, and the calculated dose includes
contributions from secondary radiation scattering from buildup (scattering by the material
contents), cloudshine (scattering by the air), and groundshine (scattering by the ground). The
dose rate curve (relative dose rate as a function of distance) specific to depleted uranium was
determined by using the MicroShield code (Negin and Worku 1992) for input into RISKIND. As
a conservative measure, credit for potential shielding between the shipment and the receptor was
not considered.

F.3.5.3 Vehicle-Related Risk
Vehicle-related health risks resulting from routine transportation might be associated with
the generation of air pollutants by transport vehicles during shipment; such risks are independent
of the radioactive or chemical nature of the shipment. The health endpoint assessed under routine
transportation conditions was the excess latent mortality due to inhalation of vehicular emissions.
These emissions consist of particulate matter in the form of diesel engine exhaust and fugitive
dust raised from the road/railway by the transport vehicle.
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Risk factors for pollutant inhalation in terms of latent mortality were generated by Biwer
and Butler (1999) for transportation risk assessments. These risks are based on epidemiological
data that associate mortality rates with particulate concentrations in ambient air. Increased latent
mortality rates resulting from cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases have been linked to
incremental increases in particulate concentrations in air. Thus, the increase in ambient air
particulate concentrations caused by a transport vehicle, with its associated fugitive dust and
diesel exhaust emissions, is related to such premature latent fatalities in the form of risk factors.
In this EIS, values of 8.36 x 10-10 latent fatality/km for truck transport and 1.20 x 10-10 latent
fatality/railcar-km for rail transport were used. The truck value is for heavy combination trucks
(truck class VIIIB). Because of the conservatism of the assumptions made to reconcile results
among independent epidemiological studies, the latent fatality risks estimated by using these
values may be considered to be near an upper bound (Biwer and Butler 1999). The risk factors
are for areas with an assumed population density of 1 person/kmn2 . One-way shipment risks were
obtained by multiplying the appropriate risk factor by the average population density along the
route and the route distance. The risks reported for routine vehicle risks in this EIS are for
round-trip travel of the transport vehicle.
The vehicle risks reported here are estimates based on the best available data. However,
as is true for the radiological risks, there is a large degree of uncertainty in the vehicle emission
risk factors that is not readily quantifiable. For example, large uncertainties exist with regard to
the extent of increased mortality that occurs with an incremental rise in particulate air
concentrations and with regard to whether there are threshold air concentrations that are
applicable. Also, estimates of the particulate air concentrations caused by transport vehicles
depend on location, road conditions, vehicle conditions, and weather.

F.3.6 Accident Risk Assessment Methodology
The radiological transportation accident risk assessment used the RADTRAN 4 code for
estimating collective population risks and the RISKIND code for estimating MEI and population
consequences. The HGSYSTEM model (Post et al. 1994a,b) was used to assess the hazardous
chemical transportation accident risks for both the collective population and individuals. The
model is a widely applied code recognized by the EPA for chemical accident consequence
predictions.
The collective accident risk for each type of shipment was determined in a manner
similar to that described for routine collective population risks. For the DUF6 cylinder
shipments, route-specific data were used to estimate the collective accident risks on the basis of
the input assumptions given in Biwer et al. (2001). For this EIS, the route data were updated with
population data from the 2000 census.

F.3.6.1 Radiological Accident Risk Assessment
The risk analysis for potential accidents differs fundamentally from the risk analysis for
routine transportation because occurrences of accidents are statistical in nature. The accident risk
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assessment is treated probabilistically in RADTRAN 4 and in the HGSYSTEM approach used to
estimate the hazardous chemical component of risk. Accident risk is defined as the product of the
accident consequence (dose or exposure) and the probability of the accident occurring. In this
respect, both RADTRAN 4 and HGSYSTEM estimate the collective accident risk to populations
by considering a spectrum of transportation-related accidents. The spectrum of accidents was
designed to encompass a range of possible accidents, including low-probability accidents that
have high consequences and high-probability accidents that have low consequences (such as
"fender benders"). The total collective radiological accident dose risk was calculated as:

RTotal=DxAx a (PiXCi)

X

(F.5)

i=l,n

where:
RTotal = total collective dose risk for a single shipment distance D (person-rem),
D = distance traveled (km),

A = accident rate for transport mode under consideration (accidents/kin),
Pi = conditional probability that the accident is in Severity Category i, and
Ci = collective dose received (consequence) should an accident of Severity
Category i occur (person-rem).
The results for collective accident risk can be directly compared with the results for routine
collective risk because the latter results implicitly incorporate a probability of occurrence of 1 if
the shipment takes place.
The RADTRAN 4 calculation of collective accident risk employs models that quantify
the range of potential accident severities and the responses of transported packages to accidents.
The spectrum of accident severity is divided into a number of categories. Each category of
severity is assigned a conditional probability of occurrence - that is, the probability that an
accident will be of a particular severity if an accident occurs. The more severe the accident, the
more remote the chance of such an accident. Release fractions, defined as the fraction of the
material in a package that could be released in an accident, are assigned to each accident severity
category on the basis of the physical and chemical form of the material. The model takes into
account the mode of transportation and the type of packaging being considered. The accident
rates, the definition of accident severity categories, and the release fractions used in this analysis
are discussed further in Biwer et al. (1997, 2001). The approach for hazardous chemicals
incorporates the same accident severity categories and release fractions as those used by
RADTRAN 4.
For accidents involving the release of radioactive material, RADTRAN 4 assumes that
the material is dispersed in the environment according to standard Gaussian diffusion models.
For the risk assessment, default data for atmospheric dispersion were used, representing an
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instantaneous ground-level release and a small-diameter source cloud (Neuhauser and Kanipe
1995). The calculation of the collective population dose following the release and dispersal of
radioactive material included the following exposure pathways:
*

External exposure to the passing radioactive cloud,

*

External exposure to contaminated ground,

*

Internal exposure from inhalation of airborne contaminants, and

*

Internal exposure from the ingestion of contaminated food.

For the ingestion pathway, national-average food transfer factors, which relate the
amount of radioactive material ingested to the amount deposited on the ground, were calculated
in accordance with the methods described by NRC Regulatory Guide 1.109 (NRC 1977) and
used as input to the RADTRAN code. Doses of radiation from the ingestion or inhalation of
radionuclides were calculated by using standard dose conversion factors (DOE 1988a,b).

F.3.6.2 Chemical Accident Risk Assessment
The risks from exposure to hazardous chemicals during transportation-related accidents
can be either acute (result in immediate injury or fatality) or latent (result in cancer that would
present itself after a latency period of several years). Both population risks and risks to the MEI
were evaluated for transportation accidents. The acute health endpoint - potential irreversible
adverse effects - was evaluated for the assessment of cargo-related population impacts from
transportation accidents. Accidental releases during transport of UF6 , U3 0 8 , and HF were
evaluated quantitatively.
The acute effects evaluated were assumed to exhibit a threshold nonlinear relationship
with exposure; that is, some low level of exposure could be tolerated without inducing a health
effect. To estimate risks, chemical-specific concentrations were developed for potential
irreversible adverse effects. All individuals exposed at these levels or higher following an
accident were included in the transportation risk estimates. In addition to acute health effects, the
cargo-related risk of excess cases of latent cancer from accidental chemical exposures could be
evaluated. However, none of the chemicals that might be released in any of the accidents would
be carcinogenic. As a result, no predictions for excess latent cancers are presented in this report
for accidental chemical releases.
In addition, to address MEIs, the locations of maximum hazardous chemical
concentrations were identified for shipments with the largest potential releases. Estimates of
exposure duration at those locations were obtained from modeling output and used to assess
whether MEI exposure to uranium and other compounds exceeded the criteria for potential
irreversible adverse effects.
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The primary exposure route of concern with respect to an accidental release of hazardous
chemicals would be inhalation. Although direct exposure to hazardous chemicals via other
pathways, such as ingestion or dermal absorption, would also be possible, these routes would be
expected to result in much lower exposure than the inhalation pathway doses for the chemicals of
concern in this assessment. The likelihood of acute effects would be much less for the ingestion
and dermal pathways than for inhalation.
The chemical transportation risks for shipment of the depleted uranium compounds were
estimated by using FIREPLUME and HGSYSTEM accident consequences multiplied by the
appropriate accident rate probabilities, population densities, and distance traveled in a similar
fashion to that used by RADTRAN, as discussed in Section F.3.6.1 for the radiological
transportation risks.
The chemical accident transportation risk and consequences for shipment of aqueous HF
were estimated by using the CASRAM and HGSYSTEM models, respectively. For the risk
assessment, 24 generic but representative routes were selected for hazardous commodity
shipments in the region of interest (ROI). The generic HF routes were derived from historical
shipments of five chemicals, in addition to HF, that are typically shipped in similar corrosive
chemical container tank trucks. Temperature-dependent vapor pressures and densities for
aqueous HF properties were derived with an empirically derived formulation (Pratt 2003) and
experimentally generated plots (Honeywell International, Inc. 2002). The heat of vaporization
was calculated from vapor pressure relationships. These parameters were used in estimating the
evaporation rate from the HF pool and the HF that spilled onto the surface. Rail and highway
accident rates, spill fraction, and population densities along the shipment routes were
incorporated into CASRAM from statistics reported in the Hazardous Material Information
System (HMIS) database and from census data. For each shipment, CASRAM calculates the
probabilities of a release, given an accident and the risk of adverse (ERPG-1) and irreversible
(ERPG-2) effects associated with the shipment. The overall risks are estimated by summing over
all shipments and routes. The risks are normalized by shipment distance and weight, so that the
calculations can be applied to specific shipment destinations and shipment quantities. For
consequence assessment, procedures that are the same or similar to those used for fixed facilities
are used (e.g., aqueous HF tank rupture). A description of the method can be found in
Section F.2.2. 1, Nonfire Accident Scenario Modeling. It was assumed for both the risk and
consequence assessment that aqueous HF would be shipped in nonpressurized corrosive liquid
tank cars with a 20,000-gal (76,000-L) capacity for rail shipments, and in corrosive liquid cargo
tanker (MC3 12) trucks with a 5,000-gal (19,000-L) capacity.

F.3.7 Accident Consequence Assessment
Because predicting the exact location of a severe transportation-related accident is
impossible when estimating population impacts, separate accident consequences were calculated
for accidents occurring in three population density zones: rural, suburban, and urban. Moreover,
to address the effects of the atmospheric conditions existing at the time of an accident, two
atmospheric conditions were considered: neutral (i.e., unstable) and stable.
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The MEI for severe transportation accidents was considered to be located at the point of
highest hazardous material concentration that would be accessible to the general public. This
location was assumed to be 100 ft (30 m) or farther from the release point at the location of
highest air concentration as determined by the HGSYSTEM and FIREPLUME models. Only the
shipment accident resulting in the highest contaminant concentration was evaluated for the MEL.

F.3.7.1 Radiological Accident Consequence Assessment
The RISKIND code was used to provide a scenario-specific assessment of radiological
consequences from severe transportation-related accidents. Whereas the RADTRAN 4 accident
risk assessment considered the entire range of accident severities and their related probabilities,
the RISKIND accident consequence assessment focused on accidents that result in the largest
releases of radioactive material to the environment. Accident consequences were presented for
each type of shipment that might occur under any given option for each alternative. The accident
consequence assessment was intended to provide an estimate of the potential impacts posed by a
severe transportation-related accident.
The severe accidents considered in the consequence assessment were characterized by
extreme mechanical and thermal forces. In all cases, these accidents would result in a release of
radioactive material to the environment. The accidents correspond to those within the highest
accident severity category, as described previously. These accidents represent low-probability,
high-consequence events. The probability of accidents of this magnitude would depend on the
number of shipments and the total shipping distance for the options considered; however,
accidents of this severity are expected to be extremely rare.
The severe accidents involving solid radioactive material that would result in the highest
impacts would generally be related to fire. The fire would break down and distribute the material
of concern. Air concentrations of radioactive contaminants at receptor locations following a
hypothetical accident were determined by using the FIREPLUME model. On the basis of these
air concentrations, RISKIND was used to calculate the radiological impacts for the accident
consequence assessment.
The accident consequences were calculated for both local populations and MEls. The
population dose included the population within 50 mi (80 km) of the site of the accident. The
exposure pathways considered were similar to those discussed previously for the accident risk
assessment. Although remedial activities after the accident (e.g., evacuation or ground cleanup)
would reduce the consequences of an accident, these activities were not accounted for in the
consequence assessment.

F.3.7.2 Chemical Accident Consequence Assessment
HGSYSTEM Version 3.0 was used to estimate the potential consequences from severe
hazardous chemical accidents. FIREPLUME was used to predict the consequences of
transportation accidents involving fires. The HGSYSTEM model is discussed in Section F.2.2.
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F.3.7.3 Vehicle-Related Accident Risk Assessment
The vehicle-related accident risk refers to the potential for transportation-related
accidents that could directly result in fatalities not related to the cargo in the shipment. This risk
represents fatalities from mechanical causes. National-average rates for transportation-related
fatalities (Saricks and Tompkins 1999) were used in the assessment for shipments without a
defined origin or destination site (e.g., the use location of the conversion HF products). For truck
transport, 1.49 x 10-8 fatality per truck-km was assumed. For rail transport, 7.82 x 10-8 fatality
per railcar-km was assumed. State average fatality rates from Saricks and Tompkins (1999) were
used in the assessment for the DUF6 shipments that had known origin and destination sites.
Vehicle-related accident risks were calculated by multiplying the total distance traveled by the
rate for transportation-related fatalities. In all cases, the vehicle-related accident risks were
calculated by using distances for round-trip shipment.

F.4 AIR QUALITY AND NOISE

F.4.1 Air Quality
Potential air quality impacts under each alternative were evaluated by estimating
potential air pollutant emissions from the activities associated with facility construction and
operations, followed by atmospheric dispersion modeling of these emissions to assess impacts on
ambient air quality.
Air emissions resulting from activities associated with construction (e.g., construction
equipment, engine exhaust, and fugitive dust emissions) and with operations (e.g., boiler 2 and
emergency generator stack emissions) were estimated by using applicable emission factors
(EPA 2002) and emission and activity level data provided by UDS (UDS 2003b). The
significance of project-related emissions was evaluated by comparing the estimated
project-related emissions with countywide or statewide emissions.
Atmospheric dispersion modeling of pollutant emissions was performed by using the
EPA-recommended ISC short-term model (EPA 2000). In addition to project-related emission
data, model input data included stack and building downwash data, meteorological data, receptor
data, and terrain elevation data. Emissions from construction activities were assumed to occur
during one daytime 8-hour shift, while the emissions from facility operations were assumed to
occur 24 hours per day and 7 days per week. 3 Effects of building downwash on stack plumes
2

UDS is currently proposing to use electrical heating in the conversion facility but is evaluating other options. If
natural gas was used, either furnaces or boilers could be selected. The air emissions from boilers are greater than
those for residential-type furnaces for carbon monoxide (CO) and nitrogen oxides (NOx), and the same for other
criteria pollutants and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). To assess bounding air quality impacts, a boiler
option was analyzed.

3 The backup generator is assumed to be operating for 192 hours per year, which represents 4 hours per month for
testing and 3 days of operation twice per year in response to a power outage.

In-
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were considered for the emission sources during the operational period. The meteorological data
selected for the Paducah site are the 1990 surface data (10-m [33-ft] level) and mixing height
data from the nearby Barkley Regional Airport. For construction impact analysis, initial receptor
grids were placed at distances of 100 m (328 ft) from the construction site (because heavy
equipment operators would not allow public access any closer for safety reasons) and extended
up 50 km (31 mi) beyond existing site boundaries. For operation impact analysis, receptor grids
were set along and beyond the existing and planned conversion facility boundaries up to 50 km
(31 mi). The grid intervals ranged from 25 m (82 fit) near the facility to 5 km (3.1 mi) outmost.
To model the effects of terrain elevation, elevation data for the emission sources and receptors
were also input to the model.
For assessing potential air quality impacts, the estimated maximum ground-level
concentration increments due to these pollutant emissions beyond site boundaries were compared
with allowable PSD increments. Total maximum concentrations, obtained by adding the
background concentration levels representative of the site to the estimated maximum
ground-level concentration increments, were compared with applicable national and state
ambient air quality standards.

F.4.2 Noise
Potential noise impacts under each alternative were assessed by estimating the sound
levels from noise-emitting sources associated with facility construction and operations, followed
by noise propagation modeling. Examples of noise-emitting sources include heavy equipment
used in earthmoving and other activities during construction; process equipment and emergency
generators during operations; and train whistles and on-site and off-site traffic during
construction and operations. Potential noise levels due to these sources were obtained from the
literature (Harris Miller Miller & Hanson, Inc. [HMMH] 1995) and data provided by UDS
(UDS 2003b). For construction of the conversion facility, detailed information on the types and
number of construction equipment required is not available. Therefore, for construction impact
analysis, it was assumed that the two noisiest sources would operate simultaneously at the center
of the construction site (HMMH 1995). For operations impact analysis, the highest noise levels
(inside buildings) measured at the Framatome ANP Richland, Washington, facility, similar to the
proposed facility at Paducah, were assumed to be those at a distance of 15 m (50 ft) from the
facility.
Noise levels at the nearest residence from the alternative sites were estimated by using a
simple noise propagation model on the basis of estimated sound levels at the source. The
significance of estimated potential noise levels at the nearest residence was assessed by
comparing them with the EPA noise guideline (EPA 1974) and measured background
noise levels.
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F.5 WATER AND SOIL
Potential impacts to surface water, groundwater, and soil during facility construction,
normal operations, and potential accidents were evaluated. Methods of quantitative and
qualitative impact analyses are described in the following paragraphs.
For surface water, impacts were assessed in terms of runoff, floodplain encroachment,
and water quality. Changes in runoff were assessed by comparing runoff areas with and without
the proposed facility. Floodplain encroachment was assessed by evaluating the location of the
proposed facility in terms of known floodplains. Inputs to the floodplain evaluation included
estimated facility effluent volumes and estimates of flow volumes in nearby streams and rivers.
Water quality impacts were estimated by using the proposed drinking water standard of 30 [tg/L
(EPA 2003b) as a guideline. When data were unavailable, assessment models that account for the
different types of contaminants and dilution estimates for the surface water features were used to
estimate surface water conditions.
Potential impacts on groundwater were assessed in terms of changes in recharge to
underlying aquifers, depth to groundwater, direction of groundwater flow, and groundwater
quality. Changes to recharge of groundwater were evaluated by comparing the increase in the
impermeable area produced by construction and operations with the recharge area available at
actual or representative sites. Impacts on the depth to groundwater were evaluated by comparing
existing water use with modified water needs. Changes in the direction of groundwater flow
were evaluated by examining the potential effects produced by the increased water demand. A
model that considers movement, dispersion, adsorption, and decay of the contaminant source
material over time was used to estimate the migration of contaminants from source areas to the
groundwater (i.e., groundwater quality). Details of the model are provided in Tomasko (1997).
Potential impacts to soil were assessed in terms of changes in topography, permeability,
quality, and erosion potential. Erosion potential was evaluated in terms of disturbed land area.
Changes in soil quality were evaluated on the basis of the amounts of contaminants deposited as
a result of certain activities. No standard is available for limiting soil concentrations of uranium;
a health-based guideline value of 230 [tg/g (EPA 1995a), applicable for residential settings, was
used as a guideline for comparison in this EIS.

F.6 SOCIOECONOMICS

F.6.1 Scope of the Analysis
For this EIS, the analysis of the socioeconomic impacts under the no action alternative
and the action alternatives was based on the analysis performed for the DUF6 PEIS (DOE 1999),
which used cost engineering data provided by Dubrin et al. (1997), with additional information
provided by UDS (UDS 2003b).

:'-L
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For conversion, impacts were estimated for the ROIs at Paducah. For the no action
alternative, impacts were estimated for the ROIs at this site and the ROI for the ETTP site. The
analysis estimated the impacts of continued storage and conversion on regional economic
activity, including direct (on-site) and indirect (off-site) employment and income. In addition, the
impact of each conversion technology on (1) population in-migration, (2) local housing markets,
(3) local public service employment, and (4) local jurisdictional revenues and expenditures was
also calculated. Additional details on the analysis of socioeconomic impacts undertaken for the
DUF6 PEIS are provided in Allison and Folga (1997). Updated data on the affected environment
at each site were used to revise the impacts from continued storage and conversion facilities on
the economy and community at each site that were described in the DUF6 PEIS (DOE 1999) and
in Hartmann (1999a,b,c).
An assessment of the socioeconomic impacts from transporting DUF 6 was not included
in the DUF 6 PEIS analysis or in this EIS. The transportation of DUF6 would likely not lead to
significant en route socioeconomic impacts because the total expenditures for transportation
related to DUF 6 would be small compared with expenditures related to total shipments of all
other goods for any of the routes that might be used. The analysis might also have considered the
socioeconomic impacts of potential accidents, particularly for DUF6 -related transportation
activities. However, because it is unlikely that any potential accident would release large
quantities of hazardous or radioactive material into the environment, accidents are expected to
create only minor local economic disruption, and a substantial commitment of fiscal resources
for accident remediation would probably not be necessary at any of the current storage sites or
along transportation routes.

F.6.2 Technical Approach for the Analysis

F.6.2.1 Regional Economy
The analysis of regional economic impacts used engineering cost data for facilities that
would be constructed and operated and input-output economic data for the ROI surrounding the
site. The ROI was defined as the counties in which 90% of site employees currently reside
(see Section 3.1.8). Additional data from the U.S. Bureau of the Census (2002a,b) were used to
forecast economic data to provide the basis for the presentation of relative impacts.
The analysis was performed by using the engineering cost data of Dubrin et al. (1997) for
the construction and operation of the conversion facility, which were then updated by using UDS
data (UDS 2003b). Direct (on-site) employment and income impacts were then calculated on the
basis of average total labor costs (i.e., fully loaded labor costs, including site overhead,
contractor profit, and employee benefits) in each category. Estimates of direct income impacts
were calculated by adjusting average fully loaded labor costs to exclude the various components
of site overhead, state and federal income taxes, and other payroll deductions. This process
produced a measure of disposable wage and salary income that would likely be spent in the
regional economy at each of the sites.
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Indirect (off-site) impacts were based on detailed item-specific procurement data for
material and on adjusted direct and indirect labor costs. Cost information was associated with the
relevant standard industrial classification (SIC) codes and construction and operation schedule
information to provide estimates of procurement and wage and salary expenditures for each
sector in the local economy for the year in which expenditures would be made. Information on
the expected pattern of local and nonlocal procurement for the various materials and labor
expenditures by SIC code was then calculated on the basis of local shares of national
employment in each material and labor procurement category and information provided for the
site. Expenditures by SIC code by year occurring in the ROI were then mapped into the Bureau
of Economic Analysis (BEA) sectors used in an IMPLAN input-output model (Minnesota
IMPLAN Group, Inc. 2003) specified for the ROI (see Section 3.1.1.8). Each model was used to
produce employment and income multipliers for each sector where procurement and labor
expenditures occur. Indirect impacts were then calculated by multiplying expenditures in each
sector by the input-output multipliers produced by the model for the ROL.
Impacts were presented in terms of the (1) direct, indirect, and total employment impacts;
(2) direct and total income impacts; and (3) relative employment impact, or the magnitude of the
absolute impact compared with the growth in the local economic employment baseline.
Construction impacts for the facility were presented for the peak construction year. Operations
impacts were presented for the first year of operations.
F.6.2.2 Regional Economy Assessment Model
The analysis used county-level IMPLAN input-output economic data for 2000
(Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc. 2003) to measure the regional economic impacts of conversion
facilities at the site. The IMPLAN input-output model is a microcomputer-based program that
allows construction of input-output models for counties or combinations of counties for any
location in the United States. Input-output data are the economic accounts of any given region
and show the flow of commodities to industries from producers and institutional consumers. The
accounts also show consumption activities by workers, owners of capital, and imports from
outside the region. The model contains 528 sectors, representing industries in agriculture,
mining, construction, manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, utilities, finance, insurance and
real estate, and consumer and business services. The model also includes information for each
sector on employee compensation; proprietary and property income; personal consumption
expenditure; federal, state, and local expenditures; inventory and capital formation; and imports
and exports. The model can be used to produce accurate estimates of the impact of changes in
expenditures in specific local activities on employment and income in any given year. The
analysis of regional economic impacts used the model to calculate multipliers for each sector in
the ROI for which procurement and wage and salary expenditures would be likely to occur.
These multipliers were calculated for the year 2000, the latest year available.
For this EIS, data from the 2000 census were used to modify and update the data
presented in the data compilation reports (Hartmann 1999a-c) for both the affected environment
and impact sections. In addition to using 2000 population data to describe population trends in
the ROI, counties, and important cities near the site, these data were used to provide information
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on per capita personal income at the county level and on the number of employees per capita at
the county and city level for key public services, including police, fire protection, general
government, education, medical facilities, and hospitals. Housing data from the 2000 census
were also used to establish trends in housing growth over the period 1990 to 2000; details were
presented for both the owner-occupied and rental markets, including vacancy rates. The 2000
census data were used in this EIS to update the impacts that were described in the data
compilation reports for each alternative.

F.6.2.3 Population
The construction and operation of a conversion facility would likely lead to in-migration
into the ROI. In-migration would be both direct, related to new employment created on site, and
indirect, related to changes in employment opportunities in the ROI as a whole. In the DUF 6
PEIS (DOE 1999) analysis, the number of direct employees in-migrating was based on
information on employment in existing DOE programs and on the level of contractor support.
Indirect in-migration that would occur for each ROI was calculated by using assumed
in-migration rates associated with changes in employment in the local industries most
significantly affected indirectly by construction and operation expenditures, with residual
in-migration rates assumed for the remaining industries in the economy indirectly affected. As in
the DUF6 PEIS, population impacts in this EIS are presented in terns of the (1) absolute total
(direct and indirect) in-migration impact and (2) relative population impact, or the magnitude of
the absolute impact compared with the growth in the local economic population baseline.

F.6.2.4 Local Housing Markets
In-migration that would occur with the construction and operation of a conversion facility
could affect the local housing market in the ROI. The DUF6 PEIS (DOE 1999) analysis
considered these impacts by estimating the increase in demand for housing units in each year of
construction and operation on the basis of the number of in-migrating workers to the area
surrounding each site and average household size. The results were compared with forecasts for
housing supply and demand and owner-occupied and rental vacancy rates for each year during
construction and operation, on the basis of information provided by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census (1994, 2002a).

F.6.2.5 Local Jurisdictions
The construction and operation of a conversion facility would likely lead to some
in-migration into the area surrounding the site, which would change the demand for educational
services provided by school districts and for public services (police, fire protection, health
services, etc.) provided by cities and counties. The DUF 6 PEIS (DOE 1999) analysis used
estimates of in-migration (see above) as the basis for estimating impacts on public service
employment and impacts on revenues and expenditures for the various counties, cities, and
school districts in the ROT. Revenue and expenditure data were based on the annual
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comprehensive financial reports produced by individual jurisdictions surrounding each site and
on demographic information provided by the U.S. Bureau of the Census (2002a). Impacts were
presented in terms of the number of (1) new public service employees required and
(2) percentage change in forecasted revenues and expenditures for counties, cities, and school
districts. Impacts were estimated for the peak year of construction and the first year of operation
for the conversion facility.

F.7 ECOLOGY
Potential impacts on terrestrial and aquatic biota - including vegetation and wildlife,
wetlands, and federal- and state-listed threatened and endangered species - were evaluated. The
impact analysis focused on the radiological and chemical toxicity effects to biota that would
result from exposure to DUF6 and related compounds and from physical disturbance to biota and
habitats. The conversion of DUF 6 was evaluated on the basis of the UDS technology for
converting DUF 6 to depleted U3 0 8 . The analysis considered potential impacts on biota in the
vicinity of the Paducah site.
The analysis of impacts on wildlife addressed the effects of facility construction
(including physical disturbance and habitat loss) and facility operations (including air quality,
radiological, and chemical toxicity effects through the exposure pathways of inhalation, dermal
contact, and ingestion). Exposures were based on predicted concentrations of contaminants in
air, surface water, groundwater, and soil. Radiological dose rate estimates (in rad/d) were
calculated for aquatic biota (fish and shellfish) on the basis of undiluted concentrations
(in pCi/L), energy released per decay (MeV) for depleted uranium, and a bioconcentration factor
(factors of 2 and 60 were applied for fish and shellfish, respectively). These dose rate estimates
were compared with the dose limit of 1 rad/d specified in DOE Order 5400.5 (DOE 1990a). The
screening level for potential ecological effects is 4.55 x 103 pCi/L for fish (Bechtel Jacobs
Company LLC 1998). In addition, concentrations of uranium, uranium compounds, and HF in
air, water, and/or soil were compared with published benchmark values (levels with no effects or
lowest observed effects) to determine potential toxicity effects. Benchmark values for air
concentration lowest observable effects due to inhalation were 7 mg/in 3 for HF and 17 mg/M3
for U3 0 8 . The benchmark values for aquatic toxicity were a screening level of 2.6 ig/L, the
Tier II secondary chronic value for potential adverse effects (Suter and Tsao 1996), and a lowest
observable effect level of 150 jtg/L for total uranium (Hyne et al. 1992). Potential impacts
analyzed included impacts on individuals (such as mortality, injury, or physical disturbance) and
potential changes in biotic communities.
The analysis of ecological impacts on plant species addressed the
construction (such as effects from the removal of vegetation) and operations
toxicity effects). Estimated concentrations of uranium in soil were compared
value of 5 jig/g, which is the lowest observed effects concentration (Will
Potential impacts analyzed included impacts on individuals (such as injury
potential changes in biotic communities.

effects of facility
(such as chemical
with a benchmark
and Suter 1994).
or mortality) and
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Physical disturbances to biota and habitats were also evaluated. The general guidelines
used to assess impacts of habitat loss and wildlife disturbance were as follows: (1) negligible
impacts were those that would affect less than 10 acres (4 ha) of required land; (2) moderate
impacts would affect 10 to 100 acres (4 to 40 ha) of required land; and (3) potential large impacts
would affect more than 100 acres (40 ha) of required land.
The potential impacts on wetlands were based on the direct impacts that could result from
construction (such as filling) or the indirect impacts that could result from changes in water
quality or the hydrologic regime or from soil compaction or runoff. The potential impacts on
federal- and state-listed threatened and endangered species were based on the direct impacts that
could result from habitat loss or modification or the indirect impacts that could result from
disturbance.
Input for the impact analysis included data on plant and animal species either known to
occur or that could potentially occur at the site and in ecosystems (such as wetland, forest,
grassland) in the vicinity of the site.

F.8 WASTE MANAGEMENT
Potential impacts to waste management programs at Paducah and ETTP were evaluated
for the alternatives considered in this EIS. The categories of waste evaluated were LLW, TRU,
hazardous waste, and nonhazardous solid and liquid waste. Current (as of fiscal year [FY] 2002)
projected total generation volumes for each of the categories of waste for the period covering
FYs 2002 through 2025 were obtained from a database maintained by the DOE Oak Ridge
Office for the site (Cain 2002). These volumes included wastes generated from routine site
operations and from planned environmental restoration activities; they are summarized in
Table F-4.
For this EIS, annualized generation volumes were derived for use in evaluating potential
impacts from the conversion facility. These volumes were derived by dividing the forecasted
total volumes from FY 2002 through FY 2025 by 24 years. These annualized generation volumes
are included in Table F-4 and are also presented in Section 3.1.9. Potential impacts were then
evaluated (see Chapter 5) by comparing the waste volumes that would be generated (from the
conversion to U3 0 8 considered in this EIS) with the annualized generation volumes.
The majority of the wastes generated from the conversion facility would be LLW and
nonhazardous wastes (wastewater and solids). At both Paducah and ETTP, all LLW is
transported off site for disposal except Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act (CERCLA) or environmental restoration LLW solid wastes generated at ETTP.
(These wastes are disposed of at the disposal cell located within the Oak Ridge Reservation
[ORR] complex.) Nonhazardous wastewater is treated at on-site treatment facilities and
discharged to permitted outfalls. It appears that the wastewater treatment facilities at these sites
would have adequate remaining capacities to treat the additional wastewater that would be
generated from the conversion facility (see Section 3). Nonhazardous solids at Paducah are
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TABLE F-4 Environmental Management Waste Generation Forecasta for Fiscal Years
2002 through 2025
Waste Volume

Site
Paducah

Waste Type
Hazardous
LLW
LLMW
TRU
Nonhazardous
(sanitary/industrial)
Wastewater
Solids

3

(m )

Inventory
at End of
FY 2001

Forecast of Newly
Generated Waste,
FY 2002-2025

Total Managed
Waste,
FY 2002-2025

0
33,245
5,980
6

8,828
138,761
175,955
8

8,828
172,006
181,935
14

384
7,479
7,910
0.6

0
0

1,728
454,438

1,728
454,438

75
19,758

Annualized
Projectionb

a

Source: DOE Oak Ridge Operations Office (Cain 2002). Volume projections include wastes from
routine site operations and environmental restoration. A large portion of the waste would be from
environmental restoration activities.

b

Annualized projections were obtained by dividing volumes by 23 years for Paducah.

disposed of at an on-site landfill. At ETTP, nonhazardous solids generated from environmental
restoration activities are disposed of at the landfill located within the ORR complex, and the
remaining waste (from other site activities) is transported to an off-site facility. All low-level
mixed (radioactive and hazardous) waste (LLMW) and hazardous waste at these sites are
transported off site for disposal, except for waste from environmental restoration activities at
ETTP, which is sent to the disposal cell located within the ORR complex. TRU waste would
most likely be transported to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico.

F.9 RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
The evaluation of resource requirements identified the major resources required that
could be determined at this level of analysis. The commitment of material and energy resources
during the entire life cycles of the facility considered in this EIS would include construction
materials that could not be recovered or recycled, materials rendered radioactive that could not
be decontaminated, and materials consumed or reduced to unrecoverable forms or waste. For
construction, materials required would include wood, concrete, sand, gravel, steel, and other
metals. Materials consumed during operations could include operating supplies, miscellaneous
chemicals, and gases. Strategic and critical materials, or resources with small reserves, were also
identified and considered.
Energy resources irretrievably committed during construction and operations would
include the fossil fuels used to generate heat and electricity (if furnaces or boilers were used for
heating; current plans are for electrical heating of facilities). Energy in the form of diesel fuel,
gasoline, and oil would also be used for construction equipment and transportation vehicles.
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The assessment of potential resource requirements for continued storage (no action) and
the action alternatives was based on comparing the resource requirements needed for building
and operating the proposed facility with the existing resource capacities of on-site infrastructure
systems and with current off-site demand for resources at the three current storage sites. A
variation of the methodology applied in the Waste Management Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (WM PEIS) (DOE 1997a) was utilized in this EIS study. The effects of the
various options on on-site infrastructure systems (such as electrical demand) were assessed
qualitatively by comparing the new demand with the existing maximum capacity. The demand
on the off-site infrastructure that would result from new resource requirements was compared
with the estimated current demand.

F.10 LAND USE
The evaluation of land use impacts under the action alternatives and the no action
alternative employed a similar approach. A baseline description for 2003 outlined the land use
patterns currently occurring on the Paducah site, providing a sense of what is both typical and
acceptable in this locale. A complementary description of land use in McCracken County, based
on available interpreted satellite imagery, provides a sense of land use tendencies in the vicinity
of the site (which remained relatively unchanged over the past decade). An analysis of the
alternatives, in turn, enabled an assessment of how compatible (or incompatible) the various
potential development scenarios would be with existing land use patterns. Although the analysis
employed quantitative data when available - such as summaries of land use activities by the
size of the area involved - the assessment ultimately was qualitative, being based on
comparisons with existing land use patterns and current zoning and planning guidelines.
The assumptions underlying the assessment of impacts on land use for this EIS include
these:
*

Baseline conditions are assumed to be those that are occurring in 2003,
although, in some cases, information on land use was available from prior
years.

*

The projected operating life of the proposed facility is assumed to be 25 years,
beginning in about 2006.

*

Under the no action alternative, continued storage of DUF6 is assumed to
occur over a 40-year period.

F.11 CULTURAL RESOURCES
Cultural resources include those portions of the natural and man-made environment that
have significant historical or cultural meaning. These resources include archaeological sites,
historic structures, cultural landscapes, and traditional cultural properties.
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The DUF 6 conversion project activities that would have the greatest potential for
affecting significant cultural resources would be those related to construction. It is anticipated
that the operation and decommissioning of the conversion facility would have far fewer effects.
Three alternative locations for the conversion facility have been proposed for Paducah.
The area of potential effect at each construction location was determined. This area would
include the land within the boundary of each facility construction location, including access
roads, laydown areas, parking areas, and any locations where upgrades to infrastructure
(e.g., roads, power lines, and water lines) would be necessary. The land use history of these areas
was reconstructed and evaluated to determine to what extent recent construction or earthmoving
has altered the landscape and thus affected the likelihood of cultural resources being present.
A records search was conducted for each proposed construction location to determine if
either unevaluated cultural resources or cultural resources eligible for inclusion in the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) were known to exist. All classes of cultural resources were
considered, ranging in date from the prehistoric to the contemporary. Sources included published
documents, cultural resource surveys on file at the site, and files maintained by the relevant State
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO). Consultation was undertaken with the SHPO and Native
American groups with historical ties to the area. This information was placed within a broader
cultural and historical context. If cultural resource information was lacking, requiring new field
studies before construction, the potential for encountering cultural resources in the projected area
of effect was evaluated on the basis of the known distribution of cultural resources in the
surrounding area.
The potential effects of chemical and radiological releases on cultural resources were
investigated. There is a potential for an adverse effect on historic structures when secondary air
quality standards for criteria pollutants are exceeded. Secondary standards set pollution limits to
protect public welfare and include protection against damage to buildings (EPA 2002). Air
quality models were used to estimate the potential that construction and operation of the
conversion facility would result in pollution beyond these limits. In this model, the projected
increase in emissions was added to the background levels for the pollutant, and the sum was
compared with state and national secondary standards. The potential for adverse effects on
cultural resources from the accident scenarios considered in this EIS was also evaluated.

F.12 ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
The methods used to evaluate environmental justice impacts emphasized issues identified
in Executive Order 12898 ("Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority
Populations and Low Income Populations"), which defines environmental justice as a topic that
must be evaluated for federal actions. As such, the methods focused on identifying high and
adverse impacts on low-income and minority populations under the action alternatives and the
no action alternative. The impacts examined under environmental justice included those
impacts identified in all disciplines considered in this EIS (human health, air quality,
socioeconomics, etc.).

'u-
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The evaluation of impacts under environmental justice was based on the following basic
assumptions:
*

Baseline conditions are those occurring in 2002. However, the data used to
identify minority populations were from 2000, and the data used to identify
low-income populations were from 1999.

E

The anticipated operating life of the proposed facility is 25 years, beginning in
2006.

*

The ROI for environmental justice varies by impact area, ranging from 50 mi
(80 km) from the proposed facility to geographic areas close to the facilities.

Because the environmental justice evaluation relied heavily on analyses in other
disciplines, it also incorporated the assumptions underlying these other inquiries. The data used
to evaluate impacts related to environmental justice were of two types: (1) census data used to
define disproportionality and (2) data on anticipated effects under the action alternatives and the
no action alternative. Data from the most recent decennial census of population and housing,
conducted in 2000, provided a recent, detailed basis for evaluating the distribution of minority
and low-income populations. These two population groups are defined as follows:
*

Minority: Individuals who classify themselves as belonging to any of the
following racial groups: Black (including Black or Negro, African American,
Afro-American, Black Puerto Rican, Jamaican, Nigerian, West Indian, or
Haitian); American Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut; Asian or Pacific Islander; or
"Other Race" (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1991; see CEQ 1997). In the 2000
census, many individuals categorized themselves as belonging to more than
one race. This EIS considers individuals of multiple races to be minority,
regardless of the races involved. This study also includes individuals
identifying themselves as Hispanic in origin, technically an ethnic category,
under minority. To avoid double counting, the analysis included only White
Hispanics, since the above racial groups already accounted for Non-white
Hispanics.

*

Low-income: Individuals falling below the poverty line. For the 2000 census,
the poverty line was defined by a statistical threshold based on a weighted
average that considered both family size and the ages of individuals in a
family. For example, the 1999 weighted average poverty threshold annual
income for a family of three with one related child younger than 18 years was
$13,410, while the poverty threshold for a family of five with one child
younger than 18 years was $21,024 (U.S. Bureau of the Census 2000). If a
family fell below the poverty line for its particular composition, the census
considered all individuals in that family to be below the poverty line. Low
income figures in the 2000 census reflect incomes in 1999, the most recent
year for which entire annual incomes were known at the time of the most
recent census.
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This EIS examined minority and low-income populations with census data collected and
presented for counties and for census tracts. Census tracts are small, relatively permanent
statistical subdivisions of a county, usually containing between 2,500 and 8,000 persons
(U.S. Bureau of the Census 1991). Through the use of these geographic units, the environmental
justice analysis is geographically commensurate with analyses in two other impact areas of
particular concern with regard to minority and low-income populations: socioeconomics (which
used counties) and human health (which used census tracts).
Environmental justice is not itself an impact area, per se. Rather, it considers other
impacts that are both high and adverse and affect minority and low-income populations
disproportionally. As such, the results of assessments in these other disciplines were crucial in
the evaluation of environmental justice - essentially preceding the environmental justice
evaluation. The key type of data required to identify environmental justice concerns was the
result of these other analyses.

F.13 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
Cumulative effects or impacts result from the incremental impact of the action
alternatives when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions,
regardless of what government agency or private entity undertakes such actions. Cumulative
effects may result from impacts that are minor individually but that, when viewed collectively
over space and time, can produce significant impacts. The approach used for cumulative analysis
in this EIS was based on the principles outlined by the Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ 1997) and on the guidance developed by the EPA (1999) for independent reviewers of
EISs.
The analysis of cumulative impacts focused on specific impacts on the human or natural
environment that could result from multiple actions in the vicinity of the Paducah site and the
ETTP site (for the option of preparing DUF 6 cylinders for shipment to Paducah). Generally, the
geographic area for each cumulative impact analysis was defined by the specific resource or
receptor of concern and the spatial extent of the interacting (cumulative) impact generators.
Although the cumulative analysis acknowledged the past history of impacts at each site, its
emphasis was on future cumulative impacts that could occur during the life of a conversion
facility. This focus allows the decision maker to place the direct and indirect impacts of the
proposed action within the context of other potential stressors.
The cumulative impact analysis for this EIS was not meant to be a review of all potential
environmental impacts at and near a site, nor was it meant to be a sitewide impact analysis. As a
starting point, the cumulative analysis used the direct and indirect impacts from the action
alternatives as evaluated for each technical subject. Then similar impacts from other actions
(including DOE actions, United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) actions, and the actions
of others) were identified. These were added to determine the cumulative impact from all
activities occurring together. Then meaningful trends in past, present, and future cumulative
impacts were discussed.

in-
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For each cumulative impact, the significance of the consequences was assessed on the
basis of the (1) likelihood of the impact, (2) geographic or spatial extent of the impact,
(3) duration in time of the impact, (4) applicable regulatory considerations, (5) potential for
recovery if the impact was temporary, and (6) potential for effective mitigation.
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Department of Energy

!

Oak Rta Opieratins OiMe

P.O. en 21
Oak Ahxg. Tennessee
&3731July IS, 2002

Mrn Ron Sparkman
Chairperson
Shawnee Tribe

P.O. Box 189
Miami, OK 74355
Deta- Mr. Spakrmian

The IJ.S. Depamrtent of Energy (DOE) is preparifg an 1i3vrono_

I mpact Statemnrnt (66S)

'enta4

presentrling thc likely cfficts of constnrting and operating one or more plants to convert straed

DepeIted Uranium Hexafluorit' (DTJFJ into a more stable form. As part ofthis process, the
DOE is intigaidg consultations with Native Amercan groups with historical tics to the areas
nrder considerat'on for a aiiversion facility,
The EIS will evalulte plarA to build ad opeatc DUF, convers.io facilities at the Paduecah
Gazseous Diffusion Plant GDM), Mc:racken County, Kentucky and the Pons"ntulh CaseouDiffusion Plant (iPORTS).

'iC CiCnaty, Otio. Three possible consttuetion

tocatiois

wMll be

vasluated at each sit rbe
.
Notice
nent~c
to prepare the E1$ was pullished tin September 1
2001 in thc Fed.ral Regisrtr, P'b~ie scoping for the DI Tr, convefsiort El-S toook place between
September 18, 20(1 and January I.

2001.

T he cnclksed tnaps show the locaioti ofnthe PORTS site and n.v .tlL .n.;i filirt s nuns
tander cotsideration at PORTS. Cultur! re-source inventmric- havc been iitiat t it PORTS. In
most eases the likelihooid of cutltural resourcs being disturbed by eontmrut'on v 't-is
low.
Only Lo-ation B includes somc land with high archacological scrtsitty. Thn-notntA effiedt ot
te operat'on of the facilitics zieultuxral resources located in tbe sree surnrandilng PMRTS -vil

be evsahusned in the hISW' l-e dcetrmincd, in accordance with §800.3 of the Advisora. Comnecil on Historic
Prcr.4ltrsn's (Catuncil) rcviscA regulations for the protectien othi'toric p.er'n tb-i' Dt-)OE'ts
proposc t action for the convrsion of MUT, is, (1) an undertakcno, as defi3d in
'FR
§800.16(y) and (2) is a tpre-of activity that has the potenraial to ucause
e'ects t 'r'st.
3siornc
pNorerttit

in'

cordanece wibh

the Council by copy of this letter,

00.8(c) of the Councilts rogutations. wc ar noi IV'n von . 5I!J
that we intend to use the process and documentaon eured

to comply with the National LEnvionmental Policy A.t (EPA) to comply with Sectioni [06, of
sc National Historic. Preservtion Act NHPA) for this underakine. In using the NEPA prose
in lieu of the proeZdures set forth in §S00.3 through §0W.6 of the Courneils reglatiaons ( r.c, thc
Section 106. process), we will erasure the standards set fbrtth in §1i00.Stc) through §800,S(t) 9
are siet.

@3^f-1< ^- ..mR1
-w*
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Pkcasaconlac. us if' you have any concetmi or comenifts regarding the proposed project, Amy
information you provider regarding specific cultural resources. will emnain confidential as
stdpulaued in 36 CFR Part 800.1I1. To ensure that yaur comemrs receive MIlconside mion, pkcase
submit any commcnus within. 30~4lys of the receipt of this Wlez,
T;,hank you 1br your auIention to out notificalion of inittitioa of consuhation. If you bave may
qucstions or neied additional information, on this matter. pleast contact mc At (W6) 57 6-0273 or
by mail at hartmangs~oro.doc.gov.

Cary,
m~iartnn.
UIS Thtcunimt Manager
DOE~ORtO Cultural Resources
Managuenitt Coordinator

cc %wlclcosures:

Skip, GosIir, TR-76, HQ!FORS
To~m McCultoch, Advisory Cowicit on Hisitoric F'reservatioui
W~
l'vup~nEll-232, IIQTORS
rnsist Wi-,hie, PORTS Site Office
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Department of Energy
Oak Pdge Operations Clfcx.
P.O. Bx 20C1

OkR00p, Tortnassee 37$31Jtly IS, 20f2

Mr. Roald Fronman
Pricipal Chief
Pcona Indian Tribe of Oklahtomta
P.O. Box 1527
Miami, OK 74355
Dear Chief Fromn=a:
Ihe US. Departent of Energy (DOE) is pr paring an £nvironm c ntal inpact Statemnent (E IS)
preseifting the likely e'ffects ofconstructing and operating one or n-orc plants to conver stored
Uranium ltlexatluoride tF,)into a more stable fortn. As part otfthis process, th&
DOE is itnidating consultations with Native Aritrctican grotips with historical ties to he areas
tinder comSdction for a conversion facillty.
Depleted

Thc E1S will evaluate plais to build and oprate DUT- conovrsion ihcilittes at the

Patduicnh

Gascouis lDiffsion Platit (I`GDP), McCtcken Coumty, Kcntt=$:y anid the Poritsnomth Gtseous
D;i7iUs;n Plant (PORTS). Pike Connty. Ohio. 1tree pofs.ib.e eonstoretifn locations will be
evaluated at each sit,- The Notice of Intent to prewro the EIS was published ot Septetmbei IS.
MM in *Ie :Federal R-gister. Public scoping for the DMiF. conversion EfS took place be- Vccn

Scptembr IS, 2001 aid Janttary I 1,2001.
The nclosed mfaps show
the locafto of tle POMP Site scrsI thc alttcratis facileity kxeatfion
tiitder considC.ation a, PVDP. Cultural tesoauce inventori;s have Neen initiated at PCl)P. In iuiwg
rtses the likclihiond of11t ltut resources being distmrbed by c n s trcXio activitiit isiSIoy tl
Loeati'a [Bincludes sone land with high atraetiologieiel <Crsitivity. Th1c rrteutial efS ts
operation of the facifities on ctultra3 resources located in the aia PDGP willbkr

szrroundiiig

cvalwawtl

in t he 1S .

We have dcterintted, in aecotdance with §800.3 of ths- At.diorvyi

'Scil t hiiteoric

Prc-.rvtimrt s(Council) rcvised rritlasitons for the protection of hi .rj1 pt prt'", hat DOE's
proposetd actiron Rr the cnvrswin DtP is: (I)
undcutk , w.sdslined tfdin36 C
lin
"S00 . 6y), ard (2) isa rypte ofaclivity Juat has thc potrntilt ro cause eflccts on isteriuc
properuc-. in accordanec whit §060.S(e) ot dhe CouUlcil's
i
ear 3o0;ive
yegu.and
vOti,
thue Ccouncil by Copy of this ltutr, that wre ntend to ase tFhe process a-nd docuaflntcazion tequirod
to co.nply with the National ynvi onrinct Policy Act (NTIPA) to comply wit Se 't-orp 10 of
the National lli.totic PNeservationt Act NITPA) For thi5 tatdfirnsaking 'itt using, O-e NEA prce~s
in lieu of the procedures setC
forit1S §00.3 through §i&)0.6 of die Council's rqgte atiuits f i c., the
nt

Section 106 proce.ds), we will Cesurc the swida-rds set forth in St)Sfc)(6lt thrlot ih §S$c)l'j',

.ar met.
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Pklea- cortac itusif you havc any conceons or conuments regarding the pyopostd PrcojecL Azmy
L-00Miu6iri you provide regardiog specific cultural tesources will emain confidential ns
stipulated in 36 CFR Part S00. 1.To ensure tlat your corirc~zs rcccivc full considicration, please
submit any moeftts within It) davs of thu roceipt of this lateur
Thank you for your attention to our notification of initiation of tons-almtioin. If you hove atty
questions or nueet additionial infoomation or. tiw, mattcr. plows ronlac( tmotat (S65) 576-M.113 ox
by email at harinangs oro~docgov.

Gary /I
MS, Dis[ocument NMInnatcr
DOE ORO Cultural Resourme
Man.. en-j~jt Coordinator

cc
Sbp
Cin-,t lfR 6, lIC)TORS
I om %WCiilloch.Advisory Council on Historic lPresztvatiJon
Lois Thompson, EHI232 fl
HO ORS
idw
-C~ Pai
iduc'a[i Sitc OFfice
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De parotent of Energy
Oak Ridge Operatons Otfi-o
PA.. BOX gr0l
Oak Aidge, Temessee 3731 -t-

July 18,2002
Dr. Joseph Garrison

Taesscv Historical Cormission
Dlepatimentr of En-,'ronment and Conservaion
2941 LUbazon Road
Nashville, Tennessee 37243-0442
Dear Dr Garrisow
The lIS. [l-partnntt of Energy (DOE) Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride (DUEJ Maxaageerat
Program, is preparing an Environmnental impact Stalmteent (HS) contening its plas to convnrt
D( F, isured at the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion P ant (PORTSI, oce idn Pike County. Ohio,
111e
Pdu 3ah Oastous Diffasion Plat (PGDP), located in M Crack-cn County, KemuAct, and the
Fast Trnre¢s¢cc Tecanolog-y Park (hiTP). located ; Oak. Rtdid Tsenness. The Er
F wit] also
evullsikle trai'Tporting 0UF &oin storage at ETTP, Oak, Ridige Tcnzsrw. In soran convterion
scenanio a cvhdcr
w trangfer tacil'y wxould be built at ETTP. I anon al thaPtsDl and thte
PORTS Sare hleing considered for the conversion facility. In I 99lIt" -0O1 prepar'-d a
Progrnrninat'c EPS for AhInvati'te Strategies for the Long*Trn M a'auegemnt aind Uxe of[ .T,
The t'rrva't site specifie EIS will evaluat the aConslnulticn andiorationf
0 a thethi; to convert
tha stored DUF to a more stable chernical foa. Tte Notice of ntrnt to prewrice the F15 was
publisheda or, Se-ptcmber IS. -200! in the FedemI Register. Public scopn ofior
the TA17F FIS
1 iok
p la c aea
twe,enri Sep temb e r I 2001 avi Jaruary I .01 :zN)
d i.a
'Jd"lecd nW&'1ing't Iran
d ws
r tcn and
cktro.
ca orrcspodence.The enclosed map shows th-e !oeatron t the FTTP No corvotiiut iim
sites hav' he
hn proosed at l'lTl!P to date. 'Tl effetts in ctl u ra! - ei'a'w of eru'tnu
a
sransfer ,rC'ilit' will he e4valuatedt irn a thuzru document it' and wbha3 psrCfl eQe
onsblt'ioC- sites .re
prlvposed. Thc oticential e-fticts of the operatiorn of the f'a.ciliies onl ciltufz1resCnoUlZ. oacaed in
the arcs iurrounldinig E 1%1 wil] be evauhatei in this lhS.
'Oehvite1
dt^3.enined. in accordance with §800.3 ofthe Adcv.%t ry "'ci. uCtran .ris c
rose esiunts (Coin~il) revised riegulationa fior ri-c prntecior a liio'e~iC oropafttes. 'diat
propos`d v'ftioi for the conveioon i[t
tF
hs..()
an ur'lertaiki. ax tiet d int 36s CFR
$50u
llta -n t
is atypeor vv"itt tlnt
poten"t'l toasYCSc e~rt~ is ot. Fistertie

61;<

properS-t~iesa axrc
1

DP)E't

hias ihe

( ounc s 'ui'u
s, w7 irc notitLg ynu ania
T1e Co1w.iC ty oCp'y ofiihvs lctecr, that wc intend to use the procz s aird dcn-ntc=1en
n rceqtirtJ
di
o
y'o
jw
Viplv
t tNI''\ntrarom*aFi trnn
arreVt
Plcic;y At (\'XP.u'u
to C lnpljW
'
'ith Sction I (
Ctir Natinal
o
ttiPric
ini
Prr-sezlatittr, Ac t (MI{A:)
for thes undcriakimag 'usingte
n
\'FPA promxss
in t'u
J' 'l1t ;i xJur"'
siL. forth in $8>'003 throgoh §80/ Gcofthe
roo
ucl's reunlatlions 0.e- i.l;
Sect iont II' proctss,.Kwc "vilt insure thc standards sct 1ibrh in
r S l9.S(c)( 1) thri oue §S00.S(c;),5
tuw

-.smxth ,8'.fc)

cC the

aMmet.

i~

;

,rA

cE%.*,

L-
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Thank you for your attention to out notification of initiation of consultation. If:you have any
qw'scions o.- need additional information on this nmlttei' please contact me at (865) 576-0273
Sinc~acly,

Gary S. Haztman, EIS Documcnt Managocr

DOll ORO Culwxal Rewources
Mutagg,11=1 Cootdinttor

Skip Gos~ing, 3fR-16, 11QV0RS
Tomri
McCulloch, Advisory Council on Histeric, Preservation

119/FOR!
rDonna Pcrel, EM-9 I , ORG

16is ThonwpsO", R11-211,

In

bi.
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tdg Operat O off
Plo. ox 200i
Oak Ride, TeneMsse 37831-

JuIy 18,2002
Mr. Gta:s. White Deet
Chickasaw Nation ofOklahoma
P.O. Box 1548
Ada, OK 7,4821
Dear Mr. White Deer:
T 4c UiS. Department nflzneigy (DOE) is ptepring an Rnvirunmetal hIpact Statement (hIS)
pr.senting tlic ikely effects of constructing ad operating ore or mnre ptants to convert sitorea
DepIel d Uranium Hestfluornde (DfF
5) into a more stable rorts. As part of this procssz, the
DOE is initiating consultadions with Native Ameaican fgps *with historical lies to the axes
ttiner considetrtion for a conversion facilty.
operate D3UFF, conversion Kls.iiutics itt the PadUcalh
T he EIS wi evaluate plans to buiid axnAd
Gaiseous Diffusiol Platl (PGDP), lIotacken (VCun'y, Ktenmsuy and the Portstsonuth Gasseouts
(PORTS), Pike County, Ohio. Three j.ssible conmsruction locatiOns %ill b-.
Dirfusion PiMna
evaluadted ti each site.. The Notice of litetitto prepure th EIS vaxs pubtlished oa Septeml-ber 'S,
'S' in the h leral Register. Public scoping for the DUI, e nv sion tSi ook place betwveen
Septerbe18, 2001 and Januaty 11,200 1
tIle eexloscd

uaps slhowv tie location of the PGDP sitw and dhe

aliternative ac;iity locations.

initiatJd at PIP. 'n miast
is low. Onlty
rects ofNthe
-it, be
located in the atea surroumafintgDwil

hi'n
tnacer considenat3o03 at PMP. Culltural resource inve3torin- have

contret3oion atixtix
of cultural reso-urs besng disitat hy ,dv
oeli'lo
C wSts 1.1
tolatiot 13 'nhcades solic land with high afdraeotqogiec sensitivty. The tental
opnhtilon ot
cvaliatcd in

the (acilitieIs ottcltural resources
tueC EIS.

base dJtrmrinmd in aecordance with ISO3 ofthe A-dviso:~ CotilzA on iJswric
WV\;e
l'rel;cationls (Ceoutls
rei"sed rdegtularions for td'tprotctit orlstor'e pcmnfls, thai 'DtOE's
propfooed nc'ior fhr the convesrion of DoUP is' (1) at"undertaing, as d'efieaed Th."60CM
, and (4is a zpe ofactivit that ha rite pote;itl to "'ate 'l'lbt on hiqtadn
1800, I
proensdes n'eccvrdatce swith 8w.8() of te Cowtxc'l aegntlations, e re rotieying y tonand
t il biv cop'.' of this letr, that we inted to uae the proceas and dscun"'r'tarton e.ttired
a. (Conni
t
vt
lie \atto-rd unvirottanei ttal Policy Act (rsNTPA) to cunip v with Seetion D1i6 of
to em
Act NUPA) f(or tili3 rdirtaking. I uslng the NEPA.process
t: 4' Nantonl t rsOe "iservat'
irnle o't the ;Izocetdures set foith in §S0f.3 throuh §S00.6 of th Coutcil's regulations i~e., thtc
1 erMeuh §S00.S(s(5)
prloeSS), we will ensure the stan-dards set forth in &§JO.Sf'OcI%
Sectionr:
a!t MIA:

ConsultationLetters
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Please Cntact its if you hive any comcr Ms or comments regarding the proposed project. ZAny
irformation you provide regarding sp-.ific cultural resourres will remain conuidential as
stipulatcd in 36 Cl'R Part 800- II. To ensure that your c~omces recoivt full ano ~idcr tion. p ca
Submi~t aw.v conuinezV,, within '0 days ortlic reccipt of this letter,
Thank you Sor your attention to our notification Of itutiation of Consultation, If you have any
questions or need additional inforutnion on this rtatter, picase contact tric at (865) 57(5.0273 or
by elflail at b~ft Ml~qA9
Sincerely,

Gary S. llurtrnan, ElS Docurrenm Manager
DOE ORO CulturalI Rraonrans
Mansagmnt Coordinator

cc wienclosurcs:

Skip G~osling. Ilt76, ITQVORS
L(:.~ Ti;Thompson ElT-232, HQTFORS
Daviud Ti uw~l, f adocahb Sitc Office

-
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Department of Energy
Oak Ridge Opes=Aons OFce
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Rdse, Tern(Wt0e 37831July IS, 2002

RMr. James Bird
Eastci Band of Cherokee Indians
Quallal Boundary
P.O. BSx 455
cerokee. NC 28719

Dcar Mr. Fird:
The U.S. DIepin ten
t of Energy (DO9), Depkletd haniumn Hexatl UOide (DIJTj9Manageemt
Program, is prparing an Lusht enuti Impact Statement (FP15) concening its plans to onvevrt
DUET stwred at the PonronithGaseous Diffizsion Plant @PORTS We netd in Pike County. Ohio,
the Paduzz1h (tixsm Diff'ision Plan (PODP)t ocated in \Icraken Gonna Kentacky and the
East Tenlessee:Tedrto'olgy Park (ETTP), locatcd at Oa Ridge. Tuieui-;ssee. The EUS will alo
eva.late
DUE, from stofae at the TTTP, Oak Pidgct.1c0n, sw.- InSotme
conversion scenarios a cylindr tansfaer lbcititvwonul he huilt at FT'F Lzctions at the PODP
and the PORTS amrbing"cots idered ththe eonvwsoian taci itwy.Il 1999,
$
di DORE rep-cpd it
Proeranmaric EPIS Sir Alhernjtive Straclgios for te l(,,ong Te
\t.an'anagelt d I'eofDtT6.
The cuairiret si'te Specfdic E[IS ai) evaluate the construction '.lr ovpratiol of a faility to convicrn
thc stored DtJTF to a me>re stable chemical fhor.
The Notice of ntteit to prepa"e the 12S wvs
publised on Septetmber IS , 2001 in the Federal Register. Public scoping xr x OUTt EIS fook
plaebettVan Sepwtieber IS, 21n,00
I a-id January 1,
]2001
and included mcings and wrtlc and
ewetern c <rr~erspndenee. t he enclosed snap shows th loacation of Ithe PTTP NT{o
cnwiestiiitn
Silts have bcen proIposed aS E3TIP to dae.. The effects on culUiral lesatoesS or cotsuueting a
tramisfer

wl
wtxl'v
11 e evaluated in a future documrent if and when specitie corsirneoIrt0 sitts are

;n.oloscd. 1' ..e potential efficts of thte operation oftie racilities ott eulwrai r'nvimrtcts lncited in
the aitcs
rvliczg ETTP wTill be evaluated in this 1s1.
We h ve d'stetux-ed, in accordance wilh §S003 xafrh.k Adlviscor Cixor'il nn Histori
s'CoaucilD revised regulatiotis r the protseno oisffistant fpinieroe, than DOE's
pmposedi
atenon f{ r hle crrsion of PUP 5 is (1) an tuidenatxa; as dded i,,a CT6
R
§80OO tows'
6y'ed (2) i)s a typ eof activity that has dIe pocnvial to cau-sc effects on listorc
prope
i 1,. v'rdasc
at"
w
3S08()
(ith of thc Coun l~s cg.laations. we Marcnotrffzg von, and.
the Co.a, ci 1w copy of this letter, that we intensd to aSC te pe o-css and Jto3uenutiton revqtired
to comply wtit We '-tational Environmental Po.icy Act (NTPIA) lncampy 'vilh Stedon 106 at'f
the Nationat Hist.3ic t'resr'rvatton Act (NHPA) for thiws adertakin". In i'uir
nrke N\EPA pti(ct5
sna~n~

in he
lit u thoe procedure set foth in §8(03. through §S00.6 of the Council's rerg latons (ir.e the
Section iO6 process), we will ensure the standards set forth in t$00.S-e l) through aS0.Sfet{5)
ate Met.
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Tla.. you Ifor your atination to our notilication of initiarion of consultation. Iffyou ILave any
qestions or need additional information on this matter, please contact me at (863) 576-0273
(builaur sroo~o~o
Sinccrvly,

Giay S. Hartman, El Docunt Manager
DOE, ORO Cultural ReQsowres
?danagenment Coordinator
Enclosure
cc w!Vnciosure:
Skip Goslinf. HR-76, HQfFORS
Torn MhCulomh, Advisory Coucitl on IWstoric Prraervtioxn
Lois Thompson, £11232, HQ.h'ORS
Donna Peer, EMt1-I1, ORO

ConsultationLetters
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Departitnent of Energy
IDOak

Ride Operations ICtse
P.t. Box 2001

,$$

Oak dWge, Temeasee 373l1
July 18, 2002
Mr. Komnth Daugherty
AbscmttenSbawnee Tribe of OklaIhoma

2025 S. Gordon Cooper Dr.
Shawnee, OK 74$01-99381
Dkar fr. Dagherty:
The US. tpcpantmene of Enet-y (DOE) is prepnrng an Enviromental impact Statenent (P15.)
presenting the likely effects of constructing and operating one ort more plants to conveit s red
e-pleted tUtanium IfeLafluoride (DUF) in atore stabb: fonn. As paiS of this process, the

im:

is initiating eon.ulitit Wit iative Amercan groups with
mldes consiuderation for a comnersion rcility.

storl ties

cc the areas

Te ElTS wvill evaluatc plants to bttild and operte DUr 4 convetrion facilities at the Padueah
Gxascous DitisioSn Plant POP). McCracken Countyv Kent5cky and ibe Portsmouth (iGaseos
Diffutsion Plant (PORTS), Pike C'otuty, Ohio. Three postible construction loeatins%will b
evalua.ted at eacht site. T~he Ntotiev of intlernto prpare the [U^S wvas pulblished on. Sept nb rIS2,
2(0 l itthe
Federals Register. Publbic scopirg fo nbtc DUI ecuwersioss 81 took pineh between
Septe.-mber

's, 2.001

and January 11, 2041.

The eric'os-d snaps show the localion of thc PORTS site and the altrai.-aive facility 1vcations
under considcration at PORTS. Culutral resource inventories havv-e be ininjed si PORTS. Ln
mTost Casts ritelikihood
i Mof^
ctu-al resources being disturbed by construction actvitics istow.
Ocalv L.cwation B iluncides sonic land with high archaeological sensitivty. The potential ects of
the operation ofthe facn1ities on1eintunrl resources locatel
dt-i the areawsurrouncli!
OwtRIS will
be evaluatwd in the EIS.

dci entircd, iniatlr oat"ie wsith bSiAX orIntc A tv;snor' so"'w't ott tistatrn
rc-iseil regulations for the protection of nistoine properties, that DOls
propov's act'ton f..r hrl rnvcrsirurn ofi DUFs is- (I) an undenaini'in-s.d leibedi rn 26 CFR
lt
leO0
v~ ..n.3 12J is a typl. of activity thait has the potenttial to caue
v^Uef
histusre
r';etax e

Prc~wrscaticn' 4'Cst~
t

propefies. In aTrccrdanee

ith

.s

0

of the Cossneiks regulations, wr are notifying you, arid

the Ctsrnei by cops of tri [ti, cha~t wfe intend to use thes proc. s asd dowertinuot

iNEPA)

on rerrirciA

t06

to tnpls wi thie National Fnvfrrtal Policy Act
to comply with Section
of
the Natioiral Iliatonic Preservation Act (NIPA> for this trndcdaking. In us-ing the iE-PA process

in lien of thc procedurecs set ihill, in §8003 ttrough StWM of the Cosncil's reilations (iLe., the
Section 106 process), we w.vill ensure the stardards set forth in §80 8(c)

are tcrt.

thr
.ro

r

C00oSoc)()
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Please contact us if you have ay cortents or comments repgarding the propousd project. Any
infonmation you provide regarding specific culturl reouxces will remain confidenttd as
stipulated in36i C(R Part 8I. 11. To enure that your concems receive fitul considersion pleast
submit any cortuuits
ewithin e0 days of the recipt of this ietter.
Thanlk yOu tor your attcntion to our notification of initiation ofconsultation. If you have any
questions or nted additio nal information on tis matter, please conutc me at (865) 576-0223 or

by email at hartmanMgsoroToc.goV.

Gary S. Iaiaan, EIS [ocumwera Manager
DOE ORO Cultural Resources
Manatcniientr tGxrdinateor
Enclosures
cc wv'encTustircs:

Skip Gosling, HR'76, 1fT{Q$ORS
TonI McCullochl, Advisory Council on Historic Prescrvation
[/)is Thomprson, E11-232. HQTFORS
Kristi Wsh'i-c, POUTS Site Office

PaducahDUEF 6 Conversion FinalEIS
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Qepatlmnt of Energy
e w,

Of'k Fdq
>R

s

MS

B~o.2x
2001
Onx fdge, Tnnessee 37831-

/XaO

Ju

1S, 2002

Mr Charles 0. tnyart
Chief

Eastern Shbziee Trihb of Oklahoma
P.O Box 350
Seneca, NMO 6465
Dar Chief Enyart:

The

U.$. Department

of(Energy

(DOE) is preparing an Envinnmenlal Impact StateMntrcl (P18)
and operating one or more plants to convert stored

presenting the likely effects of cosctactin

Dcpkted Uranium limaalroreid (0sFT) into a more stAbe form. As part oftlis pracer,

the

DOE is initiating consulltionssithNativc AWericat Vomups with historical ties to the arvas

under consideration for a conversion facility.
The E1S will evaluate plans to build and operate D1) co.versitu fiacilities at the Pladnetll
Gaseous Difrusion Plant (PODP?), Ncdracken County, Keme! Cv ,tnd the Pottsmouth C ace-us
a ns wiri be
Plant (PORTS). Pike County, Ohlio. Thsree possible Constrtrein locanioe
was published tn Sepubat S.
evauatetd at eatch site. The Notice of ltent to preparee 131w
Dihffsio-i

20O1 in die Federal Regisutr. Public sioping fot die DUT conversion EIS took place lrwcc'n
September *.3, 2001 amtl January It, 2001.
The enlose d maps show the locatiozfn of the PORTS site ard the alieniativl ("edlity locations
0
uider Cconsideration at PORTS. Cu'nsral reout inventories have bcem inntiakxl at I0 'IS. in
nOSE cases the likelihood of 'ulttril resourc

being disturbed by constr uction mctivi-ics is loxv.

Ornl location B >n 'hides smne land with high arhacolorgiCal sensitivity. The putetisid eflets oil
the t'pelat'on of di facihties on cultural resources Iocatd in I s ract surroUIding PORTS will

he evaleuated in the MIS
We hate delernirted, i3 avcordance with §S0N3 ofth Advisory C.uncil oan Iliaitonic
DOE's
Pre-ser:atosg i(Catcril) revisetd regulaiions for the potection of his.orei properties,ta
proposed acinon for the conversion, oFDLF is: (1) ant tanhtakine, as defimed in Mi CFR
'.UtfyG
proptes.

onl historic
and
. (2) is a type ofactivity that has the potential to cau-se effeto
accordance rndh §S0O8(c) ofthe Counci's re- ulatiorns, We are rktiring 'out. a¢nd

In

thie Co"u'1l hcop;

oftthis letter, that we intend to usc

thie

prceCss and &iUztnIttnation -Cquiirc
to comply weith Section 105 of

to conrdvly w'th tih'e National Environmental Policy Act (NEPTA)

thet \EP Xprocess
Councirs rcgtuatiens (Let, the
Sedton 106 prnles4 we w'll enstre th stadards set fnrdtlt §BOOA(c i thrntih 6300 Sfe')
hc

34timrdi tisstone

Pr ervaatioen Act (NILPA) for thitS 'ntderrakine. int tons"

in Cenl of tbc procedurcs sct forth in §800.3 through §0soj.6 of tie

tee titet.
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Plese contact us if you have any concerns or comments regarding the proposed project. Any
iutornation you provide regarding specific cultural resources Nvill remain confidential as
stipulated in 36 CPR Part 800.1 1. To ensure that your concerns receive full consideration, picest
submit any comments within 30 days of the receipt of this letter.

Thank you far your atention to our notification of initiation of-consultationi. L you have any
questions or ncd additional inforuwion on this matter, please contact me at (865) 576-0.273 or
by email at hatnangs orodoc.gov.

Sine erly,

Gary'S. Ilartmana, FISS DOCDocu Niarngr
DOE ORO Ctltural Rcwarcs
Mantagmentc Coordinator

Ccw'enchlos'Ss

Skip ('o'lisgn E'3R- 76. VIIQORS
Toi McCullochb, Ad.isory Council ort llislnric ?rtuscesation.
3oi Thimpson FH-)23. i{Q/FORS
Krsoi WvMIc. PORTS Sit Office
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Deparfment of Energy
I@ ~'Oak

[j

VJS

Riogt Operations otfire

JtO. EBox20Ql 371

Oak $klge. Tnee

July 8, 2002

Mrt Ravwk Pope
C~hief
Shawnee Natio, United Remtnant and
e0927 State Route 1540
flellefontaine, 011 43311
Dear Chief Pope:
The U.S. fpartrncnt of Enrgy (DOE) is preparing an Envirol-anrtai hmpact Stcwmeni (MIS)
presxnting the likely effects of costructing and operaling one or mote plants to convert stored
DcpctdtiUranium flexatluoride (DUPFj into a more stable form, As part of this process, the
1)011 is initiating cons 'uhatiors with Native Ameican groips writh historical ties to the areas
under cnTsideration for a conversion facility.
Tte EIS will evaluate plans to build aud operate DUF4 corers
v afns fhcitiies at thc Paducealh
G;aseous Difflsion PL1a1t (OGDPO)
McCrarkenr Couply, K<'nrweky and tlsc Pornssmouth Gaseous
Diffusion Plant (1ORtTS) Pike (oun'y,
Ohio. Thre p&'ssibl constnwrfion lwations will N,:
cvta"iod at each sit'. The Not'ce of intent to prepar; thelr£
as publishbd on Sptemrbcr i 8,
2001 in the Federal Rt gtster. Plublic seeping fro the DUF, conversiots 1IS took placc betwe.c
SeptemIber I &2001
,
-anl 3aistarn 1 1001.
The encli~sed2 taps show .c location of thc PORt site and the altemative rtacitev locatious
undrler onsideration at PORTS. Ctudturat resourc- itnento:es hiave beett mitial att PORTS, lit
roost cases the litelihood ofcultual resources beirg distu +d by ezonsfrmtrioi
oS actiirit; is low,
t
Oae Location B i'lu's
soffme land wIth high arehaals 'gi.crl sensiiivitly. Thc poir-iral rff;rCs
t.f
tLe operation of the fac'bities On cultiral resotreds loicda
i a t
arra surrnund'IN POR TS will
be
td it Lhe ts.
W-e huave drltensirrd, i accittdace wcith §800.3 of the Advi(sory Council on i Tisoteo
Preservation's (Council) rvvisrd regulations for hiseprotervtion of historic properties. that DOE's
proposdi actionr. r t ne consersion of DIU, is. (1) anl undetaking, as detlnekd i. 16 CFn

§8C4l1' 6(y): and (2) is a trpe ofiactivity thathast

ae oten2is, case cflccs onV stcric

propeties, It accordaice wilh §00.3(c) of tie C uncills re'uoitions ve art noltilin, -ou, and
sace Counctil by copy of this lettfer, that we intend to use the proeess and doiannntt-:ationt requirer!
to co-ply with the Nlatiov' Environmental P cy Act (NKE
i to enI n'ply with Sc""ton t C4 f

tahe Naionsal UistonP Prese-' alien Acd (hN13A) forthis undstkanuingL using, 'he Ea Aproceess
in licu othe`4.proe-*daus set forth in §00.3 through §800.6 a the (ousu'eds raoguladoLs (i.e the
Section 1 45 rocess}W we will ensure thre standards set forth in "800 (et( I) throuttgh 'Sf'tYS'e)(5)
arte maet.
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Mleae contract us ifyou have any concems or comments regarding the -proposcdprojoat Any
informaioa yoo Provide mnarding spcci ic cultural rcsources will remain confidential -as
stipukattd in 36 CFR Part 800.1I1. To ensure that your conem meeive full consideragico, picase
submit .any cormments within 30 days of the receipt of this~letter.
Thnk, you for your atterntion to our notification of initiation of consultation. I yoit ave anty
qutestions or need additional iniformAotl Ott INtS matter, pticso contac me at (86) 5,7 6-273 or
by eail at h~~~oodegv
Sitmierclv~

J7
Crary S. Hlartmain, EIS ttomnent Muiagt,
D)OE ORO Cu'au ral R esources
Mm~agement Coordinator
Enclosurcs
cc

n-"111cosures:

Slp(
lt 1 FIR- 6, HIF
.~RS
Tom~ di
k~l~.-O-,
ik
m visory Council Cm Historic Prc.smrazionl

I.ois Thtomps on E H 232., f {Q/F ORS
F<Žis Wif IchTORTS Site Ofiice
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Department of Energy
.Cas
A1

Ridge aOperaS' 'n otrsr
PO. BOX 2an
O, Pidge. Tcnnssee 3I731

July I1, 2002
Ms. Paticia Jones
Ohio Department of Natural Resourcs
Heritage Pwgram

1SS9 rountain Squa, Bldg. F-l
Coliubus, Ohio 43224

Dear Is,Jo.nes:
ENV OIRONMlENTAL IMPACT ST-ATEMENT CONVERT1TING DUVF STORED AT
PORTSMN1OUT11 GASEOUS D FUrSION PLINT, PIME COUNTY., OHIO
The US.- Departentt of Encery (DOE), Depleted Uranium 1wxauoth
idtordc
r)
r t anrncnt
pmr..m, is preparing an Environmertal Impact Statement (EPS) coneeming its pTans: to convort
DlU 6 stored at the PortsnmtE Graseous Diffialor Plant (PORTS), located in Pi..e County, Ohio,
hce DOE prpared a Prograimmatic
te
S for Alterwative Straiegies for the I ocg-Tvrm
Ntnaxgement anmd Utsiof DUF6 in 199. This new ElS will evaluate the conwaructiert atnd
operatix4n of a facility to convert the OMF6 stored at the PORTS to a imnr stable clueingli
Fomr;
The czionevssion fheility would be located within the existing PORTS site boundairy. The
conPVersiXn products wVould Ssubsequently be used or dopnstd &elwherta. I Fave cstehrted manps
che,&wing
i t bg 4iw
i
on
i of t.c PORTS and ptential corstructiol sitet

<otulki

e
apprecriate receiving infonnation on any state proteewd pecies that may; inhabit em
vsiit the PORTS vicinity and could possibly be afected tvy Cotrulion f'or
-ramu ofla
convexsin facility' As part of the analysis of eonlogical
to s~pecies hbsal
tedy 6z
.t
ame torto
3asendargared, tlhcxtted,
tese spfcies tnd. their rsuidrcy stares at PORTS or in the
ata.7ysis.

wt
wipaetswe
ass. ts potential impacts
A
of
ot

or caiididlate species.
. wCi
wi

bbacld
Useful f.: thc

Tbank you in advanct f'r yotnTr -ssi.sncc_ If you need furnh'r infcraratioi regarding tis reqist
pleiase do not hesitirc to cals
mc at (S653 57&093S or cal: NI- R.nr . \Vm Lonkborvyzctfat
Argoa'nc National Laboratory at (6330) t25 597 35.

Sincerely,

James L. Elhnoe, PIh0D
Alteriate N'h? A Compliance Officer
Enclosuire

S

'U- .-

.;T
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Department of Energy
Oak Xl~e TenMOSZOO 37631-

July 12, 2002
M,. KeniLarnrunrs

Aeting Fiald Supmrisor

US. Fish aad Wildlife Service
695041 Amefiewna Parkw-ay
Reymoklsbuqg, Objic 4 068-:I27
Dwar Mr, Lamnmer:
FSVIRONAVFINTAL IMPACT STATUNIFNT CONNERUtNG OUTF6 S'FRoiuD AT
PORTSIMOU111 (.-ASEOUS DIMFSION PLA-NT, PIKE COUN7Y, 01110
The LS. Departmwn of Enetsy (DOE)t 04eple-ted Uranium Ilxai-horide (DUrE6) \ramigiemen
Progpram is preparing an Envronmental Irrip-ct Staem-nt (FTIS) cnecrning its phins to conver
1I6stored atfith~psolumit Gaseolis DTiffustior, Plant ('PORTS), located in Pike Couinty, Olhio.
T'e DOE preparcfi a Progna-mmatic FIS for Aitemiative Strategies for the Long-Trmn
Mauegeri~ntad (lie ot D(I6 i-n, 1~999 Th1is new ElS will evaluate thme
ear stsmeion and
orciaflmmonf a fiaed-rv maconvert tile DUT(6 %tored t tlie PORTS to a snoire stabW e nicai Iformn.
Thte ucwvmont 66ds" wxould ):V located within the exsting PORTS site b1'oundary. Thecolvti"r1orr 'roducts; Nvoml sid Iunl be ~used ar dlmsposod elsewhere- I haive Enclosed maps
5On4g tl-,! locr.tirN' PM
th PORTS and pitentiad cu struteno sites,
We wo I'.1d
Apr~e~t rmec'rvin iwfo--nntion on, -wev fderally-protee ipecies that may inhaWi
so as the PORTSvrtinity Hamt
iatould passiblv 1e afftce-d bywC stnt~u air;or
peration of a
t, fodcral',-liste& egndaumred. threaterd. ~and candidate species5 and critical habitat A lism
of~
rimes5e
zmpecics arid tucidr resliurowy 1Imaui a POR PS or it t~he vicniyor critical halbitat, would Ire
fi1
arIbe an~d--

n -d
ioc

~r

ouxr

arst mce lifyou need fuirther ittforrnatiirn reoarding this, roy~i"t

phWasc d no.~hestatet-o cadl nir at (8654) 5776 0933 o-r call Mr. kobert Van LonikhtyZ-nn
Arcomin Na\tional [.aboratwov at (630) W59'-59

at

A',c-rnalc NEMPA (Aompliarire Officer
ETneOwsUtc

6 I1b
$1-,,111,' 7;,tA
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Department of Energy

bA

~~it

~Oak

Ridg'e OperaucnsOflm

iE~y'P.0,

8" 2

Oak Rmdge,
Tennes 37931-

July 12,2002
Mr

C. Thormas Ben~ett

Kentucky lcparunentr

Fish and Wildlife Resourcs
#I Game Farm Road

Farakfort. KY 40601
Dar hMr. Bennett:
ENVIRONMIENTAL IMPACT STAVEMENT CO:NVF RTING D UFV6 STORED AT
IPADUCAII CASEOXUS TfF SON PLANT, MCCRACKEN COVIN'f, KENTUCKY
Tbhe U-SVDVpitsent oi3ergy, (DOE), Depleted Uliraim Eiexa{thoWc (OMd)NŽvlaagemei
Program. iti preparing anr Elnvirorxeraal Impact Statement (E1S) concerning its planits tonver
DUT6ti.swd at the Paduca h Caseous Diffusion Plunt (PGDPI. located in Mccracken County,
Kezucky. Ie POP psaal a Progra atic EtS 1½ Alternatte Straties for the Loti-Tern
.ang-miaentf and Ise of DUF6 in 19Q9. This nv E5 wiIl eval uate th coIst EctionPa.nd
operatio-, 'If a hezWihty to co4nvert the DUT6 stired,

dw PG')P to a

tore

stable chemicial tunr.

selected, thc cortersiakn facility would be locted either waithin or
inuvnadiately
d nwl' side the existintg PGDP bounday. The cojnversionr products would suhseuerf y
be nsat or dtspcscd elsewhere. I have enclosed maps slowing the location of the P1Oi and
tuoDt'al asirarction st. If the Paducali location is no t seected foar the con vct-niC3ersn
facilithtv j
V 'hto Paducalh

loc3atiol s

DI16
Hiitenia33.. at Pad=.'3UCa
would he shipped to thc Portsmomth Gyaseo(us
Patrntonth, Ohio.

Diff*sion Planm it

V. -.;i
d xprtoiate rtcceiVt
infunatittoLn on any stztc-protecztd species that ritty i
blvfltto4
wisit the PGIu)P s ei'rlity au1 could pos.4i3bly be affercwd by construction or opermAito oQ
;oncrtoe;.Cr. thci lnvy Aspast the a. alysis of' cologic5al imlpacts wer w>ill a~ssess pot~nt-.al irflpacis
t

l

towsrteci- sisted by d statc siucky as ndangr
threatened. or candidatc speccs. A list
oithzsc species and tbueis
stmus
testideucy
at PGOP er in the vicinity- would bc useful for die
Tha vwan,
yo ir. advqawt tfor ."OvuSasistntice. If you 'tredi furt-hr infton-nfioa regnrfn,- this roqwest.
ps
;
ult ae'a> to Cd1l Ent at1($6) 5736-0995*or e3all Mr. Rob9ert ViantLoitn -Y7n at
Autorut>eNdticnal luos~t.ra. tt .. (6'O) 25.5>973.

SincCrely.

James L. E[mtorze Psh.D.
Alternate NEPA Comapliaince Officer
Ertel~osure
x

S'e:'__'

*$

Lo-
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Departmernt of Energy

____

Calkd~
Ago petation otttce
OkPirrgo Toor-osase 37831-.
July 12, 20V
tr. Doniald Doit
Kcn+tuck State Nature

Prcsrnres (Cmnxrission
S01 Sdchail- Line

Frankfort, KY 406~01
Dear Mr. Dott:
ESVIRON.MVEWAL EIMPACT S"TATVEIFNT CONVEjRrING 1)UF6 STORED) AT
PADUCAH GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLMNT. MCCRCKEN COUNTY, KFNTI;Ct%-Y
The tIS. Departmentm of "nmrgy (D(A4. DepleteA Uranium Ikxafluoridc (.DUF6-) tanagmtrnt
Propxamm, is preparring mn E~nvironmental Impnct Statement (FTS) conc r it~s plans to couvert
I)UE6r stored at he Paducah Gaseousa Difflhsion Plant (PGDP), located in NkCrackvn Co unty,
Kern
Th1~~
DO prpare a rnsramimatic £1S for Altemrnave Sts-atesies for- (Fie tong-m
kld(Jalw SeeOrFT6 in 1999. T'his new lS will evaluate thec conAnirution and
upc-rr'no1 a fracility toconvcrt thcDI.`6 strcd az the PGI1to a more stable chemical Conn.
If,. Piadt4ah ~ocation Is seletted.the conversion fimcility would be lomaed either within or
rrnn-d'atlcv outside the exisrig POODP boundomy. The conversion proucts wo-~uldl subsequently
klsosed '~scnvhctc- I hlave 'elcicred flaps ,,Shuwing thz l1rcation of thc P~fhP ac4e
dm
bcka"
oOteluilif C1WtLCU0t1 sties. lf thei~Pducah locition is'ot s lecled, the DUT6 ritiaesus a: POO P
wouid bz Aipped to ftw- Porfsniuth Gaieous. Diflusioo Pint in Portsmouill, Ohio for
W'%o.l aporccrat ro-ne'vmng

t

fornm.tion on an, state prottcde

species thal mayi irhpht or

o -Saepowslldlimraocts
'mpacts we- wi 1tll
Q
c, ovct-r-Kr fwciiiy As. parl of the =1-ysi sologoitca
cw~lt~cd
n'"c n.Z-ttckyas
l~
ndiszccd mr~tcndor candidat scics. A list
oft'~.-p
t--trr-o
'et' ec~stausat 'C4P ~ " m~ vciity wyould bc us:Ful fnrth
an vnm in av,:Corb yCour assismlnco if vo U meed Aftmtther 'tfrmation re.6 al-dintl th;s reqUe'St,
Mm`obert 'Van Lo0~1khUyWen t
UW;Io
nW ch~ct call mie at (865) 576-0938 or call.%t
p're
A,~-rrtru Naticnal L~ahyoritory at (620) 252-5973.

jamcs L- 61.Imowe Ph-V.
Alternate Nl--,A t omrhlanczOij

e
CW

fd~it..~
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Departlment of Energy
Oak Ridg. Tennessee

.31-

July 12,2002
Mr. DaVid Snyder

Archaeology Reviews Kfager
R=soTrce Protection and Review
Chiio Sta"e Historic Presevation Office

567 East Hudson Street
Columbus, Ohio 432411-1030
Dear Mr. Sn-yJer,

UlS Dtparintenut f Energy (DOE), epleted Uraniurn '-Tcxtluioride (DUF6) \tnajnnt
Prngn'-n, is prparTitg arn Enviroontenrral simpact
Statement (I)
Lorc£cring 'ts plars to convert
DUOLY storer! at the Portsmouth Gascow Diffusion Plant (PORTS).i bcated nin
Pe County.-*- Ohio.
tlhe Paducih Gaseous Difftusion Plant (PODP), located in IvicCracten County KcWntIcky, and the
Eaqst e Te r
chnologiy Pa, (ETTP), located at Ok
d Toenesscc L oaeions at the
PGt0 and PORTS are being considered for the conversiort
h In 199, th D)OE prepared a
Progxrnnn t.ic tS ii- Alternetive Strategics for the Long-Teri Ntanagemn'nt and Use of lA..
hAcur at site speeiflc £tS will evauate the cnstrtion
cp-rfon o a fility to eonveni
tb. storad 1)W,, to a onaostable chemical form. The Not-ce of ["nent to prepare thc E3S w.as
puhlih shctOlon Septreier 15, 201 ia the, Federal Reginser.
Iault"c
-ep img 5or ,he DUE FLS tool
The

pla~e bcov.'c- September 18. 2001 and Iar,
January Inrrr
. 2001

tnt rated meeings an.d
Iecz.ni co>aresponderr:e. The proposed conversion Cacilivy wol ltx.
beIcateared 'rin thi
exitt
PORS site b1-oundary. The conversion products .unttd subsequenttly be used or
Pil]g
;d.sexd etd:c'?Ovpe. I have inchaded tnaps showing the locatx'n of the PORTS and poteal

"a !

V.Tc
de'cdvrniincd. in, aecordxwe wvith 4$00.3 of thc Ad.visory Co a it il oli Mwto
icfrnina"on's iConcil}i) revisct rcplatkios for the pmtwtio't of bisto ic properties, uhat 'DOE's

prnop's cd acion tbr hc converson ofDt.T
Zs

t6rv3.axy

d (2) is3

type tofactvilvit Ithat

il,,
(1) an 'nderakimn, zis dcfin'4 in 36 CFR
the potcntial' to cari4s4ect-' iin historic

rapmrcite'. Inacordanec WMith00, 8@()ofthe Cour-.cis rehlat-nis, weV notirfyig you, tnt
t-ae C*.un- by copy of this letter. that we intind to us- thc prfces5 an]d oc"tentStionl requirn!
[t'
wif.5y 'itn l e Naiional Environmental Poi"cy AXc' J.IhEPAi t5, eornlpi's"E1 '
)telu16
uP.
tiz Ni WIPAIt t}.s aindertaing. tn using the NEPA process itr 'ei or
of
pro.durz
,th
sts t
itl
N fi-3 Lhrhmth §Sfl.6
4o.f e Counedi's regulatons (11
e., tle sccjt:
th, stand rdsei Cb
trti in §SM-F(c(t) through §4SOO.J.t()(5) 34tt
r v'.

0fi proccs"t

we will en.sure

CA MtlztA a Y- X>s- s¢ <-t

l-
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Thbiik you f oir ~UTtCntientlo4oUrno fication ofinitiation ofconsuita~tr. if~ycu bzw;vn
q~t~ions or nccd additional inf±brrationon this mnter, plase contoct 0itbhcr ntmat (865'I 5760J273 (I
s-t
danw or Kriti Withic at (740) 997-5020Sircerely,

DOE~ ORO Culcural Resourtes
Managecmen Cowpinintor

,c woroc us
Skip Gosling, IIW-76, 11l,1FORS
Torn NcCulloch. Ad oris Cotwxil
Krisli Widille, 1'ORTS S~aOffice
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Ritdge Operztin Oftt

f

Bux -,Bo

CeRdge, Tenoesses&.si3July II, 2002

Mir. David L Mforpan
SHPO, Executive Director
&nwucayHeritage Council
300 VWshington Strect

Frankfon, KY 40W1
Dear Mr. Morgart

The i. S. Departzmnt of Energy (DOE)1. Drepted Uranium Hexafluoride (klAF)Management
PrugiAu ss prepanrig an Thvirofmerltal Impact Statemrent (lES) cocernie ists plats to convert
DVIF4 s"ord at t1w Potsmouth Gaseous Dilts;in Plant (,PORTS), locatet in Pike County. Ohio,
the Paducah Gi0s&us Diffusipn Plsnt (P01W), localed in McCracken County Kentuck-,y anid tho
Eas. Tehnessee Te-hnology Pail (MI,}t
located at Oak Ridgm, i'2.ennesI, at.iwatis'it die
PGO am
'iil h PORT:S .sre bing cooidered fr the conversioi failhv. In 1999, he DOE
prepared ;i Prtrain'matic E1S for Alternativc Strategies fir the Locng-Ten nra"cnlctn -it'd t-w

i
Dl..:
Inc
hc rurenz sc specaitie' EIS will evaluate the costrucmtion and opentiun ofa ac>i lit,
?(}toWt ii s.- 'ird I T1,to a more asshlc chemical fo)r-r. The Notikc of Intent to prvrzre >hr
HL ',vas puflvitd ivlnSeptenber 18,2001 in the Fedtral Reciater. Public seo'inm ibr tF-t DLr,or

bS twk 111ace betwee.n Sepwtrhern I S1001 and JIuiuryv 11 2f f 1 aid indAiued mecting5s ,and
wont,, and e.krloonie cortr.V)rd. ce. Tne proposed con-version ftaiiity at the PODP wotd be
il-c existino POGP site bo unAry. The eon'ver'ior preducts wotild subscpicnll`
or diS poseVd elsewbrec I hive included mrps showine ti-c 1'twtieon of the PFI0
pm~tcntu ^cnxtisef>4ilos sites.
'or-us'I

8w~hil

Fe used

:and

ha

slete. isned,
in accor.dance with §8003 O3rhe Ad
C}tn1vn
0..r
H:s t:>rie
3
Prn. r ,il) rcvisged reildatios fcr the protectidon
r& propenis. tat dO,;E's
pa~l
a-n fbis.the ct vr on of O
iFs(1) an undeitas-ing: ais dirnecd in 36vth
§S0s0 6'
-rd(7I) iS a tye of activity thad has rh' pot--ntiaU tot'-'
ef edts )- hish.ric
iia-

,,

4:

propstea L.
tn acc-d--nwc with 6S0.() of the Councvuarc-niai,llwfl e ireC not'iyron, and
,ttthsouit.l ' cony of tins letter, that wvt intend to use tlt- proc-aVairt dcukrct-eta tior r1qeqired
to con l-, tworn) :hc- National En-ifonronetal Poticy V.t (NEPAf t\l' :orn pyVwo Sccton 106 of
the 'stilt)½ hr tis- ukr3<_.i--kni Itt using Lie NIPP3A pr-ocrcss inpi-:durns w~ t i-r4h io
n-uch tsSu 6 ofe
ttunviisrulaUtns(i e the Section 10 ,rc'ecsje -ill osur
the surdrds so' n-'h in-I
thrugh
'IS0O3gl)
e
- net
1;LS

O'he5n

-§0

a' , ..... -

U-
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Tbnk you for your atltntio to our ntotification oxt'initiation oceonsuhtarion. If you have mny
or nd additional information on this matter. pease contact either me at (8t,5 i576r4. o) or Kristi Wicke at (740) 897.5020.
13 'rntarm

questions

Sincerely.

G~A6S H.Mman
DOE ORO Cultural Resourccs
Martagement COi7dnitor
Efetlsures

cc wititclosures:
Skip Gosfinga. HR-7 6, HQ$TORS
Toni McCulloch, Advisory Council
David Tidwvell, Paducah Site Office
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Department of Energy
{>¢

Rw~e Oweatior's Oft

*1>,Oak

P.Ok. BOX 2o00

Oess Ringe, Tennessee nsi -

rs

July 12. 2002

Dr. Le- A Barclay, PhD
Ficid Supervisor
U3S. Fish ard Wildlite Service
446 Neal Street
Cookeville. TN 38501

Dear Dc DBaclay:
ENVIRONMNFENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 0GM PRTING D06 SOTQ tED AT EAST
TENNESSEE TEChINOLOGY PARW4 OAK RIDGE RVSERVATTONh ROANE
COUNTY, TENNESSEE; PADUCAI GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLAINT. MCCRACKEN
COLY'TV, KENTUCKY AN!D PORTSIMOUTU GASEOUS PWVUSION PLAIVT IN

'ORTrS"NIOUITH~, 01IHO

ie U.S Depa unut Ot Ener.gy (DOE), Depleted Uranium lexafluoride (DU'FO) Ma.xnagement
Pn:'grazn. is prepifing an Envirow-ental Impact Statement IEIS) conccrning its plans to conver
DUF6 stored at 'he East Tennessee Technolop Park (1TTTP), located on the OaA Ridge
Resvratlion in Roate Cntziuy, Tetnesse, as well as the Paducah GaseoUs Diffusion Plant
(P1(iDPI l tocaed
in NkeC aekn County, Kie..uck-y, and the Portsmouht Ga(JCtos Diffision Pnt
i. Pontsmwth, Ohio. 11sr DOE precpard a Proratniniatic 11S for Alternttisve Strteg~ies lb- the
LoW'-rcni8rn MarIgLenht and tJse of DUFti> in 199. Trhis nev ElS will evaluate the construction
stuede
wnid o;eraoatticn of a taclity at Paducah and/or Portsmnouth. to conven the DUT6 tota
- i
mesical torm. It the Paducah sirc is sneCred, thec CtversJrsion fheiiiltgv wou d be IScated eithet
existing PGE.P Kbundary. The conversion prod ss would
o intr-Miattily or.ttied the C
.han or
s:ksedqucn tld:swsed ox dispased elsewhere. I have enclosed nmaps sheowing thc o'astiolu c'C the
Inore

PsJll? mtd
i

JT
P, t

tC'¼A'
iC

e

.rguul~al ice:tstrictionl sites'
''Fr}
'
lrs store-d at the ETTP would be iuipptd to Ponsmouth or PIadtceh. Tile only
wiader thle prroposed acti-ct 'a EI [P a.>e
Ih voW
Yan red storage o~fthe

euvic9ionred

t thrv are tranpetportd ofSf-itc and te cylix r pr'pzarzinns etromsite shipment.

oehtiilders-

11w rvlrndsr prermarsion acytiv.ities

ox i-p eS

a

or

"I -'ida
ote,
eoast
be condutcted
T

LC- s

*t;.A

th1eir

Wran:-.e-1

prepaation

considered 'uinelde placwnient of sowe cylinders in protlactive
contents into new or compliant cvhirdts-s. No eonstntc=ion related

acn

d shitpmuent is cmrcnt-x plaw-c.d tot 'TT P. Howev9er, if the

ct
acyvnder
transforfacilily is madca separatz tnviront;retnlal review wouAd

We w7ould
"o UI apIIeiate te eiving i omn. atio n on any federaliy-pretecued spezies that may inhalbi
*r visit the E I-P or P'O1O) vicinitv xnd could possily bhe affected by the proposcd =aion. As
pa of
r the anday- is of ecological impacts we will assetss potenial imIpac-ts to fbdera-al-Iisttrl
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endwngcred. threatened, and candidate species and critical habita. A list of ttese species and
their residency status at ETTP or PGDP or in the icinily, or crtical babitat, would be useful for
the analvsis.
'Tank you in advance flr yotur assistaree. If you need frdner information regarding this request.

pleasc do rnot hesitate to call me at (1865) 576-0938 or call Mr. Robert Van Lonkliuzen at
Argor.ce National Laboratory at (630) 252-5973.
Sincerely,

Xiames L. Elrnc, PhD
Alenate N\IPA Compliane OffK=

ConsultationLetters
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RESPONSES TO
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
LETTERS TO STATE AGENCIES
AND NATIVE AMERICAN GROUPS

-
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Ecological Services
6950 Americana Parkway. Suite H
Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068-4127

September 23, 2002
James L. Elmore, Ph.D.

Department of Energy
Oak Ridge Operations Office
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, TN 37831

OFFICIAL FILE COPY

AMESQ

Log No.
DateR~cced

OCT

File Codie

Dear Dr. Elmore:
This responds to your letter of July 12, 2002 regarding Federally listed endangered or
threatened species that may occur in the vicinity of the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion
Plant (PORTS) located in Pike County, Ohio.
ENDANGERED SPECIES COMMENTS:
The proposed project lies within the range of the Indiana bat (Myotis sodalis), a Federally
listed endangered species. Summer habitat requirements for the Indiana bat are not well
defined, but the following are thought to be of importance:
1. Dead trees and snags (especially those with exfoliating bark), split tree trunk and/or
branches, or cavities which may be used as maternity roosts;
2. Live trees (such as shagbark hickory) which have exfoliating bark;
3. Stream corridors, riparian areas, and upland woodlots which provide forage sites.
We recommend that if potential bat roost trees with the above characteristics are'
encountered in the project area, they should be saved wherever possible. If they must be
cut, they should not be cut between April 15 and September iS.
If desirable trees are present and if the above time restriction is unacceptable, mist net or
other surveys should be conducted to determine if bats are present. Any survey should be
designed and conducted in coordination with the endangered species coordinator for this
office, Ms. Angela Boyer (614-469-6923 ext. 22). The survey should be conducted in
June or July, the period when peak bat populations could be expected.
The project lies within the range of the timber rattlesnake, a large shy rattlesnake that is
declining throughout its national range. No Federal listing status has been assigned to
this species. Instead, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has initiated a pre-listing
Conservation Action Plan to support state and local conservation efforts. Your proactive

q2002
LQ0-U
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efforts to conserve this species now may help avoid the need to list the species under the
Endangered Species Act in the future. The timber rattlesnake is protected throughout
much of its range and listed as endangered by the State of Ohio. Due to their rarity and
reclusive nature, we encourage early project coordination to avoid potential impacts to
timber rattlesnakes and their habitat.
In Ohio, the timber rattlesnake is restricted to the un-glaciated Allegheny Plateau and
utilizes the specific habitat types, depending upon season. Winters are spent in dens
usually associated with high, dry ridges. These dens may face any direction, but
southeast to southwest are most common. Such dens usually consist of narrow crevices
in the bedrock. Rocks may or may not be present on the surface. From these dens, timber
rattlesnakes radiate throughout the surrounding hills and move distances as great as 4.5
miles. In the fall, timber rattlesnakes return to the same den. Intensive efforts to
transplant timber rattlesnakes have not been successful. Thus protection of the winter
dens is critical to the survival of this species. Some project management ideas include the
following:
I) At a minimum, project evaluations should contain delineations of timber rattlesnake
habitat within project boundaries. Descriptions should indicate the quality and quantity
of timber rattlesnake habitat (den sites, basking sites, and foraging area, etc.) that may be
affected by the project.
2) In cases where timber rattlesnakes are known to occur or where potential habitat is
rated moderate to high, timber rattlesnake surveys may be necessary. If surveys are to be
conducted, it may be helpful to inquire about timber rattlesnake sightings with local
resource agency personnel or reliable local residents. In addition, local herpetologists
may have knowledge of historical populations as well as precise knowledge of the habits,
and the specific local types of habitats that may contain timber rattlesnakes. Surveys
should be performed during the periods of spring emergence from dens (usually a short
period in April or May) and throughout the active season until October. The species is
often easiest to locate during the summer months when pregnant females seek open areas
in early morning, especially after cool evenings.
3) In portions of projects where timber rattlesnakes will be affected, clearing and
construction activities should occur at distances greater than 100 feet from known dens.
Most importantly, tops of ridges and areas of exposed rock should be avoided.
4) In areas where timber rattlesnake dens are known or likely to exist, maintenance
activities (mowing, cutting, burning, etc.) should be conducted from November I to
March 1, when timber rattlesnakes are hibemating.
Two divisions of the Ohio Department of Natural Resources, the Division of Wildlife
(614-265-6300) and the Division of Natural Areas and Preserves (614-265-6472),
maintain lists of plants and animals of concern to the State of Ohio. If you have not
already done so, you may wish to contact each of these agencies to obtain site-specific
information about species of state concern.
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If you have questions or we may be of further assistance in this matter please contact Mr.
Bill Kurey of this office at 614-469-6923 ext. 14.
Sincerely,
,

Mary Knaip, Ph.D.
Supervisor
cc: R. Sanders, ODOW

/
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FISH &WILDLIFE COMMISSION
Mike Boatwright, Paducah
Tom Baker, Bowling Green
Allen K. Gailor, Louisville
Ron Southall, Elizabethtown
Dr. James RERich, Taylor Mill, Chairman
Ben Frank Brown, Richmond
Doug Hensley, Hazard
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
Dr. Robert C. Webb, Grayson
David H.Godby, Somerset
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES
C. THOMAS BENNETT, COMMISSIONER

July 26, 2002

OFfTICAL FILE COPY
AMESQ

Mr. James L. Elmore
Department of Energy
Oak Ridge Operations Office
P.O. Box 2001
OakRidge, TN 37831

7/N93

IogNo

_

Date ReceivedAU'2M2,
File Code

_

RE: Environmental Impact Statement Converting DUF6
Stored at Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant,
McCracken County, Kentucky
Dear Mr. Elmore:
I have reviewed the information provided on the above-referenced project. Accordingly, I offer the
following comments and recommendations.

A review of the Kentucky Fish and Wildlife Information System indicates that several federal
and/or state threatened and/or endangered species are known to occur within McCracken County that
could be impacted by the project. That species list is attached. Please be aware that our database system is
a dynamic one that only represents our current knowledge of the various species distributions. This
information may also be obtained on the worldwide web at: www.kfwis.state.ky.us.
I would recommend that a habitat survey be conducted at the site of the proposed project and if
any habitat that might harbor any of these species exists, then a specific survey for that species should be
conducted. The results of those surveys will dictate if any additional surveys or analysis need to be
conducted.
I appreciate the opportunity to comment.
.Sincerely,

Wayne L. Davis
Environmental Section Chief
cc:

Environmental Section Files
EDOUCATIOMa

IPAVS

Arnold L. Mitchell Bldg.
#1 Game Farm Road
Frankfort, Ky 40601
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
<

Neal Street

3446

Cookevillc, IN 38501

September 18, 2002

Mr. James L. Elmore, Ph.D.
U.S. Department of Energy
Oak Ridge Operations Office
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831
Dear Dr. Elmore:
Thank you for your letter and enclosures received July 23, 2002, regarding the preparation of an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the proposed construction and operation of a facility to
convert DUF6 to a more stable chemical form at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP) in
McCracken County, Kentucky. The referenced maps of the PGDP and proposed facility locations were
not included in your letter. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service personnel have reviewed the information
submitted and offer the following comments for consideration.
According to our records, the following federally listed endangered species may occur on or near the
PGDP:
Indiana bat

Myotis sodalis

A qualified biologist should assess potential impacts and determine if the proposed project may affect
the species. We recommend that you submit a copy of your assessment and the draft EIS to this office
for review and concurrence. A finding of "may affect" could require the initiation of formal
consultation procedures.
These constitute the comments of the U.S. Department ofthe Interior in accordance with provisions of
the Endangered Species Act (87 Stat. 884, as amended: 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). We appreciate the
opportunityto comment. Shouldyouhaveanyquestions orneed furtherassistance, please contact Steve
Alexander of my staff at 931/528-6481, ext. 210, or via e-mail at steven_alexander/fvws.gov.
Sincerely,

J /Lee

A. Barclay, Ph.D.

Field Supervisor
xc:

Wayne Davis, KDFWR, Frankfort
Laila Lienesch, FWS, Frankfort

PaducahD UF6 Conversion FinalEIS
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PAUL E. PATTON
GOVERNOR

DONALD S. DOTT, JR.
DIRECTOR

COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY

KENTUCKY STATE NATURE PRESERVES COMMISSION
801 SCHENKELLANE

FRANKFORT,
KENTUCKY
40601-1403
(502) 573-2886 VOICE

(502) 573-2355 FAX

August 12, 2002

James L. Elmore, Ph.D.
Department of Energy
Oak Ridge Operations Office
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-2001

Dear Dr. Elmore:
This letter is in response to your data request of July 12, 2002 for State-Listed species
information in the vicinity of the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant DUF6 Conversion facility
project. We have reviewed our Natural Heritage Program Database to determine if any of the
endangered, threatened, or special concern plants and animals or exemplary natural communities
monitored by the Kentucky State Nature Preserves Commission occur in the area. Based on our most
current information, we have determined that 68 occurrences of the plants or animals and one
occurrence of the exemplary natural communities that are monitored by KSNPC are reported as
occurring in the specified area Please see the attached report for more information. I have included
a separate report of the species known from McCracken County, Kentucky as well.
Data and data products received from the Kentucky State Nature Preserves Commission,
including any portion thereof, may not be reproduced in any form or by any means without the
express written authorization of the Kentucky State Nature Preserves Commission. The exact
location of plants, animals, and natural communities, if released by the Kentucky State Nature
Preserves Commission, may not be released in any document or correspondence. These products
are provided on a temporary basis for the express project (described above) of the requester, and may
not be redistributed, resold or copied without the written permission of the Kentucky State Nature
Preserves Commission's Data Manager (801 Schenkel Lane, Frankfort, KY, 40601. Phone: (502)

573-2886).
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August 12, 2002

Please note that the quantity and quality of data collected by the Kentucky Natural Heritage
Program are dependent on the research and observations of many individuals and organizations. In
most cases, this information is not the result of comprehensive or site-specific field surveys; many
natural areas in Kentucky have never been thoroughly surveyed, and new plants and animals are still
being discovered. For these reasons, the Kentucky Natural Heritage Program cannot provide a
definitive statement on the presence, absence, or condition of biological elements in any part of
Kentucky. Heritage reports summarize the existing information known to the Kentucky Natural
Heritage Program at the time of the request regarding the biological elements or locations in
question. They should never be regarded as final statements on the elements or areas being considered, nor should they be substituted for on-site surveys required for environmental assessments. We
would greatly appreciate receiving any pertinent information obtained as a result of on-site surveys.
If you have any questions or if I can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sir erely,
/'

I

Sara Hines
Data Manager

Enclosures:

Data Report and Interpretation Key, McCracken County List
Endangered, Threatened, and Special Concern Plants and Animals of Kentucky
Plants and Animals Presumed Extinct or Extirpated from Kentucky
Monitored Natural Communities of Kentucky
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Data Key for Element and Occurrence Reports (v. 3.98)
Kentucky State Nature Preserves Commission
Natural Heritage Program Data Services
Many of the data fields on the enclosed report are easily understood; Other fields, however, use
abbreviations and formats that are not always self-explanatory. A key to these fields follows. Your report
may contain some or all of the following data fields.
BEARING:

BESTSOURCE:
COMMENTS:
DIRECTIONS:
DISTANCE:

ELCODE:
EOCODE:
EODATA:
EORANK:

FIRSTOBS:
GENDESC:
GRANK:

HABITAT:
IDENT:

KSNPC:
I.ASFOBS:
l.AT
LONG:
M AP NU.MBR:.\
MARG N UIM:
P'REC:

Bearing in degrees from a center point to an occurrence's latitude and longitude. This
field is masked for sensitive occurrences; contact KSNPC in these cases. Omitted for
GI U, and Q precision occurrence records.
Best available reference to the occurrence: literature citation, collector, collection
number, museum or herbarium code, etc.
Additional information about the occurrence including identification, taxonomy, or date
of occurrence.
Directions to an occurrence. This field is masked for sensitive occurrences; contact
KSNPC in these cases.
Distance from a center point to an-occurrence's latitude and longitude. Units coded
as M (miles), K (kilometers), and F (feet). This field is masked for sensitive
occurrences; contact KSNPC in these cases. Omitted for G, U, and Q precision
occurrence records.
Element (species) code.
Element (species) code,-occurrence number (last three digits), and state.
Occurrence population data: date of observation, number of individuals, health, size
of colony, flowering data, etc.
Judgement of occurrence quality: A = excellent' B = good, C = marginal, D

=

poor, E = verified extAnt but quality not judged, 0 = obscure (not found at reported
site but more searching needed), H = historically known from site but no known
observation or collection since 1975, X = extirpated from site.
Year of first known observation or collection.
Description of an occurrence's habitat.
Estimate of element abundance on a global scale: G1 = extremely rare, G2 = rare,
G3 = uncommon, G4 = common, G5 = very common, GH = historically known
and expected to be rediscovered, GU = uncertain, GX = extinct. Subspecies and
variety abundances are coded with a 'T' suffix; the 'G' portion of the rank then refers
to the entire species.
General description of the element's habitat across its range.
Whether the identification has been checked by a reliable individual and is believed
to be correctly identified: Y = identification confirmed and believed correct, N =
No, identification determined to be wrong despite reports to the contrary, ? =
Whether identification is correct or not is confusing or disputed, blank or Ul =
unknown whether identification correct or not, assumed correct.
Kentucky State Nature Preserves Commission status: N or blank = none, E = cndailoercd.
= threatened, S = special concern. H = historic. X
extirpacd.
Year(-mnonth-date) of moss recent known observation or collection.
Latitude. This field is masked for sensitive occurrences: contact KSNP'C in thcsc
cases. Omitted for G, U and Q precision occurrences.
longitude. This field is masked for sc~nsiive occurrences; contact KSNI>C in Ileic
cascs. Omittcd for G, U and Q precision occurrences.
Number used to location the element on KSNIPC -lcritagc maps.
Sec MAP NUMBER.
Sec P'REC[SION.
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KENTUCKY STATE NATURE PRESERVES COMMISSION
801 SCHENKEL LANE
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
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Kentucky State Nature Preserves Commission
Key for County List Report

R

The attached report lists endangered, threatened, special concern, and historic plants, animals, and natural communities (elements) reported from
each county in Kentucky. Within a county, elements are arranged first by taxonomic complexity (plants first, natural communities last), and second
by scientific name. A key to status, ranks, and count data fields follows.
STATUS
KSNPC:
USESA:

Kentucky State Nature Preserves Commission status:
N or blank = none
E = endangered
T = threatened
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service status:
N or blank = none
C = candidate
LE = listed as endangered

S = special concern

H = historic

I
Zs
tM

,I

X = extirpated

LT = listed as threatened

LTNL = Listed Threatened in part of its range, but is not listed in Kentucky (Copperbelly water snake has a special conservation
agreement in 14 Kentucky counties as an alternative to Federal Listing.)
RANKS
GRANK:
Estimate of element abundance on a global scale:
G1 = extremely rare
G2 = rare
G3 = uncommon
G4 = common
GU = uncertain
GH = historically known and expected to be rediscovered

G5 = very common
GX = extinct

Subspecies and variety abundances are coded with a 'r suffix; the 'G? portion of the rank then
refers to the entire species.
SRANK:

Estimate of element abundance
Si = extremely rare
S4 = many occurrences
SRF = reported falsely in literature

in Kentucky:

SE = exotic

? = unknown

S2 = rare

S5 = very common
SU = uncertain

SZ = not of significant conservation concern
S#B - breeding rank for non-resident species

S3 = uncommon
SA = accidental
SX = extirpated
SH = historically known in state
SR = reported but without persuasive documentation
S#N - non-breeding rank for non-resident species

COUNT DATA FIELDS
# OF OCCURRENCES:
EHFXU

Number of occurrences of a particular element from a county. Column headings are as follows:

currently reported from the county
reported from the county but not seen since 1980 (at least 20 years)
reported from county & cannot be relocated but for which further inventory is needed (previously reported as "Os)
known to have extirpated from the county
reported from a county but cannot be mapped to a quadrangle or exact location.
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The data from which the county report is generated is continually updated. The date on which the report was created is in the report footer.
Contact KSNPC for a current copy of the report, which is produced in this form annually.
Please note that the quantity and quality of data collected by the Kentucky Natural Heritage Program are dependent on the research and
observations of many individuals and organizations. In most cases, this information is not the result of comprehensive or site-specific field
surveys; many natural areas in Kentucky have never been thoroughly surveyed, and new species of plants and animals are still being discovered.
For these reasons, the Kentucky Natural Heritage Program cannot provide a definitive statement on the presence, absence, or condition of
biological elements in any part of Kentucky. Heritage reports summarize the existing information known to the Kentucky Natural Heritage Program
at the time of the request regarding the biological elements or locations in question. They should never be regarded as final statements on the
elements or areas being considered, nor should they be substituted for on-site surveys required for environmental assessments.

:s

KSNPC appreciates the submission of any endangered species data for Kentucky from field observations. For Information on data reporting or
other data services provided by KSNPC, please contact the Data Manager at:
KY State Nature Preserves Commission
801 Schenkel Lane
Frankfort, KY 40601
phone: (502) 573-2886
fax: (502) 573-2355

_

Data Current tas of June 2002
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County Report of Endangered, Threatened,and Special ConcernPlants, Animals, and Natural Cormanidesn
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Kentuckyi

Kenteucy State Nature Preserves Cnomnisison

County

Taxonomic Group

Scientific name

Common name

Statuses

AESCULVSPAVIA

RED BUCKEYE

T

G5/S2S3

0 10 0 0

ASTER DRUMMONDII VAR TEXANUS

TEXAS ASTER

T

G5T?/S2

00 00 1

CREAM WILD INDIGO

S

G4G5T4T5'S3

2 0 0 C0

PORCUPINE SEDGE

H

G5/SH

0 100 0

WATER HICKORY

T

G51S2S3

1 000 0

MOUNTAtN SILVER-BELL

E

G5/S1S2

2000 1

BROAD-LEAF GOLDEN-ASTER

T

G5TYJS2

10 00 0

ONE-FLOWER FIDDLELEAF

S

GYSI3?

0 100 0

CREEPING ST. JOHN'S-WORT

H

G2G3/SH

Ranks

#of Occurrences

E HFX U

HABITAT

McCracken

PLANTS

WOODS AND THICKETS.

McCracken

PLANTS

BOTrOMLANDS AND OPEN WOODS.

McCracken

PLANTS

BAPTISIA BRACTEATA VAR LEUCOPHAEA

PRAIRIES AND OPENWOODS ON SANDY SOIL

McCracken

PLANTS

CAREX HYSTERICINA

SWAMPS, WET MEADOWS, SHOREUNES,

McCracken

PLANTS

CARYAAQUATICA

BOTTOMLANDSAND FLOODPLAIN SWAMPS.

McCracken

PLANTS

HALESIA TETRAPTERA

RICH WOODS AND EDGES OF SLOUGHS AND oxBOw LAKES.

McCracken

PLANTS

HETEROTHECA SLBAXILLARIS VAR LATIFOLIA

DRY, OFTEN SANDY PLACES, PARTICULARLYDISTURBED SITES.

McCracken

PLANTS

HYDROLEA UNIFLORA

-

SWAMPY WOODLANDS, POND AND SLOUGH MARGINS, WET DITCHES.

McCracken

PLANTS

HYPERICUMADPRESSUM

MARSHES,SHORES, WET MEADOWS, SWALES AND DITCHES.

McCracken

PLANTS

00 0 0 1
*

LATHYRUSPALUSTRIS

VETCHUNG PEAVINE

T

G5vS2

0 00 0 1

t

WET MEADOWS, SWAMPS, WET WOODS. AND IN KY BOULDER COBBLE BARS ALONG CREEKSAND RIVERS,AND KNOWN FROM A ROADSIDENEAR A RAILROAD. (MEDLEY).

McCracken

PLANTS

LESPEDEZA STUEVEI

TALL BUSH-CLOVER

S

G4?.S3?

0 100 0

LILIUMSUPERBUM

TURKS CAP LILY

T

G5/S1S2

0 000 1

SOUTHERN CRABAPPLE

S

G5?/S3

0 10 00

SNOW MELANTHERA

S

G5/S3?

100 00

z

HAIR GRASS

S

G4?/S2S3

010 00

z

E

G4?/S1

110 00

SWEET CONEFLOWER

E

GS/S1

1 0 10 0

COMPASS PLANT

T

G5T?/S2

5000 0

BUCKLEY'S GOLDENROD

S

G4/S2S3

0 100 0

DRY HILLSIDE, WOODLAND.

McCracken

PLANTS

MOIST MEADOWS, MOIST/WET WOODS INLCUDING FLOODPLAINS,AND COVES

McCracken

PLANTS

MALUS ANGUSTIFOLIA

OPEN DRY - MESIC WOODS AND THICKETS.

McCracken

PLANTS

MELANTHERA NIVEA

FLOODPLAINSAND SANDY WOODS INCLUDINGDISTURBEDOPENINGS.

McCracken

PLANTS

MUHLENBERGIA GLABRIFLORIS

DRY, OESSICCATED OR EAKED SOILS. PRAIRIES, GRAVELS, OR ROCKY SLOPES AND MEDLEYREPORTSWET WOODS, MARSH EDGESAND FIELDS.

McCracken

PLANTS

PRENANTHESASPERA

ROUGH RATTLESNAKE-ROOT

DRY PRAIRIES AND BARRENS, LIMESTONEGLADES, DRY, OPEN ROCKY WOODS. USUALLY INACID SOILS.

McCracken

PLANTS

RUDBECKIA SU8TOMENTOSA

.

C

PRAIRIESAND LOW GROUNDS SUCH AS OPEN STREAM TERRACEWOODLANDS.

McCracken

PLANTS

SILPHIUM LACINIATUM VAR ROBINSON])

PRAIRIES INCL REMNANTS OF THIS FLORA ON ROADSIDESAND FIELDS.

McCracken

PLANTS

SOLIDAGO BUCKLEYV

WOODS AND BLUFFS,

Data Current as ofJune 2002
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Statuses

LEPTOXIS PRAEROSA

ONYX ROCKSNAIL

S

G51S3S4

0 10 0 0

S

G3G4/S3S4

0 00 0 1

Ranks

HABITAT

McCracken GASTROPODS

# ot Occurrences
E HF X U

CALL(1895) INDICATED
THATINTHEOHIORIVERAT THEFALLSITOCCURRED
INTHEGREATEST
PROFUSION
WHERETHEBOTTOM
IS CLEANROCKORROCKWITHABUNDANT
CONFERVOID
VEGETATION,'

McCracken

GASTROPODS

LITHASIA ARMIGERA

ARMORED ROCKSNAIL

BARSANDPOOLSWITHSAND,GRAVEL,
ANDROCKSUBSTRATES
(KNPC),SLOPING
ROCKOUTCROPS
WITHPOCKETS
OFSAND,GRAVEL
AND MUD,PARTIALLY
BURIEDLOGS,
ANDROCKRIPRAP(SICKELtess).

McCracken GASTROPODS

LITHASLA GENICULATA

ORNATE ROCKSNAIL

S

G3G4IS1

03 00 0

McCracken

LITHASIA VERRUCOSA

VARICOSE ROCKSNAIL

S

G3G4/S3S4

02 00 1

GASTROPODS

OBSERVATIONS
ONTHEHABITAT
INCLUDE
SPECIMENS
TAKENFROMRECENTLY
EXPOSED
BARSANDPOOLSWITHSAND,GRAVEL.
ANDROCKSUBSTRATES
(HAAGAND
PALMER-BALL,
PERSCOMM).

McCracken

BIVALVES

FUSCONAIA SUBROTUNDA SUBROTUNDA

LONGSOLID

S

G3TS/S3

0 10 0 0

GRAVELBARSAND DEEPPOOLSINLARGE
RIVERSANDLARGETO MEDIUM-SIZED
STREAMS
(AHLSTEDT
1984,GOODRICH
ANDVANDERSCHAUE1944,NEELANDALLEN1964,
PARMALEE
19S7).

McCracken BIVALVES

LAMPSILISAERUPTA

PINK MUCKET

EtE

G2S1

2 31 0 0

LARGERIVERS
INHABITATS
RANGING
FROMSILTTOBOULDERS,
BUTAPPARENTLY
MORECOMMONLY
FROMGRAVEL
ANDCOBBLE.
COLLECTED
FROMSHALLOW
ANDDEEP
WATERWITHCURRENT
VELOCITY
RANGING
FROMZEROTOSWIFT(AHLSTEDT
183, BOGANANDPARMALEE
1983,BUCHANAN
1980).B

McCracken BIVALVES

LAMPSILIS OVATA

POCKETBOOK

E

G51S1

E/LE

GI/Si

03 00 0

CONSIDERED
A LARGERIVERSPECIES
(CLENCH
ANDVANDERSCHALIE1944,PARMALEE
1967,STANSBERY
1976),BUTOCCURSIN MEDIUMNSIZED
STREAMS
INGRAVEL,
SAND
OREVENMUD(PARMALEE
1967,JOHNSON
1970,GORDONANDLAYZER1989).INTHELOWERWABASH
ANDOHIORIVERS

McCracken BIVALVES

OBOVARIA RETUSA

RING PINK

0 10 1 0

LARGERIVERSPECIES
THATINHABITS
GRAVEL
ANDSANDBARS(BOGANANDPARMALEE
1993,GOODRICH
ANDVANDERSCHAUE1944.NEELANDALLEN1984,STANSBERY
1978).

McCracken

BIVALVES

PLETHOBASUS COOPERIANUS

ORANGEFOOT PIMPLEBACK

kl

E/LE

GI/S1

42 20 0

S

G31S3

35 10 0

USUALLY
FOUNDINLARGERIVERSINSANDANDGRAVELSUBSTRATES
(AHLSTEDT
1983,BOGANANDPAhMALEE1993,MILLER,
A.C.ET AL 1986).

McCracken

BIVALVES

PLETHOBASUS CYPHYUS

SHEEPNOSE

USUALLY
FOUNDINLARGERIVERS
INCURRENT
ONMUD,SAND,ORGRAVELBOTTOMS
AT DEPTHOF 1-2METERS
ORMORE(BAKER1928,PARMALEE
1967,GORDON
AND
LAYZERt989).

McCracken BIVALVES

PLEUROBEMA

RUBRUM

PYRAMID PIGTOE

E

G2/S1

0 10 00

INHABITS
MEDIUMTOLARGERIVERS
ANDUSUALLY
OCCURS
IN SANDORGRAVEL
BOTTOMS
INDEEPWATERS(AHLSTEDT
1994,MURRAY
ANDLEONARD
1962,PARMALEE
ETAT.
1982),

McCracken

BIVALVES

POTAM/LUS CAPAX

FAT POCKETBOOK

E/LE

GI/Si

OCCURSINMEDIUMTOLARGE-SIZED
RIVERS
OFTENAROUNDISLANDANDBACKCHANNELS,
ANDSOMETIMES
INDITCHES,
INMUD(OOZE);MIXED
SAND,MUD,ANDCLAY:OR
FINESILTANDMUDIN FLOWING
WATER
AT DEPTHSOFA FEWINCHESUPTO EIGHTFEET(PARMALEE
1967,AHLSTEDT
AN

McCracken

BIVALVES

POTAM/LUS PURPURATUS

BLEUFER

E

G5/S1

DEEPSTREAMS
WITHDEEPMUDANDFAIRLY
QUIETPOOLS(MURRAYANDLEONARD
1982).IN MISSOURI
BOOTHEEL
STREAMS,
IT IS FOUND
IN SMALLTO MEDIUM
GRAVELWTH
WT
ANDMISSOURI,
INDIVIDUA
MUDOCCASIONALLY
INTERSPERSED
(DESCH1984),INTHEST.FRANCISRIVEROFARKANSAS

11 1 1 0

;S

1 0 0 o00
Os J

McCraeken BIVALVES
QUADRULA CYLINDRICA CYLINDRICA
RABBITSFOOT
T
G3T3/S2
SMALLTO LARGERIVERSWITHSAND,GRAVEL,
ANDCOBBLEANDMODERATE
TO SWIFTCURRENT,
SOMETIMES
IN DEEPWATER(PARMALEE
1967,BOGANAND PARMALEE
1983).

1 '2 1 0 0

MeCracken

00 1 00

CRUSTACEANS

CAMBARELLUS PUER

A DWARF CRAYFISH

E

G4G5/S1

0

CYPRESS
SWAMPS,
STREAMS,
ANDLOWLANDS
(DRAINED
WETLANDS)
ONTHEMISSISSIPP
ALLUVIAL
PLAIN,USUALLYAMONG
LIVINGORDEADVEGETATION
(PAGE1985).

McCracken

CRUSTACEANS

ORCONECTES LANCIFER

ACRAYFISH

E

GS/S1

"

0 100 0

OXBOW
LAKESANDSTREAMS
ONTHEGULFCOASTAL
PLAIN(PAGE1985),WHEREIT LVES AMONGORGANIC
DEBRIS,
USUALLY
NEARBALDCYPRESS
(BURRANDHOBBS1984).

Data Current as of June 2002
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Scientific name

Common name
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EUPHYES DUKES)

DUKES'SKIPPER

S

Ranks

I of Occurrences

HABITAT

McCracken

INSECTS

E HFX U

G31S1

3 00 10

31,

SHADED TUPELO SWAMPS IN SOUTH, PARTIALLYSHADED MARSHES AND DITCHES IN MIDWEST (OPLER AND MALIKUL 1992). FEEDS ON SEDGES (CAREXLACUSTRIS AND C.
HYALINOLEPIS) (L.D. GIBSON PERS COMM).ON THE ATLANTICCOAST IT ALSO FEEDS ON CAREX WALTERIANA (L.D. GIBSON P

McCracken INSECTS

SAtYRIUM FAVONIUSONTAR1O

NORTHERN HAIRSTREAK

S

G4T4/S1

0 10 00

S. FAVONIUS IS FOUND IN WOODS OR EDGES WITH EVERGREEN OR DECIDUOUSOAKS (OPLER AND MAUKUL 1992). MAIN HABITAT REQUIREMENTSARE BLACKJACKOAK
(QUERCUS MARILANDICA) AND A NECTAR SOURCE SUCH AS FARKLEBERRY (VACCINIUM ARBORETUM) OR DOGBANE (APOCYNUM CANNAB

McCracken FISHES

ACIPENSER FULVESCENS

LAKE STURGEON

E

G3/S1

01 0 0 0

E

G3G41S1

010

LAKES AND LARGE RIVERS WITH A FIRMSAND/GRAVEL BOTTOM(BURR AND WARREN 1985, ETNIER AND STARNES 1993).

McCracken FISHES

ATRACTOSTEUSSPATULA

ALLIGATOR GAR

1

0

SLUGGISH POOLS AND BACKWATERS OF LARGE RIVERS, BACKWATERS, AND OXBOW LAKES (BURR AND WARREN 1988, PAGE AND BURR 1901, ETNIER AND STARNES 1993).

McCracken

FISHES

CYPRINELLA VENUSTA

BLACKTAIL SHINER

S

G5/S3

10 00 0

OCCURS IN CREEKS AND SMALL STREAMS OF THE COASTAL PLAIN OVER FIRMSAND AND GRAVEL OF RIFFLES AND RACEWAYS, AND ALONG UNDERCUT BANKSOR AMONG
SUBMERGED STUMPS AND LOGS (BURR AND WARREN 198E).ALSO, OVER FIRM SAND OR GRAVEL INTHE MISSISSIPPI AND LOWER OHI

McCracken

FISHES

ERIMYZON SUCETTA

.

LAKE CHUBSUCKER

T

G052

0 10 0 0

LOWLAND LENTIC HABITATS (WETLANDS AND FLOODPLAIN LAKES) WITH SUBMERGENT AND FLOATINGVEGETATION (BURR AND WARREN 1088, ETNIER AND STARNES 1003).

McCracken FISHES

ESOXNIGER

CHAIN PICKEREL

S

G5/S3

10 000

COASTAL PLAIN WETLANDS, STREAMS, AND VEGETATEDOXBOW LAKE SHORELINES, AND IT ALSO TOLERATES RESERVOIR cONDITIONS (BURR AND WARREN 1000, ETNIER
AND STARNES 1993).

McCracken FISHES

ETHEOSTOMA PROELIARE

CYPRESS DARTER

T

G5/S2

.

100 00

SMALL TO MEDIUM-SIZESLUGGISH STREAMS, OXBOWS,AND WETLANDS WHERE THE BOTTOM IS SOFT AND AQUATIC VEGETATION ABOUNDS (BURR AND MAYDEN 1979,
KUEHNE AND BARBOUR 1003, PAGE 1983, BURRAND WARREN 1SM).

McCracken FISHES

HYBOGNATHUSHAYI

CYPRESS MINNOW

E

G5/81

120 00

OXBOW LAKES AND QUIET WATER OF LOW GRADIENT STREAMS ON THE COASTAL PLAIN AND SHAWNEE HILLS. USUALLY OVER MUD OR SAND BOTTOMS, BUT OCCASIONALLY
ASSOCIATED WITH SUBMERGED AQUATIC VEGETATION OROTHER COVER (BURR ANDWARREN IE98, PFUEGER 1975,
SMrTH 1079,
G

McCracken FISHES

ICHTHYOMYZON CASTANEUS

CHESTNUT LAMPREY

S

G4/S2

120 00

MODERATE-SIZECREEKS, LARGE RIVERS,AND RESERVOIRS. SUBSTRATE CONSISTS OF GRAVEL AND RUBBLE WITH AREAS OF SAND AND SILT. LARVAE REQUIRE CLEAR
STREAMS WITH STABLE BARS OF SILT, SANDAND ORGANIC DETRITIS (BECKER 1983, PFUEGER 1975,ROHDE AND LANTEIGNE-COU

McCracken FISHES
ICTIOBUSNIGER
BLACK BUFFALO
S
GS/S3
RESERVOIRS
ANDMEDIUM
TOLARGERIVERS
WITHMODERATE
TO LOWGRADIENT
ANDSOMETIME
SWIFTCURRENT
(BECKER
1083,PFUEGER
197s5
SMITH1979,TRAUTMAN

400 00

1901, AND BURR AND WARREN 1908).

McCracken

FISHES

LEPOMIS MINIATUS

REDSPOTTED SUNFISH

T

G5/S2

400 00

OCCURS INWELL-VEGETATED SWAMPS, SLOUGHS, 8OTTOMLANDLAKES, AND LOW GRADIENT STREAMS (BURR AND MAYDEN 1979, PFUEGER 1975, SMITH 1979, BURR AND
WARREN 1986, ETNIER AND STARNES 1993).

McCracken FISHES

LOTA LOTA

BURBOT

S

G5ISU

100 0 0

0

KENTUCKY SPECIMENS GENERALLY COME FROM MEDIUMTO LARGE-SIZE RIVERS. IN THE NORTH. THEY INHABIT COOL, LARGE, AND DEEP RIVERS AND LAKES (BECKER 1983,
PFUEGER 1975, SCOTT AND CROSSMAN 1973, SMITH 1979.TRAUTMAN 1981).

McCracken FISHES

MENIDIA BERYLLINA

INLAND SILVERSIDE

T

G5/S2

400 00

G5/S2S3

1 10 0 0

SCHOOLUNGSURFACE FISH THAT OCCURS IN THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER AND FLOODPLAIN LAKES (BURR AND WARREN 109s ETNIER AND STARNES 1993).

McCracken FISHES

NOTROPISMACULArUS

TAILLIGHT SHINER

T

LOW GRADIENT STREAMS. OXBOW LAKES, AND SLOUGHS IN AND AROUND CYPRESS KNEES, MARGINALVEGETATION, AND ACCUMULATIONs OF STICKSAND DETRITUS (BURR
AND PAGE 1975, BURR AND WARREN 1986, ETNIER AND STARNES 1993).

Data Current as of June 2002
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Statuses

NOTURUSSTIGMOSUS

NORTHERN MADTOM

S

Ranks

#of Occurrences

E HF X U

HABITAT

McCracken

FISHES

G3/S2S3

LARGE STREAMS AND RIVERS IN MODERATETO SWIFT CURRENT OVER GRAVEL AND SAND,AND SOMETIMESDEBRIS OR PONDWEED FORCOVER (BURR AND WARREN
ETNIER AND STARNES 1993).

McCracken

FISHES

UMBRA

LIMI

CENTRALMUDMINNOW

T

2 10 0 0
t986,

G5/S2S3

1 0 0 0 0

RESTRICTEDTO DENSE BEDS OF SUBMERGENTAQUATICVEGETATION OR ORGANICDEBRIS PILES IN SPRING-FEDWETLANDS, DITCHES.AND THE MARGINS OF LOWLAND
LAKES OFTHE COASTAL PLAIN (BURR AND WARREN 1986).

McCracken

AMPHIBIANS

AMPHIUMA TRIDACTYLUM

THREE-TOED AMPHIUMA

E

G5/S1

0 0 0 0 1

THE AMPHIUMA IS FOUND IN LAKES, OPEN SPRINGSTREAMS OF RUNNING WATER, AND STREAMSFLOWING OVER CALCAREOUSROCKS. ALSO RECORDED FROM DRAINAGE
DITCHES, BAYOUS.AND WOODED ALLUVIALSWAMPS (BISHOP t974).PROBABLY ONLY THE LATTER IN KENTUCKY.

McCracken

AMPHIBIANS

HYLA

CINEREA

GREENTREEFROG

S

G5/S3

2 0 0 0 0

S

G4T4/S3

17 1 6 0

FLOODPLAIN WETLANDS, PARTICULARLYTHOSE DOMINATEDBY BUTTONBUSHAND HERBACEOUSEMERGENTVEGETATION.

McCracken

AMPHIBIANS

RANA AREOLATA CIRCULOSA

NORTHERN CRAWFISH FROG

BREEDS IN PONDS iN FARMLAND AND EDGE. REMAINS UNDERGROUNDTHROUGHOUT MOST OF THE YEAR, USING CRAYFISH BURROWSIN MOIST GRASSLANDSAND MEADOWS.

McCracken

REPTILES

APALONEMUTICA MUTICA

MIDLAND SMOOTH SOFTSHELL

S

GST5/S3

1 0 0 0 0

OPEN WATER HABITATS; MOST NUMEROUSINOPEN RIVER SITUATIONSWrTH GRAVELOR SAND SUBSTRATES, BUT ALSO PRESENT IN SLOWER RIVERS AND IMPOUNDMENTS.

McCracken

REPTILES
MACROCLEMYS TEMMINCKII
ALLIGATOR SNAPPING TURTLE
T
G3G4/S2
,
FLOODPLAIN SLOUGHS, BACKWATER AREASOF LARGER RIVERS, IMPOUNDMENTS.SEEMS TO PREFER MUDDY SUBSTRATEWrrH DARK RETREATS INCLUDING MUSKAT AND
BEAVER DENS, LOGS, OR SHELTERINGVEGETATION.

McCracken

REPTILES

THAMNOPHIS SAURITUS SAURITUS

EASTERN RIBBON SNAKE

S

G5T5/S3

0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

VARIETY OF SEMI-OPENHABITATS, GENERALLYIN WEEDY OR BRUSHY GROWTH ALONG THE MARGINS OF SLOUGHS, MARSHES AND OTHER AQUATIC HABrTATS.

McCracken

BIRDS

ACCIPITER STRIATUS

SHARP-SHINNED HAWK

S

GS/S3B,S4N

C
A-I

1 0 0 0 0

FOREST AND OPEN WOODLAND, CONIFEROUS.MIXED,OR DECIDUOUS, PRIMARILYIN CONIP.IN MORE NORTHERNAND MOUNTAINOUSPORTION OF RANGE (B83COMO1NA).
MIGRATESTHROUGH VARIOUS HABITATS, MAINLY ALONG RIDGES, LAKESHORES, & COASTUNES (E83NAT01NA).

McCracken

BIRDS

AIMOPHILA AESTIVALIS

BACHMAN'S SPARROW

E

G3/SXB

0 0 0 1 0

OPEN PINE WOODS WITH SCATTEREDBUSHES OR UNDERSTORY,BRUSHY OR OVERGROWNHILLSIDES,OVERGROWN FIELDSWITH THICKETS AND BRAMBLES, GRASSY
ORCHARDS.

McCracken

BIRDS

ARDEA HERODIAS

GREAT BLUE HERON

S

G5/S3B,S4N

0 0 10 0

S

G5/S3B

2 1 0 0 0

FRESHWATERAND BRACKISH MARSHES,ALONG LAKES, RIVERS, BAYS, LAGOONS. OCEAN BEACHES, MANGROVES.FIELDS,AND MEADOWS.

McCracken

BIRDS

CORVUS OSSIFRAGUS

FISH CROW

BEACHES, BAYS, LAGOONS, INLETS,SWAMPS, NEAR MARSHES,AND, LESS FREQUENTLY,DECIDUOUSOR CONIFEROUS WOODLAND, IN INLAND SmrUATIONSPRIMARILYIN
BALDCYPRESSSWAMPS AND ALONG MAJORWATERCOURSES.ALSO GARBAGE DUMPS,

McCracken

BIRDS

ICTINIA MISSISSIPPIENSIS

MISSISSIPPI KITE

S

GS/S2B

.

1 0 00 0

TALL FOREST, OPEN WOODLAND, PRAIRIE.SEMIARIDRANGELAND, SHELTERBELTS,WOODED AREAS BORDERINGLAKES AND STREAMSIN MOREOPEN REGIONS, SCRUBBY
OAKS AND MESQUITE.

McCracken

BIRDS

LOPHODYTES CUCULLATUS

HOODED MERGANSER

T

G5/S152B,53S4N

0 1 0 0 0

STREAMS, LAKES, SWAMPS, MARSHES,AND ESTUARIES; WINTERS MOSTLY IN FRESHWATERBUT ALSO REGULARLYIN ESTUARIESAND SHELTEREDBAYS (BB3COMOBNA).

McCracken

BIRDS

RIPARIA RIPARIA

BANK SWALLOW

S

G5/S3B

0 0 1 0 0

OPEN AND PARTLY OPEN SITUATIONS,FREQUENTLYNEAR FLOWING WATER (BS=COMO1NA).
McCracken BIRDS
TYTOALBA
BARN OWL
S
G5/S3
OPEN AND PARTLYOPEN COUNTRY INA WIDE VARIETY OFSITUATIONS, OFTEN AROUND HUMAN HABITATION(B83COMOINA). IN NORTHERNWINTER OFTENROOSTS IN DENSE
CONIFERS;ALSO ROOSTS IN NEST BOXESIF AVAILABLE(A85MAR01NA).

Data Current as

of June 2002

2 0 0 0 0
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Count 'Reporl of Endangered, Threatened, and Speclal ConcernPlants. Animals,and Natural Communites of Kentucky
Kpne4dkyStare Nature Preserves Commisison

County

Taxonomic Group

Scientific name

Common name

Statuses

Ranks

HABITAT

McCracken

BIRDS

# of Occurrences
Fl

VIREO BELLII

BELL'S VIREC

S

GS/S2S3B

Au

I 0 00

DENSE BRUSH, MESQUITE, STREAMSIDE THICKETS,AND SCRUB OAK, IN ARID REGIONS BUTOFTEN NEAR WATER (B83COM1NA): MOIST WOODLAND, BOTTONLANDS.
WOODLAND EDGE, SCATTERED COVER AND HEDGEROWS IN CULTIVATEDAREAS. OPEN WOODLAND, BRUSH IN WINT.

McCracken

MAMMALS

MYOTISAUSTRORIPARIlUS

SOUTHEASTERN MYOTIS

E

G3G4/S1S2

100 0 0

E/LE

G2/S1S2

10 000

Zs
t-1

(t

M
C"

THE SOUTHEASTERN MYOTIS USES PRIMARILYCAVES FOR HIBERNACULA AND SUMMER MATERNITYAND ROOSTING SrTES.

McCracken

MAMMALS

MYOTIS SODALIS

INDIANA BAT

INDIANA BATS USE PRIMARILYCAVES FOR HIBERNACULA.ALTHOUGH THEY ARE OCCASIONALLYFOUND IN OLD MINE PORTALS.

McCracken

MAMMALS

NYCTICEIUS HUMERALIS

EVENING BAT

T

5G/S2S3

3 0 00 0

THE EVENING BAT IS A COLONIAL SPECIES THAT ROOSTS IN TREES AND HOUSES. IT APPARENTLYMIGRATESSOUTHWARD IN WINTER.

McCracken COMMUNITIES

FLOODPLAIN RIDGE/TERRACE FOREST

N

S1

10000

McCracken

WETPRAIRIE

N

51

10000

COMMUNITIES

01T
0.
0~2

(0
9n

Data Current as of June 2002
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oth

EASTERN SHAWNEE TRIBE

A)

OF OKLAHOMA
P.O. Box 350

Seneca, MO 64865

-

(918) 666-2435

FAX (918) 666-3325

July 23, 2002

Department of Energy
Gary S. Hartman, EIS Document Manager

Oak Ridge Operations Office
PO Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

Re: Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant,
McCracken County, Kentucky
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant
Pike County, Ohio

Dear Mr. Hartman:
Thank you for notice of the referenced project. The Eastern Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma
is currently unaware of any documentation directly linking Indian Religious Sites to the
proposed construction. In the event any items falling under the Native American Graves
Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) are discovered during construction, the
Eastern Shawnee Tribe request notification and further consultation.
The Eastern Shawnee Tribe has no objection to the proposed construction. However, if
any human skeletal remains andlor any objects falling under NAGPRA are uncovered
during construction, the construction should stop immediately, and the appropriate
persons, including state and tribal NAGPRA representatives contacted.

Charles Enyart, Chief
Eastern Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma

-

G-58
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PEORIA TRIBE OF INDIANS OF OKLAHOMA

CHIEF
John P. Froman

(918) 540-2535 FAX (918) 540-2538
PRO.Box 1527
MIAMI, OKLAHOMA 74355

118 S. Eight Tribes Trail

SECOND CHIEF
Joe Goforth

July 26, 2002

Gary S. Hartman
Department of Energy
Oak Ridge Operations Office
P. 0. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831
RE: DUF conversion facilities

Thank you for notice of the referenced project. The Peoria Tribe of Indians of Oklahoma is currently
unaware of any documentation directly linking Indian Religious Sites to the proposed construction. In the
event any items falling under the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA)
are discovered during construction, the Peoria Tribe request notification and further consultation.
The Peoria Tribe has no objection to the proposed construction. However, if any human skeletal remains
and/or any objects falling under NAGPRA are uncovered during construction, the construction should
stop immediately, and the appropriate persons, including state and tribal NAGPRA representatives
contacted.

John P. Froman
Chief
xc:

Bud Ellis, Repatriation/NAGPRA Committee Chairman
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July 26, 2002
TENNESSEE HISTORICAL COMMISSION
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION
2941 LEBANON ROAD
NASHVILLE, TN 37243-0442
(615) 532-1550

Mr. Gary S. Hartman
Oak Ridge Operations/DP-80
Post Office Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 37831
RE: DOE, DUF MANAGEMENTIETTP, OAK RIDGE, ANDERSON COUNTY
Dear Mr. Hartman:
In response to your request, received on Wednesday, July 24, 2002, we have
reviewed the documents you submitted regarding your proposed undertaking. Our
review of and comment on your proposed undertaking are among the requirements
of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. This Act requires federal
agencies or applicant for federal assistance to consult with the appropriate State
Historic Preservation Office before they carry out their proposed undertakings.
The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation has codified procedures for carrying
out Section 106 review in 36 CFR 800. You may wish to familiarize yourself with
these procedures (Federal Register, December 12, 2000, pages 77698-77739) if you
are unsure about the Section 106 process.
Considering available information, we find that the project as currently proposed
MAY AFFECT PROPERTIES THAT ARE ELIGIBLE FOR LISTING IN THE
NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES. You should continue
consultation with our office, designated consulting parties and invite them to
participate in consultation, and provide us with appropriate survey documentation
for review and comment. Please direct questions and comments to Joe Garrison
(615) 532-1559. We appreciate your cooperation.
Sincerely,

Herbert L. Harper
Executive Director and
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Deputy State Historic

Preservation Officer
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Ecological Services.
6950 Americana Parkway, Suite H
Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068-4127
(614) 469-6923/FAX (614) 469-6919
March 16, 2004

Dr. James L. Elmore
Oak Ridge Operations Office
Department of Energy
P.O. Box 2001 '
Oak Ridge, TN 37831

Dear Dr. Elmore:

L,

__

56

t/93

e t.: 1 ii
___E_5
File CoJ~_-_______

___

___

File Code

This is in response to your January 9, 2004 letter (which we received on February 10, 2004). and attached
Biological Assessrnent of the Effects of Construction and Operation of a Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride
Conversion Facility at the Portsmouth Site. January 2004, regarding informal consultation under section 7
of the Endangered Species Act for the proposed depleted uranium hexafluoride conversion facility at the
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant located in Pike County, Ohio.
In response to our September 23, 2002 letter, you prepared and submitted a Biological Assessment (BA).
The BA addresses two species, the Indiana bat, a Federally listed endangered species which is listed in all
88 counties of Ohio, and the timber rattlesnake, which has not been assigned a Federal listing status, but
the Service has initiated a pre-listing Conservation Action Plan to support State and local conservation
efforts.
Your BA provides a thorough assessment of habitat for the above two species. The BA concludes that
most of the site was found to have poor summer habitat for the Indiana bat because of the small size,
isolation, and insufficient maturity of the few woodlands on the site. Potential summer habitat for the
Indiana bat was identified and sampled during surveys conducted in 1994 and 1996. No Indiana bats
were collected during those surveys. Nevertheless, the Department agreed that any unavoidable cutting
of trees, associated with the proposed facility, with summer roost characteristics would be done between
September 15 and April 15. Thus, the proposed action is not likely to adversely affect the Indiana bat.
Also, the Department concludes that habitat for the timber rattlesnake is not present on the Portsmouth
site; therefore, the propose action would not affect the rattlesnake species.
We concur with the Department of Energy's conclusion regarding the above two species. Regarding the
Indiana bat, we recommend your continued efforts to avoid impacting summer bat habitat and/or enhance
other areas which could be developed into good summer habitat. The Indiana bat surveys were conducted
at least seven years ago; new surveys on the Portsmouth site could result in the capture of this species.

-

-

-
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These comments have been prepared under the authority of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (48
Stat. 401, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 661 et seq.), the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended, and are
consistent with the intent of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service's Mitigation Policy.
If you have questions, or if we may be of further assistance in this matter, please contact Ken Lammers at
extension 15 in this office.
Sincerely,

Mary Knapp, Ph.D.
Supervisor

cc: ODNR, Div. of Wildlife, SCEA Unit, Columbus, OH
ODNR, Div. of RELM, Columbus, OH
Ohio EPA, Water Quality Monitoring, Columbus, OH
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
3761 GEORGETOWN ROAD
FRANKFORT, KY 40601

March 2, 2004

Mr. James L. Elmore, Ph.D.£
U.S. Department of Energy
Oak Ridge Operations Office
P.O. Box 2001
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Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831
Subject:

FWS #04-0582; Biological Assessment for the Indiana bat, Informal Consultation
for the Proposed Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride Conversion Facility,
McCracken County, Kentucky

Dear Dr. Elmore:
Thank you for your letter and enclosures transmitting a biological assessment (BA) for the
federally endangered Indiana bat in association with the Proposed Depleted Uranium
Hexafluoride Conversion Facility in McCracken County, Kentucky. Fish and Wildlife Service
(Service) biologists have reviewed the document, and we offer the following comments.
Based on the information provided in the BA, tree clearing will be necessary in one of the three
proposed facility construction locations. Of the proposed sites, Location A covers 35 acres, with
approximately 10 acres of mature hardwood; Location B covers 59 acres, with the southern half
occupied by mature hardwood forest; Location C is 53 acres, with its western half recently
disturbed and occupied by young growth (trees and saplings). Once construction begins on the
selected location, the facility will occupy approximately 10 acres with up to 45 acres potentially
affected by construction activities.
The project area is known to have Indiana bat summer foraging and roosting habitat (of varying
quality) in the vicinity. Indiana bats typically roost under exfoliating bark, in cavities of dead
and live trees, and in snags (i.e. dead trees or dead portions of live trees). Trees in excess of 16
inches in diameter at breast height (DBH) are considered optimal for maternity colony roosts, but
trees in excess of 9 inches DBH appear to provide suitable roosting habitat. Male Indiana bats
have been observed roosting in trees as small as 3 inches DBH. The BA states that tree removal
would occur between September 15'h and April 15h. However, to be fully protective of Indiana
bat summer roosting and foraging seasons, we recommend that trees only be removed between
October 15' and March 315. There are no known or suspected Indiana bat hibernacula within 10

miles of the project area, therefore, hibemacula mitigation measures will not be necessary.
Provided that tree and vegetation clearing occurs during the above-specified interval of October
15 to March 31, the Service concurs that the proposed action is "not likely to adversely affect"

_
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the federally endangered Indiana bat. In view of this, we believe that the requirements of section
7 of the Endangered Species Act have been fulfilled for this project. Your obligations under
section 7 must be reconsidered, however, if: (1) new information reveals that the proposed action
may affect listed species in a manner or to an extent not previously considered, (2) the proposed
action is subsequently modified to include activities which were not considered during this
consultation, or (3) new species are listed or critical habitat designated that might be affected by
the proposed action.
If you have any questions or if we can be of further assistance, please contact Anthony Velasco
at (502)1695-0468 (ext.225).
Sincerely,

Virgil Lee Andrews, Jr
Field Supervisor
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APPENDIX H:
CONTRACTOR DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) is the contractor assisting the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) in preparing the environmental impact statement (EIS) for depleted UF6
conversion. DOE is responsible for reviewing and evaluating the information and determining
the appropriateness and adequacy of incorporating any data, analyses, or results in the EIS. DOE
determines the scope and content of the EIS and supporting documents and will furnish direction
to ANL, as appropriate, in preparing these documents.
The Council on Environmental Quality's regulations (40 CFR 1506.5(c)), which have
been adopted by DOE (10 CFR Part 1021), require contractors who will prepare an EIS to
execute a disclosure specifying that they have no financial or other interest in the outcome of the
project. The term "financial interest or other interest in the outcome of the project" for the
purposes of this disclosure is defined in the March 23, 1981, "Forty Most Asked Questions
Concerning CEQ's National Environmental Policy Act Regulations," 46 Federal Register
18026-18028 at Questions 17a and 17b. Financial or other interest in the outcome of the project
includes "any financial benefit such as promise of future construction or design work on the
project, as well as indirect benefits the consultant is aware of (e.g., if the project would aid
proposals sponsored by the firm's other clients)," 46 FederalRegister 18026-18038 at 10831.
In accordance with these regulations, Argonne National Laboratory hereby certifies that it
has no financial or other interest in the outcome of the project.
Certified by:

Signature

U0

Anthony J. Dvorak
Name
Director, Environmental Assessment Division
Title
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